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Acknowledges Nos.639/41,

Smdr& “ta?tL<Usoussed,wlth MMsrs-

J4&ART0’1 17TH JULY. 1935.
1.
a;

Gresham, Slaughter
3. Erection of Wool Shed. 

"Gwendolin".
Naval Fuel Depot.

C.P .Peters's tender. 

Condition discussed! with4.
Capt.Roberts.

5. Boiler smoke stack.
Calibration tables.
Hose required.

ACl?S^fd! trMlnRS ot 0,>y,s oaraPs *Moh have been6.

T. Stanley Water Scheme - 4% acres of Dairy Paddock will
be given up for.

Certificated tote for "Falkland" to be8. engaged.
Chief Engineer Craig's agreement to be terminated.

9. Bodm? §?idg^_“ Photographs and report studied! with interest.Findlay Creek Bridge - drawing and indent approved.Goose Green factory chimney*
Use of Lubricating oil for engines *-
Apprentice for Crawford! — asks for copy of agreement,
re cancelling of coal^eontreats with whalers*
Remarks on "Kelp's" boiler noted.
Barton for Pebble Island - appointment of successor.
Sale of Surplus sheep - advise promptly any offer from

Menendez*
&

Company subscribing One hundred guineas to Bishop Stirline Manorial Fund. ^

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

i

15.
i

i; 16.

17.

18. MeMath Wilson, assistant storekeeper, sailing this mail,,
20 Kent rams being shipped in August - negotiating for 20 more from New Zealand.

19.

i
!

y^
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6V, Z^/uzcco/j/yic/t' S$tee£
Per "LAGARTO" 

N? 1258o 17th July, 25

Sir,

Since writing last on the 28th May, I have received 

despatches 689/41, dated; 16th & 29th April & 2nd June,- 

also your letters of 1st & 6th May & 2nd June.
The presence on this side, of Mr*Gresham, Mr .Slaughter 

and Capt.Roberts has afforded opportunities of discussing 

with them many matters concerning the Company's business, and 

for that reason it will not be necessary to deal in such 

detail with your letters under acknowledgment as would 

otherwise be the case.

:b

ft.

3 . 639/2. A cable was sent you on the 9th June, reading:
as follows

"Referring to C.P.Peters's tender wool 
"shed we are aoxioup to avoid heavy proposed

I

"excavation outlay it would be an advantage to 

"raise'floor on concrete pillars lower side to 

"extent required so provide sheep shelter under*
"Sends by first mail C.P.Peters's suggestion and 

"sketch to this end. Do nothing meanwhile*"
The above speaks for itself and we will now await Mr .Peters's 

suggestions in reply.
4. 639/3641/14. Your account on the "heaving down" of the

Jr

"GWENDOLEN" and the condition of the vessel has been gone 

into fully with Capt .Roberts. It is realised that the 

damage to the false keel may have occurred years ago. This 

fact, and the report given, again goes to prove; that it is

f' SiA.W.N.Vincent, Esq.,
Acting Manager,

Port Stanley.
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Praotioally Impossible 

vessel of her size in 

Nothing could emphasise 

slipway than this

to ever Properly sight the> bottom of 

existing circumstances ia Stanley, 

strongly the urgent necessity

i a
the

more of a
case.

5* €39/4. The attention 

called to the matten and their 

as received;

of the Admiralty has- been 

reply will be forwarded as soon

Copies of letters from the Admiralty as under are
enelosedi-

Dated 9th June. lieplying to yourr question 638/22 

as to the Calibration Tables
25th June • re Leather Hose' - asking tor sketch

canvas
i»

shewing connections, and enquiring if standard
hose would not be equally suitable.

Please forward to me your replies and the information asked 

for.
6. 639/5. The tracings of sundry Company*s camps, 

surveyed* are to hand and will prove useful for referencek
The Board readily agrees to giving up 4%7. 639/5. acres

of the Dairy Paddook, instead of 4 acres as originally suggested; 
for the purpose' of the; Stanley water1 supply scheme.

639/7
641/9. Gapt.Roberts has been authorised to 

a certificated! mate for the "FALKLAND".
engage

It has also been
decided that in view of incidents which occurred 

when the "FALKLAND"
recently

was at sea, whereby the vessel#s safely 

was Imperiled, that Chief Engineer Craig must-be given notice 

and his agreement terminated under clause 6. If the man
accepts the position and is prepared to clear out at 

the "LA6ART0" you are authorised: to provide' him with 

home. Instructions with regard to this matter will be cabled 

you in plenty of time before the vessel arrives in Stanley 

so that Peters can be on the spot to tafce 

Chief Engineer will follow later*

onee by 

a passage

The newover*

i
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9. 640/2, {
Bodie Bridge work have be 

The excellent 

concerned..

The further photographs and reports of the
en studied with the closest interest, 

progress made reflects great credit on all

Mr .Peters's drawing and indent for materials in 

connection with the Findlay Greek bridge,
Acting Gamp Manager's letter of 14th May, 1925,- 

and; approved.

enclosed with the-
ar e to hand

Advice will shortly be sent you as to whether 

the timber! and materials will be ordered from Punta Arenas
!

or home.
10. 640/3. 

noted and approved.
Be Goose Green Factory Chimney Stack, —

11. 641/4. Please carefully note that the purchase of 

lubricating oil in Punta Arenas, expect in an emergency, is
t

strongly disapproved .of. With every engine, nmrine or
stationary, without exception, sent to Stanley the makers
special instruction book has been supplied! and therein will 

be found stated what oil is best. The Responsibility of 

indenting for and stocking the particular grade and, what is
equally important, seeing that no other' is supplied for any 

engine rests with you in Stanley. The importance* of this
Baas is a matter which «annot be too strongly emphasised. 

12. 641/5. The apprenticing of Dickson is nqtpd. You 

have-however!not stated what arrangement, if any, has been
oome to with Crawford!. Please send a copy of the 

apprenticeship agreement.
13. 641/11 The news contained in the despatch and in

your letter of the 5th May to the effect that bunkerir^ 

contracts with the whalers had been cancelled to the extent 

of 1124 tons on the payment of 4/- per ton came as a great 

shock. It is a disastrous blunder for which no good reason 

is forthcoming. Not only will the company loose the prefit 

it should have made, but our bands will be greatly tied in 

treating with the P.S.N.G. for future; outward vessels as the 

offer of the coal tonnage was a considerable inducement to 

them to put on boats for Stanley. To say that the undelivered

v.-. .
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Quantity win be 

■been the
sold at 

quite? beside; the
a bigger profit than would have

point as all arrangements 

immediately the 

would then have been able to 

These arrangements have since 

conversant with the 

need be

ease is 

bad been made to replenish your stocks 

had cleared! and youwhalers
secure'the sales referred to*

However, Mr Gresham isbeen cancelled* 

Board? s views 

said here.

14. 641/12i
15. 641/15.

on this matter and nothing further

"Kelp*s" boiler - Remarks are noted.
It in understood from your remarks that 

Mr .Barton will not be leaving until the winter of 1926.
In that case there will be ample time to findi a successorc
Meanwhile I can say that Mr .Alee Moir *s application has been 

considered, but the Board! desires, if possible, to find a 

man who has had experience outside the Islands.
641/17.16. If any definite offer for surplus sheep 

is forthcoming from Menendez, please advise us promptly
though it is considered' that the Company will have very few
indeed available for sale*

17. In response to an appeal from Sir John Middleton 

for subscriptions for the Bishop Stirling Memorial, I have 

the pleasure to advise you that the Board has sanctioned 

a contribution from the Company of one hundred guineas.
r

Cable instructions as to this are being sent you*
18. The assistant storekeeper, Mr .MeMath Wilson, is 

going out by this opportunity, and a copy of the agreement 
entered into with him will be found herewith.

v
Yours faithfully,

Managing Director*
“19* A cable is being sent you advising that 2G rams for 

the Company have been purchased in Kent for Shipment per 
"Loreto" on 28th August, and. that we are negotiating with 
NewvZealand for 20 more: from that colony for Oet/Nev. shipment.
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PRECIS. OF DESPATCH Nn. 13KQ upp .. LORETO11, 25TH AUGUST1925.

1 Nothing to Acknowledge.

2 "Gwendoling - seriously damaged in heavy 

gales - refers to cable advice. 

Underwriters agree to perishable 

stores being auctioned.
Commissioning of "Falkland", not 
approved.
Repairs to be expedited.
"Shamrock", to be chartered for urgent
£* r»*i

stores, but must not carry wool.

i

J.C.Craig - Chief Engineer "Falkland" - to 

be discharged.
J.W.Parker appointed in his place. 

Certificated Mate and Chief Steward being 

sent "Qropesa" 8th October.

3

Two Shepherds Houses shipped this opportunity.4

Oil Fuel Depot - Gear to be used in case of 
necessity to be provided by Admiralty.

5

20 Rams and a Bull shipped "Loreto".

Sheep from New Zealand under Governor’s scheme.

6

7
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1259.

Per
J,925.25th Augustorulon/.£.c3.jV° *------

■'I.Dear Sir,
1 Since the date of my last despatch no mail from you
1

has been received.
Your cable of the 6th instant, advising that the 

"Gwendolin" had suffered serious damage in a heavy gale and
A "i|

that repairs would take two months to complete came
It was at once realized that such an

unfortunate time

2.

as

somewhat of a shock, 
accident could not have occurred at a more

regard to the fact that the "Falkland" is laid uphaving
and that both Mr. Gresham and the Marine Superintendent are
not on the spot to supervise repairs. 

Your message
indication being given as

merely stated "seriously damaged",, no
to whether the hull or top gear

not clear whether theparticularly concerned, and it was 

vessel had been blown ashore or not. 

you to telegraph an outline of the damage. 
the 16th instant came to hand, giving very full details, and

was
I accordingly cabled 

Your reply of

it was then realized what a serious ordeal the vessel had gone

through.
For your future guidance, I would here mention that 

all that was asked for was an outline,- or summary,- of the 

damage, and it was not necessary to go tn the expense of a 

cable costing £17 to give such details as your second message 

contained.

i"

Your written report must still be awaited before the 

date of the occurrence is known and where the stranding, 

referred to in your second message,took place.

A.W.N.Vincent, Esq., 
Acting Manager,

Fort Stanley.
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From the

herewith) you will have understood 

assented to

messages since sent you (see confirmations
that the Underwriters have

perishable goods being auctioned promptly,’ and 

that the suggestion to put the 11.Falkland^ in commission with
Walsh in charge is not approved.

You will also have gathered that the repairs to 

the vessel must be expedited as much as possible," but that it 

is not desirable to stop the work of erecting the Marine 

Superintendent's house.
-iAlso, in order to meet any really urgent case of

- * / • " *
shortage of stores, the “Shamrock”,- or other vessel,- could 

be chartered, but that all wool inwards to Stanley must be 

kept for the Company’s vessels. _
Instructions are being cabled you to see that all

the repair work is done in the best possible way and with 

the best material available. It will be necessary for you to 

impress this strongly on Mr. Biggs, who,I presume,is in charge
of the job.

Capt. Roberts having reported that J.C.Craig - 

Engineer of the "Falkland" - was found by him drunk on duty, 
at sea, it has been decided to discharge him under clause 6 

of his agreement. Instructions were therefore sent you on the 

12th instant to terminate his agreement accordingly and before 

doing so to see that Mr.Peters was in Stanley to take over the 

"Falkland" from him. 
away by the "Lagarto". Mr. J.W.Parker, who has been approved 

by Capt. Roberts, has been appointed in his place and is going 

out by this opportunity. A certificated Mate will be sent 
by the "Oropesa", as well as a Steward.

By this vessel - the "Uoreto" - shepherds houses for 

Congo and the Estaneia are being shipped. Duplicate copies of 

the erecting plans and instructions are enclosed. Every
' l sy*

package has been carefully marked Congo, or Estancia, and it 

will be necessary for you to see that great care is exercised

3.

It is hoped you were able to get Craig

4.

I



No. 1259.

in sorting them and forwarding them 

respective destinations.

Enclosed please find copy of a letter from the 

Admiralty, dated 27th July,

to in theirs of 5th June, 1924, and giving instructions 

to certain precautions to be taken for the care of the property. 

Please advise me that these have been duly noted and will 

receive attention.

complete to their

5.

agreeing to provide gear referred
as

6. By this steamer the following live stock is being
forwarded;-

20 Romney Rams for the Company.
1 Aberdeen Angus Bull for Mr. George Bonner.

The relative Veterinary Certificates for the above, and the 

export pedigree certificates for the rams,are enclosed.
Referring to your cable of 18th July, please convey 

to His Excellency, the Governor, the Board's thanks and 

appreciation for his offer to ask the New Zealand Government 
to allow Mr. Munro to select sheep for importation to the 

Colony direct from New Zealand for the various farmers requiring 

Also, explain to him that so far as the Company is 

concerned, at the time when this message came to hand, 
instructions had already been given the New Zealand Loan & 

Mercantile Agency Co. Ltd. of Wellington, N.Z. to purchase 

20 Romney Stud Rams and that confirmation of ’this purchase 

has since been received.
On receipt of your cable a copy was forwarded 

immediately to all the Falkland farmers on this side,’ but it

7.

them.

was not until the 13th instant that I was able to advise you of
The confirmation of that cable, enclosed^' 

If arrangements are concluded
their requirements, 
will give you full details, 

for the direct shipment of these sheep from New Zealand, please 

do not omit to send me the earliest possible advice so that
the New Zealand Loan & Mercantile Agency can be instructed 

to forward the Company's twenty by the same opportunity.
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Yours faithfully,
<r"l>

cl> -
!

Managing Director,
i

l
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH Wn : m \

JjDRN II"/ DATED 17TH SRPTT^ffflPtR. •< .1925 ♦

1 Acknowledges No.
2 Re consignments of Hides.
3 Block 5

642.

- amended annual payment to the 

Government of £587. 1. 10. 
"Gwendolin'', - repairs to.'4 Only best material 

and workmanship must be employed. 
Oak and yellow pine being shipped in
"Oropesa".
Carpenters - trouble with. Difficulty 

of securing substitutes.

5 Bodie Creek Bridge. - Gratuity to Peters and
Crawford of £100 and £50 respective
ly.

•Green "Bowranite" paint to be used.
Bridge over Findlay Creek - Steel 
girder work being sent instead of 

timber indented for.
6 Oil Fuel Depot. - Copy of letter from Admiralty

dated 1st September, advising that cowl 
for funnel of the boiler is being 

supplied.
7 Delivery of outward cargoes. Non-delivery of Rails

for Shaw Px*ess for Hill Cove and Chartres. 

Claim to be rendered at once for all short 

delivered goods ex P.SJM.C.steamers.

'

k
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Per Whaler "ORN II".
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P° 1260.I

<=^o?uu>n.:£. c 3.. 17th September PA92&

Dear Sir,

Advice has only been received this morning that a mail, 

closing to-night at 6 p.m., will be despatched by the "pHN II" 

direct to Port Stanley, 

brief letter.
This is therefore necessarily but a

Since writing you last I have received your despatch 

No.642 of the 14th July.
642.2. The circular issued in Stanley to the clients 

on the subject of Hides misses the real point of the matter.
It is this. If, for instance, a station forwards a parcel of,' 
say, 8/15 Hides it is invariably the case that they are of 

varying weights; there will probably be some light, some medium
As explained many times in past despatches, 

as the trade is conducted here, buyers will not look at such

2.

and some heavy.

small parcels; they buy lots of a doaen each of the average
It follows therefore that in order to realiseweight required, 

the smaller consignments from the Falklands, our Brokers are
compelled to throw them together and sort them in lots of

It is impossible to remark and weigh each Hide soa doaen.
sorted and,consequently,to account with absolute accuracy for

You will see from this explanation that theeach consignment.
obliteration of the marks, referred to in your circular letter,

tfie}¥eal difficulty.

Note has been taken that the amended amount
is not

3. 642.5.
payable annually to the Government in respect of Block 5,

Port Louis, is £587. 1. 10.

A.WJS1 .Vincent, Esq 

Acting Manager,1 

Port Stanley.

• t
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4. 642.6. 

"Gwendoline ig noted.
Youi further account of the work done to the

A cable was sent you on the 28th Augusta- 

enclosed,- instructing you that only the best materials and 

workmanship must be employed in repairing the vessel, 

that date your message of the 1st instant has come to hand 

asking for certain oak and yellow pine required for the purpose. 
This is all being shipped in the "Oropesa",’ sailing on the 

8th October.

copy

Since

The trouble which has arisen with the earpenters, 
reported in your cable of the 8th instant,- coming as it does 

at a time When they are so much needed,- is most unfortunate.
It will be very difficult,- besides being costly in the matter

"■

of passage money,- to secure substitutes here/ as they have no 

difficulty whatever in finding employment at l/9da hour.
- ^ ‘"i

Furthermore the "Oropesa"., passage accommodation is quite full,1
and it would mean paying a fare of £43 each to send them out

It is hoped that on Mr .Gresham'sin the following cargo boat.
arrival he may be able to smooth matters over. ___ __

Mr. Peters's report of the 20th June,- together
The practical

5. 642.10.
with the photographs,- has come to hand, 
completion of this work is a matter of considerable gratific
ation to the Board, and I have the pleasure to advise you that
at the last Meeting it was decided to recognise the excellent 

work which has been done by Peters and Crawford by granting 

them a gratuity of £100 and £50 respectively, 

them both accordingly*

Please advise

Nothing better than the green "Bowranite", __ 

bitumous paint could be used on the bridge. The quantities 

asked for',’ to replace that taken from the supplies sent for
the Wool Shed, will be shipped to you in the “.Oropesa"

Also / please note in connection with'the..... .
bridge over the Findlay Creek/ it has been decided to send as 

much/ o?° the^material required in steel girder work instead of:
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the timber indented for. Shipment will be effected by the 

cargo vessel leaving at the end of November.
6. Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Admiialty, dated 1st September, advising that 

the funnel of the boiler at the Oil Fuel Depot is being
I

supplied,' and containing the request that you will arrange 

for it to be fitted.

the cowl for

Yours faithfully,

JL - _o

Managing Director.

7. I regret to say that there is still a lamentable
amount of slackness in Stanley in connection with the delivery

The following is a case in point. -of outward cargoes.
By the "jLagarto", arrived Stanley March 26th, two Shaw Wool 
Presses were shipped, one for Hill Cove and the other for

It was not until Mr. Luxton arrived here in JulyChartres.
that we learned that an essential package in each case, containing

We accordingly cabledthe rails had not reached its destination.
you on the 16th July enquiring if these had been landed ex the 

Pacific Steamer, and we received your reply a few days later to 

the effect that they had not and that the ship's receipt had
Two flagrant shortcomings are to 

Firstly, no trouble seems to have
been endorsed to that effect, 

be noted in this connection, 
been taken when the goods were forwarded to Hill Cove and Chartres
respectively to advise the consignees that an essential and
important part of their machinery had not come to hand and they 

consequently left to find it out for themselves* Secondly,1 
although on your- admission the shortage was noted on the receipt 

the vessel discharged in March, no claim whatever appears to
It has before been

were

when
have been rendered from the Stanley Office* 

emphasieed that where there is no question of the carfco being

-
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short delivered from the P.S.N.C. steamer,- and more especially 

if it he noted on the receipt,- a claim should he rendered at 

once, and on no account should you,"as in the past has heen the 

practice,"wait for short delivered goods to he returned to 

Stanley after being carried round the South American.coast.
Mr. Gresham's attention has been called to this matter, which
is recorded here for future guidance.

!

i

:
s'

!

-i.

O -xV- v.
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pgpnrfl oOgSPAl'CH NO.1201 y DajeD 7th OCTOBER ier s.Stf "OROPEl p* .4

n 1 Nothing to acknowledge,
2 Most matters discussed with Colonial Manager
3 Leave of staff,
4 Necessary to effect improvement in tallying of cargo. 

Upkeep of Plant - Proper oil for each particular engine
only to be used,

6 Slipway in Stanley - States Board's views,
7 Returns Mr, Peter's drawing of proposed bridge at

Findlay Creek,
W,Bain'& Co* % blue print of accepted design: 
of iron construction attached.

8 “Lady Elisabeth". - If coal contracts with Whalers 

renewed,: anchor cable, etc, will be sent.

!

in London,

5

Order placed with Mr, Conor O'Brien for boat for 

Islands.
9

Hope to deliver by 1st May. 
Gives list of Farm Labourers sailing "Oropesa". 

No carpenters engaged'.
10

i

i

I

.1
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6'J, Z^/uiceo/i/yylc/Ct "OBOPESA" .Per
-J&2&]\P 1261. 7th October,

i

Dear Sir,
|J I have no despatches to acknowledge by this opportunity. 

As most matters concerning the business of the Company 

have been the subject of discussion with you whilst in England, 
there is little more that needs to be said here.

It is, however, important to record that this year's

:
2.

f

3.
precedent, whereby you have been absent from Stanley on leave 

at the same time as the heads of all departments, is one that
The Board cannot help feeling thatmust be avoided in future.

the most unfortunate cancelment of coal contracts, the disaster 

to the “Gwendoline, and the labour unrest recently reported by 

troubles which would not have arisen, or at leastcable, are
would have been lessened, had you or Captain Roberts been on

It is essential therefore that in future you shouldthe spot.
bear this in mind in making arrangements for leave for yourself
and staff.

The great necessity of your steadily effecting some 

improvement in the system of tallying, at ship s side, the 

large quantities of valuable shipments of stores by the P.S.N.C. 
vessels, has been repeatedly emphasieed and need only be 

referred to here.

4.

As you are aware, during the last two or three years, 

a variety of up-to-date machinery, such as marine engines, 

winches, pnmps, etc., representing a considerable outlay, has 

been supplied for the more efficient working of the Company's 

business, and these should result in economies being effected*

5.

H.11 .R.Gresham, Esq 

Manager^
• f

Port Stanley.
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In connection therewith,’ losses have been sustained 

and damage done through want of experience and appreciation of
/

the vital importance of using only the proper oil for each 

particular engine. You should make it your business to see 

that a record of all these requirements is kept in Stanley and
take such steps as will ensure that the right oil alone is 

The proper organisation of this matter calls forissued.
1 your attention.

At your meeting with the Board you were informed 

as to its views on the question of a slipway in Stanley, the 

urgent necessity of which has again been brought home very 

forcibly in the case of the accident to the "Gwendolin",.
Since the dropping of the scheme proposed by Sir John 

Middleton,- through the abandonment of the idea by the Discovery 

Committee,- nothing further has been heard. Hope was enter- 

tained that one of the Whaling,- or some other Company,-would 

have been sufficiently interested to take the matter up, but 

apparently such was not the case.

6.

When discussing the question on any future occasion 

with the Governor, please make it clear that if he is at any
1

time agreeable to sell the site, surveyed by Captain Roberts, 

opposite the Narrows, the Company would still be prepared to 

embark on the scheme if permitted to do so free from conditions 

to the immediate erection of shops and repair plant, etc.
The Company would

as
These would be supplied as necessity arose, 
take all responsibility for the construction of a slipway,-
which would be of a capacity to take the "Falkland1*! or two 

whalers,- but could not carry out the project if it was to be 

subject to the approval of any outside authority, as in that
»r.

event the limits of expenditure could not be gauged.
Referring to your cable of the 29th September',' I7.

return herewith Mr. Peters's drawing of the proposed bridge

Attached thereto will be found Messrs,over Findlay Creek.
W.Bain & Co's blue print of the design accepted for an iron
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(jons^^ction throughout e

for fixing the decking and shuttering will 

by next cargo boat, and it is left to you to order from Punta 

Arenas by the first P.S .N.C. direct wool boat the timber for 

decking and shuttering and any other material required.
As verbally informed you, it has been decided to 

supply,-subject to the coal contracts with Whalers being 

renewed,- the anchor cable, chain, windlass, winch and donkey 

boiler required to make the "Jjady Elisabeth" an efficient

The galvanised iron spikes and rails
be sent from here

i 8,

coaling hulk, and every effort will be made to get the whole 

shipped by the "^Bogota" sailing 28th November,
You are also aware that a contract has been placed 

with Mr. Conor O'Brien for the sailing boat, with auxiliary
The

9.

power, for use around Speedwell and the other Islands, 

latest advices received from him are to the effect that he hopes 

to obtain delivery of the vessel in March and will do his best 
to arrive in Stanley by the 1st May.

The following is a list of men with whom agreements 

(enclosed) have been concluded for work on the Farms.
Prom Berkshire.

10.

From Somerset.
' HJUBessey.
/ Richard Wallin, 
s Charles Brown. 
s James Plumb.
/• Henry Hunt.
/ Joseph Prior.

Stanley Fulbrook. 
/ Fred Westall.

Bertie Miller./ Christopher Hawkins.
Walter Sandy.
D.W.J .Rogers.

/ A.S.K.Heathman.
/ T.G.White.
* B.F.J.Oaten.
; Herbert Stuckey.

The above are all sailing in the "Oropesa".
It has not been possible to secure any carpenters in

/

y
y

y

time for this vessel*
• :

Yours faithfully,
■7

Managing Director#

j
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Enclosed please find copy of agreement with David11.
/

Wiley and Charles E.Aiken, First Mate and Steward respectively 

for the s.s. "FAIiOAND".
/

These men have sailed in the "OROPESA".
attached is the12. Referring to remarks in para.7 

specification of the material to be supplied with the iron work.
• *

i

I

!

i

;
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Enclosures via Liverpool. >

:ORIGINALS.
i

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 30th Sept. & 1st Oct.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 19th Sept.(2) & 2nd Oct. 
Average prices Wool sold at Public Auction on the 18th,

22nd, 28th Sept. & 6th October.
Du Croz Doxat & Co's priced Wool sale catalogue of 

18th, 28th Sept. & 6th October.
Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Wool sale catalogue of 

22nd September.
P.S.N.Co's sailing lists No. 19.
Brokers' report of Club 113 bales Wool ex "Lobos".
David Wiley's Agreement dated 18th Sept. — Mate s.s. Falkland 

Charles E.Aiken's Agreement dated 21st Aug.- Steward

1

2

3i !

4
I

5

6

7

8
do.9

Agreements as follows
H.H.Hessey 
Bertie Miller 
C .Hawkins 
Walter Sandy 
Donald H.J.Rogers 
Albert S.K.Heathman 
Thomas G.White 
Herbert Stuckey 
Richard Wallin 
Charles Brown 
James Plumb 
Henry Hunt 
Joseph Prior 
Stanley Fulbrook 
Fred.Westall 
Benjamin J.F.Oaten 
Henry Nunn

Account Current dated 7th October and vouchers.

10
Farm Labourer

Motor Mechanic

11
Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores.
Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 7th October. 
Second Mortgage dated 19th January, 1923 (Grant No.29) 

Mary Catherine Hardy to F.I.Co.Ltd. for 

£334. 8. 3.

12
13
14
15

;

J
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16 Mr.C.P.Peters's Plan of Proposed Bridge over Findlay 

Creek, also plan of Masonry Piers.
Win .Bain's Blue Print of Steelwork for Bridge over 

Findlay Creek.
"Kelvin" Engine Pamphlet on running & repairs also 

catalogue of spare parts &e.
Mr. E.Gr.Creece1 s Agreement dated 7th October, 1925 - 

Chief Storekeeper.

17

18

19

f
'

I
i

IJ
/ LONDON. 7th October. 1925.
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1262 PER "BOGOTA, DATED 30TH NOVEMBER, 1925.

Acknowledges No.643 & 644.
Marine Superintendent's House - Bath and Copper sent.

Rail Switches &c. for Goose Green sent per "Lagarto".
*> **

Oil Fuel Depot - Documents sent to Admiralty.
Bonus to Employees.
Sheep from New Zealand — Shipment in January.

Next year's supply.
M Gwen dolin'1 - Stranding Claims.
-i* •>.

- Report received.
Awaiting next Despatch.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

"Kelp's"; boiler8

P.McPherson - Action approved.
.J.C.Craig - Question of coal bonus due. .
Awenticeship Agreement with Dickson, Mason's assistant,' 

1 approved.
if same plan can be followed with Carpenteis.

Whalers Coal Contracts - re those cancelled.
Future contracts unlikely to be obtained.
Eauipm-nt for “Lady Elisabeth" not being sen >• 
Uncertain if cable still necessary.

Exchange of land with Government - Conveyance of
b of Dairy Paddock executed and returned.

Oil Fuel Depot - Encloses copy of letters fromAdmiralty re equipment.
Findlay Creek Bridge - Iron material shipped this

opportunity.

Encloses Certificates re 5. Galloway Bulls per "Bogota .

9

10

11
■

12
1 <u>la

ii
!

13
4. acresv

14

15

16
"Falkland"&"Gwen dolin'1, Accounts - Asks for Summary 

"of expenses', etc.
Empfoyment6©?1"Falkland" when‘not collecting 
Wool, etc. - Sending offwi+h sheep to Gallegos 
and loading timber at Punta for sale direc ■

Re supply of accumulat ors to "Falkland".

"^Falkland"; Boiler Survey to be carried out in Stanley.

Contract with P.S.N.C. for carrying produce renewed 
at last year's rates.

17

18
19

Goose Green Wool Shed. Contractors' tender of £2200 
for eredtion accepted. „ •• . .20

No reference made thereto.
Tallving - Irregularities in dealing with shipments.
...... t5 Suggests putting Assistant Storekeeper m

charge of work.
Specifications of Wool incomplete.

Press parts short landed.21
22

J
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Iron Gates,' for sale and farm, being shipped this mail. 

Wool Market.
Suit of sails for "Gwendoline shipped.
Ford Lorry for Stanley Store shipped.

23
24
25
26

■

1

i

A—~—...
k.
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- "(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) e

REGISTERED 1902.

S$lee£69. e
Per ‘'BOGOTA1’.

Zo/uZm c. 5.30 th November, J.9Z 5.^ 1262.

Dear Sir,
Since writing last on the 7th October I have to 

acknowledge the receipt of despatches Nos. 643 and 644 of 

3rd September and 8th October respectively.
The progress made with the erection 

of the Marine Superintendent's house is noted with satisfaction.
643.2. 644.6,2.

By this opportunity a bath and heating copper for same is being 

Until the Stanley water supply scheme is an 

accomplished fact, it is useless installing a circulating and 

heating outfit.
3. 643. 3.

shipped.

The switches and crossings for the Goose Green 

rail from jetty to shed, having been shipped by the "Lagarto", 

were actually in Stanley when you wrote, although, of courset! 
you could hardly be aware of this at the time.

The enclosures with your letter have
Mr. Peters's

L

4. 643.4. 644.2.
been duly forwarded to the Admiralty, 

dimensioned sketch of the hose connections has also been 

forwarded.
5. 643.6. In your- Summary of Instructions re payment of 

Bonus, there is an ambiguity in connection with 1109.3 and
the letter to the Camp Manager of the 12th October, 1916 which

Please note that instructionsshould be at once rectified, 

as given in 1109.3 must be strictly adhered to and the letter 

of 12th October, 1916 to the Camp Manager cancelled, 

remarks in this letter were dealing only with three special 

cases of old employees who, in consequence of their contract 

work time not being counted, had worked less than 180 days.

The

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq., 

Manager,*

Port Stanley.
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No. 1262:. 30.11.25.
It was i?uite wrong to have stated therein that the 180 day rule
applied only to Stanley men. .........

As has been previously stated, the Boards view in 

this matter is simply this. - When the accounts for the past 
year are made up and a good result indicated, the Bonus has been 

gratuitously granted to all those in the Company^ employ who 

in that particular year have by their efforts contributed to 

such result. It follows that it is obviously absurd to say 

that any one who may have only served the Company for two 

or three months can have contributed to the results, and for

- 2 -

that reason the 180 day rule was made.
From advices received from the New Zealand6. 643.9.17.

Loan & Mercantile Agency Co., Ltd., and interviews with
learn that the 300 sheep ordered 

to be shipped from New Zealand,- together
Messrs. Shaw Savill & Co., we
by the Government are 

with twenty for ourselves,- by a steamer leaving in January.
We were somewhat surprised to hear from Shaw Savill & Co. that
the freight has been quoted at £10 per head, although £5 each

Your advices on thiswas the figure previously indicated, 

point will be awaited with interest.
Note has been taken that the Government wish to

for another direct shipment from New Zealand next year. 

It is somewhat early yet for farmers to come to a 

decision as to their requirements next year, and it is very 

probable they may wish to see how those now being shipped turn 

We will, however, keep the matter in view and advise

arrange

out.
you as soon as possible. 

7. 643.10. From your accounts of the ‘'Gwendolin'1 s 
- ' stranding and subsequent experience in the hurricane, it is

evident the schooner came very near to being totally lost.
It was singularly unfortunate that the damage to the

exhaust pipe rendered the engine useless at the critical 
moment and this fact suggests the question - Why was not
the alteration made to the exhaust pipe immediately after the

Possibly hadwarning given on the trial trip referred to?
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No.1262. 30.11.25. ' 3r
this been done then the heavy loss which will 

the vessel being out of
arise through

commission might have been avoided.
Copies of letters exchanged with Messrs. Thomycroft on the 

subject are enclosed for the information of Hr .Peters, and
be found thein the usual case of sundries being shipped will 

screw down valve they recommend should be fitted.
The various documents in connection with the 

insurance claims are to hand and have been laid before the 

Average Adjusters, Messrs. Hogg, Lindley & Co. 
still much further information required by them and this is 

particularised in their letter of the 9th November to 

Messrs. Glanvill,' Enthoven & Co., a copy of which is enclosed.

There is

Please supply details asked for as soon as possible. 

8. 643.12. The Engineer's report on the "Kelp", s boiler 

Your subsequent cable of the 14th 

November has also been received asking that nothing should be

is to hand and noted.

done in the matter pending the receipt of your next despatch.

Your action in the matter of the sale of9. 643.13.
the half acre lot to P.McPherson is approved.

10. 643.14.
home.

' < 5";

J.C.Craig, late Engineer of the,,Falkland,,is 

He called recently and raised a question of about £9

being owing to him in respect of coal bonus, under an arrange
ment made by Capt. Roberts. Please advise as to the position. 

11. 644.4. 8. The apprenticeship agreement entered into

with Dickson, the Mason's assistant, is quite in order. Can
not this plan be followed in respect of suitable young men 

anxious to qualify as carpenters? There is no prospect at 

present of sending you carpenters from here at your rates of
pay.

We cannot imagine why you should suppose the 

Board would show the slightest disposition to cancel contracts 

yielding about 10/- to 12/6 per ton for a consideration of

12. 644.5.

!4/- per ton, particularly when the coal had been especially
Prom your coal statement it isshipped to meet them, 

evident that the alternative sales anticipated have not

t
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materialised,' and there is every prospect of your having to 

carry the stock for some considerable time.

Af

We could have
replaced the same coal to-day at 6/- per ton cheaperl

Following my remarks,- 1261.8,- I am sorry'to say
that it now appears likely that we shall lose this business 

altogether. Messrs. Lambert Bros, letter of 13th October, 
copy enclosed, reports that all the Whaling Companies have 

this year made arrangements to get bunker coal delivered to
In view of this thetheir vessels in the South Shetlands.

equipment for the "Lady Elisabeth", consisting of a new 2J-" 
cable, windlass, winch and donkey boiler, has not been

At the same time I am a little uncertain as to

A
>

rv‘ ordered.
whether Capt. Roberts considers that the cable is still

\y

necessary, notwithstanding the fact that the factory steamers
Please advise as towill not be going alongside the hulk, 

this.
Your remarks are noted and the Crown Grants13. 644.9.

in respect of
a. Darwin & Port Sussex Reserves
b. 1111.4 acres (part of Lot 5)

are to hajuiL
The Conveyance to the Government of 4*6

returned herewith#
acres

of the Dairy Paddock, duly executed, is
Your attention is drawn to copies of letters from the14.

Admiralty as under ;-
24th Oct.1925. Advising that two 10* cast ironflanged bends and junctions have 

been ordered and are intended as 
spares.

aratus
takingRelative to a new type of app

being sent for the purpose of 
samples of oil.

l’he whole of the iron material for the Findlay Creek

25th Nov.1925.

15.
In connectionbeing shipped by this opportunity.Bridge is

therewith I send blue print No. B/6859,' shipping specification,'
. Wm.Bain & Co's erection

’ <

shop material list and a copy of Messrs

notes#

r
k
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No.1262. 30.11.25.
Enclosed please find 

certificate relative to the 

Bulls being shipped per “Bogota", 
is also attached.

- 5 -
16;. copy of Mr. Gourlay's

ear marks of the five Galloway 

Veterinary certificate

17. With the closed accounts of the "Falkland,- and
tj° ^he 31st October, please forward a summary of 

all expenses for the year showing separately wages and overtime. 
Also, a detailed schedule of the cost per day of running the 

vessels.

"Gwen dolin'*

For your information, and that of Capt. Roberts, I 

enclose the Shipping Federation Book giving present rates of 

pay for all hands and also,- on page 127,- the regulations now 

in force with regard to the discontinuance of overtime to crew 

for working cargo. 
and to the fact that where equivalent time off can be granted 

no ovei'time is now paid.
We fear that having regard to the fact that the

Your special attention is drawn to this

"Falkland" will have been laid up from 25th May to, say, 4th 

November - 5 V3 months, the results of the years running will
It will be obvious to you that it 

is very important to if possible find some employment for the 

steamer apart from the collection of wool, even if she is run

show a considerable debit.

at freights that will do little more than make good outgoing
As was made clear in our several discussionsstanding charges, 

on this subject, after as much wool as possible has been collect-
theed for shipment by the second direct wool boat home,-

,- sailing from Stanley about 5th March, there is 

hurry whatever to collect and despatch the lemainder,
“'Magellan'*,
really no

it would only fall into the July sales which, experienceas
not the best for sellers.

The question is therefore being considered of sending 

the "Falkland", say two trips to Swifts at Gallegos, or San Julian, 

with,’*if possible,' 1500 wethers each trip as an experiment to 

what the results will be.

has shown, are

see

.
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Timber loading homewards in respect of these trips

could, we assume, only be entertained in regard to the final 
trip with sheep. After they are discharged there would appear 

to be no reason why the sheep fittings could not be taken down
and timber loaded at Punta Arenas.

Prom time to time reports have reached us of timber 

being shipped by schooners from Punta Arenas direct to Stations. 

This is a business which might well offer employment to the
“Falkland",- after the wool has been collected,- and we would 

ask you to give the matter serious consideration, 

good policy for us to specialise in these timber shipments at 

a fairly close price and arrange to deliver direct to stations 

on the steamer's homeward voyage to Stanley, 
cannot compel clients to buy ex our Store and if by offering them 

cheap timber, delivered direct, we secure the “Falkland" 

additional employment, it will be “grist, to the mill".
When Capt. Roberts was here the question of supplying 

the “Falkland" -with accumulators was discussed. The matter has 

been fully considered and it seems very doubtful, having regard

It might be

After all we

to the long period when the vessel will be idle each year, ■ 
whether the outlay is justified.
£138. 10. 0 f.o.b., and a 40 lamp outfit, about £200.

close estimate of the savings he

One for 20 lamps would cost
However,

if Capt. Roberts will send a 

considers would be effected by the installation proposed, the
matter can be finally decided.

of correspondence exchanged with Lloyds Register of18. Copy
reference to the Survey of the “Falkland" boilers

It is fortunate
Shipping with
is enclosed and calls for your attention, 

that assent has been given to carry out the Survey in Stanley.
contract with the Pacific Company for the19. The
produce homewards during the twelve months fromconveyance of

1st December,1925 has been renewed at last years rates, via ;~
£5.7.6. per 1000Kilfcs'or 

36/- per ton of 40 cu.ft.Wool & Skins

£5.7.6. per 1000 Kilos. 

£5.7.6. per 1000 Kilos.
Tallow
Hides

i i
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Clients should he notified of the above and informed that 

these rates are guaranteed to them subject to their giving 

the Company's coastwise service their exclusive support, during

1

the period mentioned.
On receipt of your cable of the 23rd November to the 

effect that excavations were absolutely necessary in connection 

with the erection of the wool shed at Goose Green and that you

20.

recommended accepting Peters & Crawfords reduced tender of
sent enquiring if£2200, to include everything, a message was 

it was distinctly understood that, in the event of acceptance',
It wasthe contractors would be off the usual regular pay#

this would naturally follow, but it was desirable 

Your cable of the 28th ultimo
concluded that 

to have the point clear* • 
confirmedthis and authority was at once telegraphed you to
accept #

21. Referring to 1260 par.7, I would point out that
short delivery of important press parts was thealthough the

subject of an exchange of cables in July last, there has so 

far been no reference to the matter in any communication from

Stanley received to date. 

22. The copy of the letter to the Pacific Company from

your office, dated 18th July last, with reference to the
of wool shipped per fallen a"

It discloses
discrepancies in the tallying 

27/2/25, has been 

irregularities in 

would probably be 

is stated therein;-

■-Prom vour letter, however,’ it would appear that only 
“>988 bales turned outylur ’ tSly-$Kks counted
Slf Sow!! less^than ours^' vi.. 1*. it **
“both tallies must have been incorrect » -;

- V -

read, ■with much astonishment.
itIn dealing with the shipments with which 

impossible to find a parallel. The follow-

J
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"With regard to the annotation of B/Ladihg No .22 
"10 hates short in dispute1'- it/ is the custom or the Port 
'•’to take the Agents' figures and"clause the B/Ladihg 
1 shewing the largest quantity with the difference as shewn 
“by the ship.
"A careful record of the number of" bales arriving in and 
“leaving Stanley is kept in this Office and when the 
“three main shipments are finished a com 
"statement is"prepared. This year this.
“the fact that the figures of shipm 
“tallies, exceed the number brought 
“The conclusion that evinces itself _
Ian error of 18 was made in the “Ballena" tallies and 1 m 
“;a later shipment.'1,

"4

The whole procedure is absolutely wrong and, with the 

approach of the new season, calls for drastic alteration and

8

parati've
document dScloses 

ent, based on our outward 
to Stanley by 19 bales, 
from this fact is that!

radical improvement.
To make out Bills of Lading prior to the arrival of

little delay as possible* 

Why should the Company's interests
the outgoing steamer “,in order 1 o cause as
is an unheard of thing to do.

second to those of the Steamship Company in this way?be placed 

The utter- 

behalf is emphasised throughout.
uselessness of the tallies taken on the Company's

the aboye letter, and it would
arrived at are very little betterthat the quantities soappear

than laay guesses on the part of those deputed to do the work.
the Pacific Company, how wouldOn the admission made to

to substantiate a claim for actual short 

It would be sheer
it be possible for us 

delivery on the strength of these tallies?
must at all costs place ourselvesWewaste of time to do so.

position of being able to produce some
• that he saw the stated number -

who is preparedonein the
of hales put on hoard.

to swear
Unless you have some 

that you put this matter in

would suggest 

the hands of Mr JIcMath Wilson,' the.
better proposal to make we

He is, and make it worth his while.Assistant Storekeeper
broom" and as such is more

new
likely to do the work

He will, of course,
a "pew
thoroughly than those hitherto employed, 

assistance, and if it is
incapable of keeping a simple tally, they should

< —n

found that those deputed to,.
require 

help him are 

be discharged.from the Company's service as worthless and la*y•
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You jnust bear in mind that at almost every wharf on 

the Thames, and in the London Docks,' tallies are kept by 

ordinary working men, and all that is need is a rigid 

A ^ insistence on your part that the tallies must be kept accurately 

or dismissal will follow. ..
As regards the comparative statement rendered at the

'v'i
end of each year, referred to in your letter above quoted, what 
better evidence can you have of its worthlessness than the 

admission that the total shipments by the Pacific boats indicated

No .1262. - 9 -

oO.

N. K > **V. L\A

19 more bales than were brought into Stanley?
Apart from the question of tallying,' there appears 

to be great slackness in seeing that complete specifications 

for all wool pressed,- even in the Company's sections,- 

The following instances may be quoted

are

sent. home.
In 1922 W.C.Specifn .reed, gave 448 B/s, whereas 454 B/s were sold

913910 t ♦N.A. 9 99 19 99 99 99 9 • Mv-n 703702 t *1923 DJI. 9 *? t9 99 99 9 .W I<•1

920918 1tN.A. » »1 «} *9 99 99 9 Ti.
■ ViM. A 768•• •< •. 7661924 D.B. , , 1 99 99 99 9

In connection with the new season will you therefore 

future proper record is kept in Stanley of 

at each section and that specifications

\

please see that in
the total wool pressed

forwarded promptly* & against the record of balesfor all are
pressed one shewing how 

or otherwise accounted for*

• <
that quantity has been shipped home,

• i

the schedule required is enclosed,A specimen form of
record compiled in this way must be sent to

The basis, or
and a copy of your 

this office on completion of the season.
starting point; of this form you will observe is the total

each mark pressed and not the unreliablequantity of bales of 

quantities said to have been shipped.
will receive 42 iron.gates,-. 

& Smith of Brierley Hill, Staffs, 

for sale and the remainder

By this steamer you 

10* x 3'6"y- made by Hill 

A few can be retained in Stanley

23.

L
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should be distributed to all sections as soon as possible.

— 10 -

As you mil gather from the Broker's circulars 

enclosed, the Wool Market remains fairly firm and has improved
The statements attached will give you

24.

to the extent of 5$. 
the highest and average prices made for small parcels of
Falkland Wools sold on the 30th November and 1st December.

By this opportunity we are sending you a complete
These have been made by

25.
suit of sails for the "Gwendolin",.
Messrs. Cranfield & Carter of Bumham-on-Crouch,' and we shall
be glad to have Capt. Roberts's report on same in due course.

The 1-ton Ford Lorry, for use in connection with the
A supply of spares 

Following

26.
Stanley Store, will reach you by this mall.

invoice has been sent you with the car.as per
Mr.Ci’eece's request you will find that a driver's hood only is

fitted, and it has been left for you to have made in Stanley 

the remainder of the overcarriage most suitable for conveying 

The makers instruction book detailing the oilyour goods.
and. grease to be used has been sent and it is haidly necessary 

to point out the need for following exactly the directions

therein given.
Yours faithfully,

■"Z>
<Jb7 -

Managing Director.
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30.11.25.
In continuation of paragraph 6., enclosed I send you 

of our letter of the 19th November to the Crown Agents

- 11 -^.4.12.25>No .1262.
27.

(C'

copy
relative to meeting Messrs. Dalgety & Co's draft to be drawn
on them in payment for the sheep to be shipped from New Zealand.

With reference to insurance on Stores sent from Stanley 

coastwise, please note that a reduction has been obtained, to
into operation from the 1st January, whereby the rates will

28.

come
be 10s/- per cent, by the “.Gwendoline and 3s/4d per cent, by 

the “Falkland1’,' in both cases F.P.A.
It has been the invariable custom in the past to cover 

our Stores F.P.A only, which means, as you will have gathered
• ’? * f

from the copies of policies, that Underwriters pay, of course, 
for total loss, or damage only when the vessel is stranded,' sunk,

To cover against all risks would meanburned or in collision.
that a great number of separate rates would have to be agreed on

**-c

On some, forall the various classes of cargo which we ship.
paints, oils, paraffin,' fencing, the risk of saltinstance,

water damage through bad weather alone is very small, whereas,
• <

many other things, such as groceries, glass, crockery, might
It. is very doubtful whethereasily he completely destroyed.

clients understand all this, and we think from time to time
They shouldyou should make the position quite clear to them.

he informed that they are held covered F.P.A* only and that if
they wish their interests covered against all risks it could he

they give you due notice and
done at 25s/- per cent, provided/that the whole of the shipment is

The Underwriters would not give- 

protection at this rate if only the more perishable goods ore
insured all risks end the rest F.P.A., ......... ............

As you will have doubtless already heard the Bank Rate 

changed from 4 per cent, to 5 per cent, on the 3rd December,

declared at that rate.

29.
was
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1. 26.PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1363 PER S.3."jOROi*ESA" » DAlCGD 6.

1 Acknowledges Nos. 645 & 646. ...
V.A.H .Biggs - Foreman Carpenter - retirement approved.
Outward cargo - delivery from P.S.N.C.vessels.

Shortage of rails for Hill Cove & Chartres.

2
3

4 Oil Fuel Depot - Admiralty being asked to supply ladders.
Hulk hire on produce not carried by Company

Encloses statement of results of 
coastwise service.

5 *s vessels -

6 Farm labourers - Crittenden & Willoughby did not sail -
agreements to be destroyed.

7 "Oropesa" despatch.
8 "£elp", - new boildr ordered.

Asks for statement of money received 
from passengers carried to and from 
P.S.N.C.vessels. i

9 Falkland Islands Sheep Breeders Association.
Notes that repairs to "Gwendolin", will be pushed on..1 •* j

Pebble Island Rams - no further losses noted.
"^Falkland", - employment of.
Earthenware pipes for North Am house will be shipped

in February.
Rams from ^ew Zealand - Crown Agents advise that freight

will be £5 per head.
Lime - future shipments will be sent in best sacks only-.
Sale of land to Dettleff - Conveyance will be signed

and sealed at next Board.
Salaries of E.G.Greece & D.W.Roberts while on leave.
Clark - Speedwell Island - leave of absence^granted -

no passage money, no pay.
Surplus sheep not to be sold bgfcboiled down.
Towage of barges from Punta Arenas - P.SJJ.C.

quotation not accepted - “Falkland'^ to tow.
Store hands - Calls for explanation of increase.
Oil Fuel Depot - Hose being sent.
Contracted to sell 800 tons of coal to Christensen.

10
11
12
13

14

15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22
23
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Per S.S. "OROPBSr. 
1268. 6th January,__ ^86N? lo/telon ,£.c 3.

Dear Sir,
I wrote you lost on the 80th November, and hove 

since received despatches Nos. 645 and 646, on the 18th 

and 28th ulto. respectively.
2. 645.2.646.10.25. Your action in the matter of V.A.HJiiggs 

The reports sent confirm the views held hereis approved.
for some years past that he has not been "pulling his weight"

The particularsand the change was unquestionably desirable, 

of his service are to hand and will be considered by the Board
at its next meeting. 

3. 645.4. Is it to be understood from Mr. Vincent's 

remarks that in the case of Clients* cargo no system has 

existed for checking the correct delivery from the P.S.N.C. 
vessels with the Bill of Lading and reporting at once any 

shortage there may be to the Client concerned? 

appears to have happened in the case of the wool press rails 

for Hill Cove and Chartres per "Lagaxto1 N.22.C. 
connection with that particular'matter it is/ by chance^ 

noted from the copy of your letter to the P.SJN.C. dated 

11th November, 1985/ that these rails/ after being carried 

round South America/ were taken to Liverpool and finally

This is what

In

landed in Stanley as long ago as the 2nd September last.
This fact has never been reported in any of the several

In view of all that hasdespatched written since that date. 
been written, and cabled, with regard to this matter/ the 

importance of reporting the delivery and the disposal of the

HJl.B.Qresham/ Esq., 

Manager,
Port Stanley.
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Vo have already deductedrails Should have been apparent. 
the amount of our claim for the shortage from the Pacific
Company," and have advised them that should the rails 

ultimately turn up they must be sold for their account. 
Meanwhile, in the absence of any advice from you, we are 

quite in the dark am to what has become of the rails 

delivered in' September) surely they were not sent on to 

Hill Cove and Chartres where they would be useless in view 

of the fact that the original order has been duplicated by 

the "jboreto", sailed 26th August:
I do not know why it should be presumed that the

instructions sent to forward all claims for short deliveries 

immediately they are ascertained to the Pacific Company direct 

i&ould not apply to goods overcarried and reported as having
To act otherwise is merely 

the Pacific Company to follow their practice
our cargo.

been landed at Punta Arenas, 
to encourage
of practically doing what they like with

Take, for instance, the 848 coils of fencing wire 

short delivered in Stanley per "Loreto*etc. you report as
October being returned by the first wool steamer fxoaf

Vhy should we wait four months for 

To do so without any protest

6th
Punta early January.

goods to be returned?
is all wrong.
our

645.6. Application has been made to the Admiralty4.
to supply the ladders referred to.

I regret that the question raised in 648.11
The fixing of

5. 645.7.
was overlooked Then answering that despatch.

for lighterage and shipping any produce brought into
the Customs Shed is one to be settled

a rate
Stanley and landed at
by yourself , according to the circumstances.

Island the Company cannot undertake
and it would therefore be unfair to__

In the case of
to makeSea Lion 

periodical calls there 

penalise in connection with these charges.the owner in any way in
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Hth regard to all other stations the Company lays itself out 

to give the best service possible with the ^Falkland" and the 

"Gwcddolin", although these vessels are being run at a dead 

loss. It follows therefore that unless all stations give them 

their exclusive support the service cannot be maintained. You 

must give those who evidently think they can "jun with the hare 

and hunt with the hounds",, definitely to understand that if 

they ship produce by outside schooners neither of the Company's 

vessels will oall at their port.
For your information when discussing this matter on 

future occasion with the Governor, I enclose a statementsome
showing the results to the Company of carrying on the coastwise 

From the figures you will see that it has left 

virtually no profit and has not even provided interest on
service.

capital employed.
As you are aware, our Hulkage and Lighterage Account

too,- when necessary renewals are taken into account,—has been 

run at a loss, and this fact provides a good reason for not 

supplying these facilities at anything but a paying rate to
Certainlythose who do not give our vessels their custom.

charge the £3. a ton on the San Carlos 33 barrels Tallow. 

The story of it having to be shipped because space in the
Had the Tallow beenshed was wanted strikes us as absurd, 

placed in the open it would not have suffered in the least
in a climate like that of the Falklands.

The two men, Crittenden and Willoughby,' both6. 646.4.
withdrew at the last moment; their agreement# can be destroyed.

7. 646.6 • The quick despatch given the "Gropesa" will
no doubt be appreciated, as it should be, by the Pacific

We should have been more interested to learn thatCompany.
it was not done at the expense of the careful checking of
the outward cargo. 

8. 646.7. All that you have written with regard to the 

"^fETTP" t and the suggestion that she should be replaced by a
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r-imore powerful tug,' in preference to re-boilering her, has

It was,' of course,‘ at oncebeen very fully considered, 

realised that with her pressure reduced from 140 lbs. to
95 lbs. she is not up to the work. —

An epitome of the reports sent home from Stanley
immediately after her delivery there has been taken, and a

f.’4

This provides ample proSf that,copy of same is enclosed, 
after a special test,- towing the "Falkland",- ehe was
found to be sufficiently powerful for all requirements.

Furthermore, if you will refer to past history, you 

will find that when no more salvage work was obtainable for the 

"Samson", the loss sustained in keeping her in commission in 

tiie years 1914/31 was £8381 and, with depreciation, £6181«
The cry then was for a smaller and more economical tug.

M new vessel such as you suggest would cost here 

£5000, or delivered Stanley at least £5750. 
similar to the existing one, but built for 160 lbs instead 

of 140,' costing £385 f .o.b. Glasgow,has therefore been 

Ordered and will be ready for shipment early in March.
Notwithstanding the light specification of the 

"kelp", she should certainly last ei^it to ten years longer 

in which case, say,£40 per annum, will write off the present 

outlay whereas, a new tug, at £5500, would entail yearly 

charges of £375 for interest and £885 for depreciation or,
to say nothing of the increased

b -A new boiler,

together, £660 per annura^^ 

costs of running in every/respeot, vis. insurance, coal, wages
etc.

When the sailing date of the vessel taking the boiler
You will doubtless arrange foris known, I will cable you. 

the old boiler to be removed and the tug made ready to receive
the new one on arrival.

In addition to the increased pressure provided,’ the 

boiler ordered will be fitted with a dome. Experience has 

shown that this is a great advantage in saving steam',' obviating
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as it does the necessity of much priming1,' dry steam only 

being fed to the engines.
3he plea for a larger tug on the grounds that any

P.S.N.C. vessel may arrive with 860 to 800 people to be landed, 

will not be listened to for one moment. Such a ease is only 

likely to occur once a year, and the Company is under no 

liability to provide more rapid means of landing than that
afforded by its ordinary craft.

In this connection please forward a statement
last year

showing amount of money collect ed/per each P.SJt.C. vessel 
for conveyance of people to or from the shore.

t*As regards the numbers to be carried by the "Kelp", 

Captain Roberts must decide what is a perfectly safe maximum 

and orders should be issued that on no aooount is the vessel
to move with more.

9. 646.8. The aooount of the inauguration of the Falkland
Islands Sheep Breeders Association has been read with interest. 

In connection therewith the following comments have to be madej-
As you are aware, the Board is anxious to 

support the Association in every way possible, but at the same 

time it regards the proposals as to its voting power and 

subscription as wholly incompatible and unreasonable, feu 

are requested to lodge a protest to that effeot. 

be pointed out that the Bye-laws,' as outlined in Mr. Munro's 

Report, and provisionally adopted, were, we were given to 

understand by him, merely a copy of those in use in New Zealand. 

There, farms carrying anything in excess of 50,000 sheep are

It should

few and far between, and one of the sise of the €ompany*s not
For this reason it is considered thateven contemplated, 

while a limit of six votes may be perfectly fair in the case
of New Zealand, it is not so whan applied to Falkland Islands 

Furthermore, the suggestion that the Companyconditions.
should contribute to administrative charges on the basis of its
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full number of sheep, as in the ease you instance, £26. 16. 0. 

"flex year, and have only one more vote than a farm of 20,000 

sheep contributing £5.5.0
The suggestion,' too", that the Company would have

tag,
in addition to the six votes proposed the support of, for 

instance, Mr. Blake and Mr. Dean," does not weigh at all, _ 

for the reason that either Director mentioned might be here

4 —»•

does not seem Just.• t

to-day and gone to-morrow.
The Board will certainly agree to your proposals 

(1) and (2) ,' but will look to you as holding its full Power 

of Attorney to make whatever representations to the Association
There does not appear to be any 

necessity for a direct communication between this office 

and the Association.
¥ou will, of course, make it perfectly plain from 

the first that the Company will certainly not hand over to 

any Association the buying of stores of any description. To 

do otherwise would be to abandon the expedience gained here 

over the past seventy years to those who cannot possibly have 

the same knowledge.

that may be necessary.

The Board will, I am sure,' entirely agree with the 

suggestion that now the Association is started it should be 

left to the members to run it as they think best without 

leaning on the Government or the Company.
It is satisfactory to learn that the repairs10 . 646.12.

to the "jQwendolin", will now be pushed on. Also that the 

exhaust pipe is being run up the riggirfe,' thereby preventing 

a repetition of the old trouble, 

was not done after the first warning, 

ready for the sea you might mention the matter when cabling. 

11. 646.lt. Note is taken that no further loss has

It is a great pity this
When the vessel is again

occurred tothe Pebble Island Sheep insured here.
646.15. I wrote you fully in 1262.17 the Board's 

views as to thb importance of finding employment for the 

'JklfcUM'.

18.
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12. 646,fl, The earthenware pipe* for the North Ann 

house *411 be dipped by the cargo boat to Bail 6th February.
14. 646,aa. As advised In 126a par.6. we gathered from 

our interview with Messrs. Shaw, Savill ft Co. that theywere 

trying to establish the rate of £10 per head on the sheep 

from New Zealand notwithstanding their previous quotation of
We understand, however,' from the Crown Agents that the 

Governor's agitation has resulted in the lower rate being 

your action in the matter is approved.
The trouble referred to in discharging the 

To send it in oadcs would be

£5.

maintained.
16. 646.23.

lime is quite understandable, 

to add greatly to the expense, but when another shipment
has to be made, we will see that only the best possible sacks 

are used even if we have to pay extra for them.
The Conveyance for the %-aere of land sold 

to Thomas Dettleff will be sealed at the next Board and
16. 646.24.

forwarded by first opportunity.
17 . 646.27. In consideration of Mr. Creeeefa long and 

excellent service his salary was paid while on leave as you 

state.
In the case of Captain Roberts, who was 

granted leave before the completion of his first term of 

service for the special reasons given in your letter of 3rd 

July, 1224, his Bankers were paid £25 per month in accordance 

with your standing advice, and as he never raised the question 

of pay while on leave, it was concluded that you had settled 

this Then arranging for his trip home. However,' you can 

adjust his salary on the basis of full pay while in England 

and half pay while on voyage out and home as per his agreement.
In reply to your cable of 30th Bee ember18.

asking if Clark, the sub-Manager at Spee&rell,' could take leave 

this year, a replyvwas sent you "yes after March no passage
In view of the fact that he has only beenmoney no pay",.

some three and a half years in the Company's service, this is
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If he is prepared to return to the Islandsonly reasonable. 

and the Camp Manager's reports are satisfactory, the question
of entering into an agreement with him on the usual terms will

It is taken for granted that Mr.be favourably considered.
Slaughter approves of his going on leave and can make the
neoessary arrangements for carrying on his work.

lour cable of the 12th December enquiring if the Board 

would be prepared to sell about 18,000 surplus sheep at 8/6,
7/- and 6/- for wethers, ewes and medium respectively, was fully 

considered and answered on the 16th December to the effect that 

It was thought that the average return would be 

little above 7/— per head, whereas the net return from the

19.

it was not.

15461 sheep boiled down in 1925 at Goose Green gave a
It is therefore clear that we shouldresult of 9/3 per head, 

be about £2000 better off by boiling down and, in addition,
the ccmrtwise service would benefit to the extent of at least 

£300 for freight on Skins and Tallow.
The Pacific Company's quotation for towing the two 

barges from Punta Arenas,- £250 each plus freight on the timber 

they carry,- is regarded as exorbitant.
sideration a message was sent you to leave them at Punta Arenas 

until the "^Falkland" can be sent for them, 
from Captain Roberts that he saw no real objection to that 

course, and that no hands would be aboard the craft while in tow. 
After all, the risk of their loss can be insured against.
Please keep me closely advised as to what is being done in the 

matter.

20.

After further con-

It was understood

It is noticed from the Stanley Wages Sheet for the 

quarter ending 30th September last that the number of persons
21.

employed in the Stores,- Bast, West and Millinery,’- has increased 

to no less than twelve hands, including Mr. Creece. In the
years 1914/17 six and seven only appear on the lists, but in
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Of oourse, MXathWilson; 

Chief Store Assistant is a new hand; hut without some
explanation from you we fail to see the justification for _ 

so large a staff as, after allV the business has not increased 

to the extent that would warrant it. Please report.
22. Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Admiralty, dated 16th December, advising particulars of hose 

being sent you.
23. Please note, we have contracted to sell Messrs.

Christensen 800 tons of coal at 65/— April/May delivery.
Yours faithfully,

1920 to 1924 ten was the average.

Cs> <24/6

Managing Director.

;

i.
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PAXaSL NO. 1864 PER:M.V. "LORETO" DATED l&tfc B JABY 1326PRECIS OF muSM
i

I Nothing to acknowledge.
S "Kelp", — new boiler ordered.
8 V.A .H .Biggs - Foreman Carpenter - pension not granted.
4 "Plym"; - sanction for sale given.
5 Sheep from New Zealand - may not reach Islands until; April
6 Completed Conveyance of i acre, of Stanley Land to

T.Dettleff enclosed.
7 Boat for Islands *- delivery probably March/April. ___

24 H .P .Bolinder engine being fitted.
8 Death of 5 Bulls per "Bogota" - Keport awaited.

Being replaced by "Duendes" in March*
9 Naval Fuel Depot - re sundry stores.

ID Coal Stocks - 500/700 tons steam coal being Shipped
this opportunity.

11 Shipment of produce per "Losada".

• ;

I
I
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if •< .^26.cz^Zonaon ;e. c. j. 12th February,/F 1264..

Dear Sir,
1 have no letters from you to acknowledge by this

opportunity.
In continuation of paragraph 8 of my last despatch, 

I am now able to advise that an order has been planed with
2.

Messrs, Muir & Findlay for a new boiler for the "Kelp", at a
cost of £309, to the following specification: 7 feet (instead

feet diameter, with internal parts increasedof 6’ 6"> ltag, 6
equivalent of Lloyd's requirements for 180/190 lbs

dome 18" diameter x 15" higi.
to the :!.v **

working pressure, fitted with a
of the boat, Messrs. Philip & Son of Dartmouth',The builders

Consulting Engineers, Messrs. M'Arthur Mori son & Co....
closely into the matter,- and have advised

fitting this boiler

and our
of Glasgow, have gone 

us that there will be no difficulty in
and that very little

The increased
which is 6" longer than the old one,- 

alteration'to the skylight will be necessary.
tgfvey^bou^^O°sq.ft. of heating surface and 1 sq.ft.size will

of grate area.
in maiV^ ng these alterations has

efficient boiler that
The object in view

to supply ytm with the best and most
fitted to the little vessel, and there is little doubt

of doing all that is required of

been
can be
that she will prove capable 

Good progress is being made with the work, and shipmenther.
is promised by the "Puendes
ne. fittings are being supplied and lagging will be completed

" from Glasgow 20th March. All

on this sido*

H.H.B-.GreshamV Esq.,
Manager',1

POKE STANlS®.

._ .j
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The ease of V.A.H.Biggs and the termination of his 

service as Foreman Carpenter has been considered by the Board.
IAs you are aware,1 with one or two rare exceptions, 

for very special reasons, pensions have been gratuitously 

granted in the past only to old employees of the Company who 

had given the best years of their life in its service and who
were no longer able to carry on their duties. .......

In the case of Biggs these conditions certainly do not

a.

Had he filled his appointment with energy, seal 
and to the best of his ability,' he could have retained his

Instead^'

exist.

position of Foreman Carpenter for many years to come, 
though previously warned, he has acted in such a way that he

In these circumstances thecould no longer be so employed.
Board considers it would in no way be Justified in granting
a pension.

4. 646.19. Sanction has been given by the Board to your 

disposing of the "jPlym" for the best obtainable offer*
It would appear that the direct importation5.

of rams from New Zealand to the Colony is not a matter of such
On top of thesimple arrangement as was at one time thought. 

trouble which arose through the attempt to increase the freight 

from £5 to £10 per head, it is now evident from The New Zealand
MS

Mercantile Agency's letter of the 23rd January,—
copy enclosed,- that the importers will be lucky if they see
the animals by April - almost too late for the Season!

The Conveyance,- duly signed and sealed,- for
lot, being part of Town Lot No.8. Sec.2.', sold to

6. 646.24.
the A acre
Thomas Dettleff, is enclosed.

Mr. Conor O'Brien advises that good progress is7.
being made with the boat in course of oonstruotion at Baltimore ^ 

under his supervision, and althou^i the builders talk of March
delivery, it will probably be April. „ ............ —

After further consideration it has been
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decided to install a 24 H.P. 2 cylinder floUnder engine instead 

of the Kelvin. The simplicity of the former is its strong 

recommendation in addition to which the cost of operating;— 

with the heavy paraffin,- is only half that of the Kelvin.
There is the further distinct advantage that no petrol for 

starting will be needed.
8. You can well imagine that the news of death from Anthrax

of the five bulls shipped by the "Bogota", was received with 

amazement. Such a catastrophe has never before been experienced
by the Company in connection with any shipments of stock, 

news first reached us from the Pacific Company and a few days 

later your cable arrived, but in neither case was the date of

The

death given, so that it was impossible to surmise how and when 

the contagion ocourred. From the copies of correspondence 

with the Pacific Company enclosed you will see they assert very
positively that no such case is known to them through the whole

We can only await your detailed reportof their experience.
the matter by mail, and shall be particularly interested to 

know who was in a position to state that the cause of death was
on

Anthrax.
Steps are being taken to replace the five bulls by the' 

"Duendes" sailing in March.
' Your attention is drawn to the copies enclosed of the

following letters from the Admiralty:-
Advising that the 10" oast iron flanged bend and

the 16" Junction are being shipped to you by the "Loreto"•
1st February- Requesting us to supply the two telescopic
ladders, asked for in despatch 646.6.

The ladders referred to have been ordered and will

9.

28th January.

!

be shipped by the "Duendes" in March.
Your cable messages of 18th January and 8th

coal stocks and requirements are to hand. Arrange-
30.

February re

d
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ments had been Bade to send you 600 tons by this opportunity.' and
30 endeavour is now being made to increase this to 700 tons* You

in March,' is not calling atBight bear in Bind that the "Puendes" 

fitouth Walest so that no shipment of coal can be Bade in her.
11. It is assuaed from your eable of the 14th January that 

the ’jLosada’' ,s call was a little early for your wool collection^ 

and that otherwise a larger shipment would have been made* 

However, there should be no doubt about her catching the March
i

Sales and, after all, that is preferable to her loading a larger 

quantity and missing them*
lours faithfully*

, I / <
(3 -/<

OC l- ULr -

Managing Director*

d
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Per Houlder Line to Monte Video. /?

thence per "LORETO"* ' 7
N? 1265. n .^36.o'/idon.£. c. 3.18th February,

f. ’••WS’V'C7

Dear Sir#
:

The Post Office Authorities are despatching this mail 

by the Houlder Line to Monte Video where it will overtake the

"LORETO" which left Swansea yesterday.
Your despatch No .647 per "Losada" was delivered here 

yesterday, but time has not permitted of the matters therein 

referred to being answered by this opportunity.

2.

Enclosed herewith I send you a copy of a Register of
ir-4

Dee«te& Land,which has been compiled from documents here, of
Please carefully peruse

3.

all land in the Company's possession.
and if any inaccuracies are apparent, draw our attentionsame

to them*
A schedule is attached thereto detailing certain

information still required with regard to three or four of the 

After referring to the official register, kindlyholdings. 
send the details asked for.

It is just possible that some of the Town Lots
enumerated are not still in the Company's possession in which

send me the corrections necessary.
The copy of Register can be retained in Stanley.
The plans sent with your 639/5 shewing the position of 

certain lands acquired under the compulsory purchase ordinance 

have proved useful.
We have no plan shewing the position of the various 

Suburban Lands held by the Company, and if you could obtain a
rough outline, of the Government Chart of Record giving

case

copy, or
these, it would be of great value to us.

Yours faithfully.
I ■o // 

(J -So.
-

H.H.R.Gresham,' Esq 

Manager,

,-V 4^.....• t

Managing Director.

Port Stanley.
i
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PRECIS OP DESPATCH NO.1366 PER "IXENDES'V DM 313T MARCH.lS86^

;•••»
1 Acknowledges receipt of 647/9 of 9thipl7th January

& 3rd February.
2 Goose Green Wool Shed. Shipment of Pneumatic

Drilling Plant.
3 Explosives being shipped.
4 Glass for Wool Shed being shipped.
5 Wool Shed - Peters & Crawford contract.
6 "Gwendolin" - comments on slow progress and position^

J I
7 Rams from New Zealand being shipped per "Talroa'V

26th March* _ r. * .
Barges at Punta Arenas - Comments on freight charge*

9 Stanley Improvement Scheme — Company's houses to he
connected to water supply*

10 Dr. Moir's report - acknowledges receipt of*
i

11 Port Howard - Hr .Evans' obstructive attitude.
12 Coastwise Trade - "Falkland", & "Gwendolin" results. - 

18 Concrete Piles.

8

• **

14 R*Aitken granted pension £45 per
15 Land offered by Government - purchase approved*

annum*

Coastwise freight to Capt. Cameron's Stations cannot 
be reduced.16

17 Mr. McMath Wilson.
18 Bulls per "Bogota", - loss of. . . .
19 J .C .Craig - late Engineer s .s. "Falkland", - Coal

Bonus claim. -
20 Carpenters - apprentices.
21 120 fthms. stud link chain shipped for "Lady Elisabeth"..

•> —
22 Crews' wages - overtime.

"Falkland" - condemnation of boiler.

i

23 s «s*
■ A

Tallying of cargo in Stanley.24
25 Ford Lorry Stanley - Have horses been disposed of?

Clients' cargo left behind."JLosada". loading wool.
Is the Company a Common Carrier?

26
27

"Kelp's" new boiler shipped. _ __
1 ' Enauires when "Kelp* s" bottom last sifted.

if Company! s .Engineer has regularly 
inspected “’Falkland's", boiler.

28

9 9
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39 Bodie Bridge - Mr. Peters responsible for.
80 Discrepancies in wool baled and. shipped not " 

cleared up. Gjuantities pressed to be 
ascertained anaadvised each year*

6 Calloway Bulls shipped per "Duendes1', - 
includes one ror Port .Stephengr*

81

;
i'

!
rl
i

l

*

Ah.
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6'J. cJ?
Per "pUENDES". 
jY° 1266 •

f N _.^26on.don.E. c. 3.__ 31st March ,  

Dear Si/,*

Since writing you on the 18th ultimo I have received

your despatches Nos. 647/9 of the 9th & 17th January and 3rd 

February respectively.

2. 647.8 k 3.
shed is noted with much satisfaction; the photogra]iis and

From the

The progress made with the Goose Green wool

Mr. Peters' report have proved most interesting, 

latter it is recognised that the boring of holes In solid rock
for the posts for the sheep pens will be expensive in both time 

As you will have gathered from cables exchanged, 
it has therefore been decided to send out a portable pneumatic 

rock drilling equipment which will greatly expedite the work* 

The machine is accordingly being shipped by this opportunity^1

i

and labour.

together with spare parts and bits and special lubricating 

grease as detailed on the Ingersoll-Rand Co's invoice. 

There is also enclosed herewith a list of all literature, 

instruction books and lubricants sent you by this mail,’ 
together with notes for Mr. Peters' information.

3. 647.3. The prospect of being able to ship you 

explosives by the P.S JJ.C. vessels appeared hopeless when, most 
fortunately, we learned that the Nobel ExplosivesCo. were

a
0

,
n

endeavouring to arrange for a shipment to Punta Arenas by the
This having since been fixed upt we have accordingly

\y

"puendes",.
been able to send you a supply by the same opportunity. -

-vD

About 5 cwt. of Gelignite cartridges, 4 oz. & 8 oz. each, some
200 Detonators and 14,000 feet of fuse.
20,bOO feet of fuse,- nearly 4 miles,- is out of all proportion1,’

Your requisition for*.

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq 

Manager,

Port Stanley.

•t

A
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so Nobel's tell us, for 6 owt. of explosive.
The excessive damage to the skylight glass 

undoubtedly points in our opinion to very careless handling of 

the packages after leaving the Pacific Company's steamer, for 

it is most unlikely that the damage could, have occurredwhile 

lying on board the "jLagarto". Having regard to the_nature of 

the contents, very special care should have been taken until 

delivery at destination was effected. Ghe oases were_ 

necessarily heavy and awkward to handle, although in the case

4. 647.3.

r'

of the large sheets,- measuring 9 ft. long toy & ft. vri.de tjy
However, thei'\ thick,- only 12 panes were packed in each, 

quantities asked for in replacement are being sent by this
opportunity, and no case will weigit more than 4 cwt. which 

means that many will contain only 6 sheets of glass* 

none the less necessary for you to give instructions to have^ 

the packages identified at the time when delivery from "buendes" 

commences and to insist on special care being taken until their 

arrival at Goose Green.

It is

A

The letter, dated 30th November, 1925, from5 . 647.8i.
Peters and Crawford, relative to the reduced price at which 

they were prepared to contract for the excavations and the_
This matter was finallyerection of the shed, is to hand, 

dealt with in the cable sent you on the 28th November authoris
ing acceptance. --------

6. 647.3.a. The work of repairing the "jBwendolin", appears
to progress very slowly, which is particularly unfortunate now

Your cable of the 18ththat the "Falkland", has broken down, 
instant indicated that the vessel would be ready for sea at
thm end of April, but we are concerned to know whether your__
subsequent cable, of 22nd March, asking for an oak log 16 feet 

x 18" x 12" means that further trouble has been found which 

will entail still more delay, 

point are awaited with same anxiety*

Your later advices on this

-J-A
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With reference to your remarks in 649. para.3. the 

point we wished to make in our 1262.7. was not concerned with 

the new installation or olap valve not being "run in“. What 
is felt is that the position of the exhaust was found to be 

too near the water on the first voyage and it should have been 

at one altered. The grave risks attaching to the valve again
not working, thereby allowing water to flow into the engine1,^_

should have been apparent to anyone conversant with an internal 

combustion engine.
7. 647•&. The latest information to hand is to the effect

that the sheep from New Zealand will be shipped by the s.s. 

"Tairoa" leaving Wellington about 26th March.
8. 647.6. The freight quoted by the Pacific Company for 

the two barges, £500, from Punta Arenas to Stanley is undoubtedly 

a high figure, but one has to bear in mind that it would entail 

their steamer,- the daily cost of which runs into a considerable 

sum,- slowing down to 4/5 knots during the tow. You may rest

assured that in such circumstances the chances of getting any 

concession from the Pacific Company are practically nil.
9 . 647.8. Your account of the ptogress made with the

Stanley Improvement Scheme is most interesting; the work should 

prove a boon to all residents in Stanley.
The Board approves of the eight houses you mention

being connected to the water supply and drainage systems.
647.9. Dr. Moir's very complete report is to hand and10.

much appreciated.
11. 647.10. Your report on the "incident1'^ at Port Howard and

the correspondence which passed between you and Mr .Evans have
I need hardly say that thereceived the fullest consideration, 

obstructive attitude he adopted and the total disregard shewn

thereby to the steamer's interests will not be tolerated by the.........
Board having regard to the fact, which cannot be too often repeated,' 

that in maintaining the coastwise steamship service under present 

conditions the Company is practically subsidising the various;

hk
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This has been fully explained to the Directors of 

Messrs. J.L.Waldron, Ltd. with whom we had an interview here 

on the subject when the unsatisfactory results of the service 

as afforded by the "Falkland1', and "fiwen dolin'1, were placed 

before them*

stations.

Copies of letters exchanged are enolosed.
It is to be regretted that Captain Roberts did not at

once proceed on his voyage and intimate to Mr. Evans that the 

steamer would not return to his port until the reoeipts for
A unique opportunity ofcargo landed were forthcoming, 

administering a lesson to him in this matter'appears to have
been lost.

Please instruct Captain Roberts that while the Board
v-4

will look to him to shew due tact in dealing with all, it will 

certainly support any strong action he may think fit to take in 

order to avoid such delays in future* _
12. 647.11. The statements of the result shewn by the_____

"Falkland" and "Gwendoline to 31st October are to hand.‘ * r m jjQ
you will find pro forma accounts for each bringing/all outstand
ing credits/ depreciation and interest, the result of the two 

vessels' operations for the twelve months being a loss of . .
£116. 7. 4. It is recognised in the case of the "Gwendolin"^ 

working as she does at times when the bulk of the wool has been 

collected, that a loss will invariably be shewn. Nevertheless; 

you will appreciate from a study of the figures the importance 

of keeping it at a minimum by ensuring that she is never sent 
out of Stanley with less than a full cargo.

Herewith

The request made in the despatch quoted to 

forward you gear and information relative to concrete piles wan 

cancelled by your subsequent memo dated 11th January.

13. 647.12.

Therein
stated that full particulars of your alternative proposalyou

would be sent by the following mail/ but your despatches of the
17th January and 3rd February make no further reference to the

matter.
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14. 647.14. Please Inform R. Aitken that the Board has 

sanctioned the payment to him of the sum of £45 annually iu
recognition of his long service.

15. 647.15. 

referred to.
The Board approves of your purchasing the land 

forward a rough outline shewing its
position at Fitzroy. _ _.... . ..... - —

16. 647.16. It is hardly necessary to say.that vfliile the
operative expenses remain as they are at present there is no 

prospect of any reduction being made in the coastwise.freight. 
You might point out to Captain Cameron that he is only being 

charged the same rate as clients whose wool the Company sells,

and the same rate as charged the Company's farm.
It is to be regretted that Mr. McMath Wilson

has turned out so unsatisfactory. As regards getting rid of
_ .-pi .from the agreement, which is in your hands, 

be terminated at the end of two years service.. It

17. 647.17.

him you will see 

that it can
is, however, quite open to you to make any arrangement with him

If you want a substitutethink fit to anticipate that date.you
sent please cable on receipt of this#

18. 648.1. Your report,' together with the enclosures^
relative to the loss of the bulls on board the "^Bogota" ,

The Veterinary Certificate _
have

been read with deep interest.
Rio has been forwarded to the Underwriters and "theissued in

claim will be settled in a few days.
It came as a surprise to us to learn of the

quantity of stock,' apart from the Company's,’ in the vessel.
The final fate of all these animals is not 

known to us, but the shippers of each lot have been asked to 

forward you full particulars of oost for the purpose of your
suggested claim on the Government.

Although that is a matter which does not_
directly concern the Company, it is hoped At will meet the- 

of those whose intended importations would have been for 

benefit of the Colony but whose ultimate loss has been 

sustained through a wise and preoautionary order issued for the

loss
the

-
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protection of all. 

19. 649.5.
!

Nothing further has 

been heard of J.O.Craig, late Engineer of the "Falkland",; should 

he renew his application for a coal bonus, the line to adopt is

Your remarks are noted.

clear.
20. 649.6. The steps taken to apprentice suitable^young 

men as carpenters meet with the Board1s strong approval^ it 

is to be hoped that this will soon go some way towards meeting 

your deficiency. Cannot this plan be extended to the Farm?
21. 649.7. The 120 fathoms of If", stud link chain,- 

which has passed Lloyds test,— for the "Lady Elizabeth", is 

being shipped by this opportunity.
22. 649.9. Your remarks on the subject of crews' wages

We quite appreciate that your localand overtime are noted, 

conditions make it difficult to apply the Shipping Federation
The one point for you to bear in mindrules to the Company's men. 

is that after the second direct home Pacific Steamer has sailed,-
probably in March or April,— there is no point in incurring
overtime to catch the following steamer if she is arriving in the

As you are aware these sales are notUJt. for the July sales.
regarded favourably. 

23 . 649.10.
March to 

having been

The news contained in your cable of the 18th
the effect that in consequence of two serious fractures 

found in the "Falkland's" boiler it had been condemned,
very staggering blow, the more especially so as no

indication of any abnormal deterioration.
came as a
previous reports gave any

consulting engineers state that in the absence of furtherOur
explaffltian the condemnation is inexplicable, 

similar trouble in boilers here of the same age, assuming that

In the caseof

been ordinarily well looked after, there would be __
they would be jpatehed and

they have
no question whatever of condemnation;

vessel allowed to carry on under reduced pressure. It isthe

i ~--i a
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realized that this may well be within the knowledge of your
Surveyor and that owing to the impossibility of effecting 

suoh a repair in Stanley and the great cost of haying the 

steamer towed to the Coast, it would really be cheaper to__
condemn the boiler on the spot with a view to a new one beings

’ As we are"in the dark"as to this, acablefitted in Stanley, 

was sent you on the 23rd instant to ascertain if this assumption
is correct.

Our engineers are equally emphatic, after stuping
all the previous reports on the boiler, that this damage 

cannot be the result of fair wear and tear and must be 

attributable to neglect at some time since last Survey either
level of water or to keep the boilerto maintain a proper 

properly scaled immediately above the combustion chamber.
cable of the 23rd instant we have particularly askedIn our

to clear this point up also as it is a vitally important
If the trouble is certified as having

you
one to the Company, 
been caused by neglect then a proportion of the heavy outlay 

called for is recoverable under our insurance policies.
Meanwhile estimates have been asked for but it is highly
improbable that a suitable replacement will be obtainable _ 

from stock, and possibly three months delay may occur before
I will keep you advised ofa new one can be shipped out. 

the position by cable.
24. 649.12. You are quite mistaken in assuming that the

do not take the matter of tallyingBoard is of opinion that you
seriously and that it does not realize all the difficultiesvery

connected with the adoption of a proper system. I can assure 

difficulties with whichit fully appreciates the immense
contend in establishing a practice unknown in

you
you have to

It feels confident that’,'Stanley before your advent.
do the importance of the matt or., in theappreciating as you 

course of tine.- it cannot possibly be brought about very
oan and will be effected.steady improvementquickly,- ft

L
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35. 649.13. Now that the Ford Lorry is in commission for 

the delivery of goods from the Store, have the horses hitherto
used for the purpose been disposed of? 

36. 649.15. The reason for the "JLosada" not clearing up 

all the praduce on hand is noted but the fact is none the
less annoying. In this connection a strong complaint has been 

lodged by some clients that the bulk of their wool was left
behind while that from the outsiders,whose wool the Company is 

not interested in, was shipped. Clients should certainly have 

any preference that is possible in such matters and no doubt 
you will take steps to see that theydo in future. As you are 

aware from past experience you can fairly safely count on the 

Pacific steamer not being able to take all you have on hand," 

and can therefore make your arrangements accordingly.
27. 649.16. I have consulted our Solicitors on the points

you mention. They give it as their opinion that having regard 

to all the special circumstances under which our coastwise 

service is conducted, it is, at best, a very doubtful point in 

law whether we are common carriers, and that at any rate, until 
some action is taken - by Williams Estate or others - you would 

be tactically safe in maintaining that the Company is not, and
cannot therefore be compelled to carry goods for all and sundry 

if there is space available in the vessel.
Goods By Sea Act 1924 is adopted the position will, under it',: 
be more definitely defined and there will be no such thing as

It will then be easier to decline any

If the Carriage of

Common Carriers.
shipments not wanted.

The new boiler for the tug "JCelp", has been completed 

and shipped, with all mountings and lagging, ty the "puendes",;
of this will be sent you in the next cable. The special

28.

advice
attention of Mr .Peters is called to the enclosed copy of the 

makers’,- Messrs. Muir & Findlay,- letter of the 25th March 

and attached thereto will be found a blue print of the boiler-
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shewing the arrangement of mountings for Ifis guidance, 

hoped that you will he able to make arrangements to have the 

"Kelp"^ ready to receive the boiler on arrival and that the 

installation will be completed at the earliest possible date. 

When fitted,’ and the tug is again ready for service, please 

advise me by cable.

It is

Has the bottom of the "J£elp"; been sigited since her 

arrival in Stanley? If so to what extent and when?
I cannot trace that any reports from the Company's

Engineer,’- Mr. Peters,- have been received of late as to the
Has he not periodically 

If not please__
condition of the "Falkland's" boiler.
made inspections of the engines and boilers?

The Board looks to him as the Company's residentexplain why.
and superintendent engineer to inspect and report on all
machinery at such regular intervals as his professional

considers necessary; certainly at least once in everyexperience

year.
Has Mr. Peters been informed that he will be relied on 

to inspect and report on the Bodie Bridge, and to make such 

recommendations for its preservation as are necessary? You _
•%4

will appreciate that being an iron construction, the slightest 

neglect to keep the parts properly painted and caned for might
Please forward copies of all reports

29.

I

lead to a heavy outlay, 

received from hinu 

30* In continuation of Para.24,‘ and with reference to_

your 649.12.7 you have omitted to clear up the discrepancies

pointed out in respect of shipments of Company's wool in 

Without accurate information from you as to1922 ,'3 & 4.
the number of bales pressed at each Section, and the complete

i. -•»

specification for same,' it is not possible to compile the 

important statistics kept.
advise me as soon as possible.

With reference to the specimen copy of your Produce
Book received!£your remarks thereon to the effect that you

Please go into the matter and

I
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"jwill see that we shew the number of bales pressed in 

accordance with the information received from the Managers 

and owners", our difficulty is,- and this is apparent on the 

specimen sheet to hand,- that this information is so often

*

missing, even in the case of our own Sections," for which there 

is really no excuse* Without it,4 owing to the discrepancies 

always existing in the tallies,' it is impossible to finally
agree the outturn of hales with the Pacific Company or, as

' 4stated above, in the case of the Company's Stations, to
Failingcompile the necessary statistics for the year, 

therefore your receipt of specifications," we must look to you
to ascertain from each station, and each of the Compands__
sections,1 the total quantities of wool and skins pressed and 

to send us this information at the end of each season in the 

form sent you with despatch 1262. para.22.
Surely it is possible to bring some pressure to bear 

on stations to supply specifications. I would suggest that
you send a circular to those usually defaulting in this __
respect informing them that the captains of our vessels have_
received instructions not to take in their produoe unless they

After all theproduced or have been forwarded to you.
^ 5*

Company'makes itself responsible for their cargo, and it 

is entitled to do what it can to protect itself*

are
!

You will be informed by a cable advising the despatch 

of the "jDuandes". in a few days time that six Bulls,- Galloway 

breed,1’- have been shipped to you by this opportunity. Five of 

these are in replacement of those which died on the "^Bogota'', and 

one is for Mr. WJI.Dean at Port Stephens.
marks to enable you to identify these are sent herewith.

Yours faithfully,

31.I

Particulars of the
ear

; 4

9_-:

Cs> -

Managing Director.

K
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1267 PER BATFlD lfllfi : JUNE? 1926. 1

1 Acknowledges 650/653.
S a Remarks on Annual counts.

Overcarried Press Parts - Hill Cove and Chartres.
/ 4 Charges for storing produce ex outside vessels.

Installation of "Kelp" boiler.
6 Sheepbreeders Association.
7 Lighters from Punta Arenas - as to payment.

/ 5

s
/

8 Store Staff - notes no increase.
9 Starting Lamp Oil Container for Barge 0.C.82 being sent. .

Encloses copies of letters from Admiralty re Fuel Depot.
10 Lighterage of Coal - gives cost in U.K.
11 Unable to ship coal owing to Strike.
12 Hay &c. from New Zealand - £1021 paid to Crown Agents, 

"pgeria" and construction of jetty. _ _ _.
Question of employing Mr. Geo.Roberts.

g*

13

/ 14 Seal Oil.
Goose Green Wool Shed - notes completion.

annum.
15

N .McLeod granted pension of £40 per
of land sold to L.Sedgwick.

- acknowledges cable reporting boiler installation. 

Asks for information as to after gear of Stanley

16
17 Asks position
18 "pip"

/

:
Motor Boat. herewith , . , f

V .AH .Biggs - separate letter re attitude sent »*\**lfr

Question of moving "Great Britain", so as to allow P.SU.C. _ j 
vessels to go alongside and thereby save lighterage.

boiler shipped this mail. ___
Asks if donkey boiler is necessary.

/ 19
20f

21 "Falkland", - new

Agency at Punta Arenas. 
Contract of Carriage

22
Forms sent this opportunity./ 28

Future sails for schooners.24
£5818. 0.11 paid Crown Agents.Sheep from New Zealand - 

lismissal of McMath Wilson referred to in separate letter.
25/

/ 26
Collection of produce by Coast Steamers.

O'Brien hopes to start for Stanley 

and of June.

/ 27
-Mr. Conor“ILEN"/ 28

d
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Mr. Alex. Moir - will be in London later. 

P.S.N.C. putting on cargo boat in August - hope 

to send coal*

/ a* /

30

:

:
i
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6*.
Per M.V."^0DOS"(. 
N? 1267'.

iH y^86'z^Z-oru/on..£.c3. 10tt June,

• - 1Dear Sir,
i

Since the 31st March, when I last wrote you, I have 

received your despatched Nos. 660/653, dated respectively the
5th and 6th March, the 16th and 24th April. . ~

The final accounts for the year 1925 together
These

2. ACCOUNTS.
with the supporting schedules and statements are to hand, 
have been incorporated in our books and are at present in the
hands of the Auditors •

Tour remarks on the various accounts have been
closely followed and call for no special comment in reply.

The heavy reduction in the profit is, of
almost entirely attributable to the difference (8£d per 

realized for wool as compared with 1924. ..
With regard to the Store profit, the smaller

course 

lb.) in the price

deliveries to the Farm is hardly a sufficient j 
These conditions have obtained for ;]

commission charged on
explanation of the decrease.

and, alone, would not account for thetwo or three years now
The eancelment of the coal contracts with thefalling off.

whaling steamers early in the year has had a material bearing.
than probable that the unavoidable absence of the 

Chief Storekeeper during the greater part of the year also
and it is more

contributed to less business being done.
A lack of foresight was certainly displayed in3. 651.8.

Store Department in sending on the second lot of rails for
to Hill Cove and Chartres, as they could not possibly 

However, the Paoifio Company, from whom the 

for those short landed has been deducted, have been

the
the presses 

be of use these, 

value

H.H.R .Gresham, Esq., 

^TortStanley.

k
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informed that they will he held at their disposal in Stanley._

4. 651.3. After further consideration it has been decided 

to charge 6 s/- per hale on wool and skins and 15s£* per ton of 

1000 Kilos on tallow and hides brought into Stanley by outside 

craft. This you will see has been debited in Aooount Sale
in the case of the 23 barrels of tallow referred to. It is....
simply childish for Mr. Felton, or any one else, to imagine that 

they can make use of the Company's hulks and lighters free of 

charge.
5. 651.4. We are anxiously looking forward to receiving 

news from you of the installation of the "J£elp"s boiler; it 

is hoped that it will prove in every way satisfactory.
Your references to this mattep&re notecl.6. 651.5.

653.6.
7. 651.9.

about getting the Punta Arenas lighters over.
Meanwhile, in a recent cable you were asked...

to instruct Mr .Hobbs that we are not prepared to make any further 

payments on account of them pending approval and delivery. In 

of the unsatisfactory working of his Agency, referred to

Please keep me advised as to what you arrange

view
in your 652.8., this is important.

651.10. It is satisfactory to learn from your remarks 

the Store Staff has not been increased of late years.
attention is drawn to the enclosed copy of

8.
that

9. 651.11. Your 

letter from the Admiralty, dated 23rd April,' 1926,' advising that...
oil container is being despatched to you froma new starting lamp

Sheerness Dockyard.
Also to the following letters from the same

Authority
Dated 4th Kay, 1926, re 

Steamship "William Sconesby
Dates 31st May, 1926, re ne» type ol apparatus, with spare 

thermometers, for taking samples of oil fuel, being sent to you.

oil fuel supplies: to the Research

if
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- -j There is no such thing here as a rate for 

Hie custom is to charge for

10. 651.12*
storing coal in lighters, 

lighterage for similar distances to those with which you are
concerned, 2s/6d per ton, exclusive of all labour., receiving 

and delivering, to allow two clear days for the discharge of 

the barge after which £1 per day for demurrage is charged.
11. 651.13* In view of the strike, which still continues,! 

bringing everything in the coal industry to a standstill, it
does not appear likely that the 700 tons booked for this

A cable was therefore sentopportunity will be obtainable.
the 21st ultimo, advising you of this position andyou on

indicating the desirability of conserving your stocks. You

will be notified when the position changes. ......... - - -
The sum of £1021 has been paid to the Crown651.14.12. r;

settlement of Messrs. Dalgety & Co's account for hay,
All particulars are being _

Agents in
etc. shipped from New Zealand, 
forwarded by the Crown Agents to the Colonial Government from 

obtain the information you require.whom you can 

13j. 651.15.
construction of a jetty giving deeper water alongside

should be tackfed as soon as it is

The protection of the "Egeria'V and the
are

undoubtedly matters which 

possible. An 

some years past.

improved jetty has been under consideration for

Your sketch plan and Captain Roberts1 remarks 

submitted to the Simplex Concrete Piles Ltd., and a 

of their letter asking for more detailed Information to
scheme, is enclosed!................... . .

have been

copy
enable them to draw up a

It occurs to us to ask whether in Mr^ Geo*
the ColonialRoberts,’ the Admiralty official attached to 

Government,1 you have not a man
experience, under Mr. Neave,’ of this class of work.

of the construction of the extension of the Naval

‘

who has had actual recant ^ .
Was he not

in charge
Fuel Depot jetty? If so,' the work you propose would present
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iNto him no difficulty, and oould probably be carried outunder his 

direction much more cheaply. It is of course recognised that 

his employment oould only be arranged with the consent of the 

Government.
With regard to your remarks as to the necessity of 

obtaining "permission from the Government to build out into
the Harbour"^, you would appear to have overlooked the rights__
purchased by and granted to the Company under the Special Grant
No.273;, dated 31st August 1885, relative to the Shore Frontages

ir-**It is therein recited, amongstof the five lots Nos. 21/25. 
other things, that the right is granted "to huild a sea wall and
jetty extending from low water mark to such a distance as to_

depth of three fathoms at ordinary low watery eto'._ Thesecure a
only matter for Government agreement would seem to be exactly
where this line would come. -. ......-

So far as carrying out this work is ooncemed, it should

be entrusted to the Company's Engineer, Mr. C.PJ?eters, although 

it is noticed no mention is made of him in the suggestions put

forward.
14. 651.16. The conclusion you have come to relative to

You will nothe Seal oil business is probably the right one.
the matter in mind and advise me should you havedoubt keep 

reason to change your opinion.
Your report and that from Mr. Peters, together

' |i
with his photos of the Goose Green Shed,' came as a very pleasant

did your cable message of the 5th instant 

complete including all wood work., 

the contractors,' Messrs. Peters and 

It was also very satisfactory to

15. 651.17.

Still more soSurprise. 
advising that the erection was 

This reflects great credit on
Crawford, and all concerned.

testimony of the correctness and accuracyhSM the former's
Wm. Bain & Co., Ltd., andof the materials supplied by Messrs.

been much appreciated by that film*this good report has 

16. 651.18.
recognition of the

. t»""t

I am pleased to advise that the Board, in 

long and faithful service of Norman MdLeodi,

k
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has authorised the payment to him of £40 per azmurn from the

date of his retirement. ..... ............ ...... . ____
17. 651.19. In the absence of any information as to Tdxere 

the i-aore of land sold to Laurence Sedgwick is situated^ it is 

not possible for the Board to properly consider the matter. 

Please advise.
18* 652*2* It is gathered from your cable of the 5th inst. 

boiler has been installed, and that the 

you will doubtless report on
her performance and efficiency under the new conditions.

It is not quite clear what you refer to
She has oertainly 

When the question does arise 

as to supplying new machinery, the matter of fitting an entirely

that the '^elp"s new 

vessel is again in commission.
C-s 1

as

the "pf ter gear" of the Stanley Motor Boat , 
proved a most efficient craft.

engine can be considered.
19. 652.3.

Biggs is the subject of a separate letter herewith— ....
The Board is fully alive to the heavy and 

of lighterage occasioned by the modern

new
The unfortunate attitude taken up by V.A.H.

20. 652.6.
unnecessary expense 

larger P.S.N.C. steamers being unable to go alongside the
That these vessels have come to stay there"j&reat Britain". 

cannot be the slightest doubt, and the tendency will always be
towards inerease/on account of economony in operating. The
situation has therefore got to be faced, and the time has

to take steps with a view to obtaining permission to moor
the inner harbour where the present 

"The Great Britain",' it

come
the hulks at a point in 

Pacific steamers can go alongside, 

should be remembered, is in the same position as that in which 

placed in 1887,' nearly 40 years age, when steamers wereshe was
not half the present siae* -------------

Captain Roberts of the "Magellan" called here recently
He stated that if the "jGreatand discussed this question.

" could be moored at a point indicated by him *Lth a
jf

chart herewith, he was of opinion that the 

would be very rare when his Company’s steamers could

Britain
red oross in the
occasions
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not go alongside.
Please see what can he done in this matter and report. 

It is of interest to the whole Colony,1 affecting as it does the
cost of handling produce for shipment. _ ... _____ _______

21. 652/7. Your account of the condition of the several 
Stanley is certainly most depressing aad must have

However,' it is good to
vessels in
been the cause of much anxiety to you. 
hear that the "Kelp" is again available, and I am glad to be
able to advise you of the shipment by this steamer of the

No less than thirteennew boiler for the "Falkland", 

different firms were approached in an endeavour to obtain a 

boifer/^ancf 'finally of the si»e required!, which hadsuitable
only been used for 9 months, was selected, 

for a working pressure of 180 lbs, and is therefore of

one
It was constructed

considerably better specification than would have been provided
It wasif it had been decided to contract for a new one. 

thoroughly inspected by Mr. T.T.Kennaugh,’ who found it in 

excellent order, and it has since been submitted to, and ___
_ i’Certain alterations have been made,1passed, Lloyds Surveyor, 

under Mr. &ennaugh's supervision, to sundry fittings to
obviate as far as possible the necessity of altering the

A copy of the contractexisting connections on the steamer, 
with the Pacific Company for conveyance and lowering into

Your particular attention is directedposition is enclosed, 
to the clause therein specifying that only one day will be
allowed for discharge after which demurrage will be incurred.
A cable will be sent you in a few days advising the shipment 
and emphasising the necessity of everything being in readiness 

to avoid delay on arrival of the "Lobos".
The Survey Reports in connection with the condemned 

boiler are to hand and will enable the question of our position 

with the Underwriters to be taken up.
With regard to the donkey boiler',’ Mr. Kennaugh 

advises that most coastwise steamers of the type of the 

"Falkland" are now dispensing with one,' and unless you can make
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out a good case In its favour it is not proposed to replace the

present one.
22. 652.8.

i
i!Please report on Ms. .

In my cable of 20th May yon were instructed to

pfiir Messrs. Dick & Beckett to act for the Company in Punt a
should the position of Mr. lobbs Agency still continue 

unsatisfactorily.
23. 652.9.

>■

Arenas

The 1000 copies of Contract of Carriage for use
on the coasting vessels are being sent by this opportunity.

652.11. Any sails sent in future shall have the reef
•

recommended by Captain Roberts.
24.

bands and reef points stitched as
653.2. The reports on the sheep brou^it from New

have been read with much interest; it —
25.

Zealand by the "JTairoa"; 
is a relief to hear that you were able to make such good arrange

ments for delivery at destination.
The sum of £5818. 0. 11 has been paid to the

Crown Agents in respect of this shipment'; and I am informed by 

them that all documents are being forwarded to the Colonial. .
be obtained to enable youGovernment from whom all details can

to charge the interests concerned.
The dismissal of Mr. McMath Wilson is referred to26. 653.3.

in a separate letter.
27 . 653 .4. 

to the terms on

It was because we were completely in the dark as

which you proposed Chartering outside schooners
Yoursent you enquiring the rates payable.that qfcable was 

assurance that these will not exceed those current for the 

"Falkland",,-less hulk hire,- is quite satisfactory, and a cable 

approving'of your suggestion was sent you on the 23rd April._
contracted for with Mr. Conor'O'Brien isThe boat28,

Doing launched to-doy at Baltimore. Co. Cork; it has been named
Mr. O'Brien purposes startingthe "TTjTN“j,1 after the river there.

on his voyage to Stanley about the end of this month. On
next cable the word YOSZAarrival; please include in your 

signifying “lien arrived - - (date)”;.
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I have heard from Mr. Moir; Ijie went direct to 

the North,1 and will be comiiig to London for fB interview later.
So. In continuation of paragraph 11, I would mention

that the Pacific Company talk of putting on a cargo boat to leave 

in August; by that opportunity a substantial shipment of coal 

will, if possible/ be made.

29.

Yours faithfully*

Managing Director*

i
■

!
1

i

i‘

L_L: — -...
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,18th,19th,20th,21st,23rd,26th,"tCopy of Cablegrams sent
30th April,. 3rd,20th,21st May,4th & 7th June.

1

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 1st,7th,15th,20th,22nd,23rd,
26th,29th April,4th,6th,14th,20th,22nd,27th May & 5th June.!

2

3 General Invoice Stores per S.S."Duendes" 

Bills of Lading Cargo per S.S."Duendes", 
P.SJJ.Co's sailing lists Nos. 7 & 8. 
Dock Landing Certificates

4
5
6 Ks i J-------^

116 bales Wool ex "Losada"> .J B
D H 167 
W C 112?

Oo “
'.j

.1S
SI 20

52JHD
129F

59HP
55AP If2MeG 9J

■ * /
i'«vAverage prices Wool sold at Public Auction on 29th,30th April

7th & 8th June.
List of General Cargo per S.S."Duendes"
Copy of letter from P.S.N.CO. to Lowden Connell & Co. dated 28th 

May re Boiler shipped per "Lobos".
Eight Share Certificates Nos. 13793/13800

name of Mitchell Steel & coupons No.3 attached.
Carriage of Goods by Sea Act 1924.
Copy of letter from P.S.N. Co .dated 31st March & 9th April, and our 

reply of 8th & 13th April re delivery of cargo at Stanley^ 
Copy of letter from J.L.Waldron Ltd. dated 3rd May.
Copy of letters from the Admiralty dated 9th,23rd April,4th May 

2nd June re Oil Fuel.
Copy of invoice for Vermouth shipped direct by Cinzano & Co. 

dated 5th May.
Copy of letter from Hogg Lindley & Co.dated 7th June re "Gwendolin ‘ 
Copy of letter from Simplex Concrete Piles,Ltd.dated 7th June.
Copy of letter from browne & Lilly,Ltd.dated 21st April.

7
8
9

for 500 Kr.each in the10
11
12
13

!14
15
16
17
18

Copy of letter from.W Jiarbrow.Ltd. dated 29th March and drawing
referred to attached.

DuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool market reports of 27th April & 1st June.
Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool market report of 1st June.
Brokers Reports on Co's Wool ex "Magellan"

N A 421 bales Wool SI 94 bales Wool
W C 216

19
20
21
22

125S 9 •9 9
D H 359 9 f

L
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Brokers' reports on Clients' W90I ex "JMagellan"^. __
151 bale*. JYool H & B 191 baiesQVool

P B . 70
J'HD 40

23
Iz

20B :rt-if* .ItJ B L SB 
Weddell 16 iH 66 :Club 1118aJ Bi 27T R ?t*t»ItAFC 41 
COW 7

96L i»
• t

Brokers' report on Hides ex "Magellan" various marks.
Priced Wool sale catalogues of 30th April & 7th June sales (DuCroz)

29th April & 8th June ,, (Jacomb) 

3rd June Anning & Cobb
21st April Anning & Cobb
3rd June Jaoomb Hoare.

24
25

,r26 I « I I

Priced Sheepskins
Priced Tallow
Priced Sheepskins
Copy of letter from Cooper McDougall & Robertson dated 19th May 

& correspondence referred to attached.

27 t I

28 »»

29 • i

30 ■

Account Current dated loth June and vouchers. 

Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores.
Plan of Stanley Harbour.
Dock Landing Certificates

31
32
33
34
35

361 bales Wool ex "Magellan"D H
181JB

Club 66
40JHD

AFC 43 
JBL 34

27TR
Weddell J H 16

20B
70F B

126S
SI 94

Patterns & prices from the Sterling Knitting Co., Ltd. 

Copy of Cablegram received dated 10th June.
Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter, Esq. dated 10th June.

36
37
38

LONDON 10th June, 1926.

.
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PRECIS OP DESPATCH NO. 1268 PER SOPPLEM0NTARY MAIL 14flH JUNE," 1926.
i
T*

Acknowledges No.654 and letter of 15th April.
F.I. Sheepbreeders Association -

Company's position to he considered by Board 

on 21st June.
Collection and shipment of Client's produce —

Question of contracts.
Sale of land to Mrs. McPherson -

Conveyance duly executed to be sent next mail.
Taking up with Dalgety & Co. the insurance claims re 

New Zealand Sheep.
Price of coal to Christensen -

No delay in sending cable confirmation of price.
Naval Fuel Depot - records copy of Admiralty letter of 

2nd June sent with No. 1267.
Marine Superintendent's House - Browne & Lilly's

comments on carpenter's report sent with 1267.

1
2S

3/

/ 4

/ 5.

6h

f' 7y

8J

0i
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CL Ire Jcilkimu) J 0Imtto# (Lmu^ntri, Whniteti.
-------------------------------  0(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) » ------------------

REGISTERED 1902.

<5^ta^eeAutePi/ S^leeA
64.

Per Supplementary Mall^ m8 :mbos% t i „„y^26■Oru6ony.£.C3.

Dear Sir*
A supplementary mail is being despatched to-day to

This gives me an opportunitycatch the "LOBOS" at Monte Video, 
of acknowledging receipt of your despatch No .664 which was
delivered on the afternoon of the 10th instant*

I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the
15th April which I omitted to mention in No.1367*

Your account of the first meetings of the F *1•
Sheepbreeders Association is certainly illuminating as regards
the attitude adopted towards the Company.

The matter is one which will be fully considered
Board at its meeting to be held on the 21st June, after

2. 654:.4i*

by the
which a cable will probably be sent you indicating the course

to be followed. 
3. 654*6 • The question of reverting to a hard and fast

contract with clients for the shipment of produce is one which
By the nextfor some time past has been under consideration, 

mail I hope to advise you something definite on the subject.
654.10. The Conveyance for land sold to Mrs .McPherson 

will be executed and forwarded by next opportunity.
654.11. In accordance with the wishes of your Local

4.

5.
Government we will taike up with Messrs. Dalgety & Co. the matter 

of the claims for sheep per "TAIROA" from New Bealand lost on
the voyage.

*)'•..654.12. The delay in receiving my reply to your cable6.
of 29th April re price for coal to Christensen is inexplicable.

H.H.R.OreMiamV Esq* 

Map^ Stanley,
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Your message was received, the day following despatch and.

answer was sent you the same day, viz. 80th April.
7. In continuation of paragraph. 9 of No. 1267, this is to 

redord that a copy of a further letter from the Admiralty, dated 

2nd June, was enclosed re the establishment of a reserve supply 

of oil at South Georgia for the steamship "William Scoresby".
8. Enclosed with No. 1267 you will have found a copy of 

Messrs. Browne & Lilly's comments relative to your carpenter's 

report on the Marine Superintendent's House in Stanley.
Yours faithfully,

.. ^

an

7)
7 ■

<3

Managing Director •

'

' i

!

j

/

j
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Enclosures per Italian Packet via Genoa.

Originals

1 List of Enclosures per "LOBOS" via Swansea.
Copy of letter from Duniop Rubber Co

June and lists referred to attached.
Rownson, Drew & Co's invoice of stores shipped per "LOBOS". 
P.S.N.Co's sailing list No.9.
Du Croz Doxat & Co's Wool Market Report of 10th June. 
Jacomb, Hoare & Co's Wool Market Report of 10th June. 
Remarks on Accounts.
Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter, dated 14th June, 1926.

2 »# Ltd. dated 4th• »

3
4
5
6
7
8

!I

iLONDON, 14th June, 1926.

i

A
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PRECIS 6F DESPATCH NO. 1269? DATED 13TH AUGUST? 1926'.' FEE "LORIGA".

1 Acknowledges memo of 14th May per "Fleurus",.
2 Destruction by fire of double dwelling at North'Arm. 

Asks for plans showing position of buildings 
in accordance with Insurance Schedule.
Approval; given for purchase of G.Robson's new 
house for North Arm.

Encloses correspondence re Y.A.H.Biggs.
4 Conveyance of land sold to Mrs. McPherson sent herewith.
5 Coastwise Trade - sends copies of circular letter and

form*of contract.
Also, statement of farmers in U.K. 
who have signed.

6 Defines basis on which stores delivered to Farm are to
be invoiced.Profit and Loss Account to be rendered of Farm 
Store business.

7 Naval FueLDepot - letter from Admiralty and booklet
enclosed.

8 Book on "Marine Insurance" posted.
9 Acknowledges cable reporting "^alkland^s new boiler

installed. I i
10 "Gwendolin'' - notes is again running.
11 "Losada" & "Lobos" shipments.
12 Cannot ship coal by this opportunity.

110 tons bought from Whalers.
13 Asks for photos of barge "Dawson". __
14 Lloyd's Register calls for survey of "Falkland" s new

. boiler after fitting. Form attached. ,
15 Wire netting for Goose Green.Asks who was responsible for error in ordering.
16 Withdrawal from Sheep Breeders Association.
17 Acknowledges 655.
18 Question of future organisation of Store Staff will

receive attention.
19 "Plvm" - sending of to Darwin.

f Installing of Gardner engine.
Fire at Nortk Arm -Insurance Policy Schedule.

21 L.Williams Estate - liable for freight per "fjwendolin"..

3

2G

\

Nv
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$l|c jfttiklmiA (Lenny, WtmiUk.
------------------------------- o(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) * ------------------------------

Z^uzceo/uz/Lc/y S^lee/z
REGISTERED 1902.

64. C
Per M/Y "LORIGA".
^ 1269."

r 26.ioru/on'£.c.3. lfttk August,

Dear Sir,
Since writing you by the supplementary mail per "LOBOS"

memo.on tie 14th June,' I have to acknowledge the receipt of your 

dated 14th May,' sent per "Fleurus"; via South Georgia and Monte

Videp.
cable of the 5th July," advising that the double....
at North Arm had been destroyed by fire,' was duly

".believed

2. Your

dwelling house
received, and also that of the 7th July stating that you "
it to be" the items numbered 122 and 126 on the Schedule of

to he definite on theAs, however, it is necessaxy
be put forward,' I cabled you again and,

Insurance.
point before a claim can 

in reply, I have your message stating that the numbers are those

mentioned.
In order to prevent any similar doubt arising in

future.' please hare copies of that portion of.thejtaquranqe 

Schedule (1924) which relates to Baulin'," Goose Green, North. Arm, 
Walker Creek,! Fitsroy,’ Port Louis and Speedwell, sent to . the

, and ask him to supply a rough plan shewing, .
relative positions of the various items

accordance with the

Camp Manager
quite approximately, the 

insured and to number them on the plan in
Should there be any buildings notitem number on the schedule, 

on the schedule, they should be noted and a
Please also supply a similar numbered.

description and

value of same given, 

plan
suggest that a tracing

For this purpose I wouldfor the buildings in Stanley.
could be taken from Mr. Neave's plan.

.• ■«

HJH.R.Gresham, Esq
Manager*,'

Port Stanley.
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18. 8. 26. - 2 -No. 1269.

You will have understood from the cable sent you on 

■Qie 5th July that approval was given for the suggested purchase

of Mr. George Robson's house. ._____
Enclosed please find copies of correspondence with3.

regard to Mr. V.A.H.Biggs's demand which kindly note.
lot/ being part of Plot 8,The Conveyance of 1/2 acre 

Section II,' with frontage on Fitaroy Road, sold to Mrs.
4.

McPherson, is also sent herewith. . . ----  ----- —
Referring to paragraph 3 of 1268, I now s^dherewith 

circular letter,1 and form of contract, undertaking
5.

copies of a
to give the Company's vessels exclusive support in the matter

A statement is___

of those on this side who have
of the shipment of produce next season.

attached giving you the names 

signed and returned the agreement, and it remains for you.to 

to all others and to get the contracts retumed._ 

Prom conversations we have had with Mr* Moirf there
send copies

6.
to b© still some doubt as to the basis of charge madeappears

by Stanley Office for stores,' etc. dipped to the Darwin and
In Remarks on Accounts 6th June , 1923, it iNorth Arm stores, 

was laid down "that this should not exceed 10$_on the c.i.f. 
Stanley valuerplus the cost of coastal freigvt, and in the

!

of large special items - £300 and upwards - such as ...
Please understand that this is to apply to

case
machinery - B£." 

all supplies /whether stores for consumption or goods for
sale/ shipped direct from U.K. or supplied from Stanley Store.,

if this has been the practice during thePlease advise me
past two years.

The Store business on the Farm now reaches the
lyen {■'< i-»l

considerable turnover of about £10,000/£12,000 annually, and

it calls for a more exact system of accounting than has
Please therefore give instructionshitherto been followed.

L
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for a Profit and Loss Account to be sent you annually,' in _ 

duplicate/ on the lines of the enclosed draft', one copy to be 

sent here with the annual accounts._ It is understood from.
Mr. Moir that such an acoount was rendered by him last year; 

if so,' I shall be glad to have a copy of same explaining how 

the items in it have been embodied in the annual accounts_
I would draw your attention to copy of letter herewith 

from the Admiralty,’ dated 17th July,' and to the booklets
referred to therein also being posted by this mail. -----

A book entitled "Jdarine Insurance", - its Principles
and Practice/ by Fredk. Templemari/ is also enclosed.
should prove useful for reference.

It was very gratifying to receive your cable of the
26th July and to learn that the new boiler had been saf ely .
delivered from the "Lobos" and was installed in the "Falkland^.

*1 '

The news as to her being once again in commission will be

- 3 -

7.

8.
This

9.

anxiously awaited.
It is also satisfactory to hear that the ^'j&wandolin'V

feared that when the totalcost of
10.

is again running/ but it is 

repairs is compiled it will be found that it would have been
better / having regard to her age/ had she been condemned as

Doubtless you will forward fulla constructive total loss, 

details of cost as soon as possible so that a claim can be
lodged with ihe Underwriters. ------

The shipment of wool and other produce by the "Losada".
That by the

11.
than was expected in the circumstances •was more

"JLobos" via Valparaiso is also noted.
~ i2. ' on the 13th ultimo cable advice was sent you to the 

effect that it was quite impossible/©wing to the Strike, to 

ship you coal of any description by the "Loriga", sailing 14th 

August/ and from your reply it is understood that your stocks/ 

if reserved strictly for the "Falkland";/ will last for only . 

three months/ provided we can buy the 1.7© tons of undelivered coal

L
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belonging to whalers. We have communicated withthe Companies 

concerned, and the "Nor" and "Omen"
- • — - - . 'i.........— . — -I-..

over
are agreeable to our taking 

the 19 and 91 tans respectively belonging to them* but 

the "HeJrtor" require their 60 tons reserved for a new whaler
which will be calling at Port Stanley during the latter paljfc 

of October. A cable to this effect has accordingly been sent
you.

We have no photograph of the Punta Arenas barge? 

"Dawson"V and shall therefore be glad if you will have one 

taken and sent home.

13.

s

14. I would draw your attention to the enclosed copy of 

a letter? dated 26th July, 1926? from Lloyd's Register of 

Shipping, calling for a survey and report by Mr. Basel eyof the 

new boiler after fitting. The reference to the adjustment of
the safety valve to 130 lbs is also important. The form on

|Shich the survey report is to be made is attached.
Immediately on receipt of your cable of the 1st

M I W

instant asking that only 50 rolls of 13 gauge 3" mesh 48* 

wire netting should be sent instead of 500 called for in your 

cable of 20th May? we communicated with Messrs. Hylands Bros.
Unfortunately

15.

Ltd. in an endeavour to cancel the excess, 
the order had been executed, and as there is little call here
for that specification,' they have been obliged to ask us to

In the absence of any explanation it wouldtake delivery.
appear that sane unfortunate blunder was made in connection
with the first cable referred to, and I diall be glad tp know 

who was responsible, as it seems likely we shall have to carry 

in our stocks of stores some £450 worth of wire netting of a 

type not readily saleable,- a very serious matter.
Yours faithfully?

,

Managing Director.

j
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I cabled you on the 22nd tjune the Board' s deeision_ 

to/withdraw from the Sheep Breeders Association "as at .present 

constituted".

and the rules adopted," made it clear that the Company was to 

be the largest contributor towards any scheme,- wild or 

otherwise,- which those in control of the Association miggit 

adopt, and at the same time it was given no proportional 

voting power.

16.

Your reports of the inauguration meetings,1

In such circumstances the only possible 

course was that indicated in the message to you referred to. 

17th August.^ 1926.
Since the foregoing was written your 656 per "Losada"• —^ |- — — — j I

Tine will not admit of it being replied to. 
in detail by this opportunity but delay will be saved by dealing 

at once with one or two matters.
18. 655.12. Your suggestion with regard to the future 

organisation of the Store Staff shall receive attention.
That the Chief Storekeeper's time should be taken up doing 

purely clerical work is of course absurd and calls for

17.

has come to hand.

alteration as soon as possible.
19. 655.29. The decision to send t$ie ''Plym"( to Darwin

in preference to parting with her for £7.16.0 is certainly a 

On the other hand it is difficult to see why you 

should entrust to Redmond instead of the Company's Engineer^ 

Mr.Peters, the suggested installation of the Gardner engine. 

The former by comparison with the latter is practically
It is as sinned that the boat

wise one.

inexperienced in such matters, 

is still in Stanley and the Gardner engine",' if hot already 

there,’ could be brought in and the work supervised!,1 as it 

should be, by Mr.Peters.
655.30. Your difficulty in identifying the buildings 

burnt at North Arm with the items on the Fire Insurance Schedule 

emphasises the necessity of at once getting out the numbered 

plans called for in para.2.

20.
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In reply to your remarks, I would explain that 

a new policy is only taken out at intervals of a few years whan 

the various additions to the schedule make it necessary. The 

last was issued in 1924, a copy of which you have7 and the_

various clauses covering new risks have been sent you since . 
from time to time. So far however as the old buildings burnt 

are concerned,' they have been described from the commencement
on all insurance schedules exactly as they appear in that for 

1924. That schedule^1 and all previous ones, have been sent
to Stanley for verification and approval and have been duly 

returned as correct. It is therefore somewhat disconcerting 

that any doubt should have existed in the case in question. ...
21. 655.31. There is no doubt whatever',1 according to your 

custom reported, that L.Williams Estate is liable for the 

freigit per '‘Gwen dolin''. referred to and,' with regard to 

General Average Charges,' it is a liability that under the
O

Merchant Shipping Act no owner of property conveyed hy sea 

can avoid*

J
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Enclosures per "Loriga" via Glasgow.

Originals

Copy of Cablegrams sent..dated 15th,22nd,23rd June, 5th,9th 
13th,16th,27th,29th July & 12th August..

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 18th,19th June,4th,7th 
13th,15th,21st,26th,31st July,1st & 7th August.

General Invoice Stores per M/V "Lobos".
Du Croa Doxat & Co's Wool Market reports dated 13th & 28th

July.

1

2

3
4

P.S-N.Co's Sailing Lists Nos.10,11,12 & 13.
Dock Landing Certificates

D & S 
WKC 
W K C 
H & B

5

6

243 bales Jfcool ex "Magellan" 
155 ., "Losa/da”"Magellan" 

"Losada" 
"Magellan"
"Losada" 
"Magellan" 
"Losada" 
"Magellan"

146
9

151Z 190H & B
121J G
262J L W 

J L W 53
199W C

95L »i7C C W »*417N A • i

One key of Jacob's tank of Biscuits per M/V "Loriga".
Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool Market reports dated 28th July.
Copy of letter from Lloyd's Register of Shipping dated 26th

July and form referred to for completion attached.
Conveyance of land (part of Lot 8 Section II) in Stanley from F.I.Co. to Mrs .Peter McPherson for dompletion.
Marine Insurance - Its Principles and Practice by F.Templeman.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 17th July and booklets 

of instructions referred to attached.
Copy of letters from Messrs .Hempsons of 2nd & 8th July and 

Ince Colt & Ince of 5th & 9th July and ours to 
Ince of 6th July re Biggs.

Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool Sale Catalogue o£ 19th July.
Bill of Lading & Account for Mr.A.E.Felton's Bungalow 

shipped per "Lobos".
Death Certificate of James Campbell returned.
Bills of Lading General Cargo per "LOBOS".
Supply of Coastwise Contracts and circular letters.
Suppliers invoices Stores shipped in the "Loriga".

7
8
9

10

11
12

13

14
15

16
;

17
18
19
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20 Remarks on Stores.
21 Remarks on Accounts.
22 Account Current dated 17th August and vouchers
23 Form in which Darwin and North Arm Store Accounts are

to he rendered.
24 List of Finns who have signed Coastwise Freight Contract.
25 Copy of letter to T.G.Slau^iter dated 13th August.

LONDON > 17th August. 1926.

!

I:



UNCLOSURES per Supplementary Mall via Monte Video.

Copy of Cablegram received dated 19tii August, 1926. 
Pro forma list of General Cargo shipped per "LORIGA". 

Cinaano & Co's invoice for 15 cases Vermouth shipped 

direct via Monte Video.
Suppliers Invoices Stores per "LORIGA",.

1
2
3

A

LONDON. 36th August. 1926.
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1 Acknowledges 665/6*
8 Land Register - re Suburban Lot Ne#4*

Asks for Plan of Plot 10.
8 Gelignite shipment.

Water Rate to be met by tenants*
Defers discussing "shoring up" of "Bgeria" until

reply received to 1267 para* 13. 
Asks oost of shifting stores. 

Store Staff - Appointment of Clerk.

4
5

6
Compensation for Stock destroyed per "Bogota". 

"Falkland" boiler - Installation noted.
7
8

Encloses correspondence re unclean state of.
"Kelp" condition of bottom.
Station Specifications.
Nothing further arisen re Bi©?s ease*
Sheep shifting - Mr. Llanso’s letter to Mr.Bonner.
Stanley Land - not able to ioeate position of plots required. 

Reports position of Coal Strike - Cannot get supplies from
La Palliee.

Discusses Mr. Peters°s report on Machinery etc.
New Goose Green Chimney shipped.
Stanley Motor Boat - New Bolinder 8® H.P.

Engine shipped. .

9
1®
11
12
13
14

15

"Kelp" - fire bars shipped. 
"Falkland" - reducing valve shipped. 

Acknowledges statement of produce carried by schooners. 
Sale of "Proeois".
Capt.Robertses report on craft to hand*

Small Slipway - steel cradle ordered.

16
17
18.

"Plym" .
Fire at North Arm. Claim settled.

19.
Dettleffs loss - Coy 
cannot make good.

Discusses legal actions by and against L.William*s Estate.
Acknowledges cable advice of shipment per "Loriga".

20

21
22

Wool Sales. _ , , „Ketch "lien" - left 31st August. Asks for Peter’s report on
engine. Proper tuition to be given man put 
in charge.

Coal offered by Southern Whaling & Sealing Co.at So.Georgia. 
Accident to employee whilst filling "Colombo".

23
24.

25
26



Drawings enclosed - "Falkland" bailer
Goose Green ehimey« 

Letters from Admiralty enclosed*

27

as

A
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6'A
s.s. "Oropesa" 

1870.'
Per r/P

6th October, yA92P>oruxon.E.c.3.__ *N?

Bear Sir',’
The last despatch to you was dated 13th August, since

when I have received your 655/6. _ ... ...........
2. 655.2. The Registrar General's reply,- for which please 

656 4<thank him,- to the several queries arising on the Register pf 

Deeds and Land clears up most of the points raised* There is 

still, however, the important question of the ownership of_ 

Suburban Lot* No*4®— 25 acres 2 roods 14 perches* To enable this 

matter to be gone into more fully, I enclose for the Registrars 

information an exact copy of the document held here* Prom this 

you will see that it is a copy, certified by the Colonial 
Secretary, of a deed dated 19th February, 1845, conveying to 

Samuel Lafone the exact acreage stated above in consideration of
j;

of fifty pounds admitted to have been paid for same* Why 

the document is headed "Provisional Grant" is not clear sine© 

it purports to convey without any condition the land referred to. 

It is also somewhat strange that while the body of the document 

refers to the land as at "Port William", the endorsement waa 

evidently first written as "Western Suburbs" which words were 

ruled through and "Port William" substituted. From this’1 and 

the fact that there was never any land at Port William described 

as Suburban Land, and, that the Plot 4, Western Suburbs7 referred 

to in the Registrar's letter to you of the 5th July, 1926, is 

the exact measurement specified, there would appear to be little 

doubt,' as suggested by him, it is the plot with which we are

concerned. _ __

t

a sum

Moreover, it is worth noting that the Deed of

H.H.R.Gresham7 Esq.",1
Manager,

Port Stanley.
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Settlement,’ dated 185©,- only five years later^- _transferrlBg_ 

from S.Lafone and others their concessions, specifies,- amongst 

other things, 25 acres of Suburban Land -which,1 so far_as the 

Cpnpany' s 

Suburbs.

\Pc
'he

records got could only apply to Plot 4,' WesternAT
$ . « i

j
Kindly go into the matter with the Registrar and 

advise the result of your investigations. ___ __
Please also forward a rough plan of Plot 1©

■'**'*■ ’' ’ >$<

(Deed No.26)7 showing the position of the holdings, F.I.C.
4© perches, Church 12 perches, Lehen 2© perches and Biggs 8 perches,

In connection with the several transfers of
land to the Government under the arrangement come to by Mr*___
Harding and reported in his letter of 22nd March, 1928, I shall
he obliged if you will obtain, in those cases only where parts
of numbered lots have been transferred^ a copy of the_drawings
appended to the Conveyances? so that the land disposed of__oan
be correctly marked off the records here* In future cases__
copies of these particulars will be taken from the deeds sent
home for execution. _ . ----- -

\

There is just one other point to clear up*_
Your replies to the queries sent indicate that the i.acre , 
sold to Dettleff should be written off against Lot 8, Deed 2©, 

Is this not an error? It would appear to be so fromPage 2.
references made to the matter in your despatch No.601 par. 

11, which speaks of selling him i acre of Lot 8, Special
Suburban Allotments of 1 acre each. These you will_ find on__
page 7 of the Register, 

of the same?

the

Is not the land sold MaoPherson part

The copy of the Government Plan of Record of 

Suburban Land is to hand and should prove most useful for

reference.
3. 655.4. Your indent for Gelignite, dated 12th January, 

1926,'merely stated "5 ewt. of Gelignite1;,. Against this 

shipped what the Nobel Co. indicated as the most generally 

used size,- 4 oa. and 8 os». It is unfortunate that you did
we

j
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not indicate that 2 oa. charges only were required. ._Theiy ^ 

could Just as easily have been sent and it would have saved 

the labour of dividing the larger charges.
Any Water Rate levied in connectionthe

- - w* •

4. 665.7.
new supply must of course be met by the tenants in each case. 

5. 655.9. Before discussing further your remarks,re the 

"shoring up" of the "Egeria",’ the construction of a jetty, etc., 

we will await your reply to despatch No. 1267. par.18.
Can you give an approximate indication of the 

annual saving that would be effected in the cost of shifting 

inward stores from jetty to the East Store and back again., 
for shipment to coast port were the long contemplated shed at 

the jetty erected? . ... __
6. 655.12. Provided you are thoroughly satisfied with ■fee 

capabilities of T.Campbell1/ your views as to reorganizing the 

Store Staff will be approved. It is of course .ridieulousjfor 

Mr. Creeoe to be chiefly occupied in doing detail clerical., 

work which a good junior clerk could dof and when someone to 

fill the latter post is sent out? it will he up to you to see
We were on the point 

of engaging a young man who had been recommended to Mr«Molr 

in Scotland, hut have deemed it a better course, if someone 

be found in London willing to go out/ to bring him into . 
this office for a month or so to satisfy ourselves that he is 

thoroughly competent. _________ ________
7. 655.13. The correspondence with the Government with

reference to compensating the owners of stock per "Bogota1^_
destroyed has been read with interest; you will_doubtless keep

informed of future developments In this matter«____  —
8* 655.14* It was gratifying to the Board to.learn from

656.5. - _ . ,, _your remarks,- and cable of the 31st August,— that .....
of installing the "Falkland's" new boiler had been successfully
accomplished and that the vessel was again in commission..........

due to Mr .Peters for carrying througi this work.
With regard to the remarks in his report as to

that things are arranged differently.

can

me

Every credit is

,

i
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the unclean state of the moreinaccessible portionsjof the_ 

boiler? you will find enclosed copies of oorrespondanoe_witti _ 

Mr. Kennaugh on the subject. It explains the difficulties at 

the time consequent on the General Strike._
9. 665.16. It is good to hear that attention,- so.far .,

as possible',*1- has been given to bottom of the "Kelp" ; Until,' 
however? you have means of hauling her up and sighting and 

painting the whole of the bottom the position cannot be 

regarded as satisfactory. ___ _____ __ ___ *.......
10. 655.17. In the caie of those people from whom you__

find it difficult to obtain specifications', why not inform, them 

that the Captains of the Company's vessels have instructions 

not to take in their cargo until they are handed to the* 7__
11. 655.19. Nothing further has arisen in connection with 

the Biggs case since that reported in my letter of 10th June.....
12. 655.20. Mr. Llanso's letter to Mr. Bonner is oertainly 

illuminating'. His proposals, and the consideration to be given 

them by the Sheep Breeders AssociationV can hardly be taken

• • /

seriously.
655.22. As you have not given the numbers of the 

£ acre plots referred to, it is not possible to locate then...
If7 however,' the land suggested 

immediately at the back of the Offices,' the Board is

13.

exactly from the plans here, 
is that
of opinion/ in view of the possibility of extensions being _

future date,’ that it would be undesirable torequired at some 

part with those particular lots and that some other position
should be selected.

doubtless aware, the coal strike14. 655.24. As you are
and it is practically impossible to obtain a _

for the export of any coal/ foreign or otherwise? from
still continues 

permit
Yery large quantities are being imported from thethe U.K.

Continent, but this is all being used for railways and
Your suggestion of Ruhr coal 

The only P.SJt.C. steamer ,
industrial and domestic purposes, 
from La Pallice is not practicable.
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mcalling there is the "Grppesa^V and the would not hear
- -

of her being delayed there taking in coal . And further/ we are 

advised that the bulk of this coal is such rubbish that it
would be bordering on insanity to pay freight on it. ..In__
these circumstances we hope you will be able to get sufficient 

to carry you on for a short tine from Punta Arenas when the
"Falkland", goes there early this month. .................

The strike certainly/ at last* showssignsof

When it does you may rely ancollapsing in the near future.
a shipment being made to you at the earliest possible moment___
and a cable will be sent you advising when you may expect supplies'. 

15. 655.25. Mr. Peters’report on machinery^ etc. has been
read with much interest.
(loose Green Chimney. A new one, 5© fthas been ordered from 

Babcock & Wilcox,' and shipment is promised by the vessel taking

this mail. „ __
Stanley Motor Boat. After consideration it has been decided to 

send you a new engine with stern gear and propeller complete.
An order has accordingly been placed with Messrs. James Pollock 

Sons & Co. Ltd. for a 2© BJS.P. single cylinder Bolinder engine 

Model B.M.10.V and this has been forwarded to Liverpool for
shipment by this mail.

i'*

Enclosed you will find copy of Messrs. ..........
Pollock’s letter of 29th September and/ attached thereto^, booklet 7 

entitled "Care and Running Instructions", and plans of stem gear
No. 18495 and propeller No. 18500.

The plan of the hull you refer to was not
enclosed; please forward it later....... .. — - ----
"Kelp". The fire bars asked for are also shipped by this
opportunity. — .......... - ------■—■
“Falkland". The new main steam to deck reducing valve ordered
is being forwarded per "Oropesa1^.

655.26. The statements relative to prodtoe carried by 

schooners while the "Falkland", was out of action are
16.

the various 

to hand and will be valuable for referenoe.

i
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17. 666.27. The passing of the old hulk "Proeoisnr Into 

the breaker's hands is noted; she will now be written off our
list of craft. 

18. 665.28. We are very glad to have Captain Roberts's 

detailed report on the various craft and to learn that? 

generally speaking, the condition of them is being closely 

watched.
The Board is particularly pleased to note 

that an effort is being made towards the construction of a 

slipway,’ if only capable of dealing with vessels as_large_,as^_.
The steel cradle asked forthe "Kelp" and the iron lighters, 

has been ordered and will probably be shipped by the vessel
following this mail. The strike has delayed its earlier

The contractors, who are specialists in slipwayshipment.
work, point out that instead of the centre ll&e of rollers 

running in a channel, the usual practice, and one which is
found to he better, is for them to run on the flat and for the 

two sideway tracks to be fitted with flanged wheels* This 

makes for a stiffer job. However? as it is understood from 

the drawing sent that the foundations and ways are already 

constructed as shewn in the plan, the cradle will be made
to suit same. _ . ..... ....

19. 655.29? Your remarks with regard to the "Plym" were

dealt with in my 1269. para. 19. .... ....... ............. '
655.30. In continuation of paragraph 2© of No .1269,

X am able to advise that the Insurance Company has.paid us for 

the loss of the two houses referred to in your certificate to 

hand.

20.

Mr. H.C.Harding's appeal on behalf of_W. 
Bettleff in respect of the loss sustained by him has been 

fully considered by the Board. The case is exactly on. "all 

fours" with that of the occupier of the Tranquilidad house
>4 ‘ ‘ ’

burnt down in 1918 • In reply to a similar appeal you will

i
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find that in despatch 1190. para.23. the Board laid down,- 

and it is still of the same opinion,- that it.can not _
establish the precedent of recompensing employees _in such __
cases, and that the personal effects of everyone occupying the
Company's houses must be insured by the owners. The cost of

In thethis would only be a matter of a few shillings, 

despatch from Stanley,- 551? para* 27,-it was stated that 

this position would be made generally known. It would be ,
interesting to have a list of insurances effected by you .on 

the private effects and property of all residing in Company1 s 

houses both in Stanley add on the Farm. None have been
covered here. ... ........... ... -...... ........ ..........-

— - 4

21. 655.31. This matter was referred to in para*21 of
656.2." .............. " * •

1269. Your 656.2 has since come to hand from whA©h it is
noted that Mr. Rower the Manager of Williams Estate, has
brought counter claims against you.

In reply to your questions the Board finds
it difficult,- practically impossible,- to indicate your best 

line of action in the event of Rowe persisting in litigation. 

You certainly cannot stop him doing so, and the eases must be 

met as you consider best as and when they arise•_ With regard 

to the one pending at the date of your letter' it is assumed 

that when the prescribed time has elapsed for you to lodge 

replies to the counter claims; it is possible the Registrar 

will at once rule that the item dating back to ,1918.if! . .....
"Statute barred"'? in which event the total being under £60 he 

will adjudicate forthwith on the other items. This may.. 
have already been the position, so there appears to be little 

point in incurring the expense of consulting our Solicitors. 

The Board will therefore await your further advices as to how 

matters have developed? and in any case? it would not readily

be prepared to send out Counsel to represent the Company 

unless the issues at stake were very much larger than they are. 

Your cable advices of shipments by "Loriga" are 

Also that you had not been able to arrange with the
22.

noted.
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P.S.N.C. at Valparaiso to give you a vessel to deliver wool
In the circumstances therein tine for the November gales, 

is no alternative but to hope for a substantial shipment for
those in January.

The current series of Sales/ which commenced on the28;

14th September', have so far maintained a firm tone and ___
realisations of Falkland wools have shown an advances of f rom 

The average prices for the marks sold are_being5 to
telegraphed to you as usual and enclosed you will find the__ .
Brokers' Market Reports and the catalogues giving all details.

Since writing you last we have had an opportunity of 

inspecting the ketch “Jlan" at Avommouth where she came for
24.

supplies of fuel and lubricating oil? she appears to be a
Her final port of departurethoroughly good, strong job. 

from the U.K. was Ilfracombe,- on the 31st August;- and die
reached Madeira on the 11th September after a fairly good
voyage, in which the topmast was carried away. Letters sinoe

w
received from Mr. Conor O'Brien, dated Funchal 20th September;

I

reported his intention to sail on the following day. We ....
trust she will have a good trip for the remainder of the voyage
and that in due course we shall receive your cable reporting

. Mr. O'Brien,' on his own admission, has not _her safe arrival 
previously had experience of marine engines/ and it is therefore 

not surprising he has met with some minor difficulties with, the
24 H*P. 2 cylinder Bolinder engine on hoard. Most of these he
has already overcome f! hut he still complains that the collar of

lovQr •the clutch/gets heated when the vessel is sailing with engine
The makersout of action and the propeller running free, 

suggest that this may be due to improper adjustments made to
drawing herewith. Mr. O'Brien furtherthe bolt “/VV,- see 

reported from Madeira that he was having the propeller moved
slightly further aft on the shaft’,' as he was under the impression 

friction between it and the stem post. This, ofthere was
course, with a little wear would soon have been rectified.lo-aJe. -r
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Messrs. Pollock & Sons, the Suppliers of the engine, assert 

that their extensive experience goes to show that it is very 

undesirable to have any more clearance at that point than is 

absolutely necessary,1 as it encourages seaweed, or any other 

foreign substance, to foul and jam the propeller.
On the arrival of the boat please draw Mr .Peters ' s __

attention to these matters, and any others whiGh Mr. O'Brien may 

report,1 and get him to make a full report on the engine for
Also, please note that before this

vessel is handed over to those who are to take charge of her, the 

person on whom the responsibility of running the engine will rest 

must, even if it entails bringing him into Stanley, be thorou^ily 

schooled in its management and control and the Company's Engineer 

satisfied that he is competent, otherwise there is every prospect 

of the unfortunate experience with the "Speedwell" engine being 

repeated.

the information of the Board.

The contract made with Mr. Conor O'Brien is for the 

delivery of the boat at Port Stanley for the sum of £1160. 0. 0, 

Of this sum he had been paid 

leaving a balanoe due to him of
36 barrels of paraffin - gas oil - and 4 of lubricating 

oil have been shipped and what is not used on the voyage can be 

taken into stock on arrival. Please advise the quantity deliver-

850 . 0 . 0.• ® •e • •e o ©• • •

.£ 300. 0. 0.» •e © o« e ®• • •

ed to you.
Since writing paragraph 14, your cable of the 30th 

to hand to the effect that your position as
25.

ultimo has come
regards coal is serious and that you could arrange shipment from 

South Georgia of 50/100 tons if Christensen^ Sandef jord.7 would
immediately communicated with that gentleman and wereWeagree.

informed in reply that his vesels were operating in the South _
- not South Georgia - and that they had none to spare.Shetlands
Our negotiations which followed with the Southern

fortunate, and you will learnWhaling & Sealing Co. were more
being sent you to-day that they are willing tofrom the cable
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supply up to 100 tans Westphalian Coal at South Georgia for 

90/- per ton f .o.b. This figure is of course extremely higjh»_ 

and it is hoped that as suggested in my cable you will he able
to do better at Punta Arenas. The Southern Company, will be__
advised of your decision immediately your cable in reply comes 

to hand.
The news contained in your cable of the 21st ultimo

to the effect that an employee had lost an arm through an __
unfortunate accident which occurred when pumping the oil.to tihe 

"Colombo" was received with much regret by the Directors. 

Pull particulars of the case, which you will doubtless send by 

maii^ will be anxiously awaited* You ask if the Compeuiy or
the Admiralty is liable and in reply I informed you that,-___

*'**!
on the assumption that the man was an employee of the Company,-

26.

s.s.

the Admiralty is not concerned.
Although the full Workmen's Compensation Act, as 

existing in this country to-day, has not so far, I believe, 

been adopted in the Colony, the Board nevertheless in such
has always been prepared to deal with those injured in

I therefore cabled you authorising
cases

its service as if it had. 

the payment of the medical fees and to give such temporary
relief as you considered ri^it in the case. ......

Enclosed please find the following drawings:-.,.
New Boiler fitted to s.s. "Falkland" - l Blue Prhttt.

foundation 4t Erooting Dim.
'' ' " ;CJK

Goose Green Chimney - Foundation & Erecting .Pl,an, .
One coloured drawing and one 

Blue Print. . __ ,
Copies of the following letters from the Admiralty are

27.

-__ ^1:

28 m
attached

Dated 26th August?i926. Enquiring when quarterly
account to 31st March, may 
be expected.

. Re shipnent of spare thermometers.8th September «»« 9

Yours faithfullyrp 

Managing Birector*L
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29. Enclosed please find copies of correspondence with 

the Admiralty relative to inspection of bottom of Oil Fuel
Barge "0.82"'. Please let me have your answer to their 

question as to whether the necessary arrangements could not
been made to do this when the vessel was beached*

letter, dated 6th October,
have

Also I attach copy of a 

together with the three copies of poster referred to.
In continuation of paragraph 20, please ask Mr.30.

instructions to have notices po®^®^__Slaughter to give 

throughout the Camp drawing attention to the fact that^in the

of fire resulting in loss to an employee of his personalcase
belongings, the Company is not responsible and pointing out 

that this interest should be covered by insurance.
SI

t

S?1
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r ' PRECIS OP DESPATCH NO .mi , DATED 12TB1 NOIMBERV 1926
PER M.V."LAGARTO".

Acknowledges 657 & 658.
"Kelp" - Pleased with report.
Naval Fuel Depot - Documents re issues,' etc. sent to

Admiralty.
Accident to Martin Biggs. Workmen's Compensation Act.
Charge to be made Whaling Companies for storing coal

in lighters.

1
2
3

4
5

6 Coal Supplies.
"Egeria" - re proposed wharf.
re sale of & acre lots of Stanley land. Sketch returned

as not quite clear.
"Great Britain" - as to altering mooring position. 

"Gwendolin" sails.
L.Williams Estate - notes judgement in our favour. 

"Falkland" - Boiler installation.

7
8

9
10
11
12

Instructions re marking bales of wool shorn at Goose Green
will be cabled.13

14 Notes "Plym" sold for £20.
15 Scab at Speedwell Island.
16 Messrs. Dean & Co. - signed coastwise freight contract for next Season.

"Gwendolin" - Particulars of cost of repairs to hand.
Falkland Islands Sheep Breeders Association - Attitude

to Company.
Sheep and fodder from New Zealand per "Kia Ora" - Payment

of £2275 made to Crown Agents.
Owners report fire on board.

Acknowledges receipt of Crown'Grant No .396 re part of
Section 38 Fitaroy North.

Slipway at Stanley - Set of foundation plans and schedule
of quantities enclosed.
Asks for Mr.Peters' price for laying 
foundations.

"Egeria", - Steel Sheet Piles.
Coastwiafe Freight Contract - Steamer need not call, at

Stations who have not signed.

17
18

19

20

21

22

23
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Dear Sir*
I wrote you last on the 6th ultimo and have since 

received your Nos* 657 and 658f delivered here on the 8th
and 9th instant respectively. ... _

2. 657.2. It is satisfactory to have your good report 

of the "Kelp"; if she is steaming at 8& knots she should be 

able to do all your towing in anything but exceptional weather.
3. 657.4. Your memorandum and documents referring to the 

658.12.of 94 tons of oil, in barrels, to be shipped as reserveissue
store to South Georgia, are to hand and have been f orwarded to 

the Admiralty together with those relative to the delivery of
506 tons to H.M.S,"Colombo" .

Your remarks with regard to the condition of 
gear "on charge", and otherwise, will be borne in mind in the 

event of any question being raised.
The Quarterly Return of Receipts and Issues to

•»
30th September,- enclosed with your memo of 21st September,- 

has also been forwarded to the Admiralty.
4. The further particulars and reports relative to

the unfortunate accident to Martin Biggs are to hand; these, I 

need scarcely say, will be read by the Directors with much

sympathy at the next Board.
Alluding to remarks in my 1270. par.26, it is

noted you confirm that the Workmen's Compensation Act has not
Herewith you will find a copy of that Act,’ andbeen adopted.

a perusal of same will show you the great variety of circumstances
tfrtehhavo to be taken into account in assessing temporary allow-

It is assumed that when Biggsand final compensation, 
completely recovered he will be capable of earning something,

ance
has

H .H .R .Gresham,: Esq.,
Manager,

Port Stanley.
A
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and not until this stage is reached will it be possible to
Meanwhile itestimate the value to him of his disability, 

is noted that the Naval Officers report explicitly states 

that the machinery was insufficiently guarded,1 and this point 

will be taken up with the Admiralty, but I much doubt if any
compensation can be looked for from them.

'-i
5. 657.5. The charge against the whalers for the coal, _

paid for but not taken by them, would appear to resolve itself
into one for extra lighterage and storage. I would suggest

They cannot expect us to keep it12/6 to 15/- per ton.
12 months in our hulks free.

657.6. Your anxiety as to future supplies of coal
658.6.

is appreciated to the full, 

nothing, and you are indeed fortunate to have secured from 

South Georgia and Punta Arenas sufficient to carry you into
This, I gather from your cable of 30th October. 
Following on the suggestion in your telegram 

of 19th October, we enquired of Maclean & Stapledon, Monte 

Video, if they could offer us American supplies, but after 

delay they replied that they could only offer Chilian.

6.
From here we can do absolutely

mid-January.

some
That being so it is better to send the "Falkland", again to 

Pvmta and take the Chilian supplies there, so allowing her
the excessive freights now current for the conveyanceto earn 

of coal.
657.7. Mr. Peters' drawing relative to the "JJgerift" 

protecting wall and jetty is to hand: it will now enable a 

close estimation of the costs to be obtained, 

of using sheet steel will be followed up.
8. 657.10. Your plan purporting to show the acre lots

7.

His suggestion

sold to Dettleff, Walsh, Sedgwick & McPherson is to hand, but 

from our records it does not appear to be aouuBfttey and it is 

that the numbers of the plots were not filled in. On 

it Mrs* McPherson's land is shown as the 9th from Hebe Street,'
recorded it as part of Plot 8 Section 2.

a pity

whereas the conveyance

A
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This would make it,' according to the plans we hold, next to 

Hebe Street. Then again your drawing shows all the plots 

from West of Hebe Street as being of the same siae, whereas 

we know that a portion of 8 was sold for the extension of 

Hebe Street. Please revise the drawing and return to us.

The drawing is, however, sufficiently dear to show that the 

lots applied for by F.G.Bernsten and W.Sedgwick are in Section 

2 and not immediately at the back of the offices, 

of the Board on these two cases will be conveyed to you in my 

next despatch.
9. 657.11. It must be admitted that the Company's Marine

Superintendent is the best judge as to whether there is anything 

in the suggestion to move the "Great Britain" • 
no saving or advantage is to be gained thereby by all means leave

her where she is.
657.12. It is quite refreshing to hear that the

"Gwendolin's" sails are so satisfactory.
We are very pleased to hear that, as anticipated

in my 1270 par.21, the case against Williams Estate has been 

settled in the Company's favour. The result may deter Mr .Rowe

from such hasty action in future.
657.16. Your reports on the good work done in connection

with installing the "Falkland's" boiler have been read with

- 3 -

I

The decision

If you agree that

10.

11. 657.14.

12.

interest.
657.17. Definite instructions as regards the future 

of bales of wool shorn at Goose Green will be oabled
13.

marking
you within the next few days.

14. 657.18.
658.11.

The sale of the launch "Plym" for £20 is noted.

The isolated case of scab at Speedwellmfe iyster—15. 657.20.
ious and^disconcerting.- Your latest reports of the Stock

Inspector finding all island sheep free from disease when last

inspecting than comes as a great relief. ----------
The report about Clark's wilful disobedience

J
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and gross mismanagement comes as a great disappointment, the 

more so as nothing but good has been heard of him in the past. 

The Camp Manager’s reprimand will, it is hoped, bring him to his 

senses, otherwise a change will certainly have to be made.
16. 658.3. Please add the name of Dean & Co. to the list of 

those who have signed the coastwise freight contract for next 

Season •
17. 658.5. The particulars to hand relative to the cost of 

repairing the "Gwendolin" will enable the insurance claim to be 

proceeded with.
658.10. It is, perhaps, just as well that the Sheep 

15.
Breeders Association, has, so early in its life, shown its hand 

in the pointedly open anti-Company actions you report and, in 

addition, proved itself incapable of even interpreting its own 

In such circumstances it seems incredible 

that any self respecting proprietors will continue long to be 

associated with it.

18.

Articles.

It will be interesting to hear whether the £200 

of Government money referred to is withheld.
19. 658.16. Particulars of the orders placed by the Govern

ment through Dalgety Sc Co. for stock and fodder to be shipped 

from New Zealand direct to Stanley by the s.s. "Kia Qra“ are
The payment of £2275 referred to has been made to thenoted.

Crown Agents.
It was with much regret we were advised by Messrs. 

Shaw',’ Savill & Albion Co. Ltd. that a somewhat serious fire had 

occurred in that vessel between New Zealand and Port Stanley 

resulting in a considerable quantity of 'tween deck cargo being 

jettisoned. Further details are awaited.
20 . 657.13. The Crown Grant No. 396, with sketch,' in respect

of the purchase of 1120 acres, being part of Section No.38,;

Fitaroy North, is to hand.
From the copies of correspondence with the Admiralty 

enclosed with last Despatch (1270.29), you will have gathered
21.

i
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f'Mthat considerable concern exists as to the impossibility,- 

owing to the absence of a slipway or dock,- of giving proper 

attention to the bottom of their 500 ton oil barge.
From conversations with them on the subject we 

feel that there is a probability of the question of the 

construction of a slipway being again raised in the near future. 

Therefore, to enable the Board to be in a position to thoroughly 

consider the matter, should such an eventuality arise, it is 

necessary to know, definitely, for what outlay the foundations 

could be laid down, as this is the uncertain figure in the cost.
You will accordingly find herewith a complete 

set of foundations plans by Mr. W.Gordon Glover and a Memo of 
Construction by his partner Mr. John Haiste., and attached thereto, 

a schedule of quantities, etffi.
Please ask Mr. Peters to go very carefully into 

the whole matter, with Crawford, and report for what figure
they would be prepared to contract to lay down foundations in 

accordance with these plans, the total sum to be divided against 
the several headings in the schedule, i.e. Concrete Sleepers, 
Midway Beams, etc. where the words "Material and labour to be

By dividing the contract in this wayprovided locally"appear, 

it can be decided whether the proposed jetty, which is optional
to the scheme, is worthy of consideration. With regard to 

expenses, such as use and cost of running machinery, not 

included in their contract price quoted, please send a separate 

note.
You will have to make it clear to Messrs. Peters 

and Crawford that the chances of the Board sanctioning the work,‘- 

provided all other difficulties with the Government are overeome^- 

will largely depend on the outlay being reduced to a minimum, as 

in any case the final equipment including cradle and hauling up
power will run into a large sum.

It is appreciated that the site will necessarily be
important factor in the calculation of cost and that, ata very
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the moment, this matter is obscure. It will, however, be 

sufficient for the present purpose if it is assumed that
• • \

permission has been given for the site,- long talked aboutf-
With the information above asked for,opposite the Narrows* 

together with the other quotations for the plant to be obtained
here, the Board will then be in a position to discuss matters 

with the Admiralty if called upon or to decide whether to reopen
the question or not*

Since writing paragraph 7 I have ascertained thataa.
the British Steel Piling Company Ltd* are the actual makers of

Herewith I send you/for Mr.the Simplex steel sheet piling.
Peters1 information,their catalogue and a copy of their

him
quotation which will enable :xkxxxxxxx to follow up the matter,

I have shown them theand to specify for what he wants* 

drawing, and they are of opinion that for the purpose proposed 

the 15” x 5” Universal piling would be the most suitable. The
•il

8" Simplex they contend is rather li^it for the job. One ton 

of the former covers approximately 56 sq.ft, against 100 sq.ft.
Although no doubt the suggestion of leaving the

stronger job, the
of the latter.
steel piling in place would probably make 

method would entail heavy outlay in piling to cover the 553 ft.
a

Before taking any further stepswall around the two hulks*
the matter, it will be as well for Mr .Peters to havehere in

the information sent herewith before him, as it oeeurs to us
sufficient quantity of thisthat he may see his way to have a 

piling sent out to make a box and so proceed with the
This will, of course,construction of the wall in sections, 

show a great saving in the purchase of piling.
We do not purpose doing anything further with the

Simplex Concrete Piling Co., to whom reference was made in
that Mr .Peters, if suppliedprevious despatches, as we assume

piling he has suggested, can see the job throughwith the
without their assistance as engineers.

have blue prints taken from your drawingWe will
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and return it to you by the next mall.
Yours faithfully^

C*> •
Managing Director.

In continuation of paragraph 16, please note that 

in the event of any of the stations not having returnedto you7 

signed, the contract agreeing to support the "Falkland" 

throughout the coming Season, you have full discretion to 

advise those defaulting that the steamer will not call until 

the document is forthcoming.

23.

C7. ; ^7

h '



PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO* 1872, DATED 19IH NOVHJBI»i 1926 

...—via mttEvmml

1 Alleged case of scab at Speedwell Island*

2 Sheepbreeders Association - Messrs. Holmested, Blake 
& Co., Ltd., & Dean & Co. withdraw.

S Company's Wool Clip 1926/27 to be marked as heretofore*

4 Slipway at West Yard - Steel eradle completed and 
awaiting shipment.

5 "Egeria" - Blue prints of proposed work enclosed.
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N? 1272.

Mail
7

'/■9 26 .Z,o?'u/on:£.c.3. 19th November,

Dear Sir,
With reference to your reports,- and those from Mr. 

Slaughter,- as to the action taken by the Government,at the 

instigation of the Stock Inspector, in connection with the 

alleged case of seab among the Merino rams at Speedwell whereby 

the North Arm Section and many islands have been put into; 
quarantine; the Farm Committee of this Board,- consisting of 

Messrs. R.Blake, W.M.Dean and V.Paeke, all of whom have had 

long practical experience in the Islands,- has given the matter, 
including the history of the rams from the time of their im
portation in January 1924 to the present, its closest and 

most serious consideration.
This Committee has unanimously come to the conclusion 

that a grave mistake must have been made by the Inspector in 

diagnosing the case as one of scab whereas every circumstance in 

its opinion points to it being one of, what has been commonly 

ealled in the Islands for want of a better name, scrofula.
Scab, as Is well known, is a skin disease, and scrofula, which 

so closely resembles scab as to be easily mistaken for it, is a 

disease of the blood, and not contagious or infectious.
If the history of these rams is traced from the date 

of their importation through the various dippings and shearings, 
including the two seasons when they were put out in the ewe 

flocks in 1925 and 1926, there is not a single record, so far as 

we are aware, of the disease having spread either amongst the 

themselves or to any of the ewes.
These facts infallibly point to the case not being of 

the highly contagious character of seab.
H.H.R.Gresham, Esq.,
Manager,

Port Stanley.

rams
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Moreover, there seems to be no authentic record of
the scab microbe having been found*

The expense and inconvenience which the Company will 
be put to through the Government order will be considerable, 
but to this not the slightest objection would be raised if it 

was felt that the case had been correctly identified*
The Board wishes to know if representations on these 

lines have been made to the Government by yourself or Mr* 

Slaughter. If they have not it is very desirable they should be 

without delay*
Following on previous reference to the Stock Breeders 

Association, para. 18 of 1271, you will have gathered from the
2.

qable sent you on the 17th instant that Messrs* Holmested, Blake 

R.nd Dean & Cok have both withdrawn from the& Co., Ltd 

Association*
• j

The same cable will also have made it clear that no 

alteration is to be made in the marking of the wool from 

Darwin Harbour and Walker Creek Sections to be shorn this year 

at Goose Green. Both are to be marked as heretofore*
Yours faithfully,

3*

A t^L> ■(D . /*.

Managing Director*

The steel cradle for the small slipway at the West Yard,4.
asked for in your 655 para.28, has been completed and is awaiting 

With Mr .Gordon Glover we inspected it a few days agoshipment.
at the Builders* yard in Leicester where it had been assembled*
It is a well constructed, strong job; and should prove invaluable 

to you for the smaller craft*
Blue prints of Mr.Peters* two drawings pf the proposed 

work around the "Egefia" are sent herewith in case they are 

required*

5.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mall via Lisbon & Montevideo*

1 Copy of Cablegram sent dated 17th November.

2 Copy of Cablegrams received dated 12th,13th & 18th November^
& 20th November.

3 P.S.N.Co's sailing lists Nos. 19 & 20.

4 List of General Cargo per "Lagarto".

5 General Invoice Stores per "Lagarto''.

6 Two blue prints of Mr.Peters' plans of proposed Concrete
Dock & Wharf round Hulks of East Jetty.

7 Account Current (Iated22nd November and vouchers.

LONDON, 82nd November, 1926.i r,y,rj < ' * , . . 7 . ,

J
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?A!K# NO. 1278? DATED 5th JANUARY? 192? /-iPRECIS OF
* - +mAm —*

1 Acknowledges 659 find 660*
Farm Stores - Invoicing of direct.

tons Welsh. Coal shipped on 3rd instant per “Orla".
Sale to "Discovery",. ....*

2
15003

"Afterglow" - towage of to Punta Arenas.
"Falkland" Boiler Survey - Information required by 
: Lloyds Registry.
Samples of Shell Deposit being anaylsed.

situation of buildings received.

4
5

6
Plans shewing 

Accident to Martin Biggs.
Shed Alongside Jetty.
V.AH .Biggs.
Small Slipway - steel cradle shipped this mail. 

L.Williams Estate - Rowe's attitude.

7

8

9
10
11
12

"lien" - nothing heard from Mr .O'Brien since 27th November 
f from Rio.
"Gwendolin" - parts for engine shipped.

-.1 vj

Experimental Farm.
Seal Oil business not worth considering.
Camp Medical Report appreciated.
Influenza epidemic.
Employment of "Falkland;; in "off", season.
H.E.Priekett - Store debt not yet collected.

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Matters to be dealt with in Despatches and not on
Memorandum.21

Asks for replies to questions asked in No. 1266.22
H.M.S."Capetown" will require 730 tons oil fuel.^ .Encloses copies of letters from Admiralty.23

iAdvises death of Mr. B.Browning.
Reports accident to "Loriga" - subject to General Average*

24
25
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cAu/uds AAAfe&fi6'/,
Per s.s. "ORDUNA"

49 27rrc/o'/i <£. c. 5. 5th January,N° 1273.

Dear Sir,
Sinee writing you last on the 19th November I have to 

acknowledge the receipt of your Nos. 659 and 660, dated 18th 

October and 10th November, 1926. ----
Your remarks on the existing method of dealing2. 659.2.

with the Darwin, North Arm, and other Farm Stores, have been
toy no means wanting invery carefully considered, and we 

appreciation of the work which has to toe done in Stanley—

are

•, (•■•I .

"packinginnumerable sundries cases, marking, tallying them,
It is with a view to saving a good deal of unnecessaryetc."
this connection that it has been decided that thework in

respective Storekeepers must be told to send you their indents 

for, as nearly as they arrive at it, their year's requirements 

of goods, and stores, of all kinds for which they have storage
Thesecapacity and whieh are not of a perishable nature, 

indents must be sent you, each under its separate mark, in
duplicate, so that one copy will be available to send home

The orders will be placed herewith your confirmation, 

accordingly, and the goods will go forward marked for their 

respective Stores,- Darwin, North, etc., as the ease may be,-
and invoices will be made out and sent by the following mail.
So far as accounting is concerned, you will merely have to debit the 

coastal freight, and the charges for landing, storing and 

redelivering in Stanley; the insurance will be effected here 

to destination under the favourable through rate referred to
in Remarks on Accounts, 12th November, 1926.

HJI.R.Gresham, Esq., 

Manager,

Port Stanley.
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Please therefore give the necessary instructions to 

the Storekeepers to get this plan working as soon as possible.
You say with regard to the Stores for sale that the 

Farm pays freight and coasting insurance; but why should it? 

No doubt this imgdBrity has obtained for many years past but 

it is time that the matter was put in proper order, in account 

should he opened in your Stanley Books for each Farm Store, and 

all goods sent for sale should he correctly charged up. As 

regards all items for consumption on the Farm, such as hogging,
f*4

there would appear to be no reason why, 

if it is easier for you, these should not be charged direct to 

Farm.

fencing wire, etc.,

Another point is that,1 for instance, at Darwin and 

North Arm, stores, excepting millinery, are sold at a price 

which does not balance the cost and loss from sundry causes 

such as damage and shortage of particular goods and this loss 

has been made good out of a profit on millinery. This, of 

course, is not as it should be, and Mr. Moir must be instructed 

to so raise the prices as to make ends meet in each class of 

article, as far as possible.
The Board quite approves that essentials, such as 

flour and sugar, should be cut in price to bare cost, otherwise 

the question of wages,and cost of living mi^it be saised but 

certainly other goods, irrespective of millinery, should pay 

their way. . ....
A further point in connection with the annual account

received is that only Mr Jdoir's salary appears to be charged.
The Store accounts should certainly bear the cost of all labour

employed in them.

659.8.
660.7.that a contract had been arranged for the shipment of 1500 tons 

Welsh Goal, first quality, by the s.s. "Orla",, at a price which 

would work out at about 60s/- c .i.f. Stanley.

A
Cable advice was sent you on the 13th ultimo3.

The steamer
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sailed from Cardiff on the 8rd instant and proceeds firs^„*°
' $

South Georgia to discharge about 8000 tons and should be at
Stanley during the second half of February.

From a copy of the Charter Party enclosed, you will
i'*»i

that "free discharge is to be given in your port, the
Copy of the Bill of

see
crew to lend all assistance possible"..
Lading, and plan of stowage, are also sent herewith.

This early opportunity of replenishing your supplies 

at a moderate priee was quite unexpected, and some concern is 

felt as to the possibility of your disposing of the 600 tons ... 
of Chilian coal,bought at 95/-, at anything like cost, 

therefore suggested in our cable that it was desirable to sell 
or eancel any excess likely to be in hand when the prla (

It was

arrives.
From your cable of the 19th December it is understood 

that the "Discovery" requires 200 tons of Welsh coal. - There 

is little doubt that all our customers will be anxious to take

this good coal in preference to the Chilian, but you will be
to the necessity of stipulating that a proportion offully alive

each must be taken, otherwise you will be left with very high
It may not be policy to 

V but as to
priced and inferior coal in stock, 

adopt this attitude in the case of the "Discovery" !»

this you must be the judge.
did the Government become aware of the fact thatHow

If this informationgetting these supplies of Welsh?we were
reached them outside of the office from the cables passing
through their hands, it would appear desirable to re-arrange our 

pj^yg/fce code to meet such cases in future.
Referring to your question,"is some for whalers" it...»

not possible to reply before the 23rd ultimo when you were 

advised that no contracts had been entered into. As a matter of
offere^/^ere at 75/- Stanley but they 

Your future advices as to the

was

fact 1000 tons had been 

would not then pay the price, 

policy you purpose adopting re the disposal of the Chilian coal
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will be awaited with interest. 

4. 659.4. The suggested contract for the towage of
the "Afterglow" to Punta Arenas for £800 certainly seems 

desirable to secure. At the same time it is hard to see 

why the Government does not follow the example set in the
ease of reboilering the "Falkland", unless it is that the 

vessel requires slipping. Has her bottom ever been sighted 

since she first arrived in the Islands?
The Survey Report relative to the "Falkland" s 

boiler, and fittings, enclosed in your letter cannot be dealt 

with by the Registry as the document bears no date,- vide copy 

of their letter, dated 14th December, herewith, 

what date should be filled ib. A copy of a further letter 

from Lloyds Registry, dated 8th December, is enclosed; please 

supply the information asked for re Survey of Tail Shaft.
The samples of crushed shell from Findlay 

Harbour have come to hand and are now being analysed by Dr .Dyer;

5. 659.5.

Please advise

6. 659.6.

his report will be sent later. 

7. 659.9. The several plans,- of Stanley and the Settlements,- 

shewing the numbers and relative position of the buildings 

covered under title Fire Policy, will be most useful and will 

prevent any possible misunderstanding in the case of another 

fire occurring.
8. 659.10. The certificates and reports from Naval Officers^1 

and Dr. Deane, relative to the unfortinate accident to Martin 

Biggs are to hand. Copies have been passed on to the Admiralty 

with an appeal to them to do something to meet the ease. Beyond 

an acknowledgment of receipt and an intimation that the matter 

is "receiving consideration" nothing further has been heard.
The most is naturally being made by us of the inadequate 

protection of the machinery and the imperfect lighting referred 

to in the Officers' report, but it is very doubtful if the 

Admiralty will admit any liability. Apart however from that", 

having regard to the fact that the man was the Company's employee^
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any action taken by him will undoubtedly be brought against the 

Company. ......... ........ -----
The matter has been put before Messrs. Inee, Colt,

Ince & Rosooe, the Company's Solicitors, and a copy of their

letter^ dated 14th Becember, giving their views is enclosed.
contributory negligence', pleaseHaving regard to their remarks re 

amplify as far as it is possible the information already given
Was it possible for the man to have stood in aon the point.

out the lubrication? Any furthersafer position to carry 

details you can give as to this may prove valuable.
The Board has given the matter very close

attention, and while it is anxious and prepared to deal gener
ously with Biggs, it cannot regard the demand of £1500 as anything

Having regard to all the circumstances of the 

it will be far better, if it is in any way possi-
but extortionate.
case it considers 

bie, to settle with him amicably, as the legal costs which would be
incurred in bringing the case home and getting it heard!, would
no doubt be considerable; and further such action migit be 

considered by some in the Islands as an attempt on the part 

of the Company to deal hardly with an employee.
In this country the case would be regarded sanahat as

follows
Average rate of pay per week before 

the accident
If employed as packer or painter or 

in any other capacity in which 

can find work for him @, say.
1/- per hour, per week ......

loss through the accident is therefore, per week,

£2. 15. 0

you
2. 4. 0

11. 0The
>• ^

The cost of an annuity under the Post Office scale, to 

bring in this sum, viz. 11/- per week, would be £547. 8. 0
and the Board is prepared to sanction the payment of that

j«*-i

•t

amount and in addition to approve of your giving him employment
in any capacity you deem fit but of course without any guarantee

that must necessarily depend on his givingof permanence as
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Should he prove loyal and capable and keen 

there would surely be every chance of his earnings increasing.
You might put the matter before the man in this

light and point out that the Company is in a far better .....
position than any one wise in the Islands to find him work best 

suited to his disability and further would naturally be anxious 

for him to advance as much as possible.
If, however, he eleets to persist 

unreasonable demand and compels the Company to fight the case 

in London, you must make it perfectly clAar to him that in
that event, whatever his award may be, it will have tp_.be----- ..
accepted as a complete settlement of his claim, and the Company 

will not consider itself under any obligation to find him 

employment. ............

satisfaction.

in an

At the sameSueh is the attitude of the Board.
it is prepared to give you authority to increase.the ... ....time

payment by a further £200,- making £750 in all,— if by so doing
effect an amicable settlement.you can

9. 660. 4. Your difficulty in stating the actual saving
which would result from the_erection of the proposed Shed . _

at the same time if youalongside the jetty is appreciated;
indication of the total cost of_the_labourhad given an

ineurred in handling stores to and from the jetty to which’l

*•<the 30 to 40$ you refer to could be applied, it would be 

sufficiently near for the purpose.
JLi'

irJ' Please supply this

information.
10. 659.8. Your correspondence with V.A.H.Biggs is noted;

660 6'his chanee*of enforcing a pension from the Company is not

wothy of serious consideration. _ ......
11. 660.9. It is difficult to reconcile your remarks as, 

to the construction of the small slipway having hung fire and 

being still incomplete with those in your No.655. par a .28.
In the latter despatch you spoke of it having been finished 

for some time past and indicated that only the cradle was
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needed. Is that the position? _ __ _ ___ ...... .... ........... ..
The steel cradle goes out by this opportunity 

and if, as was previously understood, your foundations or ways 

are complete, it should be available for use immediately the 

cradle is assembled, which is about a day’s work. Please get
Mr. Peters to send a rough plan, for purposes of reference 

here’i' shewing the length of the ways above and below high water 

mark,1 etc. —
A plan of the assembling of the steel cradle

is enclosed, also plan G.S.B. 191*
12. 660.11. Mr. Rowe certainly appears to-be bent on

making himself as objectionable as possible; the course you 

suggest is obviously the only one to adopt.
The last news received of the M.V."£len£

— • ji«sj ^

letter from Mr. Conor O'Brien from Rio de Janeiro,' dated

i
13. 660.12.

was a
27th November; he expected to reach Stanley in about three

As no news of his arrival has beenweeks from that date, 

cabled, it is probable that weather conditions have been against 

As previously mentioned in despatches, on his arrivalhim.
please do not omit to get Mr. Peters to make a thorough examin
ation and report on the engine and give us his views on the

It will be surprisingseveral troubles reported by Mr. O'Brien, 

if these are not due to want of experience an his part.
14. 660.14* Mr. Peters report on his overhaul of the __

"Gwendolin''s engine is to hand; the parts indented for have been

shipped by this opportunity.
15. 660.15. Your news re the Experimental Farm is 

interesting; what attitude will be adopted by the new Governor 

to this costly undertaking, and what its ultimate fate will be’, 
are matters far some speculation.

16. 660.16* Your further information re the seal oil

business certainly points to it/being worth considering.
17. 660.17. It is satisfactory to note that in the period 

covered by Dr. Moir‘s excellent report no severe illness had

not
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ooourred amongst the Company* s employees on the Camp; the full
details given therein are appreciated by the Board.

18. 660.18. The news of the widespread epidemic of 

influensa brought to Stanley by the "Oropesa" was received with 

much regret; the Directors hope that you made a speedy and
complete recovery.

19. Your earnest attention is again directed to the 

importance of endeavouring to find some employment for the 

s.s. "Falkland" in the off season when most of the wool has 

been collected. It is a matter which the Board is particularly 

anxious to see developed if possible.
In a despatch dated 30th November, 1925 (1262 

para.17), this question was specially referred to, and the suggestion 

was made of running the steamer with timber shipments from Punta 

Arenas direct to the stations. Since that date there appears 

to have been considerable development in this trade on the part 

of the schooners, and there can be no reason, so far as we are 

aware, why the "Falkland" should not secure the business.
* a a! -- . -- • - -- - ■ * ...................

, — ir , -»To do so, however, it is necessary to quote a close price, c.i.f.iHs -«

for the wood and one which would approximate more closely to 

that charged by the "jMorven^ etc. That vessel, I. am told,
t

r\sr

n/tolanded on the West cypress straining posts § 3/7d each against
After allf/* * which it is understood your Stanley price was 6/-. 

those stations which have supported direct schooner shipments will 

not buy ex our Stored but the securing of the hade to our steamer
vLV■1 is well worth serious consideration. An outward freight to 

Punta Arenas could always be made by, say, 1500 we&kers for sale 

to the freezing stations, and if the earnings for a round trip
f ? f'Vtfonly cover the working expenses, insurance and depreciation, 

there will be a considerable advantage shewn in the steamer's
l

wV

0.1T

"h U° k•r results at the end of the year if two or three such trips could 

be made.
{l ! e'

: r

\% •//•' Referring to your memorandum of 22nd October' 

application has been made to Mr. H.E.Priekett by letter forwarded
■W^. 20.-
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to him by the Crown Agents for the Colonies, but so far no reply
As he has been dismissed from the Colonialhas been received.

Service, it appears probable that the £15. 15. 0. will not be 

The case points to the risk of giving such peoplerecovered.
credit.

Please note for your future guidance that it21.
is preferable to deal with matters such as above in the Remarks on

A multiplication of these separateRecounts or in the despatch, 

memos result later in a particular subject being difficult to

trace.
For instance, the matter dealt with in the

signed by Mr. Vincent, dated 13th November, re the "JKiamemo
Ora",,8 visit1,'5 is an important one and should be recorded, for 

reference hereafter, in the despatch. Mention should also have
been made in despatch No.659 that the report from the Foreman
Carpenter on Buildings in Stanley was being sent; it merely 

appears an the list of enclosures.
No trace can be found of any reply from you22 «

to the two following questions;-
Cannot this plan of apprenticeship be extended

to the Farm? _ . ...
Now that the Ford Lorry has been supplied, have 

the horses previously used for store deliveries 

been dispensed with?
Please supply the information asked for.

Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Admiralty^ dated 31st December, advising that HJi.S. "Capetown" 

will be requiring about 730 tons oil fuel between 25th February 

and 1st March.

1266.20.

1266.25.

23.

Also copy of their letter of the 8th December
relative to certain repairs and work required to be done at the 

fuel station. ... . ...
I confirm the cable being sent to you 

ftdvi.sing the death of Mr. B.Browning.
24.
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We are advised by the Pacific Company that "the
s.s. "Loriga" from Port Stanley 29th September, struck a rock

« • —
off the South American Coast; £ quantity of cargo, including

25.

wool, had to be landed to lighten her in the eourse of which
A General Average hassome damage occurred from sea water.

resulted, and a number of bales of our wool and skins had to
Claimsbe reconditioned before being forwarded to the U.K. 

in this connection will be made on the Insurance and passed
to the eredit of the respective interests.

Yours faithfully,
s'- -'

Managing Director.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Ball via Lisbon*

1 Account Current dated 7th January.

Copy of Cablegram sent dated 5th January.2

3 Du Croe Doxat & Go*s reports i-
75 bales Wool ex "Loriga"D H
88P H * 99 9

139S & S 1»

4 Credit note for allowance on Timber shipped last August
by David Roberts son & Co .Ltd.

5 Suppliers Invoices goods per S.S."Orduna"

6 Copy of letter from Dr .Dyer dated 7 th January and analysis
of Beach Deposits Findlay Harbour, Brenton Loch 

and Peat Ashes North Arm.

Memorandum for H.H.R.Qresham dated 6th January re Wool 
out-turn ex "Magellan".

Landing Certificate for W C 17 Bales Wool. 
Letter from Du Oroe Doxat & Co .Dated 4th Jan.

7

LONDON. 7 th JANCABE. 1927,,

\>
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i^CIS OF BESPADCa NO.1274! DA.TRF) 21st .rAtfrtAW: 1927! PER H.M.S.'VCAPETOWg"
V- *

Nothing important arisen since last writing*___
Benjamin Browning deed. Encloses copy of_letter 

from Mr. Poole, asking for certain information*
Power of Attorney being prepared. ...............

Attaches copy of letter from J.Brydon re rumour of 

legacy for J.R.Biggs of Maxwelltown*
Re damaged Wool and Skins ex "LGRIGA"*

List of bale numbers to be sent in respect of 

future shipments.
Acknowledges cable advising arrival of "ILEJN". 
Confirms cable asking for insurance values of coal 

and timber carried by "Falkland" from P.A.
Wool Sales.
Acknowledges eable reporting shipment per "LOBOS".

1
2

3

4

5 i

6

7
8
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 J •

REGISTERED 1902.

04 ^ f?y i

Pei H .M .S- " CAPETOWN " rrom Buenos Ayres.
N? 1274.

( &
r* 1 yy 2721st January ,■or/Yum :£.c.3.

Dear Sir,
the 5th instant little ofSinee writing you on

importance has arisen that calls for comment.
You will have been informed by the cable sent you2.

the 9th December.that Benjamin Browning died on
Enclosed is copy of a letter, dated 11th January,

from Mr. Gilbert S.Poole, Solicitor, to Mr. Blake, asking for
the Will. Pleasecertain information to enable him to prove

A Power of 

favour to enable you to act
let me have your replies to his questions.
Attorney is being prepared in your 

on behalf of the Executors and this 

to hand in time to send herewith.

, it is promised, will come

of letter, dated 12thPlease refer to enclosed copy3.
of Dumfries and the reply attached.instant, from Mr. J.Brydon 

If you can
rumour h© will toe glud*throw any light on the vague

last Despatch (para.25 of 1273) theReferring to my4.
500 bales of Wool and 69advise that somePacific Company now 

bales of Skins were landed at Balboa by the "JLORIGA.",
sent forward by the "10SABA" and the

reached London and

recon

ditioned, and subsequently
These parcels have now"CARDIGANSHIRE",.

being sold this week. Owing to the fact that many of the
are

60 bales was landed in bulkburst, the equivalent of some
been rebaled for the sale.

bales
You can easily

and this has sinee
that in these circumstances, and owing especially to the

the bales shipped are not known,- so that
imagine 

fact that the numbers on

H.H.R*Greaha,n» Bsq 

Manager,
Port Stanley.

• t
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the shipping weights cannot he taken from the specifications,- 

the matter of apportioning correctly the sum realised for this 

hulk wool, and claiming from insurance the proper value, presents 

very serious difficulties to the Brokers and Average Adjusters.
The Brokers have repeatedly urged that the numbers an 

the hales of each mark, both of Wool and Skins, shipped home 

should he taken and forwarded with the shipment;
■them and the Dock Authorities an immense amount of bother and 

work in sorting and cataloguing the parcels.

it would save

After all, this
should not present any serious difficulty, and we must ask you to
have it done in future.

Mr Harding informs us that all hale numbers were taken 

in his time; possibly this is still the ease, but details have not 

been sent home.
Your cable of the 8th instant,advising the safe arrival 

of the Ketch "ILEN", was received with much satisfaction.
To enable the open insurance cover taken out against risks 

by the "Falkland" from Punta Arenas in November^ it has been necessaay 

to cable you for further information. On the 12th November, when 

the steamer was about to leave Punta, Mr Hobbs cabled "Insure 

against all risks lighter £2200, contents timber £500 Naphtha £250 

total £2950". So far no advice has come from you as to the value 

of the cargo - presumably coal and timber - carried by the 

Your reply is awaited.
The January Series of Wool Sales commenced on the 18th 

instant; the Falkland Wools, ex "LORIGA" and "OROPESA"', being sold 

The Brokers;' Reports, together with catalogues shewing
The damaged wool detailed

pages 43 to 48 is that ex "JjORIGA", referred to in paragraph 4.
As previously advised, the difference between the prices realised 

and the market value will be recovered from insurance.
Your cable advice of the shipment of Wool, etc. by the

__ ,
"LOBOS", from Port Stanley 13th January, came as a pleasant surprise;

5.

6.

"Falkland".
7.

yesterday, 

prices realised, are enclosed herewith.

on

8.
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we were not expecting to hear of her being at Stanley before the 

20th of January, the advertised date; it is very satisfactory 

that you have been able to get away such a substantial shipment.

Yours faithfully,1

6
(j* .

Managing Director.

:

j
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Enclosures via Buenos Ayres

1 Copy of Cablegrams reoeived dated 7th ,8th (2) 13th & 15th Jany. 

2 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 12th, 14th & 20th January.

3 List of General Cargo per s.s. ''Orduna".

Bills of Lading General Cargo per s.s. "orduna".

5 Copy of letter from J.H.McGowan Son & Brydon of 12th and
reply of 13th January.

6 Copy of letters from G.S.Poole dated 11th & 14th and our reply
of 13th January re B.Browning deceased.

7 Du Croz Doxat & Co's Wool Market Reports of 18th January.

Copy of letters from the P.S.N.Co. dated 6th & 11th January 

and Extract of Log & Surveyor* s report re accident to 

"Loriga".

4

our

8

9 General Invoice Stores per s.s. "Orduna'i

10 Brokers reports on Wool ex "Loriga" & "Oropesa"
195 bales Wool ex "Oropesa"

17 ' * "Lorlfca"
S

B B
JHD K 27

L 90 ♦ tP B 72 • *JHD 
Pebble 

C C W
27 »•1 »tN A 2 •»H G C 65 ,, & "Oropesa",W C 105 t I

11 Woolsale Catalogue of 20th January. (Du Croz Doxat & Co)

12 Account Current dated 21st January and vouchers.

Average Prices Wool sold at Public Auction on 2oth January. 

Peter McPherson deceased - letters of Administration returned.

13

14

15 Remarks on Accounts.

LONDON. 21st January,L



Enclosures per Supplementary Hall.

1 Copy of cablegram received dated 18t>h January, 1926.

2 Power of Attorney from Executors of Benjamin Browning, 
and copy of letter from Messrs .Hugh R.Poole & 

Son, dated 22nd January, attached.

.

.

i

LONDON, 25th January, 1927. ■

i

I

1
;

i
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Per H J4. SCAPETOWN " from Buenos Ayres.
N? 1274. (Supplementary) 27y-ony/on .£. c. 3. 25th January,c

Dear Sir,
'Herewith please find Power of Attorney in your favour 

from the executors of Benjamin Browning; attached is copy of a
i
:

••

letter, dated 22nd January, from Messrs. Hugh RJPoole & Son 

with reference thereto. Vide previous despatch, para. 2.
Please add, after the word "November" in the second

line of paragrajii 6. 1274, "to be closed".
Yours faithfully,

i

2.

<, -"O

o - /

Managing Director.

■

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanley.

•t



Precis of Despatch No. 1875. dated 11th March. 1927. per "Ballena".

Acknowledges No. 661 & Supplementary.
Influenza epidemic.
Company's Land - Suburban Plot 4.
Admiralty Oil Barge - Inspection of bottom.

Encloses letter from Admiralty re upkeep of Depot. 
"Egeria" - Board's decision to be conveyed later.
Re loading P.S.N.C.vessels in Port William.

Position of "Great Britain".
Clark - Speedwell Island.
"Kia Ora" - No mention in despatches of fire.

Encloses copy of letter from Average Adjusters asking 

for information thereto.
Farm Settlements - Acknowledges plans.
"Falkland"s motor boat - plans received.
"Falkland" and "Gwendolin" accounts.
Goose Green Press - Correspondence with Shaw's enclosed. 

Government Experimental Farm.
Acknowledges receipt of photos of new lighter from P.A. 
Stanley Motor Boat.
Unfortunate towage of "Afterglow" missed.
"Egeria" - Construction of jetty.
Reports position of Wool Market.

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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Per "BALLENA".
99 2711th March,N° 1275. oruwn.E.c.3..

Dear Sir,
The last outward despatch was dated 31st January since 

when your No.661 of the 5th January and the supplement thereto
dated 12th January have come to hand.

The epidemic of influenza reported does, indeed,
to have heen exceptionally virulent and to have spread

The straits to which you were

2. 661.1.
appear
with extraordinary rapidity, 

reduced in consequence must have made "carrying on" well nigh
The Diredtors are very glad to learn that you haveimpossible.

recovered from your attack and that Mr.Vincent escaped.
I have to thank you for the further information

These
3. 661.2.

Mid details relative to the Company's holdings of land.
will ebable several of the queries to be cleared up.

With regard, however, to the suburban plot 4 

.?4, we are not much farther advanoed. 
that the Registrar is unable to find any record of the, provision
al Grant of the 19th February 1845 to Samuel Lafone a copy of

Since this document

a.r
25.2 We regret to learn

which was sent you with 1270 para«2. 
bears the signature of J.R.Longden - the then Colonial 
Secretary - and explicitly certifies that it is a"true copy of

the counter part of the original Grant to Mr.Lafone recorded in 

my office" it is quite clear that Ms records as regards the 

period 1845/48 must be incomplete.
There can be no question whatever on the

strength of this Deed that the land became the property of 

Samuel Lafone in exchange for £50 admittedly paid ty him to 

the Government on the 19th February 1845.

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq 

Manager,
Fort Stanley.

• t
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And further, I find the following references
to the matter in despatches
No.10. from Stanley dated 3rd February, 1859. -

a.r.p
"I enclose a copy of the provisional grant of 25.2.14 

"in the Western Suburbs to Mr.Lafone of which it is
"said the conveyance has been lost. It does not appear 

If it"to have been ever conveyed to the Company.
"passes from Mr.Lafone to the Company under any deed 

"and proper evidence of it is sent out a direct grant 

"to the Company could be obtained.
"conveyance by Mr. - Lafone in case you apply to them - 

"two despatches and the acknowledgment by Mr.Lafone 

"could be taken ty Mr.Thornton."
No.219.C. from London dated 7th May 1859. -

"It is not thought expedient to open questions about 
"transfers from Mr.Lafone, the safer course being to 

"confirm Titles ty prescription."
Here then, at any rate, is prima facie evidence 

that a Conveyance, S.Lafone to the Company, had been executed, 
and this is borne out ty the fact that in the first Plan of

That the Registrar can 

trace no record of this Conveyance is not surprising seeing 

that he has none for the original Grant.
That this Conveyance was not specifically 

mentioned in the Deed of Settlement of 10th January 1852 is 

clearly explainable by the fact of it having been mislaid; it 

could not therefore be recited in full therein as other

I send a form of

Record the land is marked F.I.C.

Conveyances were.
I must here correct what I wrote to the contrary 

in para.l. p$ge 2 of 1270. The 25 acres there referred to could 

not have been Plot 4 in question.
There is just one correction I would make to 

your remarks - page 2 of 661 - Under the Indenture of 9th 

January 1850 it was provided that Samuel Lafone was entitled to 

one Town Allotment of £ Acre and one Suburban Allotment of 

25 Acres (not two of 25 Acres) such Allotments to be selected

iL
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within 12 months of the date of Deed. Why these lots were to 

he transferred without consideration is not recorded on any 

document here. It is assumed that Section No.35 (Deed No.117) 

is the 25 acres selected.
On consideration of the matter the Board is of 

opinion that the plot in question is clearly the property of 

the Company, and it will therefore be glad if you will lay the 

above facts before the Government with representations to that 

effect and advise me in due course of the result.
I am obliged for your plans of Lot 10 - Deed 26 - 

and Lots to the East of Philomel Street. Sanction to sell plots, 

of the Spedial Suburban Allotments on the South of Fitzroy Road
was given by the Board some time ago.

4. 661.4. The Admiralty have been advised of the
impossibility, under circumstances existing in Stanley, of 

inspecting the bottom of their Oil Barge 0.C.82. 

somewhat perturbed at this and are not likely to allow their 

vessels to be neglected in this respect as the Company's have 

been from the commencement.

They are

iiiclosed please find copy of letter from them,
dated 18th February, giving instructions with regard to the

Please furnish us with the replies andupkeep of the Depot, 
suggestions asked for.

5. 661.5. The Board's decision with regard to the "Egeria"
will be conveyed to you in a latfcr paragraph.

6. 661.6. As you do not state what the M.V."L0B0S" was
drawing at the time referred to, it is not possible to form an 

opinion as to whether the wish of the Captain to load in Port 

William was reasonable or not.
The serious risk and additional expense of 

vessels remaining outside was well put in your despatch No. 
627, para.6 of 2nd July 1924. 
position then taken up with the P.S.N.C. should be firmly 

maintained, and you may rely on its support in any action you 

may take.

The Board directs that the
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With regard to the /Great Britain", you can but 

keep the matter before you remembering that considerable extra 

expenses will be incurred if the old custom of loading P.S.N.C. 

vessels alongside her has to be abandoned.
"Orita", 9298 tons, has actually loaded alongside her, and it is 

difficult to believe that some arrangement might not be made 

whereby vessels of the "L" olass, the largest of which is only 

6725 tons, could do likewise.
7. 661.7. Your remarks re Clark of Speedwell are noted.
8. 661.9. The Board is glad to knew that the sheep imported 

in the "Kia Ora" were approved of. So far you have made no 

nation in any despatch of the fire which occurred in that vesel

After all, the

resulting, we are informed, in considerable quantities of hay
Doubtless the omission was due to yourbeing jettisoned. 

Illness.
Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Average Adjusters, Messrs. William Riohards & Son, dated lOfch 

March, 1927, asking for certain information relative thereto. 

In this connection send a voucher for fees and out-of-pocket 

expenses incurred so that it can be included in the Average 

Statement.
9. 661.12. ThB rough sketches showing the relative

positions of the several buildings insured at Goose Green, 
Darwin, North Arm and Walker Creek are to hand; they will be 

most useful.
661.13. The plans of the "Falkland's" Motor Boat have 

also been received; it is extremely satisfactory to hear that 

the boat is such a success.
661.15. The accounts to the 31st October for the "Falkland" 

and "Gwendolin" are to hand and will be incorporated in ours. 

After crediting the steamer with estimated amount of freight due 

to her for produce shipped home by the "Loriga" and "Oropesa",

10.

11.

£1101, there is left a credit of £783 out of which to provide the 

annual depreciation, £767. Not only is there no profit available 

but, as usual, the Company receives no interest on the capital 
Thus again is emphasized the fact that the steameremployed.
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is being maintained by the Company at an actual loss.
The "Gwendolin" accounts, after outstandings 

are credited, show a profit of £147. 18. 9. out of which to
provide Depreciation, £313; this is after crediting expenses 

of repairing to be recovered from Underwriters.
12. 661.16. Copies of correspondence with Messrs. John Shaw 

& Sons relative to the Press at Goose Green are enclosed.
13. 661.17. Your account of the waste of public money in 

connection with the Government Experimental Farm comes as no 

surprise; The Board is glad to know that you have protested
against further waste and will be interested to hear of any 

future developments.
14. 661.18. We are very glad to have the photos of the new 

lighter "Harriss"; she certainly looks a fine seaworthy craft.
In the event of it being necessary at any time 

in the future to replace the Stanley Motor Boat your report 

on her will certainly be borne in mind; the plan received will 

enable her to he duplicated exactly.
16. 661.21.

of the "Afterglow" to Punta Arenas.
17. 661.5.

15. 661.19.

It is unfortunate we missed the towage job

The question of supporting the "Egeria" and 

constructing a 12 ft. wide jetty outside has been submitted to 

Mr. W.Gordon Glover and his partner Mr. John H.Haiste; the 

latter specialises in wharf and jetty work. Enclosed please 

find his report of 8th March together with the plans 191 and 

191A.
The Board has approved of the adoption of 

Modified Scheme No.2. shown on the latter, and full particulars 

to enable the work to be carried out at once will be sent you 

by next mail together with the moulds, or shuttering, for 

casting the reinforced concrete sheet piling and piles and. also 

the necessary material for reinforcing same and detailed
Cement will be sent too. 

Particular attention is directed to Mr. Haiste’s remarks, 8th
instructions of how it is to be used.
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March, relative to the samples of crushed stone and sea sand 

sent home recently*
hut the saad is too fine.
on this work hut some of a coarser nature found, 

informed by Mr.Paeke that it is to be obtained in the Murrel 
Rivet but you are probably aware of other sources of supply.

The Board is strongly in favour of using for 

such work as this in future reinforced concrete only for 

although you say of the East jetty "as far as one can see it 

is as firm as when first erected" it is highly putable that 

if properly tested many of the piles would be found honeycombed 

by the teredo although outwardly showing no indication of its 

ravages.

The stone is reported on as admirable, 

It should therefore not be used
I am

Not only is the concrete practically ever
lasting but, according to your figure for concrete (54/- per 

ton) it actually works out at a lower cost than either timber
Per cubic foot the concrete is 3/6,from Punta or the U.K.

Punta Arenas timber 3/9, while Pitch Pine from U.K. in Stanley 

would be 5/6. After all this is not surprising seeing that 

in concrete freight has only to be paid on about one sixth part.
Now that you are equipped with a rock drill, 

stone breaker and concrete mixer, the way should be clear for 

making a start with this class of work, 

to hear of this with a view to the Company being able to
The Board would like

supply reinforced concrete bearers, piles, etc., to any station
We shall be interested to hear whatbplans yourequiring them.

adopt for quarrying the rock and from where it will be taken.
The Board's decision with regard to this matter will be cabled 

you in a few days so that no opportunity may be lost in bring
ing into Stanley any of the above mentioned plant.

Plans for the shed to be erected alongside 

the jetty are under discussion and tenders have been called for. 

By the supplementary mail leaving on the 18th instant I hope to 

be able to send you full particulars of the accepted design.
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18. The Wool Market is firm; the next series of 

sales commence on the 15th instant and the arrivals per "Lobos" 

will be offered a few days later.
report that from their inspection of the samples of the new 

clip they are of opinion that the improvement in the D.H. and 

W.C., resulting no doubt from the last importations of stock, 

is quite apparent.

Meanwhile the Brokers

Yours faithfully,

~/7CCo .-/J. C ,,

Managing Director.
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ENC1XJSURES VIA LIVERPOOL.

I Copj nn Cablegrams sent dated 38th.39th Fehry.Sth.9tIi (2).Sc •
30th March.

Cnpy n! Cablegrams received dated 24th Jany.8th.10th.37th.22nd 
Fehry.1st.2nd. (2) & nth March.

Brokers report on Company Woo3
I) II 2rS hales Moo3 
W C 3 GS 
N A 2° 2 

°4
Brokers reports on Clients Wool

37 hales Woo3

Ci

o
ex "Lobos:-

J J

3 3

8 I 3 3

4 ex MLoT>QeM

h
rT B 07 3 3

M V 30 3 3

P B
99

j j
AP 3 3

Chib 0° J 3
r7 3 07/- 3 3

H Si B 3P.r 3 3

Copy of letter f rom the Admiralty dated 38th Fehry.ref.?-df>0/$70 

Cinzano & Co.’.- invoice "or Vermont]!r, shipped direct via M.V.
7 Copy of letter From the Admiralty dated 3*th Febry.C.P.4523/737 

Aiming & Cobb’s priced catalogue of Skins sold nth Fehry.
•Tar omh

8
9 Moare & Co.’s priced catalogue Skins sold 9/3Oth Fehry. 

Brokers reports on Tallow ex "Lohos':
i

10
3 3 CuCroz Coxae & Co’s Wool market 

Jacoml Ho a re & Co’s Wool market
report dated 2nd February,, 
report dated 2nd Fehry.

Copy of Jettersto Joins Shaw & Sons dated 22nd.28th Feh.& 4th

1 O I Ct

3°

March and their replies of 2rth Feh.& Prd March.£T~ //
Copy of lei ter "rom W.Pichards & Son dated 3 0th March 

General Average1 "Xia Ora"
Copy of Clients contracts for Tallow sold ex "Lohos"

7 casks Tallow

14 reA

3 5

W P
F 4 3 3

Two Blue Prints No.393 & 393A of 

"Eger! a & SI land".
16 proposed Wharf aroundd Hulks

17 Remarks on Stores
38 Account Current dated 3ith March and vnuche rs.

19 Remarks on Accounts.



1&
.1

20 Copy oC lettergram Jolm II. Hal ate dated 7th & 8th March 

te proposed Pi ling & IfharC around hulks "Igeria & 

Shand"

LONDON 11th MARCH , 1027

J
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Codes. Bentley^, a.b.C.5™

letters should be 
the MANAGING

Edition. REGISTERED 1902.

l tfuzc&o/j&bo/yADDRESSED TO 
DIRECTOR. 61. ,

foreign telegrams to"
INLAND fleetwing-london.

• FLEETvYI NG"BILGATE,LONDON.
Telephone N? Royal479|. /£KL18th March,■O /'/you ,£ C. 3.Per "Ballena,".

Dear Mr. Gresham,
"Egeria" Jetty & Shed Scheme.

I do not know how you will decide how it is best to 

proceed with this scheme, whether to start on the "Egeria" and
jetty and finish with the shed or commence with the shed and 

finish with the other. It seems to me that if the scheme, as per 

blue print herewith, is adopted, and the foundations and cement
flooring for same constructed, it would give you a fine working 

platform for pile making, etc 

the protection of the "Egeria".
although it would probably delay 

However, if you decide on this 

plan and will cable approval and suggestions if any for amendments

• t

to the shed sketch sent, we could then ship to you by the earliest 

boat possible the steel girders for its foundation.
I presume you will open a quarry at some suitable spot, 

as our future requirements in the concrete line will probably be 

pretty extensive.
Yours Sincerely,

/

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq 

Port Stanley.
• 1
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1276. DATED 18TH MARCH. 1927. PER "BALLMA"
\

/

i Acknowledges 662.
Accident to "Falkland" - may affect renewal of

insurance premium.
Slipway - Peters’s tender received - writing

further next mail.
Goose Green Wool Press - refers to Peters's 

report.
Lubricating oil.
Correspondence with John Shaw & Sons enclosed.

"lien" - Glad she is satisfactory.
No particulars of settlement with Conor O’Brieri,' 
or quantity of oil delivered.

"Egeria" - Jetty - Qioloses letter and plan from Mr. Haiste 

re piles. Board prepared to sanction erection of 

shed.
Wool collection by P.S.N.C. - Protest made re small quantity 

lifted by "Lautaro".

2

3

4

:

5

6

7

Wool Market.8

One bag of Danthonia grass seed consigned to Hill Cove 

for Mr.Slaughter.
9
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^yUt,ceo^ss/ccAs S%&ee£.6/,
Pe/- "BALLENA" (Supplementary) 

N° 1276.
c /?-

y^27/oru/o/fa 5....18thMarch,

Dear Sir,'

I have to acknowledge receipt of your No.662 which
came to hand on the llthtxstant.

2. 662.2. The accident to the "Falkland" is unfortunate, 

coming as it does on the eve of the expiry of the annual policy; 

the renewal premium may thereby be affected.
Messrs. Peters and Crawford’s tender, and the 

other information sent, will now enable the cost of a slipway 

to be more closely gauged than has hitherto been possible.
Time has not permitted of a full consideration of the matter, 

and further coranents must be deferred until the next mail. 

Meanwhile, it should not be necessary to say that you will 

receive the earliest intimation of any decision come to by the 

Board.

3. 662.3.

Mr.Peters’s Report on the trouble experienced 

at Goose Green with the Press and engine is to hand, 
inform him that, in future, when making a report, we require 

to have the full story Mid not a part only, 

fact that while he states that in his opinion the fuel or 

lubricating oils used caused the trouble, he gives the name of 

the former, but not the latter.
in Despatch are equally incomplete in this respect, 

of the trouble is, we are advised on the best authority, solely 

attributable to the inferior lubricating oil used, and this is 

proved by Mr.Slaughter’s later advices to the effect that when 

a change to castor oil was made all difficulties disappeared. 

The "Caloria" fuel oil was evidently all right.

4. 662.4.
Please

I refer to the

Your remarks on the subject
The whole

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanley.

• •
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Following the damage done to the "Speedwell11 s Kelvin
engine, though inattention to the all important question of oil, 

which resulted in considerable unnecessary expense being in
curred, a great deal of trouble was taken here to ensure send
ing you a lubricating oil which would be suitable for most of 

the internal combustion engines you have, 
barrels - 400 gallons - of Price's Motorine D (flash point 

400 F.) costing 3s/3d per gallon, was shipped out on 26th 

February 1926 per "Loreto" and instructions sent in Remarks on

As a result, 10

Stores that Mr .Peters was to be informed that it was suitable 

for the Kelvin, Thornyeroft and Ford engines, but not the
It therefore certainly ought to suit the Blaokstone. 

If this was the oil that caused the trouble with the Blackstone 

it should have been mentioned for our future guidance in buying. 
Please report as to this.

The correspondence with Messrs. Shaw & Sons relative 

to the press is enclosed.

Bolinder.

5. 662,5, It is gratifying to learn from the reports of 

Captain Roberts and K$r.Peters that the m.v. "lien" is, on the 

We can hardly complain of the minor 

troubles referred to by the former, having regard to the fact
whole, satisfactory.

that had the lowest quotation obtained at the time from several 
English Coast Builders of fishing craft been accepted the vessel, 

delivered Stanley, would have cost at least £1000 more.
Owing to the absence of any advice from you, we are 

quite in the dark as to whether any payments were made to Mr.
Conor O'Brien in Stanley, or any settlement made with him. 

This should have been sent. The particulars of the contract to 

enable you to pay him the balance owing was contained in
despatch 1270, para. 24. What further information you asked 

for in 661. para. 26. is not quite clear.
Please also note that the advice asked for (1270.24) 

relative to the quantity of oil delivered by the vessel on 

arrival has not been sent.
Following remarks in 1275. para. 17, enclosed please6.
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find copy of further letter,

Haiste together with blue print of typical reinforced concrete 

pile and ordinary pile to be used in the scheme for 

protecting the "Egeria".
The Board is prepared to sanction the erection of the

dated 15th March, from Mr. J.H.

shed at the East Jetty to be proceeded with immediately following 

that on the"E&eria". Enclosed I send plan of scheme submitted 

which you will see provides for one 160 feet x 40 feet. By
reducing the width from 45 feet to 40 feet a considerable saving 

is effected. Please let me have this sketch back with any 

comments you have to make. Is the height at eaves right? Is 

there any advantage in having a sliding door at end? It occurs
to us it might be useful for goods brought afloat to shed.

The Colony's treatment at the hands of the Pacific 

Company in the matter of their "Lautaro" advised in your cable 

of the 11th instant is too disgusting for words. The strongest 

possible protest was immediately sent them,- copy enclosed,- 

in reply to which we are asked to await explanations called for 

from Valparaiso and told that the "Losada" is fixed to call on
This, however, does not in the least rectify

7.

the 10th April.
the damage done as that vessel cannot reach the U.K. in time for 

the May Sales, and those in July are never so satisfactory, and 

to hold the wool until the September Sales means that the Colony 

stands out of its money until, probably, October, 
interest alone will exceed £1000.

The loss on
All that can be done is to

refuse a renewal of the contract for next season unless there is
a guarantee to deliver at least 3500 bales in time for May Sales.

From our reply to your message you will have seen that
Government representations to the Ministry of Shipping would
certainly be welcome though, for your private information, I
would say they do not count for much with a Shipping Company like
the Pacific whose officials do not hesitate to say that the

to
interests of Argentine and Chile are much more important/than 

than those of Britain.
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8. The current series of Wool Sales opefeed on the 15th 

instant and yesterday 412 bales 

From the
of Falkland Wools were sold.

copy of statement of highest and average prices herewith 

you will see that satisfactory prices were realized. The bulk 

Of the remainder of the Wool by the "Lotos" will he put up on the
25th after which cable will be sent you as usual giving the
average prices realized for all the matks. 

and circulars are enclosed.
Brokers' catalogues

are9. Please note that by this steamerbeing shipped,
"Blake, Hill Cove", 3 bags of Danthonia grass seed from New Zeal aid.

Mr. Blake has kindly agreed that one of these bags may
be forwarded to Mr.Slaughter for testing at Darwin, vide letter 

to him by this mail. Please therefore see that one is sent to
him direct accordingly.

Yours faithfully,
4L-

'*L_

O '-V J.L'' 4

Managing Director.

&A:

«•
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Enclosures via Supplementary Mail

1 Copy o'; Cablegram 

Copy 0r Calii
s‘-ut dated 17tli March.

2 egrams received dated 11th.12th.& 15th March.
O

Suppliers Invoices, stores shipped per 8.S."Ballena" 

List o?4 General Cargo per S. S. "Ballena" 

Lool Landing Certificates

S & S 141 hales Wool "Lnriga"eX

P R 8? J j a a

11 /marie 

II G C

207 a a a a

45 "Oropesa"a a

B B 17 a a a a

8 195

Copy o" letter from J.Il.Ilaiste to

a a a a

G Vi.Gordon (!olver dated l*th
March & Blue Print No, m/l of Concrete Sheet Pil

square
ordinary reinforced Concrete Pi 1

es and
l4 .

Blue Print No.E 518.L of Vi.Bain & CtG proposed Goods Shed ”
Stanley.

DuCroz Coxat & Co’s Wool market reports o’ 1 rt-i March. 
Account Currents’ dated 18th March and 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores

i .or

8
9 vouchers.

1©
11
12 General Invoice - Stores per 8.S."Ballena"

Average prices of Wool sold at Public Auction on 17th March. 
DuCroz Doaxt & Cols priced sale catalogue of Wool 
Copy of

1?

14 •-old on 17th Mar 

letiers to P•S.N,Co•dated 14tn & 17th and their reply 

of tlie 16 th March.

r-

16 Copy o 

Copy of letters
letter to T.Ct.Slaughter dated 18th March.

'■'rom John Shaw & Sons dated 15-th & 16th 

reply of the 18th March.

17 and our

; LONDON 13til MARCH, 1027

TV- - •
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1277 PER "LAGARTO" DATED 

________ 28TH APRIL. 1927.

1 Acknowledges three despatches 663/5.
Small slipway — notes cradle arrived.
Farm Stores - separate invoices will be sent.
Chilian coal to be sold for household purposes.
,,Falkland', Survey 1928 - Board's decision will be 

given later.
Beach Deposit - require more information before sending 

crushing machinery.
Proposed shed at East Jetty -
"E&eria" - Encloses list of materials shipped, also

constructional plans and working instructions. 

Notes arrangements made for her care.
Direct shipments of timber to West Farmers.
Oil Fuel Depot - Mr. Robert's Report forwarded to the 

Admiralty.
Attaches letter from Admiralty dated 20th 

April re beaching barge to sight bottom. 

B.Browning deed. - Probate of Will enclosed and copy
of letter from Solicitors dated 27th April,1927. 

Mail Steamers - Only urgent stores will be sent.
Question of vessels entering inner harbour or 

loading and discharging at Port William.

2'
3
4
5

6

7

8 "lien1' -
9

10

11

12

re 1926 Accounts.
John Rae Biggs - Information sent passed to Solicitors. 

Tallies of Produce shipments - Acknowledges those of 

"Loriga" - glad all will be sent in future. 

"Hen" - particulars of Registry noted.
"William Seoresby" - Demand Note for oil issued sent to 

Admiralty.
Shut out cargo from "Lautaro". Encloses further 

correspondence with P.S.N.C.

13
14
15

16
17

18
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07, S$iee6:
Per "LAGARTO" 

N? 1277. yl9 2728th April,C ons/sw :£ C.3.

Dear Sir,

Since writing you on the 18th ultimo I have received 

your Nos. 663.4.5 of the 4th March, 17th February and 9th 

March respectively.
2. 663.3.

665.8.
cradle for the small slipway has arrived safely and will be 

put to good use immediately.
3. 663.4.

The Board is glad to know that the steel

No difficulty will be found in sending 

suppliers' separate invoices for goods going forward to
different Sections; this will be done in the case of future 

direct shipments.
4. 663.5. It is satisfactory to hear that you see your 

way to dispose of the high priced Chilian coal for household
purposes.

5. 663.7. The information given has been passed on to
Lloyd's Registry of Shipping.

As regards the general Survey of the "Falkland", 

due in 1928, the decision of the Board will be conveyed to you 

later.
You will have seen from my letter of 18th 

ultimo to the Camp Manager that the Board requires more in
formation as to the approximate quantity of the shell deposit 

available at the various places before deciding to send 

crushing machinery; the Board is also anxious to hear as soon 

as possible what result
to be tried at Fitzroy (vide letter to Camp Manager 5th 

January, 1927).

6. 663.8.

if any, has attended the experiment• 9

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq 

Manager,
• »

Port Stanley.
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7. 663.10. There is not the slightest doubt that the 

long talked of shed alongside the East Jetty will make for
esonomy in working and immensely facilitate the handling of 

stores.

Enclosed you will find lists, received from 

Mr. Glover, of all materials being shipped by this opportunity 

to enable the work in connection with the "Egoria" and extension 

of the jetty to be proceeded with.
found the pile driving frame which has been designed for

Included therein will be

erection on the "Bosa Baker" in accordance with cables 

It may not be possible to get the 2' 6"exchanged. gauge
tipping waggons despatched by this steamer and if not they will 

have to follow by the next.
30 tons of Ferrocrete Cement,- which please 

note is especially for reinforced piles,- and 20 tons of Ship 

Canal Portland Cement, for the bag work, are also being shipped.
The Board is anxious to hear of this work

being started as soon as possible so that the shed alon^Lde the 

East Jetty can also be completed and available for use. Some 

little delay may, however, arise, as a result of sending Crawford 

and, later, Mr. Peters to Hill Cove for the ereotion of the 

wool shed there, which matter forms the subject of a separate 

letter to you by this mail.

new

A complete set of the construction plans — 

in duplicate - together with Mr. Haiste's working instructions, 

are being sent herewith.
8. 663.11. 

the "lien" are noted.

9. 663.12.

The arrangements made for the future care of

It is unfortunate that you do not indicate the 

terms of your offer to the West Farmers for direct shipments of 

timber from the Coast. If your prices were closely "cut", their 

failure to avail themselves of the offer is inexplicable.
As regards the prices given in my 1273 par.19,- for instance 

3s/7d each for cypress straining posts as compared with 6s/- f0r
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the same article ex Store Stanley,- this information came from 

therefore reliable.
Your advices appearing in Remarks on Accounts, 

Fuel Installation, should have been 

They, together with Mr. G.Roberts's 

Report, have been passed on to the Admiralty.

Mr. W.M. Dean and is 

10. 663.15.
9/3/27, relative to the Oil
included in the despatch.

Enclosed please find copy of a further letter, 

dated 20th April, asking if arrangements could be made in
Stanley to beach the Oil Fuel Barge C.82'. on timber blocks so 

that her bottom can be examined and coated. Please let me have
your reply in due course.

11. 663.16. The Probate of the Will of the late Benjamin 

Brdwning is enclosed herewith together with a copy of letter, 

dated 27th April, from the Solicitors to the Estate, Messrs. 
Hugh R.Poole & Son. If possible, please let them have replies 

to the questions asked in the letter and return the Probate at
an early date. 

12. 663.17. Note has been taken to see that in future 

shipment of only those stores very urgently required is to be
made by the P.S.N.C.steamers like the "Orduna", "Oropesa" &e. 
which will want to discharge in Port William. On this question
we have nothing to add to what was written in despatch 1275 

par. 6. In this connection you do not say whether the "Lautaro" 

came into the inner harbour. If she did not was there sufficient
ly good reason? What was her draft?

As this question of coming inside will have to be 

fought out, it will be well to make a point of advising me when 

the vessels do not and what the draft of the steamer was at the 

time. If the steamer's draft is such that she can safely enter 

the inner harbour and the Captain persists in remaining outside, 

you will be quite safe in refusing to send the lighters out; he 

is not in the least likely to take the ship home with empty 

and we are under no contract to load in Port William,
space
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13. 644. - Accounts.
This despatch, dealing with the Annual Accounts, 

is to hand, together with the various schedules in support; all 

are at present under examination and any special comments to be 

made thereon must be deferred until the next opportunity. 

Meanwhile, from a cursory glance, everything appears in order.
The profit shown is gratifying to the Board, 

being rather better than was expected.
Your estimate of the realization of the unusually 

large quantity of produce unsold at the end of the year has 

been justified; the improving wool prices have resulted in 

your figures being well covered.
14. 665.3.

Messrs. J.H.McGrowan, Son & Brydon.
15. 665.4.

The information given has been passed on to

The tallies giving the numbers on the bales 

shipped in the "Loriga" are to hand and will enable the Average 

Adjusters to make progress with the complicated statement 
We are glad to note that they will be sent with 

all future shipments; they will facilitate immensely the 

cataloguing of the wool.
16. 665.6.

"lien" are duly noted.
17. 665.7.

"William Scoresby" has been forwarded to the Admiralty.'
Alluding to par. 7. of 1276, enclosed will be 

found copies of further letters exchanged with the P.S.N.C. 

relative to the cargo shut out by the "Lautaro".
Yours faithfully,

involved.

Particulars of the new registration of the

The Demand Note for oil issued to the

18. 665.9.

(3 -X

Managing Director.

i
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1278, DATED 4th MAT, 1927 

PER "LAGARTO" (SUPPU START).

i s.s. "Woodville" — security arranged. - asks for 

certain documents.
Acknowledges cables advising shipments of produce

per "Losada" and "Ortega'*.
Wool sales - commenced 3rd May.
600 tons coal sold to Omen Co.

Notes 300 tons sold to other Whaling Companies. 
Have booked space for 1000 tons in "Laguna"

Asks for information re J.J.M.Wright*s Store business.
Naval Fuel Depot - certain repairs sanctioned.
B.Elliott to receive £200 per annum as from 1st Jan.1927.

2
r

i!3 ;

4

5
6
7
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"LAGARTO" (Supplementary)^ 

1278. .
Per (7

7.9 274th May,cont/y/n -.z.c.3..j\ro

Dear Sir,
On receipt of your cable of 21st March, reading.-

"Woodville chartered by Southern Whaling & Sealing 
•‘Co. put in leaky condition forward is a®hoF® 
"William obtaincredit for refloating and also cost 
"of repairs s«s* Falkland standing by*

immediately got into touch with the Owners, Charterers and 

concerned and wired you on the 23rd March:-
we
Underwriters

"Security arranged,send official certificates weather 
"during services,certified copy logs s.s. Falkland 
"Kelp,also details of value,cost of upkeep any loss 
"of emolument damage or depreciation due to services, 
"writtenauthorityirom Captains and Crews to represent 
"them signed statement of Woodville s damage,details 
“of services, copy of correspondence exchanged,sketch 
"locality,state if saved from danger."

were not of a very riskyIt is gathered that the salvage services
mail advices giving full 

will be submitted to Sir Joseph Lowry of the
or extensive nature; on receipt of your

particulars the case 

Salvage Association whose
I have to acknowledge receipt of your cables of the 15th

award it has been agreed to accept.

2.
April advising shipments of produce per "Losada" andand 22nd

"Ortega".
The May series of Wool Sales commenced yesterday, and3.

the arrivals per "Lautaro" are being put up to-day; the average 

realized will be cabled you as usual.prices
Following on the cable sent you on the 5th ultimo asking 

could offer the Omen Whaling Company 600 tons of coal, 

learnt from my message of the 13th that the
concluded, for Welsh coal, at 82/- ex "Lady

4.
t...

if you
you will have 

business had been
Elizabeth".

Your further message of 29th April advising the sale of

H.H.R.Gresham, Esq.', 
Manager,

Port Stanley.
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300 tons to Whalers is also very satisfactory, 

in future please let us know the price; the information keeps 

us in touch with values on your side and is useful.
The Pacific Company have already been advised that 

space will be required for 1000 tons of coal in the "Laguna" 

12th July.

In such cases

5. We note in the Falkland Islands Magazine for March 

that a new Store business has been started by J.J.M.Wright; 

information with regard to same will be interesting.
Referring to par.10 of No. 1277, enclosed will be 

found copy of letter from the Admiralty, dated 2nd May, granting 

approval for certain repairs to be done, as recommended by Mr.
G.Roberts, and requesting that you should confer with him 

relative to other work.
Mr.Slaughter having recommended that Mr.B.Elliott, 

acting as Overseer at North Arm, should have his wages increased 

to £200 per annum,-the same as paid to Barton,-as from 1st 

January, 1927, you will see from the letter to the Camp Manager 

in reply that this has been sanctioned by the Board subject to 

your also approving.

6.

7.

Yours faithfully,

^V.sf .< <r a—

Managing Director.
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ENCLOSURES PER M.V."LAGARTO" VIA LIVERPOOL.

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 22nd,23rd,28th March,4th,5th,7th 

13th & 20th April.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 19th,21st,(2) 22nd March,5th 

8th,15th,20th,21st,22nd April.
Average prices of Wool sold on 18th & 25th March.
Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Sheepskins Catalogue of 6th April

1

2

3
4

S&1-0 •
Aiming & Cobb's priced Sheepskins Catalogue of 8th April sale. 

Du Croz Doxat & Co's priced Wool catalogue of 25th March sale. 

Jacomb, Hoare & Co's priced Wool catalogue of 18th March sale. 

Copy of letter from Lindrea & Co. Ltd

5
6
7

dated 13th and our8 • 1

reply of 14th April.
Du Croz Doxat & Co's Wool market reports dated 1st April.

Wool market reports dated lstcApril.
9

Jacomb, Hoare & Co's10
from John Shaw & Co. dated 21st March.Copy of letter 

Copy of letter from
11

Inoe Colt & Co. dated 29th March and12
enclosure as stated.

from Spearing & Waldron, dated 29th & 31stOriginal letters 

March.
13

Wool Landing Certificates14
87 bales Wool ex "Lobos"L

258D H 9 ♦9 9

67J B * *9 9

ex "Loriga"1E E M 

J L W
Copy of letter to the Blackstone Co

and their replies of 14th and 23rd March. 
Brokers' reports on Company's Sheepskins ex "Lobos" 

Brokers' reports on Clients' Sheepskins ex
8 bales Sheepskins

9 9

11 9 99 9

Ltd. dated 11th & 22nd• *15

16
"Lobos" as follows:17

J B 2S B 10F 12F 2MV
Mod 187W P 8F B 13L
A P 12

<
J
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18 List of Materials for the Protection of "Egeria" & extension
of jetty shipped per "Lagarto".

Copy of letter from P.S.N.Co. dated 2lst & 27th and our reply 

of 26th April.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 20th April.
Copy of letter from H.R.Poole & Son dated 27th April and 

Probate of Will of B.Browning.
Account Current dated 28th April and vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores.
Copy of letter from J.H.Haiste, per W.Gordon Glover, dated 26th 

April also Drawings, Blue Prints, in duplicate, 

Memorandum of construction, list of Materials and 

purpose for which they are sent all as detailed in 

letter of 26th April.

19

20
21

22
23
24
25

LONDON. 28th April. 1927.
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Enclosures per M/V"Laguna" via Swansea.

Cony of Callegrams sent dated 8th.I7tli.20th.26th.May.2nd.8th.15th 
21st.27th June.4th.8th.& 9th July.,

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 16th.20th.23rd.30th May.2nd.9th.
12th, 13th. 17th.28th.-30th.June.2nd.8th A 10th July.

DuCroz Doxat & Co’s priced Wool catalogue of 4th May sale.
Copy of letter from T.T.Kennaugh dated 13th Jime and specification 

referred to attached.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 22nd June.
Copy of letter from W.Gordon Glover dated 15th June and specificatio 

of Timber required in connection with "Egeria” Jetty.
Copy of letter from W.Gordon Glover dated 21st June and copy of 

the correspondence referred to attached.
Wool landing Certificates

1

2

3
4

5
5

7

8
30 bales Wool "Lautaro"W C
70I)U I 3

152
126

S » 3

F 3 3

59C i ub 0 3

77AP 3 3

D D 1 3 3

5H g 3 3

16H s 3 3

26II 3 3

25B 3 3

33RBC 3 3

59IIP 3 3

Weddell 30 3 3

50M 3 3

11W P 3 3

JBL 
D & S

41 3 3

57 3 3

from Grierson Oldham & Co.dated 13th & our reply 
of 19th May.

Copy of invoice for 15 cases Vermouth shipped direct via Monte
video by Cinzano & Co.

Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 7th & 9th May.
Average prices of Wool sold at Public Auction on 4th May.
Jacomb Hoare & Co's wool market reports of 13th May.
DuCroz Doxat & Co’s wool market reports of 13th May & 5th July. 

Anning & Cobb’s reports on Tallow & Hides ex "Losada"
Copy of T.T.Kennaugh’s letter of 31st May re S.S."Falkland .

Copy of letter9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
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17 Copy of BuCroz Boxat & Co's Wool reports
47 Bales Wool ex "Losada" & OrtegaB H

W C 41 a aa as 3 J J
P H 78 "Ortega"

H s 2 a a

H g 2 
K J R 6 25 

JI1D 
Pebble50

a a

a a

a a

H "Losada" &"Ortega" 
"Losada"
"Losada" & "Ortega"

11
H P 61

57B
AP 46 a a a a

McG 4 3 3

J B 194 a a a a

Copy ofl letter bo Lloyd’s Register of Shipping of 23rd & 
their reply of the 30th June also sample reports 

referred to attached.
Copy of letter to the Admiralty dated 30th May and their 

reply of the 17th June

18

19

Wool Landing Certificates
73 hales Wool ex "Loriga"

20
D H
W C 69 
N A 16

a a

a a
Pebble J II D 

C C W 
J II D 
HOC

25 a a
5 a a

25K a a

52 a a

L 69 a a

I) II 65 a a

Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool sale catalogue of 11th July. 

Average prives of Wool sold at Public Auction on 11th July. 

Account Current dated 14th July and vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts.

21
22
23
24

Remarks on Stores25
Mclvor & Evans's invoices goods shipped per "Laguna"
Complete set of (11) Plans of Kill Cove Woolshed shipped 

in the M/V Laguna" together with Erection notes & lists 
of Materials .

26
27

andTwo Blue Prints of Shaw’s Woolpress & Pumps
for the Blackstone Oil Engine as detailed in despatch 

par.29.
East Jetty Shed.- W.Bain & Co's Plan B/7426/2 showing posithn

of piles.

28 aXss Foundations

29

Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter,Esq.dated 14th July.

Copy of Invoice,specification & Plan of Building shipped by 

W.Bain & Co for Packe Brothers & Co.

30
31
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46

Printed Balance Sheet & Profit & Loss Statement also copy 

of detailed Balance Sheet.
Letter to .H. II. R. Gresham, Esq. dated 14th July re Electric 

Welding Plant.

32

433

London 14th July,1927
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO.1279^ DATED 14-TH JULY. 1927. PER "LAGUNA11.

1. Acknowledges 666/9.
2. s.s. "Falkland" - Claim for damage lodged with Underwriters.

Future Policy - Sale and replacement 
Survey and Repairs.

3. Mr. G.T. Dean when signing freight contract reserved right 

to send to Stanley produce by his own vessel.
4. "Kelp" - Hauling up on new slipway.
5. "Lautaro" short shipment - P.S.N.C. express regret.
6. "Egena" - Permission to quarry at Navy Point obtained 

Reinforcing rods and timber being shipped this mail 
Mr. Glover's reply to Mr.Peters' report enclosed.

7. "Woodville" - salvage - matter in hands of Solicitors.
8. Mr.Peters' report on Stanley Motor Boat - new propeller 

being sent.
9. Acknowledges plans of land sold to Government.

10. Suburban Plot 4 - await reply from Government.
/ 11. Naval Fuel Depot - Copies of letters from Admiralty enclosed.

12. P.S.N.C. - re Mr. McMeakin's visit to Stanley.
13. Government Experimental Farm - extravagant spending.
14. "Kia Ora" fire claim.

Blackstone engine at Goose Green - Lubricating oil.
16. "lien" - Windlass.

/I 17. East Jetty Shed.
Hay and Wool Press from New Zealand ordered.
Letter published in F.I. Magazine - Dean's apology noted. 

Asks why 145 tons of steam coal were sent to Darwin.
Win. Craig - late Carpenter at Darwin - Damaged foot - 

Asks for report on how accident occurred.
Diver at Stanley - asks for position to be explained. 

Matters of Diving Apparatus and Hill Cove Fire should not 

have been written in Remarks on Accounts.
Offer made to Admiralty for Diving Apparatus.

Excessive use of cable for store orders.

/

/

o

/

/

/

/

/

15./

/ 18.
/ 19.

20./

21.y

22.
23.

24./



■J

Sc.

y1 25. Findlay Creek Bridge - asks how erection is progressing. 
J 26. s.s. "Falkland" - Captain Roberts and Mr .Peters to hold

preliminary Survey.
27. Electric Welding Set - enquiries being made.
28. Wool classer, Mr. J. Mitchell, sailing 22nd September.
29. Hill Cove new Wool Shed - Sundry Plans enclosed.

*1

30. Barque "Fennia" - salvage claim -
Purchase of hull, cargo and stores.

31. East Jetty Shed - Plan enclosed showing position of
concrete piles?

'/
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^/ia-ceo/yj/ic/u C^ZeeG.G-f.
Per "LAGUNA"
A? 1279. C/7

14th July, _ /G27oruXon:£.c.3..

Dear Sir,

The last despatch to you was written on the 4th 

May since when your 666, 7, 8 and 9 of the 11th,21st April 
and 2nd and 9th May respectively have come to hand.

The claim for damage to the "Falkland", caused 

by fouling the "Great Britain", has been forwarded to Under
writers for collection.

2. 666.2.

The future policy to be adopted in connection
with this vessel is a matter which has received much consider
ation of late. In view of the heavy expenses which will have 

to be met shortly in respect of surveys due, the question of
disposing of her,- if a fair offer could be obtained,- and 

replacing her with a newer vessel has been considered. 
Inquiries go to show that it is almost impossible to pick up 

a steamer of so small a tonnage with passenger accommodation. 
Her accommodation cost, in 1913, £1300 and to-day could not 

be repeated under £2000, in addition to which about another 

£1000 would have to be added in the case of a new steamer for
The value here of a sound vessel

i

the loss on the voyage out. 

of a similar size, about nine to ten years old, is £9000.
The question of replacement therefore is ruled out.

The alternative of bringing the steamer home 

for survey and repairs, even if loaded with our produce home, 
and stores out, is equally unattractive for the reason that", 

taking into consideration the loss of freight space through 

her having to carry considerably more coal them her bunkers can 

take, and the cost of maintaining her crew here, there would bb; 
a loss on the round voyage home and out of approximately £2000.

H.H.R. Gresham, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanley.

• •
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No. 1279. 14th July, 1927. - 2 -

We are therefore compelled to fall back
how to comply with the requirements of Lloyds Registry at the 

least possible

on the consideration of

With regard to this we have been in 

consultation with Lloyds Registry, Mho are anxious to be helpful^ 

and Mr. T.T. Kennaugh.

expense.

As you are aware, the screw shaft was due to be 

drawn and surveyed last October and the Special Survey No.2. 

is due next December.
As regards the first, it should be done with the 

least possible delay, but the second can be postponed six months 

or so, say, until after the next clip is collected, unless you 

know of special reasons against it.
In January 1917 the "Falkland" was successfully 

tipped in Stanley (vide Despatch 526.3) and some smart work done 

by Mr.Peters in fitting a new propeller in three days.
Kennaugh, who has gone into calculations with the plans of the 

vessel, is of opinion that this could again be done and the 

screw shaft drawn and suggestions to that end are given in 

his letters dated 31st May and 13th June (copies enclosed).’ 
Please go into the matter with Captain Roberts and Mr. Peters 

and see what can be done. You will appreciate that to put 

the vessel on the slip at Punta.with the prospect of her being 

detained there for a fortnight for tides, merely to draw the 

shaft, would be an extremely costly proceeding. Lloyds Registry 

will sanction the Government Colonial Engineer, or any other 

outside competent man you, as Lloyds Agent, may select to make 

the survey.

Mr.

In anticipation of this proposal being found
practicable, the Lignum Vitae strips, referred to in Mr.Kennaugh's 

letter of 13th June, are being shipped by this opportunity. I 

would also direct your attention to his reference to the rudder 

pintles possibly requiring renewal.
As regards the more serious Special Survey No.2.^ 

we have got Mr.'Kennaugh to draw up a detailed specification
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(copy enclosed) of all the opening up>, painting, etc. oalled 

for by the survey and beyond that we need not go. Thereon 

he has marked "S“ against many items which can be dealt with 

in Stanley and if this is so it will leave to be done at 

Punta or B.A., as the case may be, only such workas can only
be carried out when the steamer is dry, on slip or in dock. 
This course should save a great deal of expense by reducing 

to a minimum the opportunity afforded the repairing firms on 

the Coast to "fleece" us with their exorbitant charges. The 

Registry has assented to this plan and are agreeable to you’,1 

in this case also, as Lloyds Agent, appointing any independent 
outside qualified person to act as Surveyor for the work done 

in Stanley, that done on the Coast to be certified by their 

local Surveyor.
!

When as much of the work, detailed on the
specification and marked "S", as proves possible has been

invitation^tender, with specificationexecuted in Stanley, an 

on the lines of ^r. Kennaugfr's,- excluding the work done in
Stanley,- can be drawn upt for issuing to the various repair 

firms.
3. 666.3. In signing the freight contract referred to

Mr. George Dean took power to send any of his produce into
Stanley by the m.v. "Gentoo", and to this we could not easily 

It is, however, not clear whether he intends sendingobject.
only an occasional lot by his boat or the whole clip. i/.'
from further experience the latter course proves to be the 

case, it will rest with you to see that the “Falkl and" is not 

made a convenience of in respect of calls at Pebble Island,' 
4. 666.4, The Board will be particularly interested to

hear if, as you suggest5, it proves possible to haul up the 

"Kelp" 6n the new slipway; photographs would be appreciated^'
Following on our protests to the Pacific5. 666.5.

Company in the matter of the "Lautaro's short shipment of
cargo, the General Manager has expressed much regret and
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given assurances,- for what they are worth,'- that such a thing 

will never occur again. The P.S.N.C. assert, with apparent 
truth, that in spite of the fullest enquiry the matter remains
to them inexplicable.

666.6. The suggestion to quarry the rock and cast the 668.9.
piles at Navy Point is excellent and you will have gathered from

6.

my cable of the 21st ultimo that the Admiralty's assent b».s been 

obtained. A copy of the correspondence with them on the subject
is enclosed.

It was unfortunate that the 5/8” and 7/8" iron 

reinforcing rods,- through the breakdown of a railway truck in 

transit,- were short shipped by the "Lagarto". Advice of this 

was sent you by cable on the 9th June; the goods are being 

shipped by this opportunity. The timber required in connection 

with the scheme has also gone forward from Swansea. A copy of 

Messrs. Glover andHaiste's specification for same is herewith.
Mr.Peters' Report and comments, dated 3rd May," 

relative to the project for supporting the ‘Bgeria" was forwarded 

to Mr. Glover and you will find herewith copy of his reply, dated 

15th June.
7. 666,7V The particulars relative to the case of the 

"Woodville" have been passed on to the Company's Solicitors; the 

matter is pursuing its nominal course.
8. 667.2. Mr.Peters' report on the Stanley Motor-boat, as 

fitted with the new engine, is to hand and it has been submitted 

to Messrs. Pollock. They have, with the information given on 

the plan of the boat sent home, designed a new propeller which 

they assert will certainly give more towing power with reduced 

revolution?.
In view of your unfavourable remarks on the 

propeller sent, the indent No. 637 of 10th January last for 

a spare propeller, without any indication being given of the 

desirability of a change in pattern, appears wasteful, 

sent at a cost of £8 and should not have been asked for until the
It wasy ?•

f'.

r '
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one supplied with the engine had been tested. However, we have
arranged with Messrs. Pollock & Sons to receive 

credit us with the value.
9« 667.4.

it back; and
Please ship it home.

I have to thank you for the plans of land in 

the Dairy Paddock and at Sulivan House sold to the Government.
10. 668.2. The Board will await with interest to hear the 

reply you receive from the Government re the history of Suburban 

Plot 4.
11. 668.a. Your replies to the questions asked by the 

Admiralty in theirs of 18th February have been forwarded.
Enclosed please find copies of the following further letters
from them, to which your attention is directed:-

Dated 7th May, 1927. Advising that dry battery torch of
new pattern will be sent, and asking 
if fresh water injection tank can be 
made locally and at what cost.

9th May, 1927. Advising a Service Pattern Safety Lamp
with spares is being forwarded from 
Chatham.

t •

17th June,1927. Consenting to use of quarry and shed.
22nd June, 1927. Advising that moorings for oil barge

must be lifted for examination.
12. 668.4. 14. We are glad to hear that the visit paid to you 

by Mr. MeMeakin afforded you an opportunity of putting before him 

on the spot the several grievances we have against his Company; it 

is to be hoped that the promised improvement will be realized.
We agree that when heavily loaded the Pacific Company's motor 

ships will draw about 27 feet, but it must be borne in mind that 

these vessels, when reserved for the Punta and Falkland wooiy 

load a comparatively small quantity of deadweight - or©, nitrate*,' 
etc.-as stiffening and the bulk of their space is filled with 

wool. Under such conditions they cannot be down to their marks.
13. 668.7. The Board is naturally perturbed at the extrava

gant pouring out of money, the end of which cannot be seen, in 

connection with the Experimental Farm. It is a pity that when 

the cases to which you refer arose the whole scheme was not 

abandoned and so cut short the drain on the resources of the

» *

» •
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Colony which must inevitably result from its continuance.
Your remarks on the “Kia Ora'* fire are14. 668.5.

669.4.
noted; the further information to hand will enable the
adjustment of the claim to be completed.

15. 668.11. It is very surprising to hear that Prioe's 

Motorine D was being used when the trouble arose with the 

Goose Green Blackstone engine, since it is declared by the 

suppliers to have a flash point of 4©0°F. which is the
The proper course to adopt when such 

cases arise is to send home a small sample; it can be 

analysed and tested here and if found not up to the makers 

guarantee, we shall be in a position to deal with the matter. 

Please send a sample as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, by this opportunity, is being sent 

4 - 10 gallon drums of Shell "All's Well D.2. oil in fulfil
ment of indent of 2nd February; this is recommended by the

essential factor.

Blaekstone Compary.
With regard to any misconception which you say 

has arisen, I can only quote Mr. Slaughter's last letter of 

2nd February, 1927. - "Since Mr.Peters was out at Darwin we 

have been using Castor Oil for the cylinder of the new 

Blackstone engine and have had no further trouble.'*
16. 668.12. It is gratifying to the Board to ieam that

the "Hen" has given such satisfaction.
On receipt of your cable of 3rd May reading:- 

"Order immediately Davey and Company London catalogue 6
V

"windlass complete 3762 for 5/8 chain", we got into commun
ication with the firm mentioned and were informed that the 

particular windlass asked for would only work with a 

calibrated 5/8" chain, i.e. every link must be of exactly 

the same size.^ You were advised of this in the cable sent 
17th May, and your reply of the 23rd May was received, reading:- 

"Windlass required for Motor Boat "lien" send one similar to 

"order of 2nd May take ordinary 3/4 inch chain."
An order has accordingly been placed with

A 1
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Mr. Kennaugh of Liverpool and the windlass is being shipped by 

this opportunity. What is the explanation of the measurement 

of the chain being given first as 5/8" and finally as 3/4"?
Your proposed alterations to the plan of the17. 668.13.

East Jetty shed have been approved and an amended quotation in
In view, however, of the amount 

and Crawford have to deal with in connection
accordance therewith accepted.
of work which Peters

“Egeria" protection and jetty and the wool shed at Hillwith the
Cove, it would appear undesirable to forward this building before
you are in a position to deal with it.

Please, therefore, on receipt of this, cable
when, approximately, you would like shipment to be effected.

On receipt of your cables of 22nd April and
3rd May an order was placed with Messrs. Dalgety & Co. for 

30 tons of Lucerne Hay and one Donald wool press.
advised that these goods should reach you by the s.s.

18. 668.17.

We have since

been
"Raranga" sometime in June.

Referring to Mr. Vincent's letter of 4th May19. 669.2.
relative to one published in the Magazine, signed "Manners maketh
Man”, the Board is naturally amazed to see that the Dean should 

indiscreet as to endorse such a scurriloushave been so
production* However, his apology, although very lame, having 

received, the incident can be regarded as closed.since been
In your Gbal Account dated 9th May there is a_ _ 

145 tons Steam Coal having been sent to Darwin. Surely
20.

record of
this must be a mistake; please explain.

William Craig, late Carpenter at Darwin,21.
recently called here. He reports that he came home for medical
treatment to his foot which was injured while ooopering at Goose 

The injury appears to be, more or less, permanent, and
demand on the Company,1 he has asked if

Green
, > <

although he has made no 

it is prepared to do anything towards meeting his expenses. He
informed that/ in the absence of any advice from you orhas been

i .. 6 ft

Mr* Slaughter with regard to his case, the Board is not in a
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position to say anything. Please report.
We shall be glad if you will explain what 

exactly is the position in Stanley as regards obtaining the 

services of a diver, as the matter seems somewhat mysterious.
In the tender of Messrs. Peters and Crawford for the construction

22.

of a slipway foundation, forwarded with your 662 para.3. the
From Mr. Peters'very important diver work was not included, 

tender it would appear that none is available and previous
references to the construction of the proposed slipway have 

given the same impression and that if the slipway is to be laid 

down it would be necessary to send a diver from home, 
the damaged steamer "Woodville" called, it is recorded in your 

reports that apparently a local man named Challen performed 

exceptionally good work under water.
In Remarks on Accounts dated 11th April reference

is made to the suggested purchase of the Admiralty diving apparatus", 
and a furthei* paragraph deals with the Hill Cove Fire.

Yet, when

23.

Both these

important matters are quite out of place there and should have
I must again ask your attention tobeen referred to in despatch, 

this matter.
An offer for the apparatus has been made to the

Admiralty and their decision is awaited.
I have to call your attention to the practice 

which seems much on the increase of late of using the cable for 

ordering a variety of stores which, it appears to us with the 

exercise of a little foresight could have been indented for by 

mail. It is fully appreeiatedfat cases will arise when it is

24.

absolutely necessary to use the radio, but an examination of the
received from Stanley during the past twelve months showsmessages

that approximately 150 words have been used in this connection, 
costing just on £30. Surely much of this outlay could be avoided!

u .

To take,for instance, a very glaring case, I would refer to your
cable of 12th June when 13/- was spent in asking for 6 Chief 

Officer's Log Books, the total cost of which was only 18/3d.
So far we have heard nothing from you or25.
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Mr. Slaughter with regard to the erection of Findlay Creek 

bridge. The Board will be interested to hear if it has yet 

been erected and, if possible, to have photographs sent home 

of the construction.
26. With further reference to the s.s. ',Falkland,, 

and the probable repairs to be done at the Special Survey No^2 

please get Captain Roberts and Mr. Peters to hold a preliminary 

Survey of the vessel at once and send, by return, for the 

information of the Board, their report on the condition of the 

following:- Hull, shell plating generally, framing in holds, 

tank top, floors under tank, decks and bunkers, anchors and 

cables.

► ■:

• »

27. A few days ago we were offered a self contained 

petrol driven complete electric welding unit, made by the 

Quasi-Arc Electric Welding Co. and cabled you for Mr.Peters' 
views as to the desirability of installing one in Stafcley.
Your reply indicates that it is most desirable. We now 

find that the outfit o^lerei^is°?ore?oSf welders and weighs 

with the truck on which it is mounted, about 4 tons; the 

Quasi-Arc Company's outfit for one welder weighs about 16 cwt.
should be^serviceable in Stanley, 

being sent out for one of that size.
It has been decided to send a wool classer to 

Goose Green for the next shearing. A Mr. J. Mitchell has been 

engaged and will travel out by the "Orita" leaving 22nd September.
In connection with the new wool shed to be 

erected at Hill Cove, you will find herewith:-
(1) Complete set of constructional drawings from 

Messrs. Win.Bain & Co .Ltd., for the shed.
(2) Drawings:- 4/899B. Foundations for wool press

and pumps.
33/30. Foundations for 13 B.H.P.

Blankstone Oil Engine.- - from John Shaw & SonsrLtd.
As Messrs. Peters and Crawford will be superintending the work 

entailed3/ it may be well for than to have an opportunity of 

studying the plans beforehand.

Enquiries are thereforeand

28.

29.

I
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Barque"Fennia". I confirm cables exchanged’, 
as per copies enclosed, in connection with this vessel.
On receipt of your advices reporting her case the usual steps 

were taken and instructions sent you on the 17th May to arrest 

the vessel pending obtaining here security from the Underwriters 

of the ship and cargo to meet whatever salvage award may be due, 
in the opinion of an arbitrator, for the services rendered by 

the s.s. "Falkland1*•

30.

Your cable of the 23rd May reporting the vessel's 

hull as being in excellent condition and suggesting the desir
ability of purchasing her at from £1500 to £2500 was duly
received and considered.

The view taken by the Board,- and as to this it 

would be glad to have your views,- was that your hulkage is 

sufficient for all present requirements, particularly as there
little prospect of extending the bunkering businessappears

beyond existing storage capacity',' and therefore an outlay of
£2500 for the mere acquisition of the hull was not justified.
On the other hand, the Patent Fuel with which she is loaded is

best^in0South Wales, and commands a higher price thanone of the
best Welsh Coal on account of its better calorific value and the

Takingfact that it will keep for years without deterioration, 

this into consideration and also that the fuel could not be 

stored without the vessel, the Salvage Association/ who are
acting for all concerned/* were informed that the Company was 

prepared to offer £1000 for the hull and all on board and £1
It subsequently transpired that theper ton for the fuel, 

stores and provisions were separately insured in Finland and
the Salvage Association enquired what we would be prepared to 

for what remained of the stores as per MacSymons Storesoffer
Ltd. invoice to the captain dated January, amounting to £952.3.11. 

A cable was therefore sent asking what you would offer.
somewhat surprised to receive your reply stating "Ships

We

were
stores provisions are paying £700 all saleable useful".
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A message was immediately sent you to the
effect that no authority had been given you to make that 

purchase, that it must be cancelled, and that we were carrying 

It seemed possible that, in referringon all negotiations here.
to stores and provisions, 

which should be included i 
all on board.

you might be paying for some goods

m our offer of £1000 for the ship and 

It is unfortunate that you made any offer at all, 

we can obtain the lot at our ownas it is tolerably certain that 

price. This is the position at the moment, 
probability of our offers for the ship and

and there seems a
cargo being accepted,

in which case you will of course be advised by cable. 

In view of the possibility of the deal coming off,
it is unfortunate that we were previously committed to the 

Pacific Company to ship the 1000 tons of Welsh coal 
forward by the ''Laguna11.

now going

31. Enclosed please find Messrs. Wn. Bain & Company 

plan No. B.7426/2 showing the position of the 

required to cany the new shed at the East Jetty.

Yours faithfully/

(S /O *

*s
concrete piles

/
' >V.

Managing Directors-*r
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1280 PER "LAGUNA" (Supplementary) DATED
19th JULY, 1927.

/ 1 Diving Apparatus - Admiralty accept offer of £50.

2 Wool Sale prices.J
/ Fitzroy Wool Shed — Ventilators for*3

East Jetty Shed — tramway to he run whole length of*/ 41
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Per "LAGUNA" (Supplementary) 

1280. 9,9m19th July,i\ro c==^oruAon c. j.

Dear Sir,
Enclosed please find copy of a letter from the Admiralty, 

dated 14th July, accepting our offer of £50 for the diving 

apparatus, as detailed in your statement, not dated, for £72.16.0 

referred to in your Remarks on Accounts of 11th April*

• $

The

materials required for the repair of this outfit will be sent by 

next mail.
Herewith you will also find statement of the average2.

prices realized for the Falkland Islands wool sold on the 15th
It may beinstant, together with catalogues giving full details.

well to mention that for some time past we have adopted theas
practice of posting catalogues, in the case of both wool and 

sheepskins, direct to the Stations whose marks are concerned.
We are anxious to know for our guidance in ordering the3.

Fitzroy shed, whether Mr.Slaughter finds the ventilators,as supplied 

to the one at Goose Green, entirely satisfactory, 

plains that in the case of his new shed, where similar ones are 

snow is blown into the shed in the winter time.

Mr. Bonner com-

In eon-fitted,
nection with this Messrs. Wm. Bain & Co. suggest that if the

Y existing Goose Green ventilating capacity is required in the 

shearing season and the snow is troublesome, it will be an easy 

matter to board up the insides for which purpose they could supply 

The alternative is to supply a ventilator of a different

W

bolts.
type altogether through which it is impossible for snow to be 

blown, but it has scarcely the same ventilating capacity, 

put this matter before Mr. Slaughter, and cable as soon as possible 

either of the following code words

Please

H.H.R. Gresham, Esq.,' 
Manager,

Port Stanley.
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No. 1280. 19th July, 1927. - 2 -

YOPIX I recommend ventilators as fitted at Goose Green for 
Fitzroy Shed.

YOPOZ I recommend an improved type of ventilator to be fitted
Fitzroy Shed.

Yours faithfully,
to

S
<- - o—

Managing Director#

4. Although the plans of the East Jetty Shed sent you do not 

show it, we assume that you will run the light tranway from the jetty 

into and along the whole length of the shed# The advantages of this 

are obvious. Therefore, please let us know in due course what your 

requirements are in this connect ion*

•-r.rr--.rMLi
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!QyXS iJX List of Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Montevideo.

1 Copy of Cablegram sent dated 19th July.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 15th & 17th July.2

3 Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 14th July.
\ ‘

Suppliers Invoices Stores shipped per M/V "Laguna".4

List of General Cargo per M/V "Laguna".5

Supplementary Remarks on Stores.6

Wool Landing Certificates7
:

107 bales Wool ex "Lobos".Z I

H & B 135 i-9 9 » »

14W K C 9 9* 9

81J L W 9 99 9

ex "Lautaro"48WKC i9 9

84J G § 99 9

ICopy of John Mitchell’s agreement dated 15th July, 1927.8
;

Du Croz Doxat & Co's Wool Sale catalogue of 15th July.9

Average prices of Wool sold at Public Sale of 15th July.10

I

LONDON, 19th July, 1927,
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1281 PER “SOUTHERN QUEEN", DATED
24TH AUGUST, 1927.

1 Acknowledges No. 671.
Pension for Herbert Broa/d - matter to be discussed at 

next Board.
Damage to cargo lightered in "Rosa Baker".
Hay ex "Raranga".
H. Thompson - Store Clerk.
Oil Depot - Remarks being passed to the Admiralty.
Estate Benjamin Browning - Position noted.
Sale of £ acre Plot to W.H. Sedgwick.
Slipway - Attitude of Governor.
"Fennia" - gives particulars of purchase.

Can sell fuel at 60/- per ton.
Welsh Coal at 70/- per ton.
Salvage Association instructed Captain to hand 

over to you.
Salvage claims waived.

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Small Machinery Shed.
Government payment of compensation for animals slaughtered 

ex "Bogota" noted.
"Falkland" - deviations for medbal cases.
Re payment to E.W. Hobbs of 50$ of cost of second lighter. 

"Falkland" - Work to be done at Survey.
Welding Plant ordered.
Oil Fuel Barge - Bpare spindle for engine.

11
12

13
14
15
16
17.
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/W-"SOUTHERN QUEE&". 
N? 1281. S/.9 2724th August,

Dear Sir?

The last outward despatch was dated 19th July since 

when your No. 671 has been received.
The case of Herbert Broad will be brought to the 

notice of the Board at the next meeting, 

unlikely that it will depart from the established precedent of 

granting pensions only to those who have completed about thirty

2. 671.2.
Meanwhile, I think it

years of unbroken service. 

3. 671.3. It is particularly unfortunate, having regard to 

her leaky condition, that the "Rosa Baker" was again employed 

as a lighter; the resulting claim, £731, is a very serious loss. 

As you are aware, in the case of shipments insured F.P.A such• f

damage is not recoverable, unless the carrying craft is either
If, therefore, the"stranded, sunk, burnt or in collision".

"Rosa Baker" was either stranded or sunk, it is vitally important
that we should know it; your advices on this point are awaited. 

No matter what the pressure of ships in the port, requiring 

discharge, may be, you are not justified in running the risk of 

employing a faulty craft to facilitate their despatch.
The hulk will doubtless be quite satisfactory 

for the pile driving work in connection with the "Egeria" and 

in the event of this proving to be so she certainly should not 

be disposed of until the question of constructing a slipway has 

been settled one way or another.
4. 671.4. It is satisfactory to hear such good reports of

the hay received from New Zealand per "Raranga".
The Board will be glad to learn in due course5. 671.5.

that you have given effect to your intentions as regards the

employment of H. Thompson. 
H.H.R. Gresham7,1 Esq M

• i

Manager,
Port Stanley.
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No. 1281. 24th August, 1927. - 2 -

Your remarks will he passed on to the Admiralty. 

The position with regard to the Estate of the
6. 671.6.7.
7. 671.8.

late Benjamin Browning is noted.
8. 671.9.

South of Fitzroy Road, to William Henry Sedgwick is duly 

recorded.
9. 671.10.

i. •%'
The sale of a further & acre plot of landV

It will he gratifying to the Board to know that

the new Governor, Mr. A.W. Hodson, looks at the matter of the
construction of a slipway hy the Company from a somewhat different

You will he quite in order inangle to that of his predecessor, 

telling him that the Company is fully alive to its urgent 

necessity and is prepared to give the matter most favourable
consideration, provided it is permitted to acquire the freehold 

of the site and is allowed a perfectly free hand in the
construction, the full responsibility for which the Company would

Under no other conditions can the
Should

he quite willing to accept.
Board see its way of limiting the expenditure entailed.
the Governor signify his agreement to our going ahead on these 

please advise, hut of course you were perfectly right in 

saying that no such work can be undertaken until the "Egeria"
lines,

and Jetty Shed are complete!.
From correspondence which has passed with the 

Admiralty re the slipping of their Oil Barged you will have 

seen how anxious they are that some slipway facilities for their

craft should he available in Stanley.
10. 671.13. You will have gathered from the cable sent you on

the 11th August that at last we have come to terms with the 

Salvage Association, acting on behalf of the Underwriters, for
the purchase of the "Fennia" and her cargo, the price agreed 

being £6750, divided as follows:- for the hull, 
for 3833 tons Patent. , 
Fuel @ 30/- per ton,

£1000
5750

£6750

We have considered that it is perhaps inadvisable to make public 

by cabling you details of the transaction, but a message is
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No. 1281. 24th August’, 1927. - 3 -

being sent to the effect that you can offer the fuel at 

60/— per ton ex hulk,— and the Welsh Coal ex “Laguna" at 

70/—. With the details given in this despatch in your

possession you will be able to use your discretion in cutting 

or increasing the prices indicated. In the meantime, we have 

offered the Whaling Companies supplies at the above prices.
Having regard to the heavy stocks now in hand, it 

is desirable not to lose any opportunities of effecting
profitable sales.

From the Salvage Association we learn that 

instructions have been sent the Captain to transfer the vessel 
and cargo to the Company and doubtless we shall soon receive 

a cable from you saying that this has been done. News as to 

what bargain, if any, you have made for the stores on board 

will be awaited with interest.
In the settlement come to we have agreed to waive 

whatever amount might have been awarded in respect of salvage 

services rendered. Notwithstanding this we purpose asking 

ohr Solicitors, who have studied all points of the case, to 

indicate what sum, if any, would fall to the share of the 

Captain and crew. When this information is obtained the 

matter will be considered by the Board.
11. 671.14. The Board will certainly highly approve of 

the erection of the shed referred to for the storage of the 

valuable plant mentioned.
12. 671.17. We are glad to learn that the Government have 

at last agreed to compensate Mr. Hamilton and Mr. W.M. Dean 

for the destruction of their cattle per "Bogota", and it is 

noted that shippers in future must protect themselves by 

insurance against such contingencies.
13. 671.15. As regards deviations of the s.s. "Falkland", 

such as that described, the Board's emphatic decision is that 

they are only permissible when the wkukinw proprietor of the 
in, writing, '

station concerned with the sick case undertakes,/beforehand;1V W
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No. 1281. 24th August, 1927. - 4 -

to meet the extra cost entailed on the steamer. To expect 

any commercial concern to do otherwise is simply ridiculous. 

In view of the definite instructions sent you by 

cable on the 20th May, 1926,- and despatch 1267, par.7V,- 

to make no further payments to E. Hobbs on account of the

14.

second barge until approved and delivery taken, we are 

somewhat surprised to learn from a letter from him, dated 

24th June, that you have authorised the payment of £950.
Your explanation of this will doubtless be forthcoming in 

due course but, in the meantime,' having regard to the present
financial difficulties of Mr. Hobbs, your action is regarded

No advices are to hand from you sayingas somewhat risky, 

whether delivery has been tendered.
In despatch 1279 par. 2, reference at length was15.

made to the question of work required to be done on the s.s. 

"Falkland" at the Survey due in December, 
message, dated 8th July, has since come to hand,' reading:-

mentioned

Your Radio Post

plating
“despatch 632 two plates starboard bilge back of old 
"donkey boiler about five feet each side underneath engine 
"room in run of vessel about fifteen feet web plate web 
"frame port bilge under boiler also 255fgrat(|> square feet 
"deck plating top engineroom 400 feet afteraeck 200 
"foredeck."

"Roberts estimates addition to bottom

n *r
/

Copies of correspondence with Mr. Kennaugh which has followed 

thereon is enclosed from which you will see that his 

suggestion relative to decking with pitch pine is worth 

consideration.
; a

Alluding to No.1279 par. 2?,: an order has now 

been placed, for shipment by the "Orita", in September, for 

a Qpasi-Arc Welding Self contained motor driven Set for one 

Welder. Full particulars of this outfit are given in the 

literature from that Company enclosed. An assortment of 

electrodes for use in connection with welding different 

descriptions of iron and steel will be sent as well as ample

16.

length of cable to enable work to be done at distances from 

the generating plant. The question of having the unit sent 
on wheels, was considered, but as £25 extra was asked,' we
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No. 1281. 24th AugustV 1927. 

thought that something suitable could be constructed at less

- 5 -

ftost in Stanley.
It is hoped that with this outfit available Mr. 

Peters will see his way to carry out in Stanley a considerable 

amount of the renewal work required on the "Falkland" that
otherwise would not have been possible.

Yours faithfully,'

Managing Director.

I enclose copy of letter from the Admiralty, dated 

12^*?nstant, regarding a spare spindle for the Bolinder Jhgine
Please let me have your remarks.

17.

pump of oil fuel barge C.82.

]
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ENGLOSURBS per "SOUTHERN QUEEN"' viai CARDIFF
i'i'i ; ! •r • j

l Copy of1 Cablegrams: received; dated 22nd & 23rd August.

2 Jphn Barker St Co's account for Dr Mo in.

3 Suppliers Invoices for Petrol & Carbide1 shipped per
"Southern Queen"

General Invoice’ stores per "Southern Queen"

Hfemarks on Stores .
4
5"

6 Eemarks on Accounts,

7 Illustrations of" the» Quasi Arc Electric* Keiding Plant

Accessories & prices of Electrodes f On Iron & jibe ell. 
Copy of letter to T.TJCennaugh dated 26th & his reply of 

38th July re"Ealkland" 2nd Special Survey.
8

Copy of1letter from the Admiralty dated 11th August re 

Oil Barge’ C.82 .
9

LONDON ,24th AUGUST, 1927 ir r ’• J- V i ;
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P] OF DESPATCH NO. 1282 PER S. S. "ORITA". DATED 21st SEPTMBHt.1927.
■2V.

1 No despatches to acknowledge*
Disappointed to hear "Kelp11 cannot he put on small 

slipway.
Direct shipment of timber to West Ports.

/ 2

^ 3

4 &
14
5

"Fennia" - salvage on Stores and Provisions.
Pension not granted to Herbert Broad.
Oil Fuel Depot — Admiralty asks for June Statement of

Issues.
Slipway - alteration of design to save excavation work.

Asks for an amended quotation from Mr.Peters.
East Jetty Shed - gives dates of shipments of materials &c.

Pile work.
Asks when new Wool Shed for Fitzroy is required to be

shipped.
"Woodville" - case not yet settled.
Government Experimental Farm - Understand Governor

considers cannot be carried on to advantage. 
Quasi-Arc Welding Set shipped this mail.
Wool Market.

6

7

8

9

✓ 10
11S

12J

13

■

|

I>
'

Ji £
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"Orita".Per s.s. 

jVf 1282.
r 21st September.: /V 27orucoyuE. c. 3.__

Dear Sir;,
Since the date of the last despatch to you,- 24th August',-

mails from the Islands have been received.
Please note that the second line of my 1281 should read

no

Nos. 670 and 671.
It is disappointing to hear that the "Kelp" cannot 

be put on your small slipway; no doubt the question of extending 

the ways intomdeeper water has been considered and as to this the

2. 670.2.

Board will be glad of your advices.
Unless you are prepared to quote definite3. 670.5.

"delivered" prices for timber there is, we fear, little prospect
of developing the business of direct shipments from Punta Arenas 

for although, as you say, it should occur to the Farmers that a 

saving in handling would result, they would, not unnaturally^ 

to know that this would be for their benefit and not theexpect 
Company's.

It is hoped that you will keep the matter before
you for the reason that, as previously advised, it appears to 

the only opportunity of finding work for some portion of
It will be obvious to you that

offer
the "Falkland"s unemployed time, 

if the vessel could earn in this way only freight to cover her
, itstanding charges, insurance, wages and running expenses 

would be so much to the good.
The particulars relative to the "Fennia"s case4. 670.12.

received with this despatch were passed on to our Solicitors;
In the last despatch, 1281.10,they were very clear and complete.

terms of the purchase made of the hull and cargo^
>■ -<

I advised the 

and your cable of the 30th ultimo has since come to hand stating

H.H.R. Gresham, Esq 

Manager,'
• f

Port Stanley»
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No. 1282. 21st September, 1927. - 2 -

that £490 . 17. 11. was the balance due to the Owners; 
presumed in connection with the purchase

it is
of the storesl. BeforeV

however, making the payment it was necessary to be clear as to 

whether or no any agreement was come to between you and the
Captain relative to waiving the proportion of salvage due from the
stores and provisions which were covered by a separate insurance, 

your reply that this did not enter intoWe are glad to learn from 

the arrangement made.
5. 671.2. The case of Herbert Broad has been considered by 

It is not prepared to depart from the establishedthe Board*

precedent of granting pensions only to those who have practically 

given, their life's service to the Company, 
objection to the man

It has, however,! no 

remaining employed in any capacity in which
Mr. Slaughter considers he is suitable.

6. Ehclosed will be found copy of letter from the
Admiralty, dated 8th September, asking for the statement of
issues of oil fuel to 30th June. Shis is not yet to hand from you
but no doubt will be received by the next mail.

Referring to Mr. Peters' tender dated 81st
January, 1927,— enclosed with your 662.3,— for the construction
of the foundations for a 600 ton slipway, Mr. Gordon Glover and

his partner Mr. Haiste have had under consideration the possibility
of so altering the design as to save much of the extensive inshore
excavation required in the plans previously sent you. Herewith
you will find a copy of the former's letter, dated 7th September,5 

to
relative/this matter and also the amended design to which he refers. 

In this you will find that an incline of 1 in 18, is substituted for 

the original suggestion of 1 in 20 and that it will save
(a) § of the excavation in shore,
(b) the necessity of transporting the excavated material any

distance^
(o) the suggested retaining walls.

7.
i

L
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\

These amended plans are sent with the object of keeping you
to

and Mr. Peters up to date «s/what is passing here so that 

should the question of the work again arise delays will be 

avoided.
Please ask Mr.Peters to let us have his quotation 

amended accordingly, and if you can possibly get a quotation 

included for the diver's portion of the work it would be helpful.
From cabled reply of 23rd August to the question 

asked in my 1279.17, it is understood that you would like all 
materials for the foundations of the East Jetty Shed shipped 

about December and the structure by the following mail. A 

cargo steamer is indicated by the Pacific Company to sail in 

November; by that opportunity will be shipped all foundation 

materials up to and including the floor girder work, 

assumed that you will not want the structure to follow by the 

mail steamer in January and therefore it will be kept back for 

the following cargo boat,- probably sailing in March, If you ’
wish this plan varied in any way there will be ample time to 

do so if you cable on receipt of this.
From the cables exchanged there would appear to be 

misunderstanding in connection with the foundation pile work.

8.

It is

some
Your message of 22nd July read:- "Details of warehouse foundation

To this I replied:- "Foundations*, shedV must
By this it was

work by next mail".
comply with plans'(of shed) sent per "Laguna", 
intended to convey that the position of the piling must necess
arily conform to the shed design. From your last message of 

23rd August it is inferred that your references were with regard 

to dimensions only. However, the matter will doubtless be fully 

cleared up on receipt of your next letters.
When next cabling please give an indication of 

when it is desirable to ship the new wool shed for Fitzroy. 

order has not yet been placed as it is realized that with so much 

work on hand Mr. Peters may not be able to deal with it for some 

time. Meanwhile, the press and engine foundation plans were

9.

0*'

The

pr
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posted to you on the 18th August by the s.s. "Falk”.
The ease of the •,Woodville,, is still unsettled.
We understand that Governor Hodson has come to the 

conclusion that the Experimental Farm cannot, with advantage, 
be continued and that Messrs. Bonner and Felton have, at the 

request of the Colonial Office, placed their views on the 

matter before the Authorities.
Board advised of developments.

10.
11.

You will doubtless keep the

The Quasi-Arc Welding Set, referred to in 128116V 

is being shipped by this opportunity, 

for Mr.Peters

12.

Enclosed please find 

information the following literature relative
to running:-

Instructions to Operators.
Instructions to Operators - With Electrodes. 
Instructions for Running and Care of the 

Q,uasi-Are Petrol Generator Welding set.
We have no doubt that with the assistance of the above Mr.
Peters will have no difficulty in quickly mastering the
technicalities in connection with the work to be done by it.

The current series of Wool Sales opened with a
firm tone on the 13th instant. As you will see from the

catalogues enclosed, the “N.A" wool and sundry other marks
were sold on the 16th and realised satisfactory prices. The
balance of the "Lobos" shipment, including some Company's and
Clients' wool, will be sold on the 28th instant. After that
the usual cable will be sent you giving the average price made

for each mark.

13.

Yours faithfully/

<5-
- 2?

Managing Director#
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Since writing paragraph 4. I am advised by our 

Solicitors that they have agreed with Messrs. Clarkson & Co 

acting on behalf of the Owners, that the proportion of salvage 

which would have been applicable to the provisions and stores, 
on the assumption that an award of £1000 in all had been given 

to us, would be £80; in addition there would be their costs,
We have therefore paid Messrs. Clarkson, as

£490. 17. 11 

90. 10. 0

14.
•»

£10. 10. 0.
per your telegram 

less, as above
• • •• • •

• • •• • •

£400. 7. 11

It will now be possible for our Solicitors to say what 
proportion would have been, in the ordinary course, awarded 

Advice of this will be sent you later.to the crew.

- & -•,' •/ / ,/Wip

:

i
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Enclosures per S.S."Orita" via Liverpool. '

1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 26th August,10th.12th.k 13th Sept.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 30th August.6th (2) 7th & 12th

September.
General Invoice Stores shipped per "Southern Queen"
Average prices of Wool sold at Public Auction on 13th & 16th Septein

berDuCroz Doxat k Co’s reports on Company’s Wool ex "Lobos".
DuCroz Doxat & Co’s reports of Clients’ Wool ex

D II 81 bales Wool 
Weddel159

2

3

4

5

6 "Lobos"

IIP 21 bales Wool 
C C W 27 

AP 3G
i 3

86-Li J 3

J II D 101 B 5J 3

P B 72 M 43 3

Beaver 43 
AFC 33 

W P 36 
T II 1.29

Club 16 
SSS 144

3 3

3 3

II 45J J
O*J 3 D

7 Original letter received from Gibbs & Co..Valnaraiso dated 2nd Aug 
sent us in error documents referred to attached.

Cinzano & Co’s invoice for 15 cases Vermouth shipped direct via
Montevideo.

-Mining & Cobb’s report on Hides ex "Lobos"

Jacorab Iloare & Go’s priced Wool catalogue of 13th September sale 

Jacomb Iloare & Co’s priced Skins catalogue of 7th September sale 

Aiming k Cobb’s priced Skin catalogue of 9th September sale.

DuCrox Doxat k Co’s priced Wool catalogue of 16th September sale,. 

Wool Landing Certificates:-

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
i ]D & S 3 bales Wool ex "Losada"

"Lobos"
-If ft D 94
Heart 182

3 3

3 Jz 146 3 3 3 3

II k B 14 J 3 3 3

J G 227 3 J 3 3

Moro. J G 80
W K C 99
HKC 19 
J L W 219
J L W 6

"Losada"
"Loboa"
"Losada"
"Lobos"

15 DuCroz Doxat k Co’s wool market reports dated 13th September.
16 Aiming k Cobb’s reports on Company Skins ex "Lobos.
17 B/L .20 cases Brandy shipped per "Orita" at LaPallice.
18 Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 8tli September.
19 Copy of letter from W Gordon Glover dated 7th September and the two

plans Nos.186/5 & No.G.S.D./244 referred to attached.

J 3

3 3

3 3

3 3

3 3

:
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20 . Memo to II.n.it.Gresham dated 21st September together with 

plans as detailed attached re Building shipped per S.S. 
"Orita" for G.J.Felton.. (

21 Remarks on Accounts.
Account Current dated 21st September and vouchers. 
Remarks on Stores.

22

23

24 Copy of letter to T.Cl.Slaughter dated 21st September. 
Arming L Cobb’s reports on Clients Skins ex"Lobos"

1 bale Skins

25

B M 1 bale Skins 
C.C.TT.lS & S 5 

McG G 
R B C 3 

L
Heart 13 

W P 1

Copy of letter from ff.Gordon Glover dated 19th September 

Additions to Bentley’s Code dated 21st September.

Suppliers Invoices for Stores shipped per"Orita"

Memo to II.II.R. Gresham dated 21st September together with

plans as detailed attached re Building shipped per S.S. 
"Orita" for G.Bohner.

Instructions to Operators in connection with Ouaso-Arc TFeldin°- 

Set shipped per S.S."Orita"

ro Egurift ft Phtnid deity

Two Plans of Proposed GOO ton Slipway for Port Stanley vide 

Despatch No. 1282 par.*7.

3 3 3 3

II3 3 3 3

T R 5 
Club 4 
A F C 3 
J II 2

3 3 3 34 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

26

27

28

29

30

jiy of .1 , \ < I ; i W.Gnrdna n i ^

31

LONDON 21st September,1927

i
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Enclosures fer Supplementary Mail

I

List of Cargo per S.S.f,0ritaM1i

:'
o Remarks on accounts

3 Woo] Landing ertificates L-

W K C 120 Wales Woo] ex Ortega"
II 5; B 12 3 3 3 3

J L W 5 3 3 3 3

J G Moro f 3 3 3 3

LONDON 20rd September,1927 I:

*

Vi
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■y'/h/t'eo/.ttsU'n- 'S/leti/s./// •

Pers.s. "ABADESA" via Montevideo, y 

J ro 1283. 4.9 27;—-J/.oa■>.c/on :£.c3. 30th September,:
!. I_J)ear Sir,1

We are notified by the Post Office that a mail for 

the Falkland Islands is closing to-day by the above, but we 

are somewhat in the dark as to the connection between Monte
However, we are taking the opportunity 

of forwarding accounts up to date together with a large batch 

of Account Sales which have been completed since writing you 

last on the 21st instant.
As advised you in 1281. para. 10., the "Fennia" and 

her cargo were purchased for the sum of £6750. The view 

taken by the Board is that the hull was not a necessity for

Video and Stanley.

2.

us except in so far as it became necessary to purchase her
For this reason the totalfor storing the patent fuel, 

consideration is being liquidated in our accounts herewith as
follows :-

3831 tons of Fuel at 34/- 

27 tons of Coke
£6512. 10. 0.

37. 10. 0.
£6550. 0. 0.

The vessel being capitalised 
here for 200. C. 0.

£6750. 0. 0.

You will doubtless be forwarding a complete list of the gear1;' 

stores and sundries taken over with the ship. These particu

lars will be awaited with interest.
Yours faithfully/

77
jf(3 --

Managing Director.
H.H.R. Gresham, Esq.'/ 

Manager/
Port Stanley.

V-
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail 
via Montevideo.

Originals

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 2Gth & 29tli Sept.1

O Generai Invoice - Stores per S.S."0rita"

8 DuCroz Poxat & Co's Wool sale Catalogue of 28th 

September.
Woo] Landing Certificates

E E M 2 bales Wool "Lobos"
II & B 94

4

"Losada"l J , l

•r Remarks on Stores.c.1

6 Account Current dated 30th September and vouchers

7 Average prices of Wool sold at Public Auction 

on the 28th September.

Jacomb TIoare A. Co’d Wool market report dated 

29th September,27

Duplicate sets of Plans of Buildings shipped 

per "Orita" for G.Bonner A G.J.Felton.

8

9

London 30th September,1927
5’

/
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? y/u/ce-c/Msic/sG/.
/V/s.s. "AKLANZA"' via Montev > /

on//on■:£. c. 5. 6th October, y/,9 27N? 1284.

Dear SirV
i * Sinee writing you on the 30th ultimo I have received,-

only yesterday,- your message despatched from Stanley per
Wireless Oeean-Poste on the 30th August, reading as follows

"Parker engineer resigned inform Secretary Marine 
"Jhgineers Association Hull He was completely 
"satisfactory Recommend send similar man young 
"if possible."

An inquiry was addressed to the official referred to
by yesterday's post, but the reply cannot be received in time

It is not clear whether Parker isto be dealt with here.
leaving immediately or has given the six months notice required

If the mail per "Laguna" now due throws noby his agreement* 

light on this point, it will be necessary to ask you by cable
when the new man is required.

The question of making a change in the Company's Agency
As Mr. Ernest Hobbs is

2.
at Punta Arenas is under consideration, 

no longer there and his business is, we understand, being run
entirely by his chief clerk, the position is not a satisfactory 

Mr. John Dick of Casilla 374, Punta Arenas, has beenone.
strongly recommended, and it is probable the Board will decide 

to ask him to care for its interests as from 1st January next, 

understood from Mr. Dick at a recent interview that he 

prepared to do this on the same terms as paid in the past
It was
was
to Mr. E. Hobbs, viz. 2j$.

Yours faithfully,'

J.

Managing Director.

H.H.R. Gresham, Esq., 
Manager,'

Port Stanley.
^ '
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ENCLOSUBE 3.

OBIflINAIS

1 copy of Cablegram received dated 4th October*

of Wireless Ocean Post Message* dated 30th august 
received 5th October*

of1 Letter’ from Mrs Mabel Anson dated 5th October

2 Ocpy

3 Copy

4) Dueroz Doxat & Go’s Wool Market »*pprt» dated 29th Sept

5 Wool Landing Certificates
473 bales Wool ex "Lobos”<N A' -

•S'
86h y yi y

s'S
81D ff ♦ yy y

flj 129 

J H D 101
Account1 Current dated 6th October’ and vouchers

y yy y

y yy y

6‘

Remarks on Accounts.7

- ■'

, LONDON ^tfeu> OCTOBER* *.*:j ISJFfyw

I

;
A
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1285V DATED 18th OCTOBHtV 1927. PER S.S."THOROY".

1 Acknowledges Nos. 672/3.

2 Direot shipment of sugar from P.A. - Insurance not effected. 

Lighter from P.A.
-"I3 Ehgineer for s.s. "Falkland” - 2nd's Certificate sufficient.

"Egeria" and Jetty Shed.4

5 Mason-bricklayer.

Punta Arenas Agency - offered to Mr.John Dick.6
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CL hr jfalhlanii (liuitpmtij, WimtUti.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

6/,
Per s.s. "THOROY" r **

18th October, r/cj 27N? 1285. o/'raon;£.c.3.

Dear Sir,
Your despatches Nos. 672/3 of 23rd and 27th August 

came to hand only yesterday morning, therefore time will not 

admit of their being dealt with by this opportunity.
A letter has been received from Mr. Ernest Hobbs, dated 

10th September, a copy of which we are advised is being sent to 

you, relative to the unfortunate omission to insure xxxsZ a 

parcel of sugar ordered direct from Stanley by the "Lobos" in 

June last and subsequently damaged in the "Rosa Baker". There 

is no doubt whatever that if you bought the sugar f.o.b. Runta 

and gave Mr. Hobbs no instructions to insure he cannot be held 

In all such cases when you are importing goods 

direct and are not buying on c.i.f. terms you should pass us a 

cable to effect cover for the approximate amount likely to be

at risk.

2.

to blame.

What is the position of the lighter on order? Is it 

still under construction? Insurance has been effected on the 

£950 paid on account (vide 1281.14.) and apart from that we 

assume that it is not at our risk until delivery has been 

tendered and accepted on the Company s behalf.
In continuation of paragraph 1 of 1284, from cables3.

exchanged it is now understood that the Engineer for the 

"Falkland" need only have a Second's Certificate to comply
local regulations and that he must arrive in Stanleywith your 

by the end of February.
The Marine Engineers Association have the matter in 

hand and anticipate no difficulty in finding a man, although, 

recent improvement in shipping has much reduced the supplythe
of unemployed good men.

H.H.R. Gresham, Esq.,'
Manager,

Fort Stanley.
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No. 1285. 18th October, 1927.

672.16 & 19.
673. 5 & 23.

despatched and Mr. Peters' plan etc. has enabled orders to be 

placed, for shipment by the "Losada" sailing 12th November, of 

the required pile shoes, iron rods and binding wire for the East 
Following your suggestion the 1/$" iron binding

The information contained in these4.

Jetty Shed.
wire will be sent, bent to shape in Types "A" and "B" as per
Mr. Glover's plan for pile construction; this should save a

Your idea of raising the level of thegreat deal of time, 

shed is certainly very desirable; this will not alter Messrs.
Bain's plan of the structure.

That firm is being instructed to ship all 

its material up to and including the floor by the ■'Losada'' and
They will also send thethe remainder by the "January boat, 

necessary gangway material to connect the shed and .jetty.
The Board will be very gratified to read 

your excellent report on your organization and progress of the 

preparation work at Navy Point.
Your urgent need of another mason-bricklayer is5.

appreciated. The great difficulty is that these men can easily 

earn here, anywhere in the country, owing to the activity in the 

building trade, as much as we are paying, viz. £17 per month.
But I will take the matter up again with our Scotch and Country 

Agents and see what can be done.
In continuation of paragraph 2. 1284, you will since 

have received the cable advising that Mr. John Dick has been 

offered the Agency at Punta Arenas as from the 1st January next. 

We trust that the communication sent has enabled you to meet 
Mr. Dick on the arrival of the "Orita", thus affording you an 

opportunity of discussing your various requirements with him.
A copy of our letter to him, dated 14th October, is enclosed 

herewith.

6.

Yours fiithfullyV

Managing Director.
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ENCLOSURES VIA CARDIFF.

ORIGINALS.

1 Copy of cablegrams sent dated 12th & 13th October.

2 Copy of cablegrams received dated 13th & 16th October.

3 Copy of letter to John Dick dated 14th October.

4 Remarks on Stores.

5 Remarks on Accounts.

6 Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 18th October.

LONDON. 18th OCTOBER. 1927.
I

i
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1286. DATED 25th OCTOBER'." 1927 PER S.S."AVILA".

Acknowledges No.674.
Dependencies Research Fund - approves letter to Government 

of 5th July protesting against enormous expenditure.
"Falkland" regarding Survey. Use of paraffin.
Martin Biggs - 

ordered.
"Falkland" - deviations - referred to in 1281.
Oil Fuel Depot - Matters to he taken up with Admiralty.
P.A. Agents - referred to in 1285.
Benjamin Browning's Est. Documents not enclosed with 672. 
Slipway - Pleased that "Kelp" can he hauled up on.
RobbBry at Fitzroy Store.
Sale of land to Sedgwick.
Lively Island - re buoying entrance to .
Produce Carrying Contracts - Forms will he sent next mail.
Dr. Moir's intended resignation - Question of increase in 

salary to he considered by Board.
New Warehouse - dealt with in 1285.
Diver - Position noted.
Store - Action re Storekeeper approved.
Findlay Creek Bridge.
Mason-bricklayer - Trying to obtain.

Electric Welding Plant.
"Fennia" - use of fuel by "Falkland".

A

Wool Sheds - re ventilators.
Mail Service - Asks terms on which "Fleurus" has been 

engaged to.carry to and from M.V.
re Chief Engineer "Falkland".
"Falkland" - Asks for Lignum Vitae to be returned, 

re Lot 4 Western Suburbs.
"Hen" defects.
Hill Cove Wool Shed - what machinery is to be brought back? 

"Efeeria" pile work - Photographs appreciated.
Non—Insured goods from Punta Arenas.

Experimental Farm.
Wm.Crtfe's application for compensation.
"Fennia" - Purchase of Stores and Provisions.
New Island,Slipway - re sale of.

1
2

3
notes case settled - Artificial arm to be4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19 !

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32V-' 33
34

1
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6'7, Z^ta^cec/btlcAs
Avs .s."AVILA" and "SOUTHERN KING",,

25th. .October,'.„-/^27N° 1286. on,/zoru£.c.3..

Dear Sir,"
I have to acknowledge receipt,- on the 19th instant,- 

of your despatch No.674 forwarded by the "Fleurus".
2. 672.2. The appalling waste of money in connection with 

the "Discovery" enterprise, in respect of which you have so
properly lodged your protest in the letter of 5th July to the 

Government, is a matter whieh will claim the attention of the 

Your action will, I am sure, have its decidednext Board.
approval»

Your further advices with regard to the3. 672.3.
673.2.18.

proportion of work connected with the Survey requirements which
can be effected in Stanley will be awaited with interest. In 

the meantime it is noted with much satisfaction that Mr.Peters 

sees no difficulty is drawing the tail shaft in Stanley.
With the information given as to the annual 

outlay for paraffin the question of the dynamo will be again 

considered.
4. 672.4. The Board will be glad to hear that the Martin 

Biggs case has been settled within the limits laid down and that 

he is proving useful in the Store, 

once for the artificial arm.
An order will be placed at

I will now take the matter up again with the 

Admiralty and hope to be successful in recovering some substan
tial portion of the compensation paid'.

The Board's decision with regard to deviations 

of the s.s. "Falkland" in cases of sickness was laid down in 

1281. para.13.

5. 672.5.

H.H.R. Gresham, Esq/,1 

Manager^
Port Stanley.
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No. 1286. 25th October, 1927. - 2 -

6. 672.6. The matters referred to will be taken up with 

the Admiralty and its decision advised you later.
7. 672.8. The appointment of Mr. John Dick as Agent at 

Punta Arenas was referred to in 1285. para. 6.
8. 672.9. The documents relative to Benjamin Browning 

have not come to hand and they are not mentioned on your list
of enclosures.

9. 672i. 10. It is delightful news that at length it has been 

possible to haul up on your slipway one of the Company's vessels
of the size of the "Kelp” and have her bottom properly inspected 

and repaired. It is a record in the annals of the Company and 

the Board will feel that the outlay on the small cradle was 

justified. The photographs are much appreciated.
10. 672.11. Your action in bringing the youths who stole 

from the Fitzroy Store to justice will doubtless go far towards 

deterring others similarly inclined.
11. 672.12. The Conveyance Form relative to the £ acre 

plot of land sold to L.A.Sedgwick will be signed and sealed and 

returned to you in due course.
12. 672.13. The Board will be gratified to hear of the 

good work Captain Roberts has done in buoying the entrance to 

Lively Island.
13. 672.15. Signatures of the Farmers here to the usual form 

of contract for the carriage of the coming season's produce are 

being obtained; a supply of forms for your local use will be 

forwarded next mail.
The Board will, I am sure, much regret to hear 

of Dr. Moir's intended resignation at the end of 1929.
672.17.674.13.14.

His
application for an increase of salary will come before it at the 

next Meeting.
15. 672^19. Dealt with in No. 1285. para. 4.

673.5. 23.
16. 673.14. The position in Stanley relative to a diver is

noted.
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No. 1286. 25th October, 1927. - 3 -

17. 673.16. Your action, insisting on the Storekeeper 

keeping a closer watch on all Store Debtors, is warmly 

approved. It should be his responsibility in the first 

place and it is hoped that your letter to him will have good 

effect.
18. 673i.l7. We appreciate that the pressure of other 

work has prevented so far the erection of the Findlay Creek 

Bridge; it is, however, unfortunate that the materials were 

shipped out as it must be difficult to prevent deterioration.
19. 673.17. Time has hardly been sufficient to obtain

a reply to the enquiry sent to Scotland relative to securing
The matter ismason-bricklayers, referred to in 1285. 5. 

being followed up and you will be kept advised.
20. 673.19. The view taken here with regard to the policy

of supplying you with an Electric Welding Plant corresponds 

exactly with that you express with regard to the diving outfit. 

Any moment a case might arise, with the steam vessels particu
larly, when thousands of pounds might be saved by the use of the 

It is practically certain that had. one been in Stanleyplant.
at the time the boilers of both the "Kelp" and the "Falkland"
could have been given some years more of life.

21. 673.20. We are assured by all who ought to know about
these matters that there should be no difficulty whatever in

Briquette fuelthe "Falkland" using the "Fennia',s patent fuel.
almost ingencral use on coasting vessels here during the 

; there are several qualities, but the "Fennia"s is made 

from best small Welsh Coal, and on account of its higher

was
war

calorific value commands at all times a price from 1/- to 1/6 

above the coal from the best Welsh pits. Moreover it will 

keep almost indefinitely without deterioration.'
22. 673.22. The information re ventilators is noted; an

improvement on those fitted at Goose Green will be sent for the 

Fitzroy shed.
The particulars you give throw light on the23. 674.2.

extraordinary profusion of mails recently advertised by the
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PoBt Office with regard to which we have been completdy 

mystified.
You give no information as to the terms on which 

this service of the "Fleurus" has been arranged; the Board 

will be very interested to hear this and also to know whether 

there is any prospeot of the "Falkland" obtaining a share of 

the business.
24. 674.3. There is at present nothing further to add 

to paragraph 3 of 1285.
25. 674.4. The further information promised will be 

awaited with interest. A copy of Mr. Kennaugh's letter,' 
dated 22nd October, re the Lignum Vitae is enclosed. Please 

return it here as he suggests*
26. 673.8. The attitude adopted by the Government relative

674.5.
to Lot 4 in the Western Suburbs is noted. The matter will be 

considered by the Board at its next Meeting.'
27. 674.6. The defects and bad workmanship found in the

"lien" are certainly annoying, but after all it must be borne
in mind that at a cost of approximately £20 per ton the same

a
perfect workmanship as in/toat costing £40 per ton could hardly 

be expected. The lowest quotation obtainable from fiiglish 

coast builders at the time was double the cost paid for the

"lien".
It is unfortunate that she cannot be hauled up 

on your small slipway. Evidently "heaving her down" is
The case once more emphasises the helpless-

- w
damaging to her 

ness of the position in Stanley without adequate slipping
a •

n

facilities. . _ ........
28. 674.7. To what machinery do you refer as being brought

back from Hill Cove?
29. 674.8. The photographs shewing the arrangement of the 

plant for concrete pile making at Navy Point are to hand and 

are much appreciated.
30. 674.9. I am afraid that nothing can be added to what

5,
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No. 1286. 25th October, 1927. - 5 -

If you bought the goods xk fn.b. 

Punta Arenas and cannot point to any standing or specific
was written in 1285. para. 2.

instructions to our Agent there to insure he cannot be held 

A more alert Agent would certainly have raisedresponsible.
the question with you by cable before the vessel sailed.

Doubtless at your interview with Mr. Dick on his 

arrival in the "Orita" you will come to some clear understanding
that will prevent the recurrence of such an unfortunat e mistake.j

It was understood from Mr. Bonner that the31. 673.9.674.10.
decision come to at the Colonial Office with regard to the
Experimental Farm was that it should be continued only so far 

as the money already granted would permit, 

advantage hereafter in following this course as it will then 

be on Government records that the venture proved a complete 

fiasco.

There may be some

673.13. Or* Moir's report on the case of Win.Craig 
674.12.is to hand} this and the information you give will enable us 

to know how to deal with him should any further application 

be received.

32.

674.14. The settlement come to with the Owners of the 

"Fennia" for the purchase of stores, etc. was fully reported 

in 1282 a4.

33.

Messrs. Chr. Salvesen & Co. have sent me a
No doubt

34.
of their letter to you of the 7th September.copy

you will in due course advise whether any of the goods 

mentioned in their inventory are worth taking over and what
would be prepared to offer for them.

So far as the slipway is concerned, it was

hopeless wreck when I was ites® on it in 1920, and certainly 

would not pay for removal even if its capacity were sufficient, 

which it is not, for our purpose in Stanley, 

has been under water for some time must have deteriorated to 

some extent."

you

a

The coal too vhidt

;---iYours faithfully,*
/ %>. ' VSE-'" djO

Managing Director.



ENCLOSURES VIA MONTEVIDEO.

Originals.

Copy of letter from T.T. Kennaugh dated 22nd October 

re "Falkland".
1

Remarks on Stores.2

Account Current dated 25th October.3

Copy of letter to T.G. Slaughter dated 25th October.4

LONDON. 25th October. 1927.
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ENCLOSURES FIA MONTEVIDEO.

Originals.

1 Copy of Cablegram to Stanley dated 27th October.

Copy of Cablegram from Stanley dated 2#th October.2

3 Wool Landing Certificates
67 bales of Wool "Lobos"W C

D H 87
68S Is 77

J H 
Beaver 
Club

42
16
36AP
36W P

144S & S
J H

Weddell 59
4M

& 45
B 5

C C W 27
HP’ 21

Triangle 

AFC 33
F B 70

Additions to Bentley's Code, dated 28th October.4

Remarks on Accounts, dated 28th October, 1927.5

Account Current dated 28th October and vouchers.6

8 £T Falkland Islands Notes and 
5 10s/-

7 ditto

LONDON. 28th October. 1927.
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1287V DATED 11TH NOVEMBER.1 1927 PER "LOSADA"»

s.s . "Falkland." - deviation of voyage.
Contract with P.S.N.C. renewed on old terms.

Coastwise Contract.

1
2

Dr. Moir - salary increased to £400 p.a.
East Jetty Shed - materials to go by first cargo boat.
Gives terms arranged for use of Shed and Plant at Naval Camber.
Chief Engineer for s.s. "Falkland" - in communication with

applicant for position.
Naval Fuel Depot - encloses correspondence from Admiralty.

3
4
5
6

7
Fitzroy Shed - materials to be shipped by first cargo boat

next year.
Encloses completed Conveyance for land sold to L.A.Sedgwick.

- Salvage Award to Captain and crews od "Falkland" 
and "Kelp".

of letter from Colonial Office re construction 
osed.

- £900 awarded for salvage services.

8

9
"Fennia"10

- Copy 
encl

Slipway11

"Woodville"12
Boy Scout Movement - subscription of £25 advised.

further steps to establish claim to.
13

Plot 4. - Board taking no 

East Jetty Shed - plans enclosed.
14
15

”aea - jusa-:16

"Gentoo" - carrying of machinery from Hill Cove to Stanley. 
Insurance of*17

c

m

.1 VI U L3 liCU.lJ.Cy m
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: J/taceeAwud,- S$lee£G/, c
Per "LOSADA". 

Aro 1287* 11th November,... ,./^27

Dear Sir,
Referring to paragraph 5 of 1286, please find herewith 

copy of correspondence with Messrs* J.L. Waldron, Ltd., relative 

to the deviation of the "Falkland" throu^i carrying to Stanley 

their sick employee. It will be seen they readily agree to bear 

the extra expenses incurred.
The contract with the P.S.N.C (copy enclosed) has been 

renewed for the coming season on the same terms as last* That 
with our clients in respect of the coastwise trade has been 

signed by those enumerated in the accompanying list. In 

connection therewith Mr. G.T. Dean has written that as his

2.

produce will be taken into Stanley by the "Gentoo", he is unable 

to sign the contract, but is willing to agree that it should be
Forms to be completed at yourall shipped by P.S.N.C. vessels* 

end are enclosed.
Dr. J.I. Moir’s letters of the 10th August and 5th3*

It greatlySeptember to you have been considered by the Board, 
appreciates the zealous way in which he has carried out his
duties and sincerely trusts that he may be induced to remain 

in the service of the Company, as he suggests, until the end of
Does this mean 31st January 1929?

The Board further approves of his salary being raised to 

£400 per annum as from 1st January next.
Please inform Dr. Moir that the Board will be obliged

the season 1929.

if, when the period of his service is drawing to a close, he will 

be good enough to communicate with his Hospital friends and 

Institutions in Scotland with a view to securing a successor.
In paragraph 4 of 1285 I advised that all material for th« 

structure of the Bast Jetty Shed would be shipped by the January 

On further consideration, for many reasons, it has been

4.

steamer.
H.H.R.Gresham,' Esq., 

Manager,'
___ Port Stanley.
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No. 1287. lltli November,' 1927. - 2 -

decided to forward it by the first cargo boat sailing after 

This will save railage from Glasgow to 

Liverpool, freight and the trouble and expense of lighterage 

from Port William in the case of the "Orduna".
The gangway (blue print No. B/7551 herewith) to connect 

the shed and the hulk, shewn in Mr. Peters' plan, will be sent 
in the "Orduna"; it occurs to us that probably it may be very 

useful for you to have this before the super structure arrives. 

Copy of a letter from the Admiralty, dated 7th November'/ 
1927, is enclosed, advising that the rental for the use of the

the "Orduna".

5.

shed and plant at the Naval Camber has been assessed at £1 per 

week and the royalty on the stone removed at the rate of 1/- 

This arrangement is considered as eminently satis-per ton. 

factory,.
We are in communication with an Engineer for the s.s. 

"Falkland", holding a 1st class Board of Trade certificate; 

whoever is engaged will be sent out in the "Orduna11 sailing

6.

4th January.
Copies of the following letters from the Admiralty 

axe sent herewith:-
3rd November, 1927.

7.

Asking when the statement shewing 
issues of oil to 30th June 1927 
may be expected.

3rd November, 1927. Advising that the damp proofingsolution and brushes,- referred to 
in vour 672. paragraph 6,- are being 
sent out.

Referring to your telegram of 25th October, all
for the Fitzroy Shed will be shipped by the first

The makers

8.
materials

boat following the mail steamer "Orduna".
instructed to mark every piece and package with a 

distinctive from that used for the materials of

cargo
have been
colour quite

jetty shed which will go by the same opportunity.
Enclosed please find completed Conveyance for the & acre

the
9.

- Part of Plot 8 Section II/- sold to Lawrence Adrianof land, 

Sedgwick.

ii._______
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i- 3 -No. 1287. 11th November, 1927.

Alluding to remarks in paragraph 14 of 1282V I now send 

copy of letter from our Solicitors,' Messrs. Ince, Colt, Ince 

& Roscoe, giving their opinion as to the probable salvage which in

10.

their opinion would have been awarded for the services rendered in
You will see that £200 is awarded tothe case of the "Fennia".

the crews of the s.s. "Falkland1' and the tug "Kelp", and their
The Bdard hasletter indicates how this sum should be apportioned.

approved of your making the payments accordingly.
Enclosed will be found copy of a letter from the Col<Snial 

Office, dated 3rd November,' 1927,' with reference to the construction
The conditions laid down therein, particularly ash

11.

of a slipway.
dealing with the "William Scoresby", are matters with regard to 

which it will be necessary to consult our Engineers before the
Board can come to a decision.

Referring to despatch No. 1278, I am able to advise that 

Sir Joseph Lowrey has now given his award for salvage services 

rendered in the case of the "Woodville". From copies of letters 

enclosed from Messrs. Ince, Colt & Co., dated 8th November,' 1927,

12.

and the copy of the award, it will be seen that the sum awarded is 

of which the Captain of the "Falkland" receives £40 and £100£900,
is to be divided among his crew and a further sum of £8. 0. 0.among
the crew of the "Kelp".

Please make these payments accordingly.
Your letter of 11th July with reference to the inaugura-13.

tion of the Boy Scout Movement in Port Stanley was before the Board
I have pleasure in informing you that the ^ 

authorised the payment, as a donation, of the sum of £25.
at the last meeting. 

Directors
Referring to your 674 paragraph 5, and the letter from 

the Colonial Secretary dated 31st August,1 1927, on the subject of
14.

Plot 4, Western Suburbs,1 after full consideration the Board is of_ 

opinion that, although the provisional grant in its possession is 

that the land became the property of Mr. S. Lafone andclear proof
that there is strong presumptive evidence that it should have been^

L
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transferred to the Company with his other holdings, nevertheless
•, iit is not prepared to take any further steps to establish its 

title.
The Board will he glad if you will express its thanks 

to the Colonial Secretary for the trouble taken to unravel the 

mystery.
In continuation of paragraph 4, in connection with the 

East Jetty Shed the following plans revised by Messrs. Win.Bain 

& Co. will be found herewith:- B.7426/1 and 2. 
on the 14th July should of course be destroyed.

In connection with the Fitzroy Shed various foundation 

and other plans, as detailed on the enclosure list, are sent 
herewith.

15.

The one sent you

16.

Attached to the above will be found specification of 

With reference to these and having regardtimber requirements, 
to the fact that the "Falkland" is at the moment due at Punta
Arenas, we thought it wise to cable you yesterday an outline of 

what is wanted so that you can place the order there accordingly.
Yours faithfully,'

t ^3' J A - ’Cs>, >
Managing Director.

With reference to your remarks in 674 paragraph 7, to 

the effect that you were arranging for the "Gentoo" to take back
A

the machinery,- presumably the stone breaking and concrete mixing
plant which is valued at approximately £700,- please note that as
the "Gentoo'1 is an outside vessel and not covered under our 

in such circumstances
ordinary policies,/a cable should be sent us if the shipment is to 

be effected so that the necessary insurance can be taken out. 

Meanwhile we have taken steps to cover the risk.

17.
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ENCLOSURES VIA LIVERPOOL.

Priginala.
Couv of Cablegrams sent dated 31st October, 3rd,4th,7th 

F & 9th November.
Conv of Cablegrams received dated 10th,29th,31st October,

3rd,4th,5th,8th & 9th November.
Supply of Produce Contract Forms and copy of Circular 

letter issued to Farmers in U.K.
Copv of letter to J.L.Waldron Ltd. dated 27th October 

and their replies of 28th & 31st October.
Martini & Rossi's invoice for Vermouth shipped djutssfe 

via Montevideo.
Copy of letters (two) from the Admiralty, dated 3rd and 

our replies of 4th November.
Copy of letter from Ince,Colt,Ince & Roscoe, dated 8th 

November re "Woodville" and Award attached.
Conveyance for Part of Plot 8 Section II on Plan of 

Stanley from F.I. Coy. to L.A. Sedgwick.
Copy of letter from Admiralty dated 7th November.
Copy of freight contract between F.I. Coy. and 

P.S.N.C. for 1927-28 produce.
Account Current dated 11th November and vouchers.

Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores.
Blue Print of Foundation Plan No.F602/A from WnuBain 

& Co.Ltd. for Fitzroy Wool Shed.
Wm. Bain & Co.Ltd. Qeneral Plan No. E 602/L of

Fitzroy Wool Shed and details of timber floor 
grating for pens No. 590/1.

Win. Bain & Co.Ltd. Blue Print No.B/7551 of East Jetty 
Gangway.

Wm.Bain & Co.Ltd. 2 Blue Prints No.B/7426/1 and 2 
of East Jetty Shed.

Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 11th November.
Memorandum H.H.R.Gresham,Esq. dated 11th November re 

Latham Cookers.
Additions to Bentley's Code.
Copy of letter from Colonial Office dated 3rd November.

Copv of letter from Ince, Colt & Co. dated 31st Oct. 
re "Fennia".

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11
12
13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
22

I
LONDON. 11th NOVEMBER. 1927.

i
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PRECIS OF T)F!SPATCH NO. 1288. DATED 18M NOVEMBER. 1927. PER "LOSADA11.

Stores for Far® - Invoicing direct -
Question of pricing.

Oil Fuel Depot - ihcloses letter from Admiralty. 

Coal sent to Goose Green for household use.

1

2
3

5

—
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Pm- "LOSADA" (Supplementary) 

JVF 1288.
I-^Z.oru/on.£.c.o...18th. November t-----

Dear Sir,’
By this vessel,- sailed Liverpool 13th instant7,- you 

will receive the first shijment of general stores, marked,
insured against all risks and consigned direct to the Darwin and

Separate suppliers' invoices for same will 
reach you in the usual consignees letter and further copies for 

at the Stores mentioned will follow with thB General Invoice 

This invoice can never be completed in time to

North Arm Stores.

use
by next mail*
be sent with the shipment,' but in cases where costs are required
before that arrives, you will have all the necessary information 

in the freight account and measurement slips,,
You will 3ee that the invoice value of these stores 

amounts to £5338 for Darwin and £1666 for North Arm',' and it is 

important that the sales of such a large and miscellaneousvery
lot of goods on the Farm should not be allowed to reduce our

After all,' the Company's employees on 

200 men, and their families-, are a fairly large
General Store Profit.
the Farm,- some 

proportion of the population of the Islands.
Therefore, from the begining of the year the Farm Stores

must be treated in every respeot as your branch stores and all
profits made must be brought into your annual accounts as:-

Profit on StoresStanley 
Darwin 
North Arm - V.- »

* «t 0

The prices to be charged for all goods in future must 
solely by you, bearing in mind that, apart from sellingbe fixed

essentials such as flour,' sugar and tea at prices that will cover
delivered cost at the store plus sufficient to defray the 

applicable to the particular commodity, all
their
inevitable losses 

other goods must bear a profit at any rate equal to that at

: •H.H.R. Gresham,1 Esq., 
Manager,

Port Stanley.
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whioh the same articles are sold to Company's men in Stanley. 
This must mean slightly higher prices than Stanley, as freight 

and delivery to the stations must he added.
I would confirm and refer you to page 2 of 1273 and 

again emphasize that in charging the Farm direct for all 
consumable stores, such as bagging, hooping, fencing,' etc 

is not to be "salted" for the purpose of "boosting" up Stanley

r •* it• i

Store profits; the charges for same must be limited in accordance
with instructions already given.

These shipments to the Farm Stores should in future be 

charged in your Stanley books to accounts opened for them - 

Darwin Store, North Am Store - at actual cost delivered at their 

destination whioh of course includes cost of handling in Stanley
At the end of the year it will be aand freight coastwise= 

simple matter to bring into these accounts the stocks on hand, 
th^sales for cash and deliveries debited to men's accounts and

strike the profit.
Iholosed please find copy of letter from the Admiralty, 

dated 16th instant, relative to paragraph 22a which has to be 

added to the Appendix XIX to Store Duties Instructions.
It is noted from your 673 paragraph 12 that the 145

2.

3.
of Punta Arenas Coal were sent to Goose Green (May 1927) 

for household use. Bearing in mind that it cost 95s/~* c.i.f. 

Stanley and it could not have been landed at Goose Green under 

£5. 10. 0. per ton," the cost there works out at £797. 
a very heavy charge for the Farm to bear and the Board would 

like to know that steps were taken to control and limit its use 

at Goose Green and to ensure that it is not being drawn on in

tons

This is

preference to using peat.
A copy of thB above remarks is being sent to the Camp

Manager with a request for information.
Yours faithfully^

o

Managing Director.
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ENCLOSURES PER SUPPLEMENTARY MAIL.

ORIGINALS.

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 15th & 18th November.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 12th & 14th November. 

Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 16th November.

1

2

3

List of General Cargo shipped per s.s. "LOSADA".4

Copy of invoice for Cinzano's shipment of Vermouth direct

Bill of Lading and invoice for two cases Drugs shipped 

by Evans Sons Lescher & Webb for Dr.Craddock.

Suppliers invoices for goods shipped per "Losada".

Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 18th November.

5

6

7

8

LONDON,' 18th November , 1927.



PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1289.; DATED 1ST DECKMRra,; 1927.1 PER "ARLANZA".

1 Acknowledges No. 675.
"J.P. Staith" - sell if condemned.

"Rosa Baker" - retain for pile work.

Noted arrival at Stanley of new barge from Punta Arenas -

insurances effected.

2

3/

4 "Fennia".✓

5 Acknowledges Report by Captain Roberts on condition of
"Falkland".

Erection of Hill Cove Wool Shed.
Admiralty advised spindle for 0.C.82 cannot be made at

Stanley.
Await Captain Roberts' Report on scraping and cleaning of

"Falkland" at Punta Arenas.

Resignation of Chief Officer of s.s. "Falkland".

New Island Slipway - re sale of.

Mr. J.C. Smith engaged as Chief Engineer of "Falkland" - 

Sails "Orduna" 4th January,' 1928.

Regret to hear of Dr. Moir's accident and termination of

seMue - also return of Mr. Alex. Moir.

New Doctor being sought.
Successor to Mr. Alex .Moir - flefines future

position.

/

6
7

/ 8

/
9

Z 10
11 &
15

ISi/#

^ 13 Slipway at Stanley.
Mutilation and delivery of Radio Poste Letter.14€/
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J/uioec/u/AcA' dfaeel'.6/.
"ABLANZA". 

N? 1289.
Per c /?

y/3 27■09VCCO7UE. c. 3. 1st December,!o<;

Dear Sir,1
Since writing you last on the 18th ultimo, I have receiv

ed your No.675 of 19th October.
2. 675.2.

darned as no longer fit for the purpose intended, by all means 

sell her for what she will fetch and save the expense of pumping

In the event of the "J.P. Smith1' being con-

referred to.
The “Rosa Baker'1 should be retained for pile

driving work as indicated.

The position as regards the third Punta Arenas 

barge is satisfactorily cleared up by your recent cables, and 

those from Mr. Dick, advising that the s.s. "Falkland11 had 

sailed from that port with it in tow on the 26th ultimo and 

safely arrived at Port Stanley on the morning of the 29th.
The insurances on the craft and the cargo aboard it,~ including

3. 675.5.

the scow,- and the "Falkland"s cargo have all been effected in
It was not possible to get thisaccordance with values cabled, 

done "all risks", but the F.P.A. cover effected should be
sufficient.

4. 675.3.

taken to keep the "Fennia" in good order.
The Report made by Captain Roberts and the 

Captain and Engineer of the “Fleurus" as to the condition of 

the s.s. "Falkland" is to hand, 
to be arrived at as to how it will be best to proceed in 

contracting for the necessary repairs and survey.
Captain Roberts' statement on Mr.Kennaugh's 

suggestions in the matter has also been received, 

valued and will undoubtedly prove most useful, but it is a

The Board is glad to hear that steps are being

5. 675.6.

This will enable a decision

It is

H'.H.R. Gresham, Esq., 
Manager,' JPort Stanley.
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pity that he has thought it necessary to conclude with a 

remark that is needlessly offensive to Mr. Kennaugh which 

prevents it being passed on to him, as it should be,' in full.

The report has therefore been amended to this extent, and in 

future cases I would ask you to kindly do the same, if necessary, 

and not forward such remarks.

Mr. Kennaugh may have made a mistake in sending out 

the Lignum Vitae blocks,- the loss in connection with which 

will be limited to the freight out and home,' say £1,- but it 

is due to him to recognise that he acted as he thought in the 

best interests of all concerned. He has been the means of 

saving the Company considerable sums of money and his advice is 

valued. At the same time we appreciate that it may be difficult 

for some to realise that he has in one average week's work 

more experience in dealing with steameri surveys and contracting 

for same in all parts of the world than has fallen to the lot 

of all connected with the Islands since their occupation.

This in no way mitigates against the Board's full appreciation 

of the care which Captain Roberts has taken of the ship; it is 

fully alive to the fact that he has done all that was possible 

in this matter.
It is assumed that you will not be able to spare the 

"Falklanl" before May for the repairs; advice of the decision 

come to as to where the work is to be carried out will be sent 

you as soon as possible.

6. 675.7. Your advice that the erection of the wool shed 

at Hill Cove was expeditiously completed and that Messrs.
Peters and Crawford were expected back when you wrote is noted.

The Admiralty has been advised that the 

spindle for the Bolinder engine pump in 0.C.82 cannot be 

made locally, and the particulars of same have been forwarded 

to them.

7. 675.8.

A
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8. 675.9. It is satisfactory to hear that arrangements 

were made to have the "Falkland" scraped and cleaned while at
Punta Arenas; Captain Roberts’ report on same will be awaited 

with interest.
The notice to leave given by Mr. Wiley, Chief 

Officer of the s.s. "Falkland", is noted; nothing will be done 

to appoint his successor until hearing from you again.
The matter of Salvesen’s communications was

It is not possible for the 

Board to come to any decision until you have sent some one 

competent to inspect the goods offered and have indicated 

which, if any, are worth buying and what price you would 

recommend giving. In view of the possible development of the 

slipway scheme, it would be of interest to have Mr. Peters’ 
report on the description, capacity and condition of the boiler, 

winches, turning lathe, shaping and boring machines, and any 

others which in his opinion would be likely to be useful.
An applicant for the post of Chief Engineer 

for the s.s. "Falkland" is being interviewed to-day; it is 

noted that only a Seconds Board of Trade Certificate is required.
The Directors very much regret to hear of Dr. 

Moir’s serious accident and sincerely trust that with proper 

treatment he will suffer no permanent disablement. G-reat regret 

is also felt that it should have been the cause of his having to 

terminate his service with the Company earlier than would other
wise have been the caset: and that it has also been the cause of 

his father and mother returning home for good. Their services, 

one and all, have been invaluable to the Company, and their 

equals will be difficult to find.

9. 675.10.

10. 675.11.
referred to in 1286. para. 34.

11. 675.12.

12.

The Secretary of the University of Aberdeen, 
with whom I am in communication, is making enquiries and is 

hopeful of finding a suitable medical man whom we shall endeavour 

to get away by the "Orduna" sailing 4th January.
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You will have learnt from the cable sent you on the 

23rd ultimo that approval was given to your suggestion to take 

over, for £50, the instruments and medical books left by Dr.
Moir and to provide Mr. and Mrs. A. Moir with 1st class passages 

from Montevideo.
As your telegram of 21st November made no mention of 

how you proposed to fill the post vacated by Mr. A. Moir and 

his wife, it became necessary to ask you by cable. Yours of 

the 26 ultimo in reply is read to mean that you have some idea
of appointing Hamish Moir and we can but await your letter on

Meanwhile, nothing is being done tothe subject referred to. 

find a successor.
Whatever appointment is made it is to be clearly 

understood that the duties of the position in future are, 
farm book-keeper, storekeeper and elementary teacher in the 

In view of the larger amount of stores now being 

shipped to the Darwin and other Sections,- referred to in 1288 

para.IV- it is most important that only a thoroughly competent 
- and wife if any - should be appointed.

In continuation of Para.11 of 1287, enclosed will be 

found copy of letter to the Colonial Office in reply to theirs 

of 3rd November relative to the proposed slipway.
The forms confirming cables exchanged received from you

school.

man
13.

14.
by last mail disclose a mutilation in your Radio Poste Letter,- 

despatched from Stanley 30th September but not received here
The message as received called for 500

It is not
until 29th October, 
standards, whereas your confirmation states 5,000.
improbable that owing to the transmission of this class of 

from ship to ship, the liability to mutilation is
500 standards were shipped in the "Losada" and the

message 

increased.
balance required, 4,500, will go by the •Orduna".

In continuation of paragraph llV an agreement has15.
to-day been concluded with Mr. John Campbell Smith as Chief

Copy of same is enclosed andEngineer of the s.s. "Falkland".
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attached thereto copy of a letter to him undertaking that
his pay should be raised to £25 a month if he gives satisfaction,

He will sail in the "Orduna"to which please give effect.
4th January*

Yours faithfully/

^/JC 7)
Co -

Managing Director.
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Enclosures per Arlanza via Montevideo.

sent riatecl 22nd.23rcl.f. 23tli Koveril>er& 1st Dec.Copy of Cal -leprams
Copv of Cal; le grains received dated 23 st. 23rd. (2) 2f>tli. (2)?v

29 tli Kovemler.
2

Brokers' reports on Company's Wool ex Lamina" 

.Brokers' reports on Clients' Wool ex "Laguna”
3
•i

T 1! P•i *■ "Lacuna"4] kales Wool exPel 14 e 
II G C T R
FItzroy

SO > ia a

42 a 9a a

■T B a ii a

F B 

B B
BuCroz Doxat G Co’s Wool market reports dated 22nd November. 
General Invoice .Stores per S. S. "Losada"
Duplicate Set of Suppliers Invoices of Goods shipped per 

"Losada" for Darwin G Korlli Ann Stores.
Remai’ks on Stores
Account Current dated 1st December and vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts
Copy of letter to the Colonial Office dated 23rd November.

re Slipway at Port Stanley.
Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 1st Decemher.

Agreement with John Carapheil Smith - Chief Engineer for
S.S. "FailBand"

5 aa a

19 a aa a

r

6
/

S
9

10
J 1

12
1 o 1 O

Bond on .1st De com! je r.ll) 27
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1290 PER '‘ALCANTARA." DATED 13TH DECEMBER 1927.

Registration of Anglo Norse Whaling Company in Port 

Stanley by Mr. Hans Borge.
Asks for duplicate copies of Ordinance No.6. of 1922 

Dr. Moir being met at Southampton.
Accountant and travelling teacher for Darwin.
Naval Fuel Depot - Spindle for Bolinder Engine.
Wool Sale Prices.

^ 1

2

3

4S

/ 5
6

i

J
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Per "ALCANTARA.11.
y^2T.13th December/onyJon;£C3.,yo 1290.

Dear Sir,
I confirm cables which have been exchanged with reference

to Mr. Hans Borge relative to the possibility of his registering 

in Port Stanley a new whaling company, the Anglo-Norse, which he
The information contained in your replyis shortly bringing out. 

has been passed on to him and the decision come to will be
advised you in due course*

Please forward as soon as possible duplicate copies of 

Ordinance No«6® of 1922®
Your cable of the 6th instant is to hand in accordance 

with which arrangements will be made to have Dr® J®I® Moir on 

the “Asturias11 met at Southampton and, if necessary, Waterloo,

2®

3*

with stretcher accommodation*
With reference to your telegram of the 5th, stating that

accountant and book keeper
4c

you would require by March a superior 

for Darwin Harbour and also a travelling teacher, before taking
must wait until the receipt ofany steps in this matter, we

November letter referred to in your cable of the 26th ultimo.your
of the 5th instant whatas it is not clear to us from your message 

arrangements you propose 

the Darwin settlement.

making for the teaching to be given at

of letter from the AdmiraltyEnclosed please find copy
December advising that the spindle for the Bolinder

5.
dated 10th
engine pump in Oil Fuel Barge C®82 

They have been advised in reply to send it forward by the

is being supplied by them*

“Orduna" 4th January 1928*
The wool brought home by the "Laguna" was sold at Auction

find herewith the usual statement of
6.

yesterday, and you will
highest and average prices made for the respective marks.

the last sales.
These

satisfactory and shew a slight advance over
Yours^f aithfully,

(£o- 4 —i - ^Managing Director®

are
:H.H.R.Gresham, Esq., Manager,Port Stanley. J
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ENCLOSURES PER "ALCANTARA VIA MONTE VIDEO.

Originals

1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 7th December.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 5th & 6th December. 
Du Croz Doxat & Co's priced catalogue of wool sold

12th December.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 10th and 

reply of 12th December.
Average prices of wool sold at Public Auction on 12th

December.

2
3

4 our

5

LONDON. 13th December. 1927.
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1291 PER S.S."ORDCJNA‘' DATED 3RD JANUARY. 1928.

Acknowledges Nos. 676 and 677.
"Fermia" and "Woodville" ~ Salvage Awards.
Oil Fuel Depot - Information passed to Admiralty. 

Slipway.
"Egeria" jetty - Notes progress.

1
y 2
y 3
^ 4
«/ 5

Gangway to be shipped in February.
Fitzroy Wool Shed to be shipped in February.
"J.P.Smith" - proposal to sell to Mr.Felton not approved. .

Can it be used at Port Louis or Fitzroy®
"Falkland" - installation on of "Fennia" Wireless set.
E.G. Rowe - Assault on Mr. Vincent.
Mr. Gresham and Executive Council.
Dr. Moir - reports present condition.
Work done to "Fennia'1 noted.
Dr. Deane - account.
Capt. Christiansen - sealing project.
Mr. Dick to be instructed to cable us shipments for

insurance purposes.

6
7*

j 8
y 9

10J>

y li
* 12
^ 13
/ 14

y 15

y 16 Oeean-poste messages.
Approve of training apprentices - Bricklayer sailing

this opportunity.
Chied Engineer for "Falkland" sailing "Orduna".
Pleasedsteel lighters can be hauled up.on small slipway.
"Fleurus" - running trips at cost price.

"Falkland1 should be run at same lines when 
.produce collected.

Not yet been able to engage Camp Doctor.
Endeavouring to engage Accountant and Bookkeeper & travelling

teacher for Darwin.

17

18y
19✓

20y

y 21
.A 22

23 Private oode.
"Falkland" Special Survey No.2. - Tenders for.24y

\
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Per s«s« "ORDUNA"« ( #

3rd JanuaryV J.9 28ony/on .EC3.jV° 1291. ■

Dear Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches Nos.

676/7 of 21st and 24th November.

2. 676.3.11.
677 2

paragraphs'10 and 12, of the proportion of Salvage Awards given
"Falkland" and tug "Kelp" in the cases 

"Woodville" and that the Board had authorised 

In view of theadvices given in 1282.14. that this

You will have learnt from despatch 1287,

to the crews of the s.s.

of the "Fennia" and
the payments.
would be done, it is difficult to see how, as indicated in your

The Award in the677.2, there could be any doubt about it.
be charged to the cost of the coal*

The documents referred to, and the information
case of the '‘Fennia" can 

676.5.20.
with regard to the Oil Fuel Depot, have been passed on to

3.
given 

the Admiralty.
We are glad to have Mr.Peters’ comments on 

the Slipway scheme amended to an incline of 1 in 18; these will 

be discussed with Mr. W.Gordon Glover later*
In the meantime nothing has been heard from

676.6.4.

the Colonial Office with regard to the matter in reply to our 

letter of 23rd November (copy sent you with 1289.13). Probably 

this has been referred back for the Governor’s consideration. In 

connection therewith you will appreciate the point made therein 

with reference to the impossibility of proceeding with the
scheme without the certainty of a longer tenure than 21 years as 

The comparatively minor point of the extensionsuggested.
called for to meet their requirements in respect of the "William
Scoresby" the Board would probably agree to if it is made a 

sine qua non.
From Captain Christiansen we hear that there 

rumours of some other firm building a slipway; needless toare
H.H.R. Gresham, Esq., 

Manager,
Port Stanley.
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say that would he a matter of extreme disappointment to the
Board. Please keep us closely advised of developments.

We are very glad to hear from your remarks,5. 676,7.22.
and Mr. Peters' Progress Report No.l, that such good progress

also that thecontinues to he made with the "Egeria11 work;
reinforced concrete pile was successfully driven on the 'first

This is indeed an epoch making event.
The structure for the shed will be shipped

24th November.

by the ,,Lagarto,, at Glasgow 21st February.
The gafiway to connect the jetty shed to the

In connectionhulks is being sent you by this opportunity, 

therewith the following documents are enclosed:- Drawing B.7551, 
List of Materials, Bolt & Nut List, Erection Notes, and
Specification of Steel Work.

6. 676.8.
also be shipped by the next opportunity, viz; the "Lagarto"

As previously advised, the Fitzroy Shed will

at Glasgow 21st February. 
7. 676.12. The proposal from Mr. Felton to pay £75 for the 

"J.P. Smith" delivered in position at Teal Inlet does not appeal
The extra £1 per ton paid by that station for

annum. For Mr.
to the Board.
lighterage of produce represents about £72 per 

Felton to commute this by the payment of £75 for the hulk which 

he expects to have towed by the "Falkland",— at considerable risk 

of its being totally lost en route,and deiay and consequent 
expense to the steamer,- is hardly good enough. Would the hulk 

be of any use for the same purpose at.Port Louis or Fitzroy?
Now that you have your reinforced concrete pile work so well 
organised, could you not induce Mr. Felton to enter into a 

contract for the extension of his jetty, utilising that material?
The suggestion to instal the "Fennia"s8. 676.13.

wireless outfit in the "Falkland" is an excellent one.
We much regret to hear that Mr. Vincent was9. 676.14.

the victim of an assault at the hands of Mr. Rowe, but we congrat
ulate you on the result of the Police Court action.
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The Directors are gratified to hear that your 

membership of the Executive Council is being continued.
Following on wireless communication with Dr. 

Moir when nearing the coast in the "Asturias”, arrangements were 

made whereby he was met with a stretcher at the ship, provided 

with an ambulance compartment on the train and conveyed by motor 

ambulance from Waterloo to King's College Hospital, 

expecting to undergo an operation in a few days time.
The particulars of the work done to the "Fennia" 

the photos are to hand and much appreciated.
The action taken in the matter of Dr. Deane's

10. 676.15.

11. 676.16. I
>

He is

12. 676.23.

are noted;
13. 676.24.

unsatisfactory account is noted; your advices giving the decison of
awaited with interest, but, as we have always feared,the Court will be

doubtful if he will have assets out of which to pay any
In your letter of 23rd August you

To what account was

it is very
judgement given the Company, 
referred to his having" immediately paid £200".
this placed? So far we have been unable to trace it.

From Capt. Christiansen we heard of his sealing 

cable of 20th December the sum of
14. 676.27.

project’, and following on your 

£5000 was remitted to his credit on the 28th December.
The question of freight on his oil per P.S.N.C.

vessels will be followed up.

15. 677.5.
shipments of Company's property from Punta Arenas to Stanley he 

should cable us a few days before the risk commences the nature of 

the cargo and approximate value so that insurance can be effected 

here. We are in a position to do this on better terms than can be

Please instruct Mr. Dick that in the case of all

obtained there.
16. 677.3.

experience of Wireless Ocean—Poste messages was referred to in 

1289 paragraph 14.
17. 677.6.

Your remarks are noted.— Our unsatisfactory

The policy you are adopting of training carpenter 

and bricklayer apprentices is warmly commended by the Board; it is 

felt that with the present disparity between wages xjurrent with you

\
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and those here and offering in Canada/ it will be increasingly
\

difficult to get good men to go out.
Two mason

to you by this opportunity; at the last moment one backed out 

and only one, Donald Macdonald, is saHing. 
is enclosed.

18. A copy
Engineerfof the "Falkland", 

sails in the "Orduna".

bricklayers from Skye had promised to go

Copy of his agreement

of the agreement with John G.Smith, Chief 

is also sent herewith.
His testimonials are excellent and he

He, too/'

looks like a desirable man.
19. 677. 8.

record that it has been found possible to haul up, and properly
small slipway one of the iron lighters.
The arrangements made with the "Fleurus" re 

You speak of the owners being 

trips when required for practically cost 
This touches on the very point which has before been

We are very glad to have the good news to

care for, on your 

20. 677.11.
mail services are noted.
"agreeable to run
price"
emphasized, and which the Board trusts you will ever keep

connection with the "Falkland", viz; that whenbefore you in
the produce is all collected, it is 

steamer at cost than to allow her to be idle.

infinitely better to run the 

Einployed in that

, the standing overhead charges, insurance, wages/' 

would at any rate be earned.

depreciationway
etc • •

has attended our efforts to 

From him we learn it is very
So far no success21.

find a successor to Dr. Moir. 

doubtful if one will be forthcoming from Scotland before March
However,1 weowing to the exgjns. which take place in January.

not relying on Scotland alone, and every endeavour will beare
made to get a Doctor away by the "Lagarto" sailing 25th February.

Alluding to remarks in my 1290 paragraph 4/22. 677.15.
cable of 5th December, wefrom your letters to hand and your 

understand that a superior accountant and bookkeeper as well as
Steps will bea travelling teacher are required for Darwin, 

taken immediately to secure some one suitable.
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We entirely agree with you as to the2% 677.17.
(testability of insuring greater privacy for our cabled messages.

minds for some time past,It is a matter which has been in our
soon as possible*and steps will be taken as

the informationAlluding to 1289 para.8,-
contained in your recent advices, it has no* been possible to

specification of the bulk of the work required
connection with the s.s, "Falkland's Special Survey

the basis of this

on24.

draw up an amended 

to be done in 

No«2
specification are

Invitations to tender for the work on
being called for from our Agents at Punta

, Montevideo and Buenos Aires, and our open letters
enclosed herewith.

a a

Arenas
addressed to them on the subject are

.Please
destinations by first opportunityforward these to their respective

that the work specified which has already been done infirst seeing
Stanley is deleted and, wherever it is possible, the items of

to be supplied by Captain Roberts, are 

and number of shell plates to
information indicated as

For instance, the sizefilled in a 

be renewed, the setuare feet and specification of steel deck

plating to be renewed, etc* etc.
You will appreciate the importance of specifying

as fax as it is possible the work to be doiie, so that the 

additional work which will be found necessary on opening up , will

be reduced to a minimum*
You will realize how necessary it is to be on

the Coast and how important 

the finished work on the basis of
guard against the charges made onour

it is to get the quotations for
materials supplied, from the following instances.weight of

As stated by Captain Roberts in his report 19th 

cost of renewing 600 square feet ofOctober 1927, the estimated
steel deck plating based on what was charged in 

1924 would be £670. The weight of metal required would be about

Punta Arenas in

The commoncost of about 150/- per cwt.
East Coast to-day is 35/- per cwt.

90 cwt. which gives a 

charge for this work on the
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and other coast ports 45/- to 50/-. Of course, one knows that 

all prices are considerably down since 1924, but the difference 

is striking to say the least of it.
You will notice that tenders are to be forwarded here ■

and copies to you.
When they are to hand the whole situation can be 

considered and a decision come to, advice of same being sent 
you by cable.

'

Yours faithfully^ i

- •' .. \ ' *-

1
!:Managing Director#

.
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Enclosures per S.S. "Orduna" via Liverpool.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 19th,20th,22nd,38th.ft 31st Dec.1

Landing Certificates for the following marks

"Lobos"
"Lagtma/Bogota" '

o
U—

D ft S 44- hales Wool ex 
D II 224
W C 149
N A

■

IJ 3

1 3 M 3

1 a aa a

s 33 S 3 3 3

S I 125 3 39 9

32t n a 9 3 3

J II D 
Pebble 41 
II G C 89 
BB 19
J B 7

j j j j
a aa a

a 93 3

a aa a

P B 2 a aa a

j
Copy of letter from T.T.Hennaugli dated 21st December.
Jacorab Hoare ft Co!s Wool market report dated 13th December.
DuCroz Doxat ft Co’s Wool market reports of 13th & 31st December.
Copy of Donald Macdonald's agreement dated 28th December
Instructions for fitting Artificial Arm for Martin Biggs.
Blue Print No.B/7551 and specification of packages,Erection 

notes ft sundry lists of materials re "Egeria" Gangway.
Remarks on Stores.
Account Current dated 3rd January and vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts.
Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 3rd January.
Open le tters to Waldron ft Wood,Mac lean ft Stap'ledon ft John Dick 

all dated 23rd December with enclosures as detailed.

3
!'
[4 ;

5

6 1

t

3

9

10

11

12

13

LONDON 3RD JANUARY,1928
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.iENCLOSURES VIA MONTEVIDEO,..

Copy of cablegrams sent dated 4th & 5th January.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 2nd January (2)•
Copy of Specification of Repairs s.s. "Falkland " - 

Special Survey No.2.
General Invoice Stores per "Orduna”.
List of General Cargo per "Orduna".
S.S."Falkland". Shipping Federation's Certificate of 

Entry 1928.
Suppliers Invoices goods shipped per "Orduna".
Account Current dated 6th January, 1928.
Remarks on Accounts.
Amended Blue Prints Nos. B7565/1 & 2 of Foundation Plans 

of Fitzroy Wool Shed.

1
2
3

I

4
5
6

7
8
9

10 ,a
:

I

LONDON, 6th January, 1928.
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6 /. -jMaceo.A !
# {?/■ "ROSARINA" via M'Video*

12th. January/..... 28ZsOru/-o?t.RC3.. i■ nV° 1292 •

Dear Sir1,1
♦

.Consideration has recently been given to the question 

to the best policy to adopt with a view to securing in the 

future as large a share of the coaling business in Port Stanley

i i
ias

as is possible,,
The number of vessels permanently depoted there has

been increased and with the registration ofin recent years
Captain Christiansen's and Mr„ Borge's vessels the requirements 

of coal will grow still more, quite apart from the other Whaling

!

Companieso
The Company's position in this respect is fundamentally

Previous to herchanged by the acquisition of the "Fennia"„
purchase the total storage capacity was only 1950 tons (“Lady 

Elizabeth"',1 1300, “Capricorn''350,
impossible to take advantage of any chance that might 

offer of shipping, say, 2000 tons (there is more chance of getting 

2000tons shipped in this way than a lesser quantity) as part 

cargo of any steamer chartered for coal for the Whaling Companies

at a low rate of freighto
We learn that a steamer - which we assume was the 

"Ullstad" - was chartered, in October last for delivery of about 

5,000 tons of coal from Barry to South Shetlands at the
unprecedentedly low rate of 18/— per ton„

This means that, assuming her coal cost at Barry 23/4 

(same as “Laguna" shipment in July last) the o„i„f cost South 

Shetlands would be, per ton, about

"Fleetwing", 300), Consequently,

it was

44/-

compared with "Laguna" July, 1000 tons, Stanley, c„i„f<>56/—
34/-

as
"Fennia" Patent Fuel, say/

H.H.R. Gresham, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanleys

*

-k '
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It is obvious from the above that progress with the sale 

of the Laguna1 s Welsh coal will be very slow indeed, and we are
of opinion that the best poliey for you to adopt will be to push 

sales of the ,,Fennia"s fuel to the extent of', say, 2000/3000 tons','1 
at any reasonable profit.

When this is done we shall be in a position to accept 
any good offer for freight should one come along, as we hope it 

may/ in the region of 18/- to 22/- per ton. Should this anticipation 

be realized, the average cost of your Welsh coal would be reduced to 

about 49/6 to 50/6.
Captain Christiansen stated that the Whaling Companies 

operating in the South are consuming about 36/000 tons per annum/ 
and every effort should therefore be made to secure a portion of this 

To do this, however, we feel that we shall have to be 

satisfied with a lower rate of profit than has been customary of 

late, as it is far more likely that it will prove possible to sell/’ 
say, 4000 tons per annum at a profit of 10/- per ton than 2000 tons 

at a profit of 20/- per ton.
We are glad to learn from your cable of the 5th instant that 

you have secured the work of repairing the rudder post of the
A telegram is being sent you to-day advising that a 

credit to defray the cost of same has been arranged here.
Yours faithfully/

business.

2.

:'’Ullstad'1.

Managing Director.

■ ^lZ
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!^EiglS OF DESPATCH NO. 1293. DATED 27th JANUARY*.! 1928 lift "MAROUESA". 1

1 Mail via Montevideo,

2 Asks to be kept advised by cable when "Fleurus" goes to M.V.

3 Encloses agreement with D.E. Richardson - Accountant-Book
keeper and Storekeeper for Darwin. i

l
Noted from cable Chief Officer "Falkland" has left -

asking by telegram whether substitute is required.
3a

{

;

“Ullstad" - credit for £1000 established.4

“Loriga" shipment of produce satisfactory. 
Wool Market good.

Doctor for Camp may sail February*

5

6
iAccumulators for "Falkland" may be shipped "Lagarto".7

:
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27th January',

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER I85I. I

REGISTERED 1902.

6/,
1293 .Per C/7

99 28s.s. "Mi\RQjUBSA" 
via Montevideo.

yo

Dear Sir',1
The Post Office have advertised a mail closing to-day 

which,it is assumed, will make connection with the “FI emus" at

Montevideo,,
It has occurred to us that if it is possible for you to 

keep us advised by cable of the approximate due dates of the 

"Fleurus" at Montevideo, the opportunity mi^ht be made use of to 

send any one whom we wished to get out to Stanley without delay.
At any rate, it would be possible to gauge when our letters, posted 

as this is by an indefinite mail, will probably reach you.
Additions to the code to enable you to give effect to this are

2.

enclosed.
An agreement (copy herewith) has been concluded with 

Dudley Edgar Richardson as Accountant Bookkeeper and Storekeeper 

at Darwin Section and he will sail by the "Lagarto" on the 25th 

His references are very good and from the work given

13.

February.
him to do in this office we are satisfied that he is sufficiently

He is a married man with no children.experienced and capable.
His wife is an experienced shorthand writer and typist and we have
told him that if she is prepared to lend a hand in the Store, you

This is not in thewill pay her the £30 or £40 per annum, 

agreement, but is left for you to arrange.
We have aldo told Richardson, who is taking no 

furniture with him, that, if on arrival in Stanley he will consult 

you you will advise him as to the best course to follow in getting 

together the few essentials to enable him and his wife to start 

housekeeping".
MH.H.R. Gresham, Esq 

Manager^

Port Stanley.

* *
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!
From your cable of the 20th January it is noted that

"Falkland"',1 Mr. D. Wiley, had left 

It is a pity you did not indicate whether

3.
the Chief Officer of the s.s.
by the s. s."Loriga". 

you required a substitute sent at once or not, as your reference 

to the matter in 675.10' leaves us in some doubt. It was therefore
necessary to put the question to you by cable on the 24th instant.

It is regretted the "Falkland" was not fortunate enough 

to fall in with the s.s. "Ullstad", which vessel it was learnt
4.

>

from Lloyd’s had been towed into Stanley by a Norwegian steamer',1 
but we are glad to hear that you are able to effect the repairs

On the 12th instant a cable was sent

i

required to the rudder post.
advising that the owners had established the credit asked for -you

£1000.
The shipment by the "Loriga" of 1647 bales of wool and 

151 skins reported is an excellent start for the new season, 
wool, if present conditions continue, should meet a good market. 

The current sales have opened and continued with a 10$ to 15$ 

advance.

5.
The !

i
Although no actual agreement has yet been concluded, 

there is every prospect of a suitable Doctor being engaged for 

Darwin and sent out in the "Lagarto" 25th February.
By that opportunity it is probable we shall send you the 

accumulators asked for for the s.s. "Falkland".
Yours faithfully,1

6.

7.

<L •*' / W

Managing Director.

/ -
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OJl PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1294 PER M.V/'LAGARTO" DATED 23RD FEBRUARY.1928.

1 Acknowledges 678.
Question of "Gentoo" and service to Pebble dealt with

in^separate letter.
Oil Fuel Depot Report forwarded to Admiralty.
Asks proportion of salvage awards due D.Wiley.
Stock of coal at Darwin.
Acknowledges Inventory of 'Fennia" fittings, etc.
"Brenton" - new barge from Punta Arenas.
"Egeria" - progress made with concrete piling will please

Board.— ^

Darwin Press - Spare control valve will be supplied. 

Hauling up of lighter on small slipway.
Pleased Mr. Peters has mastered electric welding apparatus. 

Asks for further information re broken compressor.

V
2

3 1

4

5

6

7

8

9
;10

11

Acknowledges "Falkland" Accounts.
"Falkland"i.- Lloyds Register assent to fitting of new 

st'ifrn bush being deferred.

12
13

Question of Floating Dock.
Glad Bodie Creek Bridge is in order.
"Lo’ ga" too deep to enter Inner Harbour, 

taken up with P.S.N.C.
- late Chief Officer of s.s."Falkland". 

ikland" - Electric Lighting.

14
15

i

Matter being16
i

17 ey

18
.italogue from Bolinder Co. enclosed.
Shipping per "Lagarto" - "Egeria" shedFitzroy Wool Shed 

Hill Cove Boiler Shed 
do Killing "

l Extension of Jetty at Port Stephens - Mr.W.M^Dean requires 
a price for work in ferro—concrete.

Dr. E.A. Wilson appointed Camp M.O - sailing this opportunity
"Gwendolin" Accounts received last mail.
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23rd February? 28

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER I85I.; » 
REGISTERED 1902.

G'/, c

Per m.v."LAGARTO" 

yl ro 1294.
r /?
P-O '/KUm .E.C.5..

-.'A'

Dear Six',
Your No. 678 of the 6th January was received on the

120th instant.
The question of the "Gentoo" and service to2.678.2.

Pebble Island is being dealt with in a separate letter.
The Report on the Oil Fuel Depot to the 31st3.678.4.

22.
December,' 1927 is being forwarded to the Admiralty. I

l

You will doubtless advise me in due course what 

proportion of the salvage awarcb in respect of the "Woodville" 

and "Fennia" cases is due to Mr. Wiley, late Chief Officer of

4.678.6.

the s.s. "Falkland".

5. 678.11. Your explanation of the shipment of the 145 tons 

of coal to Darwin is, coupled with the essential information 

that it will be there kept under lock and key and not used 

extravagantly or unnecesarily, entirely satisfactory.
6. 678.12. The Inventories of Fittings and Utensils,'
Provisions and Stores, taken over from the "Fennia", are to 

hand.
7. 678.13. We are glad to hear that Captain Roberts forms 

such a good opinion of the "Brenton"', the last barge brought
• -v

from Punt a Arenas.
8. 678.14. The Board will be very gratified to hear your 

accounts of the excellent progress made with the reinforced 

concrete piling in connection with^ the "Egeria"; the photo-
• -N

graphs are to hand and prove most interesting.
9. 678.15. The spare control valve for the new Shaw Press at 

Darwin will be supplied before next Season. The set of reseating 

tools, referred to in Mr.Peters' Report, was shipped in the
H.H.R. Gresham, Esq.,'

Manager','
Port Stanley.
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"Orduna" in January last. 

1C. 678.16. It is, indeed, a pleasure to see from the 

photograph received that at length one of the iron lighters 

has been properly hauled up on the small slipway for repair. 

It is not in the least surprising to hear that under the 

conditions hitherto obtaining there was rapid deterioration 

going on.
11. 678.17. The prompt and skilful way in which Mr. Peters 

has mastered the electric welding apparatus is very creditable
If, as you indicate, he makes a good 

repair of the "Ullstad's rudder post, it will be a great feather 

in his cap and the installation of the expensive plant will have 

been more than .justified.

to him and all concerned.

In connection with your remarks, we assume that 

the air compressor, which was broken in every part by frost, was
that belonging to the Ingersoll-Rand rock drill. The information 

you give with regard to the incident is rather scanty; where was it 

lying and who was responsible? Was the cracked water jacket of the 

petrol motor "Fennia" also caused through neglect?
Theaocounts of the s.s. "Falkland" to the end of12. 678.20.

October are to hand;to the amount brought down the outstanding 

credits will have to be applied and whan it can be completed a 

note of the adjusting entries will be sent you.
Why have you not sent a similar account for the

"Gwendolin"? This should also, as in previous years, have been

closed to the 31st October.
13. 678.23. The report made by the Surveyor on the screw

shaft and stem tube an d bush of the "Falkland" when examined at 

Punta Delgada was obtained from Lloyd's Register a few days ago. 

We have the assent of its Committee to the new stem bush being 

fitted when the vessel goes to the Coast for the No.2. Special

Survey at the end of the Season.
We are glad to hear that when beached the steamer's
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rudder pintles were examined and found in good order. 

14. 678.24. The question of a floating doek vasus a slipway 

is one whieh has been before us since the matter first came under
consideration. In the past,- and so far as I have been able to 

obtain information the position is unchanged to-day,- the cost of 

the former far exceeds that of the slipway, so much so that the 

floating doek proposition was turned down. However, we shall be 

glad to have the details which, accordingly to your cable of the

It is not bey raid the bounds4th February, are being forwarded, 

of possibility, though we think it improbable, that the Norwegian 1i;

source of supply might be lower than quotations obtainable from 

home suppliers.
i!

:There may be some advantage in the floating 

doek but there is no question whatever that the cost of 

maintenance and the deterioration would be greater.
We are glad to know that Mr. Peters has made 

an inspection of the Bodie Creek Bridge and reports everything 

in order.

15. 678.25.

i

It is most annoying to hear that the "Loriga" 

was too deep in draft to admit of her entering the Inner Harbour. 

We have written strongly to the Pacific Company about the matter 

and a copy of our letter of the 21st instant is enclosed.
You will see the attitude whieh we have adopted and would ask you 

to bear in mind and act on what was written in despat A. 1249 par.

16. 678.26.

18.
Referring to your cable advice (20th January)17. 678.27.

of the departure of D.Wiley - Chief Officer of the s.s. "Falkland"- 

it is important that you should in such cases,— where a montly
allotment is being paid on this side to the wife or other 

relative,— indioate in the message whether the next payment 
falling due here (if before the expected arrival of the employee)

Unless this is done we are quite in the
In this case the payment due to

is to be paid or not. 

dark as to the course to adopt.
Mrs. Wiley on the 31st January had to be withheld pending enquir-
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ing of you by cable tide position thus incurring an expenditure which 

should not have been necessary.
Since writing the above, your memo of the 11th January 

has been received and correspondence, as per copies enclosed^
In the absence of any advice on 

the matter, we are at a loss to understand your reason for 

departing from the terms of the agreement entered into with him1,'

has taken place with Mr. Wiley.

!/dated 18th September, 1925, a copy of which was sent you with
It was for a definite period of 5 years',' but

i

despatch No.1261.
clause 5 provided that it could be terminated after two years 

service by six months notice on either side, 

in the event of the Company giving such notice it would provide

!

Clause 7 states that I
<

<

homeward passage and half pay on the voyage but there is purposely 

no undertaking whatever for the Company to provide either in the
It would be obviouslyevent of the employee giving 6 months notice, 

absurd to contemplate paying about £100 of passage money for two
years of service* the form of agreement is as used for many years.past;, 

In looking for a successor to Mr. Wiley as Mate for the 

"Falkland", we will follow out the suggestion indicated in your 

letter of the 11th January.
Referring to par.7. of 1293, after further consideration 

it has been decided that without more detailed information with 

regard to the maximum charging and working capacity and the
*

installation generally of the dynamo on the "Falkland", there is
i

difficulty in determining whether the storage battery should be

18.

one of 100 volts or, say, 64 volts.

A copy of letter from the Chloride Electrical Storage 

Co, dated 9th February, is enclosed, whfah please submit to Mr .Peters 

and let me have the information asked for; the matter will then be 

put in hand.
Herewith you will find a new illustrated catalogued 

No. 2895, issued by the Bolinder Co., giving full particulars, of 

parts of their B.M. Engines as installed in the "Hen" and "Normannaji

19.
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20. By the "Lagarto" is being shipped the bulk of the 

super structure for the East Jetty Shed and’,' in addition, all 

the materials for the "Fitzroy Shed.
There is also going forward, for Hill Cove, from Messrs, 

Bain & Co., materials for New Boiler Shed and Killing Shed.
As these goods are all very much of the same nature and 

will no doubt be turned out by the steamer at Port Stanley much 

mixed up, we have had all packages for each building distinctly 

marked in different colours as under, to assist you in sorting out:~ 

"Egeria" Shed.
S'itzroy Wool Shed.

i

t

- ,1Painted RED.
GREY.

I

li
f * (

Boiler Shed for
BROWN.
GREEN*

Hill Gove* 
Killing Shed * *

9 9

I.In the case of the Jetty Shed and also the Fitzroy 1

Wool Shed a departure has been made from past practice of using 

plain corrugated iron sheets for the walls and roof, 

of these there is being supplied Robertson's Protected Metal
Whilst more expensive, these sheets are so

Instead

Corrugated Sheets, 
protected with asbestos and bitumen that no upkeep whatever in
the way of painting is required after erection, and experience 

has shown that the life of these sheets is incomparably longer
than those merely treated with paint.

Your very particular attention is drawn to 2 copies
enclosed of Standard Fixing Instructions with regard to receiving, 

storing and fixing this material, as care has to be taken to see 

that they are not damaged before being put into position. J
Mr. W.M. Dean is considering the questiotfof extending 

the jetty at his Port Stephens Station, so as to enable the 

"Falkland1' to go alongside*? and would like you to subnit, as early 

as possible, a scheme and quotation for carrying out the work in
Please, therefore, instruct Captain Roberts, the 

first time he is in that port, to take the necessary soundings 

and obtain what information is assent ial to enable Mr .Peters to 

submit a sketch and proposal of how he considers the work could

best be carried out.

21.

ferro-concrete.
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'

ISince writing you last, I have been successful in 

completing an agreement with Dr* E*A# Wilson for Darwin Settlement* j
i*!

He is a fully qualified man, with most excellent testimonials^ and i 

will, 

enclosed.

22.tl i..

A copy of his agreement isconsider, be found suitable.we

Yours faithfully,!

1■■■/L ■

! ’Managing Director. :;

Referring to paragraph 12, I find that the “Gwendolin11
Not having been referred to

23.
-iAccount was received by last mail, 

in despatch, it was overlooked.

i
l
■

■

■
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1295 PER M.Y. "LAGUNA" DATED 16LH APRIL/ 1928.

?1 Acknowledges Nos. 679/681.
2 Action in refusing to ship wool per "Orduna" via Panama approved.
3: Pleased with progress "Egeria" and Jetty Shed.
4 Sending next mail chipping, &c.tools for use with Compressor.
5 Cable - reduction of cost - taking up with Post Office.
6 Re Annual Accounts.
7 Plant for sale at New Island.

8 &22 Asks proportion of Salvage Awards "Woodville" and ‘Fennia" 
due Chief Officer and Engineer. Men's.Accounts.

&i’ Floating Dock Proposal.
"J.P. Smith".
Dr. Deane(s Account.
Gives rate of insurance on goods Punta Arenas to Stanley.

Mr. Vincent arrived London 11th instant.

Approve engagement of Mr. Birch, engineer.
Lister's sheep shearing machinery - use of to he discussed

with Mr. Slaughter.
Pleased to deal with produce from Anson Farm.
Capt. Roberts report on cleaning of "Falkland" read with

interest.
'Fennia" wireless set installed on "Falkland".

Oil Fuel Depot - £150 received from Admiralty towards
compensation paid Martin Bifegs.

Rifle Club - contribution to be brought before Board.

Pebble Island - Correspondence with Mr.G.T.Dean enclosed.

See Paragraph ,8,.

Admiralty Oil Barge moorings.

Produce Market.
Encloses agreement with H.1U.Matthews, appointed Chief Officer

"Falkland" .

t'
-\

\

HI
10

tl11
12
13 '

14 i

15
■

16
17

18
19

20
21 \

22
23
24
25
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?

m.v. 'Liam".Per
J'9% 8.oru/on,/:.c.3. 16th. April,1295N°

Dear Sir,
Since writing you last on the 23rd February I have 

received your despatches Nos. 679V 680 and 681 of 30th January/
22nd February and 4th March respectively.

Your action in refusing to ship wool on the2. 679.4. it
"Orduna" , homeward bound via Valparaiso and Panama, has the

That nothing was lost by this is evident
I

approval of the Board, 

from the very 

certainly was, as you say, a "try on"

(Itsatisfactory shipment made by the "Lobos".
the part of the Pacific

KI;on

Company.
3. 679.8,9. It is pleasing to the Board to hear that the

681 9“Egeria" and Jetty Shed work still progresses satisfactorily. 

Also to know that you are alive to the possibilities of, later 

on, securing orders for reinforced concrete piles.
The chipping, scaling and painting tools to be4* 679oll*

used faith the Rand Compressor will be sent out by the next

opportunity.
5. 679.12.

news; the matter is being taken up with the Postal Telegraph 

Authorities here with a view to our obtaining similar facilities.
As this despatch, enclosing the annual accounts, 

has only just come to hand, time has not permitted of a 

detailed examination, and further comments will, if required/ 

follow when the Audit has beenbompleted.
I can say, however, that, generally, the results 

are regarded as satisfactoiy, and the various schedules in support 

appear to be as complete and clear as usual. Meanwhile the 

following points strike us:-

STOKE. The profit for the year, viz, £5303, on a turnover of

The reduction in cost of cabling is excellent !

6. 680.

iH.H.R. Gresham, Esq., 
Manager.

J.Jorf» Stanley«
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:

distinctly unsatisfactory. This
£35,818 

59.854 

Total 95.172

£95,172 is, as you say, 
turnover is made up of:— Deliveries to Farm a

Sales

If the instructions to limit the charge made on Farm deliveries

to 1($ on c.i.f. cost, to cover Stanley expenses, were followed",
that connection could not exceed, say, 5$.

£ 1,765 

5r303
3.538

the profit earned in 

On £35,318 this would give 

Deducting this from the total profit, <

there would he left 

profit applicable to sales, amounting to £59,854, or say under 

This is a rough way of looking at th8 matter, hut it
sufficiently that further investigation is urgently

6 ft* \

indicates
needed*

The decrease in the profit appears to he explained to.
The necessityextent by the increased wages referred to. 

of employing M.W.H. Biggs as an extra packer is clear, but why 

required,and another carter, is not so seeing that the

some

f
two are

Theturnover is practically the same as in the previous year*
to indicate that the Fordincreased expense for cartage appears 

Lorry, especially when cost of petrol is 

not resulted in the economy hoped for.
However, it is confidently anticipated that when the

new East Shed and Jetty are completed £ in working order you will

taken into account,5 has 

Is this so?

possible to effect considerable savings in handling goods. 
The lists of plant and materials being offered for 

sale by Messrs. Salvesen & Co. at New Island are to hand, but you 

do not say that you recommend the purchase of any portion. It 

is therefore concluded that none of it is really wanted and 

nothing further will be done in the matter.

find it
7. 681.3.

The payments of the Salvage due to the Company's 

"Fennia" and "Woodville" are noted/
8. 681.7.

men in connection with the 

but you have omitted to advise how much is due to Wiley and 

Park#? - Chief Officer and Qigineer respectively of the "Falkland11.
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Both these men are calling for a settlement of the matter hut 

nothing can he done until receipt of the necessary infoxmation 

It has also been impossible to make a final 
settlement with these men - and Mitchell the wool classer - on

•i

i

from you. ;

account of the omission to send home copies of the settlements 

made with them in Stanley shewing how allotment money payable
This matter was referred toon this side has been dealt with, 

in despatch 1294 paragraph 17.

9. 681.8.
as to the floating dock proposal, 

close consideration of the Board at its next Meeting. From

We are glad to have Mr. Peters's recommendations
The matter will receive the j

{
'

Mr* Soren L. Christensen we have since learnt that the one sent 
out to South Georgia, of 600 tons capacity;1 cost £11,500 f.o«b« 

It would therefore appear at the first glance that the

V

Norway.
final price after paying freight out and cost of erection will,

Ifeared, work out more than a slipway. However, we are 

fully aliye to the advantages mentioned by Mr. Peters and a 

decision in the matter will be come to shortly.
We would like to have Mr. Peters's opinion as 

to the possibility of his being able to electrically weld the 

parts of a floating dock, and code words to enable you to advise 

of this at the earliest opportunity are sent herewith.

as we

1

:

US

Experience here has shewn that this has effected a saving, as
We realise, of course, thatcompared with riveting, of 15% to 20%« 

it would he necessary to specially design the construction for
j
t

this to be done.
Our records shew that the "J.P.Smith" is built 

of soft wood, and if this is so it would hardly be suitable for
If you consider that her timber, such as it

10. 681.11.

posts if broken up. 
is, is not worth more to the Company that £35 after paying for the
cost of breaking up, you are at liberty to sell her for the best
price obtainable. 

11. 681.14. It is very satisfactory to hear that you hava 

been successful in collecting from Dr. Deane all monies owin^V
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From the Account Current you will see that we are still 

reoavimg monthly payments of £20 from the ^rown Agents for 

his credit; we have stopped all payments for his hoy's 

school fees.

I

The arrangement jiade with Mr. Dick should
Inthe

12. 681.15.
prevent any doubt arising in future as to insurance.

of future shipments you can add 5s/- fo for the F.P.A.case
Theft, Pilferage and Non-delivery risks* which will be covered

Deck cargo douHe rate'. !here on receipt of his advices.
13. 681.18.

the 11th instant having left the "Lobos" at Havre.

Mr. Vincent and family arrived in London on
i

<iThe Board quite approves of your engagement 

With the increased quantity of modem motor and 

other machinery it is clear that such a man will prove useful.
Messrs. Lister & Co., Ltd. are well known to

14. 681.20.
i

of Mr. Birch.
.

15o 681.21o
us; they have a world-wide reputation for shearing machinery© 

The question is one to he discussed with Mr. Slaughter when i

i
1home in the summer.

16. 681.22. We shall be pleased to receive the produce 

from the Anson Farm consigned to us by the Government and will

that it is realized to the best advantage.

17. 681.23* Captain Roberts's report on the scraping 

and cleaning of the "Falkland1' has been read with interest; 

it once more emphasises the saving that would be effected in 

fuel were facilities available in Stanley for doing this work 

at regular intervals.

18. 681.12.
24.

successful installation of the "Fennia"s wireless on the s.s. 

It marks a great advance and should tend towards

I

see

>

The Board is very pleased to hear of the

"Falkland". 
economy in operating the vessel.

The Admiralty has been advised of the work19. 681.26.
referred to.

Please find herewith copy of letter from than, 

dated 11th April, relative to 700 tons of oil to be ready for
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delivery in June.
y

Also copy of letter, dated 14th March, advising that 

the Lords Commissioners had sanctioned an ex gratia payment to 

the Company of £150 in connection with the case of injury to 

Martin Biggs.
20. 681.27. The question of a contribution to the Rifle

Club will be brought up at the next Board Meeting.
Copies of correspondence with Mr. G.T.Dean 

relative to calls of the "Falkland" at Pebble Island are enclosed.
Mr. Dean is somewhat perturbed at the prospect

l

of the steamer not taking out his stores and has now asked 

whether the Company would be prepared to do this at an increased ; 
rate of freight. You will be advised later of the decision come 

to on this point.

21.

!
Since writing the foregoing (paragraph 8)

I have received your advices of payments, dated 3rd March, in 

accordance with which a payment of £24. 10. 0. is being made 

to Mr. Wiley for his share of the two Salvage Awards.
We have just received a letter from the 

Admiralty, dated 13th April, as per copy enclosed, regarding 

the examination of the moorings of oil barge.
From the cable sent you, supplemented by the 

Account Sales and catalogues enclosed for both Wool and Skins,' 

you will see that satisfactory prices have been realized.

The indications point to a continuance of a steady market.

Enclosed please find copy of agreement with 

Mr. Harry Dent Matthews who has been appointed Chief Officer 

of the s.s. "Falkland" and is sailing by this opportunity.

He holds a Master's certificate, has had wide experience in 

sail and steam and is, he says, a total abstainer.

22.

!

!
23.

24.

25.

Although his
appearance is not, perhaps, striking, we trust that Captain 

Roberts will find that he is a reliable officer.
Yours faithfully','

Managing Director.
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO, 1296V DATED 1ST MAY/ 1928V VI;.. MONTEVIDEO.

1 i
i

H.M.S. "Cornwall’1 to call at Stanley for oil. 

Statement required of stone quarried at Navy Point,
1

!

2 S.S.'Talkland" accounts.

3 Carrying of Pebble Stores•

t

\

i

i

♦

i
i

••

(
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Per MONTEVIDEO. 

j\T0 1296,
li 7PM>y,o'/u/ori,.E.a3. 1st May1-§---------- •iC ~' ^

Dear Sir,1
I would call your attention to copy of letter,' dated 

25th April, from the Admiralty, enclosed, advising that H.M.S. 
"Cornwall'', due to arrive at Port Stanley between 25th June and

1.

1st July,"will require about 1,000 tons of oil and requesting that 

in anticipation of this the oil barge shall be fully loaded

beforehand.
With Despatch No, 1295 a copy of a letter from the 

Accountant General of the Navy was sent you calling for a
certified statement shewing the number of tons of stone quarried 

a,t Navy Point and the period of occupation of the shed.
Doubtless this will have received your attention.
A further examination of the accounts for the s«s.

The results
Her earnings from all sourcesV

2,
"Falkland" to 31st October last has now been made, 
are certainly very disappointing,
£12,437, are rather above the average for past years and to that
extent must be regarded as satisfactory. Her total expenses, on 

the other hand, are, however, appalling, and this appears to be 

chiefly accounted for by the coal account which is some £2756 more 

than for 1926, It looks as though the whole weight of very high 

priced coal, incident on the strikes in this country in 1926, has 

fallen against this particular period of the vessel's trading.
Cabin Deck and Bigine Stores are about £500 up, while

Wages are increased byrepairs in Stanley shew a saving of £788, 
no less than £914 and Stanley Office Management by £215, The last
two items are difficult to account for without some further 

explanation from you. Kindly supply this.

i IH.H.R. Gresham,1 Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanlejr.

• 9
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When closing the accounts for the s.s. “Falkland" - 

and "Gwendolin" if it arises - to 31st October each year, please 

in future estimate the amount due to the period for freight on 

produce, crediting same to the old account and debiting to the 

new one. This will close the account in your books at 

approximately the correct figure and more nearly shew the result 

of trading for the period. This should present no difficulty 

as the freight per bale for each mark concerned always works out 
at about the same figure, 

be between the estimate debited to the new account and the 

actual when received from London will make no material difference 

to the next period's accounts.
This method will leave only depreciation to be dealt

The small difference that there will

with here.
In continuation of paragraph 21 of 1295, Mr. G.T.Dean 

informed that in all the circumstances the "Falkland" 

could only be permitted to carry stores to Pebble Island at an 

increased rate of freight, ^an^/tlae*question of the calls are 

matterswhich must be left entirely to you. 
asked you to do at all times what you can to meet his wishes, but 

that he cannot expect to have quite the same treatment as you will 

naturally feel bound to give to those who support the steamer with
As regards the increased freight, you

3.
has been

Also that we have

their shipments of produce, 
will be the best judge of what will pay, but it occurs to us that
it should not be less than 33 1/3$ to 50$ over the ordinary rates.

Yours faithfully,'

./■

Managing Director*

X See copy of letter enclosed.

i
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PRECIS Of DESPATCH NO. 1297. PER “BOGOTA1*'. DATED 25th MAY, 19,28.

Acknowledges No.682.
Government Experimental Farm purchase.
Change in working hours in Stanley.
Pleased "Falkland's wireless is proving useful.

East Jetty Shed - Progress.
Information re Metallic Solution passed to Admiralty. 

Notes Dr. Dean has left Colony.
Will discuss with Mr. Slaughter the question of 

Fitzroy North (Robsons)
Cooper's “Kymac" sheep dip - sole agency for Islands

- -N ^

in our hands.
Mr. Gresham - damage to hand.
Admiralty require samples of the oil in the tanks 

sent home.
Paint sprayer, etc. sent this boat.
Lorry for Welding Outfit also shipped.

Eye screens sent per Parcels Post.
Advises state of Wool market.

1
2

i
3

4
5

6

7

8
!

9

10
11

12
13

14

. i
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•^tacec/u(/tc/y64. «
S.S. "BOGOTA" 

1297
Per

4#28.oru/on c. 3.___ 25th May,N?

Dear Sir,
Since writing you last on the 1st instant your despatch 

No. 682 of 7th April has come to hand*
There is nothing to add to the private letter sent

i

!

2. 682.2.
on the 1st instant on the subject of the repurchase of theyou

Anson - Government Experimental - Earn, 
clear that the buildings are of very little value to the Company.

Prom your remarks it is

The photographs referred to,- which would have 

been interesting,— did not come to hand with your letter.
The news of the Government's action with regard to

Prom what
682.3.

working hours and pay has, indeed, come as a surprise.
it would appear to be quite an unwarranted step to take

O «

you say
and it is very surprising that no mention of the matter was made

to you beforehand.
An additional load will undoubtedly be laid on

all operations in Stanley entailing labour, and the Company
cannot be expected to carry it entirely for the benefit of all.

✓
As recently seen, our Store results and the hulkage and lighterage 

have not been profitable and now, owing to this increase of wages 

and shorter hours of working, it is inevitable that prices and
The matter will be considered by the 

Board at its next meeting and its decision conveyed to you.
It is satisfactory to hear that the s.s. 

"Falkland's wireless continues to prove useful; the arrangement 
made by the Government re charges for messages to and from the 

ship seems reasonable.

rates must be raised.

4. 682.4.

H.H.R. GreshamV Esq.',' 
Manager,

Port Stanley.

.as
-
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Mr. Peters's Report,- and his photographs',-

dealing with the East Jetty Shed are most interesting, 

construction is evidently progressing in a very ship-shape manner.
The information re metallic solution for the

5. 682.5.
The

682.6.
Pump-house is being passed on to the Admiralty.

That Dr. Dearehas left the Colony after settling

6.

7. 682.7.
all his debts to the Company is noted.

Note has been taken to discuss with Mr. Slaughter8. 682.8.
the question of the Station - Fitzroy North - farmed by the Robson
Brothers, possibly coming into the market.

The matter of the "Kymac" dip will also be gone9. 682.9.
into with Mr. Slaughter, 

productions, for whose goods we already hold the sole agency. In 

fact a credit is being passed out to you by this mail for the

It is one of Cooper, McDougall's

supplies you refer to,.
10. 682.11.

complications which have retarded the recovery of your hand and 

hope for better reports soon.

The Directors are extremely sorry to hear of the

Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Admiralty1, dated 19th instant, calling for samples of the oil 
in tanks to be sent them.

11.

The paint sprayer, scaling tools and spares, 
for use with the Ingersoll Rand Compressor, are being shipped 

by this opportunity.

12.

Please report in due course whether you find them

useful.
The lorry asked for in connection with the 

Quasi Arc Electric Welding outfit is also being shipped and by 

Parcels Post have been despatched the two eye screens indented for 

in the mail just to hand.

13.
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- 3 -No. 1297. 25 tk May, 1928.

Tke bulk of tke wool skipped by tke "Lobos"
From tke cable message

14.
was sold at Auction on tke lltk instant, 

sent you on tke 16tk you will kave seen tkat satisfactory prices 

realized altkougk about 5$ lower tkan those made in Marckwere
Sales. The catalogues and Account Sales sent herewith will give

iyou the fullest particulars.
iYours faithfully1,1

\

Managing Director.
i

!

V

I

i

I
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ENCLOSURES VIA MONTEVIDEO. ;

.
:

'
Copies of cablegrams sent dated 19th!,24th & 27th. Aprils 

Copies of cablegrams received dated 21st,24th & 30th April# 

Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 25th Aprils 

Copy of letter to G.T. Dean dated 1st May#

1

2

3

4

Brokers' reports on Company's Wool ex "L0B0S".5 I i ■

!
Brokers' reports on Clients' Wool ex "LOBOS"6

112 bales WoolH.P.
R.BoCo • ; •38

80L. ».»23H 0 • *4H
4J.H.B 9 9

52Pebble
H.G.C

99
54 9 944W.P
46B it41S.& S 

T.RTriangle
9 920 9 9

• i30D.H .9.916M.V IM3MoG i172J.B " t154¥ « *
J H

10Weddell 9 9

LONDON, 1ST MAY, 1928,

| ;

■

I

/
i A__„
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Ehclosures per S.S."BOGOTA" via Liverpool.

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 16th, 17th & 24th May* & 25th May.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 3rd,7th,15th,17th,19th & 23rd J

May.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 19th May and memorandum 

J referred to attached*
Falkland Island £1 Note No. 10277 changed for Dr. Moir - Debit

will appear m next P.C.List.
Aiming & Cohb's priced Sheepskins Sale catalogue of 17th May. 

Average Wool prices of 11th & 14th May Sales.

Du Croz Doxat & Co's Wool Market Reports of 8th & 22nd May.

Wool Landing Certificates

80 bales Wool ex "Loriga"

1
2

3

4

5
6
7
8

W.K.C.
102Z * ** 9

60J.G » *• *

H & B 124 

J.L.W. 69
Brokers' Reports on Clients' Wool ex "LOBOS'1 

156 bales Wool

9 99 9

9 99 9

9
Z

H & B 136 

AP 167
Brokers' Reports on Company's Wool ex "LOBOS". S 253
Copy of Cinzano & Co's invoice for 15 cases Vermouth shipped 

direct from Genoa.
Du Crox Doxat & Co's priced Sale Catalogue of Wool sold 11th May 

Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Sale Catalogue of Wool sold 14th May. 
Brokers' reports on Company's Sheepskins ex "LOBOS"

F I C 90 bales Sheepskins

9 9

9 9 W.C 240 Bales.
10 9 9

11

12
13
14

68F 9 9s
20D H 9 9

f •6S 9 9

F I C 129 casks Tallow
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Brokers' Reports on Clients Sheepskins & Tallow ex "Lohos11
4 hales Sheepskins

15

H G C
:

4B>
4J B

i
5S & S

:
13F

5H

4HP

TWP
10AP

3MV

6MoG

2R B C

9H

15D H
14 casks TallowJ B L

1nu 9 *

16 Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool Market Report dated 22nd May.
17 Remarks on Stores.
18 Account Current dated 25th May & vouchers.
19 Remarks on Accounts.

LONDON. 25th May. 1928.

-
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PRECIS OF DESPATCH NO. 1298, DATED 19TH JUNE,' 1928.

1 Acknowledges No. 683.
Mail service - re delay at Montevideo.
Coal - approve of course adopted as to disposal of stocks.
Furniture for Mr. Richardson.
s.s. "Falkland" - Lighting Set - Accumulator will be

ordered.
"Egeria" Shed - Erection Notes &c. sent 1st June.
Government Experimental Farm - Matter will be discussed with

Mr. Gresham.
Bisley Shoot - Question of paying R.L. Robson wages while

home.
Admiralty sanctions further issues up to 500 tons of oil

to 'Win. Scoresby".
Fitzroy Wool Shed - Accept Peters's contract to erect for

£750.

y 2
3
4/

5y

6y
A

7

/ 8

9

10
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O'J. ~^/ia,ceo/ii/yi c/(/ Swlee-6.

"AIMED; "Per (/?
r/^2819th June;!-—^y,oT/y/,on :£. c. 3.1298*Y"

\Dear Sir,
to acknowledge receipt of despatch No. 683.

the information given it would appear that
I have

From
of the 12th and 27th January took just on three

2. 683.2.
the despatches 

months to reach you. 
facilities and it is to he hoped that the representations of your

start for the new mailIt was a very poor

Authorities will result in lettersPostmaster to the Uruguayan 

not being unduly delayed again at Montevideo.
The action taken with regard to the disposal of3. 683.3.

coal is noted and approved.
It is evident that in writing this paragraph with4-o 683*5®

reference to Mr. Richardson arriving without furniture, the fact 

that advice of this was sent you in despatch 1293.3. of 27th Jon.

That despatch, according to the statement inwas overlooked.
your 683.2.; although delayed; reached you on the 6th April.

Mr. Peters's answers to the questions asked by the5. 683.10.

Chloride Electrical Storage Co. are to hand. The order for the
/

accumulator can now be placed.
6. 683.11. Messrs. W. Bain & Go's Erection Notes and List of

Materials were sent you on 1st June.
7. 683.14. The matters referred to will be discussed with

Mr. Gresham.
683.15, The letter from the Colonial Secretary was before 

While unanimously anxious to meet the Governor's
8.

the last Board.
wishes, the Directors - as Trustees for the Company's Shareholders-
feel they would not be justified in creating a precedent by under
taking to pay wages to R.L. Robson while absent for 4§- s^onths from 

Were this done some doubt exists as to whether thethe Colony.

J.D. Creamer; Esq.',' 
Port Stanley.
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19th -June,' 1928. - 2 -No. 1298.

Although the man has
he is under

Auditors, would pass such a payment.
worked for the Company regularly for some years,

return to the Colony. Itno agreement or obligation to even 

is felt that the matter can best be met by a contribution

towards the general expenses, and this will be discussed with the

Governor after arrival.
Enclosed please find copy of letter from the9.

Admiralty,' dated 18th June, authorising the issue of oil fuel 
up to 500 tons to the “William Scoresby". 
drawn to the request contained therein as to the procedure to
follow in the matter of charging for same*

Cables exchanged in connection with the contract

Your attention is

10*
erection of the Fitzroy Shed are confimed as per copiesfor the

The £800 first quoted by Mr* Peters appeared to be
His amended

herewith*
excessive and a message was 

price, £750,' has since come 

my reply stating that, assumingthis figure includes the con- 

of all foundations, for the shed and the engine in
f\

erection of both; you have authority to accept

sent you to that effect, 

to hand,' and you will have received

struction 

addition to the
same.

! .!Yours faithfully,

? /j? £S

■ s' j ^ ^

Managing Director.
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ENCLOSURES VIA MONTEVIDEO.

ORIGINALS.
1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 30th May,

18th June.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated

12th, 15th &
1

2
26th & 29th May, 8th, 

9th,13th,15th & 18th June.
Copy of British Petroleum Co's invoice for Shale Oil3;

per "Bogota''.
Copy of letters to the Admiralty dated 15th & 19th

June and their reply of 18th June. 
Arming & Cobb's Report on Hides ex "L0B0S".

4

5

LONDON. 19th JUNE,

I-•
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P B E CIS.

DESPATCH NO1. 1299. DATED 1STH JULY. 1928V PER "LAG/PTO".

I
:

1 Acknowledges Nos.684ilf5.
2 Discussing with Mr.Gresham the matters referred to

therein.
3 "Egeria" and Jetty Shed - acknowledges report and

photographs.
Port Stephens Jetty - Report and plan of proposed

extension passed to Mr. W.M. Dean.
. "Falkland" Repairs at Montevideo. - Regusoi 

& Voulminot's tender accepted.
"Penguin" - Local Government Publication - re support.

7 "Falkland” Accounts.
8 Acknowledges list of furniture etc. purchased at

Anson Auction.
9 Mr. Gresham arrived and undergoing treatment whioh

promises to be successful.

S

4

/ 5 s.s J
I6

yt

/

i
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, Cintttt'ti.CL Ire jfaLldctit^ 3$lam>£ (ImujhntD
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. «--------

REGISTERED 1902.

- ^U/rcc/v/A- r,/ '.S^eeP,6/,
Pa- "Lagarto" via M.V. 
JV? 1299.

1
y^2818th July.OrUXOTi'£.C.3.

Dear SirV
I have to acknowledge the receipt of despatches Nos. 684/5 of

24th May and 8th June respectively.
As Mr. Gresham's presence in London affords an opportunity

of discussing with him the several matters referred to,' it is not 

therefore necessary to allude to them here in detail.
The reports dealing with the progress made with 

the "Egeria" and Jetty Shed - and the photographs - have proved

2.

3. 684.2.

most interesting.
684.11. Mr. Peters's report and the plan relative to the
685.5 o

proposed extension of the Port Stephens Jetty have been passed on 

to Mr. W.M. Dean.
5. 684.17. The information that Messrs. Regusci & Voulminot's 

tender for the repairs to the s.s. "Falkland11 had been accepted 

was conveyed to you in a cable despatched on the 9th instant. In 

that message instructions were given for the steamer to be in 

Montevideo at the end of this month.
6. 684.19. Steps will be taken to make known the Governor's 

wishes with regard to supporting the publication of "The Penguin”, 

and in due course a list of those requiring copies will be sent.
It is realised that a proportion of the increase in

4.

7. 685.3.
wages of the "Falkland" in 1927 compared with 1926 is accounted for 

by the reasons given, but if a comparison with previous years is 

made, it will be seen that whereas in 1927 they amounted to.
£3i,731,: the previous years were as follows:-

1925 £3220 S
1924 £3454>
1923 £3126

zSf

J.D. Creamer/ Esq
Port Stanley.

• 9

VJ4*
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- 2 -No. 1299. 18th July, 1928.

Your further explanation will he awaited.
The list of furniture and farm gear etc.685.8.

purchased at the Anson Auction is to hand.
I am glad to say that since writing last Mr.

Gresham has arrived arid is already undergoing treatment which

8.
'

9.

promises to be successful#
i.’:iYours faithfuliyi

Managing Director#
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ENCLOSURES PER "LAGARTO" VLV MONTEVIDEO.
ii.

Or iig totals
Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 5th & 9th July.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 5th,7th,24th June1,3rd','

6th,7th,9th & 11th July.
Du Cr&E Doxat & Go's Wool Market Reports of 10th July. 

Wool Landing Certificates 

H.& B

1
2

3
4'

136 bales Wool ex “Lobos“
«■ l 4 ' »155Z :V! *238J.L.IV

E.E.M
W.K.C

9 99 *2 M9 t200 ».»188J.G i *i *

Copy of letter to Compagnie de la Source Perrier dated
13th July.

Blue Prints of Messrs. Harbrow's Bungalow shipped per
‘•Lagarto1* for Mrs. Rioketts 

No.18.104, 18.105,1 18.106 & 17294A 

Also original plan No. 17.294 returned herewith.
>onner's Bungalow 

etc. sent direct to

5

6

Shipping specification of 

shipped per "Lagarto".
San Carlos.

Suppliers invoices for Stores shipped per “Lagarto"

7
PjLw

8
9 Account Current & Vouchers.

LONDON, 19th JULY,1 1928.
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DOCUMENTS PER MR. A.W.N. VINCENT.
t

1 General Invoice Stores per m.v. ‘'Lagarto'1,

2 List of General Cargo, per m.v. "Lagarto”.

3 Wool Market Reports.

4 Copies of Cables despatched dated 23rd & 25th July.

5 Copies of Cables received dated 21st & 24th July.
Accounts.

6 Remarks on

LONDON', 26th July, 1928.

\

d
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CLlir JhtlhhtmY J^LutY? (Lmitpattu
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

REGISTERED 1902.
Codes. Bentleys, A BC.5T1?Edition ‘ • ••••<,

• ^Ys/crr/////s:/, z S/v/vV-,
LETTERS SHOULO J2 E ADDRESSED TO 

THE MANAGING .jEfiPffVOR - *

>. 7>; ;f
TELWRAMS TOVFLElJTWING’LON

‘•FLEETWING' BILCATE,LONDON. -----------------
N"? Royal 4791.
■J&

Gf. '

DON.FOREIGN
INLAND 26th.July;’ .8

Telephone ":v

fV:UW.N» Vincent, Esq.*
A.' sr *

* - fev.V : •■W 1 '

; Hanley by tfu3fr”Arlanza"
- iX • N#

r V ’

. *, 11* ■;?
You will be returning Port

Dear Sir, V

sailing on the 27th instant, connecting with the "Lagarto" at % i

Montevideo« v

On arrival in the Colony the Board directs that you will 
take full charge of its business until the return of Mr ..Gresham - 

which we hope will not be later than the end of Ootober.
This is to say that an over-riding full Power of 

Attorney will be executed by the Board and forwarded you immed
iately if you should cable that it is necessary for any purpose 

whatever.
We trust that you will have a pleasant voyage out, and 

would ask you to bear in mind that in the event of any difficult 

question arising for your decision not to hesitate to use the cabl 
freely.

Yours faithfully1,

o
"it_.rA—•V :

|

Managing Director.
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DESPATCH NO.1300/ DATED 22nd /UOrUST. 1928. PER "ALCANT/JIA".

Acknowledges Nos. 686/7.
Crown Grant of Anson Farm to hand, 

referred to.
Anson Farm - Insurance on buildings effected.

Re Sale of Stores, etc.
Jetty & Shed - Mr. Peters* reports received.

Bracings, bollards and cleats ordered.
R.S.S."William Scoresby" - Papers re fire filed.
Fitzroy Shed - Mr.Peters' tender.
Oil Barge - Reports being sent to Admiralty.

1
Ask3 for drawing/ 2

3/

4

5f

6/

7/

Landing Charges — Referred to in letter of 25th July.
Paint Sprayer - Instructions enclosed.
Telegraphic communication via Bergen - Matter being 

followed up.
Sale of acre plot to Thomas Mills noted.
Donald McKenzie deceased - Documents to hand.
New Whaling Company - Formation of in Stanley.

8*4

9
/

10✓

11
12✓

13
Oil Barge - remarks noted.14
Naval Fuel Depot - Use of house at - notes from cable of 

31st July that project abandoned.15/

“Falkland" at Montevideo - leaving about 15th September.
..Enquires, re freight arrangements for return journey 

Damaged Blass - Fitzroy Shed.
Asks for statement of Petrol supplied and used in 1927.
Shearing Machinery to be installed at Goose Green »=» Plant 

being shipped "Orita".
Considered that Mr.PQters should not go, on 
leave until erected.
Foundation Plan for engine enclosed;.

Encloses agreement with John Mitchell - Wool Classer.
“Falkland"s Coal Bill - to. use Patent Fuel'.

16
17/

18/

19

20
21/ s • s *

John C.Smith -'Chief Engineer s.s. "Falkland".22

U
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ROYAL CHARTER 1851.INCORPORATED BY

REGISTERED 1902.

O' 0 '^Af/cvc/y//ic/

Pez• 4 via Montevideo.^ /
22nd August^1 _^28Z'OruurruE. a 3.N° 1300. CZ^=>

Dear Sir,'
I have to acknowledge receipt of despatches Nos, 686/7

of the 30th June and 20th July respectively.
The Crown Grant No, 409, dated 14th June', 1928/2, 686/4,

in respect of the land recently used as the Government Experimental 
Farm and now repurchased by the Company, is to hand.

Please obtain and forward the drawing referred
L to; it is always useful to have filed with the Deed,

The insurances against fire have been effected
i. •'

3. 686/5,
687/2,

on the buildings at the .Anson Farm, now taken over from the
Government, for £3000 in all, as per endorsement slip dated 

30th July, 1928, duplicate of which is anclo.sed, 
be attached to your policy.

This should

It is noted that the bad winter weather has 

interfered with the removal of the goods purchased and that it 

appears probable that this work will have to be delayed for 

some time.
In connection with this sale it has come to the

knowledge of the Board that, to quote one instance, a Fordson
Tractor and Plough were together sold for £15; it realises with
regret that the person deputed to attend the sale on the
Company's behalf was so wanting in initiative as to fail to
secure such a bargain,

4, 686,6.
687.13.

photographs in support are to hand and have proved most 
interesting.

Mr. Peters' Reports Nos. 6. and 7. and

Please note that the steel rods for diagonally 

braoing the first eight rows of piles,' as suggested in Mr. 
Peters' Report No.5„ have been ordered and will be shipped out 

A.W.N. Vincent'/1 Esq 

Port Stanley,

r,Ji
* 9

•APv,
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No* 1300. 22nd August, 1928.

in the "Orita".
I would point out, however, that Mr. Peters has made1

an error on the sketch sent as regards the quantity; as six 

rods are required for each row, 48 in all are called for and
This and the quantity of holtsnot 36 as shewn thereon, 

required has "been amended in 

Messrs. Bain.

the order which we have placed with

A drawing relative to the above is enclosed.
The bollards and cleats referred to, in progress report

No.7 will be shipped as soon as possible.
The copy of your letter and other documents

supplied to Lloyd's in connection with the fire on the R.S.S. 
'“William Scoresby" are to hand and will be filed for future 

reference if required.
6. 686.8.

£750, which has been accepted, in connection with the erection 

of the Fitzroy Shed is duly noted; also that a start is to be 

made at the end of this month.
7. 686.9.

to the difficulty experienced in working the Oil Barge “0.C.821'
-s

attributable to the pumping gear drive.
The two further Engineer's Reports dated 7th 

and 20th July are to hand and these are being forwarded to the 

Admiralty; their attention will also be drawn to the question of

686.7.5.

The work covered by Mr. Peters' tender of

The attention of the Admiralty has been drawn

spares.
8. 687.3. The question of increasing the landing and other

charges in Stanley, necessitated by the adoption of the 8-hour 

day, was referred to in ray letter to you of the 25th July*
9* 687*^* The Aerosiyle Co;*Y the manufacturers of the

Paint Sprayer, declare positively that full instructions for 

using and cleaning their machines are invariably sent in the
However, & duplicate is enclosedcase containing the machine* 

herewith*
Meanwhile as it is common knowledge that
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No. 1300. 22nd August, 1928. — 3

turpentine is almost the only, and certainly the best, remover 

of paint, it can hardly be imagined that Mr.Peters is ignorant 

of the faot.
10. 687.7. It is very satisfactory to hear that the 

Telegraph Department has established direct communication with
Bergen for the transmission of wireless messages and that the

The matter is being followed up',' butrate per word is so low.
I would point out to you that any message handed in to any

iioffice here for Port Stanley, whether marked via Bergen or not, 

is charged for at the standard Port Stanley rate;,' 3s/8d per 

word, and will be so until the Authorities issue instructions 

to the contrary.
11. 687.8. The sale of the £ acre plot for £75 to Thomas

Mills is noted'.
687.9.
687.16.

McKenzie, deceased, are to hand.
The documents in connection with Donald

When we receive the Power 

of Attorney, referred to in paragraph 16, the Solicitors will 

be able to proceed in the matter of the Probate.
13. 687.10. The full information you have supplied in 

connection with the proposed formation of a new whaling company,' 
for which Mr. Mitchell Steel appears to be acting as promoter 

and Messrs. Salvesen are taking a controlling interest, is 

appreciated. The particulars will be before the Board at its 

next meeting on the 19th September and I am not in a position as 

yet to say whether any of the Directors would like to be interested 

There is no doubt that the formation and working of such a 

company should indirectly benefit Port Stanley and the Company's 

business there.
14. 687.11. Your remarks are noted.
15. 687.12. It is understood from your oaBLe of the 31st 

July that the request of the Colonial Government to be allowed 

to house a family in the unoccupied building at Navy Point has 

been abandoned. Nothing further,' therefore, will be done in the 

matter unless we hear from you that a similar occasion has 

again arisen.

12.

j
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No. 13fO. 22nd August,1 1928. — 4 ^

P6. 687.17. We were glad to hear of the safe arrival of 

ne s.s. "Falkland" at Montevideo on the 28th July, 

since learned from Messrs. Maclean & Stapledon that the vessel 
is expected to leave that port about the 15th September and

We have

this mail which leaves the U.K. by the "Alcantara" is expected 

to connect with her.

Please advise what arrangements, if any,: have 

been made to provide the "Falkland" with freight on her return 

trip to Stanley.
17. 687.18. We will await the information you have called for 

as to whether there was anything faulty in the packing of the 

sheets of glass consigned to Fitzroy for the wool shed. It can
scarcely be believed that there was as Messrs. Chance Bros, are 

accustomed to pack glass in similar packages as used in this 

case and ship it all over the world.
the damage is caused in discharging from the Pacific Steam

There is little doubt that

Navigation Company's vessels in Port Stanley and it is to be 

regretted that we have no one sufficiently alert to call attention 

and protest at the time. A sling full of this heavy glass could 

not possibly be lowered into a barge and much of the contents.
O -v £

smashed without it being audible to those near#
Please furnish as early as possible - in respect of 

the year 1927 - afstateraent giving particulars of the petrol, and 

cost thereof, in stock in Stanley and on the Farm at 1st January,’

18.

r

J 1927V t-*16 quantities and value of that issued for sale and
And, separately',’ aconsumed on the Farm and for other purposes, 

statement giving the cost of running the Ford Lorry for Stanley
Store purposes, during the past year#

It has been decided to instal at Goose Green IT 

stands of Messrs. Burgon & Ball's Shearing Machinery,' to be 

driven by a new 154- H.P. Blackstone Engine, similar to that used 

for the Press. A cable advice was sent you of this on the 15th 

instant and requesting that Mr. Peters be instructed to. prepare 

the engine foundations in anticipation of the arrival of the

19.
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No. 1300. 22nd August, 1928. - 5 -
I

plant by the "Orita" sailing 20th September, 
advisable that Mr. Peters should not return on leave until 
this machinery has been erected and available for next season's 

shearing.'

It is considered

Foundation plan for engine is enclosed.
Herewith will be found copy of the agreement made 

for the coming season with Mr. John MitchellV Wool Classer.
Having regard to the appalling coal bill for the 

'■Falkland" — £4594 for last year's working, to which 

reference was made in despatch No.1296 paragraph 2, we are 

surprised to see from the Coal Returns that her supplies for 

the past twelve months have been drawn exclusively from the

20.

21.
i '

b'C ■'*

«/_A S\,

■ it. V-S

Welsh Coal in stock, costing 53/6 c.i.f. Stanley, and not from 

the "Fennia"s Patent Fuel at 34/-. 

at once that only the latter must be used.
Please give instructions 

There is no.
question whatever that it is fully equal for steam raising to 

the Welsh Coal.
It has just been learned from Mr. Gresham that he 

has received information from Mr. Creamer to the effect that 

the Chief Engineer of the s.s. "Falkland" has been guilty of 

drunkenness, and found incapable for duty^ Why was this very 

serious matter not reported officially*? Please enquire and 

explain. Captain Roberts is being asked by cable to, Monte
video if he is now satisfied with this man and instructed that 

in the event of such a thing occurring again he must be 

dismissed forthwith.

22.

Yours faithfull^i5
CJ'O'

./• . ' r- . ~ •

■

LJ

Managing Director/

L.
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Originals per "Jiagarto!' via Liverpool! and 

Supplementary mail, via Montevideo) 17th &' 26th July

Duplicates -

Remarks on Stores.

3 Suppliers Invoices Stores shipped per "Lagarto!'.

Duplicate Set of Blue'Prints; of Messrs William Harbrow's 

Bungalow shipped per "Lagarto" for Mrs Ricketts
Nos.18.104,19.105,18.106 17294.

Blue Prints of Messrs Wm.Bain & Oofs Bungalow shipped per 

"Lagarto!' for Mr George Bonner Nos .J*/612/l,B/612/2 

B/612/3,B/612/4,B/612/5 and specificatioh of materials 

sent attached*
Copy of:Cablegrams sent dated 7th August. (2J

4

8>

6

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 31st July& 3rd August.7

Blue Print,in Duplicate,of details of Flashings for 

Mr George Bonner's Bungalow shipped per' Lagarto- 

(These prints have only just come to hand Messrs W.Bain 

& OoiBHhxx Having omitted to>sen* them with the other 

drawings sent last mail.

8

LONDON 9th AUGUST,"1928.
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/6 y, c
Per via Montevideo

30th August, _ ///SBUr/U/On.:J£.C.3.....K"1301

Dlsar Sir,
Referring to par.22 of despatch No,1300, a reply 

has since been received from Capt.Roberts asking that a Chief
It isEngineer should be sent out at once to Montevideo^ 

therefore clear he finds it necessary to dispense with the 

services of Mr .John Smith which is very disappointing. One
William Ogilvy Nicoll has been appointed to succeed him and 

he leaves for Montevideo in the "DlSiA" sailing on Saturday
The agreement concluded with Nicoll

I

next, the 1st September. 
has been forwarded to Capt Roberts with instructions to hand

1
i

it to you on arrival in Stanley,
On further consideration of your remarks, 687.12, 

it was deemed advisable to place the facts before the
A copy of #he letters exchanged is sent herewith.

Yours faithfully,

ly
'2. I

i ‘

*.»
Admiral ty*

ij

Managing Director,

A.W.N.Vincent, Esq.,"
Port Stanley,

»!



Enclosures per "Alcantara" via Montevideo

iOrigina 1s
!

Copy of Cal'legram sent dated J8t.li August.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 11 th, 13th,&17th Aug.2

Copy of Roya1 Iasuranve Go’s endorsement dated noth July 

re insurance "Anson Farm"to he attached to policy 

No.18294712
m t'iiam Rain & Co’s Blue Print No.B/7842 - Pile Bracing.

3

1

14 "i ii i* ,

Tlie Blades tone Go’s Blue Print of Foundation plan No.4383\ 

for their 13], II.P.Blackstone Engine for Goose 

Green Shearing Machinery.

Original Agreement with John Mitchell (Toolsorter) dated 

24th July, H28

Copy of Invoices for Lathen’s Cooker & Colston’s Clothing 

shipped in the"Laguna"

Account Current dated 22nd August and vouchers.

5
:

;
i1;

'\

7

8

Remarks on Accounts.9

Instructions for using and cleaning Acrostyle,3 gallon 

Paint Spraying Set and drawing No.2514 attached. 
Copy of letter to 11.C.Harding dated 22ncl August.

10

1 l

.
LONDON 22nd Aiujns U 1928■

!
1
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"ORITA". DATED 19TH SEPTEMBER. 1928DESPATCH NO. 1302. PER’ S.S.
* 'N->

Acknowledges; No.688,1
house at Camber- sent with 1301.Correspondence re 

Moorings of Oil Barge "0.C.82".
Falkland Islands & Dependencies Sealing Co.Ltd. re

2
3
4

shipment and marketing of oil.
Indent for Stores returned - goods should be 

supplied from Stanley Store.
Stock at 31st December 1927 excessive and must

5 N.A/

be reduced.
Admiralty supplying,gpsres as per their letter of 

20th September,' 1928.
Timber - surprised that report has not been sent on 

shipment made in May last.

6/

I7 ; I

;.»
.t

!i

i

:
:
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REGISTERED 1902.
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6 a ft/ Z-S/L

pe, s.s. "Orita" 

1302^

7
k ^728rs

19th September,/o/u/on :£. a 3.

Dear Sir*'
acknowledge receipt of despatch No.688 of 15thI have to

August .
2. 68P/2. The 

relative to the use of a 

paragraph 2e

3. 688/3.

examination of the moorings,
to the Admiralty, 

more extensive lifting is necessary.
The copy of the plan is to hand and will prove useful

correspondence exchanged with the Admiralty
house at the Camber was sent with 1301,

A copy of your remarks, and the report on the
of the Oil Barge 0.C.82, have been sent 

In due course they will doubtless advise whether

for future reference.
Enclosed please find copy of letter from the Admiralty, 

dated 11th September, asking for information as to the circumstances 

in which two manilla ropes were supplied, as per your invoice of 

30th June, 1928 for £6. 11. 3.
4. 68S.4. The separate letter on the subject of the Falkland

Islands and Dependencies Sealing Company Limited is to hand, 
while Mr. D. Watson has informed me that the shipment and sale of the

Mean-

oil will be left in the hands of the F.I. Company, but it will be 

well for you to obtain official and formal confirmation of the
When this is received the Company — F.I.C « is quitearrangement.

prepared to assist the Sealing Company from time to time in the
matter of finance up to the safe estimate], of the value of oil on
hand.

A cable was despatched yesterday asking that the 

samples be sent here as soon as possible.

A.W.N. Vincent, Esq.’,' 
Port Stanley.
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- 2 -19th September, 1928.No. 1302.
NThe comprehensive indent, received a few days ago,

The remarks
case.

5.
asking for Stores for N.A., is returned herewith, 

in my letter to you of 25th July equally apply to this
asked for has been ordered’ as most of the goodsNone of the linos 

should and must he supplied from Stanley, for reasons given in
Any goods for which you indent under* theletter referred to.

N.A. mark will be shipped accordingly but the Board expects that
strict and careful supervision will be exercised by you in

articles for which the saleseeing that excessive quantities, or 

is doubtful, are not sent.
31st December last were excessive and must be reduced.

Your attention is drawn to a further copy of letter 

from the Admiralty, just received, dated 20th September,

The stocks of Stores on hand at

6.

advising that certain engine spares will be forwarded.
Considering all the complaints that have been made in_ 

connection with timber,' and the trouble taken at this
7.

the past in
end, we are surprised that the request sent you in Remarks on 1

Stores of 25th May, 1928, to report on the shipment made per 

'•Bogota" 26th May last, has not been complied with, 

first order for many years that had been given to Messrs. Lamb

It was the
i

!
Bros, and we are particularly anxious to know if their guarantee

Please let us have this reportas to the quality was substantiated.
Yours faithfully1,'

----- V

isrS -o
Managing Director.
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ENCLOSURES PER "ORITA" VIA LIVERPOOL.

Copy of cablegrams sent dated 22nd,23rd,27th(2) 28tli,29th (2) 
PY August,5th,10th,14th,17th (2) 18th,20th Sept.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 22nd (2KAugust, 5th, 6 th, 7 th, 8th, 18th, 19 oh, 19th, 17th^l8th( 2 )

1

2

Labourers' signed agreements
Frank Stroud, Oeorge Sweet, John Sweet & Walter Burridge.

general Invoice for Petrol shipped per "Southern Empress".
B/L for 70 cases Perrier Water shipped per "Orita" by the 

Perrier Co.
Brokers' reports on Company' s & Clients'Wool ex "Loriga":- 

N A 623 bales Wool

3

4
5

6
S.I 109 bales Wool

i ! •;9W C9S 50HOCS & S 106 !T R 10453P H 17FF B. 39 :*i'lAFC 424AP 36HI346M JHD 30JHD 73 1WJH17BB 3r > H1WP T R 18JBL 46 
Heart 195

» 9
2Z 9 9

60 bales WoolWeddell
43B *!»-: I52L
25 iBeaver 

D H
Club

49 :*i'i83 *»19h a
45H 9 9

Copy of letters from the Admiralty dated 22nd August &
11th September.

Brokers' reports on Company's & Clients' Sheepskins ex Loriga:-
BB 1 bale Skins

T

8
W C 10 bales Skins 
F 25 f : 3L

;V;

H 3
M 3

3S !
>;*-■

•M;N A 29
3S I F 2

T R 1 
AP 1 

Weddell 13 
JBL 1 
RBC 2 

TR 3 
Heart 9

H&B 3 
J H 5 
Club 4

> i.

*,**,»6H ».»MoGr 6 
S&S 4 
iiFC 3

opining & Cobb's priced catalogue of Sheepskins sold on 7th Sept

Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced catalogue of Sheepskins sold on
6th Sept.

Brokers' reports on Clients' Tallow ex "Loriga".
North Arm indent for Stores returned.

•V:
».»

9 99 9

9
10

11
12



I \

13 Du Oroz-. Doxat & Co's Wool Market Reports dated 18th Sept.
14 Suppliers Invoices for goods shipped per
15 Remarks on Stores.
16 Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 19th Sept, with

Accounts referred to, and our reply of 20th.
17 Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 20th September, 

of letter to T.G. Slaughter dated 19th September.

"Orita".

Copy
Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Wool Catalogue of 20th Sept.sale.

18
19

Remarks on Accounts.20
Account Current dated 21st September & vouchers. 

Statement of2§£hrsfptemtDerS f°r W°°'1 SOl<1 Auotion on
21
22

y

i

LONDON.- 21ST SEPTEMBER. 1928.
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Enclosures per Blue Star "Avelona" via Montevideo.

Copjr of Cablegram sent dated 25th September.1

Dueroz Doxat & Co's priced sale Catalogue of 21st September2

Remarks on Stores3

General Invoice Stores per S S "Orita"4

Average prices of Wool sold on 21st September.5

List of General Cargo shipped per s s "Orita116

LONDON 26th September,1928
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PRECIS' OF DESPATCH NO. 1803, DATED 9TH- NOVEMBER, 1928, 
' PER " BOGOTA " • rr i

i i 1 '• \

1 Acknowledges No.689,

2 Naval Fuel Depot - copies of reports to hand.
Encloses copies of letters from Admiralty*

Re-assessment of House Property in Stanley.8

"BELLVILLE" — olaim - documents sent to Norway.4

5 East Jetty Shed completion.

6 Accumulators for "Falkland” Electric Lighting Plant 

shipped "Bogota".

"Falkland Survey - Copies of Reports enclosed. 

Board appalled at condition of vessel.
Asks certain questions*

'

7 s*s*
i
i

l
Rifle Association - Challenge Cup being sent next mail.8

1

1



ft*- t>t

, Jlintitt'd.til It f JlkiUlmu) 3* l mute (Lmup.miJ
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1651. » 

REGISTERED 1902.

O'\^/U'cec/ueic/e S/fce&fc

Per "Bogota" 

N° 1303.
y^289th November,

UDear Siry
I have to acknowledge receipt of Despatch No,689 of

31st August, 1928, 
2. 689,2. The copies of the several reports relative to the 

Naval Fuel Depot are to hand and will he filed for reference.
Enclosed will he found copies of the following

letters from the Admiralty to which your attention is directed:—
Re failure of belt drive of Bolinder Engine. 
Suggested chain drive not approved, 50 ft. 
of Balata Belting being sent. Three hooks on 
working of Bolinder Engines herewith.
Repairs,- an account of same to he included in 
Half-Yearly Report.
New electric cable being despatched.

28th Sept.

1st Oct.

3rd Oct.
Agreeing to defer further examination of moorings 
of "0.0.82".
Relative to shortage of several spares found by 
inspecting officer and asking for explanation.

(No communication has been received from you about 
this as is suggested).

It is fairly evident that the increases in the 

assessments will have to be endured.
The documents in connection with the "Bellville" 

claim have been forwarded to Mr. Moen Andersen,— the Agent of the 

Sealing Company approved by Mr. Watson in Tonsberg. He has been 

asked to advise whether the policies cover such loss.
The report on the completion of the East Jetty 

Shed is noted with much satisfaction. The photos to hand are most 
interesting and welcome.

9th Oct.

25th Oct.

3. 689.3.

4. 689.4.

5. 689.6.

The accumulators for the s.s. ’Falkland" electric 

lighting plant are being shipped by the ’Bogota". A copy of The
6.

/'

A.W.N. Vincent1, Esq.',: 
Fort Stanley.
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- 2 -No.1303. 9th November, 1928.

Chloride Co's letter of 2nd November is enclosed giving special
information with reference to the booster for the guidance of

A blue print NO.2190B,' giving diagramthe Company's Engineer, 
of connections for the equipment is attached.

It is not clear- whether copies of the Survey Reports 

of the s.s. "Falkland" made by Mr. Wilson1,' acting for the Company
in Montevideo,' have been sent you.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the Board has been
appalled at the condition of the ship as disclosed therein and at 

the prospect of the expenses that will have to be met to put the
After making every allowance for exceptional 

and tear incident to the special circumstances existing in 

Stanley, it is felt that the remarks made by our Consulting Engineers1;'1 
Messrs. T.T. Kennaugh & Co. as to grave neglect on the part of all

7.■■

In case not copies are enclosed

herewith.

vessel in order.
wear

responsible for the upkeep of the vessel are none too strong.
The Board calls for specific answers to the following

questions:-
Has the Captain at any time called for upkeep work to be 

done that for any reason could not be attended to?

Has Mr. Peters, in his capacity of Company's Superintendent 

Bigineer, from time to time inspected and reported on the 

general care and work required to keep the vessel in good 

condition?

a.

b„

To take one item only as aifexample: Has he ever made 

any report on the condition of the condenser?
When the steamer was taken over the the Company, and 

in despatches, sent since, it was clearly laid down that this was 

his duty- as Superintendent Engineer, and if there has been laxity 

in this respect the blame must attach not only to him but also to 

the Colonial Manager for the time being for not seeing that the 

officials attended to the duties for which they are paid.
Referring to your despatch 681.27, I have the 

pleasure to advise that the Challenge Cup,' the presentation of which 

to the Rifle Association the Board has authorised,' will be sent by the 

"Orduna"; a small replica will be given each year to the winner.

8.
i

y
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- 3-9th November, 1928©No* 1303*

Yours faithfully,

&
T

Managing Director®
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Montevideo
4 1 I 4 I I i . ; i i: .. i

11 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 12th & 13th November

2 0<?py of Cablegrams received dated 9th, 10th,& 12th November*

3 Copy of letter frpm the Addiralty dated 13th November*

Letter to A.W.N .Vincent dated 15th November and list and4
ciicular letters referred to attached.

5 Copy of Letter to T*G*Slaughter dated 9th November*

LONDON 15th November,1928*
i ;
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ENCLOSURES VIA MONTEVIDEO .

Originals’.

1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 15th,20th & 21st November.

2 Copy of Cablegrams received dated: 14th & 19th November.

3 Du Croz Doxat & Co*s Wool Market Report dated 20th Nov.

4 General; Invoice of Stores shipped per "Bogota".

5 Remarks on Stores.

6 Account Current dated 21st November and vouchers.

7 Remarks on Accounts,

3 Wool Landing Certificates

196 bales Wool ex "Loriga"
s ”

Heart
2t

H & B 
H & B

} i 9 91 ex "Bogota" 

’’Loriga"
9 9

A 4 »»E 14W i»Anson 
J Or 

W K C 
J L W

137 »» ♦ ♦32 * * *»9 9 9 9 f

IX)ND0N, 21st November, 1928*
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LIST OF ENCLOSURES VIA MONTEVIDEO.
&

Originals,

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 19th,31st Oct.',2nd,6th 8th October.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 16th,23rs,31st October, 2nd,

6th November.
Copy of letter from Admiralty, dated 28th Sept, and three books 

of notes on working of Bolinder Engine referred to 
attached.

Copy of letter from The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., dated 
2nd November and diagram referred to attached.

Ferguson & Simpson's catalogue of Engineers Sundries for Mr.
C.J?. Peters.

Copy of letters from the Admiralty dated, 1st,3rd,9th,25th Oct.
and our reply of 26th October re Oil Fuel Depot ’ 
and 0.C.82, Oil Barge.

Suppliers duplicate invoices of goods shipped per '’Bogota1'.
Wool Landing Certificates:—

1
t^ C) 2

3

do. 4

djo- 5
?.

6

8
L

Roy Cove 
J H 

Beaver 
Club 

D & S 
Triangle

9 Bales Wool ex "Bogota”/"Orita"
3 9 9 9 916 * • 9 936 • • • •

D H 11 • b
9 9 9 9B 13 9 9 MS° 5 9 9 9 919 * < »•J II

Weddell 12 > i ’8N.A 625 "Loriga II 29 Bales Wool "Loriga"9 9S 9 J H9 9S I 111 Weddell 47 
Ml 46 
L 42

9 9 It.J H D 
Pebble »>•9 974 :9 9 9 9K 30 HP 36♦ » ».:»<i»W J H 1 A F C 42 

T R 104
! •9 9 *yi»»W C 9 »> »»11T R

Triangle 
P II 

H G C 
J H

Beaver
Club

18 F 17 Y._ •9 9 *,* * iS & S 106 
Triangle 
PB 38 

Triangle 
D II 39 

J B L 46 
B B 15

:9 9 9 t53 9 950 (• :9 9 9 9 9 f

21 < • M M;67 »i .»»»B 30 1 !
9 9 •.» »»H G 13 4*,» 9 9H D D & S

3 W P 1*» 9 9 9 984 9 9

S 9 Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced sheepskins catalogue of 24/25th Oct.
Deeds relating to the Estate of Alexander Greenshields as

detailed in letter dated 6th Nov. from Kimbers Willians & Co 
enclosed in letter addressed to A.W.N.Vincent. "

Cann & Taylors' price list of golf clubs etc.
List of general cargo per "Bogota".

10

l$C 11
<*» 12



13 Signed Agreement - H. Ovven, Chief Engineer s.s. 
"Falkland" in duplicate.

Suppliers invoices stores shipped per 'Bogota'.
^ 15 Remarks on Stores.

^ 16
^ 17

} Account Current dated 9th November and vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts.
Duplicate set of documents for goods shipped per 'Bogota" A/ c Les .Hardy.

19 s.s. "Falkland" - Survey Reports:—
Preliminary Survey Report.
2nd Survey Report.

Details of Repairs reedmmended by Lloyds Surveyor

Additional Details of Machinery Repairs Found 
Necessary up to 19/9/28.

Details of Repairs found necessary since 12/9/28.

Copy of letter from Maclean & Stapledon dated 24 Sept.

Copy of letter to Maclean & Stapledon dated 24th Oct.

Copies of Cablegrams exhanged.with Maclean & Stapledon.

Copies of letters from T.T.Kennaugh dated 23rd Oct.
& 6th Nov,

20 B/L for 4 packages personal effects Mrs. Clement "Bogota".
LONDON.9TH NOVEMBER. 1928.

C. 18P

i
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Enclosures per S.S .Alcantara via Montevideo

. Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 4th,5thtllth & 12th October#: 1

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 26th,29th September1,1st 

2nd(2) 4 10th October.
DuCroz Doxat & Go's priced Wool Catalogue of 28th September 

sale.
Average Prices of Wool sold on 28th September.

2
i \

3

4

DuCroz Doxat & Co's wool market reports dated 4th October.5

Jacomb Hoare & Co's wool market reports dated 4th October.6

Account Current dated 17th October and vouchers. ■7

8 Remarks on Accounts. !

LONDON 17th OCTOBER, 1928

I

<

_ -—J
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P R E C I S
DESPATCH NO. 1304; DATED 18th DEC] ft; ID as PER "ALCANTARA.".

Acknowledges No*690,
Drawing of land repurchased at Block 5 received* 

s„s* "Falkland" expected to.leave Montevideo on 18th Dec*
Glass to he packed In corrugated cardboard In future.

Size of panes to be reduced on new sheds*
Chief Engineer Nicoll broken agreement ■« HiOwen sueceds.

Agreements will be gone into by Managing Director.
Light on "Great Britain".
New Dog Regulations noted.
B.A. Sedgwick - Land Purchase - no. grounds seen for 

reduction in price*
John Walsh - Conveyance form executed and returned.
Inward Cargo'- delivering to>consignees.
Passage & Split Islands - Mr. Hamilton pleased with purchase.

I A

"Afterglow" - not in the market to purchase.
Dismissal of H. Stu.cjjey noted.
Farm Stores - to be dealt with hy Managing Director*
Richardson*s Agreement -* Managing Director ’Rill decide 

any alteration in.
Farm Medical cases*
Suggested site for new millinery store*
Delivery of stores per "Gwendolin" - Collection of produce 

for "Magellan"•
Speedwell store stocks - Managing Director will look into

*position of.
Noted Mr. Carter, Stock Inspector, leaving Colony - 

enquires as to store debit.
Seal oil — reportd on offer.
Contract placed for Floating Dock.
Contract with P.S.N.C. concluded - copy enclosed*

1
2/

8/-
4

Z'

5

6
7

18
✓ i

/ 9 :

Z* 10
J 11

12/ . 7 '

‘18
14
15

J
J) 16

17/

18/

s 19

20)

/ 21
22/
28r

3

I
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(Lljr jfctlklcut^ (Uniterm), WhniUti.
-------------------------------^{INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. •> ------ —--------------

J^/uzcec/iu/lc/s
REGISTERED 1902.

6*.
Per"Alcantara" via M.V. 
N° '1304. 13th Scomber, s/9 28.

Dear Sir;
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch No*690), 

dated 16th October, 1928.
2. 690.6. 

is to hand.
3. 690.10, Copies of Mr, Wilson's Survey report on the 

s.s. "Falkland", dated 9th November and letter of 19th November', 
together with Mr, Kennaugh's comments on the report are enclosed. 
Messrs. Maclean & Stapledon have cabled that the vessel is now 

expected to finish her repairs by working overtime on the 13th 

instant, and as Captain Roberts will endeavour to bunker and load

The drawing of the land repurchased at Block 5

whilst the repairs are being completed, the ship should not be
The long detention of the "Falkland" must be very itfurther delayed.

demoralizing to the crew who, with no employment, would be tempted
to pass away the tine to no good purpose.

4, 690.11, It is noted that the glass which was paoked in
corrugated cardboard arrived intact, and the suppliers will be 

instructed to adopt this method of paoking in future. With regard 

to reducing the panes to half the size and connecting with a 

division bar, Messrs. W. Bain & Co, state that this could easily
They will adopt the idea onbe done and at small extra cost, 

any new sheds,
5 , 690.16. Captain Roberts will have reported to you that

Chief Engineer Nieoll broke his agreement after being a month 

at Montevideo. He has been succeeded by Mr. Hugh Owen who sailed
in the "Asturias" and arrived Montevideo 26th November.

The question of the terms of agreements entered 

into with the Officers and crew of the s.s. "Falkland" is one which 

the Managing Director intends to discuss with you on his arrival.

A.W.N. Vincent, Esq.; 

Port Stanley.
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No, 1?04. 12th December, 1928. - 2 -

The new Regulation to maintain a light on the 

"Great Britain" certainly appears to entail at present a great 

number of trips to and from the hulk, and it is noted that on 

Captain Roberts' return you intend to go> into the matter with him 

of fixing an automatic light,
7. 690/20, 

borne in mind,
8. 690.21,

6. 690.19,

When shipping dogs the new Regulations will be

B.A. Sedgwick*s application for a reduction in the 

purchase price of £75 paid by him for a half-acre plot of Stanley 

land came before the Board. No grounds were seen for any 

reduction unless strong reasons were placed before the Managing
Director in Stanley. 

9. 690.22. The Conveyance form in respect of half-acre plot 

sold to John Walsh is returned herewith duly signed and sealed.
The custom of allowing the various carte® to10. 690.2?.

remove cargo which had been landed from P.S.N.C. vessels without
l

any check was, to say the least of it, very slack. The 

arrangement you are now adopting to take a receipt for alii 
packages removed from your cdstody is one that should have 

already been in force,
11, 690.25. Your purchase for £l,~000 of Passage and Split 

Islands for Mr. John Hamilton was cabled him"and he has written 

expressing his pleasure that it was bought at the upset price*
12. 690.26. You were correct in concluding that as no reply 

sent to your cable the Board was not interested in the
purchase of the "Afterglow".

IS. 690.27. The dismissal of the farm hand Herbert Sblokey is 

noted.
14. 690.28. lhat you have written with regard to the Farm

Stores has been closely read. The Maxiaging Director who is 

going fully into the matter of "the Store and its branches will 
decide on the spot any questions that arise,

690,29. He will also make any alteration in the terms of 

Richardson's agreement which he may deem desirable.
690.31. The subject of paying part of the expenses of

was

IS.

16.



%

No* 11304. 12th December, 1928. « 3 —

emergency trips to Stanley for medical oases has been discussed
It was decided to pay the balance of expenses,by the Board.

£19. 10. 0.7 incurred in the case of Miss Middleton, for whom the 

"Fleurus" was hired, but it must be thoroughly understood that
this does not constitute’ a precedent and all future cases are 

to be referred home and adjudged on their merits.
17. 690.33. The site where the old rigging shed now stands 

certainly appears to be a good one for a new millinery store-, 
and the complete suggestions you are sending will be carefully 

studied.
18. 690.36. It is hoped thalyputting the 

"Gwendoline into commission you Imre been able to save con
gestion of clients cargo. No doubt the S3 hooner will bring into 

Stanley all the produce she can, but as the "Falkland" cannot 
be took in time to make many trips, it is feared that the 

"Magellan", due 7th January, will only bring home a small parcel 
of wool.

19. 690,37* Tlie matter of Clark's store stocks at Speedwell 
Island has been left for the Managing Director to look into and

schooner

;

report on.
690.38. Your advice that Mr, Carter, Chief Inspector of 

Stocky was leaving the Colony by the "Orita" was not altogether 

The matter of his store debit at 30th June,

20.

unexpected.
£106. 2. 9., was referred to in Remarks on Accounts of 21st
September, and the Board will be glad to hear that he paid up
before sailing.

As advised by cable on the 3rd December, the 

Brokers have received a bid of £31 per ton o.i.f. Copenhagen for 

of 300 tons of Seal Oil for delivery January/February.

21.

a quantity
Your reply offering firm 260 tons for shipment per "Magellan" in

"Loreto" in March at this figure has beenJanuary and 50 tons 

passed on
improve on the hid# 

advising what has been done©

to the Brokers and they are now endeavouring to
A cable will be sent you as soon as possible



No* 1304* lath December , 1928. - 4 -

A contract has been entered Into with Messrs* 

Swan Hunter St Wigham Richadson Ltd* of Walls end for the building 

of a 600 tons floating dock for delivery by the end of June next* 

Negotiations are on foot to have the dock shipped out by a 

whaling factory about August*

22*

The freight contract with the Pacific Steam 

Navigation Company for the coming season has been agreed as per 

copy enclosed. You will see that the rate on produce is now 

£5. 10. 0. per ton," an increase’of 2/6d per ton over last year-* 

This has been occasioned by a rise of 7/6d per ton in the Punta 

Arenas rate which now stands at £5* 5. 6., and as the Stanley 

fate has always been 10/~ more it is considered that the Company 

has done well to agree'terms at the slight increase mentioned*
An additiorflelause las been embodied in the 

contract which states that "the cargo vessels referred to in 

clause 3 will load in the Inner Harbour* The first ship, the 

"Magellan", will be loaded from lighters; the other two. vessels 

will go alongside the “Great Britain" if the Commanders consider 

it prudent to do so, otherwise they will load from lighters in the 

Inner Harbour".

28.

" The inclusion of this clause should stop any 

repetition of the trouble you have expelenoed in the past with the 

Captains who have refused to enter the Inner Harbour and made it 

necessary for you to load from lighters in Port William at 

considerable risk and extra expense*

Yours faithfully*
r

Chairman.



A 4 \\5* .

INCLOSURES PER,' "ALCANTARA." VIA MONTEVIDEO*

Originals;

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 36th,29th November, 1st',3rd (2) 

11th December*
Copy of Cablegrams received dated,22nd,24th,26th,28th,30th 

November,7th (2-) &■ 11th December*
Average prices for Wool sold 22nd November*

1:

2

3
Du Croz. Doxat & Co's catalogue of Wool sold on 22nd November. 
Conveyance
firsinnxfiiamt of part of Plot 8 Section II, about $-acr«’ 

from P.I. Co. Ltd. to John Walsh*

4
5

Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool market reports dated 5th December. 
Wool Oroz. Doxat & Co's Wool Market reports dated 5th Dec. 
Freight contract entered into with P.S.N.C. for 1929,
Copy of letter from Esplen Swainston & Wilson dated 19th 

November & details of repairs and T.T. Kennaugh's 

remarks of 30th November re "Falkland".
Account Current dated 12th December & vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores.
Copy of letter to T.Q. Slaughter dated 12th December. 
Additions to Bentley's Code dated 12th December.

6
7
9
9

10
11
12
13
14

LONDON, 12-th December, 1928„
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BSSPATO NO. I8fl^; DATSm m immt: im pm
—■* *

1 Acknowledges, So .691.
r,0.C.82u. Aftairalty advised why ae*r mooring rope#
^ , ware required* '

/ 9 letter received from P.I. & Dependencies, Sealing 0o.author is lag Company to sell their Oil.

/ S

/

& Pleased that timber now received if, of good quality*
local freights ~ rotes "Fleuras” rates not ahfMaflL
Acknowledges "Falklaed" and Gwendolka" aoootjrjt*.
Overcarrying % “Grita" of sheers,.
Class for Fitaroy Shed *- supply seat in rtt»l»<Mntabt of broken panes.
Pisa of proposed Millinery Store to
ft sheepdogs be Jag sect by "Lantern".
North Asm Wool Shed - Pftrtof FetaadaUcb -fluids be 

sent this sail if possible.
-• *■*w*****

Inventory of^ftoplture etc. in Colonial MfimjH ~>i H&use

Mr* W.M. Dots sailing per '’Orduna'*.
Mr. Gresham's agreement not beingroBewaf. Wifi, 

successor leaving by wUotMpfn« ,

/

6</
/ *

8
8

/ m
s 11

19

IS

uj

2ft
16/

e -

i



CL lj r Jutlklrntx* J0Iauft0 CL mitpnmi, Ctutttrii.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER l£15l. -

REGISTERED 1902.

6' /, P^taceo/vy/ic/C S/pleeP,
Per «.«. *m*nu“
^ IKK.'

V »

Jmm&P wm.orre/em.E.c.3.

i)«r Sir,
• -.*1 i *•

I have to asknavledge receipt of yo«r Despatch 

dhted flat Nwsoiber, 1948. j
*»■ «>*•*• The Adatooltr have b©«D inferaed shy the two 

n«r sowing rope* were required for the "0*€.8r mg w* expect 

to receive settlement of your oocount Portly.
8. 691.8. The letter fro# the PtOkload Islands £ I

Dependencies Seeling Co., oonf itwing the arrangsgeht feat this I 

Cspi 1* to ship and sell their, oil for this season is to I 

head. I

i
■

as cabled you co the 4Sth uitiwo, 00 im*
bare been sold on the eaaplos per “Ugarto- at £S8 per ton eU.f.
Copenhagen for shipMot per the "tsgell«jHa Stwlay-htieut the 

Ttb Jsouoiy. Should the oil pet he Shipped If Ibis vessel the 

buyer has the option of cancelling the Otsjtwwt. The brokers 

tried herd to improve m the above figure, hot the mrkat fdr 

chile and seal oil at the ©ooent is poor.
4. 691.4. A oopy of the Darrin Drapery Indent to which 

y<W refer see received by o subsequent mil gad threrph an 

onroad, executed. This is amah regretted as it is realised that 

Imar stocks at 81st DeoaSber 19®8 sill be ssftlledTjnhsenssar ily. 

The mistake eas noticed an receipt of the indent for this ftore 

doted 18th October the drapery portion <tf cfcl*h fm aooordtagly

I

Usm cancelled#
It is gratifying to knot that the **p*r- cbisb 

Messrs. lamb Bros. «re nos supplying is of goaf pISllAy.
The infonwt ion that the *fi«a*u** still

8. 691.5. . :

6. 691.6.

maintains the old outward freigit rates and the* In* Scsssed
has a preferential rate of tQ/> per ton, is noted.-:

A.W.N. Vincent, Stop.. 
Port Stanley.
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No doubt you bore discussed fully with Mr.Goddard 

th® question of the collection of produce from those station*
for which there is no outward freight end decided on the future 

policy.
7. 691.7 & Hie working accounts sent of the "IMUtiaad"

«nd “Gwendolin" to 31st October lest will be placed before'the . 
Managing Director on his return. V-

8. 691.10. It is very annoying to hew that the "flrita” 

overearried to Valparaiso the ease containing the shears for 

the machine shearing plant for Goose Green, but it is hoped 

that you were able to get them delivered in tine for the 

shearing.
9. 691.18. Glass for the Fitsproy Shed, to replace the 13 

sheets broken in trsnsit, is being shipped ly this opportunity. 

18 panes have been ordered and the suppliers instructed to 

peek in corrugated cardboard pad double cases* Please report 

on this method of peeking.
10. 691.16. The pise of the proposed new Millinery Store 

is to hand, end Mr. Peters estimate for concrete walls IS, 
■spiled.

1

\

'

11. Please note that S wide working sheepdog 

bitches we being shipped out for the Company's fame by the 

"lAutaro" sailing on the 33rd February. They have been 

purchased from Mr* William Boy of Crieff, Scotland, end all 

are two years old.

^AciCzaJl'Z & 

HomJJ ^OerisL

13* Messrs. Million JBain & Co. are preparing the 

plans for the new North Arm Wool Shed, end it is hoped to be 

able to forward you by this mail * portion of the foundation , 
plans so as to enable the preliminary work to be started 

without delay. The suppliers will have the ahed ready for 

shipment by the boat to follow the "Lsntaro", and this should 

give you time to have the building weoted for next shewing..
The new Shaw Press will also he sent out by the sane cpportu&ity.
,ia. The Company's Agents at Montevideo cabled that 

the s.s. "Falkland" left there on the 31st December and that
ia
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her total disbursements are about £18£,000. Comment on this 

appalling figure is left until the accounts are received from 

Messrs. Maclean & Stapleton.
14. Mr. Goddard tea cabled for the inventory of 

furniture, etc. in the Manager's House; * ooyy af the last 

one received, dated 88th February, 191?, is accordingly 

enclosed.
No list is filed here of the goods tab*) from 

Sulivon House, but no doubt you have a note of then.
Mr. Maxfeham Sean is sailing for the Islands, by 

the "Or duns", and a cable was despatched to you on the $d£fe ult.V 

advising that he wished to inspect the Company’« fSMts first 

and proceed to Port Stephens at the beginning of March,
The Board has decided not to renew Mr. Orestes's

15.

16.
His successor, Mr. I.V.H. Young, together with hi*.agreement.

wife ced three young children, will be learning in the *l0ntftroM
sailing on the 88rd February.

Yours faithfully,
•*

'CM--••V/

Chairman*

* *»

' \

a



ENCLOSURES PER S.S."OfiflL’NA".

ORIGINALS.

1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 
2nd (2) & 7th January.19th,21st',28th December,

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 
29th December & 31st Deo.

Du Cros Doxat & Co's Wool Market Reports dated 31st December
National War Bonds 1929 Redemption Form for G.Harrison 

for completion.
Shipping Federation's Certificate of Registration of 

s.s."Falkland” for 1929.
Account Current (2) dated 8th January and vouchers.

" “ dated 3lst December, 1928.»Pt&irrashmra.
Remarks on Stores.
Copy of invoice from Mappin St Webb for Silver Salver, 

posted direct to Mr. Vincent.
Copy of letter from the Bernese Alps Milk Co. dated 

4th December, 1928.
Copy of Inventory of Furniture in Manager's House 1916/17.
Letter "N" for Remington Typwriter No.20.

s export pricelist of Confectionery samples 
in Stationery Case.

Copy of letter to T.G. Slaughter dated 8th January, 1929.
Letter addressed to Mr. E.B. Goddard from the Chairman.
Copy of letter from Messrs .Wm.Bain & Co 
January, 1929, re North Am Shearing Shed, together 
with the plans detailed therein.
Also blue print of Mr.Slaughter's tracing.

2 13th,13th,19th,23rd,

3

4

5

6
:

7
i
8

9

10
11

Shuttlcworth's12
sent

13
14
15 dated 8th• t

jbopdon. 8th January, 1939 a



Ehelbsures per Supplementary Matll
;

1! (fbpy of Cablegram sent dated 2nd: January.

2 Copy of Cablegrams received dated 4th.Sth.& 9th.January. 

List of General1 Cargo>pen S S "Orduna"3

4 General Invoice - Stores per S S "Orduna"

5 Remarks on Accounts.

6 Remarks an Stores.

LONDON 11th January, 19 2 9

i

:

>
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LUCHINO. 1306. pm M.V."LAUTABO1’! HATED ABE' 1929.fad FMu;t\k*.

Li*

1 Acknowledges Nos. 698 & 698.
2 "Gwendolin” — produce collected — laying up•

installation of oil winch on “Fennia".3
4 M,G. Greece - House allowance'of £86 per annum.
6 "Magellan" wool to be offered in March sales.
6 Pitch. Pin© log8 for But Jetty shipped per "toitaro”,* 

Laobert Bros, hare heard nothing further re supplying7
coal at Stanl^r.

8 s.s. "Falkland" - further insurance effected.
Counter hands for West Store.9

10 North Ann Wool Shed — plans enclosed.
11 Five Sheepdog bitches shipped — Veterinary Surgeon's

Certificate enclosed*
18 Mr* LcWaH. Young and family leaving by this

opportunity#
13 Stanley House — inventory asked for#

:



CLitr Jhalkhtuit Jf^laui^ Cl , Emitted.innuaitw
INCORPORATED BY ROVAL CHARTER 1851. ?-------

REGISTERED 1902.

'sEfoee/t
per m .v. "Laut aro".

C/?
N? 1306. 88bdo/tdon .£.05.

Dear Sir,
1 have to acknowledge receipt of your Despatches Nos.

69® and 693', dated 86th December 1928 and 10th January 1929
respectively,

2. 692.2.
698.6.

V •

The. total amount of produce collected by the 

"Gwendolin'* is noted, also that the vessel has now been laid up. 

3. 692.5.

t
i

The installation an the "Fennia” of the OlarkB 

Chapman oil winch which was originally shipped out in 1988 for 

use on the "Gwendolin" should help you greatly in dealing with
the discharge of the Patent Fuel. 

4. 693.9. Note has been made on the copy of Mr. Martin 

G. Creece's agreement’, filed here, of the housing allowance of
£86 per annum authorised by the Managing Director. 

5. 693.15. The "Magellan" arrived London on the 14th instut 

and the wool brought home by her will be offered in the sales(

ft/ commencing on the 5th prox.
6. Pitch Pine logs for the East Jetty, as cabled for 

by you on the 9th January, are being shipped by the "Lautaro".
i |

Messrs. Lambert Bros, have heard nothing further 

from their client regarding the supply at Stanley of 500 tons j 
of Welsh Coal which was the subject of cable messages between us.*' I

An extra cover, pro rata, for £5,000, has been 

taken out on the hull and machinery of the s.s. "Falkland" until ] 
the expiry date,- the 31st March,- of the existing policies.
The question of the new values to be covered an the vessel will 

be gone into with Mr. Goddard an his return. j
Your cable of the 9th instant, reoomnending 

that Mr, Young should bring with him four counter assistants for i 

the West Store to replace local ones, came to hand. A reply was -! 
telegraphed to the effect that they could not be sentty this

7.

/

8.

/

9.

/

A.VV.N. Vinoent, Esq 

' Port Stanley.
•f
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No. 1306. 22. 2. 29. - 2 -

opportunity and the matter was receiving attention, 

subject has been fully discussed with Mr. Young and; 

circumstances, it is thought best to defer engaging 

until he has had an opportunity of studying local conditions 

and putting his reeommendations before the Board.

Messrs. Win. Bain &Co.^ Ltd. will follow the 

instructions contained in your cable of the 13th instant and 

see that the bottom rails of the pens for the North Arm Wool 
Shed are made 6" from the floor and also that galvanised sheets 

are used. The number of ventilators is being doubled, 

sets of preliminary plans are enclosed and full erection drawings 

will be sent you by the vessel bringing the shed.

Five sheepdog bitches for the Company's farm have 

been shipped by the "Lautaro" and Veterinary Surgeon's 

certificate is enclosed. Particulars of thp animals: were 

given you in Despatch No. 1306; para. 11.; and no doubt you 

have notified the Stock Inspector of their intended arrival.
Mr. L.W. H. Young, wife and three children 

sailing by this opportunity.

Please send hone an up-to-date inventory of the 

contents of Stanley House belonging to the Company.
Yours faithfully*;

—- <yy

The
in the

anymen

10.

Two
!
1

:A
11.

*

%

j j

12. are
:
i

13. 'Z
v

i-u

Chairman.

!

-..-j
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LIST OF ENCLOSURES PER "LAEXABO".

ORIGINALS.

1 Copy of Cabl . attssswas."* •- **
2 CoW of MjJEgjjggg ri«®S5th J“-
2 Veterinary gjWg-to-gOeUU Bit*. .hi*™,

4 0ORy Of I-tt-g-ggi^^dated 6th Feta^y, M
,

5 F,3*N.Co. Contract for the 5 Collie Bitches
6 Du Cro* Dosatji January01 MorbBt 8®P°rt dated 15th &

1 Jhcomb', Hoare & Co's Wool 
8 Martell's invoice for 50

;per "tautaro*.

■s
Market Report dated 80th January, 

cases Brandy shipped per "Orduna". 
John Shaw ^Sons^Foundat ian pian 4/899l for North ^9

10 Joseph Xeri^ofledTSweets^ed oafcalogUG <* Chocolates and 

11 RSmarkB on Stores.
18 Account Current dated 82nd February and vouchers,
18 Remarks on Accounts.
14! Copy of letter from Messrs.
15 8 Hans (in duplicate) of North Arm Wool Shed

& Co., Ltd,
B.665.L 
E.65?«L 
£•660«L 
E.661JL

1

Perrier dated 19th February.
* Win.Baini

E.678.L
£.667 .Ir
&mi

Additions to Bentley's Code dated 82nd February*

!

16

_I8NDQN: sand February^ 1989.
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ENCLOSURES PER "LUTETIA" & "LAUTARO".!

1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 25th February*
i

Arming & Cobb's Report on Tallow ex "Magellan”.2

Jacomb Hoare & Co's Report on H.& B. 103 Bales Wool!
ex "Magellan".

Suppliers Invoices for Stores shipped per "Lautaro".

3

4

Remarks on Stores.5
!1I Eist of General Cargo per "Lautarof*6

Is
! Invoice for Drugs shipped by Evans Sons Lescher & Webb

for Dr, Craddock.
7•!-

■

'!

!

LONDON, 1st March, 1929.

I
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F B E C I S J

1 Arrival of Mr. Young on 10th 
Managing Director's notes re

and the Store business.
2 Acknowledges Despatches 694/6.
3; Beport of breakage of pump air vessel of Oil Barge sent to Admiralty.
4 Staff for Store at Stanley.
6 Stanley Land ~ sale of block south of James Street.
6 P.6. Langdon agreement - awaiting Mr. Dean's arrival hone.
7 "Oi.G.SS'* - spares.
8 lest Store - re Exchange of land.
9 East Jetty extension around stem of "Egeria*.

10 "Kelp" reports to hand.
11 Accounts for 1928 received. Surprise as to Store results,not shared here.
12 Manager's House - water under.
13 Rifle Association - Challenge Cup. Beplica being sent

next mail.
14 Estate of Louis Williams - not interested in sale of business.
15 Await result of offer mads^for Robson's Fitaroy Camp.
16 Engineer - negotiating for Biters' successor.

To be sent to Siren Hunter's yard to gain knowledge 
of Floating Dock.

17 Floating Dock - letter from W.Gordon Glover enclosed.
18 Hulks "Great Britain/, end "Fennia".
19 "Gwendoline - Insurance risk while lying up to be taken,on Underwriting A/©.

Cable to be sent if coomissianed.
20 Sisal Oil ex "Magellan", dispute between Brokers and Buyers.
21 Quotations of steel drums for seal oil.
22 E.G. Creece's agreement. - Camp Storekeeper.

April. *
state of affairs in Stanley

i/

/

/
i

/

I

J

/

/

(M*

-j.

/

/

/

. -.

15«
;

1

. ..



CLIir jFctlltJctuLi (Cinuumtu, Citrate ft.
-------------- INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. -

REGISTERED 1902.

6 - Su'y cc/j/Ac/, y^ice/s.
Pe/- s.b"ANEE5S" and s.s "FLEURU^I
N? 1307 ony/o//.£c.3. 18th April, J.9M9.

Dear Sir,
ThA news of your safe arrival at Part Stoilsy on the

10th instant was received with much pleasure, hut I fear the 

long voyage of the "Xautaro" and the unfortunate six days 

quarantine in the Buenos Aires Roads must have it a very 

tedious Journey for you and your family.I 1 trust that you were 

/ ftbl0 to get quickly and comfortably settled in your new home; 
should there be anything wanting which you consider should be 

supplied by the Company please advise me*
On taking up your position as the Company's Colonial 

Manager I would like to assure you that you have the fullest 

confidence and best wishes of all the Directors*
Mr* W.M. Dean will have handed you my notes relative to 

the general chaos which existed in all branches of the Coapaxy's 

business on my arrival in Stanley and also details of the eehcme 

of reorganisation of the Store business. Please^Jidwever', do net 

regard the latter as "east iron"? if, from your «*pe*J*n*e'f you can 

see any way to improve an it by all means do so.

>

V

8. The last Despatch was dated 82nd February? there have sines
been received the following signed by Mr. Vincent

No. 694, dated 19th February, 1989.
696* * fth lfelSoh l (Annual Accounts)

3* 694*6* The report relative to the breaking of the pump 

air vessel on oil barge "O.fe.88" has been sent to the Admiralty.
Nothing definite has so far been done in response 

to the cable sent before your arrival aabtog that four cotaiter 

assistants be sent out, for the reason that for want of 

aoconmodation they cannot sail in the "Bogota" leaving Htfe Ky. 

The next opportunity will probably not'be until June or July by

1/

4. 694.9.

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,' 
Manager,

Port Stanley.



18th. April, 1989.
ifthe Fteific Company, buVyou will heap me advised in good time 

ty cable of the opportunities that may arise for getting 

passages from Montevideo by the "Fleums"* it nay be possible 

to 8end them by that route*
The request for tour was regarded as rathe* a 

wholesale order, and it is Just as well that your views on the 

matter will be available before sending so nmy out* At the 

same time, from my recent experiences in Stanley, I am confident 

that you will need at least two good men owing to the imf 

bility of finding any honest and suitable local men.
Amongst several applicants interviewd for this w<n$ 

is one, Alexander Raul, a Scotsman, 
store and drapery business, and his testimonials'^ mate him a 

very suitable man to be head of the Retail Store, mod as socm 

as an opportunity of getting him out is known, a cable drill 

be sent you suggesting that he be engaged.
Another young man of the required experience, 

suitable for the ordinary counter work, is also available', bat 

we are trying to find a man who can combine the work of barber 

and shop assistant. The salutary effect of importing two such, 
men as the above would probably brace up the local lulflnH 

in the Storei
6. 694.10. The Board has given its sanction to the sale

-•
!

:

5
;

!

i-tJ. i^t, f.

I

■

J

i

of the land referred to. Should, however-, you see any objection 

to parting with all or part, by all means hold the matter up. - „ 
6. 694.11.

V

After the arrival home of Mr. 1F«M. tiem 1 

will advise you with regard to Mr. Lang don's new agreement.
The remarks in reply te the A^niralty* s

v

7 . 694.18.
1/ enquiry re missing spares haaebeen passed on. 

8. 694*14. The Board will be interested to hear the 

result of the negotiations relative to acquiring the strip of 

land along Dean Street referred to.
If, after you have had an opportunity of

V
i

ft. 694.16. ft

studying the conditions of working, you consider the extension



1989
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of the jetty around the stem of the "ffeeria" would be 

desirable' and warrant the outlay, please proceed,with It.
10, 694.16. 

the "Kelp" are to hand.
11. Betnatsfe Nc*69g - Accounts.

She final accounts for the year ended 31st December, 
1988, together with the supporting schedules, are to haul*
As yet there has been no time for a detailed examination, and 

such comments as are called for will follow later* Meanwhile it 

can be said that the surprise expressed relative to the result . 

of the Store Account is not shared on this side* lit factor .. 
having regard to the little interest shown in that department 

in the past#the total lack of proper organisation; Supervision 

and control, the wander is that a loss has net been made*

I
/V

Captain Huberts'andMr .liters* reports on * .
'* • ;

/
i

The Board has complete confidence in your obtaining 

very different results in the future*
12* 696.2* The trouble of the water under the Manager's 

House; referred to in this Despatch, is a very odd story, and
should have been tackled years ago. It was there when. 1 was 

in Stanley in 1919, ■?-€" deep; I found about the same in 

January last and arranged with Mr. W.M. Bean that he would 

give instructions to have the matter seen to before he left* 

18. 696*4. A replica of the Challenge Dup, duly 

inscribed, will follow by next opportunity.
14. 696*6* The Board is not interested in the possible

V

v

V' sale of the business conducted by the Estate of Louis Will Ians.. 
16* 696.9* The result of the offer made for Hobson's 

Fitaroy Camp will be awaited with interest. It is difficult to
understand thy the Government should be supposed to have any 

object ion to the proposed dead.
16* 696.8. Negotiations are in progress with a view to 

securing a really good man to succeed Peters as Company's Baginggp 

*» are looking for one with « Marine Board of Trade Certificate^-



No. 1307. 18th April, 1989.

so that he could take charge of the "Falkland" 

and who has had experience in ship repair work so that he will 

be fully competent to deal with business that may cone wiun 

floating dock is installed*

in an emergency,- L

!rthe
She intention is to engage him 

at once and send him to Aran, Hunter's yard with a view to
making himself thoroughly acquainted with Kid capable of erecting 

the dock on arrival in Stanley#
his obtaining a thorough knowledge of the use of the electric 

welding and other plant.

V
also be made of.^A point will

17. !Ehe copy of letter, dated 15th April, from Mr. 
Gordon Glover, will acquaint you of the progress being made 

with the contraction of the floating dock# Instructions have 

been given him to have as much riveting as possible an 

this side to save labour in Stanley#
When you have had ample time to stu^y the 

requirements of the situations the Board will welcome your

/

18.

considered opinion as to the best poliey to follow in respect 

of the hulks "Great Britain" and "Fennia". As you will have 

learned^ the latter vessel was acquired recently in order to
store her cargo of fuel, which was a desirable purchase, but 

it is a question whether she has not sufficient capacity for 

all requirements, in which event it seems unwise to incur 

further expenditure on the "Great Britain" the decks of which 

are needing attention. A point to be borne in mind is whether 

the hull of the "Great Britain" will, notwithstanding her age,- 

she was built in 1843,- outlast that of the”Iennia" for the 

reason that the former shell was of 7/8" iron plate while the ■ 
"Fannie" is of comparatively thin modern steel, and this, as 

you are doubtless aware, deteriorates much more rapidly than 

the old iron plate#
A boring of the "Great Britain's plate between 

wind and water was taken last some twelve years ago and the 

wastage .detectable was very little indeed# I understood from 

Captain Roberts that he feared that internal corrision of the 

under water plates might have gone on to a greater extent#

J * *
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19. The insurances of the "flwendolin'V, hitherto taken 

out with Lloyds and the Companies* expire on the 22nd instant.
A cable is being sent you advising that the risk will from that

i: ?

date be taken on the Company's own Underwriting Account as it is 

assumed that barring any accident to the "Falkland"; she will. 

lying in Harbour. In the events therefore, of the schooner being 

again put into commission, please cable 

cover can be taken out.

' »:
so that the necessary

deferring to the shipment of Seal Oil per
"Magellan" in January/ I regret to report1, for the information of
the Falkland Islands & Dependencies Sealing Company Ltd.* that a
dispute has arisen between the Brokers and buyers in respect of the
quality of the oil as defined in the contract (sent you 28nd Feb.)
and ike packages. A copy of Messrs. Aiming & Cobb's letters of 

& 18th .& reply
/April/is enclosed which gives full particulars, 

be seefkthat in consequence of tbeir not having yet received the 

landing weights the final Account Sales/ which we had hoped to send 

by this opportunity/ cannot be completed, 
received on 1st March, on account of the sale.

In response to the cable of 30th ultimo asking for 

quotations for steel drums a reply, as per copy enclosed, was sent 

you on the 15th instant from which it will be seen that we were 

offered 90 gallon new plain steel drums at a price which worked 

out at £2. 9. ®. each o.i.f. Port Stanley. This is made up* 

as followss- cost f .o.b. Liverpool 22/-, freight at 40/- per tm 

/ cu.ft.V 25/6, insuranoe/eharges 1/6 - £2. 9. O. On the 17th inst. 

we cabled again advising that we were offered similar drums, only 

second hand, at £2. 2. 9. each c.i.f. Stanley, subject ter 

immediate reply.

29.

It willthe 17th

Meanwhile we hold £600®,
• •=

21.

* • . SM ,

In spite of every endeavour it has been impossible 

to get the Pacific Company to quote a lower rate than 40s/- per 

The Continent was then tried with a view to effecting40 eu.ft.
shipment from Antwerp or Hamburg - per the Kosmos Steamers which

So far that Line has agreed tosail regularly to Punta Arenas. 
mftk« the call at Stanley for a shipment of 1000 drums but*



V
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unfortunately their freigit quotation is even higher,' at 46/- 

per euhio metre. Correspondence with them is continuing ad it 

is hoped to git: a more favourable rate. Thi shipment of this 

pareel by the Eosmos Line, if it could be arraigedv should have 

a salutary effect on the Pacific Company in more ways tTim

• yi

/ K 
f '

one*
22. A cable despatched from Stanley 3rd April 

received, reading nW«if. Dean decides undesirable to
agreement B.G. Greece, will require suitable Gamp Storekeeper 

Darwin Harbour as soon as possible."
as there has not been the least idea of renewing agreement 
referred to.

This is somewhat pussling

Greece was given six months notice to terminate 

his agreement by me in Stanley and is merely working out
time as Darwin Storekeeper and Bookkeeper. He was told if 

he gave every satisfaction at Darwin he would be reccumendsd for 

the post at, of course the reduced salary, should he care to 

continue there.

V

As Hr. Vincent was qtite awmre of the above 

arrangement,' the message is not clear and can only be taken tQ 

mean that Creeoe has not given satisfaction and must be replaced.
We have some promising applicants:, but have 

hesitated as to whether to select a married or single man; the
latter are more attractive', hence our cables of the 4th and 13th 

instant. On further consideration, however,'' we have come to the 

conclusion that in view of the assistance which a married would 

obtain from his wife in the Store, he would be the more suitable* 

and will therefore be selected*

V

Unfortunately there is small prospect of being 

able to send anybody out before June.
Tours faithfully^

Managing Director.

—-»»



ENCLOSURE PTu " IBL l\ZAr via MCMTI^IDIX.

1. Copies of cablegrams received dated 2nd, 6th & 11th March. 
Brokers reports on wool ex "Magellan

DJI. 511 bales.
9IJ. A.

381
4S
40
36:.V?
4T» T1

K.V. 14

General Invoice for stores per ' Lautaro".

General Invoice for stores per "Orita' .

Copy of letter- from the Admiralty of Sth March re Oil 
Fuel Depot.

Average pr^ices of Wool sold Gth March.

Average prices of Wool sold 12th March.

Du Croz ik. Co's priced sale catalogue of 12th March.

Clients invoices for stores shipped per "Lautar#" & ‘Orita". 

Jacomh Hoard & Co's priced sale catalogue of Gth March.

Du Croz Doxat & Co’s wool market report of Gth March.

3.

4.

5.

G.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.

London. 13th March. 1929.

: ~~~
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Enclosures per S.S."Andes" via Southampton.

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 28th March, 2nd.4th.15th.& 17th April
2 Copy of Cablegrams received dated 13th.23rd.28th.30th.March.3rd

5th.loth.& 12th April.
3 DuCroz Dnxat 9 Go’s price sale catalogue of 20th. March.
4 DuCroz Doxat & Go’s Wool market report dated 21st March.
5 Jacorah Iloare & Go’s Wool market report dated 21st March. 

Average prices Wool sold on 20th March.
Brokers’ reports:-

f

!6
7

P 106 hales Wool ex"Mage 11an"
J B 86 J 3 9 3

8 Wool handing Certifieat.es:-
512 hales Wool ex"Magellan"D II

8 T 37 3 3 3 3

N A n i» 3

J B 84 t3 3 1 3

P 103 j i J 3

T R 40
Port Louis 

S & 8 
Ii h B 103 

AP 36

J 3 3 3

I<19 13 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

3 3 9 3

M V 14 3 3 3 3

B B 4 3 3 3 3

Blue Prints 4 
899A

of Foundation for John Shaw & Soils 10" 

for North Arm (in duplicate)
Account Current dated 18th. April and vouchers.

9 Woolpress

10
i

11: !Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores.
Copy of letterfrom W.Gordon Glover dated 15tli April re Floatingh

Do ck.
Copy of letters from Aiming h Cohh dated. 17th & 18th April and

our reply of tlie ISth April re Seal Oil.
Copy of letter to T. G. SI augliter dated 18 tli. Apri 1.

.
12
13

14

15
i

hONDON 18th. APRIL. 1929
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»0. 1308, dMted 15th to*, 1989, }*r 'gagttptft Jfct**tvJc" 

and "Bogota". t
\

1 Nothing to aolmonrledge*
Notes from cable that Store feultift 

not required*
oorretfptidlterifa* ife dispute 

Oil ex "Magellan" >* *«& iftilk A
coatr&tW^ &#. Si a, 

- quest id* III

Annin**

%

3 Encloses further
/

1000 Drums
/ 4 Druas

|
/ 8 Letter from

Afterglow" - iamtfmrn*
;

p * 4m John tfn £ :.

DodJig to

Oort of letter $ftp $%&&&jm& imml. 

& Wool Market.

t

/

8

;

t
j

!

wSk



(Lite jfnlklmti* CL , Winnie ft.luuiitntp
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

6'/. - ^/u/cecSu/yic/C \
Per "Highland Chieftain" & "Uogota"*
N° 1308* ' * -^/e/yy r/o//os. 15th May,

>■

Dear Sir,
Since writing you last on the 18th ultimo no letters 

from the Islands have been received; cables have been exchanged 

as per copies herewith.
Referring to paragraph 4 of last Despatch, a cable Was 

sent you on the 89th ultimo advising that the man Paul and jafti«r 

assistant were available for the Retail Store if Still required *hd 

asking your wishes as to sending them out.
hear from your reply that they were not needed and It Is assumed 

that you have been able to make satisfactory arrangements with 

the local hands.

8.

We were glad tb

Following up the remarks in last Despatch, 1807 para.30, 

relative to the dispute which has arisen in camet&loft with the 

shipment of Seal Oil per "Magellan", herewith will he found copy 

of further correspondence on the subject which has passed between 

this office and the Brokers. It will be aeen from this that no 

settlement of the dispute having been arrived at the ease is 

being taken to arbitration; Mr. Fehr, then whom we could-add has* 

a better representative, being appointed to act on our behalf.
As Mr. Felton will shortly be arriving the whole matte? 

can be put before him.
In reply to your cable of the 30th March messages were 

sent you on the 16th and 17th April advising that new plain steel 
90 gallon drums could he delivered e.i.f. Stanley at £&• 9. 0. 

each', and second-hand ones at £8. 2. 9. Both are of 16 gauge
bodies and 14 gauge B.G. sides*

Whfti your cable of the 85th ultimo caroto hand suppliers
could not then give deliveay of 1000 per "BOGOTA".

3.

i

!
Ui

fc.W.H. Young, Esq.", 
Manager,

Fort Stanley.

mJI
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No. 1308. 16th May. 1929. - a -

Efforts to obtain supplies cheaper from the Continent,*- 

shipment by the Kosmos stearners, — have proved quite fruitless 

that Company having advised us that after discussing the matter 

with the P.SJf.C,- with whom they are joint members of the 

Conference,— they were unable to entertain the proposal of a sail 
at Port Stanley even for a shipment approximating to 600 tons 

of drums.
These negotiations, however, were not without good 

effect, as we were subsequently able to get the P.8JI.C. to 

agree to reduce their hightrate of 40a/- per 40 sq.ft, far ths * 
empty drums to 20s/- each. This will explain to you why in ths 

cable of 6th May we advised having placed tile order far 1400 

drums at a price which works out at 0* e.Lf. Stanley 

agai&st the first quotation of £JB. 9. 0. This is for new dnitoi 
4 which 850 are going by the "Bogota” «hd VSO Bp t»*m.v.
"hahtaro" fjma Liverpool 13th duly.

In yiew of the high freight qf *1 each charged d$ 

thes^r empty drums, to Stanley it is a-question whether H would • 
pet us to assemble them xx there fop resale. Hip plates 

and stamped ends with bungs fitted could be shipped cut by 

cargo boat at 65s/- per 20 ewt. which equals Is/94 per drum.
This would appear to leave a very fair margin for the eOfit of 

assembling and profit, provided the necessary machinery does hot 

entpil too much outlay. As to this I hope to sand you further 

information? at any early date. The eleotrio welding plant could 

be usefully employed in this connection.
Enclosed please find copy of letter from Aiming & Cobb 

relative to the valde of hair seal skins, which please bring to 

the hot ice of the Sealing Company.
6. ... Your telegram of the 26th April advising that the

“Afterglow" had bean bought by the Falkland Islands & Dependencies
Sealing Company for £1200 and asking if insurance could be 

arranged against all risks temporarily for £2600 inoluding 

the eatch, estimated at £60 per day, was duly received*

I

4.

6.



No. 1308. 15th Miqr, 1989.

In view of the fact that the insurances for this
Company have been done direct with Mr. Moen-Andersen,- the 

Agent for the Sealing Company at Tonsberg,- the enquiry was 

immediately passed on to him as it is fairly certain that a 

lower rate would be obtained by him in conjunction with the 

other insurances than if put forward in London as an independent 

risk. We are awaiting Mr. Moen-Andersen's reply which will 

be cabled to you immediately on receipt.
Referring to cables exchanged (20th & 22nd April), 

your desire to know what was being done in the matter of appoint
ing an Bigineer in place of Mr. Peters was quite realised and 

the full reply sent you will have given you all information then 

available.
I am now glad to say we have secured Mr. John 

MacDonald Thomson who appears to be thoroughly capable and 

suitable in every way, having had some 18^- ywara Experience tjf 

ship repair work at Graysons well-known yard at Liverpool, end 

other places in addition. A copy of the jgUgBpsnt entered into 

with him will be sent you together with Copies of hi? application 

and testimonials. He will be on pay from to-da^r and to spend 

his time at Messrs. Swan & Hunter's yard making himself 

thoroughly conversant with everything connected with the 

Floating Dock to enable him to undertake the final erect ion in 

Port Stanley.

< **“1

He is being put into touch with Mr. Peters who has 

promised to give him all information relative to the plant and 

machinery at present in Stanley, and together they will decide* 

what, if any, machines, it is desirable to send out to enable £•> 

ordinary repairs to Cothers to be dealt with. A lathe oaqtable 

of dealing with a tail shaft is certainly wanted.
Mr. Thomson will sail in the "LautarO" on the 13th 

July, the first opportunity, and will, we hope, be with you well 

ahead of the delivery of the Dock, which will be completed
Our friends, the Whaling Companies in

—'N

about the end of June.



No. 1308. 15th May, 1929.

Norway are now planning their arrangements for the coming 

season and we hope to hear within a few days whether they can 

convey the material direct from the Tyne to Stanley. This 

would probably not be until July or August, but if their 

services can be enlisted in this way it will be the most 
economical method to ship. Failing this we shall endeavour to 

effect shipment in conjunction with a ooal charter to Bahia 

Blanca unless the Pacific Company are prepared to quote a low 

price, shipment from the Tyne.
Mr. Thompson,- with wife and two children jOged 8 and

10 and an elderly aunt ,- will need * house, but in view of 

the changes which have taken place of late it has not been 

possible to say which of the Company's lunar*s ybtt will
As he certainly appears hi) bo a veryallocate for his use. 

desirable man and of a class superior -£» >efeglao«r» previously
sent out, it will be wise to do %fcs%-yau san for to 

this respect.
Enclosed please find copy <$f AdairoHy letter Of

2nd May 1929,- with their statement attached,- calling for
an amended one relative to oil supplied to B«M*S* ^Co^nnhQ*.

The shipment of wool per "Loreto" - at Stanley
9th March - has been offered at the current sale#. Prioes

d d
have averaged for DJI. 15.50 and S. 14.75, about £d per lb. 

down on March Sales. Full details of the realisations will 

be found in the accompanying catalogues.
Yours faithfully,
'..s //

Cr* / ^

8.

9.

/ c

Managing Director.

—— -

l \



124Telephone No. ROYAL 4791.
Telegraphic Address: “FLEETWING, BILGATE, LONDON.” MEMORANDUM.

192 918th June,__London}_
From * l.t'.ii...Young,..Esq

................... Manager,

■ To •f"t..........

The FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY, Limited,
Port..Stanley...61, GRACECHURCH STREET, E.C.3.

Attached please find retyped Despatch No. 1309, referred to 

in memo of 23rd May



am ■nsp

!

I1 R E 0 I a .

DESPATCH NO. 1309, DATED 23RD MAY, 1929 per "CAP ARCONA" & BOGrOTA" .

1 Encloses agreement with J.T. Wood - Camp Bookkeeper and
Storekeeper.

2 Re Piston required for Gardner Engine.
3 Admiralty asks for further sdarch to be made for

missing spares.
4 As to appointment of a Lloyds Surveyor ih Stanley.
5 Walls Ties not shipped per "Bogota".

/ 6 Replica for Challenge Cup posted.
/ 7 North Arm Wool Shed material shipped "Bogota".

Plans &c. enclosed.
8 Shearing Shed for Dean Bros, shipped. Plans &c.Enclosed.
9 Agreement made with J.M. Thomson - Resident Engineer —

enclosed.

A
/I

/

/

✓ l
/ I

,

!

i
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Clljr jfalUlctn^ JslaitiV* CL inupanu, %xmiU cY
»f INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) o

REGISTERED 1902.

6'/, z^/uic&o/ta/ic/C'

Per "Cap Arcona" & Bogota".
23rd May,........ y/,9 29N° 1309

Dear Sir,
Referring to remarks in paragraph 22 of 1307, please 

find herewith the agreement concluded with James Traill Wood who 

has been appointed Accountant Bookkeeper and Storekeeper at 

He is a married man - no children - and has received 

permission to take his father-in-law- to reside with him, the
Darwin.

passage money for whom he will pay. A charge of 10/- per week 

is to he debited to Mr. Wood's account in respect of the meat 
supplied to his father-in-law. |jA copy of letter to Mr. Wood,
dated 13th May, on this point is attached to the agreement, 
wife has been a typist and has had office experience; it will be 

in order to make her a payment of £20 to £30 per annum, as was 

done in previous cases, if she is agreeable to assist in the 

Store.

The
/

Advice of this man's engagement and intended sailing on 

the 13th *Fuly was cabled you on the 16th instant.
Your cable of the 3rd May was received, reading,2.

"Send by first steamer piston 7-7/16 by 9-5/8" 2 valve set
forThe word/7/16 was mutilated andrings Gardner Engine 5 M.V."

a repetition called for confirmed previous assumption of the
The order was then sent to Messrs. Norris,/meaning as 7/16.

Henty & Gardners who raised further queries as per copy of their
To settle the points raised the

matter was referred to Mr. Thomson,- the new Engineer,- for him

✓

letter of 14th May herewith.

to decide what should be sent after consultation with Mr.Peters 

who is thoroughly conversant with the engine.
Enclosed please find copy of letter from the Admiralty, 

dated 15th May, asking that a further search and report be made 

in respect of some missing spares.
L.W.H. Young, Esq.,

3.

/

Manager,
Port Stanley.



/
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No. 1309. 23rd May, 1929. - 8 -

4. Following on the suggestion in your cable of the 7th 

instant, before Mr. Thomson was engaged his testimonials and
qualifications were submitted to Lloyds Register, and we offered 

to arrange an interview between them with a view to hia being 

The extraordinary
position in this connection which has existed there for
appointed Lloyds Surveyor in Stanley.

years
The decision come to is conveyed in a 

letter from the Secretary dated 13th May, copy herewith.

was fully discussed.

It is, perhaps, after all not unreasonable that, at 

this juncture, they may not see fit to fall in with, the proposal 
made, but in all probability when a case arises later on it will 
be possible to convince them that a certificate from a man of 

Thomson's qualifications and experience is of much more value1
than that of one possessing only the title of Colonial Engineer. 
In the past the Registry have been satisfied with that which is 

really not worth anything. This matter is also being taken up 

with the Norwegian Societies and the result will be advised you
later.

5. I am sorry to say that to our intense annoyance Messrs. 
F. Braby & Co. of Glasgow, through sheer inattention and failure
to keep in touch with the Shipping Company as instructed, have

\
failed to ship the Wall Tie| in the "Bogota" and they cannot 
go forward until the 12th July sailing of the "Lautaro".

The replica of the Challenge Cup for Rifle Shooting, 

referred to in your 696.4, was despatched by Parcel Post on the 

18th April.

V

now

6.

The whole of the material for the North Arm Wool Shed
has been shipped in the "Bogota".

Herewith you will receive the following, supplied by
Messrs. Wm. Bain & Co. and required in connection with the erection

Blue Prints Nos. W/27/29 - Nos. 1 to 12.
" " No. E 600 L.
" " No. 2750.

Lists of materials.
Erection Notes.

7.

/
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No. 1309. 23rd May, 1929. - 3 -

These, with the plans sent 22nd February, 
the set; duplicate set will be

complete
sent you next mail. 

A small shearing shed for Messrs.8. Dean Bros. for
on Jason Islands has been shipped in the "Bogota" in 

respect of which the following will be found herewith

use

JVm. Bain's drawing No. W/85/29 1 - 3.
List of materials.
And a separate sketch showing how the timber 

floor gratings should be erected.
Enclosed please find the agreement concluded with

Mr. John MacDonald Thomson as Resident Engineer.

/

pen

9.

Yours faithfully,

!
C._3 - 'S d

Managing Director.

i

>

A
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7>\Telephone No. ROYAL 4791.

,T«fgraphlc Address: “PLEETWING, BILGATE, LONDON.” MEMORANDUM.
London, _jL3.__ 192^

From To

The FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY, Limited,

61, GRACECHURCH STREET, E.C.3.

<5/

yC^jc
/t+~

/tv c^.

^-(3-

■^7
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v r c 1_s.

::c. i.-ir o. 23;D ;iAy. 1929 did "OAi.* A-ThAlA1" & "BOOCgA*.

1 Aldoses agreement with J.T. ’.food - Oanp Bookkeeper and
Storekeeper.

2 ii© vision roan red for Gardner iinnine.

Admiralty asks for further soaroh to bo made for
nisaing spares.

As to appointment of a Lloyds Surveyor in Stanley.
Wall Ties not shipped per "
Replica for Challenge Cup posted.
Lorth An? Wool Shed ; aterial shipped "Bogota".

Haas &c. enclosed.

3

4

5 o."ota".->a

6

7

8 Shearing Shod for .seen Bros, shipped.

Agree.*4jri»r.ia'.i0 with J. .. Thomson - Resident Airinoor -
enclosed.

Liens &c.enclosed.
9

V

i



1 ► '

33rd Loy, 1939. -2 -

4, Bellowing on the suggestion In ycur cable of the 7th 

instant, before Hr, iftosisoa was engaged his testimonials nnci
qualifications were submitted to Lloyds Register, and we offered 

to arrange an interview between thea with a view to his being 

appointed Lloyds Surveyor in Stanley. The extraordinary
position in this connection which has existed there for years 

wavs fully discussed. The decision ease to is conveyed in a 

letter from the Secretary dated 13th Lay, copy herewith.
It is, perhaps, after all not unreasonable that, at

this juncture, they nay not see fit to fall in with the proposal 
made, but in all probability when a ■aso arises later on it will
bo possible t° convince then that a certificate fre® a man of 

Thomsen1s qualifications and experience is of ;rueh more value 

than that of one possessing only the title of Colonial Engineer.
in the past the Registry have been satisfied with that which is 

really not worth anything.

with the Norwegian Societies and the result will bo advised you 

1 at or«

■Ais natter Is also bora? taken up

5* I am sorry to say that to our intonso 

1 • Bvahy Uo» °f Glasgow, through sheer inattention
anneyanee liessrs. 

and failure 

have

mid they cannot new
tna lath July sailing of the "Lautaro". 

j.'hc replica of the Challenge Cup for Rifle Shooting, 
referred to in your 696,4,
18th April.

oo keep in touch with the Shipping Company an instructed, 

failed to ship the Wall Ties in the -Bogota11
go forward until

6.

was despatched by Parcel Post on the

7, Tlio whole of the material for the north Am Wool Shed 

has been shipped in the "Bogota11.

Herewith you will reeeivef! the following. supplied by
• required in connection with theuassrs. L®. Bain & Go

erection.
Blue prints Los. W/27/29 - 

No. ID 600 i, 
2750.

i.GS* I to

T " * HO. a\
Lists ^of natcrials* 

. iV o ot i oii kotes.



3^
23rd ; iayt 1939♦ — *'> —

those, with the plane sent 22nd 

tho set; duplicate set
February, complete

will be sent you next mail. 

A smell shearing shed for liessrs.8.
Fean Eros, for

on Jason Islands has hemuse
shipped in; the "Bogota" in

respect of which the following will he found herewith:-
Eo-0/85/391 - 8-

0 separate sketch shewing -f-ue 
iloor gratings should be ’ “e timber penerecteda

agreement concudod with 

^ Resident I3ngiii8©r*
Yours faithfully,

ihe4

9 a .’.Inclosed please find the 

. Vo John iiacDouald riJiio?i3on

ijA •/ -4 ct
Lian aging Director.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail per "Cap Arcona".
■

/ 1 Copy of Cablegram sent dated 16th May.

v 2 Copy of Cablegrams received dated 15th & 18th May.

Du Croz Doxat & Co’s Wool Market reports dated 15th May.

/ 4 Jhcomb Hoare & Co's Wool Market reports dated 15th May.

Blue Print No. 2750 of North Arm Woolshed (plan of pens)
ereetion key.

Copy of letter from John Dewar & Sons dated 16th May.A

si Remarks on Stores.

/8 Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 15th May.

*/9 Copy of letter to James T. Wood dated 13th May and signed 

agreement referred to attached.
Copy of J.M. Thomson's signed agreement as Company's Resident 

Engineer in Port Stanley dated 15th May and testimonials.
Copy of letter from Lloyds Register of Shipping dated 13th May.

Copy of letter from Norris Henty & Gardners Ltd. dated 14th May.

Copy of letter to T.G. Slaughter dated 23rd May.

A.0

J
11

/12

/13

LONDON 23rd MAY, 1929.

I.
U

A
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:

via Montevideo;ENCLOSURES PER "ASTURIAS"
r

1
:
l

' y I Copy of cablegrams sent dated 24th & 27 th June. 
Copy of cablegram received dated 25th June.

a‘

y 3 Remarks on Accounts.
/4 Remarks on Stores.

:

' :/'2

LONDON. 27th June. 1929.

■

I

■!

I
I

■

!

*
f

I
i

L ;



1 London, 21st June. 1929*Enclosures via Montevideo.

Copv of Cablegrams sent dated 31st May,3rd,6th,11th,13th, JSili
19th & 20th June.

Oopv of Cablegrams received dated 29th,30th May,3rd,8th,10th,
12th,18th & 19th June.

Press copy of Brokers* Report on Hides ex "Loreto".
Despatch No* 1309 dated 23rd May.
Corrected General Invoice Stores per s.s. "Bogota".

/I

\/ 2
v

3

/ 4

/5

/6 Wool Landing Certificates:-
162 bales Wool ex "Loreto''

;£

Ps
74✓ AP 

^ HGC
.* MV'

97\
22

8BB
2McG

164✓ F
56/ T R 

s HP 
^ F B 

D H:
^ J B 

v J H D 
'S & S 
/ J B L 

D & S

86
79I 352

211
52
23
23
86

Copy of letter from Aiming & Cobb dated 3rd June and certificate 
of landing weight of Seal! Oil ex "Magellan" attached.

. "Falkland" Club Insurance British Marine Mutual Insurance 
Association's Book of Rules.

3
Duplicate Set of Wm. Bain & Co's/Blue Prints of Dean Bros.

Woolshed W/35/29/1,2 & 3 also lists of Materials &c. & 
sketch showing how pen floor gratings are to be construct

•/ 7

/8 s .s

/9

!ed

Duplicate Set of Wm.Bain & Co's 12 Blue Prints of North Arm
Woolshed W/27/28/1 to 12 inclusive and lists of Materials 
erection notes, also Blue Print E.660L.

Duplicate Set of Wm.Bain & Co's 3 Blue Prints of Shepherds House 
shipped per "Bogota" for Baillon & Stickney.

dated 21st June and vouchers.

Copy of letters from the Admiralty dated 5th & 20th June.

Remarks on Stores.
Wm.Bain & Co's Blue Print E 671/L. Proposed New Retail Store.
£22 Falkland Islands Notes (see debit in Account Current).

from Messrs .Morice Tozer & Beck Ltd. dated 31st 
of Provisional Cover Notes No.02341 & 02293

of letter from Southern Whaling & Sealing Co.Ltd. dated 
17th November, 1928♦

Copy of Contract and Specification for Floating Dock*
Copy of letter to G.J.Felton dated 30th May, 1929*
Schedule of ^^^essrs.Regusci &

/10

11

Accounts Current (2) 
/I2n Remarks on Accounts.12

^13

44
4ls
Vl6

V

>/17 Copy of letter
May & copy\

^lS Copy

S'20
/ 21

* I
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Enc 1 n,s ure s\ i vi c) Montevideo.
ft-

I Copy of Cablegrams sent dated mfch.22nd.2GtH.

3 fch I:Jay.

received dated ISth.20th.24th.
3rd.7th.X 18th May.

•sold on 2nd. 9th.& 14th May.

reports dated noth April.

l

20th April.nth &

2 Copy of Cablegrams
25th.ar>th Apri l

3 Average prices IVool 

DuCroz Doxat X Co's Wool marlcefc'4

/5 bool Reports

D II -952 1. 
161 
164

ales Wool ex • i iLoreto"s
j jP j j

j iii a c 3 197 J jIIP 
F R

T T

3 *85 j i
$ 380

) 3D 3 )52 3 i4 b j j28 J jT R 3 )5r>
23

3 )S X s i >

3 i

McG 
B B 
.'I V 

AP 
t«t B 
Heart

3 i

3 J
3 38 3 3
i 3fc-‘V>
J J74 3 3
3 3210 3 J 3 395 3 iz 3 3142 3 3

3 3

6 Do<|fc banding 

•Jac

1 iiam .bain & Co'

shipped per

Certificate for W.K.C.SO 

Iloare & Go's Won! sale
bales r/oo.1 ex Magellan"7

atalogne of 2nd lay.

iJ 10 co of Shepherds

c
8

* 3 Blue Prints X i •House
S*8. "Bogota"

r from the Admiralty dated 23rd April, 

report on Tallow

9 Copy of lefcfce 

Ann in;j X Goth's 

DuCroz Doxat X Co’ 

Aacomh Iloare X Go's 

Hi I 1iam Bain X Col

10
tr /ex ...ore to,T

8 Pricer! Woo l Cain I

priced Sheepskin 

8 % Slue Prints of Dean B

o-iio of oth May
12

catalogue of Ofcli lav 

ro tilers Wool shed 

Xc.and sketch 

are to he cons trade 

Arm Wool shed 

materials and

13

17/85/29/1.2 

showing liow fcimher
x 3 9 180 Cists of Materia is S

pen.\j floor gratings
hi I liain Bain X Co'

W/27/29/1 to 12 

Erection notes 

Account Current dated 

Remarks on Accounts.

8 *“ -due Prints of North

inclusive and lists of 
also Blue Print E 660 L. 

15th May and vouchers.

I

i i



.

Remarks on Stores.
Copy of letters from Aiming & Cohh dated Lind & Ttli and our 

replies of Gth •&. 7tli May.
General Invoice - Stores per S.S."Bogota"
List of General Cargo per S.S."Bogota"
Suppliers Invoices for Stores per S.S."Bogota"
Aiming & Cohh's priced Sheepskins Catalogue of Gth May. 
Brokers- reports on Company’s Sheepskins ex"Hagellan 

and Loreto"
I hales Sheepskins

\
18

19
20
21
22

23 .oregaJ i

w c PIC n hales Sheepskins
S I 7 P 613 3 J 3

J) 11 IT N A 22j j j js 6 J J

24 Brokers* Reports on Clients Sheepskins ex "MageJ. 1 an,Loregaw 

].oreto a; Bogota”

I 1 sales 83ieepskinsT T! It SB 2 hales Sheepskins
!J 11 n 
P 12 

13 B 1 
A 3 6 

II k B 14 
S & S 6

j i 3 3

J B L 1 
A P C LI 
i v i 
T R 6 
McC, 25

3 t

3 3

3 »

3 3
i

J I

II B i3 3

S B I J II I 
li & B I 
J B L 7 
J II 1 1 

McG 3 
M V I

3 3

l• J J J

A P 8 
UP 6 
B B 1 

ii G C 8 
J B 4

3 1

J 1

3 3

3 3

IJ 3

25 Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 2nd May 

DuCroz Boxat k Go’s Wool26 sale Catalogue dated 14th May. i

| t

i I
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"Gap Aroona“ & "Bogota".
29aSrd hay.1309 o

Osar Sir,
Referring to remarks in paragraph. 22 of 1307, please

find herewith the agreement concluded with James Traill hood who 

has been appointed Accountant Bookkeeper and Storekeeper at
He is a married man - no children - and has received.Darwin„

permission to take his father-in-law to reside with him, the

A charge of 10s/- per weekpassage money for whor-i he will pays 

la to be debited to ilr. V/ood* s account in respect of the meat... -s.

hr. hood.A copy of letter tsued led. to his father-in-law*
Thedated 18th Jay, on this point is attached to the agreement, 

wife has boon a typist and has had office experience; 

in order to make her a payment of S3C to S3C per annum, as was

if she is agreeable to assist in. the

it will be

done in previous cases, 

Store,,
Advice of this man's engagement and intended sailing on 

the 13th July was cabled you on the 16th instant*

Your cable of the 3rd hay was received, reading,

"Send by first steamer piston 7-7/16“ by 9-5/8“ 2 valve sot 

rings Gardner .hgine 5 j.V. The word for 7/16 was mutilated and 

a repetition called for confirmed previous assumption of the

ike order was then sent to llessrs. horris,
Kenty L Gardners who raised further queries as per copy of their

To settle the points raised the 

’ng.inner,- for him

o decide what should be sent after consultation with Hr. haters 

■> is thoroughly conversant with the engine*

^iiclosod please find copy of letter from the Admiralty, 

15th Jay, asking that a further search and report be marto 

speet of some missing spares.

2e

meaning as 7/16,

letter of 14th jay herewith, 

matter was referred to ,ir. Thomson,- the new

<

\
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fAeknowledges 697/700.
Intend posting despatch fortnightly in future.
Manager's house - drainage.
J.MoNiooll in Guy's Hospital.
New Retail Store - Estimates & designs for roof being

obtained. , ,Question of utilising the pitch 
pine from Anson buildings.
Changes to be effected considered 
best possible.

Closing of Chilean Consulate.
Claim for Medical Expenses of "Falkland" crew lodged.
Crown Agents payments.
Chief Officer for "Falkland" - small chance of securing

.good man.here *■ Can one be obtained 
from Whalers?

of decision to carry on Retail Store with 
present staff.

Pleas el to hear that collies arrived safely.
Acknowledges copy of "Penguin" re Stock Importation Scheme.
Appointment of Chief Engineer.
Fitzrov North property - not competing against Morrison's 

y offer of £5,000.
Will advise anything heard of the intentions of

"Discovery" Committee.

1 A

2
^ 3

4
i5✓

6/

7
8
9/

/ 10 Approve

/ 11
12

) 13
r 14

15

Sale of "Afterglow" noted.16/

Floating Dock.
Proposed trip of "Falkland" to South Georgia for drums. 
New Agreement with Mr. H.C. Harding to be made.
No reference to Mr. Honeyman in Mr. Slaughter's letters.

17
J 18
/ 19
J* 20

Acknowledges Inventory of Furniture &c. in Manager's House.
Board of Sealing Co.

21
No objection to Capt.Roberts acting
Insurance of "Afterglow".
Piston for Gardner Engine.
£7 recovered from P.S.N.Co onpassage per
"Shipbuilding & Shipping Record
Correspondence with Admiralty enclosed.

on22
/

23/
24r

aeoount of Mrs.Miller's 
"Orita".

"to be sent.

25/

26

J 27
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Retail Store - Bain's plan of proposed roof enclosed*
Seal: oil ex "Magellan" - Arbitrator's Award not yet issued.

28•A

29
/
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.' - -------

REGISTERED 9 02.

tPer "Upwey Grange" via Momtervi^eo^? 

N? 1810. _^29,ortaon<£.a3........21st June,
r.

Dear Sir,
Since writing you last on the 23rd ultimo, Despatches 

to 700 of the 9th and 24th April and 1st and 3rd MayNos. 697 

have come to hand.
In view of the long intervals arising between direct 

outward and the absence of knowledge-on this side of the
2.

mails
dates when the s.s."Fleurus" is connecting with Montevideo,

/1 purpose in future posting a despatch at least one a fortnight. 

This should keep matters more up-to-date.
3. 697.2. 

698.7. 
699.2. made with the drainage of water from• /♦ The progress/

the basement of the Manager*s House is noted.
J. MoNicoll - Blacksmith - duly reported^ He4. 697.3.

CQO 1 O
goes into*Guy's Hosipital to-day where arrangements have been 

made for his operation to take place at once. His progress, and
/ Theto returning, will be advised you when known.

this side will be taken
intentions as 

question of any allowance to him while on
up later.

5. 697.6.
TOoIst* The arrangements made for acquiring the extra strip 

Street and the construction of the new Retailof land in Dean
satisfactory; the plan and notes thereon are to hand.

being obtained for the roof, the 

it is noted from your cable of the 10th inst.
This, it is presumed, is 

With regard to the timber required for 

it is a question whether- the pitch

Store are 

Estimates and designs are 

dimensions of which
.'••• •

amended to 40 feet in breadth, 
outside measurement.
are/

V

the counter, floors, etc 

pine, of whieh the extensive stables at Anson are built, could
• *

Please consider this and usenot with economy be-worked ini

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,' 
Manager,Port Stanley.
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No* 1310. 21st June, 1929. - »-

it as far as possible* 

windows and counter.
Prices are also being called for for the-

!
The changes you refer to, to be effected when the 

new Betoil Store is available, are, in my opinion, the best
possible' for the future conduct of the several branches of the

€ \

The'suggestion to keep open later the Sweet and 

Tobacco Shop is eertainly a wise one,
6. 697.7.

Stanley is noted. Should there be any change you will doubtless 

advise me*
7. 697.8.

Book of Rules for 1929/30 is being sent you herewith, 
for medical attendance on the s.s. "Falkland"s crew at Montevideo 

has been put forward. When rendering future claims, please 

support with vouchers and extracts from ship's log.
The explanation of the abnormal demands for

business.

The discontinuance of the Chilean Consulate at

The' British Marine Mutual! Insurance Association's
The claim

/

8. 697,9.
payments to the Crown Agents is noted. 

9. 697.12. The chances of obtaining a man here who would be 

satisfactory as a Chief Officer of the s.s. "Falkland" are 

extremely remote; so' far none of them has proved so. 
prospect of securing one from the Norwegian Whalers?

Your decision to endeavour to carry on at the

Is there no

10. 698.4.
Retail Store with the hands you have* in preference to sending new 

men out, is warmly approved.
11. 698.6, It is good news to hear that the six sheep dogs 

sent out in the "Lautaro" arrived safely.
The copy of the "Penguin" containing the provisional

/

12. 698.8.
scheme re importation of Stock is to hand.

The matter of the appointment of an Engineer was
From all we have sinee 

seen of Mr. Thomson we have every confidence in saying you will 
/ find him a thoroughly capable man.. He anticipates noi difficulty 

whatever in erecting the Floating Dock in Stanley though it will 
undoubtedly be a very big job, but after all almost exclusively 

straightforward riveting.

/

13. 69811.
699.8,

fully dealt with in 1308.7 and 1309.4.
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You will have gathered.: from cables exchanged14. 698.15.
that the Board will not consider making any offer for the
Fitzro-y North property In competition with that for £5000 put 

forward by Mr. A. Morrison.
15. 698.16.

/
y

'
I will certainly keep you advised of any news 

that may be received relative to the intentions of the "Discovery" 

Committee*.
16. 698,17.

v Sealing Company for £1,200 is noted.
17. 699. 4e

/

The sale of the "Afterglow" to the F.I. & D.

The Board is very glad to have your comments on
the proposed installation of a floating dock as compared with a

As a matter of fact your views correspond on all pointsslipway.
with those held here from the first, notwithstanding the strong
opinion expressed by Mr. Gresham and the late Engines#, Mr .Peters 9

It was realised all along that the" litter,in favour of the dock, 
although generally considered a more up-to-date outfit, would be
more expensive, but all efforts made during the Governorship'of 
Sir John Middleton and again after the arrival of Mr.Hodson,- whom 

it was known was favourably disposed to the Company and the 

project,- failed to obtain from the Colonial Office terms for the 

purchase and tenure of the land for a slipway that could be for one
Up to now there has been no> modification

/
/

moment entertained, 
whatever of the condition/ laid down in their letter of 3rd November
1927 agreeing to the sale of the site "at a nominal! rental for

It was obviously unthinkable' that the Companytwenty one years".
would incur the heavy outlay entailed on any condition other than

The other terms relative to the slippinga complete freehold*, 
of the "William Seoresby" "fully loaded" could, without doubt,
have been met#

However, the Board in its desire to support your views 

to the fullest extent possible is prepared to consider the sale of 

the dock if it can be arranged without undue loss and trusts in 

that event to your being able to obtain the necessary permission 

to purchase the slipway site on acceptable conditions#

/

It is
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perhaps possible' that were a fresh appeal now made to the 

Colonial Office by Governor Hodson, satisfactory terms could 

be obtained. Following,' therefore," the exchange of cables 

with you on these lines," every effort is being made to find a 

buyer for the dock as it stands erected in the yard of Messrs. 
Swan Hunter & Wigham Richardson Ltd. at Wallsendr-on-Ttyne^ and 

should anything in this direction eventuate, you will be 

advised by cable immediately.
Meanwhile, the position is a difficult one'for the 

reason that if the dock is not sold and has ultimately to be
JmC. , |«V

shipped out, say, within the next three months, it is necessary 

to make the shipping arrangements very soon and also to cable' 
you particulars of the timber required in connection with the 

erection and launching. This timber could be' bought at Punta

/
/

i/

Arenas at a third of the U.K. cost, and the proposed trip of 

the s.s. "FalkLand" to that port," referred to in your cable of 
12th June, would provide an excellent opportunity.

Mr. Thomson is of opinion, from information we have 

been able to give him, that if the slipway in the West Yard can 

be utilised for the construction and launching of the four-
Thesepontoons separately, it will prove a great economy, 

pontions are 61'-3" long by 37*-6", and draw, when light, under 

The work of erecting the sides would be done afloat. 

This is Mr. Thomson's general idea after eonsdltation with Messift 
Svran Hunter.

/
2 feet.i/

t , <

If the dock goes we purpose sending four experienced 

riveters and also a compressor to drive six hammers'.
Referring to the suggestion in your cable of 10th June 

that an endeavour should be made to come to a definite under* 

standing with the Association of Norwegian Whaling Companies 

with regard to getting the repair work of their catchers, it is 

not possible to do more than has already been done'in this
FOr some time past we have been in the closest 

touch, not only with the Companies, but also with the principal

/

connection.
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insurance' men, both in Norway and here* who> have to pay the 

repair bills.
the work can be done satisfactorily in Stanley, and at less cost

We have the- assurance from them all that, provided

than at Montevideo * they would be only too glad to send their
Their experience of

The Underwriters told us
vessels to Stanley in preference, 

exorbitant changes has been ruinous, 
that notwithstanding that some catchers are repaired at South

v

Georgia floating dock, the business still going to Montevideo 

is enormous.
Enclosed will be found a schedule of the prices quoted 

They speak for themselves, being generallyin competition there, 

about 300 per cent in excess of similar work in this country0
/

I also send you copy of a letter from The Southern
Whaling & Sealing Company',’ of 17th November," 1928 which gives

With thisthe priee charged for actual docking and undocking, 
information to work to a schedule of prices can be drawn up at
some future date.

18, 699,6. The prospective trip of the s.s. "Falkland" to> 
700.4.

South Georgia for drums is very good news indeed, and the freight
We understand fromindicated would be eminently satisfactory.

Mr. Felton that there is a very big stock of drums there offering
If this is so, we trust further voyages of the

This would appear to be
at 12/6 f.o.b.
"Falkland” will be called for later.

desirable business than the making of the drums, suggested

/

a more
in 1308.4,

You will have seen from our oable of the 6th May
that as regards insurance the "Falkland" is at liberty to go 

anywhere; the only stipulation made in the policies is that she'
If any suggestionis ‘employed on the Company's business", 

arose of her being chartered - which is most unlikely - the
Underwriters would need to be advised,

A new agreement will be made with Mr.H.C.Harding19. 699.7. 
and a copy sent you lateri

20. 699,8. Soi far I do not appear to have any reference to
✓
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Mr. Honeyman in Mr. Slaughter's letters.
21. 700.2. I have to thank you for the inventory of the 

Company's property in the Manager's House' and note that the 

others mentioned will follow later.
22. 700.6.

/

The Board will raise no objection to Capt. 
Roberts accepting the appointment referred to.

The insurance of the "Afterglow" could not be23.
closed until Mr. Felton's arrival and information required by

As advised in the eable sentUnderwriters could be obtained, 
you on the 6th instant, this has now been closed for £2500. at
5% for 12 months with cancelling clause'on f.p.a. terms 

absolutely. This is more particularly defined in copy of 

letter, dated 30th May, to Mr. Felton herewith, 

covered under a separate policy for £100 for 6 months. Copy of 
both Cover Notes enclosed.

The cateh is

The insurance of everything connected with this 

Seal and Whale Oil business is in a peculiar position. Whereas 

in almost every case of marine insurance on vessels or produce;
the lead is obtained at Lloyds, this business is centred in the

They take out annuallyA/S Sjoforsikringsselskap of Tonsberg, 
a eover of over £2,000^000 on vessel and oil and take a fairly
large line themselves, and place the balance, whieh is after all
the bulk of it, in London through Messrs, Morice Tozer & Beck Ltd. 

It follows that for a comparatively small business like the 

FJ& D. Sealing Company, they can often lead and get the cover at 

a lower rate than we could obtain in London. In these
the Sealing Company would becircumstances, as stated in 1308.6 

well advised to do their insurances through Mr. H.Moen Andersen
• *

direct as was done in the renewal of the policies of the 

"Afterglow".
" 24. Following remarks in 1309.2^ several cables have 

been exchanged relative to the replacement of the piston of the
" Gardner 5 M.V. engine, and it is now understood that the

This is being sent by this
Y

correct size required is 7£". 
opportunity.

,4
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0 The ease of Mr. Miller has been taken up 

with the Pacific Steam Navigation Company;' and they have refunded 

£7 which sum will be credited out in account.
The "Shipbuilding and Shipping Record" shall

700.10.25*

S

26. 700.11.
be sent to you as requested.

Copies of the following letters from the
Admiralty are enclosed to. which we would ask your attention;1*

[

5th June',1929. Relative to incomplete returns rendered
for quarter 31st March and vouchers; 
required for delivery to."William 
Seoresby". ....

20th June ,"1929. Notice of intention t> replenish Oil
in October.

Messrs. Bain's plan No. E 671.L of 20/6/29, 
showing the construction of the proposed roof of the new retail 
Store, has just come to hand and is enclosed herewith. Please 

^ check the measurement and wire if your amendment to the Size—

27.

2s;

cable of 10th June - has been correctly interpreted.
If you wish doors and side windows supplied, 

please advise sizes by cable and quotations can be obtained# 

/Messrs. Bain & Co. suggest iron framed windows 7* 3" x 6* 2" 

with "hopper" top ventilators#
No award has yet been given by the Arbitrator

r ■»

in the case of the dispute re Seal Oil. 

kept closely posted of the position#
Yours faithfully^

'/j

29.
Mr. Felton is being

'

Managing Director.
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PI&PATCH NO . 1311. PER M.V."LAUTAHO" PATH) lfTH JI3LY:.“ 1929.

1 Acknowledges No.701.
2 Approves employment of local labour in Store.

Seal Oil ~ Still awaiting Arbitrator^ Amrd - Contract 
for 750 drums cancelled at 3/- per drum.

Bookkeeper and Storekeeper for Camp sailingihis opportunity.

3

4
s.s."Falkland's" programme noted - Board pleased with 

South Georgia trip to pick up drums. Copies of 
vessel's insurance' policies enclosed.

5

6 Maclean & Stapledon confirm your appointment as Consul 
for Uruguay.

7 Acknowledges copy 
Remarks re Sla

of Bye Laws of Board of Health.
aughter House noted.

8 New Petrol Shed covered for insurance.
9 Anson Stables — Notes Pitch Pine useless for framing 

of New Store.
10 Obtaining information regarding flooring for New Retail 

Store.
11 Fitzroy North property.
12 Appointment of Lloyds Surveyor for Stanley.

Non-collection of fees for carrying local mails.13
14 P.S.N.C. service - Discusses and advises aetion taken

this end with Kosmos Line.
Transhipment at Montevideo.

15 Regulations re stationary boilers - obtaining information.
16 Company not carrying materials for jetties free of freight

Royal Insurance Company tranferring Agency into Company's17
name.

rules
Copy of'Falkland's" Club/enclosed.18
Endeavouring to arrange for cables from London to be sent19

via Bergen Radio.
Letter from Admiralty enclosed re spare tubes for Oil20

Fuel Depot.
Faulty Hides per "Loreto".21
Literature attached regarding "SKA" compound for22
_ waterproofing cement0

I
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23 Increase of Store Sales most promising.
Encloses illustrations of unelimbable fencing - 

Asks for particulars of requirements for- East 
and West Jetties.

Agrees interpretation of Mr.Matthew*s agreement.
Seal and Sea Lion Skins.
s.s."Falkland" - Voyage to Montevideo - Mail subsidy

of £350.
Coastal rates ** encloses circular 
letter dated 16th July 1926 on the 
subject.

"Falkland's" trip to Punta Arenas — timber required 
,. for launching Floating Dock.
Sale of Floating Dock placed in hands of John 

Kilgour & Co. .
Mr .Vincent to retain fee of £20 for work in 

connection with Alex.Greenshield's Estate.

/

24/

25
! 26

27
yf

28/

J 29

/ 30

/ 31 Copy of Admiralty letter dated 16th July enclosed 
re Naval Fuel Depot.

Insurance effected on drums shi 
from South Georgia to Port

32 ipped per "Falkland" 
Albemarle.,.

i



CUir JialUl.uu'l Jelaitiis (Lmupaun, Cintitn't.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) o 

REGISTERED 1902.

& 7. ^UtcecAsMcAs

/Vvm.v. "LAUTARO"
N? 1311. 18th July;  '/.929.

Dear Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your Despatch No .701

of the 31st May.
2. 701.2. As stated in previous despatches, the view held 

here is that you have done wisely in deciding to give the local
labour every chance before replacing with men from home.

3. 701.8/9. The award of the Arbitrator in the dispute in 

respect of the sale of Seal Oil is still awaited, 
evidence has been called for by him, both from here and 

Copenhagen, and his decision cannot be much longer delayed.
Following the cables exchanged, the canoelment 

of the balance of contract,- 750 drums,- for shipment per 

"Lautaro", has been arranged at 3s/- per barrel.
4. 701.10. Further to remarks in No. 1309.1, Mr. J.T.Wood, 

Book-keeper and Storekeeper for Darwin, sails by this opportunity.
5. 701.11. The movements of steamers, particularly the

A mass of

programme made out for the "Falkland", have been read with much 

interest. The Board is pleased to note that so much is being 

done-to give the steamer as much freight outwards as possible.
This is a matter to which too little regard has been paid in the 

past. Doubtless you will have seen from previous correspondence 

that the finding of employment for her in the off season has
/ been constantly urged. It is therefore particularly gratifying 

to learn from your cable of the 3rd instant that the vessel left 

on that day for South Georgia to pick up a cargo of empty drums. 
The Board will be very interested to hear from you what the 

prospects are for a continuation of that business. Mr. Felton 

informs us that there is a very large accumulation of drums there 

available for purchase by the Sealing Company.; We shall be glad 

to>have your confirmation of this

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,
. Manager,

• Port Stanley*

\ i
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Copies of the "Falkland"s cureent insurance
policies are enclosed.

6. 701.12?. Confirmation of your appointment as Consul for 

Uruguay has been received from Messrs. Maclean & Stapledon.
7. 701.13.

I

The copy of the Bye-Laws (13th March, 1928). 
is to hand, and your remarks re the proposed new Slaughter House 

are noted.
S. 701.14. The valuations given for insurance cover in 

connection with the New Petrol Shed have been adopted and put 

forward.
9. 701.15. In connection with the property at Anson to 

which you refer, Mr. W.M. Dean having reported that the Stables,- 

for which no future use can be seen,- were constructed throughout 

of very good pitch pine, it was decided to cable you on the 1st
last, asking you to consider to what extent the timber could be na<fe 

use of in the construction of the New Retail Store.
/

It is noted
from your reply of the 3rd that you do not consider this wood 

suitable for framing as the Sandy Point proportion has been
damaged in dismantling.

10. 701.IS. Information is being obtained as to the costs 

etc. of composition and rubber flooring suitable for the Retail 
Store. The matter will be referred to later.

11. 701.19. The question of the proposed purchase of 

Fitzroy North was fully dealt with in my No.1310.14.i

12. 701.20. So far as Lloyds Registry is conoemed, it has 

always in the past readily agreed to allow any independent 
suitable man such as the Colonial Engineer or the Engineer)* of 

any of H.M. vessels or the Pacific Company to act as Surveyor 

on its behalf, and there is no apparent reason why the Norwegian 

Sboieties should not be agreeable to adopt the same course.
The fact is the Underwriters for whose protection these 

Sboieties exist have been so severely stung by charges on the 

Coast that there is little doubt that when it is shown that the
work can be done more econoianioally in Stanley, it will be to.

I
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their direct interest to appoint a Surveyor there. 

13. 701.21. The neglect to collect from the Government the 

/ sums referred to;in respect of postal services is only another 

instance of the slackness of past administration.
14. 701.23. Dissatisfaction with the service afforded by 

the P.S.N.C. is by no means confined to> the Governor'. A
perusal of despatches out and home* written since the opening
of the Panama Canal will show you that this feeling 

permanently established long ago.
was

Their freight rates are 

certainly high, but when it is considered that these are only
5s/~ per ton above those current from Punta Arenas,- for 

infinitely larger quantities of wool,than the Falkland Islands 

have to ship,- it is questionable whether thay can be regarded 

as unduly so. As regards outward freight,by cargo boat, the 

55s/- per ton all round compares favourably with rates by all 

the established Lines to Montevideo.
Their passage rates are, like most other 

Lines to-day, extremely high#the service they afford the Islands 

is most unsatisfactory.
You refer to approaching the Kosmos Line*

This we actually did a short time ago,' and copies of letters 

exchanged in April and May last with that Company will show you 

that at present there is little hope of securing their assistance.
In any case, under existing arrangements 

between them and the Conference, they agree not to load' at an 

English port outwards, which outs out any possibility of
shipping our stores. Moreover, excepting in the Punta Arenas 

wool season^ they send their vessels fortnightly to that port 

and homeward via Valparaiso' and Panama, 
that they are merely cargo boats with little or no

A further trouble is
passenger

accommodation. <
It is very interesting to hear that you

consider the extension of the Company's service to Montevideo,
with transhipment of cargo and mails there, may offer a solution

of the difficulties.

I
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It is a matter which I discussed with Mr. 
Stapledon when in that port last March, and I send you here
with copy of letter from him on the subject which has only 

come to hand within the last few days. There certainly would 

be no difficulty with the Uruguayan Government; it would welcome 

the trade. The scheme, if it could be worked out, would have 

the great advantage of finding practically full employment for 

our steamer all the year, and this should certainly tend to> 

reduce the working costs.
The scheme appears to resolve itself into two'

important points.
1. Can regular tonnage for wool, eto. - for London - 

be secured from Montevideo at rates sufficiently 

lower than now being paid the P.S.N.C. to leave a 

payable freight for the Company's extended service', 

and after paying transhipment charges?
Can fairly regular outward tonnage be obtained from 

any suitable shipping port in the Ufor our stores 

at rates which,* after paying transhipment charges and 

freight to our steamer, will, together, be no higher 

than the 55s/- per ton paid by P.S.N.C.cargo boat?
As indicated above, the prapect of shipping our 

stores by any of the regular Lines to M.V, must be ruled 

out, and tramp tonnage would be the alternative!.
With regard to passengers, this scheme would give 

them the choice of the several Lines leaving the Plate and 

Montevideo'.

!

2.

Messrs. Maclean & Stapledon are collecting 

further information relative to No.l. above-and enquiries are 

being made here as to No.2*
Meanwhile, your discussion of the subject with 

the Governor is heartily approved and your further views on the 

whole matter will be valued.
As regards the Company's charges for freight,

i
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landing, etc., there is no question that thqy are regarded!as 

high by many who may overlook the fact that the circumstances 

existing in the Islands make this inevitable. The capital! 

employed in necessary oraft of all sorts is very large'and 

probably double the quantity of cargo tonnage could be 

handled by it and the costs of operating proportionately 

reduced, but where is the extra tonnage to come from? It does 

not exist.

I know of no better answer to those who complain 

of the Company's high charges than to say that it is as deeply 

concerned as any that the operations in question should be 

performed at the lowest possible cost and that although it has 

debited itself for these at exactly the same rates as charged 

ix> all others, the accounts have not provided sufficient profit 

to cover interest on capital employed and depreciation* 

as the Board anticipates, under your able management this 

be rectified, it will be only too pleased to see the charges 

reduced although owing to the increased expense resultant on 

the introduction of the eight hour day, it is appreciated that 

your task will be difficult.
15. 701.24.

If,
can

The Board of Trade regulations re periodical! 

survey of boilers and hydraulic machinery will be obtained and
sent you.

16. 701.25. The suggestion that the Company was prepared 

to convey the materials for jetties free of freight is entirely 

without foundation. The case of Chartres referredmte was not 

done with the Board's knowledge or consent.
- C >

17. 701.27. We have arranged with the Royal Insurance 

Company to transfer their Agency into the name of the Company.

1/

A new Power of Attorney will be sent later. 

18. 701.29. Copy of the s.s."Falkland's" Club Rules is
/

enclosed.
701.30.19. The matter of sending cables from here via 

Bergen is being taken up with the Bergen Radio Office*
Correspondence enclosed*

i
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20. Attached please find copy of letter from the
Admiralty, dated 10th July, in which they advise that a quantity
of spare tubes and a tube expander are being shipped to the 

oil fuel depot, Port Stanley, in an Admiralty Oiler: expeoted to 

leave U.K. end of August. These spares are to be added to the
inventory.

With reference to the shipment of "S" 39 

Hides by the "Loreto" from Stanley in March last, the Brokers 

have written us as per copy of their letter enclosed. Please 

go into the matter and endeavour to trace whether the fault 

lies with the way in which the hides were handled in Stanley. 

Failing that, please refer the matter to the Camp Manager and 

ask him to send us his report on same.

21.

/

22. Herewith we send you some pamphlets and lit era* 

ture relative to a compound called "SHCA". It is; we are
satisfied,-the most perfect substance yet produced for either
mixing with concrete or to put direct on a concrete wall to 

make it thoroughly waterproof. I took the opportunity of 

going with Mr. Thomson,' our Engineer, to see the demonstrations
v

and undoubtedly all was achieved that was claimed for it.
A copy of their letter of 27th June with quotations is 

enclosed. It occurs to us it might be useful for waterproofing 

the concrete pits in connection with the wool presses.
Yours faithfully;

Managing Director.
Your monthly cable giving particulars of the 

total sales from the Retail: and Millinery Stores are being 

watched with the closest interest; the increase for the months 

of April and May are distinctly promising.
Enclosed will be found illustrations of 

unelimhable iron fencing for erection in such places 

find necessary to prevent the Stanley public from invading

23.

/

24.
/

/ as you

i
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the Bast and West Jetties as in the past.
the number of feet required and say what dimensions the gates 

should be.

Flease indent for

25. 701.16 Your Interpretation of the clause in Mr. 
Matthew's agreement is quite correct.

With regard to the cabled enquiry for an 

offer for the season's sealskins, estimated at 50(XJ at 25s/- 

each, it was necessary, before anything could be donej to know 

approximately the average weight of the skins, 

of 1st July this was given as 35 lbs.

f

26

!In your cable
This information 

clashed with that supplied by Mr. G.J. Felton. He stated
that the catch would consist almost exclusively of 

skins of much heavier weight.
sea lion

At his request we cabled you 

mean sea lion skins not fur" which was rather a badly"we
/

worded message, but your reply is clearly to the effect that.. *
large sea lion skins will weigh 90 lbs and smaller 

45 lbs.
ones

These details have been'passed on to the Brokers, and : 
we hope to be able to cable you within a day or so the best 

offer obtainable, although any such offer must obviously be-
subject to the condition on arrival here being satisfactory* 

27. The news contained in your letter of 3rd 

July, reading "Have arranged voyage "Falkland" to Montevideo 

sailing hence 31st August Government paying £350 mail good! 
prospects oargo>seal oil! etc." is particularly pleasing,
especially the fact that you have obtained a mail! subsidy 

for the voyage.
/

The Board feels very strongly that had the 

Company's interests been cared for at the time as they should 

have been, the whole of the work being done by the "Fleurus" i

to Montevideo and back might leave been secured for the; 
"Falkland".

With further reference to the high coastal! 

rates charged by the "Falkland", referred to in a previous 

paragraph," I would call your attention to a circular letter, 

dated London 16th July, 1926, copy enclosed, issued at the
ii
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time to all clients 

having the benefit of a 

at bare cost'.

emphasising the point that they
four-

service which for/years had been
were

run

28. In view of the proposed trip of the "Falkland" 

to Punta Arenas shortly; and the- fact that she is unlikely to>
be going there again for sometime, a cable was sent you on 

the 28th June, reading "Referring to your telegram 12th
Floating Dock no sale effected yet, prospects doubtful, if 

ultimately sent following timber required 50 pieees 15 ft.
9" x 9" 12 pieces 18 ft. 6" x 6" 130 feet 9" x 6" short 

lengths recommend ordering Punta Arenas". '
29. There is nothing definite to report as to.the

sale of the Floating Dock. The matter has been placed in thfe
hands of John Kilgour& Co., one of the-leading and most 

active Ship Brokers in this City. They are broadcasting 

particulars to all countries and amongst others,- following 

o* the suggestion in your cable of 8th July:,- to Messrs.

I

•>». *

Maclean & Stapledon, Montevideo. Should a sale be effected
you will be advised immediately by cable.

30. The Board has approved of Mr. Vincent retaining 

the fee of £20 charged by him for his 

the Estate of Alexander Greenshields.
services in settling up

31. Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Admiralty, dated 16th July, regarding repairs sanctioned in 

connection with the Oil Fuel Depot. They also call for a 

report from you on the condition of the main 300 tons
t/

reservoir.
32. Since writing paragraph 5 we have received 

yop cable reading "Insure f.p.a. 701drums 2 digesters 

i/ £1^00 South Georgia Albemarle per s.s."Falkland", 

insurance has accordingly been effected.
®he/

IffO

5
i



BncInsures Pier Supplementary Mail per "Altaians or#'! )

I Copy of Cablegrams sent dated: 28th June lst.&: 3rd July 

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 27th .29th Jhne ls4?.3rdl. 

8th.l2th.& 15th Jbly.

Du Gross Doxat & Go's Wool market reports dated: 9th July 

Wool Landing Certificates.—

t/ Z' 1147 bales Wool ex "Loreto"

[/ Heart 99 

W K G 208 

^ J’LI 261 

J6 124 

/ JG 122

L

2

i/ 3

4

* y y y

y y y y

y y y y

y y y y

y y y y

/ 5 fFour Blue Prints of Psacke Brothers & Co's Bungalow shipped

per "Lautaro" ( not numbered)

Copy of Letter from Idris & Coldated 30 th May re So lie* Agency
for the Falkland Islands*

General Invoice - Stores per S S"Lautaro!'
List of General Cargo per s s "Lautaro"

6 ’
>

7

8

/ 9 Remarks on Stores
Account Current dated 18th July and vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts.
£72 . 10/- Falkland Islands Notes (see debit in Account Cuarent 

Specimen copies of S .S-Falkland" Insurance Policies.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 10th July.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 16th July.
Copy of our letter to the gergen Radio Office dated 4th & 

their'replies of9th & 15th July.
Copy of letters to the Kosmos Steamship Co.dated loth April 

and their replies of 25th April & 2nd May.
Copy of letter- from Maclean & Stapledon dated 1st June*
Copy of letter from Wm.Bain & Co .dated list July.
Copy of letter from SikaALtd.dated 27th June snd illustrated 

pamphlets &<a.&c.attached.
Copy of Circular letter dated; 16th july 1926 re Coastwise-

Service i.

y io 

^ li
y 12-

13
14
15
16y

17./

18
19

y 20

211/ s

-Z\
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22. Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated; 18th July. 

Additions to Bentley's Code■.
Copy of letter from Anning & Cobh dated 21st June*

^ 23

24

LONDON 18 th JULY, 119 2 9.
1)
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1 Regulations regarding survey of stationary boilers. 
8: Shipment per "Balleoa".

Company appointed Sole Agents In Colony for -Messrs *
C. ft E. Morton.Ltd*

8

4 Seal Oil ex "Magellan 

Power of
ft Arhltration Award.

Attorney from Royal Insurance Company enclosed* 

6 Mr* lAagddn*s agreement renewed for 5 years at £600
5

Pdft«
7/ Piling of correspondence on Farm Sections. 

8 Seal Skins.
9 Mate of "Falkland" leaving - Trying to obtain Norwegian

.successor*
10 Letter from Admiralty re boilers and steam crane enclosed*

Composition for flooring to be sent* 
Contract for roof placed with Wm.Bain & Co#

(11 New Btetail Store — •:
i

I
\ *
; iI

<
r:/ i

!

i
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0^/uicev/i/jAc/ty64. c
via Montevideo

N? 1312.
c /y

I*h August', . /S&9 .ci^Zsoruwn. e. c. 3._

Dear Sir, 

701.24. We are informed by the Board of Trade that it 

makes no regulations as regards periodical surveys of boilers', 

etc. such as you refer to.

(/ Factory Act, 1901 (copy herewith).
Home Office of 19th July on the subject is enclosed.

I have to acknowledge receipt of your cable of 

the 23rd July advising the very satisfactory shipment of 

produce hy the '‘Ballana’'.

Here, these would come under the 

A copy of letter from the

2.

It has recently been represented to Messrs. C. & E. 
Morton Ltd. that in view of the large amount of business we give

3.

them annually in comparison with what they obtain from small 

storekeepers in Stanley, it is unsatisfactory to us that the 

latter should be supplied on the same terms, 

arranged that the Company be appointed their Sole Agents on the
Under this

It has now been

! /terras of their letter of 9th July - copy enclosed, 

we receive from 1st July, 1929, 5$ on goods bought bearing their 

label and 1/ on others, with an overriding commission at the 

same rates on goods supplied outside the Company.
Alluding to remarks in 1307.20 aid 1310.29, I am now 

able to advise that the Arbitration Award in connection with 

the claim put forward by buyers of the Seal Oil ex "Magellan1 
has been given,' and a copy of same is enclosed herewith, 

much to be regretted that on the three points of reference, via. 

quality, packages and tares, the decision has gone against us.
As regards the award as to quality, 3® it amounts to only 5s/— 

per ton,arid is of minor importance, but the allowance made in 

respect of drums, instead of barrels as stated in the contract 

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Managed,
Port Stanley.

/

4.

It is

/

• *



No. 1318. 7th August, 1929.

of sale, emphasises the importance of knowing exactly what 
the containers are for eaoh shipment before a contract can 

be made In future. This point will be very closely guarded.
The Account Sales for the consignment are forwarded herewith. 

The weights shown in the Account Sales are supported by 

official weight notes in our possession.
Referring to remarks in 1811.IT, enclosed please 

find Power of Attorney from the Royal Insurance Company to 

the Falkland Islands Company, together with letter of 86th 

July relative to the Agency.
Please advise Mr. L&ngdon that the Board has 

sanctioned the renewal of his Agreement for five years# at a 

7 salary of £500 per annum. The form of agreement, in triplicate, 

will be found herewith. Please have same completed.

5.

6.

Mr. W.M. Dean has reported that he foiaid the 

correspondence and other statistical papers on the several
If you

7.

farm sections kept in rather a state of confusion, 

have any files on hand that will suit the purpose, please
supply them, or failing that they can be sent from here if we 

know what is wanted.
In continuation of advices in para .26 of 1811® it8.

has been found impossible to obtain a definite offer for the
The fact is thatSeal Skins pending the receipt of a sample* 

only recently has a use been found for hair seal skins and 

those interested naturally wish to see the type and condition
of the goods coming from a new source of supply before

In these circumstances a cable was sentbidding a price, 

recommending that until the results of the sale of the sample
shipment,- which we note is on the "Ballena",— are ascertained, 

it is not advisable for the Sealing Company to go on curing
them*

Your cable of the 85th July is to hand advising that 

the Mate of the s.s. "Falkland" is leaving, 

receiving attention and we have already communicated with the 

Captain of the "Southern Hup tees" as suggested and are

9.
The matter is
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awaiting his reply.
Yours faithfully,

‘{j. .

Managing Director*

A

I

10. Enclosed please find copy of letter from the Admiralty 

dated 2nd August advising that they do not approve of anything 

being done towards re-housing the boilers and the IV ton
With regard to their enquiry No.2, please advisesteam crane*

whether the steam crane is worth making an offer for and if so, 
It is assumed the locomotives would be useless* 

With regard to the flooring for the New Retail; Store*
how much.

11. _
we lave exchanged telegrams an the subject to the effect that
we have now had submitted to us a composition flooring, named 

Doloment, whleh, both from the experience of our friends and 

the cost, we consider likely to fill your requirements better 

Sufficient for the whole of the flooring will

!

/

than timber.
be shipped by the "Orita” and full instructions sent as to
mixing and laying*

The contract for the roof, as per the drawing sent 

you* has been entered Into;and it, together with the complete 

counter and the glass for the windows, will be forwarded in
/

the "Orita"*
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Originals:

*, 1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 22nd*24th,05th ft 31st July,
1st ft 7th Au&lbt*

»aut
Jacomb floare & Co's Wool da toft S#M duly.

ooW o, lotto, **

2 Copy of Cablegrams received
July

/
3

/ 4

Copy of letter to Dr. ydtf'led; .fa Av&tfK J9#9.
Copy of letters^f rom^O^Ar ^|M0vWi Jftd

A
dated 9th/ 6 •f

Du Croz Doxat ft Co's ifoxh. Deport dated t3rd July.
Copy of

7

iotto, i

Mr, Langdon's agreement, in f«?> oomjdeti
Remarks on Stores.
Account Current dated 7jkb '*emek‘-i'o»cb^ps(,.
£18.10.0. Falkland Islands Kates, sepi debit in Account. 
Copy of letter from Admiralty d&ted 2nf. AijjjguAt, f%99»

8/

■z1 9
✓ 10

on.

i
II

✓ 12

13

IflfflXflf.17 th 'Mmti/Mfc i

vi
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BeapateKtfo-iara '-aper "AVelona Star" • i dated 14th Au 19291:
~ «

II Seal Oil ~ "B&lloaa" cargo sold £26,10.0.. per ton
Advisable to sell forrord proposed shipment 
via Montevideo.

2 Camp teachers . Mr. Heneyman being asked if he wished
to return* Hope to secure additional teatohen 

Floating Dock not yet sold.3
4 Mutilated cable. :

|

I

ri

i

i l
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6 /, ^Uu-.ec>/,(//tcAs SSlee£

/"V'AVELONA STAR" via 

N° 1313.
Montevideo. m

Mth August, '/.9290?'u/.ony.£.C3.

Dear Sir,

You will have gathered from cablet exchanged that the 

market for Seal Oil is down and so far as the Brokers 

there is not much likelihood of any improvement in the near 

In these circumstances they stroigLy recommended the 

sale of the parcel per the "Ballena" on the basis of £26.10.0. 

per ton, packages included, o.i.f. Glasgow, and a contract as 

per copy enclosed has since been completed on these lines. As 

advised in our message, the freight and charges to be met in' 
respect of the shipment from London to Glasgow may be taken at 

30/- per ton, but incidentally we may say we hope to be able to 

do better.

future.

/

!
i

The question df selling this Oil "packages excluded" 

is not feasible and, in fact, if the contract were completed 

on these lines with any of the continental buyers,- and they 

./ are In the majority,- the drums would be of little value to the 

Sealing Company when empty at a foreign port owing to the 

difficulty and cost of freighting then back to the Islands.
With regard to the further proposed shipment of 

200 tons by the "Falkland" via Montevideo, it is certainly most 
/ desirable to sell forward as the Brokers advise that the

i/

tendency of the market is downward for all oils. We shall 
cable in this connection probably tomorrow.

We are looking forward with interest to the receipt 

of the Seal Skins in the "Ballena", and are glad to note that 

y) a further sample shipment is being made by the "Falkland" via 

Montevideo. This will enable the Brokers to bring the matter 

before an additional.circle of likely buyers. ,

:

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,’ 
Manager,

Port Stanley*

u
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2. It is noted from your 

Mr. Slaughter would like Mr. Honeyman back
message of 9th August that 

if still single* 

up to the time of writing do
We hope to secure an additional 

teacher in time for despatch by the "Orita".

We have advised him of this but 

not know his decision.

3. Notwithstanding every endeavour, we have so far not 

been successful in effecting a sale of the Floating Dock 

although Messrs. Johan/ i

Rasmussen ft Go. are still considering
the purchase, probably for South Georgia.

4. Your cable of 31st July about sundry matters 

not only mutilated, but the sequence of the words had been 

entirely changed by some extraordinary mishap in 

i/ transmission, and we accordingly asked you to redraft 

Subsequently, however, the matter

arrived
i

course of
a portion.

was to some extant straigbt- 

ened out by the Post Office as you will see from the forms I
of confirmation sent.

Yours faithfully,

O i;

(d
Managing Director»

i

j

i

i
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Enclosures per"Aveionai Star" viaMontevideo.

„ 8th.&
Copy of Cablegram sent dated 9th August •

Copy of Cablegrams received dated7th.8th.9th.& 12th August.

Account Current and vouchers dated 14th August.

a Roarks on Accounts^
v

A

'/ Copy of Contract for Seal Oil afloat per S.^ "ballena” 

Remarks on Stores*

A1 !

,* I2 )

3i

i4
I

5
,

/6

H
!

London 14th August,1929
it

j

:
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j
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Per via Montevideo 

N? 1314. oruwn.ji.c.3.
Received...
Answered

In continuation of paragraph 7 Despatch 1312, please 

advise Mr. Langdon that the Board is prepared to accede to his 

wish to come home next season and is prepared to defray the cost

!

Dear Sir,

ii
i/

*of passage money of himself and wife.

Referring to 1313 para 1, we have cabled to-day 

informing you that, subject to immediate reply, we have an offer - 

of £26. 10. 0. e.i.f. Glasgow for 200 tons of Seal Oil,- drums 

included, shipment from Stanley in September via Montevideo, 
and further advising that the market for oil,- and in fact most 

other things,- has a doimward tendency (attributable in some
/
measure to the high Bank Rate) and that in our opinion it is 

very desirable to sell ahead. With this offer before you it will 

doubtless occur to you to see whither Messrs. Maclean and 

Stahpledon could not quote a rate for delivery from Montevideo 

to Glasgow on the same terms as London, in which case the 

transhipmait charges from London to Glasgow could be saved.
Copies of letters which have been exchanged with 

Messrs. Maclean & Stapledon relative to the possibility of 

transhipping our Wool at Montevideo if taken there by the 

"Falkland” are enclosed herewith, and will put you in possession 

of all the information we have so far obtained.1
The letter of 25th July only arrived this morning/ and

P«.

there has not been sufficient time to go closely into the matter, 

but the rate they indicate for Wool from Montevideo to London,-

i2.

<
/

3.

20/- per S. 40 cu.ft.,- works out on the Company's average bale 

say, 6. 1. 4, 38/9d per ton^0l$$tiu.cting this from the
.

weighing, 

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manag eT,1
Port Stcnlcy.

i-':
• 9
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P.S.N.C. contract rate of £5. 10. 0, there remains a margin of 

£3. 11. 3 out of which tin pay for transhipment charges which,' 
until we have had some experience are rather an uncertain amount^ 

and an extra freight for the "Falkland'1 for the trip. It is 

realised that the "Falkland” could not carry the whole of tl» 

output from the Islands, hut I qi\ijbe. think it might be arranged 

with the Shaw Savill and/or the Commonwealth and Dominion Line 

to come into Port Stanley for a reasonable quantity ofSf8bo

I

i

,'

Bales*
As regards the outward cargoes of stores,* as previously 

advised youf the rates per the regular liners to Montevideo show 

us no saving on the present 55/- per ton all round paid per the 

P.S.N.C. cargo boats for delivery in Stanley, 

will be made with a view to seeing if it is possible to obtain 

opportunities for shipment of our- outward stores by tramp steamers

I

Further enquiries

to Montevideo at a rate sufficiently lower than the P.S.N.C.55/*
above quoted to leave the "Falkland" a remunerative freight on 

the goods down to Stanley. The probability of achieving this is, 

I fear, not very bright, but I will write you again on the
subject later.

The data sent you herewith will enable you to consider
r- -•

Please go into the question as to the 

number of voyages, the "Falkland" would be able to make in the 

course of a year after collecting the produce from all the ports,. 
With this information the New Zealand Lines referred to above 

could be approached with regard to lifting the remaining quantity 

in Stanley.

the matter further.

Yours faithfully,'

0 *
Managing Director*

!

ia
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Despatch No. 1314:1 dated 15th' ,st. 1929 via Montevideo.

1 Leave for next season granted to Mr. J:Langdon.

- Offer of £26.10,0.per ton c,i.f.Glasgow.

Transhipment of Wool and Stores via Montevideo -
lhcloses correspondence with Maclean & Stapledon.

r

Asks how many voyages "Falkland" could make to 

Montevideo during year*

:.
2 Seal Oil

3

i

i) j
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P R E C T S.
DESPATCH NO; 1313 PER ai3;*ORTTA" ilATiav I8ffl gj 

Acknowledges 702 and 703.

.
y:i ■ 1029.vyuyv,\w

i
\

Retail: Store — Supervisor.
A.Brown -

3
going as labourer - has had store 

counter experience.
Not engaging married couple for Millinery 

Dept.at present.
Not desirable while "Falkland" is freighting from South 

8borgia to carry on at present with question of makine 
drums in Stanley for Seal Oil. &

Sale of salt to Sealing Company noted.
Seal Skins - "Ballena" samples useless - pupd fur akiwa 

-worth about 15s/- each. '
MeNicoll returning "Orita" - Position under Engineer.
Glad old drums have been sold.
702.12 noted.

3

4

X

5.
6

7

8 H'enendez gehety position 
s.s, "Falkland") 
"Gweodolin"

Transhipment at Montevideo.
702.15.

in Islands.
.)discusses freight and position.1

9 Will be referred to later.
Board pleased with supervision of Store Dept.10

11 Sale of telephone line to J.R. Robson noted.
Uruguayan Consulate.
New Retail Store - Progress noted - composition flooring 

being shipped - Rood to be shipped "Laguna".
Stone from Sparrow Cove.
Anson stable timber for wholesale store.

Reference to "J.P.Smith" not quite elear.
Floating Dock will be referred to later.
702.25. remarks noted.
"Feamia" - bringing nearer in.
Values of coal and Crown Patent Fuel.
Charges for hire of "Kelp" approved.
Approve plan of sending Carpenter per "Falkland" to P.A. 

to select timber.
Stanley Arms - Asks for views as to Company running 

Hostel or boarding house.
Scrap lead and copper ex "Ballena" will be sold.
Store organisation - Loose leaf ledger sheets going this mail;.
Plans of store buildings to hand.

■

I12
13

14
1115

16
17
18
19

120
21

22

23
24
25

J



.26 Cables ^ no progress made with Post Offlee* Intend
asking Moen-Andersen, Tbnsberg to act as intermediary*

Particulars of Winget Concrete Block machine enclosed*
Coasting freights — no reduction can be contemplated^ 

suggested rare reductions approved.
Recovery of arrears for landing mails.
Taxation on lighten^ &e* '

Advises interview with Board of Trade regarding 
ocean and coastal service.

Employment of "Falkland" for carrying seal oil!.
Mail subsidy obtained.

702.42. Proposal approved.
Notes termination of Matthews services as Chief! Officer 

of "Falkland" - trying to get Norwegian.
Claim for damage to "B&lkland's" scows will be put forward 

when received.
Approve of meeting Mr .Hansen in matter of charges.
Notes Government Lighting Scheme dropped - Sending 

Plenty-Still estimate for plant suggested.
Notes Canning Works outfit not suitable.

Position of North Arm Wool Shed noted.
Public Baths and Gymnasium. Agree waste of money -« 

Company not selling Church Green plot.

:

27

28

29
30; i

:

31

32

38
* *-

32a

34
(35
!

36
37

Board will give decision re selling land in Stanley later.
Conveyances of sale of land to Crawford and A.Lellman 

signed and sealed. , -
"Fennia" - note anticipate no damage through dragging 
,. anchor.
Diversion of "Falkland" for ease of illness approved. 
Missing Spares — statement sent to Admiralty.

Stanley Engineer's House.
Hoof and counter for new store going per "laguna". 

Floating Dock. Ship|ing per "Laguna".
Riveters.
Insurance cm Company's Underwriting A/a- 
whilst under construction.

38

39

40

41
42
- 4

43

44

45

Employment of "Falkland" .
Camp Teacher - Honeyman not returning

Marshall Foggo; engaged
Oil Fuel Depot — Statements forwarded to Admiralty*'
Transportation of materials from Anson.
Docking and painting "Falkland" at M.V.
Chief Storekeeper - Agree should come home only after

working through complete year*
(Question of employing Buying House.

46
47 and sailing "Orita" .

48
49
50
51

sc J
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r/ «iX.<xXo $**bk~ £+ V~0\) k'C&^k r d.
Damage of wool In "Great Britain" through 

"Pesonia" available as. substitute1 hulk
rain water, 
for produce.

52 1

Position in Millinery Store not suitable for Mr.Parmcnpter|, 

labourers engaged and sailing "Orita".
53
54

F.I. & D. Sealing Co.Ltd. - Accounts ^Assignment of Assets to Coy. 
Oil ex "Ballena".

55

proposed road to> Wireless Station.
Working P.S.N.O. steamers.
Mr .Ole A. Tomelthy - Norwegian - engage 

^Falkland" — sailing "Orita".
Copy of Admiralty letter of 30th August enclosed.

56
67

ed as Chieff Offieer58

59
Mr. John Jacques engaged as Wool Classer sailing "Orita". 

Copy of new agreement with Mr.H.C.Harding enclosed. 
Continuation of Para.56.

60
I

61 !

62

Land in Stanley - Approves suggestion to reserve' site 
for Engineer's House*
Plots for turning out horses from Camp#

J. MeNieolll and R. Finlayson to be allowed half pay 
whilst on leave.

63

64
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CLltr jffctlkhmti CL o mp;ntij, Ctmtteii.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.' * -----—

RECIST E RED 1902.

•^'u^ceo/.Hic/y Sfaiee/PfJ J, ,
Per s.s. "ORIIA"

18th September, >4/29 •N° 1315.
Dear Sir,

r have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches Nos*
702 and 703.

Your reference to> the engagement of a man to 

act as supervisor in the New Retail Store having since-been 

</ cancelled by your cable message of 24th August, nothing is being 

done pending your further advices.
I would mention that one of the nine men engaged

2J. 702.2.

/

ifor the Farm navvy gang, and sailing by the "Orita", is Arthur 

He is the young man referred to in the last
He has had considerable store and 

Should you decide that he can be more

S. Brown.
paragraph of my 1307.4. 

counter experience, 

usefully employed in the Stores, either in Stanley or the Gamp, 
please arrange accordingly.

As the Millinery Department cannot be moved into 

the old West Store until early in the new year, nothing will be 

done meanwhile in the matter of engaging a married couple to 

/ take charge: when the time draws nearer please cable if you wish 

a couple sent out.
3. 702.4. Since writing 1308.4. on the subject of

assembling drums for sale in Stanley, the satisfactory business

/

t-

of freighting them in the s,s. "Falkland" from South Georgia
So long as that source of supply is available/ has developed.

it would appear Undesirable to do anything to disturb the
/

arrangement.
4w 702.5. The sale of salt to the Sealing Company and the

/ ‘

additional employment provided thereby for the s.s. "Falkland" 

is noted with much satisfaction.

L.W.H. Young, Esq., 
Manager,

Port Stanley.

i
i—___
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No- 1315. 18th September, 1929* - a -
On the subject of seal skins there* Is nothing to 

add to paragraph 8 of 1312 except to say that the two casks ex 

"Ballena" have been inspected by Mr. Felton and our Brokers* 

They contain only very small pdp Mir seal skins weighing 10 

to 14 lbs and these are practically worthless. Until the 

further sample of the heavy and light asked for In cable of 

7-th August' comes to hand, no indication of value can be sent 

you. As advised you - cable 26th August - there is a moderate
z ^ demand'for pup fur skins probably at about 15s/- each* Iff 

hair seal
this/business should develop later, please note the skins had 

better be sent "booked" and not in casks as previously advised* 

5 . 702.10. Your remarks are noted. HeNieoll, who is
returning by this opportunity, was written to on the subject of 

v his future position coming under the Engineer. Copies of; 
letters exchanged are enclosed.

6. 702.11. We are glad to hear you have effected a sale 

of the old drums on hand.
7. 702.12. Noted.
8. 702.14. Messrs. Menendez Behety have been anxious to 

~ 702.33.
secure a footing in the Islands for many years past and Mr*

i

r
i.24.

/

/

'

Pol© Evans of Port Howard and one or two others have certainly 

done all they can to encourage them*/ Apart from these few, 

however, they©is little doubt that most'of the other farmers
At the same time it is fullyare loyal to this Company , 

realised that our coasting freight^ are much too high and thatv

the continuance of the "Falkland" under conditions that have
She is undoubtedly in thehitherto obtained is not warranted, 

nature of a luxury, the cost of which falls most heavily on the 

Company,* a fact which is usually entirely overlooked by critics*
The Board realised that the matter is 

receiving your serious attention and when in a. few months time - 
you have seen the completion of the season's working, it will 

welcome your views and recommendations.

i



No* 1315* 18th September, 1929*

The maintenance of a passenger carrying steamer such as the 

"Falkland” is less needed for the Company's work than for that 

from any other station, and if she is to meet the competition 

of a Government subsidised steamer such as the "Fleurus", it 

is a matter for serious consideration whether it would not be
more profitable to replace her with an auxiliary schooner 

with a minimum of accommodation. Ait the same time it is
realised that the results of the "Falkland's" working may be 

greatly changed by the economies you have effected am^extra 

employment you have been so successfully, obtaining to South 

Georgia and Montevideo*
thoroughly reviewed at the end of the year*

The successful operations of the "Gwendolin" « 

October 1928/January 1929, referred to in your 702.33, 

certainly Indicate what thin type of coasting vessel is 

capable of* I think you will find that the cost for freighting !

The whole position will need to be

f,

bales of wool on those voyages works out very much the same as
A schooner of more thanif the "Falkland” had been employed* 

double the "Gwendolln's” capacity should show a material!
reduction in the cost per ton of cargo carried and any idle time 

would be much less*
The suggested establishment of connection at 

Montevideo) with the s *s * "Falkland" and transhipping of 

produce and stores there has been under further consideration* 

The statement herewith will show you the freights on stores by 

all the regular sailings to Montevideo) and that the rates leave 

little or no margin out of which to pay the "Falkland." for the 

extra work she would do. In fact in several cases the rates 

are in excess of the 558/* now paid by cargo boats to Stanley* 

This makes the proposal almost impossible in addition to which k 

the Directors would not regard favourably the prospect of being 

obliged to make the voyage ftrom Montevideo to Stanley in a 

vessel even twice the sise of "Falkland"*
However, the Board will appreciate your remarks 

on the matter and give them full consideration*

/

!

i
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:

To return to the question of Henend.ee Behely,
*a

rest assured that the Board would never support theyou may
suggestion of sending its produce by their vessel* for 

transhipment at Punta Arenas, and without the Co: '•s tonnage
it is extremely doubtful: if any other shipping company would 

be prepared to collect it from the several stations where the 

quantities are small and the detention considerable. Further 

than this, as regards the passenger service, would the prospect

iM rvVi

y

of calling at all the Coast ports from San Julian to Buenos 

Aires be preferred to boarding the P.SJN.C. steamers direct for 

Montevideo and home? I;
Will be referred to later*

702.16.a. ~ It is gratifying to the Board to learn that 

at last the supervision of the Store Department is alert and 

that an example was made of the man in the case referred to*
The sale of the telephone line to J.B. Bobson

702.15*
10.

/
I1/

11. 702.17.
and the arrangement made for rental are noted.

We are glad to hear that Messrs. Maclean &

/

12. 702.18.
Stapledon have been successful in obtaining for you the 

Uruguayan Consulate.
13. New Retail Store.

702.19.' Your remarks as to the progress of this building 
703.5.26.

have been read with much interest; the photos too give a good

Z'

J
y idea of the work* j

As advised in 1312* para.11, the composition 

"Do 1 oment" for the floor is being shipped in the "Orita" , and 

the suppliers instructions for mixing and laying same are
The quantity sent is sufficient to cover 110* x/ herewith. 1

42* half an inch thick. A small sample is enclosed.
Messrs . Bain & Co.Owing to'the Scotch August holidays/have found

it impossible to get the roof finished for shipment by this 

opportunity. It will follow by the "Laguna" and the economy in 

y shipment from Glasgow will compensate for the delay. Herewith * 

please find two blue prints W/215/29 giving full details of 

above* I

i
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14. 702.20, The arrangements made for obtaining stone from
Sparrow Cove are excellent...........  _

15. 702.22. The unsuitability of the Anson stable timber for 

the Retail Store is noted as also are your views as to utilising 

the building in connection with the Wholesale Store.
Your reference to the "J.P. Smith” and the use to 

which she is to be put is not quite clear; it is gathered from 

Remarks mi Accounts - July - that the hulk has been sold. The 

proposal under consideration when I ms in Stanley was to use her 

for the extension of the Goose Green Jetty. Was that idea dropped?
16. 702.23. Floating Dodk. This matter will be referred to

/

t

‘ later.
17. 702.25. Remarks noted.

The bringing of the "Fennia" nearer in should 

We are glad to hear you were able to
18. 702.26.

702.30. 
certainly effect economy.

v !obtain the necessary permission.
Mr. Thomson9s survey report on the boiler will ;

be Of interest to us; Mr. Peters's opinion ms difficult to under* 

stand in view of the comparatively recent survey certificate in 

your office.
19. 702.27. The present current prices and relative calorific 
of coal and Crown Patent fuel

values/asked for are as given in a copy of letter dated 18th 

September from Messrs. Lambert Bros. Ltd.
20. 702.28. The new scale of charges for the hire of the

/
y

/

/ i/ "Kelp" and motor boats is certainly approved. 
21, 702.29. Your plan for sending the "Falkland" to 

"Magallanes" for timber,- with the Chief Carpenter to pass same,— 

is a good one.
22. 702.3t.

/ Ii/

Stanley 'Arriis. The condition^ of this building* 

the terms of the tenancy and the management, disclosed in your 

remarks, show a highly unsatisfactory state of affairs. The 

Board's views thereon will be given later. In the meantime I 

may say that clients of the Company have many times in the past 

appealed to the Board to erect a hostel or boarding house where 

they could put up and find more oomfortable accommodation than

/

i
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provided at present in the crowded boarding houses* It would 

appear opportune^ to consider this in connection with the 

rebuilding, and, if that is what you suggest, the complete taking 

over of the whole business. Your further views on the matter 

will be welcomed./
If you have not already done so, you can give Mrs* 

Wilson notice that her tenancy will be terminated unless business
is confined strictly to the Company,

$ •

23. 702.32.
will be sold as soon as possible and credit sent you. 

clearing up of the old wood cases is a distinctly good move,
24. 702.34. Store organisation. The remarks in your 

Despatch Mid your separate Memorandum on this subject have been 

read with the greatest interest and will he closely followed by 

the Board. The arrangements you have made are excellent and 

cannot but operate in the direction of systematic supervision and

The scrap lead and copper sent home- per "Ballena"
The'

/

i

I iieconomy.
Your indent for loose leaf ledger sheets and 

for the various forms required was put in hand at once and the 

suppliers - Messrs. Sandie Bros. - have promised shipment by this 

opportunity1',
25. 702.35.

numbered, are to hand, 
references.

The plans, showing each store place separately 

These will greatly simplify future 

The numbers will appear in the new fire insurance 

schedule to be taken out in January next.
26. 702.36. It has so far been found impossible to make any

headway with our Home Authorities in getting them to accept radio 

messages via Bergen to Stanley although I am reliably informed 

that no practical. diff iculty whatever exists to prevent 

communications being maintained direct between the Government 
Rugby Station and the Falklanda. Steps have been taken to bring
the absurdity of the Government's inaction to the notice of the 

Press. In the meantime, we purpose asking Mr. Moen Andersen of 

Tonsberg' if he will act, for a small fee, as our intermediary in

f /

/

(
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sending our messages toyou via the Bergen routes
The tonnage of Company's and Clients* cargo 

shipped will be cabled you separately In future*
Particulars and prices of the Winget Concrete

j

27. 702.37.
Block Machine' are enclosed.

Igitil such time as the working of the coastal28. 702.38.
service leaves a reasonable return on the capital employed no

;

reduction in freights can be contemplated. If the government, 
instead of subsidising a competing vessel, and a foreign owned
and manned one at that, were to support to the utmost the

The Company has"Falkland" that time might be brougtt nearer . 

not received as much as 5$ interest on the capital employed inr
;this branch of its business but has continued to carry it onjf

Had it abandoned the oonfal
/

merely for its own protection, 

service and handed it over to others what guarantee was there
that in two or three years time rates would not be far higher

The Government and some clients fail tothan at present, 

appreciate this point.
The alterations you suggest in the passenger

fares are certainly called for and are approved.
29. 702.39. The recovery of arrears of payment from the

Government for landing mails ** referred to in 1311.13 is;

very satisfactory.
702.40. It is difficult to write moderately with30.

reference to the action of the Government in imposing taxation on
The Board warmly approves offlighters, floating dock, etc. 

your letter to the Authorities on the subject and wishes to 

supplement the protest therein in a further communication
/

enclosed, which please forward.
your advices reached us at the same time as an

intimation from the Board of Trade to the effect that, through 

the Colonial Office, a complaint from the Governor had reached 

them pointing out what a very undesirable monopoly of oversea 

and coastal freight was in the hands of the F.S.N.O. and this
1

4
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% No letters have been exchanged, hut T bad a longOoi Vi

Interview with regard to the matter and was able to show that
The Company certainlythere are two sides to this question, 

has had a practical monopoly of coastal and shipping work for
years past, but we are prepared to challenge any one to prove 

that this has been abused or used In the least degree ton the 

detriment of any one In the Islands. That the charges are 

high is admitted. The capital employed, the comparatively 

small volume of trade obtainable and the local! circumstances
all combine to make this inevitable. Should any further 

reference be made by the Government to this matter you are 

at liberty to say that the Board is perfectly prepared to throw 

open" its coastal freight and hulkage accounts for ten or twenty 

years past to the inspection of any recognised Chartered 

Accountant of standing and that it is prepared to surrender any 

amount of profit in excess of 5$ which he may report has been 

made by the Company on the capital employed provided that the 

Government will guarantee to bring the figure up to.'J should it 

be found that that return had not been reached.
Ithink you will agree that if this off ter is 

not considered it is futile to think seriously of any further
complaints received.

With regard to meeting this new tax, I would 

suggest that you advise all concerned that it calls for a direct 

charge of 7d per ton, but that the Company is prepared to await 

the result of this years working at the increased rates before-
doing anything in the matter.

4 -

31* 702.4L. The further employment of the s.s. "Falkland" 

for the conveyance of seal oil and the securing of the subsidy?
j s

from the Government is highly satisfactory.
Your proposal is approved.J 32. 702.48.» •

33. 702.43.
703.13.
Followingfup your cable suggestion the Captain of the

.The termination of Hr. Matthews services is
J' noted./

i
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"Southern Empress"' recommended Mr. Nilsen as a suitable 

We conceded an increase of salary to £25' persuccessor.
month and a reduction in the term of agreement to two years,
but at the last he refused to sign the usual agreement and has 

Other Norwegian and British sources of supply arefailed us.
v being followed up but it is extremely difficult to obtain ai

desirable man for the post.
• • ~ ♦

33^ 702444. It is fortunate that the heavy gale reported 

did not result in more serious damage to the craft which got 

adrift. The claim for damage to the "Falkland's" scows will 

be put forward when received.
34, 702.45. Your suggestion oM to meeting Mr. Hansen in 

the matter of charges is approved.

/

}
We are very glad to hear that the Government

The Directors

entirely agree with your proposals for lighting the buildings
Biclosed will be found Messrs. Plenty Still &

702.46.
703.21.

electric lighting scheme has been dropped.
35.

!

!
referred to>#
Co°s estimate and specification for the outfit indicated*
Before placing an order for same we shall be glad to have your 

The matter of the agency for the plant installed
/

/ approval, 

will not be overlooked.
We understand from the reply to the cable 

sent you asking if the lighting set of the Canning Works could 

he utilised for the above purpose that it is not suitable. 

702.47. North Arm Wool Shod. Position noted.36.
37. 702.48. Public'Baths arid 'Qymflasiuxiu The Board

Batirely agrees with your views as to this being a waste of
public money and as to the undesirability of selling, for the

A building there would mostbuilding, the Church Green plot, 

certainly detract from the appearance of the new retail store0t
y

Following Interviews with the Trustees of the Cathedral a 

cable was sent you advising that in deference to their strong 

appeal not to sell the site for building, the Company had 

decided not to do so#

J
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38* 702.49. The Board's decision with regard to selling 

^ the land in Stanley and the building of ai house for the
Engineer, will be given later* 

39. 702.50.
!/

We note the sale of the land to Crawford and 

A. Lellmanj the relative Conveyances are returned herewith 

signed and sealed.
40. 102.51; The Board is pleased to learn that you 

anticipate finding no damage to the "Pennia" -through draggingJ her anchor on the 16th July.
41. 702.52. Your action in diverting the "Falkland" on 

the occasion referred to is approved.
42. 703. 3. The statement in connection with the Admiralty 

missing spares has been forwarded to them.
w 4 . * —

43 . 703 . 9. We are glad to know that you have done so 

much to make the house for Mr. Thomson more comfortable. It is 

realised that the accommodation is indifferent, but we trust he 

will make the best of it until a new house can be built*

/

/ /

/
/

44. 703.11. Your remarks are noted* Messrs. Bain & Co.
are supplying only the roof complete and the counter. Both

\
will be shipped in the "laguna" 7th November.

45. 703.IB* Floating Dock* All efforts to effect a sale
Arrangements have therefore been made

/ /

here proved useless, 
after a considerable amount of negotiation to ship the materials
at Walls end in the "Laguna" about mid-October and deliver at
Port Stanley for a lump sum of £1500 equal to approximately 32/6

The compressor
/

per ton, which is not an unreasonable rate, 

to drive six hammers and the four riveters will go out in the 

same vessel* 1
T will write you later sending full particulate 

of the spares, tools, etc. being sent.
With regard to insurance,whilee under corn 

struetion, there appears to be no risk whatever off f ire or 

foundering and therefore it is proposed to cover it under the 

Company's Underwriting Account^

/

i[
V
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46, 703.16.
Is most satisfactory.

The employment of the '’Falkland” referred to 

If you can only manage to utilise her 

/ in this wey when the seasons coastal work is completed, the 

results of her operations will show a great improvement on past/
years.

47. 703.17. As Heneyman was receiving £15 per month -
inclusive of some payment for store work - when he left Darwin, 
it is not surprising he will not re-engage at £12.

)

Fallowing
cables which have been exchanged Mr. Marshall Fogg® has been 

secured and he is leaving in the "Orita", 

is enclosed.
Copy of his agreement

/

48. 703.20. The several detailed statements relative to 

; the Fuel Oil have been forwarded to the Admiralty.
703.22. The arrangements made for the transportation of49.

the material from Anson are excellent.
50 . 703.23. Noted. The quotation for docking and painting

v the "Falkland" at Montevideo is not unreasonable.
. 51. 703.24.

/
!

/

!We quite agree with your remarks with reference 

to Mr. Richardson returning here only after working through the 

complete year.
/

:

___  With regard to employing a buying house, the
experiment is probably worth trying for Millinery and Fancy 

goods but apart from those lines about 80% of our importations 

consist of standard lines and proprietary goods for which 

export prices and discounts are fixed, 

firm to buy these would be to incur an additional charge for 

their services.
52 . 703.25. The Board is amazed to hear that rain-water was

found to be the cause of the damage to wool: on the "Great Britain" 

and that she has not been pumped out since 1918. It would like 

to know what explanation Captain Roberts has to offer for what 
appears to be a grave dereliction of duty. The decision to 

spend nothing in caulking the decks is probably best in view of 

the' hulk's age and the fact that the "Fennia" is available as a 

The damage sustained is recoverable under our

:
I Tb employ a buying

]
/

substitute.
contract (copy enclosed) with the British & Foreign Marine
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This protects wool and skins against 

all and every risk sheeps back to warehouse In London*
Since writing paragraph 2, we have heart from Mr. 

Barmenter, referred to In your 702*2, that he considers that the 

y/ Company's Millinery Department would be a bii out of his line 

of business.

Insurance Co., Ltd*

53.

r
The following labourers are sailing in the "Orita" 

and agreements are enelosed;-
54.

A.S. Brown. Has had store experience.
Stewart Morrison
Kenneth Morrison
Duncan McKay
Samuel McKenzie
Donald John Maelnnes
Murdo Macdermid
Donald John McKay
Kenneth MaeLennan

55 . Falkland islands & Dependencies’ Sealing Co .Ltd .A/cs.

/

t

i have to thank you for the Statement of "Account with 

this Company showing the position at 19th July,- an overdraft
This will now be reduced by the sale ofof £5438. 9. 4.

160 tons of Oil realising gross approximately £4000* Mr. Moen-
/ / Andersen is asking for a further £500 to cover expenses for 

forwarding six men from Norway by the "Orita" and current
allotments of crews wages.

The assignment of assets and the undertaking with
regard to not mortgaging same was a wise precaution and is
thoroughly approved of and confirmed by the Board*

The seal oil ex "Ballena" has reached the Buyers.
Our Brokers report that "the quality is satisfactory and there
is no claim for moisture or impurities.
one drum of nothing but "sludge
letter dated 16th September enclosed* The sample drawn from
this had been sent you under separate cover*

to ....................
Proposed Koad mat Wireless Station;
Referring to your 702.15, if the proposal is to spend a 

considerable sum on making a graded and paved or asphalted road,- 

such as exists in Ross Road,- for two miles or more beyond the 

point Westward,where houses at present are, to the Wireless

/

There is, however, 
see copy of Anning & Cobb's

V

56.

r

j
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}Station, it will be nothing short of a freightful waste of 

public money, 
oppose it.

i I
The Board trusts that you will do all you can to 

The character of such a made road is obviously 

required only for modem motor traffic, and since beyond all
question it would be impossible, for practical and sane financial 
reasons, to continue it in that form across the Gamps to the 

North, why waste money on any portion beyond that actually
required to serve residences existing or likely to be built in 

the future? To do so merely for the greater amusement of the 

small proportion of the population living in Stanley is in our
i/

opinion wholly unjustified.
If, however, the Government is out to clear 

and make several miles of track or road, suitable for a Ford or 

Citroen car, such as has been done at Darwin at small cost, the 

proposal is worthy of every support.
/

57. We throughly approve of the steps you purpose 

taking with regardto curtailing the hours of working P.S.N.C.
steamers, referred to in Remarks on Accounts - July, 

past it has been the tendency to consider their interests in 

preference to the Company's, both as regards hours of working 

and loading and discharging in Port William, against which there

In the

/

are grave objections, although in the ease of the larger mail 
steamers it cannot be avoided.

Tomelthy
We have to-day secured one, Ole Andreas SnKKOEKcaiy,58.

for the berth of ChieflOfficer of the "Falkland"'and he sails
in the "Orita". He is rather on the young side, 23, but looks 

alert and smart, is well spoken of by his Captain and has passedV

I In Norway he could take charge of afor Master's Certificate.
1500 ton steamer. His agreement is enclosed*

Enclosed please find copy of letter from the59.
Admiralty dated 30th August, to which we would ask your attention.

fir. John Jacques has been appointed to act as
He sails in the "Orita”

' 60.
^ Wool-classer for the coming season, 

and a copy of his agreement is enclosed.

J
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No. 1315.; 18th September, 1929.

61. Copy of fresh agreement concluded with Mr. 
H.C. Harding, together with a letter with reference to coming 

home on leave, is enclosed.

if

/ i
62. In continuation of remarks in paragraph 56,

The Board wishes me to say that the suggested provision of work
for unemployed in Stanley is a policy to be highly deprecated! 
in view of the fact that the Colony is purely a pastoral one* 

It is difficult enough to get men now to remain on the Farms 

and if jobs are always available in Stanley for any loafer the 

problem of the farm labour will become more so.
Referring to paragraph 38, r am now able to say 

tea* that the Board approves of the suggestion to reserve*— for 

the erection of a house for the Engineer,— the site suggested 

faeing John Street South.

/.

/

63.
/

/

With regard to some of the other plots available* 

it must be borne in mind that however poor they are for the 

purpose, they provide the only places where the horses of those 

who have ridden in from the Camp can be turned out.
Apart from the consideration of those requirements, 

the Board is open to consider the sale of any land that may be 

wanted if you will advise thereon; it is in agreement with you 

as regards the price to be made.
Please note the Board has sanctioned the payment 

of half pay, while absent from the Colony on leave,too James 

MeNicoll, Blacksmith and R; Finlayson, Overseer.
Yours faithfully ^

/

64.
'
/ /

f.

Managing Director*

l
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Enclosures per S.S. "Orita” via Mverpooi.

/ Copy of Cablegrams sent d»tecl 15th.I7th.23rd.2G th.27tli.noth.Aug. 
3rd. 5tli. G tli. 10 tli. 1 i tli. X ! Gtli September.

ICopy of Cablegrams received dated 1Gtli.22nd.24tli.27 th.(2) 29th.
31st Aug.atli.5tli.9tli.! 1 tli. l2th.X 13th September.

Jacorab lioare X Co’s report on Heart mark 104 bales Wool ex Bailena

Aiming X. Cobb’s reports on Company’s Slieepskins ex.Bal lena X Magellan

Aiming X Cobb’s report on Company’s X Clients Hides ex Ballena X
Loreto.

Arming X Cobb’s reports on Clients Sheepskins ex Ba 1 'lena X Magellan

Copy of letters to Mr J.McNicoll dafced 23rd X 27th.Aug.X 13th Sept 
and his rep ly of litli September.

Copy of Aiming X Cobb’s contract dated 17th August for 200 tons 
Seal Oil sold C.I.F.Glasgow

Diserovery investigations- Second Annual Report dated January 1927 —
May.1928

Blue Print of Roof for Store Shed W/215/29 in duplicate 

Copy of letter handed to Mr II.C.Harding dated i 1 tli September together j
with duplicate copy of bis agreement.

DuCroz Doxat X Co’s reports on Company’s Wool ex "Ba!lena"
DuCroz Doxat X Co’s reports on Clients’ Wool ex "Ballena"
Aiming X Cobb’s Sheepskin catalogue of 5th September sale 

Jacorab Iloare X Co’s Sheepskin catalogue of 4th/5Qi September Sale 

Sample of Do 1 oment Flooring.
Copy of letter from C.X F..Morton dated 11 tb September.
Copy of letter from Maclean X Stapledon dated 12th September 

together with proposed transhipment, Lighterage Contract - 

Administration del Puerto de Montevideo X Falkland Islands Co.,:cl

/

/ 3

/ 4 

/ 5

/ 6

/ 7

J 8

/ lu

J i
1

12
/ 13 

/ 14
/ 15
/ 1G

/ 17 

yJ 18

Port Stanley and rates of Freight fu J.K.to Montevideo
I ltd.dated 14th September together with the.etter from Winget ,

Catalogues Xc.referred to.
fS 20

v/21
my of letter from Lambert Brothers dated 13th.September. 
Due
Copy

£13 . o

->z Doxat X Co’s Wool market reportsdated 17th September
” letters from Aiming X Cobb dated 10th. I Lth.X lGth September 

Falkland Islands Notes — see debit in account.

J1 22 

/ 23
’ u

1

I
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24 FoJ 1 owing p i gnecl Agreemen ts: -

y Marshall Foggo 
y* John Jacques 
/• A. S. Brown 

T) Maekay 
y S.Mackenzie 
y D. J. Mac Times 
y lI.Macclermid 
. D.J.Mackay 
/ K.jlaclietman 
y S.Morrison 
y K.Morrison 
y O.fl. Tome i thy

Can}) Teacher 
Won 1 CJosser 
hahourer

i

a a

j j

j j

* 3

* i
3 4

J J

J J

Chief Officer "Falkland" 
Account Current dated 18th September and vouchers.J 26

/ 10 Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores.
Copy of Messrs C."c S.Morton Agency Agreement'dated 10th August. 19
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated noth August.
Copy of Terms of open cover with the British & Foreign Marine

Insurance Co..',tel.on homeward Produce.

17V
J

S 28
29•/*

.
y 8u

i

' .ONDON J 8 th Sep tenher, i 929
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37. 7u2.48. Fublic baths and Symnnslum. The board

’entirely agrees with your views as to this being a waste of 

public money and as to the undesirability of selling, for the 

building, the Church {freon plot.
certainly detract from the appearance of the new retail store* 

Following interviews with the Trustees of the Cathedral a 

cable was sent you advising that in deference to their strong 

appeal not to sell the site for building, the Company bad 

decided not to do so.

:
1

A building there would most

I
':

1

III
It has been decided that the .Baths706. 22.

and Gymnasium building is to be erected immediately toi

the hist of the Town Fall.

7~6* A:r > hvhhh
i

i
This building v/ s opened "by the Governor on the 21at inat.

'

i

)
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p a e c i s.
DESPATCH NO. 1316, DATED 23rd September, 1929. PEli "OHITA*.

!

1 Oil Fuel Depot.

Ole A. Tomelthy - Chief Mate "Falkland".2

J&icloses letter for forwarding to Colonial Secretary. 
Statement re Coastwise Trade,- results of working.

3

4 Plenty-Still quotation for Electric Light plant.

Copy of letter from Anning ft Cobb re Hides ex "Ballena".5

i:

;

I
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REGISTERED 1902.

6‘ /, c

....
Ujru/on :E. c. 3.

2.

o*L m^p^V the B.a.SM**
*mk *»>iiii !■ MtrV** X4& Special attention tb*

a. girtit Mate ;jjgjg§jjj% t*pwrt*b w$li
ta» Certificate heM%°^ii -pa-w*

<*p»m b.t.
o$* l«eatly employe*. f$i

Mae ter's certtWceft* dtWon Ba ^ seuda i»^fee 

ftrT^hnl.jpjwytng certificate itdctb 'be fields *

fi&d letter JMHMMtt1

lop*!# '**•&«* %£ tfe»

**
/

/

1te

/
/

96u *l WK ,
3.

/

«&ct ■HlTi|>|J^ ** CWWr-4# oa*,- *1»«
ve«wa$U. j^adSf#1* ^****^^1*

J
/

*sW3t^ **jP*3£*.
|jf *tf*r*f4 *•*» JW£o3§.

4.
/ / fterstrlfh,

5.
to tfie (MjpAitiou of

) /

Yours f*ifchfuU$,
-/G—ttC>

Managing
^,®*8inS«S8* BBq*’

• Fcirt Stanley.
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Enclosures per Supplementary via Montevideo
;

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated ‘1 ()th & 20th^September.

Copy of Cal)iegrams received dated 17tli. 18tli.& 20th September 

General Invoice - Stores per S.S."Orita"

DuCroz Doaat & Go's priced Wool Catalogue of 20 th Sept.sale 

Gist of General Cargo per S.S."Orita”

William Bain X Co's Plan No. W/214/29 in duplicate of Hay filed 

shipped per S.S. "Orita" for Hr G.J.Fei ton also Election Notes 

Shop,Outside Hateria Js,Field Bolts Lists &c.

Average prices of Wool sold on 20th September.

Conveyance from F.I.Co.to A.F.% F.T.bellman of part of Southern 

Section of Lots 8 X 0 Section 2 on plan of Stanley 

Conveyance from F.I.Co.to E.S.Crawford of part of Southern Section 

of Lots 10 X JI Section 2 on plan of Stanley 

Conveyance from F.I.Co. to Il.Sedgwifek of part of Plot 8 Section 1.1 

as shown on "plan of Stanley

Conveyance from F.I.Co.to Government of tlie Falkland Islands of 

parts .hots 9; G on Section 11.

/

2J
8

4✓»

5

/ o

K

7;/

8•/

0i

10/I

{ 11
✓

/ Pema rlcs on 3 tores.12

/ 13 Account Current and vouchers dated 23rd September.
14 Copy of letter from Plenty-Stili Oil Engine.Ltd 

and quotations referred to attached.

Copy of letter from Aiming L Cohb dated 10th Se'ptemher

Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 18t.li September

Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 23rd September

Copy of letter from 13.T.Petersen dated 17th September and

certificate re ole TomeTthy passing examinations.

Letter to The Colonial Secretary , Stanley for forwarding.

/ dated 17th Sept« a

15/

ii oA
j

/ 17

A !S

/ 19
20 Copy of letter to the Colonial Secretary,Stanley dated 20th sept

and circular dated 16th July, 1926 Remarks on Accounts.21J
22- Statement re Coastwise Trade .

' iUNDoN 23rd Se j)teml)er, 1929

j
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Despatch No. 1317, dated 5th November. 1929.’ per a.v. rtLAQ0NA";

Acknowledges No. 704.
Pleased with better working of shAp assistants.
Cables to Stanley being sent through Mr.Moen Anders an, Tonsberg.

Correspondence re cables with Post Office enclosed.
Supply of "SBCA" waterproofing cement being sent this mail.

Sealing Company to supply 
direct from Montvideo to Albemarle.Approve of proposed deal with 

coal per "Falkland"
Note that timber recently bought from Punta Arenas by 

"Falkland" is satisfactory.
Expects that information Creamer and Richardson will obtain 

from Montevideo and Buenos Aires will prove of value.
Separate letter written re insurances on craft.
Approve of charge of £1 per drum for transhipment of empty 

drums ex "Bogota".to Albemarle.
"Pudlo" shipped 8th August ~ note successful use of in 

basement at Stanley House.
The "Ferrocrete Bulletin" being sent.
Motor Winches - "Fennia" boiler can be installed il necessary.

River
Copy of Port of London Authority/Bye-Laws enclosed.
Notes progress made in erection of New Retail Store - 

roof and counter shipped this opportunity ~ plans 
enclosed.

Sealing Company -
"Highland Chieftain" and fRossetti" shipments arrived. 
Reports mistake made in "Ballena" tares.
Sealskins - Encloses copy.of Broker*s report, 
imperial Institute's analysis.of oil enclosed.
Terms approved on which this Company is to be appointed 
Managers of Sealing Co.

Surprised at loss of £4000 to date - 
proposed increase of capital.

Quarrying of stone at Navy Point — cannot understand 
difficulty of obtaining further supplies.

Blue Prints of Packe Bros. Cookhouse addition and shed 
enclosed.

— — *7* * ** —* — - - * *

Approve of sale of suplus sheep to Coast.
Details of Livestock shipped by "Laguna".
Copies of letters from Admiralty sent herewith.
Bolinder Engine - Stanley Motor Boat - trouble with 

reversing gear.

10

11
12
13
14

15

no support here for

16

17

18
19 ;

20
21

J
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REGISTERED 1902.

^tfuiceo/u/slc/s6' /. e
Per M.V. "LAGUNA" r/

5 th November f ./^89oree/on .£.G5.JVf 1317.
Dear Sir,

Since writing you last on the 23rd September I have 

received your No* 704 of 29th August.
2* 7040. It is gratifying to the Board to learn of the

improvement in the working of the shop assistants,- doubtless 

due entirely to the proper supervision and control now being 

exercised,- and that you are hopeful of being able to carry 

on without importing any from here.
3. 704.6. Referring to 1315.26, arrangements have keen 

made with Mr. Moen Andersen of Tonsberg to forward our cables 

to Stanley through him, at a eost of l/3d per word as against 

the 3/8d we have been called on to pay here.
The enclosed copy of correspondence with the 

Post Office on the subject will interest you.
The only objection we see to this plan is the 

increased risk of mutilation and delay and the lessened secrecy 

of our messages.
4. 704.9. We are sending in the "Laguna" 5 gallons of 

"SIKA" No.l. and 5 gallons of "SDCA" No.4a. Enclosed herewith 

will be found Sheet No.l. with instructions for using No .1. and 

Sheet No.3 with instructions for using Nos.2 and 4a.
Wp have informed the manufacturers that the 

test of this will probably be made in a Hydraulic wool preBS 

pit, where we know that water has been a frequent source of 

trouble. They have explained that the best method of dealing 

with a "weeping" wall in such cases is to first apply the cement 
mixed with 4a "SIKA" and then to put over it cement made with 

No.l. ;

/

/

V

L.W.H. Young, Esq., 
Manager,

Port Stanley.
d
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- 2 -No. 1317. 5th November, 1929.

The proposed deal with the Sealing Company 

for delivery of coal at Albemarle, providing as it will 

further employment of the "Falkland", is highly approved.
Your report on the quality and price of the 

timber purchased at Punta Arenas is very satisfactory.

5 . 704.12.
b

/

6. 704.13.
It wasf

/ a wise move to send Hannaford there to select it.
There is little doubt that the information7. 704.17.

which Messrs. Creamer and Richardson will be able to obtain at 

Montevideo and Buenos Aires will prove of value to you.
704.18. Pull particulars of insurances effected on 

)/ all craft are given in a separate letter.
Your suggestion to charge £1 per drum inclusive

8.
/

9 . 704.19.
for the transhipment of empty druas ex "Bogota" to Albemarle is/

approved.
10. 704.20. The Pudlo to which you refer was shipped by the 

"Highland Chieftain" - sailed 8th August - to Montevideo; to; 
connect with the "Falkland". We note that this article proved

The "SBCA",

/

successful: in the basement of Stanley House* 

referred to in paragraph 4, is generally found to be an
#

improvement on Pudlo, and it will be interesting to hear as to 

this when you have had an opportunity of making a comparison.
Arrangements have been made to send you a 

copy of the "Ferroerete Bulletin" as issued.
The motor winches referred to were sent out in

¥

11. 704.21.

12 . 704.22.
1923. The one on the "Egeria" has been in constant use and has 

always been reported on as working well and efficiently. It is 

not surprising to hear that the wearing parts need renewal.
By all means instal1the "Fennia" boiler in its place if you

J

/

decide that it is desirable.

Herewith will be found the Port of London13. 704.23.f
Authority's River Bye-Laws 1914/26. 

‘ 14. 704.24. Your report on the progress of the erection if 

the new retail store, and the photographic are most interesting.
The roof and the counter, supplied by Messrs.

v/
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Bo. 1317. 5th November, 1929. - 3 -

Wm. Bain & Co.Ltd have both been shipped by the "Laguna". 

In respeet of same the following are enclosed:-
•»

Roof.
Erection Notes (2)

Blue Prints (2) No. W.215/29 for roof and sheeting
" " (2) Purlins & Roof Lights and Ceiling Joists.

Material Lists (2)

v

Counter.
Blue prints (2).

15. 704.27. Falkland islands & Dependencies Sealing Cb.Ltd.
The shipments of Seal Oil per "Highland 

Chieftain" and "Rossetti" have arrived, and the relative Account 
Sales will be forwarded by first opportunity. That for the 

shipment of 227 drums per "Ballena" was sent last mail, since 

when the Brokers have advised us that a mistake was made in the 

statement of tares therein. A copy of Messrs. Arming & Cobb's 

letter of 17th October 1929 enclosed explains fully how this 

arose. A debit in adjustment of the error is included in 

Accounts herewith.

/

/

/

The second sample of sealskins per "Highland 

Chieftain" arrived in good order and are fully reported on in 

Messrs. Anning & Cobb's letter of 14th October - copy enclosed. 

On receipt of this report we cabled you'on the 15th October to 

the rff ect that skins of 50 lbs average were valued at 10/- 

each, 14 lbs. 5/- and those of 90 lbs. would probably make £1 

each, e.i.f. in each ease^ .

0

iA

/

As requested, the Imperial Institute's analysis 

of the sample of'Seal Oil per "Rossetti" and "Highland Chieftain" 

is enclosed herewith; it is almost identical with that taken 

for the Brokers by Messrs. Tate.
The arrangement referred to in your cable of;

i

23rd October whereby the Company is to be appointed Managers 

at 150 guineas per annum and 5 per cent on net profits is 

eminently satisfactory. Approval of this was cabled you in reply 

The internal management has, until now, been chaotic but
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No. 1317. 5th November, 1929. - 4 -

notwithstanding this the news that £4000 has been lost to 

date eame somewhat as a surprise.
is not possible to solieit further support here for the 

proposed increase of capital.

i

In view of this fact it

16. Referring to your 702.20, we cannot quite
understand the difficulty you refer to of obtaining further 

good stone economically from Navy Point. Kindly explain. 

It was considered that the supply there was inexhaustible
and that the conditions of winning it and getting it to the

The arrangements come to with the 

Admiralty in this connection were detailed in 1287.5.
' 17.

(

Admiralty Shed were ideal.

By the "Laguna" is being shipped a Cookhouse 

and Shed for Messrs. Paeke Bros., Pox Bay Station, 

connection therewith the following documents from Messrs.

/
m

/

Wm. Bain & Co. are enclosed:-'
Blue Print Erection blue print.

Referring to your cable of 23rd October advising 

that a sale of surplus sheep could probably be effected at a
18.

/

minimum of 6/6 per head to the Coast, shipment Jan./Peb./Mch 

you will have learned from the cable sent in reply that the
We fully expect, however, that as 

in previous years it will be found that it has not been possible 

to arrange the necessary tonnage for shipment, 
that the price indicated, 6/6, is f.o.b. Egg Harbour.

Livestock. By the "Laguna" there are being

•»

proposal is approved of.

It is assumed

19.J
shipped

4 Welsh Bulls for the Company's Camp.
20 Cheviot Rams for Hill Cove.

6 Romney Rams for Mr.Luxton, Chartres.
" for Mr.G.j.Eelton, Teal Inlet.

Following the usual practice sufficient fodder 

has been put on board for the above for a voyage on the basis 

of 50 days and for 30 days after arrival.

4

There should
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therefore be a considerable surplus to land for the animals 

use whilst in quarantine*
20. Bhelosed please find copies of letters from

the Admiralty as follows, to which kindly give attention.
j Dated 27th September, 1929. C9c^. ^
v . " 14th October, " - /-w-‘
' " 19 th " "

- 21st " " SZfeJL.

/

It is understood that considerable trouble 

has been experienced from time to time in connection with the - 
reversing of the Bolinder engine in the Stanley Motor Boat, 
and itlta been emphasized that the reversible propeller type 

as originally fitted is more reliable than the new engine 

with its reversing gear. Following on our conversation with 

Messrs. James Polloek Sons & Co. on the matter, they wrote 

us on the 30th September, 1929 as per copy of letter herewith* 

It will be a question for you to decide whether you consider 

the expense in connection with their proposed remedy is 

warranted.

21.

/

Yours faithfully,

/O
(3 •/ , 3

Managing Director*
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ijic-! osure8 per 3I/V Laguna" via Mverpoo S.

1 J Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 25 th Sept. 1st.2ih(.7 th.Obhl&t]i
!Oth.218t.25tli.& 20 th October.

\ • • ** •
2 y Copy of Cal)learning received dated 25th.30th.Sept. 1st.3rd.3th.

10th.12th.!S th.23rd.28th.X noth.oc t ol» r (2)
3 / Falkland Islands Notes value £13 . 10 . 0
4 / Average prices Wool sold at Public Auction 24th & noth Sept.

jading for j.« Ioating Dock ?c S'" 1 thy Coal shipped at Newcastle 
per :.[/Y "haguna"

3 / DuCrnz Doxat Co’s Won I market reports dated 4 th uc token

* 'Tacorah Iioare X Co’s Wool market reportsdated 4th October

5 / I-uCroz Doxat & Go’s priced catalogue of Wool sold on 30th Sept.

/ Tacoral) iioare X Co’s 'priced catalogue of Wool sold

5 j hi! !

7

9 on 24th Sept.
Copy of letter from Norton Pose Y Co dated 23rd Sept.and our10

reply of 27th.and transfer referred to attached, 
letter from John Jeffrey X Co.dated 1st h 17th October.1 1 / Copy of
and our reply of 3rd October, 

handing Certificates exJ ' Won |12 "Da Ilena" shipment 
J Ii 

» We rtrle!
W F

» S 61 bales Won]
. j ii d iur>

Pebble 
. Club 92 

4 II I)

42 bai es Wool
253 1

F 173 J

K 12 52,j i

1 ii D 
J I 38

»•
IIP 41i i

N A G39 AP 58J j

IG7 Ii 22. » J >

. 175

. S I 174
R B C 2!

J BJ J

> T R 29 A F C 35
’ p II 01 J B T, 10J >

D II 37 B Bi i

M 3u F 13 47> i

J II
• Beaver 22 D & 8 1623 1

T R 38 l )

_ S & S 37 3 1

1
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13 / Co'py of letter from Gm Ac-cumula tor •'
oiK( rfrowing No.3033 attacfecl.

Co.doted 25tli October

14 ✓ Ferroerete Bui letin.
Estler Brothers illustrated catalogue of Steel Storage Bins

Particulars of Silea's Waterproofing Compound.

Brokers Reports on Company's Wool ex "Bogota"

Brokers. Reports on Clients' Wool ex "Bogota"

ROC 
Weddell 

11
• li

S S; S

15 / Sec.
16
! 7
IS ^

!6 ba I et' Woo l t M
T R 

. «T li D 19 
\ J II D !
X P

! 1)h 1 e Wool9 i Jl 1
j >44
■ i33 3 • iB 28 W lJ 24 

T R iC! all 58 
II & B 7 i

li^t of Cargo shipped per Highland Brigade" via Montevideo
S Genera! Invoice Stores per "Highland Brigade"
'/ Copy of River Bye haws Xc.issued hy Fort of

Signed copy of Riveters Agreements

Edward McIntosh 
narrower Glia Friers 
John Jamieson 
Thomas Ki1lop

Copy of Aiming X Cobb’s reports on Tallow ex "Ballena"

Copy of letters from Aiming X Cohh dated !4th.!7th.23rd X
28th ue tolier also analysis of Seal Oil ex Ills'll and 
Chieftain" X Rossetti"’ ‘

Copy of letter to tire General Post office dated 22nd July,20th 
September X 15th October and tlieir reply of Bird" 
October re cablegrams to the Falkland Is I a rids

Copy of letter from James Pollock Sons X Co.dated Both Kept.

27 a Copy of letters from tire Admiral ty dated 27th Sept. 14th, 59th X
21st X our reply of 15th October

/ Blue Prints of Store Roof No.W/215/29 X Counter,Pur I ins X 
^ Roof Fights (3 in'all) also Erection notes,Slyop

Outside Materials Field BoltX nuts Lists.

Complete Set of G Blue Prints for Paeke Brothers X Co.re 
Cookhouse X Shed shipped in the Laguna"

Copy of letter to F.G.Slaughter dated 5th November.

Insurance Schedule of Floating Property.

Copy of letter from Aiming X Cobb dated 1st October.1929

i i

21 I.onflon Authority

2B jY

24 /

25 J

/— o

28

20

/20

30 ./

3! /

32

honrfnn 5th November, 1020

t
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6'/, e
m.v. "LAGUNA"

5 tb November,. yA9%9 .1318,

Dear Sir,
FLOATING DOCK.

As advised you by cable tbe Floating Dock has been
shipped by the "Laguna", and the relative Bills of Lading will

It will be noticed that these bear a clause'be found herewith.
"22 packages & or pieces in dispute if on board to be delivered". 

In connection therewith Messrs, Swan Hunter write "The ship
"had an officer checking the material going on board but it was
"very difficult for him to identify and accurately count all the

We do
/

"pieces, as the plates and bars were lifted in bundles.
"not think you need attach any importance to this clause on the
"receipt, and we are satisfied that the complete dock was shipped." 

Attached will be found a list of the documents being
sent you.

With the Dock has also been shipped from the Tyne 

ID tons of Smithy Coal, in bags, in anticipation of the require
ments in conneotimwith the riveting.

The 13£" centre gap lathe inspected by Mr. Thomson at 

Messrs. Cohen*s Yard also goes forward by this opportunity.
Of the four men interview* by Mr. Thomson when on the 

Tyne, who agreed to go out, only one — John Jamieson — came up to 

the scratch, and very great difficulty has been experienced in 

securing three men to complete the complement.
remarkable, and worth noting that notwithstanding the vast amount 

of unemployment existing in this country, although the Department 

of the Ministry of Labour has had our enquiry in hand for over one 

month and have circulated the name to all branches, not one single 

riveter has been forthcoming from that source! However, Messrs. 
Wm. Bain & Co. have obtained two and Mr. Karnaugh one.

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manager,
PORT STANLEY.

/

RIVETERS.

It is somewhat

• )
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The names of the four men are
John Jamieson 
Harrower Chalmers 
Edward McIntosh 
Thomas Killop.

The agreements concluded with them are enclosed, 

pay is £3. 10. 0. per week plus board and lodging to be provided 

by the Company in the case of the three last

The rate of

names. In the
case of Jamieson we have undertaken to pay him 30s/- per week for
board and lodging, but you may decide to put him on the same terms 

as the others.

The question of the best available sitafor mooring the 

dock is one which you will shortly be called on to decide, 
this connection we would ask you to take into consideration ' 
whether it would be a feasible proposition if this could be just 

off the point beyond the Cemetery selected for a slipway,- 

any other suitable place,— with a view to ultimately connecting 

the dock with the shore by means of a light piled bridge with the
men

In

orI
J

object of saving the time which will be wasted transporting 

to work, as pointed out in your 699.4. The suggestion may be 

impracticable, but as to this you will be best able to decide.
Of course, if the idea is entertained, it would be Necessary to 

acquire the required land and foreshore rights.
There is no necessity,- we are advised,- to have the 

dock further off shore than where 25/26 ft. of water is available 

at ordinary high tide in order to dock craft drawing 14 ft. But 
as to this your experience will be your best guide.

Yours faithfully,'

ST?'/0.£rCc> *

Managing Director,,
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Aro 1319.' 5th November, g/,9 29',ony/vn:£.G j.

Dear Sir,
insurance;

Fbr your guidance I send herewith a 

statement giving details of the insurances effected on vessels,
and also:shewing the risks covered

704.18. MARINE.

lighters, hulks, etc 

"outside" and those taken by the Company under its Underwriting
•»

Account.
The policy adopted in the past has been 

to keep well covered, "outside", the seagoing vessels, such as 

the "Falkland" and the'"Gwendolin", when in commission, and to 

take on the Company's Underwriting A/e the risks,- apart from 

fire,- on the hulks, lighters, motor boats, etc. employed in 

Stanley Harbour and Port William.
Past experience has fully justified this 

for although damage has occasionally arisen through craft 

dragging anchors and getting ashore in exceptionally heavy 

weather such as referred to in your despatch, no serious claim
has ever been incurred.

In the case of the m.v. "ILSN", you will 
notice that she is covered "outside" for £1000 against total 
loss only, and that £1750: is taken on the Company's Underwriting
A/c at £10$, the rate quoted by Lloyds.

Other small'craft are also taken on Company's

Underwriting A/c.
FlHEi The amounts for which the isolated

Shepherd's Houses, and some other small buildings, on the Farm
are insured,- vide the Royal Insurance Company's Schedule,-

I would therefore explain thatmay strike you as being too low. 

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanley.

• *
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sinee July 1926 the difference between those amounts and the 

estimated replacement values has been taken on our Underwriting 

A/e for the reason that experience has shews that the risk of 

destruction by fire is extremely rematee 

FflPATlNtt DOCK*
this risk on the Company’s Underwriting A/e.

As stated in a previous paragraph no serious damage

It is the present intention to take

has ever resulted to any craft in Stanley Harbour and the
The otherCompany's experience goes back for eighty years, 

considerations which have counted in coming to this decision 

are that the dock will probably be moored out of the way of traf
fic, where, at most, there'will only be 25 ft at high water and

Having regard to this 

it is hardly possible for the dock to be sunk by collision and 

even if she were, it would be in the nature of her ordinary 

functions and no great expense could be incurred in pumping and 

floating her.

the fact of her sectional construction.

F6r these reasons it is considered a good risk to 

It is a question whether there will be - when completed *■ 

a sufficient quantity of wood and other inflammable:material
As to this your views

take.

on board to call for a fire insurance.
will be welcomed©

As already advised you, the policies 

on this vessel permit her to'go anywhere on Company's business. 
At the same time, on being informed that several trips may 

possibly be made in future to South Georgta, the Underwriters in
timated that this risk was not contemplated when the policies 

were taken out* and that when the time for renewal comes — in 

March next - an additional 1% per voyage to that place will be 

Before, however, we should agree to that an endeavour 

will be made to do the insurance more economically in con
junction with the big Whaling Companies.

S.S."FAli£LAND".

/

asked.

Yours faithfully,

Managing Director*
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espatch No. 1320 per "Cap Polonio", dated 7tsh November. 1929.

Floating Dock - 2 Portable Forges shipped per "Laguna.1

Automatic Lights and Searchlights/- encloses particulate.2

3 Re Salvage services rendered to "Afterglow" by "Falkland".

I

I
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Per "Cap Polonio" via Montevideo. / 

N° 1320. 7th November , 'PV 29■zz=^oruur/t:£. a 5.

Dear Sir,
FLOATING DOCK. There ha»e been shipped to you in the 

"Laguna", for use in connection with the erection of the dock,
2' portable forges or riveting fires*, 

would be advisable to send to supplement those you have already

1.

These McNicoll thought it

*
available. The cases are marked Falkland

F.I.C. \ iyi

Falklands,.
2. AUTOMATIC LIGHTS AND SEARCHLIGHTS. Referring to your 

enquiry in Remarks on Accounts of the 10th August,' we have found
> that the Gas Accumulator Co. (United Kingdom) Ltd. are the

manufacturers of the sun valve lamps having purchased some years

Following on an interview with them when

r
P

ago the "ADA" patents, 

the requirements were explained, they wrote us on the 25th October 

as per copy of their letter sent with despatch 1317. 
you will probably decide that the high cost is scarcely justified. 

The best information we have been able to obtain in

We think

connection with the searchlights; is contained in the copies of 

letters, herewith from Messrs. Davey & Co. London Ltd 

Coubro & Scrutton Ltd.
We note from your telegram of 8th October that salvage 

service was rendered by the "Falkland" to the "Afterglow". 

Doubtless we shall receive from you later full particulars; of 

the conditions under which this was performed and also the values 

Copies of the log will also be required by the 

Underwriters before meeting a claim.

and Messrs.• •

3.

at stake.

We are glad to learn that the broken rudder can be 

repaired in Stanley.
Yours faithfully,'

L.W.H. Young, Esq • > tr' .■Ce'- :
Manager,

Managing Director.Port Stanley.
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Ehelosures per Supplementary Mail via Montevideo.

l/ 1 Account Current dated 7th November* and vouchers•

(A 2 Remarks on Accounts.
A

Z 3 Suppliers Invoices - Stores shipped in;the M/V "Laguna"

4 Remarks on Stores

5 Copy of letter from Mary- Macdonald dated 28th and our- reply
of 31st October.

Copy of Cablegram received dated 6th November.

/

6

7 Additions to Bentleys Code dated 7thNovember.

8 Copy of letters from Messrs Davey & Co.& Coubro & Scrutton 

dated 4th & 10th October respectively quoting ppices 

for-Searchlights Sc .with illustrations attached.

/

LONDON 7th NOVEMBER,1929
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Despatch No« 1321 dated 15th November. 1929 per "Lutetia" & "Laguna".

No. 705 received yesterday.
Re fuller employment of "Falkland". 
Interesting to know why ’.’Falkland? is now 

preferred to "Fleurus"..

Sealing Company - control of by Company and
carrying of stores and produce by "Falkland".

Stocks of Bagging on Farm Sections.

1

2

3
Spare parts for Motor Winches shipped "Orita".

Those for "lien" not yet received from Sweden.
Reports arrangements made for Mrs. Hodson and party's 

passages from M.V. per "Laguna".
Approve apportionment of cost of diversion of "Falkland".
Will ship Youngers Monk Brand beer as requested.
Crawford - Mason - Pleased you think well of him.
New Retail Store - Suggested higher walls.

Will ship boiler for heating next mail.
Store hours.
Library.
Dismissal of Ryan.

Marine Insurance - Wooden Lighters taken on 
Underwriting Account.

Notes particulars of salvage services by "Falkland" 
to "Afterglow" will be sent later..,.

4

5

6
7
8
9

10

11
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Per "Lutetia" and "Laguna" C /? 15th November ^29/smy/.ori :£. C. 3._lV° 1321*

Dear Sir,
Your despatch No. 705 of 14th October was delivered 

yesterday, and by this opportunity time admits of little more
than an acknowledgment of same.

It is full of matter of the greatest interest and will, 

I am sure, be read by the Board with extreme satisfaction.
This particularly refers to all you have been able to do for 

the fuller employment of the "Falkland" and the good prospect 

to be of obtaining from the Government a sharethere appears
of the subsidy in respect of the trips to Montevideo with

v

mails.
Incidentally it will be of interest to know how it 

about that the Government have shown their willingness to 

support the "Falkland" in this connection in preference to
when I personally made an application to the 

Governor in January last he informed me that it could not be 

done as a contract had been entered into with the "Fleurus"'

comes/

the "Fleurus" as

Y

for five years.
The arrangement you have come to with the Falkland 

Islands & Dependencies Sealing Company, whereby it is practically 

controlled from the Stanley Office, is eminently satisfactory,.
The advantages which will accrue to the Falkland Islands Company 

by the continued operations of the Sealing Company are very 

If the continuance of the employment of the 

"Falkland" for the conveyance of coal and seal oil can be- 
looked forward to, it will work in remarkably well with the 

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,
Manager,

Port Stanley.

2.

Jy obvious.
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mail, service to Montevideo above referred to and these together
will make all the difference between profit and loss in the

As you are probably aware, in pastrunning of the steamer, 
years it has proved to be almost impossible to find any
employment for her for three to four months out of the year 

which would even recoup her standing charges.
Your action in calling attention to the 

excessive stocks of bagging on the farm is much appreciated. 

There is not the slightest doubt that a great saving of 

interest can be effected in that direction. With regard to

3. 705.17.

future policy, it should be laid down that by the termination 

of the shearing or by, say, the 1st March of each year, every 

section should have sufficient bagging, hoops and dip in stock
Bearing in mind our

/
IJ

for the next season's requirements, 
opportunities for shipment both overseas and coastwise this 

should prove to be a perfectly safe plan.
The spare parts for the motor winehes from 

Messrs. Clarke, Chapman & Co. were shipped by the "Orita" 

sailed 19th September.

4. 705.21.

/

The spares for the motor of the "lien” were 

ordered on the 27th September, immediately on receipt of your 

cable, and although delivery was promised within four weeks 

we are advised by Messrs. James Pollock & Sons that they have 

only just been despatched from Sweden. The delay is most 
annoying and is beyond our controls

5. 705.24. On receipt of your cable of 11th September
I immediately got into communication with the Pacific Company 

and with Mrs. Hodson. It was arranged with the former to- 

provide the best possible accommodation for Mrs. Hodson, her 

father and sister by the "Laguna" from Montevideo to Port 

Stanley, with which steamer they will make connection at the 

first mentioned port by the R.M.S. "Almanzora" from Southampton 

on the 7th November.

/
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6. 705.31. Your proposal as regards apportionment. 0f 

cost of diverting the "Falkland" to bring F. Morrison toX the
Port Stanley for an operation is approved. 

7. 705.32. The Younger*s Monk Brand beer shall be
shipped as you request. Messrs. Bass were given every
opportunity to match this beer and a shipment of their 

lighter brew was sent out. Evidently it does not meet with
a popular demand. 

8. 705.33. It is very satisfactory to hear you have such 

a good opinion of Crawford, the Mason. He has always been 

similarly spoken of by other Managers under whom he has served. 
Your proposals with regard to him are approved.

New Retail Store.
Your accounts of the progress of this have 

Your suggestion to carry the 

walls 18" higher than originally planned is wise as the 

additional shelf room which will thus be provided should 

most useful.

)
\

9. 705*36.

r been followed with interest.

prove

The boiler for heating will be shipped by the 

next opportunity, in the meantime, you do not mention whether 

/ you wish the pipes sent; we will therefore telegraph you as to 

this in the next few days.

The alteration you have made in the Store 

hours is a distinct improvement and more in accordance with 

i/ what they used to be years ago. 
not clear.

Why they were ever altered is

Your suggestion of running a library is good, 
if viewed only from the aspect of attracting people to the Store 

who probably otherwise would not go there.1/

The example you have made of the man Ryan
should have a beneficial effect.
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10 . 705.41. Marine Insurance.

You will have seen from the statement oft

Insurance sent you with my 1319 that the risks referred to 

on the wooden lighters are taken on the Company's Underwriting 

It is quite appreciated that they are a far better 

risk than the steel ones.

11. 705.44.

account.

We note that the particulars required to, 
enable the salvage services of the "Falkland",- in connection 

with the "Afterglow",- to be assessed will be forwarded later. 

You will doubtless include the fullest information you can 

with regard to the values of cargo etc. at stake at the time 

in each case.
Yours faithfully,

-
,, 5

Managing Director.

! S
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MEMORANDUM FOB L.W.H. YOUNG. ESQ..

Correction to Despatch No. 1322 para 30.

In the first reference to Mrs. Clark receiving 

£2 per month, it should have been written Miss Clark. On 

reading again Mr. Vincent's report, it is noted that in 

addition to attending to the Store, it is proposed that 

she should keep the accounts, so that our comments are 

hardly applicable, 

best arrangement you think fit.
It is left to you to authorise the

<3. -/
Managing Director.

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY. LTD.
LONDON. 9th January. 193Q.
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DATED 6TH JANUARY. 1930 j PER S.S.'1 PROW.DESPATCH NO. 1322,

of No .706 sent by Air Mail from Montevideo>received 
on 11th December; original on 16th.

Our No. 1321 dealt with only a few matters contained in your 
705.

Langdon's agreement to hand.
Freight on Seal Oil charged as directed.
P.S.N.C. freight contract.
Claim for breakdown of "Falkland's" engine not recoverable.
Plan approved for averaging Coal and Patent Fuel prices.
Langdon's report on Hides to hand. I
Damage to Wool ex "Ballena" and "Lautaro".
Conveyance for land sold to H.H. Sedgwick completed and 

enclosed.
Retail Store. Heating apparatus being shipped "Orduna".
Note steps taken to keep people off jetties.
Mr. J. Hamilton - regarding rumour that he intends opening 

a Store in Stanley.

Copy1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Spare shaft for "Falkland" shipped per "Laguna". 

Farm visit by Colonial Manager; also by Accountant.

Mr. Vincent's report.

14

15
Sealing Company.
Progress of New Retail Store noted. 

Enquires to whom the "J.P.Smith" was sold.

16
17
18

Board pleased to have your views re Stanley Arms.
Wiring and Lighting Set for New Retail Store ordered from 

General Electric Co. Negotiations taking place 
for their agency.

Regarding cable messages to Stanley via Norway.
Pleased new Chief Officer of "Falkland" has made a good 

impression.
New North Arm Shed.
Floating Dock - Preparations made for erection.

Duncan & Donald McKay's agreements passed to Mr.W.M. Dean.

19

20.

21

22

Notes may be available this season.23

24

25
Finlayson's pay whilst on leave. 

Outbreak of Measles.
Discusses

26
27

Mr. Thomson's Reports on Machinery & Bodie Bridge. 
Approve of proposals for dealing with.unused plant.

Board pleased with Mr. Young's election to Legislative Council

28

29

V
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Mr. Vincent's report on Farm Account.
Re suggested payment to Mrs. Clark for 
attending to Speedwell Store. - Must not 
stock "slow sellers" etc.

aft

Sale of Surplus Sheep.
Regarding matters discussed with Governor. 

"Falkland" freights.
it ftifcg

31
32

affairs -Sealing Company's 
Overdraft.
Trying to interest practical Norwegians in 
the business - Mr. Hans Borge approached. 
"Bellville" insurance.

33

Stranding of "Falkland".
Papers being placed Before Underwriters.

New Retail Store. Heating - drawing &e. enclosed.
Lighting

P.S.N.C. freight contract renewed. Through rate 
same as last year with deferred rebate of 
7/6 per ton.

Searchlights. Encloses quotations.

34

35
do. do.

36

37
Wm. Munro - bricklayer amd mason engaged - sailing38

"Orduna".
Shaw Savill Co. - Cannot make a call at Stanley. 

Encloses letter from Admiralty dated 19th December. 
Crown Grant No. 409 enclosed.

39
40
41
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C/?s ,s ."OBDUNA" •Per
6 th January ,—AA30.C. 5.N° 1322.

Dear Sir,
Your letter of 14th November,- sent by Air toil from 

Montevideo,- enclosing copy of your Despatch No.706, eame to

the 11th December; the original with all enclosures washand on
delivered on the 16th idem*

My last Despatch, No. 1321, merely acknowledged receipt
few of the more urgent matters.referred

2.
of your 705 and dealt with a 

to therein.
3. 705.6.

4. 705.12.

/

Mr. Langdon's agreement was duly received. 

The freight on Seal Oil has been charged in

A accordance with your remarks.
705.13. The usual contract with the P.S.N.C. will probably

A, be concluded within the next few days.
The claim for £139. 18. 8. in connection with the

not recoverable from the

5.

6. 705.14.
breakdown of the "Falkland's" engine is 

Underwriters it being less than the 3£ on the machinery value of
there having been no accident, it is a 

the Underwriters would not have contended that the
and tear and was therefore not

£5000. In any cast*

K question whether
arose out of ordinary wearexpense

recoverable under the policies•
705.16. Your plans for averaging the coal and patent fuel,

with Montevideo for future requirements ,
7.

and also for contracting 

are approved, 

will be greatly disturbed
705.18. Mr. Langdon's report on

It is, however, feared that the proposal you outline 

if the Sealing Company ceases to operate.

the hides is to hand and8.
vA noted.

705.23. I regret to say that considerable damage to wool 
ex "Ballena"^and "Lautaro" has been found on landing and this, so

9.
A
L.W.H. Young, Esq •»

Manager,
Port Stanley.
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far, can only be accounted for by the damage reported to have 

arisen on the "Great Britain". The Average Adjusters have the 

case in hand and further details will be referred to later*
The Board is pleased to note the steps taken to guard 

against a recurrence of such trouble in future*
10. 705.25. The Conveyance for the Plot of Land sold 

to H.H. Sedgwick is sent herewith duly completed.
11. 705.36. Your plans for heating the detail Store 

have been submitted to Messrs. Thos. Potterton Ltd., one of 

the leading London firms in this business. Following

/

generally your ideas they have drawn out the scheme as per
If this is closely followed youtheir drawing enolosed. 

may rely on the installation being thoroughly efficient,
You will notice that in addition to the pipes four radiators

\t
are being provided; the pipes alone, we are advised, would

Every effort is being made to get 

the boiler, pipes, radiators and all fittings away in the 

"Orduna".
12. 705.38.

have been insufficient.

We are glad to note the steps taken to put an 

end to the nuisance of the Stanley people overrunning theX
jetties.

13. 705.39.
706.32.

back of the rumour referred to. It can hardly be credited that 

Mr. J. Hamilton is seriously thinking of embarking to a 

business so much out of his line.

14. 705.40.

Time alone will disclose what is at the

The spare shaft for the s.s."Falkland" was 

shipped in the "Laguna" sailed November*
15; 705.43. The Board is glad to hear of your intended

visit to the Farm,' etc; also that Mr. Vincent will carry out
an inspection of the accounts at each Section annually. This

.. 1
is an excellent arrangement*

16. 705.44.

A

X
In my 1321.para.11. I omitted to refer to 

Mr. Vincent's report and sketch of the Sealing Company's 

Station at Albemarle. Both are to hand and have proved
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Other natters relative to this Company willinteresting, 

he referred to iater.
706.5. The details given of the progress of the17.

New Retail Store have been noted.
The heating installation was refened to in

Para. 11.
18. 706.7.

"J.P. Smith" was sold.
- . - ■ -8;

19. 706. i*.

We should be interested to hear to whom the

Y
The Board is pleased to have your views with 

regard to the future of the "Stanley Arms", and will gibe the 

matter further consideration when, later, the scheme for the 

conduct of the business which you will prepare is to hand.K
The steps already taken to control as far as possible the

noted with satisfaction*purchases made by the tenant are 

20w 706.14.
specified ms given to the General Eleotrio Company on the 

13th December, and every endeavour is being made to effect

The order for the Wiring and Lighting Set

As, however, their Works areshipment by the "Orduna". 
closed for a week for Christmas Holidays, it is by no means
certain that this can be done.

/
Drawings relative to the engine foundations are

sent herewith.
Negotiations have been opened with the G.E.C. 

in respeot of their sole agency and there is every probability

of it being obtained.
706.11. That the cables sent you through Bergen have

The only objection to the 

could be read by Mr.MoHn-Andersen.

21.
reached you correctly is noted.
plan is that our messages 

Generally speaking this would not matter but it is possible 

that some relating to the Sealing Company will need to beA
These can and will be sent you throughtreated more secretly, 

the other route if necessary.
—i

706.13. We are very pleased indeed to hear that Mr. 

O.&. Tomelthy has made a good impression as Chief Officer of
22.y

A
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felt her© was withThe only uncertainty wethe "Falkland", 

regard to his youth. 
23. 706.15. The Board is glad to hear that there is a 

new shed at North Arm "being available forprospect of the 

this Season.
24. 706.16.

x
The particulars of your preparations for the 

A arrival and erection of the Floating Dock have been read with 

interest.
25. 706,15.

Duncan and Donald McKay are to hand and have been passed on

to Mr. W.M. Dean.
26. 706.23.

The copies of agreements concluded with

*

When k. Finlay son's application, made when 

here, in respect of pay while on leave came before the Board 

for consideration in September last, it was quite overlooked 

\ that a decision had been previously given, as long ago as
If that decision was conveyed to him at theNovember, 1927*

time it will have to stand.
The Board much regrets to hearjf of the 

outbreak of measles in Stanley and on the Farm; it is not
27. 706.24.

It issurprising that work will be delayed in consequence, 
hoped that your family has escaped infection.

Mr. Thomson's ^reports on the boiler and 

the Bodie Bridge, and the unused
28. 706*26.

machinery at Goose Green*
Canning Machinery are 

greatest interest.
your seeing that his 

the work required to be done for the proper maintenance will

to hand and have been read with the
The Board feels that it can rely on 

reeommendendations with regard to

be carried out in due oourse.•1

With regard to his report a* to damage done 

of the lever" of the wool press at Goose Greento "the boss
through the use of a hammer in place of the lever supplied
for the purpose, please point out to the Gamp Managers that 

the risk complained of is usually got over by making fast a 

to>the stanchions of the press, across the door,heavy rope-
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leaving it sufficiently loose to allow the door to open only
The use of aa few inches when the cStohea are released, 

hammer as described should on no account be allowed, itV
will most likely lead to damage.

Your proposals for dealing with the unused plant at
The best offer for the solder

It will be surprising if
Goose Green are approved.

/ obtainable here is 70 d/- per cwt.
you; cannot do much better at Montevideo.

29. 70)6.28. The Board was very gratified to hear of 

your election to the Legislative Council.
30. 706.29. Mr. Vincent's report is to hand and has 

been read with interest. In connection with his remarks under

y

"Speedwell Island" however, the suggestion to allow Mrs. Clark 

£2 per month for merely attending to the Store'for a few hours 

each week strikes us as rather too liberal for a place employing
It is considered that £10 to £12 per annum

It is noted that she is

qjzA

°nly 10 hands.
should'be ample for this service.
already on the Speedwell pay sheets at £5 per month. What is 

the explanation of this? The capacity in which she is 

employed is not stated on the return April to June.
With reference to the remarks as to "slow 

sellers" and Imsaleable articles" in the store there, such 

things should never have been sent to a store so situated. 

Doubtless you will see that in future only essentials, and 

goods which will certainly be required are sent to; this store. 

Other things must be obtained from North Arm or Stanley.
The Board's approval of the sale of surplus31. 706.31.

sheep, if satisfactory prices can be arranged, was conveyed in
y •'

1317.para. 18.
Your summary of the points discussed with the32. 706.33.

Governor arising on the letter of protest to the Colonial
Why, in the event ofSecretary has proved most interesting, 

the trade of the port expanding at some future date to they
extent that further lighters or hulks are required, these i

,
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should be made the subject of taxation, it is difficult to see. 
Meanwhile we are glad to note that the proposed tax is to 

be abandoned#
Those who persist in thinking that the increase in 

coastal and other rates is due exclusively to the heavy survey 

expenses of the s.s. "Falkland" wilfully shut their eyes to 

the circular letter dated 16th'July, 1926, issued to all, 

clearly stating that for the four previous years no profit on 

woMking the steamer had been taken and that an increase of 

rates mis necessary#

/

Your opposition to. the budgeting for an excessive
It cannot see thatsurplus is warmly approved by the Board, 

such action can be in any way justified.
Your cable of the 21st November advising

Y
33. 706.34.

that "after allowing for production to date" the overdraft
of the Sealing Company amounted to £7000 came as a shock to 

It is realised that this has arisen through the 

"Afterglow" being out of commission during October in which 

month, we calculate that on the basis of the working in

the Board.

1/

September, some £4,000 worth of oil should h»ve been obtained. 

In the circumstances your refusal to make further advances was
A cable was immediately sent youi approvingstrictly correct.

action and advising that under no circumstances mustof your
the F.I.C. be further committed, 
the indebtedness to the Company refened to will be reduced by

We are anxious to know whether

the operations immediately following the re-commissioning of 

the "Afterglow" on 29th October.
Every endeavour will of course be made,-following

the suggestion in your cable,- to get some of the experiaiced 

and practical Norwegian people to come in and "carry on 

such terms as they may choose to lay down, but the position is
As the company can show only a loss on

" on

extremely difficult.
/ the working to date the'ordinary investor is not likely to take

It therefore appeared to us that the onlyup further shares, 
line of approaoh was to show that the sealing concession,*-1
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which it is admitted is valuable,- was not transferable and 

that the only way for them to participate in it was to take 

up unissued Capital, it being increased for that purpose.
We accordingly approached Mr. Hans Borge of Tonsberg. 

He is known to be one of the most widely interested men in
the whaling business and was the founder of the Anglo-Norse

Copies of letters 

We are still awaiting
Company recently registered in Stanley, 

exchanged with him are enclosed, 
his definite reply, but in the meantime it is interesting to

"When the Company was started I 

wondering how the men put in command could tackle such a 

proposition, and have since heard that they have not been very 

I cannot understand why a sealing enterprise 

in the Falkland Islands Dependencies should not be successful, 

and I should be interested to learn a bit more about the 

matter than set forth in your letter,- also what capital may

note he writes as follows:®
was

successful.

be needed."
In our opinion it would be inadvisable to "hawk" the 

business to all and sundry pending a definite refusal from 

Mr. Borge.Y
In the meantime, Mr. Moen-Andersen has been advised 

that we cannot undertake to make him'any further payments on 

account of the Sealing Company and a similar intimation has 

been sent to Mrs. Peterzens.
Y

The insurances of the "Bellville" will fall due for
We shall of course not incurrenewal on the 31st instant, 

that further liability but it may be necessary to effect such/

insurance as will cover this Companyfs interest in the assets# 

Gables as to this will need to be exchanged later#
In the event of it proving impossible to induce the 

Norwegians to come into the business, the Board would lik6 to 

know if you have any suggestions to make as to the best way 

of working off the Sealing Company#s liabilities to the Gbmpany*
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34. 306.355 It is satisfactory to know that the
accident to the "Falkland" referred to resulted in no serious 

damage.
being placed before the Underwriters.X The papers relating thereto are to hand and are

This "stranding" will 

enable us to recover a proportion of the steamer's next
docking expenses.

New-ifetail Store;
Heating~ inclosed will be found Messrs. 

Thos. Potterton's invoice and specification relative to the 

shipment of this plant and also their drawings showing the lay 

out of the pipes and radiator system.
Lighting. The General Electric advise

that owing to the holidays intervening the suppliers of the
engine have been unable to forward it by this opportunity.
Blue prints, in duplicate, to enable foundations to be
prepared, are enclosed. The water cooling tank shorn therein
has been left for you to supply locally. A drawing of
stands suggested for the accumulators is also sent herewith.

The contract with the Pacific Company has been
renewed for the ensuing wool season. Please infoimclients
we are prepared to convey the produce from stations - with
wharf facilities - to London at the same through rate as last:
year, viz: Wool & Skins £10 per ton of 1000 Kilos.

Tallow 
Hides

From these rates, however, a deferred rebate of 7/6 

per ton will be made at the end of the Season to all those 

whose produce has been shipped exclusively by the Company's 

coasting vessels and the P.S.N.C.steamers.
The ports having ho wharf facilities will be charged 

£1, per ton over the above rates as heretofore.
The "Bogota", due Stanley about 8th January,- to 

connect with the Maroh Sales,— and the "Lobos" due there about 

5th March,- for the May Sales,- are the two fixtures arranged. 
The following boats to be as mutually settled.

35.

/

36.

£ 8 . i»9 9£ 8 ♦ 99 9

V

/

/
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Searchlights: Since writing you in Despatch
we have obtained further quotations for search- 

The following quotations are enclosed herewith.;*

37.
1320 para.2 

lights.
London Electric Firm. Letter dated 19th November, with price-

• )

list and illustration attached.
Carl Zeiss (London) Ltd. Letter and quotation of 20th Nov.

with pricelist and illustration attached.
Clarke Chapman Ltd. Letter of 21st November.
ffe are informed'that Messrs. Zeiss projectors,- which of course
are of German make,— are far more efficient than any others on

V

the market.
On receiving an application; from one, Sllliam 

Munro, a fully qualified bricklayer and mason and apparently 

a very desirable man, we cabled you that he was available.
In accordance with your reply asking that he should be 

engaged, an agreement was concluded with him, as per copy 

He sails by this opportunity.
On receipt of your cable of 20th December, we 

approached the Shaw Savill Company, and copies of letters 

exchanged will be found herewith, 

there is little hope of our being able to utilise any of the 

New Zealand liners homeward bound in February, March or April 
on account of it being the height of their own homeward ' 
passenger season.

38.

herewith.
39.

From these you will see that

Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Admiralty, dated 19th December,to which kindly give attention.
Referring to your cable of 18th December, 

enclosed will be found Crown Grant No.409 relative to. the

40.

41.

V Anson property.
yours faithfully,

Managing Director#
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Enc Iosures vie? ; JVERPOGT, per 8. S. "uRDCNA"

Copy of Cah I egrams sent anted 18th. lf>th.2 1st.2Gth.27th.28th.Nov.
2iKl.4tli.Gth. iGth. 17th. 18th.20th.27th.Dec. 1st ?; 3rd Jany. 

Copy of Cablegrams received dated l')th.20th.22nd.(2)23rd.25th.
28 th .Nov. 3rd. 4 th. 5 th .7 th. 1 Oth. 18th. 1 9 th. 20tli. 28th.Dec. 

f 2nd January.

Brokers ’ Repo rts : -

J
2

tJ

y 3
fr .nail taro"N- A 07 hales5 fool ex

T L D 16J 9 ) 9 1

. Pel)!) I e 
j AFC 2 ) i9 J

IVi I I iam Hunro's sig.ed agreement defied 9 th December*21. 

Conveyance of land in Stanley, part of :,o*ts 9 & 10 from F.I.Co. 

to H.li. Sedgwick •

DuCroz Doxat W Go's Wool market reports dated 19 th.November . 

4th W Hist December .29,

J 4
e.
”

J

J 7 Tacomh Iloare f Co’s fool market reports dated 4th December.29.
8 foo I :,and ing Cert i f icates:- l

/

4 bale.- Wool ex [3a Mena - J G 124 bales Wool ex Dalle
Ii&B 110 

7 112
"Bogota" - Club 58

, . - cTILD
. , Pebble •

- W K C
— T W W 
~ Heart 105

64 i > » >
4 1 .1 I 4 1

- D Ii
- 8

"Bogota"14 4 1

15 i4 1 4 I

DID 19 j i

K
D li)

C.C.nn 44- U F
— Sk8

1 )3 >

F r?i.

— WeddeIl 
T R

) > i

it i i i4 )

23- R C C
- TH

B1G 4 1

71— I1&3
- Heart 
- J G 

-—-T ii D
Pehhle

i i

19 14 -
8- J f

- f K C
2 4 1

" 1 *iutaro"7 14 4 I1 J

- AFC ". .aiitaro" ■— N A 9941
4 11 14 >

— D & 8 3 I

Copy of letter to John Haig W Co dated 4th December.29 

Average prices of Wool sold at Public Auction on 22nd W 25th Nov. 
Jacomb iloare •& Go's priced catalogue of Wool sold 22nd Nov. 
DuCroz Doxat & Go's priced catalogue of Wool sold 25th Nov.

J 9 ^
/ iu

r

z >S
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J 13 Copy of letter .from Hunt ley Fulmers doted 20th 

reply of 21st November.
Account Current dated Gth January and vouchers.
Copy of letters from Hie Admiralty dated 29th.Nov 

and our reply of 3rd December.
Copy of letters to Iiuns Borye of 2ist.Nov.9th.18th Dee.and 

his reply of 4th Deo.also to jJoen Anderson of 27th Nov. 
2nd Dec.and his replies of 9th L !4th December.

Copy of letter from C a rice Chapman & Co. dated 21st November.
. Copy of letter from Carl Zeiss dated 20th November.

Copy of letter from the London Electric Firm dated

Cony of letter to Shaw Savil'i-X Albion dated 23rd and their 

reply of 24th DecenJber,
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 19th December
fhomas Potterton’s 3 plans of Low Pressure Ilotwater Heating

InstaI I at ion for New Store at Stanley and copy of invoices 

and spec ifications as foI Iows:-
5 eases Radiator Castings.

Iron Boiler Castings.
Copy of letter to 7.G.Slaughter dated Gth January*30 

Additions to Bentley’s Code dated 6Hr January.30

and our

/ 14
15 13th Dee./ • B

IG

^ 17
iS/

19 19th Nov.
2(J

21
22t

i/e
6/18 13 l 1

i/ 23

24/

\

LONDON Gth January,1930

' »

I
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DESPATCH No: rl323 DATED 4th MARCH. '1930 PER ttiVi'♦ItfBBK)’1:

1 Wrote last on 6th January.
Acknowledges 707.
Direct wireless facilities to the Islands - Imperial &

international. Communications Ltd. considering natter.
Sheep & Bulls per "Laguna" - Lowden Connell & Co. advise 

that Purser.banded to Mr.Creamer envelope contain
ing Veterinary Certificates &o.

Notes Bolinder Engine in Motor Boat to he opendd up.

2
3

4

5
6 Floating Dock - Arrival.

Insured F.P.A. for voyage out.
West Yard Slipway - work done.
Charges for using Dock - gives M.Video scale. 
Discusses charges for ship repair work. 
Condition for incorporation in tenders - 
copy of those drawn up by Company 
Solicitors enclosed.

Draft tender form enclosed.
Docking of "Dentoo" - correspondence with 
Mr.D.T.Dean enclosed.

•s

Notes "Kelp" hauled up for overhaul.
East Jetty - work on finished.
Stanley Butchery - Approves being run as separate department. 
New Store - progress nbted.
s .s. "Falkland" - Pleased with results of last year's running.
"Great Britain" - Agrees it is best to replace her with 

"Fennia'^ as soon as possible.
Notes compromise made with Government regarding 

mooring of hulks.
Coal - Stocks and supplies.
"Fairy" - approves of selling.
Board glad that you have been able to visit Stations on 

the East Island.
.Report on Machinery at Goose Green.

Batteries for s.s."Falkland".
F.I. & Dep. Sealing Co. - sundry matters.
Injuries to Employees - New regulations approved.
Rent of Islands - Bleaker Is. - Board not prepared to 

lease again after expiry of present tenancy.
Copy of "New Standard" Code posted.
Collection of produce from Port Howard.

7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15

Mr. Thomson's16

17
18
19

20
21

i

(continued)
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Receipt given for cargo hy "Falkland" & "GwfflidolJn" • 
Solicitors' draft of form enclosed.

Correspondence from Admiralty enclosed*
s.s."Falkland" - Salvage of "Afterglow” - Asks for 

.. copy of Logs, etc. -
Copy of letter from Admiralty re oil fuel to 

"Melville" enclosed.

22

23

24
?

25

Remarks on employment of aux. schooner in place of 
"Falkland".
Attaches particulars of Aux.Sehooner, 
"Mynonie R. Kirby"*

26

f

:

'
:

i■
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REGISTERED 1902.

Per m.v • "Loreto " • (
J-9&Qi.■oruco7i:£.c.3.___ 4th March,N? 1333.

Dear Sir,
My last Despatch to you mis dated 6th January since 

there has been little object in writing you owing to the 

/ absence of any connection between Montevideo and Stanley until
■when

the "Loreto's" arrival.
Your No. 707 came to hand on the 17th ultimo.

The attention of Imperial & International
2.
3. 707.2.

Communications Ltd. has again been drawn to the lack of
Their reply,direct wireless facilities to the Falklands. 

dated 17th January, was to the effect that "the question is/
careful consideration and we hope at no distantreceiving

date to be able to communicate with you on the subject."
It is satisfactory to hear that the sheep4. 707.8.

and bulls per "Laguna" arrived in such good order, 

matter of the missing Veterinary certificates has been taken
The

up, and we are informed by Messrs. Lowden, Connell & Co,.
communication with the Purser, who is now in

/

that following a
they have ascertained that he handed the envelope whichHull,

Lowden, Connell & Co. feave to the Pacific Company containing 

the Bills of Lading, the Contract for the conveyance of stock,
weight slips, etc., and the Veterinary certificates to Mr.

Creamer.
decision to await the opening up of theYour

the Motor Boat before considering the
5. 707.9.

^ Bolinder'Bigine in 

question of fitting a
/

reversible propeller is certainly wise* 

We are glad to hear that the 

That some frames
6. 707• 10• FLQATING DOCK#

parts were landed without apparent loss• 
were bent is not surprising; it is satisfactory to hear that/

L.W.H. Young, Esq., 
Manager,

Port Stanley.
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these can be straightened. The insurance effected was on 

f .p.a. terms, so that no claim can be made in this connection.
The information given relative to the preparation 

of the West Yard Slipway is read with interest./

It will be necessary shortly to fix a soale of 

charges for vessels using the dock. We are of opinion that, 

at any rate to commence with, we cannot do better than adopt
those current in Montevideo, particulars of which were
referred to is Despatch No. 1310 para 17. viz.

For docking and undocking 
Dock Dues per day

It is obvious that whether the vessel is large or 

small the cost of docking and undocking remains about the
The variation of these charges, however, is a matter 

left to your discretion.
As regards charges for ship repair work, the 

schedule of prices, sent with 1310.17, current in Montevideo,—

{ £ IS - minimum.
£10.

same.

probably the cheapest of the Coast ports,- will give you an
It is with these ouridea of how extortionate they are. 

future charges will be compared. Little doubt is felt that
your working costs will be much lower than these' on the 

Coast where all materials imported are taxed and labour, 

relatively, is more highly paid.
While desirous that this should be brought home 

to customers with a view to attracting as much business as 

can be dealt with, you will appreciate the Board naturally 

desires to obtain the best return possible.
With regard to tendering for docking and repairs, 

the Company's Solicitors have drawn up conditions (copy 

attached) which should be incorporated with every tender. 
These you will see stipulate that the Company will aeoept 
no responsibility whatever for vessels on the dock.

We suggest that a form should be used when tendering

/

/

/
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jf you would like these printedas per draft herewith, 
here, as drafted, and sent out at once* please cable the 

word "WSJOY". If you consider any alteration or addition is
called for you can advise by mail.

Enclosed will be found copies of letters exchanged
with Mr. G.T. Dean relative to docking the "Gentoo".

We are glad to hear you have the "Kelp" 

It is just twelve months since

J
7. 707.13.

\ hauled up for repairs. 
the last overhaul.

8 . 707.14. E&st Jetty. The conclusion of this work
k\ is noted.

9. 707.15. Stanley Butchery, Your suggestion is
warmly approved; it is certainly most desirable to run the 

separate department to secure the better(/\ Butchery as a
control or working indicated.

10. 707.16. Net Store. Progress noted.
The greatly improved

\

s.s. "Falkland'1.11. 707.17.
results in the running of this steamer for the twelve months
to 31st October 1929 are noted with much satisfaction. The 

v Board fully appreciates that this is largely due to your 

initiative in securing outside business.
"Great dritaiN'1.

you are keeping a dose watch on this hulk so as to guard 

against further damage to produce stored in her. 

decision not to spend further money on her and to replace 

her with the "Fennia" for storage purposes as soon as

The Board is glad to see12. 707.18.

The

That youpossible is certainly the best course to adopt, 

have been able to come to a satisfactory compromise with the
It would{ Government as regards mooring of hulks, is noted, 

appear, however, that the provision of the best possible 

commercial facilities in the port is a matter of very minor
importance' to the Authorities •

J
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Your remarks on the present position, 

HTifi your future?plans with regard to stocks and supplies, have
13 . 707.19. Co*!.

been read with interest.
"Faffy". It is not surprising to hear that14. 707.20.

this old hulk has at last come to her end. She has certainly 

rendered remarkable service and it only remains to sell her
/

as suggested. 
15. 707.22. The Board is glad to know that you have been 

able to get to the Company's Stations and to other parts on theK East.
Mr. Thomson's Reports on the boiler and the16. 707.24.

hydraulic machinery at Goose Green are to hand and have been
The despatch of the several spares etc.A read with interest# 

he has asked for is referred to in Engineering Remarks.
We quite appreciate what you say as to the

risk of damage to the "Falkland" from sulphuric acid fumes etc.
It is very unfortunateif the lighting batteries are fitted, 

that Captain Roberts' and Mr. Peters’ recommendations in this/

connection were aeceeded to.
Falkland Tdlflhdd & DdP.SSdllhg 06ilM.17.

From the enclosed copy.of letter dated 20th 

received from Mr. Borge you will see that there isFebruary
little prospect at the moment of getting any Norwegians to

The recommendations heto the rescue of this Company.
future conduct of tha business will he found

come
a has made for the 

herewith#
Meanwhile, we were glad to note in your

Renarks on Accounts of 26th November and 7th January that 

success attended the Company's operations to the end of the
their indebtedness to thi F.I.Company beingwhich will 

year/resulting in
considerably reduced in the near future.

gopies of letters from Messrs. Ann lug & Cobb,

/

of 17th, 22nd, 24th January and 4th February, relative to
the analysis of the oil arrived per "Balzac" areK trouble’ over
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The allowance, based on the difference in
Copy- of analysis herewith*

enclosed*
analysis, appears in Account Sale.

Following exchange of cables the sale has been
effected of 200 tons seal oil, April shipment from the 

Falklands to Osloi, and 25 tons to Dunkirk, both at £25 per ton* 

Please instruct the Sealing Company that detailed 

specifications must always accompany shipments sold on o.i.f* 

terms, on which must be shewn the number, gross tare and net 

weight of each drum*

A

The buyers of the 25 tons for Dunkirk have farther 

requested that their drums be marked S.H. numbered 1 up and 

that a certificate of origin, certified by the French Consul, 
should accompany the documents. A request to this effect was 

cabled you on 25th Feb.
The copy of the license and schedule defining 

conditions granted by the Government to the Seeding Company 

is to hand.

/

18. Injuries to Employees: The new regulations (referred 

to in your Remarks on Accounts 26th November 1929) you have
It was desirable that it shouldput into force are approved, 

be clear to all employees exactly what they are* 

Rent of Islands - Bleaker island* In your Remarks19.
on Accounts 7th January an application from Mr# Alec Bonner in

The Board isconnection with this Island is referred to# 

not prepared to lease the Island again after t&e expiry of the 

present tenancy on 31st March, 1931# For purposes of future 

reference, and as it is a question calling for the Boardfs 

consideration, it is preferable that such matters be referred 

to in despatch#

a

We have decided to adopt this code 

A copy is being sent you by this mail#
New1 Standard Code #20#

in place of the Bentley.
When you have had time to study it, please telegraph the wordiX
"WSIUN" which we will take to mean that it will he used in
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It does not clash infuture for all messages between us.
with the Bentley and is more comprehensive and

It occurs to us that it might be a good plan
any way 

economical, 
for you 

to keep it 

office.
Other messages are 

expense would be incurred by continuing

not to make it known that we have adopted it, but 

exclusively for messages to and from you and this 

In this way complete secrecy would be obtained.
comparatively few, and not much extra

to us© the Bentley/

for them.
You will find that special tables have been 

incorporated in the New Code (Pages 639 and 649) for the
advising shipments homewards and average prices 

examples of previous messages sent,
purposes of 

of wool outwards. Two
compiled Tinder the new tables, will be found herewith, 

probably, further/ desirable additions will occur to you,
have particulars from time to time,and if you will let us

they can be added.
drawn to copies of letters 

Lovegrove Waldron relative
Your attention is21.

exchanged with Messrs. James 

to the shipment of their produce from Port Hoeard and the
They have beenton deferred freight rebate.7/6d per 

verbally informed that we cannot allow Mr. Pole Evans to
ship by outside vessels, but

is first obtained their claim for
is being advised

decide whether or no he may

X that if your permission
Mr. Evansrebate will not be prejudiced.

of this arrangement.by bis Directors
We are not clear as the form of receipt 

received
to whether

22. "Gwendolin" for cargo."Falkland" orgiven by the s.s
conditions protecting the

This is
at the Stations contains any

against the results of negligence,
and to mention one only, claims

eta.
Company 

important for many reasonsV' Mutual Club in which the s.s.
void unless this is the case.

which might arise on the 

"Falkland" is entered would be

i
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Solicitors and they have drafted the
If receiptB now

We*have consulted our 

conditions which will he found herewith.
such conditions, we suggest that this

on adhesive paper, and attached
given contain no
should be printed on a slip,-

Please advise if you would like theseto each receipt* 

printed here and sent out or would pref er to have new
receipt books containing this matter. If the latter,

the form In which required.please supply
Enclosed will be found the following letters from23.

the Admiralty, to which kindly give attention 

5th Feb. 1930. With reference to a discrepancy^in the 
Stock Returns and directing that the 
contents of the pipe line must be aliwys 
taken into account.X
Referring to repairs on the main 300 tons 
reservoir and asking for a report on tha 
Pudlo used fhersanx on tha pumphouse* 
Authority given for wire ropes to be 
renewed.
Advising that steel wire rope and 
cordage for "0.0.82 are being sent from 
Chatham Dockyard.
Authorising an increase, up to 1125 tons, 
of oil to be delivered to R.R.Ships 
"William Scoresby" and "Discovery II •
Calling for a specification of repairs 
to be done to "0.C.82"' and an estimate u 
of the cost for same. Your special 
attention is directed to our reply thereto 
relative to the,, charge to be made for the 
use of the dock. ,

8th Feb. 1930.

X
13th Feb. 1930.

21st Feb. 1930.
X

28th Feb. 1930.

s .sl "Falkland" - Salvage Of "Afterglow".24.
With reference to the salvage"services rendered by

705.44, 70«.34 and Remarksthe "Falkland", reported in your
can be madeAccounts 7th January, before any progress

still require to have a copy of the Log
on
with the salvage, we 

of both vessels and a full 

if it is not
know whether the "Afterglow" had any cargo on 

so the approximate"value, and nature of it. 

information is to hand we purpose putting the matter before

report of the services rendered
sufficiently set out in the Log and also to

board and if
When this
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the Chairmen of the Salvage Association, (provided the 

Underwriters of the "Afterglow" agree) and to abide by his 

award.
Enclosed please find copy of letter from the 

Admiralty* dated 10th January relative to the supply of 

128 tons of oil fuel to the steamer "Melville".

25.

As you are aware, in recent years it has been a 

matter for consideration whether it would not be more 

profitable to get rid of the "Falkland" and employ in her 

place one, or perhaps two, auxiliary schooners, 
however, owing to the development of the Sealing business 

and the further excellent arrangements you have been able to 

nake for the employment of the "Falkland" in work outside the 

ordinary coasting business, has materially changed in favour
It is clear that the work she has done

26.

The position,

of the steamer, 
during the past twelve months could not be equalled by
schooners•

However, merely as a matter of interest, I send you 

herewith particulars of an auxiliary motor schooner, the 

"Mynonie R. Kirby" which is on offer for £1,000. Her age is 

certainly against her but it should be borne in mind that
built for the North Wales slate trade with Northhaving been

America, she is constructed of oak throughout with frames

spaced 2£" apart!
Yours faithfully,

~ /J. Sr £

Managing Director.

I
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail per "Cap Polonio"..

r Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 4th,6th,7th,10 & 12th March. 
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 4th, 11th & 13th (2) March, 
General Invoice Stores per M/V "Loreto".

V 1
A 2

3A
l/

Suppliers Invoices of Stores shigped^for Dean Brothers per

List of General Cargo per M/V."Loreto'*
Brokers' reports on Company’s wool ex "Bogota1 •

Brokers' reports on Clients' wool ex "Bogota".
Brokers' reports on Company's and Clients’ Hides ex "Bogota .

4

s
6f

7/

8/

Remarks on Stores.
Copy of letters from the Admiralty dated 11th & 12th March.
Copy of letter from Ince Colt & Co. dated 10th March, with 

copy of Sir Robert Aske's opinion and amended 
form of tender.

Copy of letter from Hans Borge dated 20th February. 

Engineering Remarks.
Remarks on Accounts.
Account Current dated 14th March and vouchers.
Copy of letter to T.G. Slaughter dated 14th March.
Evans Sons Lescher & Webb's invoice for drugs shipped per 

M/V."Loreto" on account of West Farmers Medical Assn.
Stanley Land - Conveyance. Lots 8 & 9 to J.F. Summers, ouaiu-ey u Lot 4 sec.2. to B.A.Sedgwick. .

Lot 10 
Lot 11

$/

10:
/

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18/ .A.Sedgwick. ^ 
.McCarthy. ^• I

* 99 • J.D. McKay.9 99 9
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PRECIS

DESPATCH NO. 1324. DATED 14th MARCH1. 1930. PER "CAP FOLQNIO" & "IMP"

'vlF.I. & Dep. Sealing Company - Mrs. Borge’s views.1

Mr. B. Elliott granted £100 for passages.2

Floating Dock - Liability of Company for damage to
vessels whilst in Dock - Counsel of 
opinion that clause in tender forms 
a complete protection.

3

Oil Barge "C.82" - Admiralty asks for tender for
docking and repairs, eto.4

Stone from Navy Point - Admiralty asks for settlement
on terms of their letter of 
7th November, 1927.

5

Asks for Mr. Thomson's report on boiler and steam 
crane which Admiralty have for sale.

6

Stanley Land - 4 Conveyances enclosed duly completed.7

Locks - not to be shipped.8

Seal Lion Skins - ex "Highland Brigade? - Reportsposition.9
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N? 1324.

9
_'/,y 30c^Zo?'u/on:£. c. 3._.._14th March,

Dear Sir,
F.I. & Deo. Sealing Co. Referring to paragraph 17 

of 1323, the statement of Mr. Borge's recommaidatians as to 

the conduct of this Business did not come to hand hut he has 

since called here and given me his views, which are as follows 

(a) He considers that having regard to the very bad 

weather usual around the Islands, a vessel of the type

1.

of the "Bellville" is quite unsuited for the work. 
That it should be carried on by a small self-(b)

contained factory steamer of from 5000/6000 tons,
That there are suchfully equipped for boiling down, 

vessels now in Norway in every way suitable for the
Thesework obtainable at from £30,000 to £40,000. 

have been given up by the whaling companies as they 

are found to be too small to operate on the larger

scale now generally adopted.

Such a vessel should not be depoted permanently, as 

the "Bellville" is, at Albemarle, but should be worked 

around the Islands, lying in harbours, and after doing 

all the sealing available in the neighbourhood move on

(c)

to fresh grounds, and not return to the same places for
come

The factory ship should xxtxxx homeat least a year, 
each year with the catch and undergo her necessary
repairs returning with stores and all requirements. 

The "Afterglow", he considers, should be suitable 

for sealing.
He is convinced that a shore factory is a great 

mistake, as it necessarily limits the sphere of oper
ations to the neighbourhood.

(d)

(e)

L.W.H. Young, Esq.’/ 

Manager,

Port Stanley.
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(f) The operations should he under the control of a 

thoroughly experienced and energetic man.
Petersens, Mr. Borge informed me, was merely a chemist 
on a whaling staff.

Mr. Borge is strongly of opinion that, properly 

worked, there is a profitable business to be done in sealing 

and whaling around the Islands, even on the basis of present 

prices of oil, £25 per ton, for many years to come.
If a company were formed to carry on the business on

Mr.

the above lines, it is doubtful if the F.I.C. would obtain the 

advantages of the employment of the "Falkland11 such as have
That being so itproved so valuable in the past year, 

would appear to be more to our advantage, provided the present
difficult financial comer can be rounded, for the little

With the assistance of your betterCompany to carry on. 
business direction the mistakes of the past wotM be avoided
and perhaps a profitable result obtained.

With reference to Mr. Slau^iter’s application in his2.
letter of 6th January 1930 for assistance for B. Elliott in 

the matter of passage money, the Board has given authority
This is equivalent to the second 

out and home which would have been given him
y for him to be paid £100. 

class passages . 
had he signed the usual five years agreement when going out.

/

Since writing despatch 1323 para.Floating DOck.3.
6, we have had under consideration whether) there were any 

possible risks to vessels being docked and repaired for which 

the Company might be held liable notwithstanding the 

protecting clause, drafted by our Solicitors, and embodied 

in the draft form of tender sent you.
should there be any, insurance should be effected to cover 

The matter was placed before Underwriters with the 

result that they made the absurd suggestion of a premium of 

£600 per annum arguing that there was just a possibility 

that our protecting clause might not in Court "hold water".

/
It occurred to us that

same.
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Accordingly we again consulted our Solicitors who advised
Herewith will hetaking Counsel's opinion on the point, 

found copy of Messrs. Ince, Colt & Co's letter of 10th
From theinstant Mid copy of Sir Robert Aske’s opinion, 

latter you will see that he considers our clause - which 

he has slightly amended - a complete protection against all
/ In these circumstances it is notand every risk, 

intended to effect any further insurance in the matter.

A further draft of the form of tender, bearing
Instead ofthe clause as amended, wall be found herewith, 

awaiting your cable reply as suggested in our para. 6 of 

1323, we purpose having a supply of the forms printed and 

these will be posted to you by the next opportunity.

/

Referring to my remarks in No. 1323 para.23,~ I 

enclose copy of letter of 11th March received from the 

Admiralty in reply to ours of the 3rd, relative to the 

charge for docking the oil barge "C.82"•
In Despatch No. 1287 para. 5, a copy of letter from 

the Admiralty dated 7th November 1927 was enclosed. That 
letter provided that we should pay a royalty of Is/- per

4.

X

5.

ton on the stone removed from their quarry and £1 per week 

for the use of the shed and plant at the Naval Camber, 

was in connection with the construction of the "Egeria" Jetty

So far nothing has been paid to the

This

and East Shed, etc.

Admiralty in this connection, and an application for a 

settlement, as per copy of their letter of 12th March 1930
Kindly let us have aenclosed, has just come to hand, 

credit note, on the lines of their letter of 1st March 1928

referred to, for the amount due to them when a cheque in

settlement can be forwarded.
Referring to your 705, para. 9, we shall be glad to 

have Mr. Thomson's report on the boiler and steam crane which 

the Admiralty are anxious to sell. They are asking for our

Doubtless you will indicate what you think should

6.

decision.
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he offered for this gear if it is considered likely to he 

useful.
Yours faithfully.

V'ij

Managing Director.

Stanley Land. The following Conveyances, duly 

signed and sealed, are returned herewith:- 

1£ square poles 22 square feet. Lots 8 & 9. TO J.F. Summers.
To B.A.Sedgwick.
To Michael McCarftjt 

6 sq.ft. Lot.11 to J.D.MeKay. 
Locks. Owing to the decline in value for wool, 

we wired you on the 7th instant not to ship locks for the 

present.

7.

1/2 acre
38 square poles 25 square yards. Lot 10.

Lot 4 Sec. 2.A
1339 9 99 9 9 99 9

8.

With regard to the 337 Skins
arrived per "Highland Brigade", six have been sold at 15s/- 

each and are Account Saled this mail.
These are being treated and worked up by the buyer 

and until the result of this is known we cannot say whether 

he is open to buy the whole parcel.

Sea Lion Skins.9.
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Biolosures vi'a Montevideo

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 17th & 19th March.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 14th & 15th Maroh. 

Brokers' Report on Heart mark 36 bales Bool ex"Bogota" 

General Invoice - Stores per"Highland1 Princess"

General Invoice - Stores per,!Brinoipessa. Maria"

DuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool market report dated 18th March.

I 1J
a/

/ 3;

z1 4

5/

6

/ Remarks on Accounts*7

Copy of letter from Hamilton & Saunders,Ltd.dated 8th February 

and documents referred to attaohed 

Memorandum to L.W.H.Young dated 19th.March and copy of Admiralty's 

letter of the 18th.attached.

8/

9

LONDON l$th MARCH,1930
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LIST OF MCLOSURES VIA LIVERPOOL.

v/ 1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 13th.14th,16th,27th,28th,29th (2) 
January ,6th,14th,18th,24th & 25 th February*

Copy of Cablegrams reoeived dated 13th,22nd,24th,28th30th,31st 
January,4th,10th,15th (2) 19th,21st,22nd,24th 
& 27th February.

Copy of letter from St. Dunstans dated 18th February and 
receipt attached.

Copy of Open Cover on Produce with the British & Foreign)
Marine Insurance Co.Ltd.

Du Croz Doxat & Co's Wool Market Reports dated 21st Jan & 6 FeW>
Copy of letter from A.J. Caley & Son dated 6th & our reply 

of 7th February.
Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool Market Reports dated 6th February.
Copy of Agency Agreement with the General Electric Co. dated 

1st February.
Corrected General Invoice Stores per "Orduna".
Brokers' reports on Company's Sheepskins ex "Lautaro" & "Bogota"

Clients'
Aiming & Cobb's priced catalogue of Sheepskins sold 30th Jan.

Shipping Federation's Certificate of Entry s.s."Falkland".

Copy of letter from Perrier Ltd. dated 9th and our reply of 
13th January.

Remarks on Stores.
Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 28th Feb. and our 

reply of 3rd March.
Copy of letter from G.T. Deal) dated 2nd and our reply of 4 Feb.

,
Copy of letters from the Admiralty dated 10th Jan,5th,8th,13th 

& 21st Feb. and ours of 22nd Jan. & 10th Feb.

Copy of letters to J.L.Waldron Ltd. dated 29th flan. & 6th Feb.
& their replies of 5th & 11th Feby.

Copy of letters from Aiming & Cobb dated 17th,22nd,24th Jan. & 
4th Febry.

Draft of Receipt Form for goods carried by Coasting vessel.
Particulars of "Mynonie R. Kirby".
Form of Tender for docking vessels in Stanley.
New Standard Code - Examples for special Tables.
Copy of letter to T.G. Slaughter dated 4th March.

\ 2

3

4
/

5A
i

6/

7/

8J

9/

10y
do.do. do.do.do.11/

12
v/

13/

14

15
16

V

17
18

</

19
/

20
V

/ 21
22!

1/

23
24/

? ■25J
LONDON, 4th MARCH, 1930 ...,
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Ifesmtbh 9th'HHf'-IMO: W!riUv; "lautArb":

1 Acknowledges Nos. 708/10.
Gables - message sent from Stanley 5th Feb. not received.
Mail Fixtures - acknowledges advice of.
Italian Consulate - pleased to hear of your appointment

as Consul.
Stanley Arms Trade - notes improvement in.
"Ugeria" Jetty -

a
3
4

£
approve of decision not to prooeed with 
the further extension.

Veterinary Certificates - glad those for stock par "laguna"
were found.

Millinery Store - decline in sales.
lamp for "Great Britain" - Windproof lamp being sent this

_ - mail.
"Kelp” - acknowledges Mr. Thomson's report.

- Salvage of Cedar Logs - trying to get 
information as to.value, etc*
Pitch pine spars.

Findlay Creek Bridge - Work to be suspended.
Concrete piles - 
Contracting for work.

"Great Britain" & "Feifta" Boilers - ihgipeer's reports to
hand.

Colonial Development Bill - Grant - Proposed expenditure of
£803,000 - Board agrees with 
your views.

Slaughter House and Stanley Arms - .rebuilding to remain
in abeyance*

6

7

8
8

10
"Bertha" Wreck11

12

13

14

15

F.I. & D. Sealing Co.- Purchase of drums from M.V*
Not practicable to word contracts 
"Barrels or drums".
Freight on seal skins*
"Afterglow" - reclaim for cost of 
temporary rudder* ' , , ."Bellville" Insurance.- Catch insc.

16

"Samson" - •• •
New Retail Store - Particulars re progress to hand - also

photographs• .

17
18

do.
pieumatfc^iveter. Barts cabled for

"White Bose" Paraffin best oil for 
’’Hercules" engine.

— matter being taken up with Mr.H.Borges

19

"Fleurus" Agency 

Improved attitude of Government to "Falkland"*
20

• V21
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(*ene3pftl Eleotrip Company - asking for credit for shortage.
Canning Plant & 8older - notes steps taken fpr disposal oj

24 Hides and Tallow Coastal Freight - present rates eonsidop
ed high enough.

22

25 "Lady Elisabeth” and "Fennia? — new anchorages noted*
26 s.s* "Falkland" - trip provided for "Qrduna" passengers.
27 Admiralty Pomp and Boiler House — Ingress noted -

Question of “hoard etc. not discussed with Monro when engaged.
28 s.s* "Falkland" Mails — method and remuneration for

carrying.,
Fufclendorff - arrested for 
stealing mails.

29 Anson Boose and Stables - approve suggestions.
90 Norwegian Whaling Association - Collecting Ageney Fees. 
31 Steamer Ageney Fees - approve of.
82 Fitaroy North - Robsons - Purchase of lease.

i

t

Tallow in metal drums - not desirable to ship, in.
F.I. & D. Sealing Co. - Overdraft.

8ia Inspection of Wool at Docks - Copy 
Cooper's re Kymac dip attached.

85 Continuation of paragraph 11 - Copy of letter from Ifunh 
Bros, re Pitch Pine Spars attached.

Mr. Marshall Foggo's testimonials sent herewith.

83
84

of letter from

86 v
[
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N° 1886."...... _^aoor/.y/o7oj-:. c. 3.    9th May,

Dear Sir,
Since writing you on the 14th Ifciroh I have to

acknowledge receipt of your Nos. 708/10.
{fcbldsi
On comparing the confirmation forms of messages 

despatched by you to us, we find that yours of 6th February»-

a.

Keferring to insurance rates and a remittance of £7 to
The Post Office Authorities[fomelthy,— did not come to hand, 

advise us that ary enquiry as to the miscarriage must come
/'

Please take the necessary steps*.from the sender.
8. 708.1. Md.il Fixtures. 

708.84 I have to thank you for the advice of future!
/ v/ mail sailings and arrivals.

4 . 708.2. Italian Consulate I
The Board is pleased to hear of your

appointment as Consul for Italy.
708.5. Stanley Ajtm 1 'fraddl

It is very satisfactory to note the improvement,
resulting on your recent action.

"figeria Jetty".
Your decision not to proceed with the further

5.

/

6. 708.6.

/ r

extension is approved. 
7. 708.7. veterinary Certificates.

We are glad that the Veterinary Certificates 

for stock per "laguna" were found. With regard to your 

suggestion that in future thebe should be sent with the

r
V

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,
Manager,

Port Stanley*
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Despatch. I regret that this is not possible for the reason 

that they are required in Liverpool when shipment takes 

place,- usually the day of sailing,- and therefore have ■ 
to be posted direct to you by Louden, Connell & (Jo. They 

will, however, be asked to send a separate covering letter*
X.

)'

8 . 708.8* Milliriefv Store. 710.16. -------
It is noted that the Millinery Store business 

shews a decline for the past year. Having regard to the 

accumulation of old stock, and the totally inadequate/ '
X

premises, this is not surprising* When it is moved into 

its new abode we trust it will shew improvement.
9'. 708.9. Lamp W "flftjat Britain";

By this opportunity is being sent you one of 

Messrs. Davey & Co's No. 106 Windproof Lamp^ fitted with 

oil <fttraffin) container for 48 hours supply, 

meet your requirement.
HC 708.10. "imp*.

A This should

Mr. Thomson's report on the hull and boilers 

of the "Kelp" is to hand and has been studied with interest.
"Bertha* Sreck.

The report on your visit to this wreck has 

been read with much interest and your plans for recovery of 

the timber appear perfectly practicable, following ay visit 

to thB wreck in February 1980,- when only 807 logs were on

*

11. 708.11. 
810.27;.

/

the beach,- a light timber wagon was shipped out for the 

special purpose of conveying them to Mare Harbour, biit 

through lack of energy and interest nothing Whatever 

since been done* On taking Up the matter again With Messrs*
penny, Mott & Dickson, they inform us that they are no

indication 0* a
fife Will accordingly

outlets and will advise yew ikief of the

has
\

interested in cedar and they give nolonger
value of the pitch pine spars on hand*
try other possible 

result.
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18. 708.12. glridlav CfeOk Bridge.
You will have understood from the cable 

sent you on the 2nd April! that the Board has ddcided,- 

pendlng an improvement in the Wool Marketto suspend 

this and all other constructional work not absolutely 

necessary. In the meantime, I am able to cay for your 

future guidance that your suggestions as to using concrete 

piles and contracting for the work are approved. A query 

as to the number of tie rods asked for in your indent ia 

referred to in Bemarfes on Storea by this mail*
18. 708.13. "Great BritaUd" Arid ' "geriilia" Bdil<tfs.

/

y/ '

Mr* Thomsonfs reports are to hand and have/ |A,
been read with interest.

14. 708.14. Coldiiidl 'Development Bill'Gterit. 
710.17.

The Board is in entire agreement with you
as to the proposed expenditure of £20,000 merely on Stanley

It is a most unsatisfactory waste of publicimprovements.
funds, accumulated in the past directly from the Farming
Industry, and now to be spent for the sole benefit of a 

very small proportion of the population,- consisting largely 

of officialswho have done nothing and can do nothing 

towards the development of the Colony's wealth and resources', 
15', 708.15* Slaughter Boiise Arid Stanley Annie.

Until the return of better times the

t

rebuilding of the Stanley Arms will have to remain in
It is hoped that you will be able to get theabeyance.

Government to consent to your delaying the erection of the/ X
New Slaughter Bouse.

16 . 708.17. Bruins from Montevideo.
Your proposal for the purchase of drums at

Montevideo and delivery at Jbemarle is excellent./
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mi tt Seal oil i n.*».

sale
It is not the practice for seal oil/ooniraots

to be worded as you suggest* Any suoh, giving the shipper 

the option of delivering in barrels or drums, restricts the 

market of sale for the reason that in several of those
countries where import duties are imposed duty is levied on
— ' 'T

the metal drum or barrel as a manufactured article, but this 

is not done in the case of wood barrels* For that reason, 
if the cost were not against it, it would he preferable to 

always ship in wood barrels. You may take it that in wood 

barrels the market value is about 80/- per ton higher than 

if sent in any metal package.
Sale of Seal Skins;

J

The Account Sales for 838 Seal Skins ex "Highland 

Brigade” will be found herewith#
You will see that after charging the agreed through

X
v\

freight; £7. 10. 0 per ton - £56. 14. 8., insurance, etc#, 

there remains a final return of £58. 1. S’# or about 8s.ltd
Havingper skin, an amount hardly justifying the shipment, 

regard; however, to the desirability of encouraging the 

businessthe above transaction was really experimental onA
V

the part of the buyers and better prices are hoped for,- you 

may deem it advisable to re diice somewhat the freight until 
the trade is established#
^Afterglow" Insurance daini*

The claim you refer to has been before the Insurance
favour of theBrokers. They advise "We duly received your 

1st instant advising that you have received from your Manager
claim for the Costat Port Stanley a letter asking Whether a 

of fitting a temporary rudder and for crews' 
bringing the Above 

be submitted under the Sue and Labour Clause.

f\ wages ete. in 

vessel into Port Stanley for repairs* can ,
J

The insurance
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is effected on Norwegian conditions but free from Particular 

Average absolutely* We suggest, therefore, the best course 

is that all the claim documents should be submitted to Messrs. 
A/S Tonsberg Sjoforsikringsselskap so that they can prepare 

any claim that may be recoverable under the policies against 

the Underwriters"• Please send full particulars.
"jjfellviile" iMarahci:

The certificate relative to laid up time is before 

Underwriters for collection of return premium*
The proposal in your cable of 22nd January referred 

to was correctly understood and put before the Brokers but 

they advised covering for 12 months and collecting return 

premium for laid up time as being probably the most economical! 
course to follow.
IrisuTance of ftitciu

X

This matter was dealt with in our fiemarks on
A Accounts of 26th March.

17. 708.18. "SMftSQn".
Tour remarks are noted.

New Ifetail 'Stdfd.
The particulars given relative to the 

of this Store have been read with interest and the

/ A
18'. 708*20. 

710.24

progress
photos to hand are much appreciated.

19'. 708^21. Floating Sock. 
710.28 '* Hie remarks in the above paragraph! apply

* -
equally to your advices under this heading.
Pneumatic feWeter ...................................

/

On receipt of your cable of 86th ulto. we 

immediately got into communication with the Consolidated 

Pneumatic Tqol_Co.Ltd. and they have promised shipment qt 

the parts asked for by the "Iautaro". 

wiser to ship by this vessel than

/ A * We considered it
the risk of conneotiflgrun
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with the "Falkland" at Montevideo. 
fefcriled afeihei

It was ascertained from the Consolidated Company 

that any of the best grades of lamp turning paraffin, such as 

•White Bose", of a specific Gravity of .815, and flash point 

F. 115/180, are suitable for this engine. 1000 gallons of 

"White Bose" axe being shipped by the "Lautaro" carrying 

this mail.
20 . 708.28. "Fleuriis" jjffeiiby.

A

An application has been made to Mr.Hans
The result will be/ v Borge in respect of. this Agency. 

advised you later.
21. 710.2. advofrimeiit -mid ^di"iamahd*;

Your account of the development of the 

improved attitude of the Government to the "Falkland" is 

most interesting. We hope that the better relationship 

established will be maintained.
22. 710.8.

/
V
/

(federal Electric Cdmphny. _
An application has been made to this Company 

credit in respect of the shortage of one shade referred/ for a
to.

The securing of their Agency was referred to
/ kin Remarks on Stores of 4th March. 

23. 710.9.
&Canning Eldrii/Solfer;

taken to dispose of these are noted.The steps
Wi des arid "fallow Coastdl Frel^Kt.J' V

24. 710.12.
The arrangements in the past have been to

for tallow and hides from Stationscharge 10s/- per ton extra
If you find cases where this has 

In view of the low
without port facilities.
not been done it is an oversight./

consider this is high enough#• - *
pebble Island Account

values of this produce we 

The charge for hulkage mostly concerns
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and as the proprietors are good clients we 40 not purpose , 
raking the Increase suggested*

25. 710.18. W Ktisabeth" and
The new anchorages of these hulks are noted.

26. 710.14. d;di«temarid*:
The enployment provided for the "Ifclkland" 

in connection with the trip for the "Orduna" passengers was 

excellent.
27. 710.15. Adniiraltv Kimp arid Bdil4r ISoaddi

Your report on the progress of the plastering

/ (/

work is noted.
The question of allowing Munro for board^etc. 

in Stanley was not even mentioned here when he was engaged* 

you will doubtless deal with the matter as you think best.
28. 710.18. s^^&maild* Mails.

The method of,- and remuneration for,- 

carrying mails certainly calls for scone improvement, and the 

Board is glad to note you have the matter under consideration.
In this connection we much regret to sefec 

from the "Penguin" that Fuhlendorff, who has alirays been 

considered one of the Company's most respected servants is 

under arrest for tampering with mails aboard the "Falkland"*
When one considers that the Government is 

contemplating spending £20,000 for the benefit of only one 

third of the Island population resident in Stanley, consisting 

largely of Government employees and others mostly in no way 

“responsible for the commercial development of the Colony-, its 

attitude in declining to pay a subsidy of even £800 per annum 

for a mail room on the "Falkland", which has been run without 

any advantage whatever to the owners for the benefit of all, 

is difficult to understand*

|\

\

’ - .
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89. 710.19'. Ahisdri Bouse arid 8iabl^s •
No better usecould be made of this material 

and approval is given to proceed at once with the work.
80'. 710.80. Ndrwegidii Whaling Msdeldildiii

The amount of Agency Fees outstanding from

/

I
this Association is being collected. 

81. 710.21. Stdamer ’Agdndv Fdesi
/ Your suggestion relative to the charge for

Agency Fees is thoroughly approved. 
83^ 710,25. F'it^by' 'Nrirth ^ Ibbsdhs:

You will have gathered from the cable sent you 

on the 2nd April that having regard to the very heavy fall in 

wool prices the proposal to purchase the lease of Hobsons'
property at Fitaroy North was not sufficiently attractive for the 

Board to entertain. It is understood that for the £8750 the
Company would be purchasing merely the lease with the buildings

The freehold would have to
Xr and fences and about 8000 sheep, 

be acquired later at a cost of,- 15148 acres @ 3/- - £2271.
Is this the position?

83 . 710.26. Tftllow ixi metal drums :
On receipt of your despatch a cable was sent 

to the effect that it was undesirable to ship tallow in 

metal drums and that the market price for it so packed was 

50/- to 60/- per ton below that in casks.
The explanation is that a very large

you

k
proportion of the tallow sold in London is transhipped to 

Continental ports at some of which, where import dirties are
a manufactured articlev imposed!, the iron drum is taxed as 

thereby considerably increasing the cost of the tallow. We 

Informed that Lever Brothers* and other firms in thisare
country^ will not purchase it in drums.

34. 710.29. F;IV & Bependehflles Sealing Cb.
The overdraft of this Company,- £18,835,-/
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/£&,mat 81st December is a cause for some anxiety 

Although the shipment of 140 tons oil - 

prompt February 

reduces the amount to
In addition the 225 tons oil shipped in April: 

and sold at £3?> should realise about net 

reducing the debt again to
In view of your Remarks on Accounts of 1st April 
that shipments may be resumed in dune and that the total/for 

the season may amount to 800 tons,.

!■ i

9,688

*2060

am
, we gather 

catch

If this proves to be the 

case there is a good prospeot of the debt being entirely
liquidated. Of course, we are in the dark on this side as 

to current expenses running on, and it is noted with approval 
that you are allowing them sufficient stores and fuel to 

carry on.
The troutfe with the Norwegian crew is much to be 

regretted and presents further difficulties of operating with 

inexperienced hands.
We shall be glad to hear if anything results from 

the interest shewn by The Compania Argentina de Fesoa,
84? From an inspection of the wools recently on show at 

the Docks, it was difficult to believe,- they presented such 

a marked difference in appearance,- that the N.A. Wool had 

been dipped with the same dip as the S, from Fitwroy, although 

from the cables exchanged we understand that this was so. The 

matter is referred to in the letter to the Camp Manager, and 

if there is any explanation no doubt it will be received later# 

You will be interested to read the copy of Messrs* 

Copper f McDougall & Bobertson*s letter of 1st April relative 

to the efficiency of the fluid and paste preparations.

JC

:/' ?/
V

4-

>
\
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. _ \*85. Beferring to para. 11. copy of Messrs. Iamb 

Brother’s letter stated. 1st May. giving their views as to 

^ the value of the pitch pine spare and legs will he found 

herewith.V

At the request of Messrs. Fleming & Sutton.
X we enclose the original testimonials belonging to Marshall

Kindly forward same to him. 

Tours faithfully,"

86

V Foggof the (temp Teacher#

Managing Director.



Eholosfures per M.V.Dautaro via Glasgow

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated: 29th.31st March., 1st .(2) 2hd.llth 

16th .22nd .23rd .25th.28th .Apr il & 2nd & 7th .May.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 2hd.4th.12th.14th.16th.22nd.

26th.(3!) 28 th. April lst'.6th.& 7th.May.
Copy of letter from Philip & Sons of 22nd & 24th and our replies 

of 28rd & 26th April re order Indent No.278 Items 374/6. 
Wool Landing weights certificates

80 bales, Wool ex Bogota

1

a a
v/

8

4/

s D & S
891J B • f364^ Dl 

^ L 
s S 
J N A 
y F

• 9 t •44 • « ft102 t t t t170 t t * »100 • » t tF B 51 t t t tClub 71 • t • t32 f t t t16B t t M/ si 22 « t • f

5 Copy ofletter from the Admiralty dated 9th April and documents
referred’ to attached.

Ducrozr Doxat & Go's priced Catalogue of Wool sold on 28th March.
Dudrow Doxat & Co’s Wool market reports dated 9th April
Jacomb Hoare & Go's Wool market reports dated 9th April

6
Tt/)

/ 8
9 Average prices Wool sold on the 28th March. 

Jacomb Hoare & Co's report on
</

/ 10 J H
Passge Isld. 

DuCroz Doxat & Co'sreports on Wool ex "Lobos11
Wool ex Bogota

11
. S DH: 634 bales Wool ex "Lobos"

*i \' :/ s
M!

84 • »29- • 9-26 >8 ItH f * 99McG 2 l.t t I/IP 
^ J: B L 
/IF

42 t f t »44 9 9 ,9.9119 9 9 M33m v 9 9 1 9/ A P 170) 9 9 9 9
If R i3&

^ T 9 9
169 iV 9 995✓ L :Vs s&s 78 *,• 9.9^ B 57 9 9/ JH 12 « 9 9 9

j 12 Falkland Islands Notes 7 . 10/- see debit in Account
Current herewith.

/ 13 Remarks on Stores.

Account Current dated 9th May and14
vouohers.

■ ___
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15 Marshall Foggo's original testimonials 

Copy of letter- to ilamb brothers dated 30th 

reply- of the 1st May,
Jacomb Hoars' & Co ’ s Sheepskins sale

J 16'
April and' their

J ITT
catalogue1 of 8th May.

o
u * c*

J

Londom 9th May,1930;

]
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vce-c/us/ic/s S%fcee£.64. c
Pet ■ M.V’. "Leuitaro • 

JV? 18861 9th May,____ J<? 80,

Dear Sir,
ACCOUNTS 1983;

I* have to acknowledge receipt of your No.709 of 

84th February enclosing the final accounts for the past year 

together with the several schedules in support of same*
These are under examination previous to being 

incorporated in the books before the fiaal Audit* Comment 
may follow later, but in the meantime it can be said that 

notwithstanding the exceptionally heavy decrease in Farm
profit, directly attributable to the collapse of wool values,

In the Accountthe results are better than anticipated*
Current sent you 14th March will be found the credit for

/

£1825. 11. 11, amount recovered from the Underwriters for
This will be added here todamage to the North Arm wool, 

the final profit shewn in your accounts.
Consumption materials on hand.

Your remarks are duly noted; the method you have 

adopted in dealing with bagging, hoops, etc. and fencing are 

approved*
The further details given of materials charged to

a distinct improvement.
Y

the Farm in your statement 
Lighteragei Salkage Account.

It is satisfactory to note that after making 

allowances for the adjustments referred to, this account looks 

like being on a better ftoting in future#/
*.Store;

result of the Store trading for the year is,-The

.. ■

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanley'*

• t
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No* 1826. 9th May, 1930. -

particularly in view of the collection of old stock on hand 

the conmencement of the year,— exceedingly satisfactory*
It points to the possibilities of this branch of the 

Company's business, and it will doubtless shew a still further 

improvement when your new store premises and millinery
department are in full swing*

Hie reduction in the total value of stocks on hand
at 81st December is also most satisfactory*
8ld>feHtlariart and ; "flti&iddlin* adcburits;

The results of these accounts are particularly 

The balance at credit will provide pt

v

gratifying.
depreciation for the "Qwendolin" and leave a substantial 
amount to go to the credit of the “Falkland" ^conditioning

/

/ Account which latter then will be reduced to the satisfactory
figure of £4830« 7* 8*.

yours faithfully*

Managing Director#
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REGISTERED 1902.

6‘ /, ^^U/cec/u/yic/y i %ee/y.
a-Per m.v. "Lautaro".

9thMay,■O'/tdony.E. C. 3.___N° 1387

Dear Sir, oHi m ihSTimAtuttif;
Herewith we beg to enclose the undermentioned letters 

from the Admiralty to which we would ask you to he good enough to
i •

give your attention:— 

31st Jferah; 1930; Qwlosing copies of reports of tests on 

samples of oil fuel ex tanks 1 and 8 taken 

i. after the discharge of Oiler •British Light* 

in November, 1989, and requesting that the
/ information contained therein be communicated 

to the Commanding Officers of H.M. Ships 

drawing oil fuel from theAdmiralty tanks.
Be missing spares for Lighter "0.88f* 

calling for detailed proposals for the 

suggested telephone between the jetty and 

pumphouse together with local tenders for 

the work required*

8th April j 1930*/

88th1 April; 1930;

/

Requesting that a report be obtained from 

Mr. G. Roberts, Colonial Government Shgineer, 
on the state of the main reservoir, with 

remedial measures proposed and his estimate of

cost. _
Raising of Admiralty moorings, 
enclosed.

2nd Iby; 1930:

/

Form D.883a
7th

b
/ Tours faithfully.

y-y I• 9

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanley.

Managing Director.•t

'

V
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; W*W&iAt6*.WstetdK !»6i iftaai dated ieta May; 1930

1 Acknowledges No. 711.
Board regrets Mr. Slau$iter*s accident.

Expenses to be charged to Farm.
3 Government Roads - agree with your views expressed to Governoi
4 Mail Thefts.
5 Approve proposals re "Lady EliBabeth","Fennia" fuid "Great Britai
— “ r$JpZ>. -- - ~ -
6 Acknowledges irtfoWation regarding steamer movements.
7 Notes it is proposed to drydoek "Falkland" at Montevideo

and to send Mr.Thomson there to gain information 
as to catcher repairs*

8 Obstruction by hulks - account of DeBii's" arrival and
departure belies ftoverrinieirt1 s Attitude#

9 Progress on .Floating Dock noted*
- Regrets delay caused bv bad weather*.

Broken glass being replaced*
- Acknowledges specifications of parcels for 

Dunkirk and Oslo.
12 island Transport - Expresses views*
13 Approve proposals for rat—proof storage bins*
14 Asks for more details of Farm Accounts so that the costs of

running the different sections can be arrived at.
15 Reports .non—receipt of cable from Stanley of 2nd May.
16 Not prepared to sanction advance to employee for house*
17 Instructed Brokers to sell the 100 tons Seal Oil leaving

for M.V. on 19th May - to Rotterdam if possible*
18 Reports on Wool Sales.

2

10 New Store

11 Seal Oil
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■ ^Ac/.cco/./yytc/s dclee6,6 J. -
Per "Duilio" & "Lautaro" 

N° '1828.
C /7 ^80.mmhy*oreaon..£.63.__

Dear Sir,
to acknowledge receipt of your No.711 ofI have

3rd April, 

ft. 711.2. : rtlifaghief«a gtcc l deiii .Mri TiG
It was with roach regret that the Itoard heard 

of the accident to Mr. Slaughter; it is hoped that he will
make rapid progress and a complete recovery.

The Board has agreed to the expenses you 

refer to, £48. 1. 0, in connection therewith: being charged

to the Farm'.
3. 711.3.

/ ?

flovernadht Bbads i
The Board is in complete agreement with the 

the Governor relative to the projectedviews you expressed to 

roads and the Company's policy with regard thereto*
Your account of the trip made by the 6-wheeli

decidedly interesting, it being a great surprise tolorry is
those whoknow the trook to hear that the lorry au able to 

Herein and especially that portion Iron Stanley to
difficult to believe that any 6-wheel lorry,

A
make
Hillside. It is 

mLess fitted with a caterpillar track, could cope with 

existing conditions as well as Citroen Kegresse. Your further 

advices under this heading will be awaited with interest.
4. 711.4'. Mail ihefts. -

referred to in Despatch 1825.28. 
"Fehdia": etc.

/ This matter was 

"latfc 'BHiaabdth'* i
Y

v I
6'. 711.5.

on the "ladyYour decision not to spend money
your proposals for utilising

of coal and the "Fennia"
Elizabeth" is approved as also are 

"Great Britain" for the storage
\

the/
take her place as a wool store.

L.W.H. Youpg, Esq., 
. Manager,

Pori Stanley.
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- 2 -No* 1828. 16th May, 1980*

6. 711.6. Atiflalifier Mtfr&nchisi
The informati on given is duly noted*.

7. 711.7.

f\ X
Y

It is noted that you purpose dry docking
The idea ofthe "Falkland" in Montevideo next month* 

sending Mr. Thomson in her to get all the information he 

can with regard to the requirements connected with the 

repair of catchers is excellent*

i\

?\l

The certificate relative to the period of
laid up time is to hand.

8. 711.8. Stanley Utrhddi1’alle^M db^irtctldn 'for Ediks.
Your account of the "Delhi's" arrival and 

departure certainly does belie the Government's recent 

attitude to the Company in this matter*
9. 711.9. Fiaatihg Book.

r
/

The progress of this work is noted*\/

10. 711.10. N&rStdfe. _ .:
We regret to hear that bad weather has delayed

the completion of this store and also that the breakage of
The suppliers of that now indented 1skylights was so heavy, 

for will be instructed to take special steps with regard to
the packing* It is very difficult to mark down where this 

damage arises j it is hard to believe that it can be done in 

handling on rail to the port of shipment or whilst lying bn „ 

the hold of the Pacific Company's steamer until arrival at 

Port Stanley, but we do know fhat the way in which the/

Pacific Company dump their slings into the barges alongside
Would it be possiblein Stanley is rough in the extreme, 

when it is known that a parcel of glass_is to be landed to
give some instructions to have it looked out for and landed
with special care?

711.18. Seal Oil.11.
I have to thank you for the shipping 

specifications for 72 drums for Dunkirk and 532 drums forY1/
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- 8 -No. 1328, 16th May, 1880.

Bills of ladingOslo, together with Certificate of Origin, 

have reached us
— — — Si..

regard to the rate of freight to he charged in each case*
from Montevideo and note has been taken with

v

.............

The Despatch now being acknowledged only 

arrived two days before the Board so there has not been time 

to collect the necessary information as to the probable cost 

of a steamer to take the place of the "Falkland" and to go

12. 711.18.

/

deeply into your proposal*
In the meantime, I am able to say that the

Board regards your suggestion as the best if not the only 

possible solution of the transport difficulty*
to the wisdom of disposing of the

It entirely

agrees with you as 

“Falkland" before the next Survey in December, 1982 has to
be met.

An enormous number of ships are at present
in this country and the demand for a boat the siBe— 

"Falkland" with passenger accommodation is practically
laid up
of the
nil. For that reason we cannot help thinking that a market
for her should he sought on the Coast, which please keep in..

view.
Tour suggestion with regard to retaining?

right to ship via Montevideo a proportion of the produce 

is perfectly practicable and we do not doubt for
the
of the year
m moment that any difficulty will arise with the fteific _

connection, although, of course,_they wouldCompany in that
not like it'. You have certainly met with marked success in 

negotiations with the Government in getting them to agree to 

an annual subsidy of SlBOC for the trips to Montevi^o^g 

If' in addition to this extra revenue
placed on the continuation of the seal oil freightage, there

reliance could be

would appear to be little doubt of the success ot the venture.
This matter will be referred to later when

time tas enabled more consideration to be given to the scheme*
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13, 711,14. Your proposal for the provision of rat- 

proof bins for the storage of sugar, flour, etc, is approved.
14. ACCOUNTS.

Under the system hitherto in vogue in 

respect of the Farm Accounts as rendered to London, it has 

not been possible for the Board to make any comparison one year 

with another or one section of the farm as compared with 

another in respect of wages, stores consumed and general cost 

of running as against the proceeds of wool and other produce.
We therefore shall be obliged if, as soon as

possible\ you can inaugurate a system under which you can 

render a separate monthly detailed analysis of the Farm Account 
in respect of the Sections - Darwin Harbour, North Arm i Fitsroy
and the Islands in your books shewing the wages and cost of

on.the other side an analysissupplies applicable to each and
It will be a simple analysis of youf Farmof the credits.

Account month by month, so that when this is entered in the
record which we will keep here the total expenditure and the 

total revenue will agree with your balanced accounts for the 

yearl In connection with this please send a monthly analysis
shewing the different descriptions and values of stores

that it can be readily seen whatsupplied to the Sectipos so 

the total costs of each amount to.
In order to carry this out you may possibly

find that it helps you to keep separate accounts in Stanley far 

Darwin^ North Arm, Fitssroy and the Islands but as to this you 

better able to Judge after getting the system intowill be 

working order.
You will appreciate that what we want to

arrive at is the comparative costs of running the different
able to get this under way as fromIf you arefarm sections#

1 ^5

the 1st January last so much the better.
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15. Cfttil&. _
Referring to your telegram of the 6th instant which

contains the words "awaiting reply to our telegram of 2nd
we telegraphed you immediately on receipt of same oninstant", ✓

the 7th' instant that that message from you had not come to hand'.
/A

not heard from you further in reply we assume.itAs we have
to,s a matter of no consequence*

Advance 11o'Employed«
In reply to the enquiry in your cable of 6th May 

advance £767 employee purchase house on same conditions

16.

"may we
as before" a telegram was sent you on the 7th reading - "not 

to sanction advance for employee's house at present".prepared
You will appreciate that in the present state of the wool

its financial resources to
V

market the Board desires to conserve
*the utmost*

17; mi mi.
Your message of the 14th instant requesting us to sell

"Falkland" 19th May, was received 

The matter was immediately taken up with out
100 tons shipment by the
yesterday.. 
Brokers who have been urged to do their utmost to effect a sale
to Rotterdam in preference to any other port, in accordance

As soon as the sale is effected we
/\

with your recent request* 

will telegraph you the final destination*
18. Wbdl 'Sales;

The first lot of wool ex -Lobos" was put up in the
Full details ofcurrent series of sales on the 14th instant.

found in the analysed statement,
• circular report to be found herewith*

bethe prices realised will
catalogues and brokers 

I am glad to say that a distinctly firmer tendency eaa ruling 

auction and Erloes Improved to tile extent of about Jd
"Lobos" shipment will be offered

at the
per lb. The balance of the

22nd May after which the usual cable will bqftent you
at the two sales for the various marks.

on the 

giving average prices «
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Yours faithfully,
P

6>-
Managing Director•
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Enclosures j)er aap^ementa^ teilliv.liB.'Mooteyi.aett,., ,

1 Copy of Cablegram® sent dated’ 18th ® 16th May.
2 Copy of Cablegram received1 dated 14th May.

Average prices of WOoll sold at Public Auctionnon 14th May. 
DuOroe Dosat & Go's priced wool catalogue of 14th May.

5 General Invoice Stores shipped per “Iiautaro*
6 List of'General: Cargo per S S "Lautaro*

T Wool Landing Certificates.—

^ JL1*
/ W. K C 154 

E E M 

/ j m
/ H & B’ 76

«

ff

4!

141 bale® Wool] ex “Bogota"
»t

9 3 11

IS * i

t f

48J Z »*

Heart 36✓ > i

Client®' HiCports pn Wool ex "Lobos”
61 bales Wboi eX "Lobo®*

8

h a c
HMfc. B: 177T} t 9f 9 . •

148Z » I9 9

Account Current-dated' 16tl*Mayand vouohers . 

Remarks on Accounts.
ff-

10
Itenarks on Store®
Aiming & Cobb's priced Skin Sale Catalogue of 9yJ May

11!

IS
Supplement for General Electric1 Co's Catalogue*
DuOtob Doxat & Co's Wool! market reports dated 18th Jhy. 

letter to T.G.Slaugbter dated 16th May*

Iff
14

Copy of16

A

LONDON. 16th MA5F,1980
• c , , t ■ . i | i'i i •' .1 i i * • » i • ' * * I * t
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SESPAiCa1 NO;! 18891 l'PEKi',tAfi(M,tAMi 'BA3E&1 Wd rmX£'WtM

Acknowledges 712 and 718.
Jhcloses oopy of letter addressed to Colonial Office on 

subject of Wireless Communication with Colony.
Notes contract for coal entered into with Wilson Sons & Co. M.7
Colonial Manager*s visit to West ports.
P.I. & D. Sealing Co. - Prospects of Company.

100 tons oil sold o.i.f .Glasgow. 
Albemarle Station - visit to.
Trying to sell putput for 122 months.

1
3

8
4
5-

New Standard Code.
Matter of Receipts for Produce & B/L in hands of Solid torsi
Oil Fuel Depot - Remarks passed to Admiralty.
Navy Point Quarry - Payment made for stone and rent.
Admiralty not yet accepted our offer of £15 for Crane.
Cannot trace having received copy of Log of "Ehlkland" re 

salvage services - asks for copy. _
"Mvnonie R,.Kirby" - still for sale - owner cannot quote pr 

delivered Stanley - If unsold might he on arid; affer 
again in Aitunn.

Locks to be shipped.
insurance Cover arranged for shipments from Coast.
Proposal re piles for Findlay Creek Bridge approved.
Passages per "Falkland" of Bisley men in order.
Stanley electric light installation^
Board pleased with arrangements made re Swan Inlet &

Antioeo Creek Bridges.
Suggestion re old East Store approved.
Reduction in Stanley labour.
Note remarks re shipping and mails. ......
Acknowledges information re "Orita" passengers.^
Horses from the Coast - contract to be cancelled unless 

guarantee given as to age.
Slaughter Hbuse - note arrangements with Government.
New Retail Stores.
Floating Dock - Progress. _ ._ __Trouble with blank snaps.- . - - - — ----

J°?feten»nt r. cost & tin

6

7

8

9

10

11

ice12

18

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

34

25

26
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Notel&mae Dip used only one last year alNorth Arm*
s •s« "Falkland " - Damaged propeller. Shipping t*m

. oast iron one to lt*v*
"Bertha" wreclt- timber - Churchill & 810*8 report —- 

. Not advisable send home spars and logs*
Wool Market reports enclosed*
Oil Riel Depot - re stocks*
Rioloses foundation plans for Chartres Station Cookhouse.
s.s7"Falkland" and Island Transport - discusses question

of new steamer*

27
2S

29

80
81
82
83

L ^
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^iiicecAa/ic/^ - P/lee/s,

8*4 July,___

CLljr jfitlUlctnii J^hn-u^ (Liuupam;
ROYAL CHARTER 1051.;.(INCORPORATED BY

REGISTERED 1902.

04. e

Pei ■ "ALCANTARA" 

&. '1389".
r/p y^so.■0'/tC£0n.'.£.C.3..

Dear Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches Nos.

71» and 713 of the 29th April and 17th May*
WiYel&fe Commuhlcatioh:
The direct wireless; communication is a long time 

Enclosed will be found copy of a letter recently

2. 712.2. s .. *

coming.
addressed to the Colonial Office on the subject in the hope that

N

pressure would be brought to bear by them. 
3. 712.3. Coal:

some

particulars of the contracts for 1930 made with
/ f/ Wilson Sons & Co. Ltd. are noted.

Y&tf' visit 'to 'the' Wedt:4. 712.4. 
713 A. The Board is glad to hear that you were able to 

make your trip to all ports on the West*
/

5. 712.5. Falkland Islands '& 'E^Seallrig rflo :Lid; 
713.5; Your remarks on the present position and prospects

/ have been read with much interest.
Referring to your cable of 14th May, the best

offer obtaimHefor the 100 tons seal oil! was £24 per ton o.i.f. 

After the Brokers had done their utmost, withoutGlasgow.
success, to obtain an equivalent bid c.i.f. Rotterdam, we 

authorised them to aedept the offer and we cabled you the sale
/

r
on the 26th May*

We are interested to hear of your visit to the 

Albemarle Shore Station and that the working has improved under 

Mr. Grierson's control and that there is a fair prospect.of the/

Company getting out of its difficulties.

L.W.tf. Young, Esq., 

Manager7
Port Stanley;

L
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The matter of effecting a sale of the 18 months outpit 

oil from 1st June is in the lands of our Brokers*.
be done to arrange this for delivery 

I hope to be able to advise by cable shortly the

- 8 -

of seal
Everything possible will 

Hotterdam.
best offer obtainable.

6. 718.7* Nbw Stariddrd Codd.
Be are glad to know that you have such a good

f

r /
opinion of this Code# 

7. 712.9m Recdidts for Produce arid Blllti of mfllnfe
This matter is hung up by our Solicitors and

/ /
will be referred to later.

gi 712.10. Admi&lty1 Oil fuel Depot.
The various items of information given in your

/ renarks, and required by the Admiralty, have been passed on*
9. 712.12. Naw Pdirit Quarry;

Payment has been made by the Admiralty for the
tonnage of stone taken and for the rent of the Navy Shed in/ /

/
accordance with your certificate.

# Admiralty Stddm1 Ctfarte.10. 712.13
So far no acceptance has been notified by the

Mr. Thomson's report thereonAdmiralty of our offer of £15. 
is to handi

Ur. 712.15. s^"FalKldhd‘ salvage -Aftdrglo^n
The receipt of the copy of log of the s«s.

r *

•Falkland" cannot be traced, and a cable was therefore sent you
Please say with whichon the 24th June to forward a copy.v

Despatch it was previously sent.
718.16. "Mvrtbiile ft! VirWi..................... ................

From Capt. Kirby, the owner, we learn that this
boat is still for sale. The price being asked is £950 at Cowes^ 

Owing to other engagements and the fact that the yachting season
difficult to obtain a crew'i

Also, two

12.

r\

is just commencing, making it very 

he is unable to quote a price delivered Stanley.

^ - _____
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prospective buyers are in sight*
_ We have informed Mm that in the circumstances we 

would not like to compete with them but tlmt if they fail 

Mm and the boat is still offering in the An turn, to advise 

and the natter can be further considered then*
13. 712.18. WhOl ~ hbcksi,

Y US;

A cable to sMp looks on hand was; sent you on
the 12th June.

34. 712U9. Insurance1 Cbvei* -
- — ^ take it that the rates charged by Messrs.

golMn & Stapledon, quoted in your Despatch, are per 100
A cover has been effected,- copy herewith,- 

against all sMpments from 1st June 1930 from Buenos Aires; 

Montevideo, Bahia Blanca and Magallanes at 3s/4d %. 
shew a material saving#

SMiimehts !frdni 'Brtadfi

Dollars.

V This will

Declarations are to be made on receipt of mail 
A cable is being sent advising you of tMs.

15; 712.20. ■PihdlaV CfCek Bridge;
Your proposal re piles is approved*

16. 712.21. Usages W rtgdlklarid» of BjUlev 'Meni
TMs, also, is quite in order*

17. 712,23. Electric Light,;
The developments in tMs matter are noted and

advices.

1//

/

/

approved.
The General Electric Company have been advised 

that you are taking up, with the Colonial Engineer, the matter 

of supplying the Government's requirements preparatory to M® 

placing an order in July mot when he will be in tMs country. 
18. 712.24. Bridges - gUah Eilet dhd Antldcb Cr&a&

The Board is very pleased to learn.of the 

arrangements concluded with the Government to defray part of 

the costs of these bridges*
19; 712.25. fljjft' 8tore-ketiairahop^

Your suggestion to endeavour to clear the aid

/

f /
»' 1

r\
\
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Bast Store of all stores and make use of it as a repair shop 

meetsi with the hearty approval, of the Board as it will certainly
It is noted that the Anson stable material

-4 -

V make for economy^ 

will be sent to Darwin. 
20* 712*26. tkKddti

The reduction in the labour and construction 

gang you have already made and purpose making is warmly approved 

by the Board.
21. 712 .27. Shlppiiig arid IfeiB.

Your remarks are noted. 

"Orita" ^ ntoserigerri;22. 712.28.
I hove to thank you for the advice given

Most of those mentioned have sinceof passengers per "Orita*. 

called on us.
28. 712.29.

» /

Hrirses from !thri Ooriritj
With reference to Mr. Slaughter’s report given 

in his letter of 15th May, please confirm to Mr. Brans that 

unless a guarantee is given by Messrs. Menedee that the horses 

conform in the matter of age to the contract entered into it 

will be cancelled.
34. 712.32. Slaughter H6us& . _

The arrangements come to with the Government

[\

are noted.
25 . 712.33* New'l&triil StrirCw 

713. 7. Benarks noted. The Board is glad to learn of

l your appreciation of the building.
26. 712.34. floating Dock. 

713.8. Your account of the progress being made with 

the erection has been read with much interest* That this is 

proving slower than at one time was expected is not surprising 

in view of the local conditions, the difficulties with which 

have had to contend, and the unavoidable limitation of1 the 

hands employed** le are glad to hear of your firm stand with the 

boys offered employment.

you
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- ....... The trouble with the blank snaps of the riveting
plant was refened to the Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Oo»,
and a copy of their letter on the matter, dated 4th June; will 

be found herewith. From this you will see they consider it 

attributable to incorrect tempering. Their letter above 

/ referred to gives the correct fonmla, or procedure, for this
intricate process; It will be interesting to hear if this gets 

over your previous trouble;1

As advised in 1385 para.I9, lOOOQallons of White Bose 

Oil for the Hercules Bigine of this plant was shipped to you in 

the "Lautaro” - 9th May.
I have to thank you for the very interesting statement 

relative to the cost and time employed in riveting. It is most 
y instructive and complete.

37; 713.35. Kyfflad Pip - North Arm ‘ .
That; this dip was used only onee; last year at

/

l
Morth Arm is noted. 

2s; 713. 2.
Your cable of the 20th June advising that this 

steamer's propeller was damaged and asking for a new oast iron
one to be sent to connect with her at Montevideo on 15th August 
was duly received. le immediately got into touch with Mr. 
T.T. Kennaugh of Liverpool - our Consulting Bigineer in the 

matter of this steamer since she was first sent out* From him
/ we learn that when bought she was fitted with a cast iron 

propeller and boss, east in one. That subsequently, as a spare,
It isa cast iron oner boss and loose bladesrwas supplied, 

therefore a little doubtful which type you are now asking for,
the 26thand to clear the matter up a cable was sent you on 

June; In any case we are promised shipment by the required date.
29; Wfr&k - Timber.

In continuation of para.ll of 1825; I send you herewith 

copy of letter from Messrs. Churchill & Sim of 30th May,- they 

are one of the largest Brokers handling this class of timber,-

!
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giving their opinion as to the present probable value of the 

cedar logs ex the "Bertha11 wreck#, Their report is certainly
not very encouraging, and a oable message was accordingly sent 

you on the 23rd May asking that no steps be taken in the matter
If, afterof salvage pending the receipt of this letter.

still think it worth while, a samplereading correspondence, you
/ log could be sent - to London - for Messrs* Churchill & Sim's

further report.
A copy of a further letter from the same firm is also 

herewith from which you will see they do not advocate bringing 

home the pitch pine spars and logs* Would it not be possible 

to have the large 15" square logs cut up over a saw pit and 

/ reduced! to dimensions which would permit of their being cut up 

by the steam driven sawing bench for building or other purposes?
AJ

30: wool*
Following remarks in para.18 of 1328, enclosed will

be found the usual statements shewing highest and average
Catalogues and Brokers* reports/ prices made at the May Sales• 

are also enclosed.
Admiralty Oil Fuel Doubti _ ....
Attached is copy of letter from the Admiralty dated' 

20th June asking for an explanation of the difference between 

the book stock reported by H.M.S."Delhi" and that recorded in

31.

/

the Depot account.
Chart.res Station - Cookhouse w32.
Enclosed will be found an envelope addressed to 

Messrs. Anson & Luxton containing blue print (in duplicate) 

of the foundation plan for the Cookhouse which Mr. luxton 

has ordered, and which will be shipped by the August cargo

r
boat.

s is;"Falkland" Arid Island■mhsporti-33i
Beferring to your 711, para.13, the enquiries which 

have been made in several quarters for a second-hand steamer- 

have, so far', resulted in nothing being put before us which

/
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could be entertained; all are much too old. Few small steamers
have been built since the War• 

the consideration of providing a new steamer as you have suggested
and recommend*

idea of £25,000 is somewhere about right for a vessel! built 

to the size indicated with the accommodation, etc. outlined in

This position throws us back on

The enquiries made in this direction show that

your

your Despatch,
In that connection, however, we would_point out that a

vessel! 180* x 33* x 12'-6” would provide a hold cubic capacity
34,000 ft,, ‘ 
of/c onsiderably than the 34,000 ft. youask for.more

Having regard to the fact that our cargoes are invariably 

measurement] it appears to us that a steamer providing 84,000 

which is roughly about 20# more than that of thecubic feet
"Falkland"would be sufficient for all purposes as the hold 

space appears to us to he the factor governing requirements^ A 

vessel of this size could probably he obtained for £30,G00/S2B,000.
He are cabling you on this point within the next few days,

Mr. T.T. Kennaugh has been asked, working on this basis, 

to draw up a plan and approximate specification to be forwarded 

to you by tte next mail for your fullest criticisms and suggestions 

ny# (his will pave the way for the Board to consider the question 

further and come to a decision in consultation with you at the
end of the year.

Of course when the capacity and size of the required boat
are laid down a specification will be drawn up by our Consulting 

to form the basis of tenders to be solicited from allIhgineer
of those firms who are best equipped for building this size of
vessel.

that if the Board decides to embark on thisHe assume
venture of maintaining the connection at Montevideo, the 

Government would,— having regard to the special local ciwpustancffi 
not to demand the full compliance with Board of Tradeagree

regulations controlling passenger vessels on this coast,
otherwise the proposal, in view of the heavy capital outlay-,



i
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*

eould not be entertainable.

Yours faithfully’,

fC&X2
v'

Managing Director# \

■v
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BiclQsur.es per"Aloantara" via Montevideo.

/
s'' em of 5t“W

^ S ' S s' s' ^ s' s' - s. ss' '
vConv of Cablegrams received dated 24st .23rd.26th.3uth May.7th. 

Ilth.l3th.l8th.l9th.2©th& 26th.June*

1

2
s/ - 0 f //

List of Cargo shipped per "Prinoipessa” G iovannaffrom Genoa & 
ighland Hope" from London to M.T.for S.S "Falkland?'_ . Hlg

General invoices for Stores per Priheipessa Giovanna" St Highland1 
Hope and Suppliers Invoices attached. . .

?;7-t5 s Supplementary Catalogues for General Electric Co's File*

■ - 4
|£r /

6' / DuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool market reports dated 30th May.
7 ^ Jacomh Hoare & Co's Wool marked reports dated 30th Mat.

Average prices of Wool sold at Public Auction on 19th & 22nd May 

• 9' / Copy of Letter from C.& E. Morton,Ltd.dated 21st May.
10 ,l Wool Landing Cert if icates:-

8

J H
Passgge 12 bales Wool ex'rLoriga” 

J B 205 V, "Lobos”.
L 95

D. H x 635 iM<
iM-

i tit
le*169F

170AP *-♦ »•135T R »♦ i»!»41WP / ;*,♦ *•HP' 119
■

‘M:

S&S 79s'
|M'EGG ^ 61 

' 33 
J B L ^ 44 

M! . 28
^ 5T

mM V f »
M V»
|V» f •B

S 84y
tMH 28 9 9MCG 2

J DuCroz- Doxat & Co's priced catalogue of Wool sold 22nd May 

./■ Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Catalogue of Wool sold 19th May 

/ Copy of letter to the Colonial Office dated 18th June,

11
12
13;

14 p v/Opy of Clanvill Enthoven & Co's open cover note" on Produce &c
shipped from South American ports to Stanley dated 25th

June,30, _ a _ (june
15 / Copy of letter to the Consolidated

their reply of the $ th June.Pneumatic Tool Co.dated 3rd and

16 / Copy of lettersfrom Ghurchill Sims dated 28tft 22nd May .re Cedar Log
IT* /\ Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 20th June and copy of

Depot Account referred to attached.
18AccountsCurrent dated 3rd July and vouchers. 
19Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores#
^ -yt Copy of letter to
20

/

T.G.Slaughter dated 3rd July. 
London 3rd1 July, 1930

/
i
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Despatch 'Mt; 1830; dhtedaist Jiilyj 198<K per "Astilfiaa-i

1 Discusses s.s’i "Falkland" and Island Transport.

New Propeller for s.s. "Falkland" being shipped to M.V.2

Sealing Company - Endeavouring to get bid for annual output.
Bad condition of drums ex "Bryden" parcel. 
Kieloses correspondence with Mr. Hans Borge 
relative to Ms taking a hand in the 
Company - enquires terms and conditions etc*

3

Bills of Lading and Receipts for Produoe. New forms being
sent by Parcels Post*
Present Loading Lists need no alteration.

4

Seal Oil - 100 tons sold at £20 par ton c.i.f. Glasgow*5

"Kelp" insurance renewed at £3.1040 2 - vessel^not to operate
beyond Arrow and York Points*6

Acknowledges cable re shipment of produoe per "Loriga".
Advises state of Wool Market..7

Copy of letter from Admiralty regarding missing spares enclosed.

Seal Oil - Sale of annual output. Messrs. David Qeddes advise
holding, this oil in the Islands tor the 
present*

8

9

!

*t ii ;
■

v
\

L
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) o

REGISTERED 1902.

•'&.</cec/ta'lc/s6/. -
Per ''ASTURIAS" via Montevideo y y 

N° 1330. Slat July, 1930. ^■ ,i^~Pon,e/.on:£. c. j.

Dear Sir,
1+

1. s is ^Falkland'* 'and Island 'Trahapdvf:
Referring to remarks in your 711, paragraph 18, I 

am now able to advise you that, if you can get the Government 
to assent to making the annual subsidy £8000 per annum, the 

Board is prepared to consider putting into the trade, in 

replacement of the "Falkland", a thoroughly equipped and Class 

A.l. modern vessel of approximately the size suggested in your 

letter and to comply with the conditions which the Government 
have laid down and outlined by you*

We consider that having regard to the heavy capital 
outlay entailed, amounting to about £25,000, and the conditions 

laid down, this increase is fully justified^
The Board does not make it a sine qua non to going on 

with the scheme, but the suggestion is put up to you in the 

hope that you may be able to arrange it.
Following my 1329, paragraph 38, please find herewith 

general arrangement plans (2) and a further plan of alternative 

arrangement of proposed accommodation, drawn up by Mr. Kennaugh.

i

!\

Also, copy of his letters of 10th and 18th duly which contain
You will note that the vesselinformation for your guidance* 

outlined is some 10 feet less in length and 2 ft. 9 in. less
in breadth tha* that indicated by you, but it provides a hold 

capacity of about 27 ,000o#eet, that is, 3000 ouMc feet ttWre 

than originally suggested and quite 3&f> more than the "Baffitand" * 

The estimated deadweight of the vessel i« 650 tods.
The Board will be glad if you will closely 

these plans and let us have the® back with ydur tdP*st 

criticisms, suggestions and amendments, as the greater ecosoary

a -

inft

L.W'.tf. Young, Esq.•»
Manager,

Port Stanley
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would be obtained by having everything that is required 

included in the complete specification which can then be drawn 

up for issuing to the various firms with invitation to tender*
It may be possible to get thus far and have the tenders here 

by the time you are in London towards the end of the year*
The matter can then be finally gone into by the Board and settled* 

In this connection, and for your guidance, we have 

enquired of Mr^ Gordon Glover whether the floating dock now being 

erected would be capable of dealing with a vessel of this size*
A copy of his letter of 24th July is sent herewith from which you 

will see that the capacity of the dock is ample*
There is just one other matter to which you might give 

consideration^- It is possible that the vessel might be needed 

for the conveyance of sheep, either to the Coast or elsewhere*
Are there any fittings which could be suggested which would 

facilitate the erection of pens in the hold for this purpose?
If so', these could doubtless be included in the vessel at a 

very small extra cost.
s ;di"fitlkland" ^ ‘New ‘ErOpelle*;
As per the various oables exchanged on the subject the

2.

new propeller for s .s’,/"Falkland" is being shipped by the 

"Archimedes" from Liverpool on the 9th August and due at Montevideo
Owing to the delay occasioned in »on the 1st September, 

connection with these messages and the mutilations therein with!

regard to the measurements, it has not been possible to despatch
by an earlier opportunity*

F.I . & 'Dependencies Sealing Col . ..
Referring to the cable request regarding the sale of 

seal oil for ensuing 12 months, every endeavour has been made by

3.

our Brokers, Messrs* Aiming & Cobb, to obtain a reasonable offer, 

far without success* Following on your message of 88rd 

immediately approached Messrs. David Geddes to see what
but so 

July we
they could do but up to the moment of writing they have been

J

unable to place an offer before us*
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__ _ As.** matter of fact this is about the worst time of tl»
year to effect a sale of the catch of a small quantity like the 

Sealing Company's output for the reason that practically all of 

the whaling factories from the South delivered their year's catch 

in the months May/June. The consequence is that all the buyers 

are full up with stock and any offer they are prepared to make 

would only be absurdly low. For instance, the only indication thqy 

have given has been in the region of £17 par ton.
With reference to the shipment of 357 drums by the 

“Bryden", we send you herewith copies of letters from Messrs, 
inning & Cobb relative to complaints as to the very defective 

condition of the drums.
m ffins Borgei

i

i/

A

Herewith will also be found copy of correspondence
From this you will see that he hasexchanged with Mr. Borge. 

signified his willingness of taking a hand in the Company and
providing sufficient capital to employ a small floating factory. 

This information was cabled you on the 28th instant and an 

enquiry included as to the terms, conditions, etc. on Which the 

Sealing Company would he prepared to hand over the concession to 

him. There is no doubt whatever that in doing this Jfr■ Borge 

is relying on the permission to kill shales around the B&anfeg 

being included. _ _. -
Mild of! lading & tteedipts f or Ifroducoi 
Reverting to your No.718, paragraph 9~, the matter* 

referred to have been taken up with the Company's Solicit ora amt 
their recommendations are being adopted.

4.

Receipts given for cargo - produce. _
Five books\ containing 100 forms, in duplicate, are

These go taytt*printed with the conditions endorsed On back.
by this opportunity. _

yr Bills of lading - given to outsiders for shipments Of Stamp* t eta*
from Stanley. _______ . _ _ - -

Five hundred copies of the new form, in dupli«*4a» ***

100410*4 XI ig UX l w UUi a V W1JLU *\
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being printed and are being shipped by this mall.
Loading List.

_ _ lb has been decided that these need no alteration or 

conditions printed on them for the reason that the shipments 

from Stanley, in respeot of which they are used, are to clients 

and the cost of freight; insurance, etc. is added to invoice 

cost of good* and insured by us under our open coastwise 

Any loss that might occur would be recoverable therefrom'.
5. Seal Oil :

Referring to your telegram of the 3rd instant 

requesting us to sell at best price 100 tons of seal oil in 

one or two shipments in July or August, for the reasons referred 

to in paragraph 3, the best price obtainable was £30 per.ton c.i.f. 

Glasgow. At this we closed and cabled you to that effeot on 

the 18th July.
6'. "Kelp".

cover.

The insurance of the above tug fell due for renewal 
on the 12th instent and we were successful in obtaining a 

reduction from the 4 guineas previously charged to the 

vessel being warranted not to go outside Arrow and York Points. 

A cable was sent you in this connection oil the 10th instant'.
7. Pfdduoe pdr ''Ldriga'':

I have to thank you for your telegram of 18th July 

advising the excellent shipment by the above vessel. The wool 
she brings will be in time for the September Sales. In the, 
July Series of Sales, as you will see from the accompanying 

circulars, prices were inclined to be weaker again and we Aon 

only hope that in September some improvement may be seen.
8. Admiralty Oil Mel Bepoti

We enclose copy of letter from the Admiralty, dated 

28rd instant, enquiring whether you have any further information 

to give them regarding the missing spares of "0.0.82".
Yours; faithfully,

t/

■I

-~2>&s
n 4 /A .u

. Managing Director* (ContV* —L ^
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sail oil !-!aaie 'of Ahnu*l'Outwit;
Since writing the foregoing we have had an interview 

with Messrs. David Geddes & Sons, and they emphatically confirm 

what was written in regard to the matter in paragraph 3.,

9.

Z1 Ihey
strongly advise holding the Oil in the Islands in the meantime.

I
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Enclosures per Supplementary via. Lisbon

Oopy of Cablegrams sent dated 8th.9th.12th.18th.& 19th August.^ 1

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 5th.12th.# 14th August.2

Bill of Lading 62: cases Condensed Milk &c shipped per "Loreto"’
$ Hull.

Additions for General ELectrio Co's File Catalogue.

3

Juft 4

General Invoice Stores per "Loreto"5

Account Current dated 16th August and vouchers*/ 6

/ 7 Remarks on Accounts.

Copy of letter from the Admiralty dated 13th & copy of telegram
referred to attached.

Cockstail Recipes from Booth Distillery Co.

/ 8

10'

8^ n
12 

/ 13

14

Copy of Messrs Cadbury Brothers Agency Agreement dated 1st July.

General Invoice Propeller shipped per "Archimedes'*

List of General Cargo per Loreto"

Remarks on Stores.

Blue Prints (6) of Cook Bode® shipped per"Loreto" for Anson &
Luxton Nos .B/622 & B/622/l to 622/4qA-

Additions to New Standard Code.15

LONDON 20th AUGUST/ 1930



ENCLOSUHIS per "ASTIMLAS" via MONTBWDBO
, ’ • : • ••••!•>• v :• )• r .. .. .. ...... r.

1 Copy of CabTagwa SeSiddated 4th.7th.9th.lDth.18th.28th.
29th. & 31st. July.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated8rd.8th.l5th.lfth.(2) 

23rd Jk 25th July.
DuCroz Doxat & Co's Woolmarket reporta dated 23rd'1 July*

i

sf *

/ 3

t/' 4 Jaoomb Hdare &Co‘s Woolmarket reports dated 23rd July.

Copy>of letter from the Admiralty dated 23rd & our renltr of
24th July.

Copy of letter from Consul Bans Borge dated 5th.12th.21st.
& our replies of 10th.l7th.& 28th July.

Copy of letter from Arming & Cobb dated 17th.l8th.l9thi & 25th (24July

5

6

77

8- Copy of letter from W.Gordon Glover dated 24th July.

9 Copy of letters from T.T.Kennaugh dated 10th & 18th July and
the three plans of vessel referred1 to attached*

LONDON 81st JWiy? , 1980)



Despatch 'Nd; 1331 W "ORlTA'n dated '16 th 'SeptenfoerT1im;
i Acknowledges 714 and 715.

Missing cablegram.
Acknowledges Colonial Engineer's Report re Stanley/Darwin 

track.
b.s. "Falkland" - Docking arrangement for survey at M.V.

New propeller sent.
Notes claim to be received for damage and 

repairs.
Endeavouring to obtain offers of old whale catchers. 

Nothing heard from Capt. Worsley on new Sealing Company.

2
8

‘4

5
6
7 F.I. & Dependencies Sealing Co* - Overdraft.

Sales.
Mr. Hans Borge.
Acknowledges copy of new letter of assign
ment of assets*

Encloses copy of correspondence with 
David Geddes & Son.

Sale of "Belkille".
Allowance of 5/- per ton for F.F.A. ex 

"Dryden".
Progress of New Store noted - broken glass replaced ty

Wm. Bain & Co.Ltd.
8

Floating Dock.
J.H. Watson re-engaged as

9
Camp Teacher. Leaving per "Lautaro"

4th Nov.
Old North Arm Press sold to Mr. Bonner for £200.
Bleaker Island Lease not to be renewed. - Company not to

take over stock. Island to be given a rest 
for a year or two. Calls for report on 
Buildings, etc.

Through booking with Royal Mail and Nelson Lines via M.V* 

Nothing yet seal of Mr. Byron - Government Electrician.
Parcel mails on the "Falkland" and C.O.D. parcels, 

toil subsidies.
Notes provisional arrangements for voyages to Montevideo

in 1981*
Bunkering in Montevideo. - Wilson's will quote later in the

year. , „
.0.quote 50/- per ton c.i.f. 
Stanley.

New Thomycroft Eiigine for "Falkland" Motor Boat shipped Orita
Replica of Cup for Shooting posted.
Pleased with report on electric light plant* r.

buildings light has been installed, in".
Appeal for freight on imported stock should be made tp 

Etapire Marketing Board through Colonial Govt*

10
11
12

18
14
16
16
17

18
P.S.N

19
20

Asks what21

22
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28 Agree to Abstract of Farm A/os being rendered! quarterly ~ 
Ledger rulings posted!*

New Steamer - Board not in favour of approaching Govt, for loan.
t

Collection of Produce - arrangements made satisfactory. 

Store Sales.
Details Farm Employees engaged and sailing per "Orita". 

Advises position of Wool Market*
80 Cheviot Bams to be shipped per "Lautaro".

24
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26
27
28
29
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O /.
Per s.s. "Orita" r //

16th September', '/,9 80.N? 1881. 0ru/.07l :E. C 3.__

Dear Sir',
Since writing you last on the 81st July I have 

received your 714 and 715 of 11th and 19th idem.
Cabled ^ ridt delivered;
As stated in Remarks on Accounts of 1st July, 

1980', this message was never received and as it is not the 

custom for the Post Office to take receipts for telegrams, they 

can produce no proof ofl delivery.
Stanley - Darwin Track.
The Colonial Engineer's report on his 

preliminary survey of the track from Stanley to Darwin has been 

read with much interest.
4. 714.16.

2>. 714.2.

8. 714.15.

j

slstl "Falkland";
The arrangements made for docking the 

"Falkland" in Montevideo in August for the survey of the 

bottom damage and to fit the new propeller are noted, 

cable was sent you on the 9th August adviBing that this
A

/V propeller had been shipped by the "Archimedes" due there on
It is hoped that the "Falkland" was notthe 1st Sept, 

delayed for this and that it proved satisfactory.
It was an excellent arrangement to send Mr.

as toThomson to supervise the wotk and gain information
repair of whale catchers.

I note that the statement of claim in respect
damage to the propeller at Albemarle and the cost ofof the

repairs to the dowel pin in the LJP. shaft will be foilfcirded 

In connection with this damage it should be possible
I

later. 

L.W.H. Young, Esq., 

Manager*,
port Stanley.
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to recover the ooet of drydooking and doubtless you will 
include particulars of samel.

5. 714.17. Old Whale Cfetbhef.
The Whaling Companies mentioned have been 

approached but so far the only catcher offered for sale is the 

"Star I" now lying at New Zealand. As owners would not 

quote a price delivered Stanley this appears useless. The 

matter is being followed up and if anything definite arises 

a cable advice will be sent you
6. 714.18. N<fr Sealing ■any - Chpt : WoraHev.Wm,'

Nothing has so far been heard on this side 

of Commander Worsley or of the Sealing Company you refer to.
7i 714.19. fjii & Pep. Stealing Co Jttd;

The amount of the overdraft at 80th June| 
£12815', is certainly too high but it is noted that with the 

proceeds of Seal Oil sold and on hand there should be a 

considerable reduction shewn by the end of the year. Prom
your instructive statement received relative to the cost® of 

operating, the outlook for the Sealing Company, with oil lower
The last sale effectedthan £25 per ton, appears to be poor, 

of 100 tons at £20 per ton c.i.f. Glasgow is, however, in our 

opinion^ not a very true indication of values, it being more 

or less in the nature of a forced sale at a time when all
buyers are very fully stocked.

WO await the letter,- referred to in your 

cable of 20th August,- relative to Mr. Borge's proposal to
co-operate, and in the meantime we agree that it will be best

Meanwhile itto first get the Company into a sound position, 

is noted that the Cdmpania Argentina de Eesca have not moved
further in the matter.

The new letter of assignment of the Sealing 

^ Company's assets is to hand and is approved1.
It cannot be emphasised too strongly tint 

the Sealing Company will be well advised to accept the best
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offer obtainable for the season's catch before the large 

supplies of whale oil arrive home in Apri1/May/June•
Enclosed will be found copy of correspondence 

which has passed between us and Messrs. David Qeddes & Son
from which you will see that the Sealing Company have been in 

communication with them. We are quite prepared to give this 

firm a trial in disposing of the oil, but it should be again
made clear to the Sealing Company that nothing can be more 

prejudicial to their interests than to have their produce 

offered by more than one firm.
We trust that the probable sale of the "Bellville" 

to Montevideo for £8100 may come off.
Your attention is drawn to copy of correspondence 

enclosed relative to aik allowance of 5/- per ton which Messrs. 
Arming & Cobb had to allow on the "Bryden” shipment in respect 
of excess under the F.F.A. clause of contract.

8. 714.20. Nett Stofe;
Your report of the progress is noted.r The glass, to replace panes broken, was shipped by the "Loreto",

Messrs. Win. Bain & Co., Ltd. supplying it free of charge.
9. 714.21. Floating Dock;

716. 8.

/VJ

All concerned are to be congratulated on the 

completion and successful launching of the first pontoon, your
It is fully appreciatedaccount of which is most interesting, 

here tlat the conditions of climate and labour under which you
have to work: make it a more protracted job than it otherwise 

would be.
10. 714.22. Camp Teacher;

Mr. J.H. Watson has been engaged as Oanq> 

Teacher only, as per your cable of 3rd July, although from 

Mr. Slaughter's letter with regard to him, dated 15th May, 1980,
saying he would like to have him back there was no indication

This createdthat he would be employed at a lower salary, 

a little difficulty but Mr. Watson accepted the position and
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a copy of the agreement made with him is enclosed, 

agreed to Mr. Watson deferring his sailing until the "lautaro" 

on the 4th November owing to a very serious injury which has 

befallen his father in a motor accident.
North Arm Prodd sold to Mr; ft. Bdurier.

We have

11. 714.28.
The price agreed for the sale of the old1 

press to Mr. Bonner was £200 f .o.b. North Arm,
12. 714.24. Bleaker lAlarid;

n
tt®

The Board has decided not to renew the lease
of this Island after its expiry on 81st March 1981, and Mr. 
A.F. Cobb has been notified to that effect.

3 .

He has also been 

informed that the Compary will not take over the stock as it
is the present intention to give the Island a complete rest 

for a year or two to allow the pasture to recover, 

arrange for some competent person to make a report on the
Please

condition, age and estimated value of the buildings, press, 
fences, etc. there.

714.25. ROyal Malil through bookings;
We communicated with the Royal Mail Steam 

Ifecket Company, and also the Nelson Line, with regard to through 

bookings from Stanley to the U.K via Montevideo,

13.

The Royal
/X Mail have replied that they are taking the matter up with their

The Nelson LineBuenos Aires Office and will advise us later, 

are agreeable to the suggestion and have informed their B.A.
It is noted from the copy of letter sentOffice accordingly, 

with your No. 715 that you wrote on the 19th July to Nelsons at
B»A. on the subject.

714.28. Mf. Bv-rdn arid General Electric Cdj
So far we have seen nothing of Mr. Byron. 

Everything possible will be done on this sido to assist him an<t 
to secure the Government order for the General Electric OOKfapp. 

15. 714.27. Mails 1 Receiving arid deliVdrthg ‘jit
The Board is gratified to learn what ydb^HW# 

done to put an end to the very irregular methods hitherto

14.

A

k
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Also to readfollowed of conveying parcels on the "Falkland".
correspondence with the Government on the subject of

It is satisfactory to see that
your
forwarding C.O.D. parcels, 

you have sdcoeeded in getting the Government to adopt your view'.
Mm Subsidies;16. 714.28.
There is one point in your remarks which is

not quite clear, i.e. with reference to the annual payment of
and the payment£20.- In the first paragraph you say ” 

will cease", in the second, re local mails, reference is made
to the Government undertaking the collection and delivery
"without affecting the payment".

The compromise you were able to effect with 

Government in connection with the s.s. "Falkland*s" voyage 

to Montevideo which they desired to cancel is noted.
s:si "Falkland" ^ Montevideo;
The correspondence with the Colonial Seoretaiy 

and the provisional arrangements come to for voyages of the 

"Falkland" to Montevideo in 1981 have been noted with interest.
Burikering lii Montevideo;
We quite agree with your remarks, 

bunkfering at Montevideo has, as appears probable, come to stay 

it should certainly be done in London and at least save the
2J/6 commission paid Maclean & Stapledon.

We have approached Messrs. Wilson Sons &
Co. and they reply to the effect that it is too early in the 

year for them to quote us but they will he in a position to
We will follow the matter up.

Meanwhile, in reply to our enquiry, the 

P.S.N.C. quote 60/- per ton e.i.f. Stanley, vide copy of their 

latter dated 26th August herewithi 
19. 714.81.

the

17. 714.29.

18. 714.80.
If

do so shortly.

sis^"Falkland" - ’Mdirir Bodt fluriri^
The complete new engine, propeller and shaft 

for the "Falkland's" motor boat,- costing f.o.b. £100,- is being 

shipped by this opportunity.
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30. 714.33'. frocal Sisley Meeting^
The replica of the Cup for shooting, engraved 

with the name of Mr. Owen King, has been sent you by Registered 

Post.
31. 714.88. Electric light in atari Vay.

It is very satisfactory, to have your good 

report on the working of the electric light plant and to hear 

that you see a way of utilising the batteries shipped out 
for the "Falkland". In which buildings was the light installed 

at time of writing?
22. 714.84. Ebipire Marketing Board;

Some twelve months ago, at the request of the
Bnpire Marketing Board, I attended one of Its meetings on the 

subject referred to. The Board has funds for disposal and when 

we again import stock an appeal for the cost of the freight and
it

charges,- which is I understand the limit of what ’Mwy will 
allow,- should be made to it through your Colonial Government.

28 . 714.89. Farm Accounts.
Your suggestion to render the abstraot of 

Farm Accounts for the four Sections quarterly will be quite in 

order.
The 250 ruled sheets asked for in this 

connection are being shipped by this opportunity.
24. 714.41. iNew Steamer.

Your remarks with reference to the dimensions, 
capacity, etc. of the proposed steamer to replace the "Falkland" 

will be given every consideration when the matter is under 

discussion with the Company's Consulting Engineer.
The whole subject can be left over until your 

In the meantime, as you refer to a vessel with 

engines amidships, we are having additional plans prepared for 

a vessel of that type to the approximate specification of that 

outlined in the drawings sent you by last mail.

arrival here.
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715,5 . Cfoverhnierit 'loan.
On account of the conditions and restrictions 

which would probably be imposed by the Government if their
offer was accepted, the Board is not in favour, of approaching 

the Government for the suggested loan. It will probably be 

a matter of only £12,000, and a more economical arrangement 
can be made here if necessary.

715.2.25. The arrangements you have made for tte 

collection of produce are entirely satisfactory*
Stores Sales Jurie/Julyl26.
Your cable advice was duly received, 

assumed that the falling off in June is owing to the increased 

sales last year clearing off old stocks,
I&rm Bripldyees ;
Please note, the following are sailing by the

"Orita"; copies of their agreements will be found herewith;-
Birt Elliott.
J. Mitchell.

It is

27.

Assistant at North Arm.
Wool sorter, who was employed 
in the seasons 1927/28 and 
1928/29.
Cadet for Pitzroy.
Labourer for North Arm* 

do.
T*A.Gilruth.
S. Heat liman.
C. Oliver.
Murray Mackay

Ben, for Weddell;
do.

L. Macleod.
J Ji. Macleod.
A. Campbell.
D. Morris oii.

It was impossible to engage the fifth man asked

A
i/

for.
Wool Market;

current series of Wool Saf?s yesterday•
The accompanying Brokers* circulars will shew that although 

fair competition was experienced with a good attendance of taiyers, 
prices are quoted for our description of wool about 5% to

The shipment which arrived by the "Loriga" will be put

28.
The

lower.
up in the Auotions on the 19th and 25th instant after which the
average prices will be oabled to you as usual.
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As advised in Remarks on Accounts of 16th August,
29;

intended to ship 80 Cheviot Rams by the "Lautaro* sailing
Doubtless you have already

it is
from Liverpool on the 4th November*

\ given the necessary notice to the Stock Inspector;
Yours faithfully^

<LSso.*
Managing Director.

,



Enclosures per "Conte Verde" & "Orita" via Montevideo.

Despatch No.1332 dated 20th September.

y Copy of Cablegram sent dated 19th September.
Remarks of Stores dated 18th & 19th September.
Re mar Its on Accounts dated 18th September.
Remarks on Naval Fuel Depot.
Suppliers Invoice stores per S.S."Orita"
Copy of letter from Chr.Nielsen & Co.dated 18th September 

Copy of letter to David Mac Iver & Co.dated 4th and their
h

reply of the 5th September.
General Invoice of Stores shipped per S.S."Orita"
List of General Cargo per S.S."Orita"
Board of Trade Pamphlet relating to regulations regarding 

examination of Masters & Mates in the Mercantile 

Marine.
DuCroz Doxat & Co's priced catalogue of Wool sold on 19th Sept. 
Average prices Wool sold on the 19th September

1
2S

y1 s
✓ 4

5v/

G/

7

8
/ 9
/ 10

j/ 11
IS

London 20th September.1930

L



Eiiclosures per S S "Or it a" via Liverpool

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 2nd*3rd.& 4th September*
Copy of Cablegrams received dated 20th.22nd,26th*28th.Aug*1st 

3rd.5th.& 8th.September.
Signed Agreements as follows 

/ Charles Oliver 

/ Murray Mackay
/ Stanley Heathman Shepherd'

Wit son Travelling Teacher
j Thomas Andrew Gilruth Cadit 

John. Mitohell 
Birt Elliott

v/' Alexander Campbell Labourer
Lachlan Macleod 

John Alex.Maoleod 

^ Donald Morrison
Conveyance of Stanley Land .part lot 6 Section 2 from 

Falkland Islands Co..Ltd to Thomas Henry Mills 

signed & Sealed.
Brokers’ reports on Company's Sheepskins ex "Loriga" 

Brokers’ reports on Clients Sheepskins bx "Lociga"
2 bales Sheepskins ex"Loriga"

1
2

3
Labourer

9 9

James

Wool Classer
Farm Assistant

do *
9 9

tLO
9 9

cLo •: ■:

f »

> 4

/ 5

/ 6

Heart
J H Beaver 5

AFC 4

/

,9.9 .8MoG
5P H
3F *>.V WBddell 6 

y RB 0 5
Club 2

• •
!*■

.•■1*14J B/
8JHD Pebble 9 9

Anning & Cobb's priced Sheepskin catalogue' of the 4th Sept.
sale.

Brokers' reports on Company's Wool ex "Loriga"
T

./ 8
Brokers’ Reports on Clients' Wool ex"Loriga'' as follows 

82 bales, Wool ox "Loriga"

• 9*9 .

y v
Clufe'

WeddellGT 
AFC 39 

, RBC 38

75B H 9 9

9.9

• »:
!*:»•

‘9-9

32L 9 9
hi-;:Beaver- 30 9.9i r-B m

• 9 9 9>



oont inuat ion
7 bales Wool ex Loriga"F

- J> B 9i
J H DPebble' 128 

^ F H 48
„ F B J 103

•V:
|9i9l
ft

-.V}
-M:
MI
M»»m^ JHD J X 

^ Heart M153 * *68Z/ ' H & B 5
Brokers’ Reporta on Company’s & Clients’ Hides ex-Loriga” 

Jacomb Hoare & Co’s Sheepskins catalogue' of 4th September sale 

Additions for General Eleotrio Go’s File.

9 f9 »

/ 10 

^ 11 

./ 12? 

13 Brokers * Reports on Tallow ex"Loriga1’
Account Currentsdated 17th September and vouchers, (two')
Copy of letter from P.S.N .Co .dated 26th August.
Conv of letter from Aiming & Cobb dated 7th & 22nd August also 

certificate of Analysis referred to. J . .
Copy of letter’ from ELvalfangeraktieselskapet "Rosshaven dated 

25th.August & 1st September.

S 14
./ 15
^16

17

Conv of letter from David Geddes & Son dated S&id.and letter referrei 
■ to attached and our reply of the 9th September.

dated 20th and their reply of

✓ 18

Copy of letter to the P’.S'.N.Co"s 
21st August

Wool Market Reports dated 16th September.
Copy of letter to T’.G.Slaughter dated 17th September.

/ 20
21/

LONDON 17th September,1930
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PRECIS

DESPATCH NO. 13321 DATED 20TH SEPTEMBER, via MONTEVIDEO.

1 Acknowledges No. 716.
Information re steamer movements noted.
Bookings via Nelson Line from Montevideo.
Qioloses copy of letter from David Mao Iver & Co.Ltd. re their vessels from M.V.

Notes New Retail Store Building complete.
New Ford Motor Lorry will be ordered if Agency obtained.
Proposed extensions of electric light noted.
Home Trade Limits.
Floating Dock anchorage.
Approve of arrangements proposed for hulks.
Floating Dock - progress.
Pleased snaps for pneumatic tools are satisfactory.

s.s. "Falkland" - Asks for details of work done at Montevideo
so that claim on Underwriters can be drafted

- Best time to sell output is about Feb./Marchr 
Encloses letter from Chr.Nielsen & Co. 

offering old catcher.
"Brittany" quite satisfactory.

Encloses copy of Board of Trade Regulations re Masters and
Mates Certificates.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 Sealing Company

14
Drums ex

14

• • • • • •• • • • • •
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/^/"Conte Verde" and "Orita" v|a Montevideo. 
N° 1332. ' ~ c^^oTu/on.£.C3. 20th. September, .^30.

Dear Sir,"
I have to acknowledge receipt of your Despatch No.716 

of the 12th ultimo!,' which was delivered here on the 17th instant.
2. 716.2. Steamer Movements.

This informat ion is duly noted.
3. 716.3. Passages by Nelson Line.

/

It is very satisfactory to hear of the passages 

have already booked by this Line commission on which will be

acceptable.

/ you

It has occurred to us that the sailings of
. David Mac Iver & Co. Ltd. ships from Montevideo might

Copy of correspondence is 

information in case you think the matter

Messrs
also be of use for passages, 
enclosed for your 

worth fallowing up.
4. 716.4. New Store.

It is noted that this building is completed
for business soon after theand that you expect it to be open 

25th August.
716.5. Motor Lorry.

On the strength of what you write 

the motor lorry for the delivery service in

5.
it is

considered that
Stanley is fully justified.

have written to the Ford 

control the agencies for 

If we are successful 
will order the one ton lorry as soon

In this connection we

I Motor Company of Canada who, we learn 

Great
in obtaining this agency we 

as possible*

i/ Britain and the British Colonies.

must say that five years, is 

is forced to the conclusion
At the same time we 

a short life for these oars and one

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manager',
• t

i. ;

Port Stanley.
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that its present oondition must be attributable to want of 

sufficient care in the past.
6. 716.6. Electric Light.

The extensions you propose making are noted.
7. 716.7. Home Trade Limits.

The success you have achieved in getting the 

Government to agree to the extension of the limit for Home Trade 

Ships is a decidedly good move, particularly if it provides 

an opportunity for local youths to obtain the necessary 

experience and ultimately a certificate of compact ency.
716.8. Floating Dock Anchorage.

We are glad to hear that you have obtained the 

Government's assent to the anchorage for this dock in the 

position which you consider best.
9. 716.9. Hulks.

'V
t/

V

8.

J

The arrangements you propose are noted and
approved.

10. 716.10. Floating Dock.
We gather from your remarks that in spite of 

bad weather conditions the riveting of the second pontoon is 

making more rapid progress than was the case with the first.
We shall be interested to hear that the launching of it was 

successfully accomplished.
11. 716.11. Consolidated Bieumatio Tool Coy.

We are glad to note that the snaps sent out by 

the "Loreto'* are standing well up to the work.
12. 716.12. s.s."Falkland''.

When the work outlined has been completed at 

Montevideo we shall be glad to receive the full details for 

drafting our claim on the Underwriters.

13. 716.13. Sealing Company.
We have really nothing to add to our remarks in 

Despatch 1331 except to say that we think it hardly likely that 

the year's production can be satisfactorily sold as early as

/

/

r
J
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November.' It will probably be nearer February or Maroh before 

this can be done to the best advantage.
With regard to your recent enquiry for a small catcher

enclosed please find copy of letter dated 13th September from
Doubtless you will advise us if this isChr. Nielsen & Co, 

of interest to the Sealing Company.
With reference to the drums from Montevideo, we thou$t 

it advisable to acquaint you, for your information and guidance*, 
by cable on the 19th instant that the drums ex "Brittany"/I

/ proved entirely satisfactory.
In continuation of paragraph 7, we enclose copy of 

the Board of Trade Regulations Qoveming Masters and Mates 

Certificates,

14.

Yours faithfully, i

sO,
pT «

Managing Director.

I

i
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No. 1333 FWR. 11 ART.ANZA" DATED 5TH NOVEMBER. 1930.

No despatches to acknowledge.

Cable advising Mr. Young's departure received.

Will discuss with Mr. Young the question of paying 

C.W. Carey wages whilst away from the Colony.

31 Cheviot Rams shipped per "Lautaro". Payment of 

£5 to be made to Chief Officer if animals 

landed in good condition.

Acknowledges cable advising burning down of Manager's 

house at Bleaker Island.

Awaiting report of fire at Fitzroy Cookhouse.

Coopers house - Stanley - Board's authority to accept 

offer of £450 cabled 16th ulto.

Retail & Millinery Store Sales - turnover for Sept .noted.

Farm hand, F. Morrison, engaged and sailing per "Lautaro11

Camp teacher - J.H. Watson - sailing "Lautaro".
Mail subsidies.
Deprecates Sealing Company soliciting offers direct from

1
2
3

4

5

,6
7

l

8
9

10
11
12

Brokers.
£15 p.t. best offer Geddes could obtain for 200 tons Nov. 

Encloses list of old whale catches offered. shipment.13
Notes lessee of Ship Hotel wishes to give up tenancy. 

Will discuss with Colonial Manager.
14

a

■
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M 1833.
'o/u./onj-'.cs. 5th November, i

Dear Sir,
There are no despatches to he acknowledged by this

opportunity.
M*M.:W.H. Young.2.
Your cable advising the. sailing of the “Orita” on the 

15th ultimo with Mr. Young on board was duly received. We look 

forward to his arrival about the middle of November.
C«Wi Carey Assistant 'Stord 'KeCiS&'l'
It is clear from the cable referred to above that Mr. 

Young is agreeable to Carey being allowed full pay while In C.K* 

Before coming to a decision in the matter, we prefer to dlsedss 

the case with Mr. Young as there are strong objections to 

establishing a precedent of allowing a Falkland Islands bom 

employee wages whilst away from the Colony in Ifcglaad for the 

inevitably long period of, say, six months*
to will be cabled you as soon as possible*

8.

i;

/ .

The decision

come
4e Cheviot 'l&fflSo

The 81 rams are being shipped ty the ,,lautaro,, and the
order on you for a gratuity ofChief Officer has been given an 

£5 to be paid him if all are landed in good owidition.
Enclosed will be found statement giving particulars of

A

which please pass on to the Camp Manager.earmarks &c • *

Fire at Bleaker Island!5.
of the destruction ty fire on theThe cable advice 

19th September of the Manager's House at Bleaker Island, was

duly received and Mr. A.F. Cobb informed.
Manager's report will be received by mail.

)

A No doubt his

KM re at Fitzroy;
The Royal Insurance Company have been notified that the

6.

A.W.N. Vincent, EBq 
Port Stanley.

;• >

y
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cookhouse at Fiteroy was burnt out on the let October. Your 

report is awaited.
7. CobpCfb KduBe - Port Stanley:

You will have received the cable salt you on the 

16th October conveying the Board’s authority to accept the 

offer of £450 for this house. Doubtless you will advise in 

due course the area of land to be included in the sale.
8. Retail & Millinery Store gales;

The turnover for September, given in your cable of 

the 28rd October, is noted with interest.
9. Finlay Morrison;

i

This man, inferred to in the cable sent you on the
A copy of Ms agreeQOitr 12th August, sails in the "Lautaro".J

will be found herewith.
JiH. Watson - Schoolteacher;
"■■■■ 1,1 ■■■■■- - ‘ - , - r

This employee also sails in the "Lautaro"; Ms agreement
- - ~

sent by the 17th September mail.
Mail Subsidies;

10.

/
was

11.
Beferring to renarks in para«16 of 1381, it is clear 

from your correspondence with the Colonial Secretary, Which I 

have since read, that the Government will continue to pay £20 

annually for the carriage of local mails.
F.i. & Pep. Sealing Oo;ttd; .
On the 25th September we received from Messrs. David 

Geddes & Son:copy of a letter, dated Stanley 11th August, from

1
J

12.

Mr. D.R. Watson to them asking to he advised the prospects of
A copy of tMsselling 400 tons of Seal Oil in December.

letter, and Messrs. Geddes reply dated 24th Sept
to hand enquiring "the best

is herewith.•»

bOn the same day your cable came
obtainable for 200 tons Seal Oil shipment second weekoffer

November".
It has previously been pointed out that for the 

Sealing Company to solicit offers direct from Brokers in this

i
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yny, while at the same time we are doing likewise is, from the 

point of viewnof the interests of the Sealing Company, foolish in 

the extreme and calculated to lead to nothing but disaster. 

However, it will be seen from the correspondence with Messrs. 
Ceddes that we left the matter of the 200 tons November shipment 
exclusively in their hands and that the best Offer they could 

obtain was £15 per ton c.i.f. Glasgow.

!

This information was
cabled you on 4th October and it is not surprising ttot it did 

not meet with acceptance. It should from this be obvious, 
to the Directors of the Sealing Company, that Messrs. Geddas & Co.

even

are unable to do a scrap better in selling these small quantities 

of Seal Oil than are Messrs. Aiming fit Cobb.
The Sealing Company’s attention might be drawn to

Messrs. Geddes letter of 14th October giving a full r&mmSt of 

the market position.
Old Whole Catchers.18.
Following up remarks in 1881 para.5. we enclose 

herewith a statement, dated 4th November, which summarises the 

offers we received of the whale catchers and stating the various
This matter will he discussed with Mr. Young cm

1
\

J prices asked, 
his arrival.

Ship Hotel - Stanley.14.
Referring to the cable advice of 28th October of the 

intention of the lessee of the Ship Hotel to give up the tenancy^ 

at the end of the year, the arrival of Mr. Young will be awaited 

before any instructions can be sent you in connection therewith*
Yours faithfully,

bl2
yCo = /

Managing Director*

i
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FaLi:land islands & diafndsnciis sealing company. ltd.

WHALE! CATClfii.3.
/

&
Particulars.Firm.

DSL ..IF" .Soren L. Christensen,
Sandefjord. 10/9/30. Bnilt 1907, Sandefjord.

164 tons gross, 59 tons net.
101*4" x 19*6" x 11.8".
Now undergoing extensive damage repairs 
Price, £6000, delivery at Falkland Is.

Chr. Nielsen & Co. A/S, 
Larvik. f*EIK 2" •

5uTTT 1938, Larvik.
306 tons gioss, 73 tons nett.
110*0" x 31*7" x 13*6".
Speed, 10 knots. Consumption,7 tons. 
Just been overhauled at%kntevideo. 
Price, £10,000, delivery S.Shetlands.

"HANKA".

9/9/30.

13/9/30.do.
Built 1911, Oslo.
115 tons gross, 40 tons net. 
gsV x 18'0* x 10*3".
8/9 lonots on 4.5 tons.
Price, £2,300 at Sandefjord.
No ice strengthenings.

"As regards hiring a whaler of the type ofi 
the "Elk 2", we do not know at the presen\ 
moment any owner willing to accept this".]
"SaUA".

Built 1911, porsgrund.
158 tons gross, 53 tons net.

SO'l" x 11*8".

6/10/31..Lars Thcrsen,
Sandefjord.

103'9" x
Price £4000 excluding willing gun and 
other whaling outfits. Delivery at 
P>ort Stanley April 1981.

"HANKa".1/10/30.do.
Built 1911.
94’7" x 17*8" x 10*3".
Price £3oOG, delivered Sandefjord.

Bjarne Gundersen,
Sandefjord. 3/10/80. "CUN 5".

Built 1911, Oslo.
111*1“ x 30*1" x 11*9".
Price £4000, delivery Walvis Bay, South 
Africa.

w.mit Xw •
Buim912, Seattle, Washington.
106* x 21*3" x 18*.
196 tons, net„ 133 tons4 Price, £2000 at Stewart Island, N.3. 
Will not quote deld. Stanley.

35/8/30.Johan nasmussen. 
Sandefjord.

0- J. ,TUB FALKLAND IS1ANDS COaiPANY. LTD, <

LONDON. 4th November. 1930.
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Enclosures per- "Arlanza" via Montevideo.

Vi

1/ Duplicates of last mail

Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 22nd.26th.Septembeir.3rd.4th.
11th.13thl6th.17th & 22nd October.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 24th.27th.September,Sid1.(2)
9th.13th.15th.18th.21st.23rd.28th.Oct ober, 1st.3rd.N ovember 

Copy of letter to A.W.N.Vincent dated 31st October handed to 

Chief Officer of "Lautaro" per Lowden Connell & Co. 

Additions for General EHectric Co's file.

DuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool market reports of 7th October

Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool market reports of 7th October-.

DuCroz? Doxafr & Co's priced catalogue of Wool sold1 on 25th Sept.

Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced cataloguesof wool sold on 22nd.sept.

& 7th October.

Wool average- prices of 22nd1 & 26th September sales.

Finlay Morrison's agreement dated 20th October-.
Wool Landing Certificates

J G X
Moro 354 bales Wool ex "Lobos"

$ § /
H £ B 122
W K © 155
H! & B 177

Z
N A .463

/ 1
X/

2
/

/V 3.

/ 4
5

6

7

/ §

Z1 9
10

11
/ VV L IaJ

^-JjaTes^ex "Loriga"
11 • » 9 9

,/5 • * 9 9143
"Lpyiga"

32L
^ JB 103

9J B
BBC 38

7F
23B
93S I

D H 82
65S
3037/f Beaver

DH Z75

J-r/- Weddell 67 
. CLUB 82 

J H D 128
T/-/.-S! J) r 27

AFC 39 
D & S,165

48PH

General Snvoice - Stores per "Highland1 Brigade"t 12
4 Suppliers detailed Invoices - Stores per Lautaro" 

Proforma List Of Clients( Cargo per "Lautaro"
/ 13
/m



List of Cargo per S S"Highland! Brigade1' to Montevideo 

for S S "Falkland’'
Suppliers detailed Invoioes - Stores per"Highland'Brigade'1 

& S S "Falkland"

v.
16

17 Renarks on Stores
Account Current dated 5th November and vouohers.
Remarks on Accounts
Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 5th Novenber.
Engineering Remarks No.3
Remarks on Naval Fuel Depott No.a
List of Whale1 Catchers .offered dated 4th November.
Copy of correspondence with David Geddes & Son todate re

Seal Oil.
Details of Flock & Ear marks of 31 Cheviot Rams per "Lautaro"

i
t 18.
■ 19/

r 20L

' 21i

/ 22
/ 33

24/

/ 25

26 Wool Landing Certificates
J L W 4 bales Wool ex'"Lopiga,r 

E E M 3 
Z 67 

Heart 153
List of Parcels in case No5136

/

• 9 9 9

• 9 * 9

4 9 9 * 9

27

LONDON 5th November,’ 1930



Despatch No. 1884. dhthd '9 th January! 1981; 'Pef "Odd ArCdrid":

1 Acknowledges Nos. 717/19.
Freight on Seal Oil:on shipments July/August debited 

at rates given.
ftiyment received for Canning Machinery sold Montevideo. 

"Falkland" credited with £50 for freight*
at

Coal - Notes 800 tons bought from Government tax 50/- 

Mr. ftunilton,s gift to Colony.
Notes moving of Stone crushing and block making plant 

to "Charles Cooper".
Mr. Vincent's report on Farm Store A/c received.
Fiteroy Cookhouse Fire - Insurance of £400 received.
Bleaker Island - Manager's house fire - Insurance of

Mr. A.F. Cobb.
Notes New Store opened 15th September, 1980.

2

8

4
5
6

7
8
9

£600 paid to
10

Not surprised at report on Old West Store building. 

Erection progress of Floating/noted.
Ill
12
18 & Sealing Company. Encloses copy of correspondence between 

David Decides and Sealing Co.
"Afterglow” - Sue & labour claim put forward for 
collection.
Boiling of Oil.
Seal Ski

Currency Notes Ordinance. Confirms conversation with 
Colonial Manager. t
Regrets Government have thought fit to disturb, 
arrangements which have existed for 29 years.

"Falkland" Insurance Claims in hands of Average Adjusters*

21

ns.
14

15
Approve of steps taken to insist oft Station Managers 

guaranteeing passage money*16

Acknowledges "Falkland's" Itinerary to July.
- Engineer's Report to hand - spares ordered*

17
"lien”
Freight Contract 1980/81 - Encloses copy of letter sent 

to clients here.

18
19

Encloses copy of letter from Morton's re supplying other 
stores in Stanley.20

- Agency obtained - copy of AgreementsFord Motor Company 
enclosed^

Mutton Bans - copy of letter from Mr. Piggott giving 
information re packing etc. attaohea.

2S

28
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. 
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Per "Cap Areona" & "Orduna" vip M.y. 
N° 1884. c. 3. 9th January, :'/-9 81.

Dear Sir,
Sinee writing last on the 5th November, I have 

received your Nos. 717/719 of 3rd & 14th October & 14th November* 

The various matters referred to therein having been 

the subject of discussion with you whilst in London, there is 

little that ealls for detailed comment by this opportunityi 
The following, however, had better be reedrded.

2. 717*4. Freight on Seal Oil.
The through freight to be charged on 70 tons 

shipped in July and 80 tons shipped in August was debited in 

Account Sales.
8. 717.7. Canning Machinery sold At Montevideoi

The proceeds of this ale,- £470,- have been 

received, £50 of which is being passed out for freight due 

"Falkland" and £420 retained here for the credit of Plant & 

Machinery.
4. 717.9. Coal bought of government.

The purchase of 800 tons at 50/- ex stack has
{/ been noted.

5. 717.10. Mr; ftutiltoh*s gift to the Colony:
The suggestion to use Mr. Hamilton's £1,000

for the provision of a light on Sea Lion Island eould not be 

improved on.
6. 717.12. Stone crushing and block making plant:

The transfer of this to the hulk "CHarles Cooper"
v and the economies effected therety are noted with satisfaction*

v

L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manager,
Port Stanley.

•»
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No. 1884!. 9th January, 1981* - 3>-

7. 717.18. Mj^yineeat*!* retort Qri Strife rA/6ai
Received and noted.

8. 717.14. Fitdfdv Cookhouse fife.
The insured value of this building, £400,

has been recovered from the Royal Insurance Company. The 

amount is retained here for the credit of Buildings Account.
9. 717.15. Bl&tket Island - Managrifs House - Fire;

The claim in respect of this fire has also 

been recovered and paid to Mr. A.F. Cobb.
10. 717.18. New Store;

!
/ ;

i

The opening of this building on the 15th 

September is noted. The Board is gratified to learn that it 

meets with such general approval.
11. 717.19. Old West Store.

Your report on the condition of this building 

is not surprising having regard to its age.
12. 717.20. Floating DOctei

J

The report on the progress of the erection 

of this dock is noted with much interest.
18. 717.22. F.i: & Pet. Srialidg CriJhtd;

Remarks noted. Uiclosed please find copies 

of letters exchanged between the Sealing Company and Messrs. 
David Geddes & Son, which speak for themselves.
Claim under Sue & Labour Cladse. ri.si"Aft6rglawrt:

This matter is in the hands of the insurance
company.

14. 718.2. Currency Notes Ordinance;
I confirm our conversations with you on the 

subject', and merely place on record that the Board regrets that 

the Government have thought fit to disturb the arrangements for 

exchange which have operated smoothly for twenty-nine years. 

Although the Government may refuse to admit it, there is no 

question whatever that the old plan has been of very real
:

L
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advantage both to the Government and the Company*
However, in deference to your wish, it is decided not, 

for the present, to make any counter-charge, in respect of our 

payments to the Crown Agents made here in the hope that the 

steps you purpose taking to attract remittane® may ultimately
prove advantageous*

A copy of letter; dated 2nd instant, addressed to the 

Crown Agents for the Colonies, on this subject is enclosed*
’•ifamarid” Insurance Claims15. 718*4.
These are in the hands of the Average

Adjusters.
16. 719.11. i'tei "Falkland" Passages;

The steps taken to insist on Station Managers 

guaranteeing the passage money of their employees before 

embarkation are warmly approved*
17. 719.12. s.sJ’KAlklajid11 Itlnerttry to July.:

f To hand.
18. 719.16. rrt.v; "lien*.

Mr. Thomson’s report on this vessel is to
The spares asked for have been ordered but owing tohand.

the Christmas holidays since intervening, they are not expected
V from Norway in time for shipment per the '’Orduna".

Freight Contract 1980/31;
A copy of letter, dated 8th December, addressed to

side relative to the arrangements for through 

is enclosed. All (as per list!)

19.

Clients on this
freight in the coming season 

concerned have signified their appreciation and assent*
Please advise clients on your side accordingly bearing

in mind that those with no jetty facilities will pay £11 more. 
C: ;F: Morton Ltd^20.

0. & E. Morton Ltd.Copy of letter from Messrs* 

dated 19th December, 1980, relative to the treatment of
arranged at your interviewaccounts outside the Company — 

with them - is enclosed®

as
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f:i : '& w1 settling cd; ltd;
Ihclosed please find copy of letter, dated 18th

81.

November, 1980, from Arming & Cobb in which it is suggested 

of the buyers that the oil is being boiled too hardby one
or too long*

Also, letter of 8nd December, 1980, relative to the 

Both of these will be of interest*seal skins*
Ford Motor Company.:

Agency
Copies of the/agreements entered into with the Ford 

Motor Company for Cars and Fordson Tractors respectively are 

Also letter of 88th November, 1980 which partieu-

28.

attached*
larly lAys down the course to be followed ih connection with
securing orders for Ford Cars to be delivered here to Falkland
Islanders home on leave*

Mutton Barts;
Please find herewith copy of letter from Mr. C.J* 

Piggott, dated 24th November, 1980, giving information with 

regard to the packing and marketing of these goods*
Yours faithfully,

28.

Y

^>

Cj> *

Managing Director#

i



Enclosures per Supplementary Mail' per "Cap Arcona .. & r Orduna

•( 11 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 5th & 9th January .
Copy of Cablegram received dated 6th January.
General Invoice - Stores per "Drduna"
Remarks on Accounts.
List of General Cargo shipped per "Orduna"
Copy of letter from the British Marine Mutual Insurance 

Association,ltd.dated 17th December.
Simpkin Marshall's monthly catalogue - January issue. 

Engineering Remarks dated 5th January.
B/L.and supporting'documents relative to shipment of goods 

by Herbert Morris,Ltd for feorge Bonner 

Average Ad.lusters statement S S "Falkland" claim 

Envelope addressed1 to L W H Young covering’Documents
relating to Shares in P.IA D .Sealing Co .to be 

transferred to <LlRi0obb.
Copy of letter from David faddeS & Sons dated 18th December 

& copy ®f letters referred to attached 

Circular letter to Clients re shipment of Produce by P.S.N. 
vessels for 1981.

Copy of letter to the Crown Agents dated 2nd January.
Copy of letter from C.S E Morton dated 19th December.
Copy of letters from Anning & Cobb dated 18th! November & 

2nd December.
Copy of lettersfrom the Ford Motor Co.dated 28th November 

& 19th December and dealer's Agreement referred to 

attached'.
Copy of letter from C.J.Piggott dated 24th November re 

Mutton Hams.
Remarks on Stores.

Remarks on Naval Fuel! Depot!.
Note of the Cost! of Storing'Wool! in London.

v

9

8• A*

4i

/ 5

6/

7/
// 8/'

9l/

1
ID

/ 11

12'I/

18
/

14;/

15/

16

ir

1 18

/ 19

2D
/ 21
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/ 22 Additions to *Nesr Standard* Code dated 5th January. 

Copy of letter to T.G.Slaughter dated 9tfi January.28

LONDON 9th JanuaryV1931 • !" r»' i'

J



Enclosures per S' S "Orduna" via Liverpool

1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 14th.24th.28th.November,2nd.
3rd.8th.11th.lath.16th.18th.2©th.22nd.23rd.& 24th.December.

Copy of Cablegrams received dated 13th.20th.24th.26th.27th.
28th November,1st.3rd.4th.6th.9th.11th.12th.17th.& 27th.December 

Certificate Forms for claiming return of premium for Lying up 

of vessels.

2

/ 3

4 DuCrox Doxat & Cors Wool catalogue of 9th December Sale
Jacomb Hoare & Co's Wool catalogue of 28th November sale
DuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool market reports of 25th November, 13th 

& 31st December.
Jacomb Hoare & Go's Wool market reports of 13th December.
Circular letter from the Shipping Federationfltd.dated 19th. 

December^ with"Beginners Register*' referred1 to.
r

Report of the Royal Commission on the Superior Civ.il Services 

in India.
Thomyoroft & Co's Blue Print i.e.Outline arrangement of D B 2 

Paraffin Ehgine supplied September last.
0bpy of letter from Turner & Sons,Ltd.dated 19th November.
Memorandum of Agreement dated 10th Deoember with Wilson Sons & Co 

for coal supplies for 1931.
Average-prices Wool sold 28th November & 9th Deoember.
Additions for General Electric Co's file.
Remarks on Stores.
Account Current dated 5th January and vouchers.

5

/ V
; s

J ^

/ io

,/

■/ 13
14
15

/ 16

LONDON 5th JANUARY, 193t
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DISPATCH NO i 1388 MM 27th MMAKT: 1931 'PER' "EL AflBNTlNQ" 1

i1 Acknowledges No. 780/21.
2 Cooper's House. Sale of.
8 Acknowledges copy of agreement with new tenant "Ship Hotel".

Notes repair work done to lighters and "Gwendolin".
5 Pleased with progress on Floating Dock.
6 Millinery and Men's Outfitting Store. Opening dates noted*
7 Terms with Government for five voyages to M.V. noted.
8 "Kelp". Slipping and overhaul, etc.

"Fleurus". Stranding. Asks to be kept advised as to 
withdrawing her from local service.

10 Bleaker Island. A.F.Cobb accepts £1000 for stock7
buildings, etc.

to take charge for Company.
11 Lively Island. Company agreed to supervise for Trustees;

of H.& G. Cobb.
12 Alex. Mackenzie. Granted pension of £85 p.a.

Cant. H.T. Evans engaged to command "Falkland" during 
Capt. Roberts' absence on leave..

Copy of letter from M. Steel” re his offer for Sealing 
Company enclosed.

4

9
i

Man

18

14

New Steamer - contract signed. Division of tanks.
Mail Contract - still awaiting to hear from Colonial Office.

15
16

Advises position of Wool Market.
Douglas Station. Letter received from Mr.Greenshield's 

Solicitors reporting damage to jetty by 
s.s."Falkland .

steamer enclosed.

17
18

Specifications for new19
Export T&x on Wool. Requests you to approach Government to 

consider remission of for current year.20

"Lobos" satisfactory.Shipment of produce per21

I
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h
Per "EL Argentino" and (
wo at -Montevic j 27th. PelamryV

p* • loo5 *

?f
_r/^Sl

Dear Sir*,
Since writing last on the 9th ultimo, I have received 

Despatches Nos. 720/721 dated 2nd and 18th January,
Gddtiet'B House.2. 720.4.
I have to thank you for the particulars of

/ the land sold with this house.
Ship Hotel.3. 720.6.
The copy of the agreement with the new tenant

/ is to hand.
4. 720.9. Lighters arid "QWdnddliri”:

The repair work done to these vessels is noted

/ with satisfaction.
5. 720.10. floating Bbckl

It is satisfactory to hear of the launching of
the fourth and last pontoon and of the progress made towards
final erection.

6. 720.12.
721.4.

/
/

Millinery rind Meri'd Outfitting Stofe.
It is noted that men’s department was opened 

/ on the 9th December and the Millinery on the 5th January.
Mail Contract for Montevideo voyages^
The confirmation of the terms arranged with

7. 780.18.

Government for the five voyages to Montevideo this season

^ is duly noted.
8. 721. 2.

the

'«Kaiti,r:
We are glad to learn that this vessel has 

/ been slipped for overhaul and painting.

L.W.H. Young^ Esq.’, 
ManagerV

Port Stanley.
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9. 781.8. dl'd^FIdufud.’
From advices later than the date of your Despolii 

we gather that this vessel was refloated. Tpuiwill doubtless 

keep us advised as to what is being done as regards with
drawing her from the local service./ Incidentally it is noted 

that she took a substantial number of passengers on her last
trip.

Bleaker IslAhd;10.
As advised you by cable on the 80th instant 

the Board's offer of £1^000 for all stock,- horses and cattle,- 

excepting the 800 wethers already sold to Stanley^- buildings^ 

fences^ plant and boats, as per Mr. Slaughter's report of 

3rd January7 and Mr. ftmnaford*s report of 18th December,1930^ 

has been accepted try Mr. A.F. Cobb as from the expiry of the 

lease on the 31st March,' 1931.

Y

In the cable sent you," Mr. Oobb*s request,
that his men on the Island should be brought away whan the 

"Falkland" called there in Februaiy, was passed on. 
doubtless have advised the Camp Manager of the above arrange
ment so that he can send someone there to take charge

Please refer to what has been written in the

You will

• •

letter by this mail to the Camp Manager, on the subject of
this Island.

11. LhtelVId. Captain E. Cobb^ Trustee for the Lessees of 

this Island'^ has informed us that for some two or three years
past no returns or reports on the stock at dipping', lambmarking 

and shearing, etc. have been received from Coutts the mail in
The Board has accordingly agreed tocharge on the Island, 

the Lessees ' request for the Company's Camp Manager to
/

This will entail an occasional visitsupervise the Island, 

and seeing that the proper returns are forthcoming. For

this service the H.& C.Cobb account is to be debited with 

£100. per annum to date from the dommenc ement of the supervision
Ale*; ‘Madk'gjMldi'12.

/ Please note that the Board has granted
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Mackenzie - late shepherd - whose record of service ms 

referred to in Chrap Manager’s letter of 18th January', a
pension of £85 per annum from the date of the termination

Flease advise him and pay.of his employment.
Cdptalih Hugh ThOrths BvdriS i
In response to' your cable, we have engaged

Cant. H.T. Evans for a period of seven to nine months* to take command of s.s ."Falkland during Capt atoberts^ absence on leave.
Copy of the agreement made with him is enclosed.

He will leave by the m.v.”El Argentine"

18.

on the 28th instant and is due at Montevideo on the 19th
Chble advice of this was sent you on 20thor 20th March.

February.
Captain Evans has been strongly recommended 

by Mr. Kennaugh and also Messrs. Lowden, Connell & Co. one 

of whose steamers of 6000 tons he has recently commanded.
The vessel now being laid up he prefers to take the post 

offered in the Falkland Islands rather than be idle.
F;I; & i>; sealing Cd:ltdi 
Biclosed will be found copy of letter from

14.

Mitchell Steel! dated 19th February! following on which we 

cabled you his offer as therein drafted.
that this is attractive to either the Sealing Company

To us it does not

V appear
or ourselves.

New Stdamef ;15.
The final specification having been agreed 

between Mr. Kennaugh - on our behalf - and Messrs. Robb, the
contract was signed on the 12th instant.

On receipt of your telegram of 5th February! 
we put before Mr. Kennaugh the suggestion contained therein 

as to dividing the several water ballast tanks, 

his letter dated 9th February received in reply is enclosed, 

and I my state that Messrs. Robb confirm his views. , Thqy

A copy of

/

state that unless the vessel was to use oil fuel no boat yet
Your further cable ofbuilt by them has been so divided.
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From this it is80th February has since been received, 

noted that the suggestion was made on account of local
In a later advice from Mr. Kennaughconditions loading cargo, 

he writes as follows;- "Whilst at Leith last week this
matter was discussed^ and I might say in any case the feed 

tank has already bear arranged with a centre line division,
and at the same time we discussed the making of the No.8.

We fixed onmain tank what we call "reasonably tight".
No.8. tank for the reason it will be the least expensive, and/

A finalwill practically only entail extra suctions." 

decision on the matter cannot be come to until it is known
what extra cost will be incurred.

Mail Contract Tilth Cdloriial Offidei 
The draft contract was forwarded to the 

Colonial Office on the 18th January and although we have since 

asked for an early decision, nothing further has been heard 

Is it possible they are awaiting the arrival of

16.

/
from them.
Mr. Hodson?

Wool Mafket;17.
The usual Brokers* reports on recent sales are 

It will be seen that the January series whichenclosed.
opened on the 80th idem with a further decline of from 10 to 

15# shewed an improving tendency towards the close and values
hardened t* 5 to 7J#.

Douglas Steitldn - Daritigd to Jetty Ay "Falkland". 
Enclosed will be found copy of letter'~t dated 

81st January^ from Messrs. Kimbers, Williams & Co., Solicitors, 

for Mr. Greenshields, relative to some damage which is said to 

have been done to the jetty at Douglas Station, 

us rather an extraordinary course for him to have referred the

18.

It seems to

matter to London as it will naturally fall to be settled
Doubtless we shall be hearing

/

between between you and him.
r-;from you later.

The accident was reported to the Club,-
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British Marine Mutual Insurance Association Ltd. - and we 

enclose copies of letters from than dated 28rd and 27th 

January.
NdiTStdeuiter:19.

Copies of the final specifications for Hill 
and Machinery are sent you herewith.

Export fax on Wool;
A cable was salt you on the 5th instant 

advising that we had been asked ty Falkland Farmers on this 

side to join in an appeal to the Colonial Government to 

consider the remission of the export tax on wool for thB

20.

current year in view of the present unremunerative prices 

for all produce./
It is felt that with a surplus of over 

£30^000 of revenue in hand the Government could well afford
to accede to this wish.

Doubtless you have made representations to 

them on this matter and will advise the result in due course.
"hobos". I have to thank you for your cable advice of21.

the shipment of produce per "LOBOS" - from Stanley 13th January -
The vessel has arrived and the woolwhich is satisfactory, 

she has brought will be put up in the next series of Sales
/

commencing 10th March.
Yours faithfully^

Managing Director.
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"2 Anted ‘Tfttt ■MfcKttKt 1931 W;rtfttet6 !y6rdet>:Mstiittdii'Maaae
1 Acknowledges No. 722.
2 Regret accident to Mason.

Notes attention given to moorings of "Great Britain".
4 "Fleurus” — refloated and back in Stanley.
5 Sealing Company -

also been to Colonial Office# 
Discusses debit balance#

6 Advises cancelling of "Orita's" call at Stanley 6th May.

3

New steamer - size of vessel and dock capacity - 
pontoon for dock to be sent#

new7

New steamer — mail contract#
9 Encloses copy of letter from Crown Agents re Currency

Ordinance.
10 Gives position of Wool Market.
u Pledge, ?»^deo

on 14th inst. with produce*

8

i

L —T:
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Per "Conte Verde" and "Lagarto" 

. via Montevideo.
1336. 17th March, 4.9 31;jV° <=^Porea,on .£. a j.__

Dear Sir,'
I have to acknowledge receipt of Despatch No. 722 of

22nd January.
2. Boriald McDonaldMftddri;

We regret to hear of the accident to this man but we 

are glad to note that he was able to return to work wo soon.
3. rt&reat Britain"

The attention which is being given to the moorings of 

this vessel is duly noted.
"Pleiirus"
We are obliged for the information that the "Fleurus" 

was refloated on the 17th January and arrived back in Stanley 

on the following evening*
5.

In continuation of paragraph 14 of my last Despatch, 
your cable of the 7th instant advising the Sealing Company 

was not prepared to accept the offer made by Mitchell Steel was 

duly passed on to him since when we have received no further 

communication from him.
Mr. Hftns Borge was here last week and although he 

professed to be still interested in the project no definite 

offer or suggestion to purchase was forthcoming from him. 
Incidentally, you may be interested to know I heard he called 

at the Colonial Office and evidently discussed the Sealing 

Company.

/

4.

Y

We gather that the debit balance of their account at 

31st December last, after deducting the rebates given on freight, 

amounts to £10,131. 10. 0. We figure the security against it/
V

L.W.H. Young, Esq#,
nManager,

Port Stanley.
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as follows:- 330 tons Seal Oili@, say, £15, 
"Bellville"
"Afterglow"

- 2 -

£4950
3000
1800

£9450
?And the factory at Albemarle 

s:bJ"0Rita"!- caridelled bailing;
Advice has been received from the Pacific Company that 

in consequence of the existing trade depression the sailing

6*

of the "Orita" from Liverpool on the 19th instant,' making the 

call at Port Stanley on her homeward voyage on the 6th May;
I fear this will put you to aome ,has been cancelled, 

inconvenience in providing passages for those who would have
/

returned from the Islands by that opportunity*
Sew: Steamer;
With reference to the division of the water ballast tanks 

asked fori it is agreed that the feed tank and No*2. main tank 

will be divided; the latter Reasonably ti^it', and this,'5 we hope,'

7.

/

will meet your local requirements*
The question of the ability of the floating dock to deal 

with the proposed vessel has been causing anxious consideration*
You are aware it was designed by Messrs* Clark and Standfield

On reference toand certified to be of 600 tons capacity.
Mr. Glover; and in turn to Messrs. Clark & Standfield, as long
ago as July last , we received their assurance that it would

65&°$ut for considerations of stability specialcertainly lift
would have to be exercised*care

Messrs* Robb originally gave the weight of the new
vessel for docking as 650 tons, but Mr. Kennaugh found on

figures that there is considerable doubt about itr*/ going into the
To bring the weight down to this figure, it will be necessary
to discharge boiler water, anchors, cables, boats, etc*

We have come to the conclusion that far too great a
liability to Underwriters might be incurred should a vessel in 

4x0ess of 600 tons be docked (except in cases of dire emergency)
Therefore, the only two courses openand an accident arise.
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2 to reduce the size of the vessel or increase the floating
capacity of the dick. _ . - -

It is realized thatV having regard to the known
to be carried and the other special require-

are

quantity of cargo
of her future employment, it would be most undesirablements

to reduce the ship's dimensions.
We, therefore,' in consultation with Mr. mover and 

Messrs. Clark and Standfield, decided to have another pontoon,’ 
of the same size as the existing ones, added to the dock*
This will bring its lifting capacity up to 750 tons^ and the 

fact that the expense and delay of discharging boiler water, 

cables^ etc. will be avoided will, it is considered, amply repay
for the additional outlay. -

We are cabling at once advising you of this decision,
and after obtaining tenders for the pontoon and the necessary 

fittings, the order will be placed immediately so that all
materials can be carried out by the vessel in September*

information I enclose copy of a letter fromFor your
Clark & Standfield dated 16th March on the subject.Messrs *

Ndw :Stdamer - Mail Contract*
The proposed contract with the Crown Agents was forward 

ed to the Colonial Office on the 12th January; it was only 

received back with their letter of 28th February, copy enclosed". 
Following this I had an interview with Mr. Daraley 

dfcussed the matter fully and, as you will see from our

8.

and
letter of 11th instant, we have got them to amend the wording

as followsi- 

Clause 3. 500 miles radius under normal working conditions 
is specified for the wireless*
The dates of the voyages

fixed by the Government after

to Montevideo as amended 
to be fixed by the" 17.

dates shall be consultation with the Company*
This objectionable clause giving the Governor 
power to send any "competent" person on board 
and call for such work as he,considered necessary 
has been deleted! in full*

" 22.
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I have just heard from Mir. Sidebotham over the 

•phone that in this amended form it has been agreed and 

the agreement will he prepared immediately by thethat
Crown Agents for signature#

Nrites OrdiriHride:
A\ copy of our letter to the Crown Agents , dated

forwarded with Despatch No. 1334 paragraph 14. 
Herewith will he found copy of letter in reply,

9.

2nd January, was

dated 16th March, to which we would draw your attention. 

tfddl ;3aidd;
1250 hales of the wool arrived per "Lobos" were offered 

for sale on the 12th and 13th instant when, as you will have

10.

gathered from the cable of prices realized sent you values
ffe trust this improvementshewed a very satisfactory increase.

continue and that equally good realizations will hewill
effected for the balance of the shipment which comes up for/

sale on the 20th March.
The "D.H" wool arrived in better order and condition

Tick stainthan has ever before been seen from that station, 

was almost completely absent and the wool exceptionally clean

and of good quality./

Yours faithfully,

71 /m t-
J. ^Co

Managing Director.
SMiMerit5pdf : iiIa ^"i'Uth Mardh.
Your telegram of yesterday has just come to hand 

advising the very satisfactory shipment of 2561 bales of Wool 
and 319 bales of Skins; also that the "Falkland" sailed for 

Montevideo on the 14th instant with 386 bales and 214 hides.

11.

\
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Enclosures ■ per'fConte:Verde", 9k • lagarto via Montevideo ♦

/ Copy of Cablegram sent dated’ 14th March.
Copy of Cablegrams received’dated 28th. Febry .7th. & 11th March. 

3 Wool market reports dated 10th March.
41 Average prices of Wool!sold112th S8 13th March.
5" Brokers' reports:-

1!.
2

A

114 bales Wool! ex "llobos"S'

/ N A 199

D H1 490

70 -jP B

JHD 21

J H D 18

B B 13

T R" 25" 
Pitzroy 
Club 50

HOC 39T'

K
/

y
/

47:

S & S62
o?J BIG©

AF 54/

78Eiy
Heart' 68 

7L 72 ..
H'& B 99 ,, ,,

Generali Invoice Stores per"Lagarto"

List of General Cargo per "Lagarto"

DuCroz DoTtat & Co's priced Wool catalogue of lBth March.

Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Wool catalogte of 13th March. 

Remarks on Stores
Account Current dated 17th March and vouchers.

Remarks on Accounts
Copy-of letter from the (federal Post Office dated 27th February 

Copy of letter from the Crown Agents dated: 10th March.

/

A
/

6

A T
/' 8 -

9

VI 1* 

/ 13 

1 14'/
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Remark on Naval Fuel Depot nb .5"
Copy of letter from Clark & Stanfield to Mr Gordon Glover

dated 16th March. _ _. ____
%

Copy of letter from Colonial Office dated 28th Brtfttwry 

and our reply' of 11th March.
Additions for General Electric Co’s file.

d
16u^i

17:

Copy of Brokers’ reports on Tallow ex"Lohos"19

A Blue Print referred to in Clark & Standfield’s letter20
of ,16th March. \ /

■Sv-,1931,,LONDON 17th,MARCHT " r !
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ftftWtaK mjaiffr1 wyr*K»MM! 'teme" 'via 'Mdritrtiado;
1 Acknowledges 723/5 and letter of 12th. March.

Annual Accounts - Discusses.
Board glad to learn of Colonial Manager's safe arrival hook 

in Stanley.
Mr. Hodson in London at present.
Sir James O'Grady appointed Governor.

2
3

Currency Notes Ordinance.
Notes freight rates advised clients for current season.

No jetty facilities - rate charged "J.G/H.S.B" to 
he set right next season.

Pleased last shipment of P.A. timber by "Falkland'’ gave 
satisfaction.

Captain Roberts arrived 16th April.
Arrangement made with Government re Mails to Montevideo for 

1931 satisfactory.
5 years Mail Contract - Bicloses copy of draft agreement 

with Crown Agents.
Doubtful if Government will agree to remission of Wool Tax.
Admiralty Wifeless Station - Gives reason why Government 

refused to take over soon aft^r the War*
New Steamer - Discusses sundry matters connected therewith.

4
5

6

7
9

9

10
11

12
Floating Dock.
"Oroya" to sail for Stanley on 20th September.
The first shipment of Produce taken to Montevideo has 

safely arrived in London.
of three Cheviot Hams very unfortunate.
Great mistake to have quarantined on Navy Point.

Notes how Mr. Slaughter and family are returning to Bigland.
Ctell of "Loreto" at Stanley homewards on 14th April.

mails and itinerary of "Falkland" to hand.

13
14
15.

Loss16

17
18

List of19
May decide to cable you to ship home locks, etc. 

further purchase of coal from Government.
Account of projected developments

20
Notes21
Aa”iraityi2rt £££ Interesting.22

services rendered to "Fleurus" byClaiming for Salvage 
"Afterglow”.23

Sealing Company - Notes Steel’s offer has been turned down 
and that operations are suspended.
Re selling at £17 per ton c.i.f. Montevideo.

24

of cables caused by breakdown at S.Georgia.Delay in delivery 

Reports position of Wool Market.
25
26

t
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/V/,,continSe^: ^i»idev7 /1337. _ ' , c_^Z^o?iao?i'£. c j._

Dear Sir;

9-9 311st May,N°

I hare to acknowledge receipt of your Despatches 

723/5, dated (2) 161 and 14th March and also your letter of 

12th March.
2 . 723. AUiiual Amounts.

These; together with the various supportit% 

schedules; are to hand. The latter are very complete and 

clear and should provide all the information required by the 

Auditors. The whole are now being incorporated in our hooks 

and are tinder detailed examination. For the present there are 

only the following comments to raise
form1 Results ‘±1 fleriettilUr.
The immense drop of approximately && *300 a* 

compared with 1929V owing directly pa tju* stump in tfce value rff 

Wool , is much to be deplored but is wssrwlda$le«
With the changes in management tjy$ 

take place it is intended to concentrate on effecting «££, possible 

economies in the working of the Farm and there appears to be 

to believe that these may be considerable.
In this connection the case of the omission pi the

reason

10 miles of fencing material at the EBtancia on the Fit^rdy 

Section in the 1929 accounts, clearly points to tije necessity of 

better system of keeping a record of the issue and u*$some
such materials and of those which have generally come under the

Will you, therefore! pleaseheading of Consumption Stores.
/ inaugurate such a system as you consider best whereby a proper 

tally of them when issued to each farm section will be kept
record of how they have been used up and the stocks whichalso a 

L.W.H. Young, Esq., 

Manager,
Stanley.
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should remain in hand*
With regard to the rule laid down in 19291 that the 

Farm was not to be charged more than 10$, plus coastal freight," 

over and above the o.i.f. Stanley cost for Consumption Sfcores, 
we would like your confirmation that this is being strictly 

adhered to*

/

It is noticed that the stock of stores at Darwin 

had been considerably reduced by the end of the year from the 

all too high figure of the two previous years, 

satisfactory and is probably due, as Mr* Wood suggests, to the 

disposal of a large quantity of old stocks*
It would have been satisfactory if a proportionate 

reduction of the stock of the North Arm Store could have been 

seen although the profit shewn on that Section is better*
The loss of £114* 15* 0. on the Speedwell Store 

business certainly wants some looking into and we are glad to 

know this is receiving your attention,
Stanley Store;
The results shewn on the Stanley Retail Store

This is
v

j

business in all the departments are regarded by the Board as 

satisfactory; great credit is reflected on the improved 

management^ notwithstanding the little nest-egg arising from 

the 192£ tons of c6al found in the "Lady Elizabeth".
3. 724.1. The Board was glad to learn of your safe 

arrival back in Port Stanley on the 2nd February.
Mr. Hodson is", I understand* in London, but so 

fur tkq have seen nothing of him* In the "Times" of the 28th 

April we see the appointment of his successor, Sir James O'Grady,

gazetted*
4. 724.3.

725.2.

f

5

CdffdhcV ’Ndtes 'Ordiriaiidd.
In spite of the further action you have taken in 

this connection we gather that the decision of the Secretary of 

Stated as conveyed in the Crown Agents* letter of 16th Match,1931", 

forwarded to you in our 1336.9., finally settles the matter and

Y
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that we have to face the new position.
5 . 724.5. FfdldM' OtiAittei:

We note that you have advised clients of the
rates for the current season.

With regard to the additicfe^£1 charged on 

shipments from stations with no jetty facilities^ we find that 

for some unexplained reason those from "J.G/H.S.B" station, where/
no jetty exists, have been treated on the same terms as those from 

his "More" station. It is realized this is wrong, but it is 

deemed not politic to raise any question about it this season but 
the matter should be set right next.

Shipment 6f llirfbei- ltfM Stfaita df Ma^elldxi:6. 724.8.
It is gratifying to hear that the last shipment of

timber by the "Falkland” gave such satisfaction and sold so 

This, no doubt, is primarily attributable to yourquickly.
sending over Bannaford to ensure that only the right quality was
shipped.

724.11. CaPtaiii Bobdfts arrived safely and reported here7.
As you say, his presence here should be of greatlast week.

assistance in settling many details in connection with the new

steamer.
8. 724.12. Maild vid Montevideo 1931;

The arrangement made with the Government for the 

remuneration of the steamer for the conveyance of mails is very 

satisfactory.
Mail Contract.9.
The final engrossment of the mail contract with the 

Crown Agents for the Colonies was received on the 28th April. It 

was sealed, signed and returned to them the same day.
enclosed; the counterpart signed by the Crown Agents will

he retained here#
10. 724.13. BMiddidn of Wool lax,

725.3.

A copy of
,same is

We have to thank you for the copy of correspondence
r
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also

a subject for discussion at the Colonial Office when calling there 

It seems very doubtful whether the Government will

with the Acting Governor relative to this matter which

recently.
agree to any remission of tax just yet.

11-. flj^dftiacrifihld ‘Adniiftilt* Wif^lAsS Static;
por the very reasons given in your Despatch the Government 

refused; soon after the War, to take over from the Admiralty their
It was fully realized then that the upkeep would be 

costly and out of all proportion to the requirements of the
installation.
very 

Colony.
12. 724.16. New'Stdamefi

It is pleasing to hear that the design of the new steamer 

and the inauguration of the new service to Montevideo meet with 

such general approval*
/ your memorandum dated 27th February embodying various 

suggestions made by Captain Huberts; in connection with the new
These matteishave already been fully discussedvessels is to hand* 

at an interview arranged between him and Messrs* Kennaugh in
Liverpool a few days ago and we are now merely waiting to hear from 

Messrs. Robb what extra costs will be entailed for such of those

items as are extras. _ _
You may rest assured that everything will be done on this

side to give you all you ask for.
Youiwill be interested to hear- that the keel was certified

- v ■ -

to be duly laid on 8th April.
Effect will be given to your suggestion to load timber in

Norway but we have yet to see how it can be arranged to fit in with 

loading for the trial trip, referred to in *nx my letter to you:her
of 27th February.

10th October will be kept in view as her final sailingThe
date from the U.K. .. . -

/ The postal authorities will be kept closely informed with .
regard to taking a mail and her date at Montevideo for an overtalcing

steamer.
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Your proposal to send a crw home to take the 

Exactly what these ratings will he you will
-¥■

boat out is^approved.
doubtless advise later.

13 . 724.17. Fldatirig Pddk:
725. 5. Your remarks an the progress being made with the

erection have been read with much interest and the excellent
to form some idea of the heavy and difficult 

It is unfortunate that the gale on the 8th
photographs enable one
work to be faced.
February referred to caused damage and extra work hut after all

climate like that of the Falklands such set-backs are only
The large number of bent and distorted

in a
too likely to be met with, 

frames and bulkheads too,must, we appreciate, have caused a.lot
of extra work hut it would he almost impossible to ship such a 

quantity of plates and frames out and to have them handled to such 

an extent as they must have been without a proportion of them

getting damaged.
However, it is very satisfactory to hear; and 

creditable to all concerned, that the difficulties thus arising
have been got over* and that the work is progressing.

"'sailing;26th'Hddtdmbdf.14. 724.19. "Oroya
In reply to your enquiry the Pacific Steam 

Navigation Company advise that this sailing stands.
. PrddrfeerShiTaeftts via ’Morite^iddd;

The first shipments of wool", etc. effected by the
15. 724.21

Montevideo have duly arrived by the "Highland
The through freights on the various

"Falkland" to
Chieftain" and "Bibury". 

parcels will be charged in accordance with yours of the 12th March.
Ch^l dt Ramdi16. 724.22.

of the three Cheviot Rams is most unfortun®The loss
claim is at present before the Underwriters 

at the moment arising is in regard to the
Can no documentary

The relativeate.
and the only difficulty

reported to have taken to the water.
sent in support of this by someone who saw it?

one
evidence be

It was a great mistake to have agreed to these
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valuable sheep being quarantined at Navy Point for the reason 

that the Cheviots are particularly wild and difficulty in 

collecting them and shipping was certain to arise, 

we realize that the quarantine paddocks in Stanley7 are very 

inadequate the rams could have been fed there and would have 

accustomed to people being near them and shipment

Although

grown more
from there could have been effected more easily.

We have never yet lost any rams placed' there for 

quarantine except those killed by the use of too strong dip 

by the Government officials about 5 years ago.
fldifrdwafd1 Passaged I725.6.

I note that Mr. T.G. Slaughter and family will return
17.

by the "Falkland'' in May to Montevideo and home by the "Highland 

Since the date of your Despatch your cable has beenMonarch".
received advising that Mr. J.F. Bonner and his family sailed
in the "Loreto" from Stanley 14th April.

"Loreto" at 'Port Starildv'Mth April:18.
I presume that by way of making some amends for the - unexpectedly

.0./ordered
I&rtieulars of the shipment of produce were

thecancelment of the "Orita's" call in May the P.S.N
"Loreto” to call, 

received in your cable of 15th April.
725.7.8. MaiId.
The provisional list of mails to leave and arrive and 

/ also the revised itinerary for the "Falkland" are to hand and

19.

will be useful for reference.
725.9. Wdbl'HOmdWArdd;20.
It will probably be decided to cable you shortly to

This/ to some extent/ will/forward all wool on hand, loci®etc.
the tomage for shipment via Montevideo.increase
725.11. COaLl :
The further purchase of 300 tons coal ex

21.
"Ullstad” is

noted•
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AMMiHl'tMr 'Oil Peboti
Your account of the projected developments 

Kat Port T^gftr is interesting; doubtless you will advise anything 

further that arises in this connection*

The papers relative to this case are to hand*
The question of the amount of Salvage due to the "Afterglow"

■%

/is being taken up with the Adjusters and Underwriters and 

progress will be reported later*
F111 ft p, aedliiig CO.Ltd;
It is not surprising that the Directors of the

22. 724.14*
725.13.

23* 725*15*

24. 725.16.

Sealing Company regarded Mr. Steel's offer as not acceptable*
It is noted that operations are now entirely suspended and

In view of the presentoutgoings reduced to a minumum. 
condition of the oil markej this is obviously the only course

1/ to follow.
A cable was sent you on the 9th April

enquiring if £17 per ton c.i.f. Montevideo would be accepted and
your reply has only just come to hand, for reasons explained in

No definite offer of £17 has been madethe following paragraph.
shall understand that if we cannot do better that pricebut we 

will be acceptable*
Cablesi25.
From the confirmations of your cables of

15th, 18th, 21st and _22nd April', you will see that in some cases
delay in arriving here of about a fortnight.

at the G.P.O* with whom
Thethere was a

Department dealing in Norwegian traffic
taken up say that it was attributable to a1/ ■

' the matter was 

break-down of the South Georgia Wireless Station*
WdblSdles: ...26.
The current series opened on the 28th ultimo, 

from the accompanying Brokers' circulars,
decline of about 10#

iyAs you will 

catalogues and prices realized, there is a
see

^ •This to some extent will, itcompared with the March Sales*as
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is hoped; prove attributable to the short period which elapsed 

between the March and present sales and to the Easter holidays 

intervening.

- 8 -
s,

Yours faithfully;

-^0.

Managing Director.
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ILl/l Copy> of Cablegrams sent dated 11 th & 80th May.
Copy of Cablegrams received dated flOth

- r <y/
> a1/

Wool averages 1st .8th Jf 12th. MaySalCc.3

*> 4
u>

DuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool market reports of April ft 15th May.
Brokers Reports on Company's Sheepskins ex "Lajtez "~t *.5y
Brokers Reports on Clients Sheepskins ex "IABas6 r

Wool Landing Certificate*;:-
S I ^16 tales Wool ex "Laifc.z" 

M /2T 
R B C 26 

B >81i 
AP 68 

F B 67"
F IOC

r
S >111 bales Vitol ex LaBaz"

. B B / IB 
A P G '47 
f *22 

HG C 98 
Olnb 60 

L 108 A
BuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool sale catalogue of 8tt May 

Jacomb HOare & Co'spriced catalogue Wool Midi 1st ft Uth May 

Jaoomb Hoare & Co's priced Sheepskins catalogue 7tti.May 

Annibg r& Cobb's priced- catalogue of Shbdpskins sold 7th May. 
Copy of letter from 4.1 .Uhomycroft & 0o'Mated84th March. 
Copy of letter from Cadbury Brothers dated 30th April.
Copy of letter from Norton Rose & Co .dated 12th Maywith

enclosures
Jaoomh Hoare & Co’s Wool market reports dated 16th May
Clark & Stanfield's General Arrangement drawing No.7240 

of Extension to Floating-Dock*

M• 2' 9 >f *
ft 9ft »9 9

M9 9ft 9*9
M9«» 9

9 9» 99 9
9 9959 99 9

✓ 8
9

Y

10
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/ 12 

16 

, 14
y

t/vz
16

Y
Copy of letter from Cooper McDougall & Robert*®* dated 9th& 

16th May re KYMAC Sheep Dip. ^
Copy of letter from Douglas Station .Ltddated 84th ft our reply 

of 27th April & Capt.Roberts report re damage to
General Invoice Stores shipped per "Asturias" to Montevideo.
List of Bircels in case No.5242 per "Asturias"
list of General Cargo shipped per "Asturias" to Montevideo.
Remarks on Stores.
Account Current dated 21st May and vouchers *
Remarks on Accounts•
Suppliers Invoices Stores shipped per N&Bturias" toMontevideo

^ 17:

1/ »
r-'

> 19!
y ao 

21
> 22

V-1

23*•

24
r

25
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pesridtdh m » X333T dated 2iat i93a. ‘aa*
-v„

1 Acknowledges No* 726.
2 Bleaker Island - Shifting stock - damage to cotter*
3 Lively Island— Awaiting Mr. Slaughter's report*

New Steamer - Good progress being made.
Name of "Lafoftia” registered*

4

5 Douglas Station - Damage to Jetty by ».s.HBalklan4M. 
captain Roberts • report enclosed*
Rate of freight an produce.

6 Offer of £35 made for Admiralty Wireless Station Lathe.
7 Steel Lighter No.5. - condition of*
8 Currency Ordinance.
9 Hopes Mr. J. Hamilton's vessel "Penelope" arrived safely

on the Coast.
10 Imperial Economic Committee - correspondence.
11 "Great Britain & "Fenaia" - Storage of wool ia latter vessel*

"Loreto" arrived Swansea 17th Sfey. Outward sailing of
"Oroya" cancelled and substituted by "fttgarts* 
22nd September. Anxious to know datnof 
"Falkland" in Montevideo in that month*

13 Action as to shipment of Pebble wool approved*
14 Floating Dock - tenders being invited for new pontoon.

Encloses General Arrangement Plan.
Millinery Store - Notes Mrs. Biggs services dispensed with.

16 Wool Market - reports position.
17 Kyroac Dip - re condition of November 1930 shipment.
18 Mr. Hugh Harding - Resignation received*
19 Approve Wool Shed for Speedwell & Swan Islands being fretted

with Punta Arenas timber*
20 Old schooner "Lafonla" - name to be changed*
21 Locks', etc* to be shipped home*

12

15

» r < >’ y r i r r rnT r I i r i r J r •
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CL hr jfalklanti Jl$kuu\0 CL , Wimiteb.cmxyunv
o( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) o

REGISTERED 1902.

c<?/, c O'

Pera .s ."ASTURIAS" via Montevideo 
and s.s. "FALKLAND". '

N? 1338 • ....s&m07'U/V'/t .£.C3.____

Dear Sir,
1 have to acknowledge receipt of year So. 736 *o£ 9th

April,
726.2. ElOakCf 'Idland.

The sailing of the "Falkland" on the 3rd April 
to shift the stock on this Island is noted*

i

Your cable of the 28th idem advising that the 

cutter had been damaged prior to taking tttol duly received. 

y/' After full consideration it was decided not to make any 

deduction from the £1,000 agreed to be paid Sr* &*F» Cobb.
3. 726.3. IivelV island.

The Trustees are being advised the arrangement 

made for Mr. Slaughter to land on this Island. Bis report 

thereon will be awaited with interest.
4 . 726*6. New'Steartdj.

2.

V

i

Good progress is being made* On the 13th Ipstant 

all floors had been laid, the tank top laid dad rlaptop •*& 

margin plates were then being riveted. Work W the boilers -Is 

also well in band. Captain Roberts and ¥** *»te**$i ***• ** 

Robb's Yard on the 19th and we have a meeting hire to-day wititi 

them and Mr. Robb,- who only returned from Buenos Aire* M the 

12th instant,- to discuss and decide on the virion* inprCvwmapts

v

which have been suggested.
It has been decided to name the jjf&r ostesmer 

"Iafonia" and our application to the Registry in Mnnoettsh
Leith will be her first port of registry.has been accepted.

In the case of all previous vessels sent out it hi** been the
practice to transfer the registration to Port Stanley 4snd 

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,'
Manager^

Port Stanley.
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No. 1338. 21bt May, 1931.

possibly there may be some advantages in Shift Seine d*“* A. ^

what they are; if there are any advantages to be^griKM ftN&eingr
SO) please advise*

5 * 726.8. •SUttM -
Itaclosed please find copy of the

Secretary of Douglas Station in London Of *4tbJfcpril ani ewe 

of 27th idem with further reference to the alleged dawfte to 

the wharf. Attached thereto will also be found fluftifs 

Roberts' report on the incident.
It is surprising to learn from your deapsAdfc 

that no notification wwsent you by Mr. areenshlelds, and Me 

action in putting forward a claim on us here direct through 

his Solicitors in London is an extraordinary procedure.
In view of thin I would reeoind What was

written in despatch 1337 para .5. and leave you to use year
discretion as to debiting the Station with the 41 -extra in

further, if therespect of shipments from Horseshoe Day. 
so called jetty at the Moro is Ac fragile that the "WI&Md" 

cannot go alongside without risk of claim being made «r*«*> '
ship for damage, would it not he better for thd «tedder to 

keep clear of it and charge an extra £1 in that dose Alee?
The matter is left entirely in your hands to deal without 

me hardly think it worth while disturbing the SSpountf^r 1®90» 

It is assumed that your advice to Mr. flreenshields of tho wate* 

for the current year has not been accepted lb a 99
preclude the course suggested above.

wireless statldn 'fettbdj
An offer of £35 for this lathe has he«i mfa **

6. 726.9#

the Admiralty. So far, we have no ropiy.
726.10. Steel 'Lidfatdf 'Mtf&j.

That the condition of this lighter if S**4 as 

you report is, we consider, extremely satisfactory, having 

regard to the fact that it has been in use IS years under

7.

/
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conditions of more or leas unavoidable neglect.
8. 726.n; twm&'wmiami

It will be surprising If ya*f 

letter of 20tb March to the Colonial Secretary-dbe* cu* 

sufficiently appeal to the official mind sad*eSwlt I* tfte 

proposed charge on remittances being «!«aabwd
9. 726.22. Mr; J. Hand l ton »a vessel '"ganalSce’*!

It is hoped that you havouinca receive^ a 

report of the safe arrival of this boat ao, the Coast, althaugb 

the long time which has elapsed since she 

for anxiety.
10. 726.13. impart*! Bridddritid:Cdflfejttdo.

The correspondence referred tc with the 

Colonial Secretary has been read with worn# amusement* your 

reply is most ap$£
11. 726.M. ■♦areat Britain arid

Your report on the position of those two 

vessels and their future disposal has been r&OL with interest* 

We are glad to see that you are fully alive is the risk of 

damage to wool,from coal dust, stored in tbp "SteBmia"*
■■hereto1* at Stanley Uth
It is certainly fortunate that you warn© able 

to arrange for the call of this vessel, 

an the 17th instant.

1/

beard of is ground

/

/

726.15.12.

It is appreciated that the canafllmpnt of the 

"Orita*,s homeward trip in May caused considerable icccRvenienoe 

and webave only learned within the last few d^s tjf»£ the
outward sailing of the "Oroya" fixed for 34th Septenflter has b©£* 

In her place the "Lagarto" is to leave Glasgow 

We ore being given'first call <*} ii*
cancelled.
on the 22nd idem# 

limited passenger accommodation she has T*it in TfilSW
wish to return about thgt time thdnumber of those here who 

Islands, we are 

"Falkland" being in Montevideo in September.
anxious to know approximately the date ~pf the

Doubtless *b shall
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T)e receiving advice from you as to this shortly,
13 . 726.15. Pdbble ISlSfld ¥461,

four action is thoroughly jkggamed. 
14. 726.17. fflcfaitfcte'PdaKl

Y

We are glad to note that, am .,snti«ipatod7
you decided to push on with the construction of % iUa irslj r 

of pontoons 2 and S. Tenders are now being invited for Sp 

new pontoon and 1 send you herewith a drawing of Mnailili
Clark & Standfield's general arrangement plan jio. 7240. 
further constructional drawings will be sent as woon as possible. 

15 . 726.18. Mlllixief^ StdfCl
We are very pleased to bear that you have 

taken the step of dispensing with Mrs. Biggs' services. Bar 

loyalty, good intentions and past services arc fully appreciated
■4

hut there was no question whatever that she Was quite incapable
of running such an establishment. 

16.
The hopes of an Improving market which 

followed on our realizations in the March Sales were rather 

shattered at the set hack at the opening of the April/May Series, 

our average having dropped from 9»47d on the SQth March to 

7.09d and 8.19d on 29th April and 8th May respectively, 

particulars will be found in the accompanying catalogues «c4 

Brokers' circulars.

/

itaU

17. fofoie'Bm
Referring to your memoranda® of 6th April re 

the condition of parcels of this dip at the three Section*; 

enclosed will be found copy of correspondence *tt wfcUth has
passed between us and Messrs. Cooper MeDougall & Robertson Ltd.

It will be seen that the jelly-like condi Mopon the subject.
is attributable to temperature only and that there U no doubt

/

whatever of its being all right.
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18. Mfi ttjgh Ifelfdiiid:
You will see from the enclosed open letter fsfaat 

his notice to terminate his agreement in April -next tea beob 

received and accepted*
19. Wddl Shed - Sftecswell & Swanlslarids;

Yon will have gathered from our ofrt&e of 11th. 
in reply to yours of the 7th idem, that your suggestion to frame 

the wool sheds dn these Islands from Punta Aranas materials is 

approved*
20#

As the new steamer is to be named nI*$aitiau it 

/Will he necessary to give the old schooner some ether name to 

avoid any confusion*
21. Shiifah&ii ‘ of hddkS l

A cable was sent you on the 11 th Instant to tin 

effect that all wool on hand, locks, etc. dan toe shipped home.
Yours faithfully#

t

Managing Director*
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Despatch Nrti! 1839; dated! 19th1 June ‘ W ^Dbiietcr ft t» i

11 Acknowledges No. 727.
2 Comments on Sealing Company's Balance Sheet to 31. 12. 30. 

No prospects at the moment of effecting sale of oil.
New Steamer — Good progress being made.
Encloses copy of letter from Crown Agents re Currency Notes, 

Ordinance advising that no commission will be charged 
on our monthly remittances.

Removal of Sheep from Bleaker Island.
Visit of Sir .Elliott to Lively, Island.

3
4

5

6 Lighters - Repairing of
Use of "Samson".

Agree to suggestion to take stock of Farm Consumption 
Stores at 30th June each year.
Not now necessary to carry 2 years supply of bagging &c

Acknowledges details of steamer movements.
Regret death of Captain of "Fleurus" — notes vessel again 

been aground.
s.s* "Fleurus" - regarding salvage claim.
Horses from the Coast.

7

8
,

9
■

-w

10
■

11! ,

12 Notes tallow barrels can be bought cheaper from Magallanes.
Dismissal of Bernard Biggs for pilfering.
Acknowledges copy of agreement with Norman McLeod, as 

Wireless Operator on new steamer.
McLeod at present in Hospital with dysentry.

Swan & Speedwell Islands Wool Sheds.
Photograph of "Bertha" wreey to hand. Salvage of timber.
Floating Dock extension - re cost of extra riveting. 

Position of extension.
Encloses copy of specification.
Shipment per new steamer.

Floating Dock moorings.
Insurance claims paid for two Cheviot rams lost.

Underwriters object to paying for one which took to 
the water at Port William.

Acknowledges cables re shipments per "Falkland".
- ■%

Return passages booked at Stanley per "Oroya"#
Acknowledges photographs of floating dock, etc#
Admiralty’enquirfegif shed at Navy Point is still being 

used# Also if stone is being quarried#
Pension of £36 per annum granted to Donald Morrison#

i 13
14

1

15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23

2d
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CLhr jFalhltinii Ji^imti'6 CL , liimitpit.mup.nrn
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.

O' /, r^/U/ceo/s/yc/. efface//.
Per s.s."Dunster Orange” x

via Montevideo & s.s."Falkland. / 
1389.V° 19th Jane, 31.

Dear Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your No.727 of 9th May. 

F;i: & D;1 sealing Co;Ltd:
The copy of the Balance Sheet of this Company as at 

the 31st December, 1930, forwarded to the Government, is to hand. 
The value given for the floating assets strikes one as being too 

high, and as to the item of Goodwill, £1,500,for a concern which 

can only shew a dead loss on its operations to date, it is 

farcical to say that the Goodwill is of any value, 

understand it the concession to exploit the sealing business is 

not a saleable asset; certainly not without the consent of the

2. 727.2.

As I'

Government.
There is no prospect whatever at the moment of 

effecting any sale of the seal oil on hand and to endeavour to 

force one would be futile. We can only trust that if the bulk
suggested

of the whaling companies were to suspend operations next season,as/
/

a demand in anticipation of reducing stocks may arise within the

next few months.
3. 727.3. NOW Steadier;

Good progress continues to be made by Messrs. Henry 

Bobb with the construction of this vessel.
Mr.Kennaugh report that they are thoroughly satisfied with the
quality of the work being put into the job.

The latest adviae to hand is that the plating iis

expected to be completed by the 23rd instant.
The docking and painting of the steamer before

her trial: trip will be kept in view. At present it is too early

Captain Roberts and

/

V

v
L.W.H. Young, Esq.; 

Manager,
Port Stanley.
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to say exactly what will he done.
Your remarks as to medicine chest and electric lights 

m the cabins are noted.
4. 727.5. Criffdri<# Nbtes QfdirianCC;

It was very satisfactory to receive a letter
(copy enclosed) dated 16th June, 1931, from the Crown Agents 

for the Colonies advising that no conmission will be charged 

on the regular monthly remittances made to them by us "in the 

mutual interest of the Falkland Islands Government and of your 

Company".
5. 727.7.

727.13.

Y

Bleaker and Liyeiy islands.
Your account of the removal of sheep from Bleaker 

Island is noted with interest; also that Mr. Elliott will be I1

making a visit to Lively Island shortly.
The decision come to with regard to the damaged 

cutter was conveyed to you in despatch 1338* para. 2.
6. 727.9. Lighter*:

/
Y

It is satisfactory to hear the attention you are

Withgiving to the repair of the several lighters referred to*
regard to the "Samson", I assume that your idea is simply to put
her into commission as an additional lighter if you;find that
the expenditure on her justifies that course.

* Shearing 
. Stbcktek

Y

‘Sttifoltes;
trig of1 Fdrrii' Cdnsumptibn1 Stores:

7. 727.11
727.23

I have to thank you for copies of your letters to 

the Camp Manager of 20th April and 6th May.
Messrs. Cooper's report on the Kymac Dip was dealt 

with fully in despatch 1338, para.17.
Your suggestion with regard to having the stock

/

!,

of all farm consumption stores taken at the 30th June each year
In this connection please note that With theis quite approved: 

ample opportunities of shipment there will be in the future there
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is no object whatever in carrying two full years supply of
bagging, hopps, etc. as it merely, as you will appreciate^ 

represents capital lying idle. It will be quite sufficient^ 

and safe, to make a rule of having on hand by the 1st June each yeari

enough bagging and hbpps for the following season at each section.
As regards dip, the aim should be to ensure having 

sufficient for the following March dip on hand at each sectionI
not later than, say, June/September each year. 

8. 727. 12. Steetobef ‘movement^;
I am glad to have the details given in your

Despatch.
9. 727. 15. d;d;uFleurdd":

V

The death of the Ghptain of this steamer is 

It is noted that the "Fleurus" has again beenmuch regretted, 

aground - in Stanley Harbour.{/;

10. s;s;,lFl6uraal - Salvage:
•>

Following remarks in 1337 para.23, a claim for 

£1,000 has been put forward for the salvage services rendered 

by the "Afterglow" for the stranding off Keppell Island in January 

last,with an intimation that if this is not agreed to we are 

prepared to submit to the arbitration of Sir Joseph Lowrey, 
Secretary of the Salvage Association.
our claim is regarded as exorbitant but we are hopeful that we

In the reply received
/

may be able to arrange a settlement at a figure somewhere between 

the £500 you suggested and £1,000.
11. 727.16. Hbfsdd1ffdih1 the Coast:

The delivery of these at Egg Harbour on the 

15th April is noted as also is the shipment of 55 head of cattle. 

From Mr. Slaughter, who has arrived safely," it is learned that 

the horses are morp satisfactory: in every way than those delivered 

against the contract last year.
/
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12". 727.17. Bdi-Mla1 ftM'Mafrfftririrt*1
It is very satisfactory to hear that you 

have tapped a cheaper source of supply than that hitherto 

patronised.

13 . 727.18. Bennafd 'Bitted ^ Pilfering ft dm 'the West Store.
/

i

I much regret to hear that this man, so long
in the Company’s service, should have been guilty of the 

disgraceful conduct referred to* Your action in summarily
dismissing him is thoroughly approved.

14. 727.19. Now Steamer - Crew '•* Norman McLeod;
The copy of the very good agreement concluded 

I will see that he is afforded every assistance 

whilst in London to undergo)the course of training he desires.
The matter of the spark transmitter shall

is to hand.

also receive attention.II
I regret to say that he contracted severe 

dysentry after leaving Rio on the "Highland Monarch" and was 

landed in London on a stretcher and taken to the Seamen's 

Hospital^ Albert Dock. Our Mr. Home went there to see him 

yesterday and I am glad to say he is making very good progress 

towards recovery.
15. 727.20. Speedwell & 3rtdii Ifllditda Wool 'Sheds.

Approval of your suggestion to frame these
sheds in Stanley was conveyed in 1338, para.19.

16. 727.21. "Bertha" WPOOk;
The account of your visit to this wreck has

ii
!

M

■

;

/

been read with much interest; I have to thank you for the
Your calculations clearly shewexcellent photograph to hand, 

that the timber is well worth salving,
17. 727.22. Floating 'fldck1 BxtOrtsldn;

v

A cable was sent you on the 1st June advising 

the prices a± which Messrs. Swan Hunter quote for extra riveting 

on this job and asking if you would prefer to do the work in
V
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Stanley. From the latest figures you sent us of your working
costs, we gather that you eould shew a considerable saving as 

compared with their quotation. It was therefore gratifying 

to learn from your cable of 4th June that you elected to do!

the work locally.
In reply to the question asked in that message to 

the effect - "telegraph as soon as possible at which end 

additional pontoon will be placed" - we cabled you on the 

5th June as follows:- "New Pontoon comes between original 
numbers one and two counting from left of plan No .6820 

see also drawing No.7240 posted "Asturias”. From your 

remarks under acknowledgment it is gathered that you have 

correctly anticipated the position of the new pontoon, but 
from Messrs. Clark & Standfield's plan No.7240, posted to you 

with Despatch 1338, para. 14, it will be seen that the new 

side walls require to be interposed over the new pontoon and 

do not form merely an extension of the walls as originally 

designed. In this connection we learn that Messrs. Swan, 
Hunter, whose tender has been accepted, have undertaken that 

the plates to be supplied will be punched with the same multiple 

punch as used on those first sent out. In this way there can 

be no question of their failing to fit to the old plate* with 

which they will be connected.
From the copy of the specification which is enclosed 

relative to the accepted tender, you will see (page 14, para.40) 

that no further side shores are being supplied.
The idea of shipping all the material for this in

)
!

V

/

the "Iafonia" when she goes to Sunderland for her engines has
The matter is under consideration■>

not yet been turned down* 

and discussion with Captain Roberts and Messrs.Henry Robb Ltd.
It appears probable that some weight will be required 

f in the No.3 hold to put the vessel in anything like proper trim 

for her trial trip. As the shipment will consist almost

M
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entirely of flat plates and angles which will stow well otfaftywill! 
not displace anything like their equivalent weight of timber. 

Pldatlite Dodk ^ Modi-irigs;
The vital importance of all you write as to the

/

18.

necessity of an undoubted margin of safetyvin the moorings is 

fully appreciated as is also the close consideration you have 

given to the matter. All that you have written on the subject 

has been passed on to Mr .Gordon Glover and Messrs. Clark &
v

Standfield's report thereon will be received from him in a few 

days.
In the meantime quotations have been obtained for 

840 fathoms 2" stud link cable, 2nd hand, equal to new, 
re-tested with Lloyd's certificate, @ 14/3d per cwt.f.o.b. 

Liverpool.
[tyne district.

>

This compares with new cable 20/6d per cwt. f.o.b.

If Messrs. Clark & Standfielfl's report confirms 

that your proposals are adequate an order for the cable will be 

placed.
Pull information as to securing the ends of the

j:
cable chains will be sent you.

The position in which you now propose to moor the 

dock is noted with interest. It will, as you say, be much 

handier in every way than the site originally proposed.
19. Ohavibt 'RzlJtiai

In Account Current herewith will be found a credit
for £89. 2. 0. for the two rams lost.

So far the Underwriters have not consented to 

admit the claim in respect of the one which took to the water 

in Port William. We accordingly cabled you on 1st June asking 

V for any certificate that it is possible to supply in support of 

the incident.
Referring to what was written in 1337, para.167 

it is now learned from Mr. Slaughter that the Stock Inspector
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.

could not utilise the ordinary ground for the purpose of 

quarantine as it was already occupied and that therefore there 

was no option tut to place them on the ground across the Harbour. 
ghiprienta of Produce pet ’ "Fa^nM11:
We have to thank you for your cables advising the 

following shipments of produce by the "Falkland" for transhipment 
at Montevideo 

13th May.
3rd June.

20.

365 bales Wool 15-bales Skins
461 9

Return passages pe? "Oroya “:21.
A copy of your cable message of 21st May was sent w± 

to the Pacific Steam Navigation Company and a copy of their 

reply, dated 23rd May, is enclosed herewith.
We have to thank you for the several excellent

all of which are most

J

22.
photographs of the floating dock, etc 

interesting and much appreciated.
Shed Rental and stone foiartied at Navy Point:
Enclosed please find copy of letter from the Admiralty, 

Please forward us a letter stating whether 

any stone has been quarried since that included in the 710 tons 

in respect of which we paid the Admiralty £35. 10. 0 to the 

2nd June 1930.

/
/ • J

23*

dated 15th June.

u

At the same time it would be well if you would also 

state exactly up to what date the shed at Navy Point was used 

and what rentgi if any, is due to them:which is not covered by 

the amount of £69. 14. 3. paid on the date above referred to. 

Bdnald Mdrftsdii - P&isldri:
The particulars of services given of this old employee

last
were considered by the Board at its/Meeting§ and it was agreed’ 
to grant him a pension of £35 per annum from the termination of 

his service.

.

24.

/

Yours faithfully'/9z>
Managing Director.
r *
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Despatch no :i34o . dato3nb jemt: 1931 not-1 -algantaba"» ■

. n%<%

1. Acknowledges No .728. 
Farm Stores . Approves proposals re keeping of records . 

Storekeeper should be housed at Qbose (Breen. 
No object in nnintainingWalker Creek store. 
Speedwell Is. profit better than originally 

indicated.
New steamer. Reports progress being made.
Photographs of Floating Dock received.
Acknowledges cables & letters re shipments of produce^ 

from Montevideo.
Certificate of loss of Cheviot Bam to hand.
Handling of future Stock Sheep to be under personal 

supervision of Camp Manager.
Sealing Co. Encloses copy of letter from Inee & Co. and 

proposed:form of Mortgage.
Freezing Works. Acknowledges copy of correspondence re 

Mr .Bowels proposal to Colonial Secretary.
Notes amandments in "Falkland" fares, - Croup 41.
Agree with decision to dock & paid "Falkland” at M.g. 

in July.
P.S.N.C. now allow us 5# booking conmission.

2.

3.
4>.
5.

6*

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
Arrangements; made for Norman McLeod to undergo short 

wireless
Copy of Five years Mail Contract enclosed.

12. course.
13.

Floating Dock Moorings.14.

.*

\
'o

- -
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^"Moantarai1 & "Falkland" 

N? 1840 “ /on.'£.c.3. .....kdJn]^»-

Dear Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your 728 of the

1st June*
2. 728. 2. FARM STORES.

AS stated in 1389 para 7 your proposal with regard 

to the keeping of a proper record1 of all Stores on the Kirn 

are thoroughly approved and I have to thank you for your 

confirmation of the basis; of charge for those supplied for

/

consumption.
It is noted with much satisfaction that you are

keeping your eye on the weak spots connected with this
The incident regarding Wood to which you refer

It is obvious that he should!
department.
clearly points to slackness-, 
be housed at Ctoose Green and Mr .Goddard will be instructed

>

to attend with this; matter as early as possible.
As regards- the Walker Creek store, as the Bodie

Bridge now provides easy access; to Goose Green there can be
AMho this matter will beno object in maintaining it. 

brought to the notice of the Camp Manager.
CJi1 ISLAMBt It is satisfactory to hear8KDWk/jiH

that your investigations-have resulted in a better profit 

than that originally indicated.
NBff STEAMEtU728. 5.

The enclosed copy of letter from Mr .Kennaugh, dated
3.

26th June, will give youi details of the work completed to
Both he andOapt.Roberts who has again visited:that date.

H.W.HUYOung, Bsq.'i 
Manager^

Port Stanley.



•^£.340. 2nd July,1931
Leith sineewriting you last report that the work being done 

is very good* It is expected to launch the vessel between 

the 12th & 14th August. Gable advice of this will be sent 

you.

- 2 -

728 . 6. flt/SATlNfl POGK:
I have to thank you for the excellent photographs 

shewing the progress made*
5 . 728 . 8!. HROBCCE SHIPMENTS VIA MONTEVTBBO i

Mr .Creamer's cables and the letters of 10th & 20th 

May from Montevideo advising shipments per "G0G0lALE,r& 

"HIGHLAND MONARCH" were duly received! The finals landing 

accounts are not yet to hand.
The information given as to produce still to come

4!.

V

'/

forward is noted.
728 . 9. CHEVIOT'BAM8;6'.

I have to thank you for the certificate signed1 by 

Jennings? and Reive relative to the loss of the ram which
With this we hope to obtain the Underwriterstook to the seat, 

admission of our claim.
lour request that in future the handling of 

valuable Stock Sheep should be carried’ out under the personal 
supervision of the Camp Manager, or some one appointed by 

him* is thoroughly approved.
728. 10. F: I ^SEALING1COMPAMT.1 LBH7.

Following on our consultation with Messrs.Ince 

enclosed will be found copy of their letterColt & Oo • »

reconmending' the steps to be taken to safeguard the Company's
and Legal Charge Mortgage/is alsoA copy of the proposed form of'interests;.

herewith.
8. 728. 17. FREEZING WORKSI

I have to thank you for the copies of letters from
Mr .Rowe to the Colonial Secretary on this subject and also

In the latter you have ably shattered’ theof yours in reply, 

absurd assumption on which Mr Jtowefs case for a freezer- is
/

based.
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*

9. "FALKLANB* ' fares.728. 18.
Note has Seen taken of the amendment made in the/ f

passage fares to ports in Group 4 as from 15th April*
•tArxfjaairvtKBr docking.728. 19.

Your decision to dock and paint the "Falkland* in July
10.

fl

in Montevideo is fully justified.
p:s:n:c:‘passage commission.
I am pleased to inform you that having again taken 

up the matter with Pacific Company their agreement has been 

obtained to allow us in future? the full 5# Brokerage on ail 
passages booked by us to Port Stanley or Montevideo.

NORMAN1MCLBOB.
Norman McLeod arrived in London in the "Highland 

Monarch* suffering from dy sen try. He was taken ^ to the

11.

I

12:

Seamen's Hospital and discharged convalescent in about ten 

Arrangements have been made for him to attend the/ days.
London Radio College for a short intensive course to obtain
his P.M.®. certificate

13. MAIL CONTRACT.
inclosed please find copy of the five years mail 

oontract entered into with the Crown Agents of the Colonies 

dated 1st May, 1931.
14. FLOATING BOCK MOORINGS.

In continuation of remarks in 1239.40 oiolosed! please 

find copy ofrletter* from Mr .Gordon Glover, dated 26 th June, 
and also one of Messrs .Clark & Standfield of 25th June giving 

their opinion and suggestions as to the best way. of increasing 

the moorings.

V. '

/
/

I have diseased the matter with Capt.Roberts, and
while he is of opinion that the plan of the moorings suggested1 
is the best, it will be advisable to increase the margin of
safety by providing*; 60 fathoms of cable in the water on each

We will accordingly order the cable.Y of the eight legs.
An order has also been placed for the four hawse pipes and
stoppers referred to in the correspondence.

Yours faithfully',
/$■ i-

Managing Director. __ _
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DESPATCH'NO: 1341 i DATED'13TH'AUGUST: 1931: PER'"ASTURIAS" i

Nothing to acknowledge.
Floating Dock Moorings.
Lathe at Admiralty Wireless Station bought for £35. 
Insurance claim paid for ram drowned at Port William. 

Shipments of produce per "Falkland" via Montevideo. 
Produce per "Lobos" arrived.
s.s. "Falkland" trip to Montevideo September & October. 
Payment of £2700 for Louis Williams Estate.
Debit Balances of

1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8

9
Douglas Station and 
Port San Carlos Ltd.

"Fleurus" salvage.
Good progress being made with new steamer.

10
11

Wool Classer being engaged for next Season - Mr. Mitchell 
not available.

Bisley Team sailing in "Asturias" to connect with 
"Falkland" at Montevideo.

12

13

Wool Sales.
"Fleurus" salvage - notes from cable that vessel has been 

.arrested by Sealing Company.
Acknowledges No. 729.

14
15

16

----oOo------

b
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iftPer "ASTURIAS” & "FALKLAND". (

.'l 18th August, ..s/'9 31N° 1341. o?taon'£.c.3.
/¥
A?Dear Sir,

Since writing you ion the 2nd ultimo we have nothing 

from you to acknowledge.
2. Flddtlrik Dbdk Moorings;

-----------------“-----------------------------“—

In continuation of paragraph 14 of 1340, following 

on Messrs. Clark & Standfield’s recommendation on the 25th 

June and the discussion with Capt. Roberts, we make out that 

you will require on each mooring 6G fathoms in the water 

and 10 fathoms for making fast = 70 fathoms x8i 56Q fathoms. 
There was supplied with the dock 84 fathoms and 

you report to have on hand 

leaving 

required.

ty
•f

180 fathoms «= 264 fathoms
296 fathoms —/

/

• • • • • •« « «• • •• • •• • •

We will accordingly order 300 fathoms, but subject to
anything you may advise to the contrary, do not purpose doing

It is assumed it cannot be 

If you would like this sent
this until about January next.
required much before March, 
earlier please cable.

Adritfallty Wifdl6riS Station Lathe;3.
As advised in our 1138.6 we tendered the Admiralty

£35 for this lathe and you will see from the enclosed copy 

of letter from them, dated 7th July, that the offer has been 

accepted.
4. Ohdf^idtRdjAs.

We are pleased to inform you that at last the

l

Underwriters have paid us in full for the Ram drowned at Port
f v

Credit is {Missed you in Account Current#
ahipriants of Adduce ! ;
The "Bellorado" arrived London on the 8th July with

The Wool will be offered

/

William.
5.

470 bales of Wool and Sheepskins.
L.W.H. Young, Esq 

Manager,
.Port Stanley.

•»
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in the nest Series of Sales commencing 15th September.
From your cable of 17th ultimo it is noted that

ths "Falkland" carried to Montevideo 402 bales Wool and
This cargo was transhipped on the 11th32 bales Sheepskins , 

instant to the s.s. "Bella!Isa".
ShibrikaAt df tirodnce Pdf "hobos":

»/

6.
The 178 bales Wool on board this vessel (arrived 

London yesterday mid-day) will also come into the September 

Series.
'"Falkland1* donnedtions at Montevideo;7.

Your cable advice of 30th June that the "Falkland"
would connect at Montevideo with the "Asturias" on the 1st 

September and "Alcantara" on the 9th October was, as requested,
We understand that thqy willpassed on to the Crown Agents, 

be taking advantage of the latter opportunity in sending back
some of the Government Officials at present on leave.

8. Lftlid Williams Estate.
As directed in your cable of 21st July £2700 was 

paid to Hambros Bank Ltd. on behalf of the above Estate on 

the 23rd. It will be interesting to know the nature of/

this payment.
Ddbit ‘Bdlriiiddd 30th Juries9.
We duly received your cable of 30th ultimo

notifying that Douglas Station debit balance stood at £2060
The former is reduced byand Port San Carlos at £3875. 

the payment of £1700 on the 10th June which amount was passed
you in Account Current last mail.

With regard to the latter, we are expecting a big
reduction to be made within the next few days and the balance 

and any future advances to be covered by a mortgage or other
It has only just come to our knowledgelegal undertaking, 

that Barclays B»nk hold a lien on the produce and a charge on
the share capital of Port San Carlos Ltd.

- -i.
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*1*1 '"FlSdihl*" !&££££
Copy of letter from H. Moen-Andersen dated 13th 

July is jsnelosed from which you will see that certain alleged 

creditors in Norway have, through a lawyer, put a stop on the 

salvage award of £750 agreed to hy the leading Underwriters 

in London and Norway. On receipt of this letter we wrote 

to the Owners of the "Fleurus", the Tonsberg Whaling Company,

10.

and asked them to pay over to us the salvage money or instruct
They replied that asthe insurance brokers here to do so. 

the seizure had been proclaimed they could not comply with our
'J f . ' ■* 4

We then informed the Tonsberg Company that there 

little doubt that unless we received a cheque for £750 

payable in London by return the Sealing Company would arrest 

the "Fleurus" in Port Stanley as security for their claim.

y request. 

was

We are awaiting their reply.
We therefore cabled you to get the debenture and

legal charge sent with 1340.7 completed promptly and that 

the Sealing Company should be prepared, in their name, to 

' arrest the "Fleurus" on receipt of further cable from us or 

if the "Fleurus" shows signs of leaving the Colony.
Correspondence to date on the matter is enclosed. 
Nd» 'Stdarief«
Good progress is being made with the new vessel 

3y Messrs. Henry Robb and the launch is taking place on the
Our Consulting Engineers and Captain Roberts 

pleased with the work which is being put into the

11.

18th instant.
are very
boat.

Writfl1 Clddetefi12.
A Wool Classer is being sent out for next Season but

We are in communication withMr. Mitchell is not available, 

a Mr. Barrett regarding the position, 

recommended by Mr. Bell of Jaeomb,' Hoare & Co. who has knowledge
He is strongly

of his work.

LL Z-
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13. Eiai^rT<&ri:
The Bisley Team is sailing in the "Asturias" on the 

14th August connecting with the s.s. "Falkland" at Montevideo 

1st September.
Wool sales;14.
The prices made for Falkland Islands Wool at the 

July Sales were cabled on the 28th ultimo. A supply of 

catalogues and Brokers’ reports have been posted you.
Yours faithfully,

I iAw

/

Secretary.

S;s; "Fiemhia" Salvage:15.
We are to-day in receipt of your cable of the 12th 

instant and from this it is noted that in view of the proposed 

v sailing of the "Fleurus” the Sealing Company has arrested the 

vessel.
Your Despatch No. 729, carried by the "Falkland" 

to Montevideo", has just been delivered, but time does not 

permit of it being dealt with by this opportunity.

16.

JL
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Enclosures via Bontevideo

1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 21st.24th & 28th September-.

2 Copy of Cablegrams received dated 18th.24th.& 26th September

General Invoice Stores per M.V.Lagarto^3

/> 4 General Invoice Stores per S.S.Alcantara

Suppliers Invoice Stores per "Lagarto

/ 6 DuCroz Doxat & Co's priced sale catalogue of 21st September. 

/ 7 Average prices of Wool sold on 21st September

8 List of Cargo per M.V/'Lagarto"

9 Account Current dated 28th September & vouchers./

^10 Remarks on Accounts

/II Remarks on Stores

Falkland Islands Notes 7 @ £1 & 1 @ 10/- £ 7 . 10/-
see debit in account current herewith

/12

13 Remarks on Naval Fuel Deptot No.9.

LONDON 28th September,1931
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ATnAritArd" & "Fdlkldiid" daLtCd 17th Sept ^1931.Despatch Ko. 1348 obr i It

1 Acknowledges 729.
2 Bleaker Island - Notes what has been done re sheep removals.
3 Acknowledges report on Lively Island.

- Registry to be transferred to Stanley.
Crew from Islands reported here. .
Trial trip expected to take place on 23rd inst. 
Floating Dock pontoon brought to Leith.
Vessel expected to leave U.K.2nd October. 
Arranging for mail from U.K*

4 "Lafonia"
X

e
k nono-las Station Jetty - Approve action taken to survey damag5 Douglas £i per ton on produce from!

Horseshoe Bay.
arrangements for transporting Pebble Island produos.

for Floating Dock being shipped "Lafonia".
Mooring cables.

6 Notes
7 Pontoon

Slipping of "Falkland" at Montevideo.
that Sir James 0'Grady pleased with bis 

Falkland" trip.

8
9 Board gratified

v will withdraw FI euros" from service -Tonsberg Company ' 
Purchase by 
Undesirable to

10 Trust; ^send* "Lafonia" to South Georgia.

Disposal of "Fairy" approved.
Millinery Building and cottage noted.

Hr

12 Proposals re

that Steel Lighter No.4. in BairM Satisfactory to knowcondition.

15 Parana Pine.
is Acknowledges Engineer’s report on Machinery at Darwin 

A Ifarbour and North Arm.
given to Camp Manager re Farm17 Agrees with instructions

o—- 081108 -MorW on *"18

Acknowledges No. 730.19
Currency Notes Ordinpinsse.20

— Correspondence enclosed.21 Atrest of Fleuros
"Lafonia" Crew reported. _Wireless Operator obtained P.M.G.Certificate.22

"Bertha" wreck.
Pleased'that number of men engaged on 

Floating Dock reduced.

23 construction of
24

(cont1d)
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25 Acknowledges photographs of "Falkland" on slipway 
at Montevideo.
Her return journey of 4 days 17 hours: a 
remarkable performance*

Passage Conmission outwards — Nelson Line and 
Blue Star allow 5#. Expert R.M.S.P. to 
do same.

Parana Pine^ trade in.
Notes Mr. Creeoe has been sent to Sections to 

inspect Farm Store A/cs*
Approaches to Office.
Approve of Col.Manager's visit to Montevideo in 

November — Also of proposal to send home 
additional 8/900 bales wool for May Sales*

Appeal for remission of Wool Tax - await advices 
re renewal of appeal.

26

27
28

29
30

31

Sealing Company - Irregularities.
©bal at Albemarle.
Change in name of "Bellville".
Solicitors will be.consulted,re appointment 
of Receiver.

32

to be obtained from thssa 
ng - draft form enclosed.

Clients Accounts - Undertaking 
likely to need financi:

Shipments of Produce per "Falkland" to Montevideo.

33
:

34

o 0 o----
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6'J. c
Per "ALCANTARA." & "FALKLAND" 

N? 1842. 17th September', PV 81

Dear Sir,’
Since writing you last an the 18th ultima I have 

received yeur No. 729 of the 14th July. (See also paragraph IS).
2. 729.2. Bleaker'Island;

I thank you for the information with regard to 

what has been done in the matter of removing the sheep from 

this Island and also for the arrangements you have made as to 

naking one of the "Fennia's" lifeboats available for service 

there.

>

3. 729.3. Lively island:
The oopies of Mr. Elliott's report on this

They have been forwarded to the Trustees.Island are to hand.
'Iil 4. 729.4. New Steamer:
!i The Board is pleased to know that you also 

consider the name "LAFONIA" appropriate. An intimation has 

been sent to the Registry at Leith advising that it is our 

intention to transfer the boat to the Port Stanley Registry as 

soon as possible.

I
/

C t&rtj

I have to thank you for the statement giving 

full details of the men who have come home to take out the
This, and the letter of instructions as per drafts

Most of
"Lafonia"•
makes everything quite clear in connection with than, 

the men have already reported.
Trim Tf
Our present advices are to the effect tta.t the 

vessel will be ready for her trial trip about the 28rd instant.
In my letter to you of the 31st July it was

/

L.W.H. Young, Esq.,- 
Manager,

Port Stanley.
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explained why the voyage to Norway had been abandoned. As 

Messrs. Robb also arranged for the engines to be brought to 

Leith from Sunderland instead of sending the vessel there,
we contracted with a local shipping company to bring the 

materials comprising the extra pontoon for the floating dock
This has been delivered and isto Leith for 11/- per ton.

being loaded in the "Lafonia" after which the availablenow
space will be filled with timber.

Captain Roberts expects the vessel to be ready 

to leave Leith about the 28th September and Dartmouth or
Plymouth on the 1st or 2nd October.

This itinerary will leave an ample margin for the 

steamer to be in Port Stanley in time for the sailing to 

Montevideo on the 19th November referred to in your cable of 

15th instant.
Negotiations have been opendd with the Post 

Office with a view to their putting a letter and parcel mail 
on board.

5. 729*5. DOdCldd Station'Jbtty.
Your wise action in sending Challen and 

Hannaford to survey the damage to this jetty has undoubtedly 

scotched Mr. Greenshield's exorbitant ideas of the damage done. 
Something is evidently due from us and will be recoverable under 

/ the insurance effected with our Club who have already been 

notified.
In view of this incident it appears desitable

to notify all those people from whose jetties the steamer loads 

that we can take no responsibility in future for any such damage.
claim the additional £1 per ton

/

By all means
/

/ on the wool shipped from Horseshoe Bay this season.
6. 729.7. Pebble I&laiid Pfodiiee;

The arrangements made for transporting this

produce are noted#

j
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7. 729.8. Fldatiite’D*Ck;
As stated in a foregoing paragraph the materials fi 

the extension are now being shipped by the "Lafonia" at Leith. 

Duplicate sets of complete drawings and erection plans will be 

sent in that steamer.
We are glad to note that you are exhausting every 

means of obtaining additional! mooring cables from hulks including 

the "Garland'' at Goose Green. If you are successful a material 
saving will be effected. Nothing will be done in the matter 

until hearing from you.
8. 729.12. "Falkland";

The arrangements to place this steamer on Messrs. 
Miller & Company's slipway at Montevideo are noted. The charge 

certainly does not seem exorbitant.
9. 729.13. Sif'Jdrin& O'GMdY:

The Board is much gratified to hear of Sir James 

O'Grady's appreciation of the attention shewn him on the "Falkland". 

10 . 729.14. "Fldiinls":

/

We trust that the Tonsberg Whaling Company will, 

decide to withdraw this vessel from servide. Theas you say,
idea of some of the farmers you mention contemplating purchasing 

this vessel is certainly entertaining and we agree with you that 

had they attempted to run her for even a short time they would
;

have burnt their fingers badly.
We quite agree with you that it is very undesi#**

able to send the "Lafonia" to South Georgia particularly if, 

appears possible, you can find full employment for her without 

The extra premium which Underwriters wogld ask is

as

V doing so. 

indicated as !&%•
Your suggestion for the Government to arrange to 

hire a catcher from each Company operating in the Dependencies,Ir
!! in turn*' will, we hope, be accepted^
ii

:
1
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11. 729.15. “IfcW;
What you have arranged for the disposal of

this old boat is approved.
___ I

12 . 729.16. Milliri&fry Buildiricg '& CbttAgO;
Your proposals for dealing with the old 

Millinery building and Marmont Saw houses are noted as is also 

your suggestion with regard to Mrs. Ryan.

18. 729JS. Coal,

/

If, as you indicate, you are able to carry on 

without importing further supplies from the U.K., it is all to the 

good.
i/

Captain Roberts does not seem too keen to
,/ handle North country coal.

Your complaint with regard to the quality of 

the Welsh coal supplied by Messrs. Wilson Sons & Co. on two 

occasions was passed on to them and they replied as per copy 

enclosed'.

/

■

14. 729.19. I)i£ht6f (Ifoil);
It is satisfactory to heat that after fifteen 

years service this lighter is in fair condition.
15. 729.20. Your decision to send Hannaford to Montevideo 

to investigate the suitability of Parana Pine will, we hope, 
result in the development of business in it.

16. 729:2l. We thank you for copies of Mr. Thomson's report 

on his inspection of the machinery at Darwin and North Mnu
17. 729.22. The copy of your instructions to Mr. Harding 

in connection with the correct keeping of stock of farm materials 

is to hand and should meet the case ftilly*
Gdntef6ii' 6 Ebtnra i - Sari Cafios 1 A/6 ;
Repeated applications for payment of the 

outstanding balance having proved fruitless, the Company here was 

advised that all further payments and advances of stores,etc.

z

/

v

18.

1/ in Stanley on account of the Station would.be immediately stopped 

This brought matters to a head and it was learnt forby cable.

I
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the first time that the affairs of the Exors. and the San 

Carlos Company,- the latter formed only in March last,- were
It appeared that Barclays Bank had made 

advances to the Uxors, to the time of £6000 and that they 

had from time to time provided the cash with wMch to pay
They refused to supply further funds

in a hopeless mess.

the Stanley Account, 
although they held a charge given by the Exors. on the lbnd 

and buildings etc. and another from the San Carlos Company 

on the stock.
The San Carlos Company merely rented the farm from 

the Exors. at £1200 per annum.
Following on negotiations it has now been arranged 

that the Exors. will grant the F.I.C. a 

£10500 on the landj buildings, fences, etc. - subject to the 

payments remaining to be paid the Government for land purchase^, 
approximately £1700, and advance for fencing, the San Carlos 

Company being parties thereto in respect of the stock. The 

period to be for five years at 7£J£ interest and 1% commission^ 

With the £10,500 provided by the F.I.C. Barclays Bank will be 

paid off, sayj
the Port Stanley account also paid off

mortgage for

£6,500,
3.800

10.300
balance remaining 200

£10500:
The balance remaining after payment of all legal expenses in 

connection with the mortgage to be passed to the credit of the 

Station's account in your books.
All produce is to be shipped by, and consigned to, the 

F.I.C. and the proceeds credited direct to the Station A/cjf
the usual 1£JS commission to be charged. All farm stores to

A copy of the mortgage will bebe purchased from the Company, 
sent yarn when completed.

In view of the fact that the Station in question is 

which we have hitherto had no control the arrangementone over
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cone to can only be regarded as profitable and satisfactory.

- 6 -

Since writing the above your No. 730 of 15th August
Tt was delivered yesterday; time, therefore, 

does not permit of anything but a brief reference to the 

matters therein.
20. 780.3. CUfrencv Noted OrdixiaKCe;

U am glad to note that the arrangements you 

have made are working satisfactorily; same are approved. A 

charge of 1% will be made here on all remittances from this 

side.

19.
has come to hand.

21. 730.6. s:s; '"Flriufufl" SalVag6Z
The steps taken in connection with the 

arrest of this steamer are noted. Copy of correspondence 

with Mr. Hans Borge on the subject will be found herewith.
22. 730.7. "hdfririia" Cfriw:

V

All except two of the men sent home from
Stanley have reported here, including Fuhlencbrff ex the 

"Airlanza" which arrived on the 15th.

Ndf tetri MOIiOodi

\ /

After attending the 

school of instruction for marine wireless operators which we
found for him, he successfully passed his examination and 

obtained the P.M.G. Certificate qualifying him to act.
He has been afforded an opportunity of inspecting and becoming 

acquainted with the "Lafonia’s" installation and in addition 

we have sent him to the G-enerai Electric Company* to obtain a 

thorough knowledge of the broadcasting receiver set which they 

have agreed to install free on the Vessel.
23. 730.8. "Bdi-tM" Wreck;

V

The news you give is interesting; we shall look 

forward to your report on the operations of the "Falkland" in 

connection with the salvage of the timber in October nest.
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fflofttiilg Dadk CdildtiTidtidri ^ lAbftir;730.9,21,24,24,
The Board is glad to note that you have been

able to reduce the number of men employed on this job by
You obviously appreciate the necessity which exists of50£.

cutting down the labour bill to the minimum;;

25 . 730. m. a is l '"Falkland" •
I have to thank you for the excellent and 

interesting photographs of the "Falkland" on the slipway at 

Her return voyage in 4 days 17 hours is 

certainly a remarkable performance.

f Montevideo.

It is noted you are sending Mr. Thomson to 

Montevideo in her on the next trip when the boiler will be 

surveyed.
26. 730.13. paaed&e commission outward;

We have already come to an arrangement with 

the Nelson Line and the Blue Star Line in addition to the 

P.S.N.C. to allow us the full 5% ooranission on passages booked 

outwards by their vessels. A reply to our application to 

the Royal Mail Steam fticket Company has not yet come to hand 

but we feel confident they cannot decline. The details of 

the arrangements made with that Company to quote through fares 

outwards and homewards are noted.
t

27. 730.16. Parana Pine.

/I ;

v

On the strength of what you report we shall 
look forward with interest to your later advices as to the 

possibility of developing a trade in Parana Pine.
28. 730.19. MfiMICreede's iddpeetibn of farm store A/ce^

We are glad to hear that you have sent Creece 

out on the annual inspection of the store accounts, 

only by such steps that the matters can be kept in proper 

control.

/

It is
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29. 730.22. Abflfoddhdfl1t6 Offiddi
What you suggest doing is certainly very

i
desirable if the outlay incident thereon is not out of the way.

Yfoif Vidit' to 'Montevideo in Ndycribdf;
It is an excellent suggestion that you should 

piaiffl a trip to Montevideo on the first voyage of the "Lafonia" 

is also your proposal to ngt get an additional 8/900 bales
As I think you are

the July Sales are usually the least satisfactory of the

30. 730.23.

as
of wool! home in time for the May Sales.
aware,
year.

81. 730.25. Atntedl1 for1 remission1 of Wool ‘Ta*.
Your later advices with regard to your 

renewed application to the Government will be awaited with
It is the intention of the Sheep Farmers Association 

on this side to hold a meeting on the 28th instant and forward 

an appeal! to the same effect to the Govemnrst.
32 . 730.26. gtU '&'!): Sbdliiik C6;htd;i

We are not in the least surprised to hear of

i

interest.
/

the many irregularities in connection with the registration and
The amount of ignorance displayedconduct of this Company# 

by the management from the first is pitiful#
It is a good move to take over the coal at 

Albemarle as it will to some extent help to ubsh improve the

v

i Company^ account in our books#
The Underwriters will be advised of the

alteration in the "Bellvilie's” name#
The Solicitors will be consulted on the point 

you raise with regard to the appointment of a Receiver# I 

hope to advise you on this by the mail fcer "Lafonia11 •
ClieiitS1 Aedburits;
Having regard to the present unprofitable 

prices for wool it is probable that some of our clients will 

be unduly increasing their indebtedness to the Company# 

cases where this appears to be likely, please get them to sign

' /V

33.

In
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No. 1342. 17th September, 1931. - 9 -

an undertaking,-in the form of the enclosed^ which has been 

drawn up by our Solicitors,- giving the Company a first charge 

on the proceeds of their wool.
In the ease of Douglas Station, although up to now 

they have paid their accounts promptly, we have no security as 

their wool is not sold through us. 

asked to sign the undertaking above referred to.
Shipment* of PTodiiCd pdf "Falkland0 ;

They should certainly be

34.
The shipment to Montevideo by the "Falkland” advised 

in your cable of 17th August is being brought to London by 

the "Sardinian Prince" which vessel is due to-morrow.
Yours faithfully;

Managing Director.



Enclosures with Despatch No.i342 per S S "Alaantata" & S S Falkland

- / 1 Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 17th. 19th.Augusjb & 8th September.

J 2 Copy of Cablegrams received dated 15th.17th.19th.21st .26th.
28th.August 9th.10th.11th & 15th September. 

Broker's wool reportsyl 3
66 bales Wool ex LobosN A

D H 11 0 9 t 9

J H D 
Pebble1 71 f t1 9

J H D 
J I 31 * 9 9 9

Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Sheepskin catalogue of 2nd.Septembery 4

5 Copy of Mr Arthur Barratt's Agreement (woolsorter) dated 24th

August in duplicate.

Copy of Mr G.M.Goddard(s Agreement as Camp Manager dated 8th Sept

v/

/ 6

J 7 DuCroz Doxat & Co's Wool Market Reports dated 15th September.

9 Remarks on Stores

y 9 Remarks on Accounts

/ 10 Account Current dated 17th September & vouchers.

11 Falkland Islands Notes :-6@£6&4@£l~ £34 see debit in 
Account Current herewith.J

/ 12 Copy of letter- from Wilson Sons & Co.dated 5th September-re coal
for S S"Falkland'! at Montevideo.

from Aklieselskapet Tonsbergs Hoalfangeri 
13th August re Fleurus claim.

Copy of Messrs Ince & Co'.s draft letter re Security for advances.

/ 13 Copy of letter dated

14J

f 15 General Electric Co’s Tnv nice for ease oi' I3uil)s shipped per s s
A'J can tara.&"Fa !kJ and"

LONDON. 17th Sept ember ,1931



DESPATCH NO. 1343, DATED 14TH OCTOBER, 1931, PER "CAP ABOONA"
& "LAFONIA".

No Despatched to acknowledge.
Appeal for Remission of Wool Tax and Economies.

Encloses copy of petition from Sheepfarmers Assoon. 
Asks if any proportion of freight on Cheviot Bams 

is recoverable from Goveront.
Encloses separate letter re Lubricating Oils.,
BArwin House Inventory enclosed for checking.
Sealing Company -

Question of appointing Receiver.
Copy of correspondence with Messrs. Geddes attached. 

"Fleurus" Salvage Award -
Encloses original letter from Morice Tozer & Beck Ltd. 

certifying Underwriters agreement to payment of £750. 
"LAPONIA". -

Trial trip - Statistics enclosed.
Sailed from Falmouth 5th October.
Gives details of insurances effected.
Accounts for Stores sent herewith.
Uniforms - Slop Chest A/o.
Timber from Rirk Dobson & Co.
Parcel Nfa.il taken - Post Office would not send Defter
Brundrit Patent Temperature Valves for Boilers being

sent per "Losada .

l:
2

3

4
5
6

7

8 s.s.

Reports position of Wool Market.9

oOo — -

]
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Per " Cap Areona" & "Lafonia". 
N° 1343. 31yoTu/oruz. c 3..._ 14th October,CTTr>

Dear Sir,
Since writing on the 17th ultimo nothing from you has

come to hand*
AhPea.1 fot Remidsibii Of Wddl Tax; ■& Ebbrtdtiiied;2.

Referring to paragraph 81 of 1342, the meeting referred 

to therein was duly held on the 28th September and a petition to
the Governor was agreed to and signed by the signatories thereon,

A copy of same for your 

As you are aware the Company
It is being forwarded by this mail, 

private information is enclosed, 
is a subscriber to the Association and you will fully appreciate 

that the Board is in complete sympathy with the appeal on 

practically all the points raised; it feels it can rely on your
supporting same when the occasion arises.

The only point with which we cannot agree is the appeal 
in clause 6, page 3, for loans to be granted to the Farmers at a

This would notlow rate of interest to enable them to carry on. 
be in the Company's interests and, moreover, might, in certain 

circumstances, create a deadlock in so much as the Government 
would certainly require in the cases of advances a mortgage on the

Should this position arise the Company would 

not be prepared to continue making advances for wages and 

supplying stores unless the account was kept in sufficient credit

Station and Stock,

to cover same* as the Station Holders would be unable to grant a 

lien on their produce as security ~ referred to in 1342,38,
We were pressed to sign the petition but declined to do

so feeling strongly that the Company’s case can best be left in
You would be the better able in any friendly and in—yourhands.

formal conversations with the Governor on the subject to urge the
L.W.H. Young, Esq., 
Manager,Port Stanley*

\
I
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No# 1843. 14th October, 1931 • - 2 ~

several points of the appeal*
For your information I would say that no copy of this 

petition has been forwarded to the Colonial Office.
ChdVirtt ifa-riid: imported ‘ 1930;
Referring to remarks in 1831 para. 22. of 16th September, 

1930, we shall be pleased if you will report whether, under the 

existing ordinances or regulations any proportion of the cost of 

freight and charges is recoverable from the Bovernment.
Lubricating1 Oils for VdfiQUs 1 Blgiried;

3.

4.
A separate letter on this subject is being addressed to

you this mail.
Inventory of Furniture -^-Darwin HOdsd;5.
Enclosed please find copy of the Inventory of the 

Furniture etc. in the above house, as handed to us by Mr.Slaughter.
The alterations appearing in red are as made by him on leaving

Flease have it handed to Mr. (J.M. GoddardDarwin in April,’ 1931. 
and ask him to check it over carefully on taking over the house,
initial it,and to let you have same back for filing.

Fit .1 Bep&idOilOids ‘Scaling Co^Ltd^
In continuation of paragraph' 32 of 1342, we have since 

interviewed our Solicitors, Messrs. Ince & Co. with regard to 

your suggestion of appointing a Receiver. Presuming that the 

Debenture has been executed and registered, this is quite withim 

the power of the Company and the Board will leave it to your 

discretion to act on this or not, as you think best, 

of course, prefer that you should be appointed Receiver.
It appears to us that there would be many advantages in 

adopting this course as the trouble with dealing with the incapable 

people controlling the Sealing Company would be entirely eliminate* 

A copy of Messrs. Ince's letter of 30th September, indicating the 

procedure to be followed, is enclosed, and also a copy of the form 

to be used.

6.

It would,

Herewith will be found copies of letters which have been 

exchanged between the Sealing Company and Messrs* Geddes.i

i

1
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No. 1348. 14th October, 1931. - 8 -

"Flddriid" ’V! "Afterglow" 'BUM* Award;7.
Referring to your cable of 24th September', I am unable to 

send you any copy of Award for the reason that the ratter was never 

referred to arbitration and there was no Award. The Norwegian i and 

London Underwriters concerned, after negotiations; signified their 

agreement to pay the Owners of the "Fleurus" £750 for the service; 

this sum to include the amount previously agreed between the two
/

Captains.
Herewith will be found letter from Messrs. Morioe, Tozer

This firm are the& Beck1; Ltd., dated 29th September, 1931. 
insurance brokers who do the insurance for the s.s. "Fleurus", and
their letter certifies that the London Underwriters have agreed to
this sum and an endorsement at the foot of the letter by the 

Norwegian Underwriters certifies that they also are prepared to 

pay that amount;
Court and enable you to proceed with the proposed steps to 

enforce payment.

We trust that this document will satisty the

"LAFONIA";8%
The materials comprising the extension of the Floating

Dock having been loaded at Leith and the remaining space filled 
of

with the cargo ami timber, the vessel was down to her draft for 

the trial trips which were run on the 25th September, 
accompanying sheet of statistics relative to I.H.P.7 revolutions;

The

speed and consumption then taken out by Messrs. Kennaugh will
It will be seen that for the lastprove of interest to youi. 

six runs the 10& knots specified in the contract! were exceeded^
The Builders still had some more work to do to finish the vessel

It was a matter ofand she was taken delivery of on the 30th. 

great regret to me that at the time I was laid up with a cold and
unable to go to Leith but I met the Boat at Falmouth and spent a
most interesting time on board.

There is no question whatever that Messrs. Henry Robb", 
Ltd. have kept their word to the letter, and in spite of the 

contract being keenly cut they have given us the most excellent
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work and material throughout, 
to Falmouth to see the ship and all were most favourably 

impressed.

Several Falkland Islanders came

The passenger accommodation is particularly nice; 

complete and attractive and 1 think you will agree that the 

"Lafonia" will be a credit to this Company and the Colony.
AS advised you by cable she sailed from Falmouth on 

the evening of the 5th instant and from wireless messages since 

received from Captain Roberts appears to be making good progress.
The contract price, as you are aware, was £24,000. 0. o 

To this has to be added sundry extras and spares 

amounting in all to
This sum includes the patent steel hatch covers to 

holds No.l. & 2, the Ash Chute, spare shafting and 

sundry spares.
The Wireless Installation, which is admitted to be 

about the most up-to-date unit supplied to a ship 

In respect of this item you will see we have received 

a credit from the Builders of £380.

i;024. 3.10/ *
• • •• • oo • • • o • • • o o • •

540. 0. 0• • •

i «' I

£25,5§4. 3.
Ml i’ f ! i i I'M-

10

taSrifShoeS;

The insurances effected under this heading ate as

follows
20,500 @ 80/- %,With outside companies

On the Company's 
Underwriting A/o. 5;oeo

£251500‘

Our Underwriting Account is protected to the extent of £5000
insured against total loss.

On Freight &/or Chartered 
Freight

On premiums reducing
2.000 @ 45/-%,

1.000 § 22/6%, 

Copies of the Cover Notes will be found herewith;'

I
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D^ck; Arid ftLblri 3to*66;
Hhclosed will be foimd Messrs. M.F. Galloway's

accounts for
Deck Stores £195. 4. 11 tae: 6

203; if
Qigine Boom Stores 58. 0. 9.is; rao

14,

Cabin Stores 14. 8. 0
}■ :2il7i '6

all of which have been certified by Captain Roberts, 
these you will probably decide to spread over the voyage out and

f

This matter is left for you to

Some of

the first year of trading, 

adjust•
iMIfdrtri- Slop Chest A/d;

Copy of Messrs. Miller, Bayner & Baysom's account 
for £82. 3. T for uniforms will also be found herewith.
Captain Roberts will advise you what he has arranged with 

regard to carrying a portion of these items on a slop chest A/o| 
and also as to what will remain the property of the Company.

Loading.
The material for the floating dock extension was 

found to stow rather badly which resulted in not getting the 

quantity of timber into the steamer which we had hoped. A 

copy of Messrs. EarkV Dobson's account for £909. 2. 3 will be
Our specific acceptance of their tender was 

for as much as the steamer could stow after the dock material 
and other cargo was put on board, and as they were on the spot 
at Leith, there is really no excuse for their preparing 4qy

quantityi and they have been informed that we can accept no
They represent that they have prepared 

approximately 25 standards in excess of what we have taken, and 

their statement of this, amounting to £482. 17. 4 is enclosed.

found herewith.

excess
responsibility for it.
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They are enquiring whether we would be prepared to 

take this timber of them and accept shipment from Glasgow to 

They indicate that they have been quoted a rate, 

quay to quay between those two ports of 30/- per ton measurement. 
We lave informed the^m that we will leave the matter in your 

hands to decide after yarn have had an opportunity of inspecting 

the quality of the timber shipped in the "Lafonia% 

therefore, you would like the balance represented by their 

statement above referred to shipped, please cable us in due
We think you will find the bulk of the timber superior 

to what las been previously send* Since our contract was made, 
owing to our going off the Gold Standard',' this timber would 

cost to-day some 15 to 20% more.
MaiIsi
The utmost was done to induce the Post Office to 

place a letter and parcel mail on board the "Lafonia"; but 
only some 30 odd bags of the latter were delivered to the ship 

at Falmouth,' the Post Office explaining that the "Lafonia" 

could easily be caught at Montevideo by vessels sailing as late 

the "Cap Arcona" on the 14th instant.
In these circumstances we trust the Colonial Government 

will raise no question with regard to the steamer coming under 

the contract from the date of leaving the U.K.

Montevideo.

If,

course.!

as

Bfiiridfit Patexlt'TeiftpeMttre Valvea for Boildrs;
Mr. Kennaugh very strongly advised that this device

The matter was fullyshould be fitted to both boilers, 

discussed with the Chief Engineer who will give you detailed
It is a patent which ensuresinformation as to its working* 

the water in the boiler when the furnaces are banked down 

circulating and thus preventing the sediment and deterioration 

lower part of the boilers which would otherwise result. 

The cost of the two is £49. 15. 0 f.o.b. Liverpool.
of the

These

will be shipped by the "Losada" 3rd November and can be fitted 

at the first opportunity.
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9. Wool‘Market:
The fifth series of Wool Sales of the current year opened

As you willon the 15th September and closed on the 7th October, 
see from the accompanying Brokers' circulars,' at the opening 

prices were generally IQ# to 15j£ down but at the commencement of 

the second week the abandonment of the Gold Standard in this 

country had the effect of improving prices for all raw materials. 

Prom then on a much more healthy tone in the market was obvious 

and a clearance of most of the offerings was effected. At the
1 close Falkland Islands wools were marked from par to 5% higher 

than the July Series, 

was a oleaiMip of the rough stuff.
Unfortunately, all that we had to offer 

The usual Brokers* reports: 
and catalogues being sent you herewith will give youi the fullest
details.

Yours faithfully^

c 7

Managing Director#
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Enclosures per Gap Atoonc' & Lftfppi® }• V IT

Copy of Cablegram received dated 2ndi3rd«& 8th October* 

Copy of Cablegram sent dated 6th October.
Jacomb Hoare & Cols Woil market reports dated 7th October. 
DUCroz Dosat & Co's Wool market reports dated 7th October. 
Wool! average orices 1st October sale:.
PWlkland Islands Colonial Annual Report for 1929 

Wool Landing Certificates 

^ F

J l'
%/ a

3

4'</

/ 51

6'

/ T
103 bales Wool1 ex "BelloradO

HP 113
AP 108

J H D
J I 31

J H D
Pebble 71

> »»•
»»* *

"LOboa?9 9

/
f 99 911D H *»• i

N A. 65 » i» »

Copy of letter to the Colonial Seoretary.Stanley from the;
F.I.ShOepfarmers association dated 28th September.

George Weedon's signed agreement in duplicate.
Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced sale Catalogue of 1st October
Copy of General Electric Co's invoice for the Wire less 

Apparatus supplied free to S S "LafoniaP 
Suppliers Invoices stores shipped per "Lafonia''
Swan Hunter & Co's specification of the Extension to Pontoon 

shipped per "Lafonia" „ 1paragraph' re "Pontoon" in Pair play of 24th Septem'ier.
Simpkin Marshall & Go's October issue of Novels &c.
Generali Invoice Stores per "Lafonia!'
Aiming & Cobb's report on Tallow ex "Sardinian Prince" . 
Additions for General Electria CO's PilTe.
Photos of "Lafonia"
Suppliers Invoices - Stores supplied to "lafonia"
Account Current and vouchers.
Remarks on Accounts.
Additions to New Standard Code dated 14th October.
Remarks on Stores
Copy of letter from D.GOddes & Sons dated 16th September

and oopiBS of correspondence referred to attached 
Statistics of trial trips s .s .lafonia?’
Inventory of Furniture in Darwin House 1929

8

9

10

li

12r

/ 13
y1 i4

15

<-./ 16'

✓ 17: 
^ 18- 

S 19

20

/ 2r, 
S 22 

,/* 23 

^ 24' 

25

26
2T
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/ 28 fttrk Dobson & Co's statement* of Timber prepared in excess of " 
quantity taken in Lafoniai ^ . ,Original] letter received from Morice Tozer & Beesfltd^dated 

n 29th September. ^ a a ^
Copy of letter from Ince ft 60. dated 80th September.and draft 

referred to attached*
Copyvof Cover Not^S.S.ntfonia?'
Copy of letter to Camp Manager- dated 14th October.

29s
/ 3® 

J 31

LONDON 14th OCTOBER; , 1981
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_• - j9 you \?rx te and th&.ak you or fcne let tor f row

wore. Aoriee r
'<ii3 .:iU

*ozer <s meek Ltd. dated 2>th epte-iber, 
u® 'ilaceri before

±l’.a. c! .uepcndaucito -ier/lini? Co.Ltd.
fci.e ;oart and onould watiafy them.

6 a

In continuation of 

interviewed our Solicitors, 

your suggestion of appointing a Receiver.

paragraph 32 of 134?, ~fo hive sines

.ossrs. Ince & Go. with regard to

Presuming that the
’debenture has been executed and registered, this is quite within 

the power of the Company and the board will leave it to your

It would,

i

discretion to act on this or not, 

of course,
as you think best.

prefer that y< u should bo appointed Receiver. 

It appears to us that there would be ty 
adopting this course

’any advantages in
as the trouble with dealing with the incapable 

psopie controlling the Jealinf Company would be entirely eliminated 

A copy of Messrs. luce’s letter of Seth September, indicating the 

procedure to be followed, is enclosed, and also a copy of the fern 

to be used.

Herewith will be found conies of letters which have been 

exchanged between the dealing Company and Messrs. Ceddes.
7. ’Vieurug11-V "afterglow" Salvage Award.

Referring to your cable of 24th September, 
send you any copy of Award for the

I an unable tc. 
reason that the titter was never

referred to arbitration and there 

London Underwriters
was no Award. The Norwegian and 

their 

service,
amount previously agreed between the two

concerned, after negotiations, signified
agreement to pay the Owners of the "Fleurus” £750 for the 

this sum to include the
Oaptains.

Herewith will be fuund letter from Messrs, itorice, Tozer
c-r hQcm, Ltd., dared 29th Jepteraber, 1931.

insurance brokers who do the insurance for the

their letter certifies that the London Underwriters have agreed to 

this suit* and

This fir?i are the

s.s# t??leuruswl and

an endorsement at the foot of the letter by the 

Norwegian Underwriters certifies that they also are prepared to 

We trust that this document will satisfy the
the proposed steps to

pay that amount*
Court and enable you to proceed with 

enforce payment*i II
l
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"PLnilttlTa” AiLVAGE./^ L>/( • 3. 731.7. 3.S.
fully dealt with in lastThis matter was

Despatch 1343.7.
F.I. fe Dependencies Sealing Oo.Ltd.
Enclosed will be found two letters from Messrs. David 

Geddes & Son. dated 6th abd 10th November, and also ours of the 

9th idem, relative to the present position of tho ifel Oil Market.

25.
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- 6 -Ifo. 71^ per "Loriga" 11/7/30.
Uo long as production contir.aea, I am allowing

tJ,.;an stores and paying local allotments but in the event of 

production ceasing thio facility will be withdrawn immediately. 

I enclose a statement giving an entimate and showing wording;;nc.

costa etc*

rhere is an enquiry fron Montevideo regarding 21.3.

*r8olivilleH. A nininun price is being fca’ced {£ }T100) delivery 

Albemarle and it is hoped that business will result.

Tne 1treetore have signed a fresh letter assigning the 

company1s assets to us and the first one has been cancelled.

A copy is enclosed and you will note that it has been slightlyhnc.

.nolificd,

The Ip tons of seal oil shipped to Glasgow per 

n Irydeu” is to be charged though freight at £ lJ. I’p. - , per 

ton.

1 cabled you on the 3rd instant offering 100 tons of 

seal oil shipment in. July/August in one or two parcels and now 

a.mifc youi reply. I trust that 100 tons will be ready by the 

ildla of this month but this is not yet certain.

1

*

rogr i to note the;o. id.lag .o.^ 1•lie
i cnor: .o•.a catcli oi wi;alet i. tfail in prices out re.iliao

; j«:es t;.x & a very uiff icui t tricet tooil last so^oon
:

.1.1. not preen sales.i 3 .:p;n:y •e v _ i n7/ork t present. . .e

.)rices . i}. 1 inrov« int a jcu.i': il.'ite stocks a.vJ u. ru8 t

Ail^ciand'* hil not m :o not .ey tript1. e ne x t i‘ c ■** n tii s •

, o v c; bsr by v;:. L c h ti © 

ie to sell t e sc ,uonJs production.

v;oulu l.i•• ■*-3 j ou to teis* in touch

..trust you -.illto onto /1u•?o uat11
•n thisn ivqDoon j. V.

;i rec torsconnection t ..o

Jo.;eJu o anuc.itn essrs • » •-

t j- y ou r c a bio u a ted : J t: x ul to. 

osUSf t‘?e -Miter is still under 

. hOj.e to c. :1c a reply

.it;- reiarouse

r ' r ard i rig ! an o 3o rye? a j rop

const u o r a t i J n - n •.irecw oro’

£iao r tly.
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DESPATCH NO. 1844 PER "HIGHLAND MONARCH” & "LAFONIA" DATED
! 1STH NOVEMBER. 193i:’ ."«■ r r ■ r r r ; j r ;•. r r >■ r r

Acknowledges No.731.
Remittances.
Matter of "Fleurus" salvage dealt with in No. 1843.
Notes damage to Iron Lighter No.5.
Regret death of Donald Morrison.

"FALKLAND” - Boiler.Movements.
Grounding at MiV.- Pipers handed to 
Docking. Underwriters.
Sale or vessel.

R.M.S.P. Through Bookings - special rebate of 10%.
government are mending road near Company's Office.

1

2

3

4

5

6 s.s.

7
OIXt Li«

Remission of Wool Tax — ±8£±.
Particulars of 1931 Census interesting.
Intentions with regard to "Fennia” and "Great Britain" noted.

Y; 9

10V■

1
11

Proposed reduction of Duty"on Spirits -^breaking down^of 

Wilson's cannot yet indicate price for bursters at M.V.

i 12
for 19U:

Erection of Fitzroy Cookhouse - Assumed thaf^ery few hands
employed on job.

13 4
V

14

Regrets outbreak of lice on sheep at Swan Island. 
Iron dip shipped out in 1924•15

Damage to ’•lien’*«16
Floating Dock reduced by 50^01ad number of^n^loje^ extens.on_

Dork accomplished on Dock reflects great ored 

Appreciatendifficulties of securing at the Camber.

on17

on

Notes repairs to Douglas Jetty will cost £75/£100.
Mail Service to South Georgia - Notea ^l|5S^t”hartered

18
19

Centenary 1933 - ^angements.^ of gift to the Town of
Company^ land at fhe side of the Cathedral.

20

and arrangements for passengers 
board at terminal ports.

9th instant.
"LAFONIA" - paoke^01h?e8on

Arrival at Stanley on
Shortening1of*fire bars to further reduce coal

consumption.
Letters from Mr.Kennaugh & plans re sundry mattes-; 
Lloyd’s Certificates for Rill, Bagine & Boilers, 

enclosed.
.Brundrit Patent Valves shipped "Losada". 
easel's,light weight for docking given by

Mr ______ ' and Messrs.Robb as 690 tonar

21
;

\

\
V

\\*1 \\
\
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22 Proposed visit of Governor to Darwin.
San Carlos mortgage likely to be completed shortly.
Spearing & Waldron are enquiring as to whether the goods 

they ship to T. & N. Binnie can be carried ffom 
Montevideo to Stanley by the "Lafonia".

Encloses copies of letters from Geddes & Son re Seal Oill 
market.

Cable received advising Store Sales.
Approve of alterations to system of keeping accounts;. 

Calculating machine sent by Parcel Post.
P.S.N.C. & Homeward Shipments - cannot agree to clause 

Bill of Lading as suggested by Valparaiso.
Confirms cable advising increased cost of Stores owing to 

Foreign Exchange.
Lubricating Gil - a barrel of Wakefield's Oil shipped 

per "Losada".
Tone of Wool Market healthier.
"Falkland” grounding.
Explains reason of poor Sheepskins Sales on 22nd October.

23
24

25

26

27

28
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99 31bn.t/on.c. 5..18th November,

Dear Sir,
Since writing you on the 14th ultimo I have received 

your No. 731 of the 5th idem.
2. 731.A• RemittanOeS;

I) am glad to note that you had sufficient cash 

in hand and that you were not likely to require the usual; 
remittance through the Crown Agents at the end of October. You 

will appreciate that with the recent heavy Capital outlay for the 

new steamer, etc. anything that eases the demand on this side 

between now and when the wool clip comes to be realized in March' 
is welcome.

3. 731.7. s.a; 1 "FLEUKUS" !SALVAGED
This matter was fully dealt with in last

9 Despatch 1348.7.
4. 731.10. LightdrS;

Your advice of damage sustained by the Iron 

Lighter No.5. when receiving cargo alongside the "la Paz" is 

The claims in respect of the damage to cargo will be 

put forward in due course.
5. 781.11. Donald Morrison:

We much regret to hoar of the death of this

noted./

old servant of the Company.
6. 781.12. a:S;‘"FALKLAND":

It is very satisfactory to hear that 

found to be in such good condition when surveyed in
Boildr.

this was
Montevideo in August.

781.15. Movements; 
steamer is being so fully employed.

We are glad to see that this
Considering the weather

L.W.H. Young, Esq., 
Manager,

Port Stanley.
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conditions with which you have to normally contend,' you have 

undoubtedly done wonderfully well with her.
It is noted that it is your intention that Gapt. 

Evans should leave for home in the "Lafonia" sailing 19th 

November.
731.26. ardiindiite. We are sorry to hear of the 

grounding of the "Falkland" at Montevideo on the 81$t August.
The paperd relative to the mishap are to hand and have been 

passed on to the Underwriters, 

assume that in the meantime a certificate of seaworthiness
In reply theywrite "we

V

has been obtained".
This stranding will, of course, enable us 

to recover from the insurance the cost of docking which, it 

is noted, will not take place until the Floating Dock is in 

service.
f

We quite agree withSdle1 of '"Falkland1*;731.27.
the prospects of selling the vessel on the Coast are not

At our interview here with
you there
very good until trade/reoovers.
Mr. Stapledon last August, he was of the same opinion and 

considered it probable that it would be December before
£5000 was indicated to hintanything was likely to be done, 

as the price we would ask, but at the same time he was given
clearly to understand that any reasonable offer would be

As a matter of fact, the Board's view, subjectr
considered.

have to the contrary, is that it 

sell the vessel! for even so low a figure as
to any suggestion you may
would be wise to 

£2000 if better can not be doneV
RIM;3 .F: ‘ Through'Bookings;T* 731113•
We are glad to hear that the above Company 

indefinitely the special rebate ofhas agreed to continue 

10$ off 1st and 2nd class fares.
Afof oddites to Office;
It is noted that the Government are tackling

/

8. 781.17.

the condition of the road in the neighbourhood of your office
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and the East Jetty. The improvement has been long ealled for.Rdmjsaibri ‘of’ Wtiril ‘fifck;
9. 781.18. Your rurtner appeal to the Government for

remission or suspension of the Wool Tax, together with reply 

received, was before the Board at its last Meeting. We 

have little doubt that a similar reply will be sent to the 

appeal referred to in 1843.2. forwarded on behalf of the 

Sheep Farmers Association.
10. 781.19. Cetisds;

The particulars of the 1931 Census are 

Especially so is the information that no lessinteresting.
than 160 of the present inhabitants of Stanley are men from

This no doubt is attributable to recent years'the Camp.
lavish outlay on Stanley improvements and the high wages/

offered by the Government. 
11. 731.20. "Ferinia" ;and "Great Britiariu;

Your intentions with regard to these two
/

hulks are noted with interest.
ifritv on Spirits;12. 731.21.
We are not sorry to hear of the proposed reducl

tion of the duty on spirits and that owing to moderate stocks
of the benefit resultingwill be able to give customers some

early in the New Year. at pr00f
The suggestion to import draft rum and gin /

/ you

which has been discussed from time
whatever against it.

and break them down is one
to time in the past; there seems no reason

Contract, dt 'M:Vu 1 fof 1932118. 731.22.
the time of writing Messrs. Wilson SonsUp to

have been unable to indicate a price at which they& Company
'. #1

to contract for the coming year; they expectwould be prepared 

to be in a position to do so shortly.
Fitafbv1Cbokhouse;14:. 731.23.
Th© Board is glad to hear that th© new

5/6 months seems a long timecookhouse is now being erected, 

to take for its completion but it is assumed that Mr. Langdoni
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is only able to'put very few hands on the job,
15. 731.24. Elite bn 'Swdii' island;

The outbreak of liee on the sheep at Swan 

Island^ reported by Mr. Harding, is regrettable; but;we are 

glad to note from his letter that the steps taken to deal with 

it have apparently been thoroughly satisfactory;
Incidentally the iron dip which he refers to

not having been erected when the outbreak occurred was
Comment is useless.

as
shipped out in September 1924. 

16. 731.25. "into*;
J. Aitken’s report on the damage sustained 

by this vessel 1 is to hand; that it was not worse is a matter 

for congratulation.V

17. 781.28. FlddtiiigPdck;
The Board is very glad to know that you have

been able to reduce by 50$ the number of men employed on this
material for the extension.work pending the delivery of the new 

With the very low prices current for wool and heavy capital
referred to, it is essential that this policyexpenditure, before 

should be followed as far as possible for the present.
Your detailed account of the work so far

It is fullyaccomplished has been read with great interest.
realized by the Board that what has been done; under very 

indifferent conditions in Stanley, reflects the greatest credit
It is an achievement of which any one could! on all concerned, 

be justly proud even had the work been carried out where greater

facilities prevailed^
We much regret, and appreciate, the anxious

had in connection with seeuting the Dock in its
The difficulties

time you have
awkward surroundings at the Camber.present 

of making it properly fast quite understood^ However, weare
/ -

the material for the extension is with you, it✓ trust that now
will not be long before you will be able to get the structure

cabled*out of the Camber and properly moored to JL
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'W IjWkldrid^U Bouglas Station Jetty.18. 781.29.
It is extremely.satisfactory, and somewhat 

amusing; to note that Mr. Greenshield's original claimv.for 

£1000 has boiled down to an outlay of between £75 and £100.
The British Marine Mutual Insurance Association has been advisedY

of this and much appreciate the way you have handled the case.
Mail Sdrtidd - Sfrlth Gtehfgid;19. 781.80.
We are not altogether sorry to hear that the 

"Fleurus" has been again chartered by the Government for the 

South Georgia Mail Service as no question will now arise as to 

the "Iafonia" going there. We would have preferred, however;
/ that your suggestion of the mail service being carried'on by. 

the catchers had been adopted. It surely would have been 

less expensive.
20. 781.31. Ceiitei&rtrl933;

It is noted that the Centeabary of the Colony
will be attained in 1933 and that it is the intention to 

celebrate the occasion appropriatelyffhe Board is glad to hear 

that you have been appointed to the Committee whose work it 

will be to consider the arrangements. Your letter to the 

Rieifie Company on the subject has been read with interest.
The suggestion made by you that the Company's

land at the side of the Cathedral might form the Company's 

contribution to the Town on the occasion was discussed by the
condition that the landBoard and approved provided it is made

retained for the Town of Stanley as an open space and kept in
a

is
order at the Public expense. 

2i. 781.83 • "umsu*;
Your proposal to apply for a packet license 

sale of wines and spirits, beer and tobacco to
board is certainly a good ohe as also is the

for the
passengers on
intention to make arrangements for passengers at terminal ports
to live on board the ship at tariff rates. The latter✓

i
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arrangement should prove an economy tp passengers transhipping 

at Montevideo.
We have allotted in our Code the word "WPYYN" for the 

phrase "LAFONIA SCHEDULED TO LEAVE MONTEVIDEO FOR STANLEY ....
"ADVISE CROWN AGENTS, P.S.N.C

Note has been taken that no women and children can
be booked third class on the "Lafonia.

Arrival dt Stanley.

R.M.S.P.Co. & NELSON LINE".•»

I have to thank you for your 

telegram of the 11th instant advising that the "Lafonia? had 

arrived at Stanley on the 9th idem and that her average speed was 

9i34 knots on a daily consumption of 9 tons and flirt her indicat
ing that there had been no engine stoppage or trouble* This
is veuy satisfactory*

Your later reports on the vessel and her equipment
/

be awaited with much interest by the Board.
For your information we attach copy

will
Negative Slibi

of letter from Mr. Kennaugh dated 28th October relative to the
on the voyage to las Palmas.

The suggestion contained

was
negative slip which/reported

Shortening of Fife Bars.
letter with regard to the shortening of the firein the above

still further reducing the coallbars, with the object of
will doubtless keep before you*consumption, you

have received,m connection with these matters we
of Mr. Kennaugh's letter datedand send you herewith, copy 

2nd November and also one 

same date

which he has written to you of the 

X Therewith will be found the following drawings

No.6336. Propeller.
Drawing giving partioulare of trial trip - power

trials - consumption trials.
No.1/979. Modifications to Valve Gear.

Suggestion reduction
re Air and Filling Pipes to Feed Tank.

V

of fire bars.Tracing.
do.
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'Certificates; Lloyd's Register of
Shipping's Certificate of Class No. 2123*, dated 16th October,
1981^ for the Hull!, and Certificate No. 31770 dated 16th

19491
]/ October jT 1931j relative to the engines and boilers, will also

be found herewith.
Bfuridfi* Batent Toitipefatuta Valves for Bbileta;
Following remarks in 1343 paragraph 8, the above 

mentioned boiler water circulators were shipped in the "Losada". 
Enclosed please find copy of instructions for fitting and 

raising steam, with blue print 4755/21/141 attached'.
"lAFONlA"' light weight for ddakirig;
For your information we have obtained from Mr. Kennaugh 

and Messrs. Henry Robb a close estimation of the light weight of 

the vessel. From the copy of the former's letter dated 4th 

November and Messrs. Robb's of 10th idem, you' will see that they 

both make this 690 tons,
22 . 731.34. PfobOddd Vidit of GdVertidf td Dartrlii;

Although the proposed visit of His Excellency

V

the Governor in H.M.S. "Dauntless" will, as at present arranged, 
take place at a very busy time on the Farm, the Board is glad 

to hear that he is getting the opportunity of obtaining
He can hardly fail to

some

insight into the conditions on the Farm.
be impressed with the results he will see there of the progressiva 

policy, of the Company in recent years, such as, for instance, 

the provision of wool sheds which are as up-to-date as any in 

the world.
aria oifioa Mbittef#;23.
Referring to remarks in 1342.18, there has been 

little delay between the Solicitors in completing the 

mortgage deeds entailing as you know a reference by cable asking
/ J

v for certain information* Matters are, however, I understand,
all in order and completion is likely to be effected very shortly.

some
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24. Blhhl^d St<W-6s;
Messrs. Spearing & Waldron called here a few days ago 

and explained that they shipped out to T.& N. Binnie the stores 

sold by them in Stanley and that in this connection they would 

like to avail themselves of the "Lafonia"s sailings from 

Montevideo to which port they would send the goods for 

transhipment. They were informed thatvwe should be glad of the
f freight the rates of which would be left for arrangement between

Spearing and Waldron are writing to Messrs.you and Binnie.
Binnie and asking them to call on you with regard to the matter. 

111:j& Petterideridies1 sedliite106 :itd;25.
Unclosed will be found two letters from Messrs. David 

Geddes & Son, dated 6th aid 10th Novemberamd also ours of the 

9th idem7 relative to the present position of the &1 Oil Market.
26. aatdll Stored:

We thank you for your cable of the 27th ultimo 

advising the sales of the Retail and Millinery Stores for the 

month of September.
27. acdoants.

Referring to Remarks on Accounts No.32. page 6, I am 

pleased indeed to hear of your proposals for the improvementvery
of the old system of keeping the general and store accounts. It
is a matter which has been long calling for attention and one 

that could only be accomplished by some one like yourself on the
. Your suggestions with regardspot determined to see it through.

to the matter cannot but tend to facilitate supervision and make 

for economy, particularly those concerned with bringing the
costing under the direct supervision of the Chief Accountant and

Main Office.
By the Parcel Post connecting with the "Lafonia" at

Montevideo 3rd December, a Muldivo calculating machine is being 

We lave chosen this model! after satisfying ourselvessent you*
tlat it is extensively used by our own Bankers; and most of the

largest commercial houses, railways, etc. in this country. It■J
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cost £85.
PiSiNICU 1 arid' HomCvhiM1Shipnierita ;28.
Your cable of the 3rd November advising the arrangement 

proposed by the Valparaiso Office of the P.S.N.C. for lifting the 

wool for the March and April Sales is to hand. Their
Instructions to you to clause the Bills of Lading basing the
freight on the Pound Sterling being equal to U.S.A. gold dollars 

is," to say the least of it, amazing. A letter was forwarded to
the Head Office here protesting against this and the position 

was taken up that in no case would we agree. They promptly
telephoned in reply to the effect that their Valparaiso Office
should not have sent such instructions to you* but we withered 

from the talk we then had that they may suggest an increase in
freights to compensate them for the extra costs in operating 

their steamers incident on the fall in the Exchanges.
/

TB this,
of course, we should certainly not agree and will decline to

We are to meetpay*a higher rate than that of last year, 

within the next week or soipand dfcwuw matters^ and I have no
theLa making ysaxdoubt whatever that we shall get our own way. 

arrangements for the coming year your suggestion of limiting 

commitments for their first two boats to 4000 bales will beour
adhered to,

29. Forriigii 'Exchange - iriCfeaadd ddat df Stdfda:
A cable was sent you on the 29th October advising that

in consequence of the alteration in foreign exchange rates
incident on this country going off the gold standard; the
following increases would have to be provided for:-

Vermouth 25$
Butch Lager Beer 25$
Swiss Milk 10$

Prom your cable of the 3rd instant in reply, note is taken that 

wish Walker & Homfray's Tower Brand substituted for the

/

you
Dutch Lager.

In view of the desirability, of developing inteivempire 

trade in preference to eacaoraging that with the foreigner, yo^i
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will doubtless keep the matter before you with the idea of 

adopting that policy as far as possible.
80. ftibri dating Olid for' internal Coriibddtlda Onglrtes.

Referring to the special letter on this subjeeit dated
14th October, one barrel of Messrs. C.C. Wakefield’s "A" Extra 

Heavy Oil Higine Oil was shipped by the "Losada". It is 

important to have this tested on the Blhckstone ihgines especial
ly and if possible a comparison made between it and the Vacuum 

Oil Company’s Vaelory Heavy Medium Oil! sent you by the "Lagarto" 

As you are aware, Wakefield's is a British Firm, the Vacuum Oil 
00. !• American.

81. Wadi Market;
There have been no sales in London since we wrote you 

last, but doubtless you will have seen from the papers that the 

general tone of the market, as reflected by the sales in 

Australia and New Zealand,' is distinctly firmer and more healthy. 
The 790 bales which we have on hand will be offered at the sales

i

commencing on the 24th November.
s:d:"Fdlklaiidg - Cfrdundiiig;at Montevideo;
In continuation of paragraph 6, enclosed will be found 

jcopy of letter from Messrs. Glanvill, Uathoven & Co 

12th November, on the subject.

32.

dated• *

Yours faithfully^
A

./i.

Managing Director.

83. ShddPdkiits SalOd:
In the Account Current herewith you will find Account 

Sales for 50 bales of Sheepskins sold at the Public Sales on
The course of those Sales was very peculiar 

GRk inasmuch as at the opening there was an advance of 

15<g to 20% in prices as compared with the previous Sale but, 

unfortunately, before the Falkland list was reached buyers

22nd October.

V
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seemed to have filled their requirements from the very large 

quantities of Australian Skins on hand and only 50 of our
The prices for these were so unsatisfactory 

This will probably be

—11-

bales were sold.
that the balance was withdrawn.
offered next month.-
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Montevideo•

Remarks on Stores.I1/

8 Remarks on Accounts,

^ 3

y 4

Remarks on Nava! Fuel Benot.

Addition to "New STANDARD" Code.

LONDNN 17tli November, !9dl



Enclosures per M.VV'Highland Monarch1' & "Lafonia”

# r v 1 Copy of Cablegrams received dated 28rd.27th.Oct.3rd.6th.8t 11th Nov. 
Copy of Cablegrams sent dated 19th ,29th.Oct .6th.& 7th.November. 
Passage Ticket in favour of Mr & Mrs Goddaird returned for Cancelment 

Aiming & Cobb”s reports on Corapany"s & Clients Sheepskins ex"Loreto 

Gogovale,Bibury,Bellarado,Bellailsa,Highland Monarchy 

Anning & Cobb's reports on Tallow ex"Sardinian Prince"
General Invoice condensed milk shipped via Montevideo for "Lafoniu 

Aiming & Cobb, "spriced Sheepskin Catalogue of 22nd October.sale' 

Jacomb Hoare & Co's priced Sheepskin, Catalogue of 23rd October sale. 

Martini & Rossii'S Invoice for Vermouth shipped to Montevideo.

DuCroz Doxat & Co"s Reports on Company's & Clients' Wool ex Bellailsa"

2?

/ 3

/4
Sardinian

Prince"
/5

✓ 6

/ 7

/8

J 9
^1© 

/II 

V 121

Additions for General Electric Co's Stanley Pile.
Lloyds Register of Shipping - Certificate of Class No.21234 dated 16th

©ctoberfor Hull and Certificate No.3177© for Engine & Boiler1
19491

for S.S'iLafonia"
Print No.47553128141, 16/11/30 and instructions for Pitting &c 

of the Brundrit Patent Temperature Balance shipped per "Losada" 

the British Marine Mutual Insurance Association for 1931/32 

List of Cargo shipped per "Losada"

General Invoice Stores per "Losada"

Blue~ i 13•/

y 14 

/i® 

*/ 16 

y a

Rules of

Suppliers Invoices stores per "Losada"
Certificate'No.534 for ^00 Ordinary P.I.C.Shares for F.G.Langdon,. 

Certificate No.525 for 100 Ordinary F.I.C.Shares for J'.D.Creamer. 
General Invoice^Stores shipped per"Highland Monarch"to Montevideo 

Invoices Stores shipped per Highland Monarch.

18

. 19 

/ 20 

21 Suppliers 

Bill of Lading 

Account Current and vouchers.

aemoplw^en Aonmintn-

22 « 9/ 9 I

/ 28

Remarks on Stores. 

F. I. Notes )~3i
i/1 25

@ £1 & 5 @ 10/- £ £ 5 . 10 . 0 see debit in 
account current, 

letter to Camp Manager- dated 13th November-.
with enclosures as detailed in Despatch 1344

26

./ 27 Copy of
Letter to Mr Young287 Paragraph 21

i



/ 29 Copy of letters from D'iGeddes & Sons dated 6th: & 10th and our 

of 9th Novemher-.re Seal Oil
Copy of letter From Glanvill Ehthoven & Co. dated 12th November 

re "grounding of S.SV’Falkland" at Montevideo.
N/ 30
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